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Preface 
The purpose of this report is to provide a record of the research on 

pilot training conducted by aviation psychologists under tho Offico 
of the Surgeon in tho AAF Training Command. It has been prepared 
in compliance with directives from Headquarters, Army Air Forces, 
and Headquarters, Training Command. No attempt is mado to give 
comprehcasivo references to psychological research conducted outsido 
of tho AAF Training Command because most of that work has not 
yet been officially published. The final chapter (No. 15) is o summary 
presented for the benefit of those readers who are more interested in 
an integrated picture of tho main results than in the technical details 
of the separate studios. 

Most of the research summarized in this report was conducted by 
Psychological Research Project (Pilot), an organization which was 
established and mado responsible for psychological research on pilot 
training on I February 1944. A smaller but important amount of 
research was performed by other psychological units. 

The research which is reported could not have been conducted with- 
out tho strong support of higher headquarter, and especially from 
tho aviation psychologists in Headquarters, Army Air Forces, and 
Headquarters, Training Command. Valuable assistance has been 
received from the Surgeon, the Pilot Section of tho A-3 Division, and 
tho Statistical Control Unit at Central Flying Training Command; 
tho Director of Training aid Training Advisory Boards of the Central 
Instructors School at Randolph Field; and the Director of Training 
and Standardization Boards at tho Instrument Pilot School at Bryan. 
During tho crucial initial stages of the development of Psychological 
Research Project (Pilot), particularly helpful, insightful support was 
received from tho following officers in tho Central Instructors School 
atRrndolph Field: Maj. Charles II. Roadman, Director of tho Ground 
School; Lt. Col. Charles M. Whnrton, Commanding Officer of tho 
Bomber Training Group; and Col. Merill J. Reeh, Surgeon. Pilots 
from a number of diflercnt organizations have supplied expert advico 
and criticism on tho technical aspects of flying. Tho organizations 
which were the chief sources of such assistance are listed immediately 
following this preface. 

Tho research reported represents the cooperative, creative work of 
a number of psychologists. A roster of personnel who have worked 
in tho Pilot Project precedes the table of Contents of this report. 
Particular note should be made of the fact that the lower army status 
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of tho cnli-stcd nun did not necessarily mean that their work was of 
lower profcssionftl calibre. 

The nuthore, whoso nainca appear at tho head of each chapter, were 
responsible for tho supervision of most of the work reported in their 
chaplcre, with the exception of Captain Ben-Avi who was given the 
difficult task of reporting work with which he had no first-hand 
contact. Although it is difficult to assign credit equitably for cooper- 
ative work of this kind, an attempt has been made to cite the chief 
contributors to each of the research studies reported. 

Six men de-serve special mention here because their contributions 
were of ■ g« neral nature which is not credited in the individual studies. 
Sjrt. Allen J. Sprow performed an excellent job of writing the semi- 
monthly reports summarizing tho research of the Pilot Project and of 
assisting with tho annual reports. This work, which required insight 
into all of the research involved, left no time free for conducting studies 
of his own. T/Sgt. Robert II. Blake was so useful as a general ad- 
ministrative assistant in roles ranging from liaison with other organi- 
zations on tho field and establishing filing systems, through that of 
MTvfcf as a general critic and conscience, that he was given little 
timo for anything else. Similar capable service in a number of ad- 
ministrative roles was rendered by T/Sgt. Robert E. Dixon. During 
his three months with the Pilot Project, Lt. Maurice Deigh displayed 
initiative and resourcefulness in dealing with problems of supply 
and assisting in many of tho administrative details involved in tha 
preparation of this report. In the final stages of the preparation of 
tho manuscript intelligent help was received from Dr. John T. Cowles 
and Capt. John T. Dailey, tho now Director and Assistant Director 
of tho Pilot Project. 

NEAL E. MILLER, Major, Air Corps. 

Randolph Field, Tex., 11 February 1M6. 
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CHAPTER ÖNE. 

Areas and Conditions of 
Research 

Maj. Ncal E. Miller 

I INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Report 

This report is written ns ft record of the reset»rch on pilot training 
conducted during the second World War by avintion psychologists in 
the AAF Training Command. It is one of a series dealing with the 
various types of wartime psychological research under the direction 
of the Office of the Air Surgeon. 

The two chapters following this one present n sketch of the pilot- 
training program and a description of the task of learning to fly. They 
will serve as a background for understanding the research reported. 
The main body of the report, chapters 4 through 14, is intended to bo 
a source of technical information concerning the procedures and results 
of psychological research on pilot training during the war. The final 
chapter summarizes the main highlights for those readers who are more 
interested in the chief conclusions than in technical details, or who 
want to get a perspective before immersing themselves in the separate 
studies. A glossary of military, aeronautical, and statistical terms is 
included at the end of the report. 

Gradual Development of Opportunity for Psychological Research on 
Training 

Aviation psychologists were originally called into the Air Forces 
to construct tests for the selection and classification of pilots, bom- 
bardiers, and navigators. During the first years of the war their 
efforts were almost entirely devoted to developing and administering 
these tests. Research on training developed gradually out of this 
original work on selection and classification. Tho three lines of work 
leading from classification into training were: (I) Job analysis studies 
conducted to provide ■ basis for test development; (2) investigations 
of measures of (lying proficiency conducted to learn more about the 
criteria ftvftilablo for validating tho aptitude tests; and (3) attempts to 
apply the techniques used successfully in developing a battery of 
pilot-selection tests to the problem of instructor selection. 

From tho very first, ft number of nviation psychologists tried to visit 
pilot training schools and obtain some flying training in order to ba 



able to make firet-liand, job-analysis observations as a basis for de- 
vclopiu« the pilot aptitiido tests. Because of the pressure of developing 
an extensive buttery of aptitude tests quickly and administering them 
to ever-incrcasinR numbers of students in the emergency and because 
of certain administrative difliculties, it was not until early in 1943 
that an opportunity was .Inully secured for two officers to spend 6 
weeks at a pilot training school and to receive a certain amount of 
flying training.1 

At the same lime, studies were being made of the criteria used to 
validate the pilot aptitude tests. The three original psychological 
rcsoart-h units made statistical studies of the pass-fail criterion, in- 
vestigating the variability of elimination rates at different schools. 
The Field Studies Unit, Psychological Section, Headquarters, Training 
Command, visited schools in the spring and summer of 1942 to intro- 
duce a rating scale which was designed in an attempt to get more 
specific measures of various aspects of pilot performance to use as 
difTert'iitial criteria in validating aptitude tests.* 

As validation data accumulated, demonstrating that the aptitude 
tests were successful in selecting those students who were least likely 
to be eliminated for flying deficiency, the individuals responsible for 
pilot training tended to seek the aid of aviation psychologists on other 
problems. Officers at Psychological Research Unit No. 2 ' were asked 
to try to develop a battery of tests for the selection of civilian flying 
instructors who were to be employed in Primary schools. 

Meanwhile a research detachment which originally had been sent 
to a Gunnery Instructors School to work on the selection of flexible 
gunners had grown into a full-fledged Unit and attracted considerable 
attention by the technical assistance which it was giving to the 
gunnery training program. 

Furthermore, a staff study in Headquarters, Army Air Forces 
recommended that aviation psychologists be used for research on 
training as well as on selection. 

Thi'so dcvclopmi'nts finally led to the establishment on 1 February 
1911 of an organization, the Psychological Research Project (Pilot), 
which was eventually g'non primary responsibility for psychological 
research on pilot training in the Troining Command. This Project 
was on Handolph Field and was attached first to the Central Instruc- 
tors School and later to the Headquarters of Central Flying Training 

I Th# omcr« *rf» NUJ. Xr»l F. Mill, r an.l C«pt. PontM E. Super from Piyc»M*>j:lcaI Rtsearcb Unit 
Ko. I. An rwlu r ».tUt n>itim:\ »Uh inlnliut htwJ occurrr.! when U. Col. Uwrrnce K. Shaffer ami Ma). 
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Command.4 Similor orgnnizatiom were also establishod at the Navi- 
gator and the Bombardier Central Instructors Schools and were given 
the responsibility for psychological research related to training in 
those specialties. Meanwhile the three much larger, original psy- 
chological research units continued to conduct studies related to 
training as a sideline to their main mission of developing aptitude testa. 

AREAS OF RESEARCH 

The general policy of the psychology p/ogram was that aviation 
psychologists who were working in an area such as pilot training, 
should conduct fundamental research on problems of practical im- 
portance rather than perform service functions. The specific prob- 
lems on which the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) worked were 
determined by directives from higher headquarters. The two main 
problems specified were to develop techniques for selecting and evalu- 
ating flying instructors and to develop objective measures of flying 
skill. The Project was also assigned responsibility for developing 
printed tests of flying information, ond for making a job analysis of 
the student pilot's task. It was able to find a little time in which to 
perform training experiments. 

Instructor Selection 

When the Pilot Project was first established. Headquarters, AAF 
Training Command, directed it to work on problems of instructor 
selection and to confine its research completely to such problems. 
Work on instructor selection consisted of analyzing the job of teaching 
flying, constructing a battery of tests and information blanks to get at 
factors believed to be related to success as an instructor, and examining 
possible criteria for measuring the success of instructors. Since no 
ready-made criteria were found, it was necessary to develop rating scales 
to measure teaching proficiency. Finally, these scales were used to 
determine the validity of a number of instructor-selection tests and 
to make an extensive study of factors related to success as a flying 
instructor.    This work is described in chapter 14. 

Objective Measures of Flying Skill 
In May 1944, before the work on instructor sclcciion was completed, 

the Pilot Project was directed to concentrate on investigating the 
feasibility of constructing an objective scale of flying skill. In this 
work. Colonel Flanagan, Chief of the Psychological Branch, AFT AS, 
believed that a large stock of measures should be accumulated before 
work was devoted to other aspects of the problem, such as combining 
the measures into a total score, analyzing sources of variance, comput- 
ing intercorrelations, or comparing the relative merits of check rides 

♦ A ro»t»r of penonnrl who b>r« work««l In U* I'Uol PrHrct U tivtn prfftOlnf tb« T«M» ol Contactf of 
thl* report. 
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COMSQMd of ohjoctivc, subjective, or a combination of these two types 
of measures. He therefore instructed the Pilot Project to devote it« 
lime to the conslruction of a large number of objective measures and to 
the preliminary evaluution of the suitability of each of these measures. 

Beettusc of the mognitudc of the task of constructing and evaluating 
items to measure the entire range of flying skill at all levels of training, 
UM Pilot Project concentrated, in the first development of objective 
measures, on two crucial areas: the early part of Primary training, and 
instrument flying. The early part of Primary training was selected 
bcrnuso that was the time when most eliminations occurred. There- 
fore, any improvement in the measures used as a basis (or elimination 
at that level would have special practical importance at that time. 
It was also somewhat easier to work at this level because the range of 
talent had not yet been so greatly rcstiictcd by elimination of the 
poor flyers. Instrument flying was selected because of its extreme 
importance in combat and transport and because the fact that it is 
conducted solely with reference to instruments made it more adapta- 
ble to objective measurement. 

In addition to these two main areas, some work was done on fixed 
gunnery. This area was selected because the number of hits on a 
target appeared to be a readily available, objective measure of an 
important aspect of the fighter pilot's task. 

In general, the iLMinction to concentrate the first work on item 
construction and evaluation was adhered to closely with the excep- 
tion of one large-scale objective study of the efTccts of additional 
training on flying skil'. This study was conducted at the personal 
request of the Chief of StafT of the Training Command. 

It was possible to design some of the item-evaluation studies so 
that, as a byproduct, they yielded information on sources of varia- 
bility and on total scores. These results are given more space in the 
main bod} of this report than would be proportional to the amount of 
resi-areh time involved because they appear to have a wider range of 
applicalilit • than information on the reliability and validity of each 
one of a long list of items. 

Before the stage of item construction and preliminary evaluation 
was quite completed, so that the Project could move on to the next 
problems involved in this work, the end of the war disrupted training 
to huch an extent that further research had to be temporarily sus- 
pended. 

The research on objective measures of flying skill is described in 
chapters 0 through 11. Some of the theoretical problems involved are 
discussed in chapter 4. 

Prinu-d Tests of Flyiog Information 

-\t a supplement to its work on developing objective measures of 
flying skill, the Pilot Project initiated the development of printed 



tests of Tying information and was subsequently assigned chief 
rcsponsibi<ity for such tests in the pilot area. There wns a need for 
these tests because, in addition to flying skill, the good combat pilot 
had to have a large fund of specialized knowledge. In order to bo able 
to get maximum performance and copo with emergencies, ho needed 
a thorough, practical understanding of tho aerodynamics and flying 
characteristics of his airplane, and tho design, functions and limitations 
of its equipment. Ho also needed to know crucial facts about weather 
and navigation. Some of these types of information could bo measured 
more efficiently on tho ground than in tho air. Tho development of 
printed tests to measure these types of information is described in 
chapter 12. 

Subjective Measures of Flying Proficiency 
As has already been indicated, the three original psychological 

research units investigated various subjective measures of flying pro- 
ficiency as possible criteria to be used in validating aptitude tests. 
These studies are described in chapter 5. 

Job Analysis 
As a basis for developing aptitude tests and objective measures of 

flying pkill, various organizations in tho aviation psychological program 
analysed different aspects of tho task of leoming to fly. Chief 
responsibility for this work was eventually assigned to tho Pilot 
Project.   This work is summarized in chapter 3. 

Training Experiments 
One of the moro useful functions of aviation psychologists should bo 

in serving as consultants on the design of training experiments. Tho 
pressure of work directed by higher headquarters on projects moro 
closely related to tho aptitude testing program, however, was so great 
during tho war that almost no opportunity was left for aviation psy- 
chologists to work on pilot training experiments. Two minor studies, 
which were conducted under conditions preventing tho best experi- 
mental design, aro described in chapter 13 in order to illustrate tho 
typo of questions which should bo answered by tho experimental 
method. 

CONDITIONS OF RESEARCH 
Applied Science 

Tho research of aviation psychologists on pilot training during tho 
war was applied, not pure, science. The direction of wor! was guid cd 
by rigid practical needs instead of moro flexible scientific curiosity, 
Tho need to achieve specific goals within a reasonably short time ex- 
cluded tho possibility of exploring interesting incidental loads (like 
tho one which led Fleming to the discovery of penicillin) to obtain 
knowledge which in tho long run might bo moro important than tho 
original problem. 



Mace of Pilot IVojcct in llic Structure of the Army 
The I'ilot Trojict was ft pftrt of a program which had representatives 

in higlur hcfttlquartcrs. Direct channels on technical mattora be- 
twotn Ihc Project and those representatives were most useful in afford- 
ing an overall porspcclive on those problems which were likely to 
become most lignificftllt, in giving the strong administrative support 
necossury for conducti.ig research, and in obtaining authority to trans- 
late research findings into administrative action. 

Of neci'ssity, the great mass of army procedures was established 
to tonlinue to deal with large numbers in the same standardized way 
for as long as possible. Ucsoarch, by its very nature, involves dealing 
with relatively small numbers in different ways and continually mov- 
ing on to new problems. Any research organization, therefore, was 
fated to confront the typical army station with a n uch greater number 
of exceptions to routine procedure than was proportionate to its size. 
The fact that those problems involved small numbers did not reduce 
their nuisance value, but only increased the possibility of the matter 
getting sidetracked by more pressing issues. It was necessary, there- 
fore, for army research to be a part of a strong program having special 
access to High Headquarters with the authority to make exceptions 
in dealing with unusual problems. 

Fitting a new typo of research into the army system was bound to 
produce certain paradoxes. On the one hand, tremendous resources 
were placed at the disposal of the aviation psychologist. Thousands 
of cases were available. He could fly hundreds of miles in a few hours. 
On the other hand, unexpected difficulties were sometimes on- 
countered. 

In order to gut the Pilot, Bombardier and Navigator Projects estab- 
lished quickly, it was necessary to set them up without any Manning 
Tables, asking the local Fields to absorb the additional, highly trained 
personnel by dipping down into the limited allotment of vacancies 
which they had available as a reserve for promotions. The admin- 
istrative setup was one in which higher headquarters exercised direct 
control over the work but the local Base Unit was responsible for the 
promotions, and had to accept an increased burden without any 
incroftse in the means at its disposal. As a result, some men with the 
Ph. D. dogr?o performed psychological research for considerable 
periods of time in the grade of private.* Though many of these men 
were able to overcome the handicap of low grade and assume officer 
responsibilities, the lack of a grade commensurate with their training 
tended to make it more difficult for them to be maximally effective in 
certain army situations. Despite the shortage of scientifioftlly trained 
enlisted personnel, an average of from 10 to 20 hours per week of each 
man's time had to be lost in activities, such as KP, close-order drill and 

• rurtun»ul]r, UM IMKI fc* oncrn to fnt u clinic»! pjycbologUi» Uur fnablcd »ome of tbeto men to 
otuiD tit« .litrci cummujluiu thej «l««rrv«4. 



parades, which were unrelated to his specialty hut took automatic 
precedence over research. Finally, the considcrahle rate of turnover 
of men who had acquired special experienco interfered with tho 
continuity of research studies. 

Although, in general, excellent results were achieved hy tho adminis- 
trative arrangements which had to be improvised during tho emer- 
gency, it is believed that considerable thought needs to bo devoted to 
the problem of making a still better place in tho structure of tho army 
for an increasing number of new types of research personnel. 

Need for Psychologists to Learn About Flying and For Pilots to Learn 
About Psychology 

In order to bo able to apply psychological principles and methods 
to the problems of flying training, tho Aviation Psychologists needed 
to acquire a thorough understanding of the particular conditions and 
techniques of this complex specialty. Since none of them was a pilot 
and since they were not authorized to receive formal flying training, 
tho required intimate knowledge of the details of flying and of tho 
vast and varied pilot training program had to be acquired gradually 
in devious ways, partly by receiving informal flying instruction, 
which was inefTiciently unsystematic, and partly by working in close 
collaboration with specialists on pilot training. Fortunately, ex- 
tremely competent and cooperative experts were available. Tho 
organizations supplying most of these experts are listed after tho 
preface of this volume. 

While the psychologists were learning about flying, Air Forces 
pilots were changing their ideas about psychology. At first, there 
was a tendency to think of tho psychologist in terms of tho popular 
stereotype of a mind reader, or one who delves into the vaguo under- 
world of mental abnormality. Some pilots had the uneasy feelbg 
that they might be personally psychoanalyzed. They were surprised 
to learn that psychologists are interested in problems such as learning, 
tests and measurement, motor skill, fatigue, ami hearing and vision, 
as well as fear and courage and normal and abnormal adjustment. 
There was a gradual change until psychologists were finally accepted 
by tho Air Forces in tho less colorful but more substantial role of 
scientists with special training in applying useful techniques of ob- 
servation and measurement, statistics, and experiment to complex 
problems of human behavior. . 



CUAPTER TWO  

Pilot Training in the Army 
Air Forces 

Capt. Stanford C. Erickscn* 

INTRODUCTION 

Tho purpose of this chapter is to outline the organization of the 
Training Command and to describe tho continually changing "labora- 
tory" in which tho Pilot Project conducted its research program. A 
bird's-eyo view of tho sequence of pilot training and the organization 
responsible for this task will give tho render a perspectivo for bettor 
understanding tho research reports described in tho following chapters. 
This chapter is not an historiccl summary nor is it evaluativo in tho 
sense of pointing out tho good or weak aspects of tho pilot training 
program. Attention is focused on those problems which havo particu- 
lar relevance for understanding the psychological research program. 

SEQUENCE OF PILOT TRAINING 

Description of Each Phase of Training 

Preflight.—Tho purpose of this training was to begin tho process of 
providing tho cadoU with tho necessary technical information and 
military training required by an oflicer pilot. Tho cadots wore arbi- 
trarily assigned to their administrative units according to dato of ar- 
rival or alphabetical order. In fact, assignment according to alpha- 
betical order remained one of the more common bases of grouping 
throughout tho rest of the radeto* training. These methods usually 
randomized tho distribution of pilot aptitude, as reflected in tho pilot 
stanino based on tho battery of classification tests administered by 
aviation psychologists, but sometimes special selective factors re- 
sulted in far greater fluctuations than would bo expected by chanco 
in tho ability of students in different squadrons and schools, or in suc- 
cessive classes in tho entire command. Later in tho war somo effort 
was made to equalize tho starves of students sent from Preflight to 
tho different Primary schools. 

Pnwjary.—This phase (sometimes referred to as Elementary train- 
ing) was the first stage of military flying training.7   Tho Primary 

• MB) I F Urfc« CfcllfUn. TmiNrtlW A.lvl-ory Tralnln« HOMI. Ot.tr»! IMMHM f chool (Plloi), 
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training schools throughout the coi-itry were civilian operated schools 
whoso facililirs wore leased by the Air Forces. However, the training 
cnrricnlum, elimiimtion i)olicy, and the grading standards were formu- 
lated and supervised by thr Training Command. A small military 
unit was established at each Primary school charged with tho ro- 
■pontibSiij of supervising the military activities of tho students. It 
was in this phase? that tho greatest elimination rate occurred, ranging 
os hij;h as .r>0 percent for some classes at some schools. During their 
Primary Iraiiiing students usually received a total of 65 hours instruc- 
tion, approximately 35 of which were dual and 30 solo. 

flüÄic—At the end of Primary training those students who success- 
fully satisfied the requirements and appeared to have the necessary 
oplitiulc for flying were assigned to Basic schools. With but very 
few exceptions, the Basic schools were operated entirely by Air Forces 
personnel. Tho fundamental flight maneuvers were repeated in a 
more powerful and complicated airplane with new emphasis placed 
on maximum performance and precision execution. The cadets wore 
given introductory training in night and formation flying and wore 
taught the fundamental aspects of instrument flying. 

AJvinced.—At this level there were two types of specialized schools: 
Advanced single-engine and Advanced two-engine. 

Advanced single-engine training followed tho pattern of basic but 
in a faster plane with greater emphasis on formation flying, acrobatics, 
navigation, and the use of radio aids in instrument flying. Another 
new feature of the curriculum was tho introduction to simulated 
fixed gunnery flying. The cadets flew camera missions and practiced 
this type of air-to-air and air-to-ground firing. 

Tho Advanced two-engine curriculum was designed to train multi- 
engine pilots. The cadet was taught the peculiarities of multiengine 
flight with a good deal of emphasis on formation flying, night flying, 
navigation, and instrument flying. At the time of tho peak load, 
approximately two-thirds of all Advanced school students were in the 
two-engine schools. 

At the conclusion of the Advanced training phase the cadet became 
on officer in the Air Corps and was given tho rating of pilot. 

Instructors' School.—During the greater part of the war a considerable 
numher of the recent graduates were retained in tho Training Com- 
mand a» instructors for the Basic and Advanced schools sinco the 
expansion and rapid turn-over resulted in a chronic shortage of 
instructor«. Immediately upon graduation these pilots .vero assigned 
to on instructor training wpiadron. For the most part these schools 
wore conducted locally and the prospective instructor was given a 
week or two of standardized flight instruction by specially selected 
experienced instructors at the home station. Emphasis was placed 
on tho uniform performance of the fundamental training maneuvers 
rather than on teaching techniques per so.   A smaller proportion of 
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the potential Instructors were scut to central instructors schools which 
served the entire Command. 

I'ransition.—The first intermediate step for rated pilots on their 
way to combat operation was a period of Transition training in combat 
type aircraft. The Transition schools were specialized in three groups: 
Fighters, Two-Engine, and Four-Engine (cither H-17 or B-24). At 
this level emphasis was placed on fnmiliarizing the pilot with the now 
tactical type plane with some practice in the fundnmental maneuvers 
important in combat operations. For example, in the Fighter Transi- 
tion schools about half the time was spent in learning and practicing 
fixed gunnery firing. 

By the end of Transition training the pilots had received a total of 
approximately 40 weeks of intensive flying training designed to teach 
the individual student the skills and information neeessnry to make 
him a safe and competent pilot. At this point the pilot left the Train- 
ing Command. 

The Continental Air Forces.—The student-pilots wore now ready for 
the further specialized training necessary in combat operations: 
skill in flying heavily loaded comhnt-typc aircraft, use of special equip- 
ment, and proficiency in the fundamental maneuvers used in tho 
overseas theaters. For the bomber pilot it was particularly important 
to add familiarization and integration with tho other members of tho 
combat crew. The four Continental Air Forces had the responsibility 
of conducting this phase of training prior to the assignment of tho pilot 
and crew to the combat Air Forces. A more detailed description of tho 
activities of the Continental Air Forces is given in tho comprehensive 
report by the Aviation Psychologists assigned to these units.' 

Combat Training Units.—After the pilot arrived at his overseas 
combat unit, continued specialized training was given in tho pro- 
ceduics adapted to the particular conditions in that theater of opera- 
tions. 

A summary of the sequence of pilot training is presented graphically 
in figure 2.1. 

ORGANIZATION OF TIIK TRAINING COMMAND 

Headquarters and its Relation to Other Commands in the AAF 

The AAF Flying Training Command was activated in Washington, 
D. C, in January 1942 and moved to Fort Worth, Tex. in July of tho 
same year. This command was an autonomous Air Forces unit re- 
sponsible only to Headquarters AAF in Washington, D. C. In July 
1943 the Technical Training Command was combined wit!» the Flying 
Training Command to form tho AAF Training Command. Tho 
Training Command maintained liaison with the other major AAF 

• Comprchfiulve Import No. IS.    Ptycboloflrftl Research on Oprrallonal Tralnini In tin CuntloraUl 
Air Voter*. 
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commands. With the return of pilots from combat tours, tho Per- 
sonnel Distribution Command became a source of supply for Training 
Command instruc'ors and administrative ofliccre. 

Three Flying Training Commands 

Before Training Command hcadquartera was established at Fort 
Worth, Tex., three regional flying training commands had been in 
operation, each being responsible directly to Headquarters AAF in 
Washington. The regional headquarters functioned throughout tho 
war as administrative units supervising tho training policies and 
procedures originating in Washington and later in the Fort Worth 
Headquarters for all of the training stations within their regional 
jurisdiction. This division of responsibility among tho three regional 
flying training commands was necessary since no one headquarters 
could supervise adequately their operation and deal with the special 
problems of procurement and distribution of personnel and maUJriei 
for the large number of training stations devoted to pilot instruction. 
The three regional commands were: (a) Eastern Flying Training 
Command, headquarters at Maxwell Field, Ala.; (6) Central Flying 
Training Command, headquarters at Randolph Field, Tex.; and (c) 
Western Flying Training Command, headquarters at Santa Ana 
Army Air Base, Calif. While these names were changed from timo to 
time, the above designations will be used throughout this report. Tho 
training program within tho three flying training commands was 
essentially the same though there were always some differences which 
persisted in spite of efforts to standardize the pilot-training routine. 

Figure 2.2 presents the areas covered by each of the flying training 
commands and the distribution of pilot-training schools within each. 
The distribution of schools is only representative of those in operation 
early in 1944 since there was a continuous process of closing somo 
schools, activating new schools and changing the functions of others. 

Flying Training Wings 
As the training program expanded and became more specialized, a 

system of Wings was established within each of the threo Flying 
Training Commands. A separate Wing was established for each level 
of pilot training. For example, ono Wing supervised all Primary 
training in one command while olher Wings operated at tho Basic, 
Advanced, or Transition level. Tho Wings functioned as inspecting 
bodies charged with the responsibility of standardizing administrative, 
operational, and later, flying training procedures within their assigned 
area. 

Pilot Training Schools 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 indicate tho dilTercnt types and tho number of 

pilot training schools. Each of theso schools was responsible directly 
to its regional command headquarters. 
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Special School» 

Instructors schools were established for the major specioltics of 
pilot training: 

Central Instructors School (Pilot) at Randolph Field, Tex. 
Central Instructors School (Instrument Pilot) at Bryan Army 

Air Field, Tex. 
Central Instructoi-s School (Fixed Gunnery) at Matagorda, Tox. 
Four-engino  Transition   Instructors  Schools at Lockboumo 

Army Air Base, Ohio for the TB-17 and at Smyrna Army 
Air Field, Tenn., for tho TB-24. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDENT POPULATION 

Successive Screening of Students in Pilot Training 

AAF Qualifying Examination.—The first screening of candidates for 
pilot training was made by the AAF Qualifying Examination. This 
examination was taken by men still in civilian status and by enlisted 
men already in the army. It has been estimated that those who 
passed this examination represented tho top twenty-five percent of 
high school groduates; the over-all results showed that about fifty 
percent of those who took the test foiled to quolify as aviation 
students.* 

The Pilot Stanine.—Those who passed this first hurdle were sent to 
a classification center where the medical and psychological selection 
and classification procedures wero administered. Starting in Decem- 
ber 1942, men with stanine scores of 1 and 2, the bottom 11 percent, 
were disqualified for pilot training. Gradually the minimum passing 
stanine score was raised until at the end of the war oidy men with the 
pilot stanine scores of 7, 8, and 9, the top 23 percent, were admitted 
to pilot training. 

PreflUjht.—Very few cadets were eliminated in Prcflight training 
until later in the war when the supply of pilot candidates exceeded tho 
quota requirements. Tho most common basis for Prcflight elimina- 
tion, other than medical or own request, was failure in such courses as 
mathematics and code. Usually a student was given at least two 
chances to meet tho minimum qualifications in these ground school 
subjects. This is a good example of tho minimum weight given to 
ground school grades in the evaluation of student pilots. 

Elimination of students during fight training.—Approximately 50 
percent of the students who entered flight training were eliminated 
hefore completing Advonccd school training. Over half of those 
eliminations occurred at the Primary level. Tho elimination rate 
varied considerably from school to school and from class to class; a 

• A niorr ili t ult-l «IrM-rliiilon of lh« lulur« of Ihli t\tmln»tl<<n. In u<« »H I ttutUt rui t« tuuai la AAF 
Aviation Pnycholoux rrograro Rwcarch Report No. «, 71« AAK Qu4lifii*t /J««l»«IJa«. 
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rnnf,'o of from 15 to 18 percent would bo a fair estimate of the over-all 
elimination rate in Primary training. 

Pro-Tcssivcly fewer students were eliminated in Basic and Advanced 
training. Student ofRcere who failed to meet the minimum profi- 
ciency requirements at the Instructor and Transition schools were 
usually transferred to some assignment which would make fower 
demands ujwn their pilot skill. 

A Homogeneous Population 
Iitstnct(d rt;n/7<.—Insofar as the tests used in the original screening 

of pilot candidates correlated with success or failure in training, a 
restricted range of pilot optitudo wos sent into flight training. Ih 
addition, trie successive elimination of students in the diflfercnt phases 
of troining resulted in a fairly homogeneous population of students 
possessing a high average level of aptitude in advanced levels of train- 
ing. As the need for pilots became less acute tho restriction became 
greater both through the selection of candidates and in the graduation 
of students from the successive phases. 

Implications /or research.—This restricted ronge of pilot aptitude 
made the task of discriminating between individual students with 
objective or subjective measures of flying skill more difficult than it 
would have been with an unsclccted population. Since this factor 
will probably always exist in military aviation training, it is quite 
likely that higher proficiency test reliabilities would be obtained in 
conditions ordinarily found in civilian flying training. 

In contrast to this difficulty for developing reliable measures of 
flying skill, the homogeneity of tho population would have been a 
decided advantage in conducting experiments to compare the efTects 
of different types of training or equipment since it would have reduced 
the standard error of tho di(Terence. 

SCIIKDUUNC TO MEET QUOTA REQUIREMENTS 

Mass Production 

Tho Training Command had to produce a largo number of pilots in 
a short time. Planning was done in units of thousands of piiots. In 
order to meet tho largo requirements of tho entire Air Forces, tho 
Training Command set up a mass production assembly line system of 
pilot training. No provisions were made for individualized training 
except insofar os tho instructors could vary their technique during 
the separate (lights with each student. Everyone within a given 
whool was given the same training with the same time limit for reach- 
ing tho minimum level of proficiency in each sub-unit. 

lii'jid schedule.—Many technical schools in tho army practiced the 
"hold-over" system of retaining slow students from class to class to 
bring them to tho minimum proficiency standards for graduation. 
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But only in rare coses, for reasons such ns sickness or emergency 
absence from the school, did the Training Command permit "hold- 
overs" during flight training. It was necessary to hold rigidly to the 
time limit allotted for each phase of training and no provision was 
made for the slow learner except elimination. Irrespective of weather 
or individual aptitude, each clars had to bo graduated on schedule and 
had also to meet a minimum standard of proficiency. This created a 
very difRcult task for supervisory personnel who were held responsible 
for meeting the scheduled deadlines. One ornament almost universally 
found in oflices of Directors of Flying was a chart showing the progress 
of the current classes toward meeting the goal of tho prescribed number 
of hours of flying within the time limits allowed. Since "hours flown" 
was a moro obvious record than level of student proficiency, it con- 
sequently received greater emphasis in arrangingschedulcs and revising 
the curriculum. 

Regular Rate cf Class Advancement 
During tho early part of tho war each phase of training required 8 

weeks; this was later extended to 9 weeks and finally, in 1944, to a 
10 weeks period. 

In Prcflight the students were assigned a class code which thoy 
kept throughout tho rest of their training. Class 43-B, for instance, 
was tho second graduating class in 1943. In order to utilize tho train- 
ing facilities most efliciently, two classes were in training at any one 
time at each school. For tho first fivo weeks tho students were lower 
classmen, then moved up to upper-class status when tho new lower 
class entered tho school. Classes were graduated from each phase of 
training every fivo weeks. 

Quota Requirements t*. the Individual Stir'cnt 
The quota system, which frequently reflected tho somewhat un- 

predictable combat requirements, often put local supervisory personnel 
in a "straight-jacket" to provide tho number of students called for by 
higher headquarters. For example, often times tho Basic schools 
would not know until nearly tho last week before graduation how 
many of their students were to bo assigned to Advanced single-engino 
training and how many to Advanced two-cngino schools. Tho result 
was to minimizo weight given to the preference and qualifications o( 
the individual student. 

PROBLEM OF STANDARDIZING PILOT TRAINING 

Factors Producing Variability 
Rapid Expansion.—"From 1 October 1931 to 1 January 1939 not a 

single new training station had been established. On the latter dato, 
tho United States had but two air school training stations: Kelly and 
Randolph.    It was therefore on these two fields alone that tho great 
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expansion program for pilot training was to be started".10 These two 
schools wore expanded into a pilot training organization consisting of 
well over 100 schools. Tahlc 2.1 shows the increase in number of 
pilots gratluated eoch year from 1937 through 1944. During these 
eight years there was an increase of more than forty-four thousand 
percent. In addition to handling this expanded load, it was necessary 
to assign many of the original, experienced pilots to tactical groups 
on the fighting front«. 

TAIILE 2.1,—A'imtcr of pilot graduates from 1937 through 1944 

Yt* Ors'Instpj Yew Ortdiutes 

Mi IM 
Ml 
r,'jn 

I.7WJ 

1041  7,244 
Mi 1043  2». 783 
ittta 1043  03,300 
Mi 1044  82.487 

In the enrly days of the expansion, the Commanding Oflicer of a 
new pchool was given an unproccdentod load of students and told to 
go ahead to turn out the best pilots lie could by whatever means and 
resources ho could obtain. After each Commanding Oflicer was suc- 
cessful in solving his own problems in his own way, ho was reluctant to 
change his training procedures without good and sufllcient reasons. 
Thus, the autonomy which was necessary during the emergency ex- 
pansion when no trained personnel could bo spared for standardizing 
the difTercnt schools, resulted in the growth of difTerent local traditions 
which had a strong tendency to persist. 

Procurement difUculties resulted in difTcronces between schools and 
the three regional commands. For a considerable time three difTerent 
Primory ttoinere wero in use throughout the Training Command and 
sometimes two different planes were used at the same school. As 
many as six different types of planes havo been used at the Basic 
level, and the samo kind of variation occured in Advanced two-engine 
schools. Kven where the same typo of piano was used, differences 
existed in such specific details as typo of propeller, type of instrument 
hoods, and kind of interphone system. Though ono typo of equip- 
ment might havo been recognized as being superior, procurement 
difficulties resulted in frequent delays in obtaining a supply which 
was adequate for the entire Training Command. 

Geographical Difference« 
It can bo noticed from figure 2.2 that most of the Training Command 

Stations wero located in the southern and southwestern states with a 
good many more in California. Nevertheless, the climate and typical 
weather conditions voricd a good deal among these scattered stations. 
The Training Command required tho schools to maintain their quotas 
and time limits for training despite variable weather conditions. 
• «Utcry Array Air Foroel Ontr«! nyln« Tnlnlog ComiMnd, VoL I, I Ua. 1939-7 DM. IMI, pp. 19-X, 
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During periods of poor flying weather, flight instruction wns massed 
into those few favorable days which did occur. Differences in eleva- 
tion, and hence in the lifting power of the air, from school to school 
introduced an additional variable into the performance of the airplane. 

Temporal Changes in the Training Routine 
The necessity of meeting the fluctuating demands of tho combat 

units fighting on many diverse and rapidly changing fronts, required 
a continuously changing training program to provide the best qualified 
combat pilots. The pressure resulting from this typo of variability 
was more apparent at the Advanced levels than in tho Primary and 
Basic schools. An even more important factor producing changes was 
tho great increase in tho knowledge of how to fly and teach flying. 

Examples of Variability 
A good example of variability between schools appeared when the 

Pilot Project was conducting a large-scale study at all schools in tho 
Training Command to determine tho effect of an extra five weeks of 
training (seo chapter 10).   "When tho training supervisors from each 
of the two-engine schools were called together for a briefing conference, 
a good deal of discussion occurred as to tho specific details of manner 
of performing tho check-ride maneuvers.   Most of these men seemed 
to bo surprised at tho extent of tho differences between stations on 
some of tho traditional and fundamental maneuvers.    Whilo these 
diflerences probably had no effect on tho over-all effectiveness of tho 
Advanced school students, they made it difficult to establish uniform 
testing conditions at all of the two-engino schools.   For example, 
some schools used full-flaps and others half-flaps during landings. 
Some schools prohibited turning in tho direction of tho dead engine 
during single-engine procedure whilo others mode such turns routinely. 
Some schools used a canvas hood during instrument maneuvers while 
others used colored glass shields and goggles.   At some stations a 
good deal of practice was given on the power-off approach and landing 
maneuver while at others only demonstration rides were given. 

Some schools gave instrument training in a separate instrument- 
training squadron whilo others believed that the most i-fllcient method 
was to have the same instructor give both contact and instrument 
instruction. Tho distribution of instrument instruction also varied 
from school to school; some spread this training through tho entire 
10 weeks, whilo others concentrated instrument training during the 
first 6 weeks, or the middle 5 to 8 weeks of training. 

Grading and standards for elimination have always been a difflcuH 
problem to standardize. One Commanding General was rather 
alarmed at tho high elimination rato in tho Primary schools in his 
regional command and ordered all Primary schools with elimination 
rates above tho average of the command to reply by letter of indorse- 
ment giving full explanation.   In another command, a directive was 
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issiird proliihiting any advanced school from graduating students 
"below avcrngc" in over-all pilot proficiency. Since the quota de- 
mands for Iho .schools remained the same, the only alternative was 
the elimination of all "bolow average" grades and the consequent 
lessening of »he discrimination shown by the flying ability ratings of 
the graduating students. In another instance, a directive was issued 
to the effect that no student would be given any idea of his progress 
during training. It was, of course, practically impossible to comply 
with this directive which was later rescinded. 

Unifying Agencies 
Increased Control hy Headquarters.~T\\c critical shortage of ex- 

perienced training personnel needed for assignment to headquarters 
units required that nearly all of their time be spent with such problems 
as: procurement, creation of new schools, and preparation of adminis- 
trative directives. As more qualified officers, particularly pilots 
familiar with the new training problems, became available for head- 
quarters ossigmnents, the Training Command increased its central, 
unifying control over the entire program. 

Flying Training U'i»j^s.—The Flying Training Wings in each of the 
regional Mying Training Commands helped to standardize training 
bv inspecting the administrative and operational procedures in all 
ichooN at a given level of training. 

Instructors Schools.—At nearly all stations local instructors schools 
were established to help standardize the flying performance of the 
transfers and the new graduates being retained as instructors. During 
corly 1912 instructors schools were established to servo each of the 
three flying training commands as an expansion of the program fol- 
lowed by the local stations. The first classes sent tc these schools 
were carefully selected and included a large portion of supervisory 
personnel from all stations within the commands. Not only did this 
procedure provide for a rapid dissemination of the instructor school 
methods to men in key positions but it also added prestige value to 
pilots selected for training in subsequent classes. 

In March 1043 the regional command schools were consolidated to 
form the Central Instructors School (Pilot) at Randolph Field, Tex. 
However, many of the local schools continued until the end of the war. 
The Central Instructor School (Pilot) drew personnel from all three 
commands and was staffed by an exceptionally able and experienced 
group of instructors. This new school continued to emphasize pre- 
cision Ktaiuhmlizcd contact flying rather than pedagogical technique. 

CIS never had the authority to conduct inspecting tours through the 
Training Command to determine the extent of uniformity of teaching. 
Ill influence was accomplished through its advisory function, prepara- 
tion of monuals, and by its graduates who were sent to all schools in 
the Command. 
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The Central Instructors School (Instrument Pilot) was cstnhlished 
at Bryan, Tex., for the purpose of training and standardizing instru- 
ment instructors. Only rated pilots were sent to this school, and 
after completing this course they returned to their homo stations as 
instrument instructors or members of the instrument standardization 
board. It was the goal of the Training Command to have every 
person functioning in cither of these capacities a Bryan graduate. In 
general, the Bryan instrument school performed the same functiui for 
instrument flying as the Central Instructors School at Randolph Field 
did for contact flying. The manuals for instrument training were pre- 
pared by Bryan personnel who were also responsible for the prepara- 
tion of the various checks given at different times during instrument 
training. 

Standardization Boards 

Early in 1942 the Commanding Officers at most schools designated 
a small group, usually four or five, of the more experienced and expert 
instructors to be members of the Station Standardization Board. In 
the beginning these boards were identical with the local instructors 
schools. Gradually their function became more specialized and their 
primary responsibility became the making of periodic flight checks 
with both students and instructors to help maintain uniform methods 
of performing the fundamental training maneuvers. 

Later Wing standardization boards were established to help reduce 
the diflerences between schools at the same level of training. Stand- 
ardization boards (called Advisory Training Boards) were also estab- 
lished in the Central Instiuotors Schools and were perhap!» the greatest 
single source of expert pilot advisors foi the Pilot Project. They were 
particularly helpi i in designing objective measures which could most 
readily be adapted to conditions in the various cooperating schools. 

Training Manuals 

The original technical manuals published by the Air Corps were 
poorly adapted for use in the expanded modern training program. 
The Central Instructors Schools were given the job of revising the 
prewar manuals in collaboratioi> with such special groups as the Office 
of Flying Safety, the Visual Training Aids Department, and the Film 
Strip Unit. These new manuals were generally accepted as being ao 
outstanding contribution to the training program and were used 
throughout the Training Command. The descriptions and explana- 
tions of the fundamental training maneuvers functioned as one of the 
strongest standardizing factors in the Training Command. The 
Ground Training Technical Advisory Department at Randolph Field 
played a similar role in the preparation and supervision of the ground 
school curriculum. 
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I Cra.lual Diffuoion of Experienced Training Command Personnel 

In luldilion to the fornml agencies operating to standardize the pilot 
Imininf program, an additional factor played an increasingly import- 
ant role as time progressed. The continuous process of transferring 
instructor and supervisory personnel from one station to another and 
to hnuhjimrtors units tended to produce a synthesis of divergent opin- 
ions and methods of training. 

Degree of Uniformity in Pilot Training at the End of the War 

Toward the end of the war the pilot training program had reached 
its highest level of uniformity and efTiciency of training. Wing mem- 
bers were familiar with the variable characteristics of each station, and 
the local standardization boards were able to make frequent flight 
checks with each instructor. A progressively larger proportion of the 
instructors were graduates from the Central Instructors Schools and 
there had been extensive diffusion of training personnel from station 
to station. Procurement bottlenecks were a diminishing source of 
difference between stations. Training manuals were generally 
accepted and used as guides by most instructors, and finally, the 
students themselves were a more highly selected and homogeneous 
group possessing a high level of flying aptitude. 

All of these factors operating together resulted in considerable 
progress toward improving the efficiency and uniformity of training 
bnt differences still remained. Although it emphasized standardiza- 
tion, the Training Command recognized that a certain amount of 
variability was necessary for the growth of new and better ideas. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter prtsents a brief summary of those aspects of the organi- 
zation of the Training Command and of the successive phases of 
training which are important as a background for understanding the 
research described in the following chapters. 

The Training Command functioned directly under the Headquar- 
ters of the Army Air Forces. It was subdivided into three regional 
Flying Training Commands, which supervised pilot, bombardier, and 
navigator training. Within each of the Flying Training Commands a 
system of Wings was established to serve as inspecting and standardiz- 
ing units for all pilot training schools. 

Because of the pilot aptitude tests and the elimination of poor 
students in earlier phases of training, the population of pilot student« 
represented a restricted range of high talent. The mass production 
assembly lino system of pilot training, and the extreme pressure of 
war-time expansion limited the freedom of introducing modification» 
for purposes of research. The rapid growth of the pilot training 
program, its wide geographic distribution, the impact of new combat 
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requirements, the discovery of new training techniques, and tho pro- 
curement of difTercut types of equipment produced variability between 
diiTerent schools at tho samo timo and changes in tho same school at 
different times. These variations had to bo carefully watched as 
sources of constant errors in research. Tho standardization boards 
and other agencies, which wcro created to disseminate improved 
techniques and to reduce variability, were valuable sources of technical 
assistance in conducting research. 

- 
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CHAPTER THREE. 

i   ■ 

Analysis of the Pilot's Task 
Capt. Richard P. Youlz and Capt. Stanford C. Ericksen 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the task of learning how 
to become a military pilot. The first surveys of the task of learning 
to fly were made in order to provide a basis for developing pilot 
aptitude tests. In the first survey, written board reports were ex- 
amined and the different types of reasons for eliminating students 
from training were tabulated; then experienced instructors and stu- 
dents who had just been eliminated were interviewed. Much 
later, some aviation psychologists were able to secure a certain 
amount of flying training. In connection with developing objective 
measures of flying skill, the members of the Pilot Project made do- 
tailed studies of relevant aspects of the pilot's task. For example, 
they perfonned informal experiments to determine the clTcct of various 
deviations from the prescribed technique of spin recovery upon tho 
amount of altitude lost and the length of time required for recovery. 
It was necessary to perform such studies in order to determine which 
aspects of various maneuvers were most relevant and what tho rela- 
tionship was between the technique of tho pilot and objective measures 
of different aspects of the performance of the airplane. 

Flying is a complex skill. Our scientific langunge does not yet 
contain the words and concepts for summnrizing briefly and accurately 
tho demands of such a skill. Any attempt to describe this task, there- 
fore, confronts the dilemma of cither describing an exceedingly long 
series of specific details or making brond generalizations which are 
quite inexact. Until the fundamental knowledge of the structure of 
the human abilities involved in complex psychomotor skills has been 
considerably increased, psychologists conducting research on flying 
will probably need to acquire by direct experience a more intimate 
knowledge than can be presented in words. 

Although the ultimate goal of all military flying training was 
operational flying, tho descriptions in this chapter will be confined to 
tho typo of flying with which tho authors ore familiar, that done in 
tho Training Command. It should be noted, however, that because 
tho ultimate goal was combat, military flying training was difTerent 
from civilian. While the civilian student pilot flew airplanes that 
were designed for safety, economy, and ease of operation, the military 
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pilot bcgnn nml continued \m training on airplanes that wero much 
more powerful, hnd a higher wing-loading, and wero designed to pre- 
pare the student for the maximum-pcrformanco planes used in combat 

The civilian student pilot ordinarily began his training in an air- 
piano of 00-75 hp., and ono that was easy to land.   The military 
student pilot started his training in an airplaneof 220 hp., and one that 
was designed to irnin the student in the techniques of landing much 
more highly powered and maneuverablo combat airplanes.   The mili- 
tary student p.lot was under pressure to learn rapidly and thoroughly 
in a roiat.voly short period of time, while the civilian student mtht 
fly or not ns he plonscd and, before soloing or going on to any succeed- 
tag stntfo of pcrformnnce, could take as much dual flight instruction as 
he could afford.   Nevertheless, the fundamental elements of f\yZ 
Bkdl nnd   he techmques and principles of Uke-ofTs and landings 

Jo "h^f M-tUrnS'.ftnd.Straight-and-lcvcl niShfc were bft^ally simUar for both civilian and military flying. 

JüirSS ITJ^üi? thi3 C,mptcr ^ be to sclcct representative 
ilohZTZ (,CSCnbC t "^Snlicnt P0int9' ftnd thcn to «ummarile the h) potheses concerning the necessary skills. The chapter is divided 
into t..0 p;irt3: !. J^J^^^^^^^^^^ 

01^^ rT0f.Mili,taryFlyinßTrain^ Smeeth^rdkmentai elements wero taught almost entirely at the Primary level Vk* fW 

ÄSÄ?^nctivit;09 ? ^ £X%^1 arena of military trmning ore found nt several higher levels of training 
•• hal the .eoond see.ien «ill deal with areas covered in Bai SÄ 

S.   Sm0 a",1 ***** AdvonMd *** ** hÄSS 
Part I. The Fundamental Elements of Flying Skill 

Copt. Richard P. Youti" 

THE COAL OF AAF PRIMARY PILOT TRAINING 
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GENERAL DIFFICULTIES IN FLYING DERIVED FROM 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIR 

Compnrctl with driving a cnr nlong a rond, flying nn nirplnno from 
tnkc-ofT through landing presents a number of new problems which 
grow out of the clmracteristics of the air. 

Air Is Transparent and Without Reference Points * 
Unlike automobile driving in which the driver can see the sides of 

the road and the line in the center of the road with relative case, the 
pilot of the airplane must perform most of his maneuvers using only 
distant reference points, such as the horizon, or largo features of the 
landscape far away. Because of the remoteness of these reference 
points the amount of relative movement is very smnll; the airplane 
seems to stand still and hang in the sky until the student has learned 
to make the necessary finer perceptions and to evaluate them in terms 
of the actual speed of the airplane. The importance of these finer 
perceptions of far-away reference points is strongly demonstrated to 
the student, particularly in cross-country flying and in simulated forced 
landings where the student must visualize his three-dimensional flight 
path through transparent space. 

During take-offs and landings the reference points are nearby but 
the airplane is going so fast that the immediate surroundings are 
blurred. The pilot must choose reference points that are not so near 
as to be blurred or so far away as to be irrelevant to the take-off or 
landing. 

The Air Is a Fluid. Elastic Medium 
Since the air is fluid, it is subject to currents and turbulence. The 

airplane drifts with the currents or winds, and this drift must be taken 
into account in any maneuver related to reference poinU on the 
ground, such as take-off, landing, crosscountry, etc. Perceiving 
slight tendencies to drift, and differentiating the relative movements 
in the forward area of vision which are caused by drift from those 
caused by slight turns, are new and difficult types of discrimination 
for the average student. Since the air is turbulent, the airplane may 
be shaken about and thrown off course and the perception of dnft must 
be made against a background of unsteady movement. Turbulence 
may also cause airsickness. 

Since the air is elastic, the controls of an airplane have a less positive 
effect than the controls of an automobile in which the deflection of the 
steering wheel determines directly the radius of turn. Under certain 
conditions, there may bo a temporal lag before the pressures on the 
controls of an airplane take effect or it may "mush" through the air in 
much the same way that a car makes a skidding turn on a slippery road. 

An airplane is guided by control pressures which in turn caiuse IM 
control surfaces of the ailerons, rudder, and elevators to exert pres- 
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surcH on the slrcnm of nir passing by them. Tliis deflects the airplane 
in one direction or unothcr. At high nir speed a slight movement of 
the controls will produce a considerable efTcet; when the air speed is 
lower, ns in landing, mnrh more extensive movements are required to 
produce the same result. Although the extent of movement differs 
greatly, tho amount of pressure exerted on the controls in producing 
these movements remains approximately tho same. The student, 
therefore, must learn to control his aircraft in terms of pressures in- 
stead of movements.   This change is disconcerting to some students. 

Flying h Paced 
An airplane must maintain its speed or fall to the ground. In fog 

or darkness the airplane must continue at the same pace and in many 
situations the pilot is forced to make rapid decisions because of the 
necessity for maintaining speed. Safety in flight is usually obtained 
by flying "high and fast" rather than "low and slow." This is unlike 
automobile driving in which the vehicle may be slowed down or 
stopped at any time to give the driver a chance to consider what to do 
next. The pilot is always forced to pay attention to speed and add 
this variable to the complex of stimuli that demand his attention. 

Steering in Flight la in Throe Dimensions 
Besides steering the airplane to the right or to the left, as an auto- 

mobile driver has to, the student pilot must point the nose up or down 
in order to maintain the desired altitude and must also keep the wings 
level or properly banked at all times. Thus the pilot has three kinds 
of steering to do compared with the automobile driver's one. Not 
only does the pilot have two more kinds of steering but the difficulties 
of steering are multiplied many times because of the interrelationship 
between the difTerent kinds. In making turns it is necessary to bank 
the plane so that tho wings are at an angle with the horizon. In 
doing this the sideward pressure on the stick must be matched with 
nn appropriate pressure on the rudder in order to avoid skidding or 
slipping. Since banking the wings reduces the lift, it is also necessary 
to pull back on the stick, increasing tho angle of attack in order to 
maintain a constant altitude. 

CRUCIAL ASPECTS OF PRIMARY FLYING 

This section will describe those maneuvers which best illustrate 
key diflieulties in learning to fly. It is not the purpose of this section 
to give a complete description of all of the maneuvers in Primary 
training; it will be limited to those portions of tho task which appear 
to be mo.st important in difTcrcntiating the better from tho poorer 
»luden U. 

Since approximately 00 percent of the students wont to Primaiy 
school without previous flying experience, they had to become adjusted 
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to tho new sensations encountered in flight. Most of the students 
were «ell motivated by one or more of a number of fnctors such ns 
interest in flying, a desire to contribute to the war effort, a desire for 
status as a commissioned pilot with its attendant increase in pay and 
privileges, or sometimes only a desire to obtain the better living condi- 
tions that prevailed in tho Air Forces as compared \\'\\\ other branches 
of the service. Although they were well motivated, many 8tudent3 
had an apprehension concerning flight. A majority of students were 
tense during their first few flights and this tension had to bo overcomo 
before they could coordmato as smoothly as necessary and could think 
clearly whilo flying. 

As tho first flight, each now student was given a 20-miniito orienta- 
tion tour of tho area. Most of tho flying was straight and level and 
tho instructor pointed out landmarks in a calm tone. Even so, it 
was a tension-producing experience for the student to fly through tho 
air with tho roar of tho engine in his ears. When tho piano was 
banked, many new students leaned to one side tiying to remain vertical 
to the ground instead of remaining in tho same position relative to 
tho airplane. In slight down-drafts the airplane tended to fall away 
from under the student and ho felt a loss of support oven though ho 
was held firndy in his seat by the sr.fety belt. Tho students had to 
become used to these sensations and had to gain confulenco in tho 
airplane and tho instructor. 

Tho apprehension concerning flight was in most cases soon over- 
como. However, new maneuvers were introduced rapidly and tho 
student had to work hard to assimilate tho material. Ofllccrs from 
Psychological Research Unit No. 1 who spent six weeks at an army 
Primary school taking flight instruction and observing tho other 
students, reported: 

"The rapid pace of tho first 15 to 20 hours of instruction leaves ono 
with tho feeling of insufficient undorstanding of what one is doing and 
of insuflkiont practice in doing it. Forty minutes of dual flight daily 
(tho scheduled amount) actually means 25 or 30 minutes in tho air, 
and about 20 minutes outside the traflic pattern: very httlo timo for 
practicing old maneuvers and learning iU new ones which aro mtro- 
ducod every two or thrco days. It is after about 15 such (lights with 
days full of other things that ono must solo." 

Some students were so disturbed by flying and by tho rapid pace of 
training that they requested elimination. Others becume so tenso 
that they were unable to make the necessary fine kincslhctic discnmi- 
uations and could not coordinate properly. Still other students ^ro 
particularly anxious during certain maneuvers so that they forgot what 
they had been told or were unable to think clearly, look around and 
take into account all of the necessary factors. In a few cases students 
were so uneasy about certain maneuve« that they did not practice 
them during solo flights and hence fell behind their classmates who did 
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practice. Thus poor coordination, faulty memory, poor headwork, or 
blow progress wore in some cases symptoms of emotional disturbance 
rather than lack of aptitude. Or. the other hand, students who be- 
cause of low aptitude found it difllcult to control the airplane, were 
likely to hecoruo emotionally upset. 

The Four Fundamentals of Flight: Climbs, Glides, Turns, Straight-and- 
Level 

It was frequently said that the four fundamental maneuvers were 
rlimhs, glides, turns, and straight-and-level flight, and that all other 
maneuvers were made up of combinations of these four. There were 
a few o.xeepticns to this statement but a student who could perform 
these four basic maneuvers well was not Jikely to have trouble with 
other, more complex maneuvers. An important and representative 
pituation whore these four aspects of flying were all necessary was in 
the practice of take-off and landing. Therefore, a description of the 
take-off, tnifllc pattern, and landing gives a fair sample of the prob- 
lems, perceptions, and skills necessary for the student pilot in these 
important maneuvers. The students had to becom» proficient in 
takc-olTs and landings before they could solo. A large proportion of 
eliminations occurred between the 10th and 17th hours of flying 
training because the students could not learn to do the take-offs and 
landings well enough to solo. 

The rectangular traffic pattern used for take-offs and landings is 
illustrated in figure 3.1. In flying this pattern the airplane took off 
upwind, climbed to an altitude of 300 feet, leveled off, made a level 
00° turn to the left, climbed on up to traffic altitude of 500 feet above 
the ground, then turned 90° to the left again outside the boundary 
of the field and flew downwind along its edge (downwind leg) until 
reaching a point beyond the downwind end of the field. Then another 
90° turn to the left was made. The airplane then flew parallel to the 
end of the field (base leg) until time to turn left again and approach 
the field in a glide for the landing. In order to make the airplane 
perform this apparently simple rectangular pattern with the necessary 
degree of precision and safety, the pilot had to make rapidly a number 
of fine perceptions, make rapid judgments of relative speed and dia- 
tanre, and exert just the correct control pressures in the right sequence 
at the right time. This will be described in detail in the following 
paragraphs. 

Takt-oß and climb to first turn. After the airplane had been lined 
up for the take-off and the proper checks had been made, the student 
advancetl the throttle smoothly and continuously to the full open 
position. As the airplane gathered speed the student counteracted 
ita ^'"dency to turn to the left'» by applying right rudder and 
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TRAFFIC   PATTERN  USED   FOR  TAKE-OFF AND LANDING 

AT AAF  PRIMARY  SCHOOLS 
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simultaneously judged the correct moment to allow the airplane to 
leave the ground. 

After the airplane was o(T the ground 20 feet or so and had gained 
flying speed, the student throttled back slightly and hold it In a climb- 
ing attitude as near to an airspeed of 70 m. p. h. as he could. All the 
while, he hod to watch for other airplanes in the pattern and make 
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sure that his dimbing path was a projection of his take-off run. This 
last was parliculurly necessary because, if students did not fly parallel 
paths ou lukc-oir, there was real danger of mid-air collision. The 
straight path was difTkult during climbs because "torque" produced 
a U-ft-lurning tendency during the climb as well as during the take-off 
and tho airplane had a tendency to drift if the take-off was not directly 
into the \N ind. Tho direction of take-off and landing was determined 
in Primary school by the wind tee, which was an indicator that could 
be set on one of the eight points of the compass and was pointed as 
nearly upwind as possible. Since the tec had only eight settings, it 
was not always pointing directly upwind and the piano might have a 
tendency to drift sideways. This had to be counteracted by a slight 
turn into the wind, or "crab." Since very few Primary schools had 
runways for student use, the only effectivo way for the student to 
check on the direction of his climbing path was to look back at the 
field and sec the wind tee. To do this he had to turn around and 
look long enough to detect any drifting tendency and still keep a 
sharp lookout for other nearby Primary trainers. 

It was important that the student throttle back and maintain the 
plane at the most efficient climbing speed of 70 m. p. h. If the speed 
rose much above this the airplane would not be at its most cfHciont 
(limbing speed and would not be able to reach the traffic altitude of 
500 feet at the proper time. If the air speed fell too much below 70 
m. )>. h. there was danger of stalling tho airplane at such a low altitude 
that it would crash. 

It can bo seen that the student could not spend much time watching 
the oir speed indicator. It was necessary for him to train his per- 
ception so that he could estimate fairly well tho air speed of tho air- 
plane. The student's cues for keeping tho airplane at the correct air- 
spoed were: the angle between the nose and the horizon; tho whistle 
of the struts; tho sound of the engine; the stiffness or "mushincss" 
of the controls; ami his fooling of sustentation. In this situation, the 
perceptual ospocts of the task of flying were considerably more 
diflicult than tho motor activities necessary to correct any deviations 
from the desired air speed. At a constont power-setting in tho climb, 
tho speed of tho plane could be increased by a slight relaxation of back 
pressure on the stick. The crucial aspect was the perception of the 
need for such corrective actions. 

The M 90° furn.—After climbing to an altitude of exactly 300 feet, 
the student leveled off and made a level, 90° turn to the left. In a 
turn, the »tick and rudder pressures had to be coordinated so that 
the plane did not slip or skid during the turn. In a medium-bank 
turn to left tho slight leftward pressuro on the stick was coordinated 
with just enough pressuro on tho left rudder so that the plane came 
around smoothly without tho nose going up or down on tho horizon. 
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Too much rudder pressure would make the airplane skid around toward 
the outside of the turn; too little rudder pressure would not bring it 
around quickly enough and niako it slip to the inside of the turn. 
This "coordination" was strongly emphasized by instructors prin- 
cipally because it indicated whether the student had the ability to 
perceive small irregularities in the airplane's flight. 

The coordinations necessary for rolling into a turn and rolling back 
to level flight were important in Primary training because during his 
later training the student might have to fire at a target with machine 
guns that were fixed to the nose or wings of his airplane. In fixed 
gunnery of this sort excellent coordination was necessary so that tho 
bullets would strike the place that the student was aiming at with his 
gun sights. A lack of coordination produced a slip or skid that would 
cause the bullet! to go wide of the mark. Good coordination also 
had a more immediate application because a student who held too 
much bottom rudder in a gUdlllg turn shortly before landing was likely 
to put the plane into an unexpected spin close to tho ground with 
insuflicicnt altitude for a safe recovery. 

The principal cue for this coordination was the feeling of being 
swayed toward one side or the other in a slip or skid in much the samo 
way that a person feels swayed or pulled toward the outside of a turn 
when riding in an automobile. When an airplane was in a perfectly 
coordinated turn, the pilot felt no tendency to sway to cither side. 

After the student had coordinated the stick and rudder pressures to 
produce the degree of bank that was necessary for a turn, the controls 
were neutralized. The airplane was then kept at the right speed and 
altitude principally with the elevators, which were controlled by back 
and forward pressures on tho stick. Altitude control was more difli- 
cult in turns than in straight flight because the angle of bank reduced 
the effective lift and because the airplane would lose altitude by slip- 
ping if the bank was not properly coordinated with the rate of turn. 

If the student did not hold enough back pressure on the stick, ho 
would lose altitude rapidly. If the student held too much back pres- 
sure he would gain altitude, and with still more back pressure tho 
airplane was likely to stall and fall irregularly out of the turn. Thus, 
stick pressure and altitude control in the turn were extremely impor- 
tant. As described more completely in Chapter G on the Development 
of Objective Measures of Flying Skill at the Primary Level, altitude 
control was found to be one of the best measures in differentiating 
between students with 15 hours of training and a greater number of 
hours of training. 

When the student used too much back pressure ho could tell that he 
was gaining altitude by the increased feeling of sustentation or lift. 
When tho airplane approached a stall, there were a number of signs of 
tho approaching stp.ll.    Ono of them was increasing looseness of tho 
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eoatrob. Juit befon ÜM ItlU oo.üirrü.i th.;re wad a characteristic 
■taddef an.l '•buff.sr.ir.jj" ad the air fiow over the wings beoame 
im^iliir. 

If th.; »tuiieat a.:te»l «vii<:U7 a.i ^ion ad he felt the airplane shtuMer 
at the btfginoing of a ^rail, ho eoulii wuSj increaM power and move 
the itiirk ticwari in time so that the airplane wouM not stall oom- 
pl.'t.-lv and f.ill out of the turn. This, however, requireil instant 
Neognition of the ihu.Mer ami immediate movement or pressure on the 
stick. 

Owneind kg, <Lwci.nd kg, and ha-M Ug.—.\iter taking off, climb- 
ing to iJOO feet and malcing a level 90° turn to the left, the student Üew 
the airplane erOMwimi until oataidti the boundary of the field, climb- 
ing to the tralf;«: altitude of SQQ feet. The climb was the same as the 
climb previously deicribed, but in this ca^e the student had to crab 
into the wind M that on thid ciosswind leg he would not be blown back 
over the tield- 

Afrer etimpletin^ the cross-vind leg the student pilot turned the air- 
plane 00° to the le(t ar.il flew downwind outside the edge of the field 
on a path parallt I but in the opposite direction to the one on which 
be took olf and climbed. This wx* the downwind leg and in this leg 
the student Hew straight and level, watched out for other airplanes 
and selected a binding spot, Straight-and4evel flight does not consist 
of the absence of change but corfcusts of a series of small corrections of 
•Ititude, direction, and ground track. Much as an automobde dx'^er 
runtinuou>ly nvalvi-s small corrections with the wheel in order to keep 
hw car in the correct lane on a road, the pdot of an airplane steers in 
three dimensions, correctj for possible flrift, and keeps a sharp lookout 
in all dirictions since other airplanes may approach him from, any 
onide or direction. 

In straight-and-level flight the pilot's attention typically went 
through the following sequence: The pdot turned his head and looked 
to the rear at the left of the airplane, with his field of vision including 
the air above and below. He then looked out along the left wing to 
see whether it was lev»'l and in the correct position on the horizon. 
Following this he looki-d at the instrument panel and checked on air- 
speed, altitude, ami engine rpm with occasional attention to fuel 
•nil Umpemture gauges. If, for example, all was in order except for 
altitude, he again looked out over the nose while making a slight cor- 
rvction in stick pressure. His glance then traveled around to the 
right, cheeking on the right wing, and then to the right rear, above 
and brlow. I le then started back from the right rear to the right wing, 
to the instruments, and at that time checked the altimeter to see if 
the airplane was coming back to the correct altitude. The student 
did not ke.p watching the altimeter during the correction in altitude. 
He kn»;w that if he did that, some other aspect, of the airplane's flight 
vouhl deviate from the desired. 
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final Apprcacfi and landUig.—Tha stuilont flew on th«i ilownwind 
leg until he wai about a quarter of a mile boyond the eml of the lamling 
fiel«!, then madü a 90° turn to the left, an»i tlew crosswin«! until reaily 
to turn in toward the tield for the final appn)aoh and landing. The 
position of the ba^e leg was varied depending upon the win«! velocity. 
With a higher wind the base leg wa^j put close to the field and with 
no wind the base leg was approximately a quarter of a mile from the 
field. It was necessary for the student to crib into the wind on the 
base leg in order to maintain a ground track that was directly cross- 
wind. On the base leg, the student picked out the spot on the field 
where he planned to land and at a place which was at a 4.5° angle 
from the desired landing spot he closed the throttle, held the airplane 
in a cruising attitude until it slowed to gliding speed and then noseU it 
down into a glide. Placing the base leg the proper distance from the 
field and cutting the throttle at the proper point required good judg- 
ment of spatial relations. 

The desired gliding speed for the Primary trainer was 75 to SO 
m. p. h., which gave a convenient rate of descent and a safe margin 
above stalling speed. In the glide, as in the climb, the stiulcnt had to 
be careful not to let the air speed get too low because of the ilangT of 
a stall. If, on the other hand, the student let the air speed get too 
high, the airplane would not land upon reaching the ground, and the 
student would have to skim along the surface for an excessive distance. 
The student held the correct gliding attitude and air speed partly by 
reference to the air speed imlicator but mostly by other cues, because 
in this case he also had to watch for other airplanes as well as to make 
plans for his landing. The cues for the correct gliding attitude and 
air speed were the position of the nose relative to the horizon, the 
sound of air hissing over the struts and fabric, and the foel of the 
corurols. The ability to perceive and correctly interpret these cues 
was considered most important in students because it determined to 
a great extent the safety of the student during his final approach and 
landing and because a constant gliding speed was essential to good 
estimation of the height-distance relationship. 

On the final approach to the landing field, the student had to esti- 
mate his point of landing and make any corrections necessary for 
"undershooting" or "overshooting." If he were going to "under- 
shoot," i. e, land short of the field, he opened the throttle a little and 
the airplane gained enough speed to carry him into the field If ho 
were going to "overshoot," i. e., land beyond the middle of the held, 
it was necessary for him to open the throttle wide and gam altitude, 
fly over the field, and repeat the traffic pattern before makmg another 
try at landing. . ,     ,• 

The problem of estimating the probable point of landing was a 
complex one. If it is assumed that the airplane was in the desired 
75-SO m. p. h. glide, the expected point of binding was the place on 
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the ground UWftrd which the glide pnth of the airplane was directed. 
However, thin was not easily determined because the nose was not 
pointed directly at this place on the ground but was pointed at a spot 
farther on because of the nose-high gliding attitude of the airplane. 
Many ttudenti learned to estimate the probable spot of landing by 
observing during the glide the spot which had no tendency to move 
toward the edge of the visual field. Since the student was gliding 
toward the ground from above, all objects were rapidly becoming 
larger and those not on a projection of the glide path were moving 
out toward the edge of the visual field. Other students apparently 
did not use this kind of perception but made their judgments from the 
estimated velocity of the wind, the position of the base leg, and the 
Altitude of the airplane just before the final turn onto the approach leg. 

On the final approach as the airplane came near the ground, the 
student's problem was to decide at just what altitude above the 
ground to start increasing the back-pressure on the stick so that the 
airplane would not My into the ground but would approach it more 
and more gradually. This change from the normal gliding attitude 
und air speed was called "breaking the glide." The air speed of the 
airplane was gradually reduced as it approached thegound and ideally 
the student brought the airplane closer and closer to a full stall as it 
approached the ground, until finally the airplane was stalled with oil 
3 wheels no more than I or 2 feet above the ground. Then, as the 
airplane stalled, it iettled down to a perfect 3-point landing. In 
actual practice the perfect landing just described was the exception 
rather than the rule. 

Since students often made errors and the air was usually moving 
and more or less gusty close to the ground most landings deviated 
from the perfect one to a greater or lesser degree. 

One of the most didicult landing problems for students was the 
landing in which the student came down parallel with the tee, but the 
tee-setting was not exactly into the wind so that it blew a little across 
the path of the airplane. In order to keep from drifting, the student 
had to slip slightly into the wind, to crab slightly into the wind, or a 
combination of both. This was done during the approach glide and 
one «if the greatest problems for the student was to determine just how 
much slip or crab to use. On the approach glide it was sometimes diffi- 
cult for the student to discriminate between a slight turn and a small 
amount of drift. If he was able to do this and to crab just the right 
amount so that the ground track was parallel with the tee, he had to 
remove the crab at the last moment before landing or the airplane 
would land slightly sideways. If the airplane landed this way, there 
was danger that the landing gear would be damaged or that it would 
be diflteult to avoid a ground-loop. On the other hand, if the crab 
into the cross wind was removed too long before the wheels actually 
touched the ground, the slight cross wind would then have time to 
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drift the airplane nway from its correct grouml track ami the airplane 
would be moving with a slight sideward component which would 
again tend to damage the landing gear or produce a ground-loop. 
Thus, It was necessary for the student to make accurate estimations 
of the degree of crab necessary to compensate for the slight cross wind, 
estimate his height above the ground, remove the crab neither too 
early nor too late in the lauling sequence, and, in spite of the "inushi- 
ncss" of the controls at this low speed, to turn the plane straight at 
the last moment and land. This w as a dillicult skill for most students, 
involving as it did accurate perceptions and manipulations, and was 
one of the maneuvers in which the student had to be proficient before 
ho could solo. 

After the student had broken the glide and tho airplane was 
approaching the ground, tho student's problem was to estimate tho 
height of tho wheels above tho ground, to bring tho airplane into a 
3-point stalled position before letting it touch tho ground, and also 
not to stall it so high that it would drop in with a jolt. Tho principal 
cue for the correct landing attitude of the airplane was the angle 
between the nose of the airplane and tho horizon, or in areas where tho 
horizon was indistinct or irregular, the angle between the longitudinal 
axis of the airplane and the surface of tho ground. If this correct 
attitude were not attained, tho wheels of the airplane were likely to 
strike the ground first, and produce a bounce in which the airplane 
ros3 mto the air 5 to 15 feet. Tho student then had to act quickly, 
opening the throttle briefly so that the airplane would not drop into 
the ground from this increased height. Some students wero "ground 
shy" and rarely bounced Ibe wheels on the ground, but rather stalled 
the airplane too high and allowed it to drop several feet to the ground. 
This had to be avoided because of the danger of breaking tho landing 
gear. 

Estimating the distance of the wheels above the ground was ono of 
the things difficult to learn. The student could not see tho wheels, 
and tho ground was going by at GO to 70 m. p. h. Tho ground 
nearby was blurred because of the speed. Tho htudent had to look 
farther away so that objects would not be blurred but not so 'ar away 
that changes in the visual angle subtended would be too small to make 
perception of height above tho ground possible. At the same time 
that ho was making these perceptions of height it was necessary for 
the student to hold the aivplano straight ami to keep tho wings level, 
so that he had several aspects to watch at the same time. Tho degree 
of back pressure on the stick, for instance, was crucial. It had to bo 
brought back slowly enough so that the airplane would not zoom 
back up into the air, but also rapidly enough so that the airplane 
would attain tho correct stalling attitude and speed before touching 
tho ground. 

Even after the airpluno was set down in a three-point attitude, tho 
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hndfaif wns not completed until it camo to a full stop. Just uftor 
touching the iround the airpliuic was still ?'f big öO-öS m. p. h. The 
BtiKiciil'H tnsk was to keep rolli'ipf straiglit ahead until tho aiqilane 
lia<l rioured down to tho taxiiiig spml of ahou'>4 m. p. h. Tho design 
of tin« Primary tnining plane intentionally made this n dillicult task 
so that tlio htndcnt would acquire a skill required later in tactical 
Niuipmrnl. Tha front wheels on the Primary trainer were set fairly 
close together and well in front of the center of gravity so that there 
was mi unstable equilibrium and without considerable caro and skill 
the student was likely to "ground-loop" the piano. In a ground-loop 
the nil plane turned sharply to one t>iuü or t'.io mmr. Centrifugal 
force was then likely to tip it over, damaging a wing tip and sometimes 
thftiwing the airplane up onto its nose. 

The students wen; advised by their instructors that the best way 
to prevent ground loops was to stop them before they started. This 
meant that the student had to observe very slight deviations of the 
nose to one side or the other of the straight path and make tho appro- 
priate corrective slight rudder pressures. If tho noso of tho airplane 
was allowed to swing moro than slightly to one sido or tho other, the 
technique of correction was still moro difficult. Tho student could 
not apply corrective pressure to the rudder and then hold that pressure 
until tho nose of tho airplane came back to the straight path. If the 
student did this, tho airplane then went into a more violent turn in 
tho op|)osite direction. Tho proper technique for stopping an incipi- 
ent ground loop was to apply tho proper amount of opposite rudder 
pressure for a very brief period of time, anticipating the effect so that 
the airplane swung back to tho correct position but not beyond the 
correct position. Thedifliculty of these perceptual and motor skills was 
one of the reasons that students did not solo sooner. Finoadjustive 
reactions with the feet and legs were not part of the student's previous 
activities.   They could bo learned but it was difficult and took time. 

The relative frequency of errors in tho major areas of difficulty in 
landing an airplano was determined in a study done by personnel at 
Psychological Hesoarch Unit No. 3.'» On 199 landmgs performed by 
88 Primary students tho major areas of difficulty and tho percentage 
of times errors occurred in these areas were as follows: 

a. Not stalling out correctly (70 percent). 
b. Not keeping headed straight on tho ground after landing 

(58 percent). 
e. Kot breaking tho glide at the correct height (53 percent). 
(/.  Not keeping headed straight on the approach leg (51 percent). 
e. Not maintaining proper gliding speed in tho approach (50 

percent). 

• TliU »lu »r »M »•»«■.niK.I by C»i4. Pluvt W. Cook. T/Cft. Dirld II, Jtnkln^ r»t. Ilwoid II. Kftly 
4iiJ I'vl. ril A. l.l|.i 
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The Inkc-ofT, trnflTic pattoni, and Innduig luivo boon consulorctl m 
some detail because they contauied n wide variety of problems repre- 
sentative of many phnses of flying skill. P'or this same reason the 
maneuvers were parucularly important in the training of the student 
and were among his principal problems. 

To summarize this section, in the take-off, traffic pattern, and land- 
ing, the student had a variety of tasks which had to bo performed at 
such a fast pace that before the habits became automatic it was some- 
what like juggling too many balls in the air at the same time. It was 
easy for the student to become confused and "go to pieces," sometunes 
making mistakes on usually simple tasks. In the short »pace of 0 to 
10 minutes the students had to do the following: from idling speed, 
advance the throttle smoothly and continuously to full throttle; hold 
tho airplane straight during the takc-o(T run, counteracting the 
torque-produced, left-turning tendencies; fly the airplane off the ground 
correctly, neither pulling it off too soon nor holding it on too long; 
after flying speed was reached, throttle back to a climbing power 
setting; adjust the throttle-setting and climbuig attitude of the air- 
plane so that the airplane climbed at an air speed of 70 m. p. h.; 
make sure that the climbuig path was still parallel with tho take-off 
path and tho tee; keep a constant lookout for other airplanes which 
might also bo taking off; watch the altimeter so that ho could make a 
level 90° turn to tho left at 300 feet above the ground; continue climb- 
ing on tho crosswind leg until tho traffic altitude of 500 feet had been 
reached; make another 90° turn to tho left onto tho downwind leg, 
keeping a close watch that he was at least 500 feet from any other air- 
piano in traffic pattern; during tho downwind leg maintain the correct 
altitude, heading, engine r. p. m. and airspeed, while taking Into account 
the direction and velocity of tho wind in planning how far out from tho 
field to put the base leg and where ho should land; make another 00° 
turn to the left onto the base leg, placing tho base leg in such a ])osi- 
tion that the airplane could then land in the first third of tho landing 
field; crab into tho wind enough on tho base leg so that tho ground 
track was correctly crosswind; close tho throttle at tho correct placo 
on tho base leg so that landing in tho desired placo on the field would 
be possible; continue holding tho airplane level after tho throttle was 
cut until tho speed had been reduced to tho correct 75-SO-m. p. h. 
gliding speed, then nose down into tho proper gliding attitude; keep a 
sharp lookout fo* her airplanes in the pattern that might bo landing; 
make tho 90° let«, gliding turn toward tho field so that tho airplane 
would start its final approach in tho desired landing lane; maintain 
tho gliding path on tho final approach pamllel with tho tee, oven 
though tho wind might bo blowing from a little to ono side; maintain 
tho correct 75-80-m. p. h. gliding speed, using cues of "feel of tho 
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controls," sound of nir hissing over struts and fabric, and attitudo of 
the piano; osliinnto the probnhlc point of lauding and apply enough 
nv-r« throlllc if it was not safely inside the field; glide on down, nmin- 
tftiuinjj the correct air spocd, until time to "break the glide" and begin 
the landing; bring the airplane down close to the ground, still main- 
taining crub if there was a slight crosswind, and taking off the crab 
at the last moment before the airplane was fully stalled and settled 
to the ground; and hold the stick full back after landing to keep the 
tail on the ground, while watching closely in order to prevent ground- 
loops. W hen all of this had to Le done rapidly and accurately during 
a crowded 0 to 10 minutes, it can be seen that in addition to the 
perceptual and motor skills involved, the student needed to bo able 
to divide his attention, or at least make rapid shifts of attention 
with rapid decisions, while keeping a complex of other factors in mind. 

Otlirr Maneuvers Taught at Primary School 

While many other maneuvers were taught during Primary training, 
they were for the most part made up of the same fundamental ele- 
ments of flying skill that the student used in the take-off, traffic 
pattern, and landing. In acrobatics it was necessary for the student 
to maintain orientation, to have good timing, and a good "feel of the 
airplane." However, few students who were good in the other aspects 
of (lying, were elinnnated for lack of proficiency in acrobatics. One 
maneuver, the chandelle, which was a special kind of 180° steep, 
climbing turn, made more demands on the student than the ordinary 
180° steep turn. It was particularly necessary for the student to 
have a (;ood speed sense, to coordinate properly, and to bo able to 
seiist' the approaeh of a stall. Because of this, some students who 
had only minimum proficiency on earlier maneuvers showed up their 
weaknesses more clearly in a chandelle and became candidates for 
elimination. However, there appeared to bo no fundamentally new 
psychological demands on the student in these or other later maneuvers. 

INVKSTICATIONS BASFD ON ELIMINATION FROM PRIMARY 
PILOT TRAINING FOR LACK OF FLYING SKILL 

The various units in the psychological program carried out a number 
of investigations whieh threw light on the pilot's task. Most of these 
were studies of the reasons for eliminations from Primary pilot train- 
ing. One series of studies was concerned with the reasons given by 
flying instruetors for eliminating Primary students. These reported 
reosons «rtft classified and grouped, anil a rating scale based on these 
gruupingH was studied in relation to subsequent elimination from 
Primary training. Another larger area of investigation was the one 
on classification tests, all of which wero validated against graduation 
or elimination from Primary sehool to determine their value for pre- 
diction of success in pilot training.   The work on tho classification 
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tests 13 reported in reports No. 4 ond No. 5 of this scries. They nro 
not discussed in detail in this chapter. A third nrea concerned with 
the pilot's task was the development of objective measures of flying 
skill for the Primary level.   This is described in Chapter 6. 

Analysis of Reasons for Elimination from Pilot Training 

When a student was eliminated from one of the pilot training schools, 
a summary was prepared of the reasons why he had failed to make 
successful progress in learning to fly. Field studies showed that these 
summaries usually were prepared with an eye toward justifying a 
decision, which had already been made, and staving ofT criticism in 
any future investigation. They almost always made a very strong 
case against the student. Nccrtheless, the factors mentioned were 
probably related to the most common diflicultica. 

In a study prepared by the Psychological Branch, Research Divi- 
sion, OfTice of the Air Surgeon, an analysis of these reports was made in 
order to determine the nature and frequency of various reasons that 
were given as causes of elimination. A preliminary analysis was made 
of these reports for 300 students who were eliminated from flying 
trabing during the early part of the summer of 1941. On the basis of 
the categories determined in the preliminary study, a more complete 
analysis was made of 1,000 additional cadets who were eliminated 
during the summer and fall of the same year. 

The frequency with which various reasons were given for elimina- 
tion of the 1,000 cadets used in the major study is shown in table 3.1. 
The data are expressed as the percent of cases out of the total in which 
at least one comment was made in a given category. If the same 
reason for elimination was mentioned more than once for a given 
cadet it was tubulated only once, so that the data show only that a 
trait was mentioned, and not whether it was mentioned once or more 
than once for a given man. 

In interpreting this table, the fact that a trait is frequently men- 
t oned can safely be taken to mean that it was important, but any 
comparisons between the number of times difTerent traits are men- 
tioned must be made with reservation. The number of limes a trait 
was mentioned is a function of the broadness of its definition (for exam- 
ple, "Progress in Developing Technique") and of the ease with which 
the instructor could diagnose it os an underlying cause of difficulty. 
The significant finding was that such a largo variety of traits were 
mentioned relatively frequently. Frequent mention was made of 
tfaits which the investigators grouped into the following broad cate- 
gories: Coordination and Technique, Alertness and Observation, 
Intelligence and Judgment, and Personality and Temperament. 

As a result of this study a 20-item rating scale was made up on 
which the instructors in Primary school rated caeh of their students. 
This scale (Rating Scale for Aviation Cadets—Form C—Pilot), which 
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had ml<Io<l a gcnornl over-nil rating to mnkc the number of items 21, 
wns also use«! ns n check list. For those students who were eliminated 
from pilot tniiiiing, the flight instructors were directed to indicate each 
trait the lack of which was important as a cause of elimination. This 
was done in addition to the regular ratings. Students eliminated for 
physical deficiency or for administrative reasons were excluded from 
this study. 

In a Kttidy performed by the Psychological Section, Office of the 
Surgeon, Ifendquarters, Flying Training Command, tho frequency 
with which each of tho twenty items was checked was obtained on 
1,303 cadets eliminated from Primary pilot training. 

TADLR 3.1—TTte percentage of a group oj ont ihoutand aviation cadets eliminated 
from primary ßying schools in the latter part of If*/,! for which deficiencies in Out« 
categories were listed as a reason for eLmination in ths report of the faculty board 

dttforf Ptrent 
A. iHtMIMSMi AND JnnoMEVT         08 

1. Judgment,—Ability to inako sound judgments and choices as to the 
bot thing to do when ho Lt faced with a practical problem in 
tralhe, in ninking forced landings, and in similar situations.....       60 

2. Foresight and Planning.—Ability to plan a scries or sequence of 
iiiancuvcr«, plan ahead for landing*, plan entry or exit from 
traflic, and for<-<c and avoid ponsiblo difflcultics        38 

3. 3/r»nnry.—Ability to remember instructions from day to day, both 
general explanations and specific, detailed information        24 

4. Comprehension.—Ability to understand and grasp the meaning of 
cxplanMioiis, instructions, and demonstrations, either when they 
are given orally or in written form         17 

D. AlMtmm AND ODSKRVATIOM        70 
5. Vinuali ml ion of flight course.—Ability to "get out of tho cockpit" 

and fly the plane with reference to tho horizon and reference 
poitiH, as shown by tho ability to handle ground pattern work, 
maintain con>tant altitude, control tho direction of tho plane, 
mnko turns of the desired amount, etc         38 

0. Estimation of speed and dirtance.—Ability to make such estimates of 
cpcr.l, distance, and nltitudo as arc required in flying a course, 
flying in formation, gliding, landing, etc          30 

7. Sense of sustcntation.—Ability to sense support or lack of support 
of tho plane, and thus detect slips, skids, or tho approach of a 
stall        24 

8. Diriiion of ottrntion.—Ability to remain alert and observant of 
things around him while flying and at the same time attend to 
all tho ncct'Mary details ami carry on all the difTcrcnt activities • 
ncco.^ary for prccHon flying.         28 

0. Oritntotion.—Ability to find his correct geographic position by the 
uce of any available means, such as familiar reference points 
which arovi.iiblo on tho ground, idetitification of the area below 
as it Li reprvMMiU-d on chart« or maps, ete        IS 

10. Speed of decision and reaction.—Ability to think quickly, to make 
rapid drcUioiis, or to respond with s])eed and precision when the 
situation demands...............         16 
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TABLE 3.1—The perecntage of a group of one thoueand aviation cadets etiminated 
from primary flying schools in the latter part of 1041 for which dtflcience» in these 
categories were lilted as u reason for elimination in the report of the faculty board 
—Continued 

CUtfOTf Prrttnl 

C. Coont iNATioN AND TECIINIQUB   81 
11. Coordination,—Ability to apply tho correct prcssurcK to the control« 

either in combination or in tho proper sequence and with proper 
timing, as evidenced by the way in which ho usea together all of 
the controls necessary in flying tho plane        68 

13. Appropriateneti of control» used.—Knowledge of what control or 
combination of controls should bo used at any particular tint« 
while flying and tho ability to respond by operating these con- 
trols so as to achieve the desired result in relation to the attitude 
of the plane         31 

13. Feel of the control».—Ability to sense the responsiveness of tho plane to 
control movement, or tho ciTect being produced on the plane by 
various contiol pressures and by tho ability to detect stiflooss or 
"mushiness" of tho controls  3 

14. Smoothness of control movement.—Ability to operate the controls with 
smooth, even movements and good touch control, without ovi- 
dence of roughness, heaviness, or Jerkinoss..... ..       33 

15. Progress  in developing technique.—Ability  to learn  t-apidly  the 
various cuordinations of tho controls and techniques necessary for 
flying tho plane         54 

D. Pr.nsoNAUTY AND TEMPERAMENT        43 
16. Absence of tensenes».—Freedom from undue tcitsencsa or rigidness, 

ability to relax sufficiently while flying         33 
17. Absence of confution and nervousness.—Ability to remain cool and 

collected, and to think and act without interference from anxiety 
or emotion when faced with emergency or a difficult situation . .        13 

18. Absence of fear and apprehension.—Presence of a desirable amount 
of self-confidence, courage, and aggressiveness, with the absence 
of timidity, cautiousness, or any strong fear of flying..         18 

10. Suitable temperament.—Possession of a atablo and well-balanced 
temperament, with ab^enco of careless, erratic and shiftless 
habits  0 

30. Motivation and attitude».—Strong interest in aviation and desire to 
be a military pilot, as shown by his effort, caKernc!1* to learn, will* 
ingness to respect flying rules and regulations, and his determina- 
tion to make good   ..... 0 

A comparison of tho frequency with which each item was checked 
on the rnting-scalo chock-list with tho frequency with which it was 
mentionerl by instructors in tho study previously described shows that 
6 of tho 20 traits had a frequency of 30 percent or greater in both of 
those studies. 

In on earlier study performed by tho Field Studies Un't of tho 
Psychological Section, Odico of tho Surgeon, Hq. AAF Training 
Command, it was found that when instructors rated their students at 
tho 8-10 hour level each of tho abovo traits had a biserial correlation 
with graduation-elimination of 0.G0 or better, with tho exception of 
Coordination which had a biserial correlation of 0.55. ■ 
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These six trnits nnd their biscrinl correlations with Primnry gradua- 
tion-elimination wero: 

rut 
1, Ju'I^mcnt   — -   0-66 
2, Fon-i^l't and planning        .67 
3, Vi-uali/ation of fltyJit couri««. - 73 
4, ÜMimation of speed ind dLsta.ice  - 62 
%, Coordination   65 
Ct. Progress in developing technique ......     .68 

Pffnimn for elimination reported by eliminated cadets.—A total of 
150 slii'l* nts who hnd been eliminated from pilot training were inter- 
viewed at Psychological Research Unit Xo. 3 in order to secure data 
on the sluilonts' impressions regarding factors involved in their failure 
in trnining. Although the factors cited by the students were un- 
doubtedly not all of the ones involved in their failure, it seemed rea- 
sonable to assume that these factors were valid. That is, a cadet 
may have failed to recognize some of his problems or mistakes, but 
when he did recognize a weakness in himself or a problem, it seems 
likely that he was citing a valid reason or part of a reason for his fail- 
ure. Of course, the possibility of a large amount of rationalization 
must bo recognized. 

In each interview an attempt was made to get an impression of the 
student's emotional reaction to his elimination. Although emotionally 
disturbed by their failures, the majority (60.6 percent) recognized 
that their mistakes or shortcomings were responsible for their elimi- 
nation. However, 27.4 percent were strongly disappointed and showed 
resentment toward the persons and regulations involved in their 
eliminution. It is interesting to note that 10 percent of the group 
were emotionally relieved to bo eliminated. Nervousness and fear 
made (light training very unpleasant to these men, and they were 
glad to get out of it. The remaining 2 percent accepted their elimi- 
nation without disappointment or any strong emotional reaction. 
They seemed to take an objective point of view regarding, their dis- 
abilities. 

Failure in training did not convince these men that they could not 
fly nor did it eliminate their desire to be pilots, for S6 percent stated 
that they still would like to take pilot training. The remaining 14 
percent definitely were no longer interested in pilot training, although 
most of them wanted to be given somo other assignment that would 
tako them into the air. 

I,i the following paragraphs the type of problem is given as the 
heiding and the percentage of the 150 students giving this typo of 
Pioblcin as one reason for their elimination, follows in parentheses. 
The vorious problems are presented and discussed in the order of 
percent frequency with which they wero mentioned by the eliminated 
students, starting with the most frequent. 

1. MHUMMM in the air (64 percent).—This problem was admitted 
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by 54 percent of this group, although it is probable that there are 
many who were nervous and did not admit it. Nervousness was 
caused for 39 percent of the total group by fear of the air. Ilnlf of 
these men claimed they became adapted to the air in n few hours of 
flying time but that apprehension during the first stages of flight 
training interfered with their learning and probably resulted in slow 
progress from the start. The other half of the group admitted that 
they never succeeded in overcoming their fear and that the fear waa 
a definite factor in their elimination. It is also possible that lack of 
proficiency was one of the causes of fear with some of these men. It 
is interesting to note that fear seemed to occur most commonly in 
landing and in maneuvers such as stalls in which the air suddenly 
ceased to support the airplane. In landings, it seems probable that 
visual cues of speed and visual reminders that the airplane was off 
the ground were much clearer than when the airplane was several 
hundred feet above the ground. 

Fear of failure made 15 percent of the men nervous in the air. 
Some men were very anxious to be pilots but doubted that thoy were 
going to be successful in training. For others, the conflict was between 
a strong desire to prove that they were superior (or maintain their 
prestige in the group) and a fear or doubt that they were not going to 
succeed. Nine percent of the total group admitted that they were 
particularly nervous on check-rides. 

2. Slow progress (o3 percent).—With very few exceptions, the stu- 
dents seemed to lack insight into the causes of tlu-ir slow progress, 
and the number of factors that could bo involved were almost un- 
limited. It seems unlikely that a general slow rate of learning was 
characteristic of all these students' activities. It seems more probable 
that these students had trouble with one or two phases of their flight 
training. For example, if a student were poor on landing he might 
fail to solo within the required time and be eliminated for slow or 
inadequate progress, in spite of the fact that progress on other phases 
of flying was relatively satisfactory. "Slow progress" is a reason fre- 
quently given by instructors and students but too broad a category 
to be of much use in psychological analysis. 

3. Judgment oj height and speed in landing (SO percent).—Errors o( 
judgment in landing resulted frequently in undershooting or over- 
shooting the field, landing too fast, and stalling or pulling the stick 
back when too high oil" the ground. As described in an earlier section 
of this chapter the student had to make a number of complex per- 
ceptual judgments and fine motor adjustments in landing, which were 
undoubtedly too difficult or too numerous for a number of the students, 
particularly at the rate at wliich they were expected to learn. 

4. Lack oj^jeelojthe ship" (27 percent).—This involved inability to 
sense that the airplane was approacliing a sU.ll, or tlmt it was losing 
or gaining altitude, or that it was turning when the student thought 
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it WM Hying straight, or that it was banked, or that it was banked to 
a gmitcr or lesser degree than the student thought it was, or that tho 
airplane was skidding or slipping. Probably kinesthetic and visceral 
sensitivity to movement and loss of support wns important here in 
addition to the visual and auditory cues described earlier. Some 
students may have been deficient in these kinds of sensitivity or they 
may never have been in situations where they had to learn to pay 
attention to these kinds of sensations. 

/>. Inappropriate atlilwles (ßh percent).—This refers to any attitude 
wliieh interfered with a cadet's progress in flight training. The 
principal attitudes under this heading are as follows, together with 
the percent of the total group giving these as possible reasons for 
elimination: hostility toward instructor (7 percent), lack of interest 
in flying (7 percent), lack of confidence (5 percent), ovcrconfidence 
(4 percent), recklessness (3 percent), worry over personal problems 
(2 percent). 

6. Poor control oj the airplane in landing roll {23 percent).—As pre- 
viously stated the airplane was still difftcult to control after the wheels 
had been set on the ground in landing. Tho landing roll had to be 
kept straight and it wns necessary to avoid ground loops. It is 
interesting to note that 7 percent of the total group reported that they 
ground-looped at least once during their pilot training before 
elimination. 

7. Instructional problem* (20 percent).—These students considered 
tlmt their instructors were not good teachers. Students frequently 
mnde the statement "My instructor is on excellent flyer but he can't 
tench." Other criticisms which may or may not have been objectively 
correct but which were reported by cadets, were: failure of tho instructor 
to teach tho student a maneuver for which he was held responsible on 
check rides; assumption by the instructor that the student knew more 
than he did about flying, especially in cases where instructors were 
changed; failure of the instructor to point out to the student tho 
errors he was making; insistem ^ upon a rigid progress schedule with- 
out attempt to adjust the schedule to individual dilTercnces in learning 
rates or methods. 

8. Division oj attention and memory (10 percent).—The student had 
to attend to a variety of factors, including instruments, visual, 
kinesthetic, and auditory cues from the airplane itself, tho directions 
received from the instructor, and stimuli outside the airplane, such as 
clouds, other airplanes, the ground, signals, etc. To overlook or 
misinteqm't one aspect of this complex pattern might cause a serious 
error in handling the airplane. 

9. Stick and rudder control (17 percent).—This was inability to handle 
the stick ami rudder with precision and accuracy. This difllculty was 
encountered more frequently with the rudder than with the stick. 
From tho comments of the students it appeared that this problem 
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occurred for many becnuso they could not judge the position nor extent 
of movement of their arms and feet when forced to depend solely on 
kinesthetic and tactual cues. For example, several complained that 
they were inaccurate in handling the rudder because they could not 
see their feet, although the stick was within their visual field. 

10. Visualization of the airplane's orientation and behavior in »pace 
(16 percent).—Some of the students who experienced this problem said 
that they could not translate the verbal directions of the instructor 
into a visual imago as to what the airplane should do, or could not 
translate instrument readings mto an image of what the airplano was 
doing, or could not perccivo the relation between pressures on the 
controls and the behavior of the airplano in space. 

11. Judgment {16 percent).—The more common types of errors of 
judgment listed by these investigators included: flying too close to 
other planes, turning while too near the ground, erring in selection of 
landing fields in forced landings, flying too low, flying over prohibited 
areas, and flying into or too close to clouds. In a few cases, reckless- 
ness or the desire for thrills was the factor behind poor judgment. 
Some of the men said flying at a higher altitude did not give them a 
feeling of speed nor provide as much of a thrill as flying near the 
ground. 

12. Motor coordination (IS percent).—The difficulty hero seemed to 
be an inability to move the arms and legs simultaneously in different 
directions, although what was called poor motor coordination was in 
some cases a lack of insight into the relation between pressure on the 
controls and the airplane's behavior or lack of perception of balance 
rather than poor motor coordination itself. 

13. Erratic performance (13 percent).—These students said that 
thoy could do well on one day but very poorly the next day for no 
reason they could determine. 

14. flight planning and traße pattern flying (IS percent).—Some of 
the students oonM not plan a flight from one point of space f.o another 
and were also unable to do this in the traffic pattern. For example, 
one student summarized his problem by saying, "My instructor would 
tell mc when we were at 2,500 feet to go down to 1,000 feet and, when 
I reached that elevation, to be over a certain field. When I got down 
to 1,000 feet I was always somewhere a way off from where I was 
supposed to be." This seems to bo very similar to the visualization 
problem, although of course the student might be able to visualize 
the flight path but because of the lack of skill in handling the airplane, 
be unable to follow out his plans. 

15. Mechanical flying (9 percent).—This problem was frequently 
one of using the same amount of rudder or aileron, regardless of the 
degree of bank or turn desired, or flying according to verbal directions 
from the instructor rather than by the feel of the airplane or on the 
basis of understanding of the airplancV, b"havior 
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16. Inadequate wind-driß correction (9 percent). In this, a student 
WAS unable to coordinate his degree of bnnk and the amount of heading 
change well enough so that he could compensate for the drift produced 
by a crosswind. 

17. Poor acrobatics (9 percent).—This was apparently an inability 
to perform acrobatics because of deficient coordination and timing. 

SUMMARY OF THE DEMANDS OF THE TASK 

A statement of the psychological demands of the task of learning 
to fly is dilficult because to date no wcll-agreed-upon group of function- 
ally independent trails with clearly defined boundaries has been 
isolated in the structure of human personality. The terms identifying 
desirable characteristics of the student are used, therefore, not as 
names of elemental traits, but only as descriptive words. 

DrficicncirH in Any Specific Flying Skill Afay Have Multiple Causation 
It is not usually possible to say that a given deficiency in flying 

skill is always caused by some one characteristic of the student. A 
particular difFculty may be caused by any one or more of a number 
of difTercnt reasons. For instance, a student who gets lost frequently 
may not merely have poor ability in orientation. One student may 
get lost beenuse i c hns poor ability to recognize landmarks. Another, 
however, gets lost because he forgets to look around and notice land- 
marks; another, because he is unable to divide his attention and is so 
oeeupied by flying the airplane that ho does not have time to notice 
landmarks; another may be distracted by airsickness; another may be 
preoccupied with family troubles; and still another lose his orientation 
because looking down at the ground makes him feel nervous, so he 
does not look often. A given kind of difTicuIty may have different 
causes with difTercnt students. 

The Spceific Demands of the Task of Learning To Fly 
In the task of learning to fly, the demands upon the student may 

be grouped under the following heads: The student had to be well 
motivated to accomplish this difficult task; ho had to conquer any 
feare or apprehensions and to become emotionally adjusted to his 
task; he had to be ab!o to divide his attention, or shift it rapidly among 
a number of different problems and to keep track of a number of 
simultaneous and progressive changes in the actions of the plane; he 
had to make perceptual judgments of complex sorts to sensations 
from A number of different sense modalities; he had to have good 
muscular coordination; and ho had to have good flying judgment. 
The following paragraphs will summarize the demands of the task. 

MUHmtim and emotional adjustment.—While most of the students 
were motivated by a genuine interest in flying and A desire to Aid the 
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war cfTort as well as a desire to t ttnin officer's status, a few liked 
everything about being a pilot except the flying. These few had 
dilnculty in learning to fly because it required a high concentration of 
interest and effort on the part of a student. 

The problem of emotional adjustment in the face of a fear-producing 
situation was an important one. Flying was regarded as dangerous 
and involved a number of fear-producing situations, such as loss of 
support, the loud roar of the engine, and the opportunity to look 
down at the ground from a considerable height. There were also a 
number of other fears such as fear of failure and fear of verbal punish- 
ment from the instructor. These various fears tended to produce ten- 
sion on the controls, inability to concentrate on the task, and some- 
times airsickness. These fears were often specific and did not appear 
as a general timidity factor in the personality. A student might be 
nervous and tense while flying certain maneuvers and quite unafraid 
in most situations on the ground; another might be nervous in social 
situations but fearless in the air. That nervousness, tenseness, and 
appnhensiou were real problems for the student was shown by tue 
fact that more than half of a group of eliminated students who were 
interviewed admitted that they had been nervous in the air. An 
analysis of instructors' comments on more than a thousand eliminated 
students showed that for more than half of the students, nervousness 
tenseness, or apprehension were mentioned by the instructor who 
recommended elimination. The student had to conquer his fears so 
that he could concentrate on the task at hand and not be emotionally 
disorganized. 

Division of attention.—A student had to be able to keep track of a 
number of related and interacting activities going on at the same time. 
This was done either by division of attention or by shifting attention 
rapidly from one aspect of flight to another. The student had to have 
the ability to remain calm when, as occasionally happened, ho was for 
a brief space unable to keep up with a rush of necessary judgments 
and corrections of the airplane's course. lie had to do the most 
important corrections first and work as rapidly as he could to make all 
of the necessary decisions. 

The student had to make rapid perceptual judgments.—In many flying 
situations the perceptual demands were the most crucial ones. This 
was confirmed by the validity of perceptual factors in classification 
tests, by students' reasons why they were eliminated, and by instruc- 
tors' comments on reasons for elimination of students, as well as by 
participant-observer observations. The importance of perception was 
illustrated by the fact that a student with only a little flying time 
could perform quite difficult mnneuvers if the instructor told him what 
to do and "talked him through" the maneuver. 

The estimation of speed and distance was one of the most important 
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pressures for smooth, coordinated flying. These airplanes had higher 
H-ing loadings and were more susceptible to stalls and spins when 
flown at slower airspeeds. 

2. The rrquircd pilot procedures were more complex and presented 
purticulnrly ditflcult problems during take-offs and landings. Combat 
aircraft also called for a greater understanding of the fundamental 
prinriplcs of acrooquipment, aerodynamics, engineering, and flight 
procedures. 

3. UM cockpit position of tho pilot with respect to the airplane 
might be new, requiring different points of visual reference in both 
normal flight and in the landing attitudes. 

Certain problems of transition were unique to the fighters and to the 
bomber aircraft.    These are discussed in the following two sections. 

Fighter Transition,—Combat fighter aircraft were fast, complex, 
had high wing loadings, and presented particularly difficult problems 
since there was frequently no room in the airplane for an instructor. 
This required the student pilot to fly solo from the very beginning. A 
large part of the fighter transition training was therefore done on the 
ground and became a problem of acquiring new knowledge and transfer 
of previously learned information to this new situation. The new 
fighter pilot needed sufficient confidence in his ability to make this 
transfer so that after only a few hours of ground instruction, he could 
climb in, take off, return and land safely. This component of self 
assurance, or its opposite, fear and lack of confidence, was* a common 
variable among new fighter transition students. 

After the pilot became airborne, he experienced for tho first time 
the new flying characteristics of his fighter oircraft: The strong O- 
factor pressing him down into the seat during turns and dive recoveries 
obscured tho normal cues of sustentation; tho airplane was highly 
mnneuverable and was particularly sensitive to control movements; it 
had a rapid rato of climb, fast take-off and landing speed, and imposed 
upon the pilot new stresses and strains inevitable during maximum 
performance flight maneuvers. Understanding tho fundamental 
principles of aerodynamics and their application to the speed, power, 
and weight of his now airplane was ono of tho more important condi- 
tions determining tho speed of transition and proficiency level of the 
fighter transition student. 

Fight, r pilots were frequently told that their airplane was nothing 
more than a platform for firing guns. This was to emphasize tho im- 
portance of accurate fixed gunnery firing. Almost half tho timo in 
fighter Transition school was spent practicing the precise, coordinated 
flying necessary for accurate gunneiy. The pilot was his own best 
instructor and had to recognize his own weaknesses and apply the 
oppropriate corrections on tho basis of previously learned flying 
teciinir|ucs and information relative to air-to-air and air-to-ground 
fixed gunnery firing. 
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Bomber Transition.—The diflicult transition problem to four-engine 
bombers is exemplified by the fact that nearly all of tho 10 weeks in 
the four-cngino Transition schools was required to bring tho studenta 
to the minimum level of pilot proficiency required for tho B-17 and 
B-24 airplanes. Only introductory training could bo given in tho 
maneuvers and uso of special equipment important in combat 
operations. 

The major problem facing the multiengino bomber pilot was the 
understanding and control of this very complicated and heavy piece 
of flying machinery. The more capable tho student was in truisfcr- 
ring his previously acquired information about aeroequipmcii aero- 
dynamics, and engineering, from tho single- or two-engine level to 
these four-cngino bombers, tho faster he could attain proficiency as a 
four-engine bomber pilot. 

Tho actual control of tho four-engine plane in flight also called for 
a somewhat different technique by the pilot. It was moro a median« 
ical control rather than flying by the "feel" of the plane as with 
smaller aircraft. Even under contact conditions the four-engine 
bomber pilot made frequent reference to his instrument panel since 
the attitude of tho plane was not easily perceived directly, and on high 
altitude flights the ground and horizon cues were frequently obscured. 
It took considerable physical stamina and strength to fly the B-24, 
particularly on tho long flights ordinarily made in largo bombers. 
It was said that B-24 Transition training was the only school where 
tho students did not gain weight. 

Fear of the ship among new students was a persistent problem re- 
ported by four-engine instructors. This was particularly true in the 
earlier days of the expanded multienginc program when students were 
frequently sent to B-17 and B-24 schools direct from single-engine 
AT-6 schools. During the intter part of 1044 a preflight familiarhra« 
tion period of about five weeks was given the students during which 
time they flew as observers in tho airplanes, took ground school 
courses, talked with other students and instructors and in general 
became accustomed to tho new large airplane prior to actual flight 
instruction. 

A good deal of emphasis was given, on the verbal level, to the 
pilot's role as "airplane commander." Since the student's time was 
almost entirely taken with learning to fly the airplane and since there 
was only one member, the crew chief, to command, little actual train« 
ing in command was given at tho Transition level. 

Reconversion to Training Aircrajt.—A transition problem in reverse 
was tho reconversion of combat pilots to training typo aircraft. This 
was primarily a relearning problem since these pilots had frequently 
forgotten, for example, that it was perfectly safe to land at the slow 
speeds characteristic of tho lighter airplanes.   With their relatively 
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low-wing lofulinps, many maneuvers were possible and safe in training 
airplanes which would have been considered emergencies when flying 
undrr combat conditions. In many cases these returnees had never 
been taught, as cadets, the maximum performance possibilities of the 
training aircraft. They required a little confidence training before 
they felt safe turning into a dead engine or making single-engine and 
powcr-ofT approaches and landings in the two-engine training airplanes 
used in the Training Command. 

On the other hand, the combat pilots had to relearn the fact that 
these trainers were not constructed to stand up under some of the 
aerial maneuvers commonly used in combat operations. Further- 
more, they soon discovered, in the Central Instructors Schools for 
example, that the sometimes uncoordinated flight control of the air- 
plane permissible in combat was not accepted in the Training Com- 
mand as good flying technique. The returnees had to relearn the 
precision type of flying required of all pilot instructors. 

The need for careful training in transition to lighter aircraft soon 
became apparent from the high rate of minor and serious accidents 
among the returned combat pilots when flying training aircraft with- 
out extensive, supervised retraining. 

Summary of Essential Pilot Demands 

InteUrctual.—Kaitid transition to new typo aircraft, particularly 
combat airplanes, reflected the pilot's ability to transfer previously 
learned information to the larger and more complex airplanes. Since 
there was usually no room in the airplane for an instructor, tho student 
fighter pilot had to make his own correct application of his knowledge 
of aerodynamics, aerocquipment, engineering, and flight procedures 
on his very first flight in the new airplane. The tremendously com- 
plex four-engine bombers required extensive pilot knowledge of equip- 
ment and engineering and detailed pilot procedures. The theoretical 
expectation would bo that pilote who had learned to fly with a logical 
understanding of tho aerodynamic principles involved would be 
better able to transfer to new airplanes than those who had merely 
acquired perceptual and motor skills by rote learning. 

Motor.—It required considerablo strength and stamina to fly 
multiengino bombers and to fly on long-rango fighter missions. Now 
airplanes required diflerent motor techniques and physical control 
for both the precision flying and tho maximum performance maneuvers 
characteristic of tactical airplane operation. 

Arer/jfua/.—Transition training frequently required adjustment to 
new perceptual cues for both the fighter and tho bomber pilot. Tho 
fast laki-off and landing speeds, new cockpit position of tho pilot with 
respect to the airplane, and a more complex instrument panel, illustrate 
some of the new perceptual habits acquired in transition flying. 

Personality and emotional.—Tho  unfamiliar speed,  power,  size, 
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weight, and complexity of new nirplnncs frequently presented a mental 
hazard to new students. Some students made a much more rapid 
emotional adjustment to this maze of new pilot skills. Traits of 
leadership and command ability were emphasized in selecting first 
pilots for multicnginc bombers. 

INSTRUMENT FLYING 

Description of the Instrument Area 
The development of objective measures of instrument flying skill 

provided the opportunity for personnel from the Psychological Re- 
search Project (Pilot) to observe many of the fundamental pilot traits 
and abilities in the important specialized area of instrument flying. 
The specific research results are presented in chapters 8, 0, and 12; 
the following analysis is expected to serve as an orientation for thoso 
chapters. 

Definitions.—The purpose of instrument flying is to enable a pilot 
faced «vith bad weather to fly safely through it without the benefit of 
vision outside of his airplane and to allow him to come down through 
the clouds, break out of the overcast directly above the field and land. 
In addition to his knowledge of weather, the pilot is dependent on cues 
from the instrument panel and the radio aids for information which 
allows him to maintain his orientation and to plan his flight in a safe 
and efficient manner. 

Importance.—Reports from all of the air forces emphasized the ox« 
treme importance of good instrument flying in combat operations. 
The tremendous mobility of the airplane as a weapon or transport is 
completely useless whenever it must bo grounded because of bad 
weather. The necessities of war frequently dictated that missions 
fly through one or more weather fronts and possibly let down and land 
at a field that was overcast by bad weather; the development of tho 
all-weather airplane created a demand for all-weather pilots. When 
the field was overcast and large numbers of airplanes were all returning 
at once from a mission, some of them running low on gas and with 
wounded aboard, the pilots who wero "stacked" up waiting to lot 
down had to hold their assigned positions exactly and those who wero 
breaking out through the overcast could not aflbrd to fail to locate the 
field on the first pass and go around again several times. 

Instrument training and research will continue to receive increased 
attention in peacetime since it is through instrument flying that 
aviation can progress agoinst the restraining influences of weather, 
poor visibility, long over-water hops, and night flying. Commercial 
aviation has always emphasized instrument flying since it is of primary 
importance in maintaining scheduled flights. Tho instrument panel 
is also used as the major reference for precision control of large multi- 
engine aircraft where tho pilot sits far forward and does not have 
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direct view of the wings as an aid in controlling the attitude of the 
airplane with respect to the horizon. 

Training.—At the Bnsic school the student was taught to perform 
umlf-r inslrnmcnt conditions nearly all the maneuvers he had already 
learned under normal contact conditions: straight-and-levcl flight 
iiieluding clmnging air speed, turns, climhs and glides, stalls, recoveries 
from umismd positions, and emergency procedures. In the Advanced 
pchools ihc student was introduced to the use of radio equipment as a 
menns of performing cross-country navigation, location of the homo 
rndio station, and letting down for landing, all under instrument con- 
ditions. In Transition training all previous instrument training was 
reviewed and practiced in the new type airplane. Ground school 
courses in weather and instrument flying and navigation paralleled 
instrument (light training. Each rated pilot in the Training Command 
was required to practice instrument flying at least three hours each 
month and to pass an annual proficiency check to maintain his rating 
as an instrument pilot. 

Annlyflis of InBtrument Flying 
Some of the maneuvers illustrating the more important skills re- 

quired in successful instrument flying will bo described in the following 
puro graphs. 

Fl'ujht planning.—This phase illustrates tho extensive and accurate 
infennation required by the instrument pilot. First ho must choose 
the route and altitude which will have tho fewest hazards such as 
mountains or icing conditions, and which will avoid the worst turbu- 
lence and headwinds, and will be facilitated by the most dependable 
navigational aids. Often a number of these factors must be balanced 
one against another. To do this involves a wide knowledge of 
meteorology, navigation, and tho potentialities and limits of his air- 
plane and its equipment. Tho development of printed tests to get at 
those aspects of this knowledge which can bo measured on the ground 
is described in chapter 12. 

Take-off.—T\\o pilot must hold tho correct heading with hair-line 
accuracy. It is apparent that any slight deviation, if not corrected 
immediately, will lead the airplane off the runway. In training the 
pilot must perform all actions incidental to the takc-otf under the 
hood and by reference to instruments olonc. In an actual instrument 
take-off, the pilot can usually at least see tho edge of tho runway. 

As soon as the airplone is airborne the motor components of flying 
remain mueh the same, but the pilot must use and interpret a new 
set of cues in order to know where he is going and what is happening 
to his. airplane. The only source of these new cues is his instrument 
panel. Nearly all previous experiences of movement on tho ground 
hove been in oidy two dimensions using visual cues as the direct link 
between himself and tho environment.   Instrument flying contradicts 
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these thoroughly established perceptual habits and requires the sub' 
stitution of a highly conceptualized system of control. The pilot 
must learu the meaning of the instrument cues and substitute these 
for the more familiar ones in controlling the movement of his airplane 
in all three dimensions. 

The following maneuver illustrates how the pilot makes this sub« 
stitution of instrument cues for his own sensations of movement. 

Straight-and-level course.—The pilot's problem is to hold a constant 
altitude, air speed, and heading. Since rather narrow limits of in- 
strument deviations must be maintained this is a difficult task for the 
new students. The secret of successful performance lies in careful 
trimming and frequent cross-checking of the instruments. Each in- 
strument has its own special advantages and disadvantages. The 
gyro- and magnetic compasses tell him in what direction ho is going 
and whether or not he is turning. In this function they are supple- 
mented by the ratc-of-turn indicator. The magnetic compass has a 
tendency to swing and give a false indication of direction when the 
plane is turning, climbing, or diving. The gyrocompass is not subject 
to these errors but has a tendency to preccss away from its original 
setting and hence must be periodically checked against the magnetic 
compass. The tum-and-bank indicator tells him whether ho is slip- 
ping or skidding. The artificial horizon tells him at a glance the 
attitude of his airplane; whether his nose is high or low, whether his 
wings are level or banked. 

From the preceding description, it should be apparent that the 
pilot must keep constantly looking from one instrument to another, 
cross-checking them and integrating the separate cues into a complete 
picture of what is happening to his nirplane at any given moment. 
In fact, motion picture studios of eye movemonts made by the Navy 
Instrument School have indicated that a good pilot makes as many as 
200 fixations per minute during precision instrument flying. 

Turns.—Students were given a good dcol of practice making turns 
to any predetermined heading. Usually these were "standard rate 
turns" moaning 3° of turn per second. This rate was used as a stand- 
ard because it made timing of turns easier since 3° per second means 
180° in one minute. It also was used to insure uniformity in the turns 
required from all pilots when making the let down through the over- 
cast to complete the final low approach and landing. These turns 
required the student to cross-chock the sweep secondhand on the clock 
against the gyrocompass as well as the ball-bank indicator. They 
demanded the coordinated use of rudder, ailerons, and elevators. 

Frequently, the student was required to execute these turns without 
the use of the gyrocompass and the artificial horizon. This was done 
to insure the pilot's ability to continue normal flight in case those 
instruments should fail to operate correctly due to mechanical failure 
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or because the plnno had been thrown into an cxtrcmo or unusual 
attitude. The remaining instruments wero referred to as "partial 
pnnrl" or "restricted panel" and included the ratc-of-turn indicator, 
ball-bank, air speed, altimeter, magnetic compass, and clock. 

Steep turns with an angle of bank of 40° or more were also done 
under instrument conditions though here the main emphasis was on 
maintaining a safe air speed, a constant angle of bank, and a minimum 
loss (»f altitude rather than on coming out on a predetermined heading. 

Since it is practically impossible tu maintain constant altitude with 
a variable angle of bank, one of the more common errors was in- 
adcqimlc cross checking between the turn and bank and the altimeter. 
Other common errors were excessive use and over-control of the 
rudder, aileron, and elevators; and inaccurate anticipation of compass 
lag when rolling out of the turn. 

Unusual positions.—One of the first things an instrument pilot had 
to lenm was to trust his instrument panel cues despite the frequent 
conflicting physical sensations erroneously perceived while the plane 
was in flight. Unless the pilot kept a constant watch on the instru- 
ment panel, a slight deviation in bank might develop and not be felt, 
since it started gradually and involved no change above the threshold 
for sensing acceleration. This type of error could soon result in a 
tight diving spiral or, in the case of gradual loss of air speed, in a spin. 
These were per. istent mental hazards which could only bo overcome 
after the pilot gained confidence in his instruments and in his ability to 
execute a safe recovery from any unusual position of the aircraft. 

The aim of all unusual position recoveries was to resume level flight 
at a safe air speed with a minimum loss of altitude. Recoveries were 
frequently made diflicult by the extreme tenseness of the pilot. Often 
a pilot would think that he was using all of his strength to move the 
controls when in effect he was merely working against himself. This 
was particularly true in the use of the rudder, where a pilot's 
leg muscles might bo so tense as to make it impossible for him to 
exert enough pressure on one pedal to overcome the pressure on the 
other pednl. In making these recoveries ho had to learn to disregard 
his natural sensations of position because these were subject to 
dangerous illusions. For instance, if he straightened out after having 
been in a diving spiral to the left, he would have the strong illusion 
of turning to the right, and if ho followed the natural tendency to 
correct for this, he would go back into a spiral again. 

Vsf oj radio aids inflight.—The maneuvers described so far did not 
involve the use of radio aids and were first taught to the student at the 
Basic level. At the Advanced level the student reviewed his "basic" 
maneuvers and was taught the procedures of radio navigation, range 
orii ntation, let down and low approach, and the use of other special 
equipment such as the radio compass. 

It was only through the use of radio aids that pi-ota were able safely 
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to take off, fly cross-country, and let down to land at the destina- 
tion—all under instrument conditions. The "basic" maneuvers were 
primarily a system of training devices for teaching the pilot tho 
essential components of an integrated instrument flight. This rela- 
tionship is illustrated in tho following maneuver. 

Instrument Ut-down and low approach.—Most of tho problems of 
instrument flying were concentrated in the Instrument Let-Down and 
Low-Approach maneuver. Tho purpose of this whole procedure was 
to enable the pilot to let down from his cruising altitude and to break 
out through the overcast at the right spot in order to land. 

Tho successive steps in this important maneuver aro illustrated 
diagrammatically in figure 3.2 and aro briefly described in the text 
that follows. By reference to the appropriate tables, the pilot tuned 
in his radio to the station at his field destination. Ho then established 
his orientation in terms of tho radio signals, and flew to intersect one 
of tho four radio beams. lie approached tho radio station by follow- 
ing this beam. If he flew too far to one side he heard a dot-dash (A); 
on tho other side a dash-dot (N); when he was in tho middle of tho 
beam these signals merged into a constant tone signal, tho beam. By 
a series of corrections he bracketed the beam and found tho beading 
which took him straight down to tho station. 

As tho plane approached the station, tho beam narrowed down and 
tho pilot had to fly more precisely or he would miss tho cone of silence. 
^Vhen ho was directly over tho station, he "heard" the cono of silence; 
the signal built up to a maximum intensity, ceased for a moment and 
then resumed. All this time tho pilot had been flying at a prescribed 
altitude. His problem now was to fly out along the leg of tho beam 
which was specified on his Instrument Let-Down Procedures, at the 
proper air speed, for the proper time, losing altitude at a prescribed 
rate, make a precision turn, and come bock so that ho would hit tho 
cono of silence again at a specified lower altitude. Tho pilot then 
continued on down tho beam at a constant prescribed air speed, still 
losing altitude at tho proper rate so that at a given time ho would 
arrive at an altitude of 500 feet above the ground directly over tho qdgo 
of tho field. 

In addition to this flight sequence, the pilot had to maintain con- 
stant radio contact with the control tower by following a standardized 
voice and communication procedure. Before the piano reached tho 
field tho pilot also had to go through 1 is landing procedures and 
checks. 

Unless ho performed all parts of tho maneuver precisely, ho was 
likely to come out in tho wrong place and bo unable to see tho field. 
Then he had to climb back up according to a prescribed procedure and 
start all over again. At best, this would wasto time and gasoline, 
and at worst, it might cause him to run into a mountain or some other 
obstruction.   If tho problem is complicuted by placing many other 
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DIAGRAM  OF THE  INSTRUMENT  LET DOWN  AND LOW APPROACH 
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airplanes in tho vicinity (returning from a combat mission, running 
low on pas, anxious to land and spaced out on the beam at difTerent 
altitudes as directed by the control tower) tho need for precision 
flying and clear thinking is obvious. 

The execution of this Instrument Let-Down and Low-Approach 
placed the pilot under marked tension, particularly if ho was not 
familiar with this radio range, if tho radio signals were not clear duo to 
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static interference or if ho had not had recent practice in performing 
the maneuver. Though the pilot was applying his full power of 
concentration to the task at hand, a number of disturbing thoughts 
always managed to creep in to make him "sweat." Flying at 3 mil«« 
per minute, an error of 20 seconds or more could cause him to miss 
sight of the mile long runway. Failing to make the correct adjust- 
ment for atmospheric pressure on tho altimeter could cause him to 
crash into oostacles. 

All the skills necessary in instrument flying had to bo called upon 
during this critical manucver: The pilot had to remain relatively 
calm, relaxed, and clear headed, tho successive stops in tho procedure 
had to be followed in tho right order and at tho right time, tho per- 
formance of each aspect had to be dono with a high level of precision, 
perception of the changing radio cues and tho instrument indications 
had to be immediate and accurate. While no single phase of this 
maneuver was unusually difficult or unfamiliar tc tho trained instru- 
ment pilot, the combination into a paced, rapidly moving, complex 
pattern of flight, placed a severe demand on his over-all pilot skill. 

Summary of Essential Psychological Demands 

The above description of some aspects of instrument flying has been 
aimed at emphasizing some of the psychological factors important in 
this specialized area. One convenient grouping suggests tho following 
analysis: 

Motor factor.—Most movements of the controls were small and 
intended to keep tho plane within rather small and precise limits of 
deviation. Actually, these movements were not noticeably diflcrunt 
from contact flying. Tho pilot was no longer flying with constant 
reference to the visible horizon and the ground but could refer only 
to instrument needles and dials whose absolute amount of movement 
was rather small and with a chnractcristic lag between tho actual new 
movement of the plane and tho indication on the instrument. Tho 
result of these conditions was a tendency for the student to work too 
hard by using excessive and over-controlled movements with conse- 
quent strain and physical fatigue. 

Perceptual.—Precision instrument flying was as much a function of 
accurate perception as it was of coordinated motor control. In fact, 
the chief difference between contact and instrument flying was the 
substitution of new perceptual cues for old familiar ones. This, of 
course, is a difficult adjustment in any phase of human activity. Tho 
instrument pilot had to maintain a constant watch on his instrument 
panel, continuously checking the readings of one instrument against 
one or several others; ho had to anticipate slight movements within 
tho rather narrow perceptual field. This task became porticulurly 
difficult in rough air and was also conducive to vertigo and semi- 
hypnotic effects during long flights and at night. 
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Intellectual.—Instrument flying wos a continuous sequence of plan« 
ning nrwl following exact procedures. The importance of tho knowledge 
.and information clement had been indicated in a preceding paragraph 
■dosrrilung flight planning. Furthermore, it was a less direct, more 
conccptunlized, and complex pilot task than contact flying. lastru- 
jnent instructors frequently emphasized to their students that instru- 
ment flying is simple if they "just use their head." While this was a 
frequent ndmonishment in all phases of flying, it appeared to be 
especially appropriate in the instrument area. 

The intellectual demands of the instrument pilot are substantiated 
by evidence from a study conducted at Psychological Research Unit 
No. 3. It was found that the navigator stanine, which has a greater 
intellectual component, significantly differentia ted good and poor 
instrument students, but not good and poor contact students. This 
study was done at the Basic level; the düTcrence might have been 
even greater at the Advanced schools where a more complicated typo 
of instrument flying was taught. 

Personality Jactors.—In contact flying the pilot had constant refer- 
ence to ground and horizon and could alter his flying procedure at any 
time. In instrument flying, however, tho pilot had less flexibility 
ami was committed to following his course once the decision was mado. 
Ho therefore had to have suflleient confidence in his knowledge and 
ability as an instrument pilot to follow this plan until an error was 
clearly indicated. Instrument instructors emphasized this trait in 
describing good and poor instrument students. Added to this con- 
dition was the fact that actual instrument flying was done under ad- 
verse flying conditions which in themselves added stress to the pilot's job. 

NIGHT FLYING 
Importanc« 

Kound-t he-dock flying gave the Air Forces much greater flexibility 
and cfTectivencss both in combat and in routine flying. Tho individual 
pilot frequently found it necessary to fly at night or, if delayed by 
bad weather, mcclmnicnl difllculties, change of route, etc., to complcto 
a planned daytime flight at night. Night flying like nighttime auto- 
mobile driving was more dangerous than daytime operations and 
called for superior pilot skill and understanding of the task. Night 
flying training generally started at tho Basic level and continued for 
tho rest of tho pilot's flying career. 

Equipment 
Tho P-OI, tho Black Widow, was tho only AAF airplane specifically 

designed for night flying operations but most training and all tactical 
type aircraft tarried tho necessary equipment for night flying and 
landing. Navigation lights on tho wing tips, dome, and tail mado the 
airplane visible, runway lights pointed out tho landing runway, landing 
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lights on the airplane threw honms ahead and below, a floodlight at the 
landing end of the runway lit up that area, cockpit lights made the 
interior of the airplane visible when desired, and fluorescent lights 
could bo turned on to illumioate the dials on the instrument panel. 
The radio equipment was frequently used, particularly during night 
cross-country flying to maintain orientation with respect to the differ- 
ent commercial and AAF radio stations. 

Analysis of the Night Flying Task 

Relation to instrument flying.—It was only on clear nights when 
ground cues could be grouped into an unmistakable pattern and the 
horizon was well defined, that night flying was similar to daylight 
contact flying. Otherwise, night flying had to bo considered a special 
case of instrument flying. At night most new pilots were conscious of 
the ever-present hazard of loss of orientation and soon learned to 
depend on their instrument and radio cues as navigational guides. 
Most of the description given in the instrument flying section of this 
chapter is, therefore, applicable to night flying operations. 

There were a few conditions characteristic of night flying which 
should bo considered in addition to the conventional instrument 
problems. 

Weather.—Night flying in weather that furtlier reduces visibility was 
a source of confusion to the pilot. It diiTered from daytime weather 
flying since dangerous thundercloud formations were not readily dis- 
cernible and might bo entered unawares. The student pilot had to 
learn how to recognize these conditions and be on the alert for them. 
Icing was another danger which the student might not observe at 
night until his margin of safety was greatly reduced. 

Perceptual confusion.—Any experienced pilot can tell how he has 
mistaken a star for a li^ht beneath him and how he thought lights 
were moving past him, when actually he was turning about the lights. 
At night a pilot could easily get so confused that ho actually did 
not know which way was up, or whether the aircraft was turning, 
diving, rolling, or climbing. With a few of these experiences, the 
pilots soon learned to use the instrument panel as the major reference. 

Depth perception takes on new properties in night flying. A 
strong light on the ground will look closer than a dim light in the 
snmo plr.ee. Typical of night landing hazards is that of landing by 
floodlight. The inexperienced pilot is likely to attempt to land on 
the beam of light instead of on tho runway below it. 

The pilot must also be on guard against the factors producing vertigo 
and a type of semihypnotic condition which are not uncommon durir»^ . 
night flying. Excessive concentration on tho red tail light of a pro- 
ceding piano in a formation flight, the eftects of the constant beam 
signals in tho ear, hyperattention to the dim instrument dials, are 
among tho possible sources of pilot confusion which become particularly 
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cfTcctivc when (ho pilot is flying while sleepy or fatigued after 
scvcrnl hours in the air. 

Night vision.—Candidates for pilot training were not screened on 
the hasis of night vision tests. However, a training program in night 
vision was developed in the Training Command involving a system of 
demonstrntion and exposition. The students were instructed how 
to ndjust their eyes for night vision by remaining in a dark room or 
Vttring red goggles and how best to see objects at night by using 
peripheral vision. 

Since the instrument dials were not easily seen at night, a common 
error among students was to increase their margin of safety, for 
cxmnple, by flying at higher air speeds. 

The superior night flyer was a pilot who understood the special 
conditions peculiar to night flying and how best to protect himself 
from these special hazards. The primary requisite was skill as an 
instrument pilot. 

NAVIGATION 

Introduction 

Cross-country flying started in Primary ncaool and continued 
through the remnuder of training. The student pilot was constantly 
reminded always to maintain his orientation during both local and 
cross-country flights. The simplest typo of navigation is called 
Pilotage and refers to control of the flight by direct reference to ground 
ninrkings. Gradually, more complicated systems of navigation were 
introduced such as Dead Reckoning; calculations in terms of compass 
heading«, and air speed, ground speed, etc. including corrections for 
wind, altitude, and compass deviations, and Radio Navigation. By 
far the most common method used by pilots was the combination of 
Pilutnge and Dead Reckoning with radio aids being used during instru- 
ment conditions and as a double check on cross-country reference 
points. 

Pilot navigation in the combat theaters was a .nuch more specialized 
task which utilized devices and new equipment not available for Train- 
ing Command instruction. No attempt is made to describe pilot 
navigation in the overseas areas. 

Ann!) nis of Pilot Navigation 
Navigation flights were, to a large extent, the practical application 

of systems and methods of navigation learned on the ground. How- 
ever, there were wide individual difTerences in the ability of pilots to 
apply this information during actual flight. 

Planning the flight.—The pilot first consulted available information 
to determine the course and heading for the most eflicicnt flight to his 
destination. The pilot had to consider such variables as: Speed; 
weather; typo and range of the airplano and the navigational aids 
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Available in it. Good planning was dependent on the pilot's briefing 
vv past experienco and familiarity with the route to bo followed but 
iheso factors could not compensate for a lack of specific knowledge 
and information essential to successful navigation. 

Recognition oj check points.—Since the pilot hod so many other 
things to do besides just sitting up there watching the ground, it was 
important for him to recognize small, specific, identifying landmarks 
in a very limited period of time. It did not take long for a fast fighter 
airplane to pass over and leave a small country town but in those few 
seconds a good pilot navigator had to notice, for example, the angle 
at which the highway or railroad left the town and a small creek and 
the bluff near the outskirts to the north. He could then identify 
these features on his sectional map and locate his position with pin- 
point accuracy. The pilot who had to "buzz" the railroad station to 
identify the town probably lacked the fast perceptual ability necessary 
to recognize ground cues and find them on his map. Over largo areas 
of the United States it was difficult to become reoriented by reference 
to k und cues unless the pilot possessed very keen perception of the 
few identifying check-points. The good navigator kept a constant, 
systematic check on his course. 

Maintaining a continuous check on the pre-established course.— 
After correcting for magnetic variation, the compass heading and 
estimated time of arrival for the successive legs of the navigation 
flight were established before tnkc-ofl. Some estimate was also made 
for necessary wind correction though this could not usually be de- 
termined with accuracy until the act ml drift had been established 
during the flight. Ground air-speed corrections and new power 
settings also had to bo made during the flight after the effect of the 
wind had been determined at the altitude selected for the flight. It 
was important that the pilot hold his heading, altitude, and air-speed 
deviations within as narrow limits as possible, in order to use them as 
the base line for his corrections. 

Facility in making computations.—Tho speed of military aircraft 
required rapid and accurate computations of heading, air speed and 
rate of fuel consumption during flight. These computations had to be 
accomplished in addition to tho usual activities required to maintain 
a safo and efficient flight. Tho pilot had available several computing 
devices, o. g., tho E-GB computer, as navigational aids but these aids 
themselves required precise mental and motor application. It is 
obvious that a heading error of 2 or 3 degrees, traveling at over 200 
m. p. h., if not corrected, would soon lead the pilot away from his 
check-points and final destination. 

Use oj radio aids.—Despite tho most careful flight planning, many 
variable factors such as inaccurate forecast of weather conditions, 
wind direction and velocity, frequently introduced errors in tho pilot's 
course.   No predetermined compass heading could therefore be on- 
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tircly (lepoiulfd upon to bring tho pilot to his destination. The use of 
the radio rnn^c was the most common aid to navigation under instru- 
ment conditions. By tuning in on the correct frequency tho pilot 
could proceed to the desired station by following the beam emitted by 
the station. Tho radio call signals from difTcrent stations were also 
used as intermediate checks en rou'e. Recognition of tho identifying 
station signals, fading or building of tho quadrant radio signals (ia- 
dicatin^ approaching or leaving the station), and recognition of the 
cone of silence directly over tho radio station, were constant auditory 
pcrccpttml problems which had to bo mastered by the pilot-navigator. 

Summary of KsHtcntial Pilot Demands 
Successful pilot navigation depended to a great extent on such in- 

tellectual problems as flight planning, exact following of procedures, 
awareness of a multitude of conditions, and judgment and decision 
in the light of variable factors during tho flight * 

Perceptual skill was also necessary when recognizing and interpreting 
tho ground check points and the radio cues. Precise motor control was 
important to maintain the course of the airplane within narrow limits 
of heading, air speed, and altitude. Speed was an important element in 
all phases of navigation since the orientation of the airplane changes so 
rapidly. Above all the pilot had to bo careful and systematic enough 
to do a lot of small tasks correctly. He had to resist the temptation 
to become careless. 

FORMATION FLYING 

Definition of Formation Flying 
Formation flying refers to the flight of two or more planes maneuver- 

ing together as a unit: Turning, climbing, and flyinj straight and level 
together. Tho purpose of formation flying is to combine the eyes, 
firepower, and manpower of tho individual airplanes in such a manner 
as to achieve maximum concentration of power of attack and defense, 
and control of navigation. When flying in the basic formation, the 
pilot may bo in either one of two positions: Lead pilot, with the 
responsibility of planning tho (light in such a manner that the mission 
is accomplished without endangering the formation and minimizing 
the task of the individual pilots in holding the formation; or wingman, 
with the task of following tho lead plane in the prescribed manner. 
The difTiculty of this task varies considerably depending on the type 
of formation and the assigned position. 

There are a number of difTcrent types of flight formations depending 
on tho mission, type of plane, and flying conditions, but in all, the 
separate tasks of the lend pilot and tho wingmen remain essentially the 
same. Tho following section describes tho fundamental problems 
common to all types of formation flying, from the fighters to the four- 
engino bombers. Some typical formations are illustrated in figures 
3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. 
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FIGURE 3.3.—Basic bombardment formation (tingle element "vee"). 
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FIOORB 3.4.—Baaio fighter formation. 
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F.OCHE 3.5.-TyplcaI botnb«rdmcnt group forniatloo. 
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Analysis of Formation Flying 
The job of the wingman in formation flying was as pure a perceptual- 

motor task as could be found in any specialized area of military avia- 
tion. The wingman had to keep his eyes on the leader and follow 
every move, anticipating him where possible. When flying at speeds 
from 160 to 300 m. p. h., it did not take much of a lapse of attention to 
result in straggling or over-running and possible collision. This con- 
stant attention and physical adjustment to the effects of rough air or 
changing speeds and course of the lead airplane was very fatiguing. 
Wingmcn did not like to fly with a new leader whose flying character- 
istics were unknown or abrupt, making it difficult to anticipate new 
movements. Obviously, the best leader was one who could fly a smooth, 
steady, consistent course, providing distinct signals when any change 
of positions was required. 

The following word picture will illustrate the fundamental pilot 
skills required in good formation flying: 

The problem of joining the formation was largely a matter of follow- 
ing established procedures. The time, altitude, and rendezvous point 
was established before the flight. The specific pattern of the forma- 
tion determined the method of approach and joining. Once in the 
formation, the wingman established his power settings and trim adjust- 
ments to require a minimum of additional pilot control to maintain 
his assigned position. The distance between airplanes varied with 
the type of formation, mission, visibility and experience level of the 
pilots in the group but in most cases, the goal was a rather tight for- 
mation in which the spacing of airplanes would be at a minimum of 
one-half wing span distance and at a predetermined level. The good 
formation pilot would seem to "freeze" right in his niche behind his 
leading plane while a poor pilot was continually working, changing 
throttles and moving the rudder, aileron, and elevator controls to 
help him maintain his position. This excessive work resulted in an 
accordion effect with a consequent waste of fuel and made the task of 
smooth flying difficult for all the pilots in the formation. 

If the student was not familiar with his plane, he was likely to make 
errors in amount of stick, rudder, or throttle action with the resulting 
ragged formation and also getting in the way of the following air- 
planes. If the student did not make accurate and immediate per- 
ceptions of deceleration and acceleration he was likely to lag or over- 
shoot his position and crowd up dangerously close to the leading air- 
plane. The specific perceptual-motor control varied with the pilot's 
position in the formation; if he was on the outside of a turn, ho would 
need to add power and conversely the pilot inside had to decrease 
power. 

Changes of position within the formation called for maximum skill 
in formation flying technique.    In the first place, a confusion in 
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interpreting the lender's signal would result in a very serious jumble 
and milling around by all the airplanes. When a formation of nine or 
more airplanes (as many as several hundred in combat operations) 
started to revise their relative positions, each pilot had to bo able to 
follow the exact procedure and reform in his new position with a 
minimum loss of time and gasoline. 

For example, when changing from the right- to the left-wing position 
in the ß-24, the cross-under and cross-over tcchrique was frequently 
used. If the pilot was on the right, ho first lowered (he nose of his 
airplane and then reduced power to compensate for tho gain in air 
speed caused by the new nose-low attitude. lie then skidded to the 
left until under his approximate new position when he immediately 
added power to regain tho altitude lost while crossing under. Com« 
men errors were to reduce power too late or too slowly thus crowding 
ahead of the lead airplane while crossing under, and bunking instead 
of skidding when crossing under thus sending his airplane too far out 
of tho correct lateral position. 

The difllculty of performing all formation flying maneuvers increased 
with the altitude. At high altitude, the airplane was sluggish and 
responded more slowly when power was added. This placed an even 
greater premium on the ability of the pilot to anticipate every varia- 
tion from his desired position since his recovery would be much more 
difTicult and slow. The pilot's knowledge of tho aerodynamic and 
engineering factors involved iu high altitude flight made his task both 
easier and safer. 

Summary of Essential Pilot Demand* 

Except for understanding tho signals and procedures for joining, 
leaving, and changing tho formation, the pilot's task was primarily 
perceptual-motor in character. Minimum throttle changes, smooth, 
coordinated control action and properly trimmed flight were essential 
to prevent undue pilot fatigue on long flights as well as to conserve fuel 
and maintain maximum safety during tight formation flying. The 
pilot had to possess the ability to maintain close perceptual attention 
over long periods of time and to catch incipient signs of lag or accelera- 
tion. Regardless of the pilot's skill, tight formation flying varied 
considerably depending upon tho altitude, consistency of the lead 
pilot, mechanical trim and power of tho airplane, turbulence, and 
visibility. 

FIXED GUNNERY 

The analysis of the task of fixed gunnery is given in chapter 11. 
Students wore impressed with the maxim that their fighter airplane 

is nothing more than a rifle barrel with wings. Extensive training 
was required before the student possessed the fine degree of precise 
coordination essential for accurate fixed gunnery. 
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The pilot's tnsk in fixed gunnery firing involved two mnjor types of 
skill: perceptual skill in evnluating the aim; and flying skill to enable 
the pilot to fly the airplane in such a manner as to obtain and keep the 
correct aim while flying a smoothly coordinated course. 

THE COMBAT PILOT 

When the pilot completed the last phase of instruction in the 
Training Command, he was ready to learn to become a combat pilot. 
This was a type of pilot specialty that could only bo taught by units 
in much closer proximity to combat requirements than the Training 
Command. Aviation psychologists had the opportunity to observe 
this final and crucial phase of training in the four continental air 
forces and in several combat air forces in the overseas theaters. The 
analysis of the task of the combat pilot is presented in tho following 
three reports: No. 14, Psychological Research on Problems of Redis- 
tribution; No. 16, Psychological Research on Operational Training in 
the Continental Air Forces; and No. 17, Psychological Research in the 
Theaters of War. 



CHAPTER FOUR. 

The Problem of Measuring 
Flying Proficiency 

Maj. Ncal E. Miller 

FUNCTIONS OF FLYING GRADES 

Selection and Elimination 

One of the functions of measures of flying proficiency is to select 
students on the basis of the aptitude which they display. One of the 
most important types of selection is deciding which students should bo 
allowed to continue flying and which should be eliminated for flying 
deficiency. Because flying training was expensive and because moro 
than a third of the students who started were eliminated during train- 
ing, it was important during the war to try to discover and weed out 
the poor students as soon as possible. In addition to selecting tho 
poor students for elimination, measures of proficiency were sometimes 
used to select the best students for training in certain specialties such 
as "night fighter". 

Whenever measures of proficiency arc being used to select students, 
cither for elimination or for some special assignment, their function is 
to predict what the student will do in the future. Thus, a high grado 
at the end of Primary is a prediction that the student will do well in 
Basic school and eventually in combat; a low grade should mean that 
he will do poorly. 

Validation of Aptitude Test» 

Another function of measures of proficiency is to determino tho 
relationship between scores on pilot selection tests given before train- 
ing and tho aptitude which students show during flying training. 
This function is, of course, closely related to the one which has just 
been described. Any program of aptitude testing is dependent at a 
number of crucial points upon tho accuracy with which subsequent 
performance can bo measured. 

Graduation on a Proficiency Basis and Diagnosis of Weaknesses 

A somewhat difTeront function of measures of proficiency is to do- 
terminc how much students have learned in order to see whfttieff or 
not they are ready to move on to tho next stage of training. If tho 
student is being trained in n number of things at oneo, the measuro 
may bo used to diagnoso specific strengths and weaknesses so that 
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tltno tnd i (Tort mny he Kliiftod from tho strong areas to the weak ones 
whore it is most needed. Since most aspects of flying training p'O- 
creded on a fixed sehedule rather than a proficiency basis, this function 
Vli much leu important in the wartime program of flying training 
than the one of selecting students for elimination. The instructors, 
however, «lid make some use of the daily and check-ride grades as a 
basis for diagnosint,' specific weaknesses and deciding where to con- 
centrate their efforts. 

Evaluating Training Methods 

Annilirr function of proficiency measures is to determine whether 
studmts trained one way are better than those trnincd in another. 
Since there was not time for many training experirrents, this function 
was not emphasized during the war. Any improvement in the means 
of measuring the results of experiments is a fundamental contribution 
to training research. 

It can be seen that the first two uses of proficiency measures involve 
aptitude while the second two involve learning. To the extent that 
the students with more aptitude loam more rapidly, these two types 
of functions are bnsicnlly similar; to tho extent that some students 
may catch on slowly at first but eventually reach a high level of per- 
formance, these two types of functions are basically different. 

DII'TEUKNT TKCIIMQUES OF MEASUREMENT 

The techniques of measuring flying proficiency may be divided into 
two main categories: Subjective and objective. Tho subjective 
category may be sub-divided into general subjective evaluation and 
the rated work-sample technique, and the objective category into 
objective observation and mechanical recording. Tho divisions be- 
tween those categories are not absolute; there arc cases in which one 
shades off into the other. Each of tho different methods will now be 
discussed in more detail. 

Subjective Evaluation 
(/'(Ttrnd Subjcctire Eralualion.—In this technique, the student is 

given an over-nil rating on some relatively broad quality such as 
"general pilot ability." This is the type of grading system which 
was in tho most common use in the Training Command. The cate- 
gories wore A, B, C, D, E, or F. An attempt was made to anchor 
these categories by means of descriptions such as the following one for 
the grade of D which is given from an instructor's manual for 
Primary Schools: 

ThU t-tmlcnt Is «low to take instruction. You find that you must constantly 
rpi^ftt youn-df, 6u< ht finnUy gctt it. IIw proKri^s is charactrrimi by inconsLstoncy. 
You fitul pOMWM wouderiiiK how to make him utulcrbtami. "How am I going to 
get thU acruM?" 
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Briotly, he lias faults of sound juilginrnt, but faults that you bolicve arc cor- 
rectable— not likely to be habitual or dangerous. His attitude must Btill be good. 
Any habitual indilTerencc calls automatically for an R or F. His progrea», 
thuiiKli slow miibt btill In; fairly Hure. Ilia trchnique is not good—but not danger- 
ously bad. 

Another of the ways to defino such categories is tho perccntilo or 
nomml curve system, in which, for example, tho upper 10 percent is 
given A, the next 20 percent B, tho middle 40 percent C, etc. This 
was not used in the Training Command. 

Raiul Work-Saw pi".—In this technique, tho perfommnco is frac- 
tionated into a scries of aspects on part tasks, each of which is given a 
subjective rating. Tho tasks which tho rater should ohservo aro 
clearly specified. For example, the student may bo rated Excellent, 
Good, Fair, or 1, 2, 3, 4 on a specific item such as tho use of throttle to 
check approaching stall in slow flying. The ratings may bo relatively 
undefinetl or an attempt nay bo made to anchor them to specific 
descriptions. Tho rated work sample may take tho form of a check- 
list iu which a number of diflerent aspects of perfommnco aro rated 
on a two-point, or ye.s-no scolo. 

The rated work sample has the advantage of increasing tho likeli- 
hood that all students will bo measured on tho same tasks and of 
specifying tho aspects of each task which should bo measured. Some 
research from the Royal Air Force illustrates tho typo of variability 
which can occur when tho task is not specified. Tho Empiro Central 
Flying School had 30 flying instructors give check rides to students. 
They found that these 30 instructors used 25 difTereut exercises, 8 
or 9 per instructor, and mode 240 different commeids in evaluating 
their students. As a result, they embarked on a program of standard- 
izing the maneuvers which should bo used in a check ride, tho aspects 
of these maneuvers which should be observed, and the way in which 
they should be rated. In this way they produced a rated work-samplo 
type of check ride. 

In addition to specifying what should be observed, the rated work- 
sample method may involve assigning tho relative weights to bo given 
to performance on each part of tho task. The total score is then an 
objective addition of tho weights given to tho various subjectivo 
ratings rather than an over-all subjective combination. In tho best 
scales of this kind, the aspects of behavior which aro to bo rated and 
tho relative weights to be given each of them are determined empiri- 
cally on the basis of validation experiments. 

Tho Dritish, Canadians, and Australians devoted considerablo 
effort to refining this method oC grading flying skill. They found, 
however, that even with this kind of scale it was necessary to give tho 
check riders extensive training in order to get them to agree on com- 
mon standards. Kefresher courses were necessary in order to main- 
tain agrtement.    Because agreement was  produced hy having tho 
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diflVmit mcmhors of the group compare their grndes with each other, 
instfiid of hy cotni)nriiig their grades with a permanent independent 
standard, tlicro was no guarantee that the standards of the group as a 
whole may not have gradually crept up or down over a period of time. 
Furthermore, the standard agreed upon wos not described so that it 
could he understood and iuterprcted by anyone who had not taken 
the special training. 

Objective Measurcmrnt 

In (''»jectivc measurement absolute (in addition to relative) agree- 
ment a:; mig observers is achieved by using a permanent independent 
standard. Instead of using subjective standards such as "poor" or 
"too slow" which arc dependent upon the individual making the 
judgment, the performance is defined in terms of a permanent standard 
such as a reference point on the plane or an instrument reading, which 
is relatively independent of the specific observer. This makes it 
possible for the results to be interpreted in the same way by everyone. 
The instrument cheek specifud in AAF Hegulation 50-3 represent«» 
an important step toward objectivity. It suggests certain limits of 
heading, airspeed, and altitude which the candidate should be able to 
maintain. 

A convenient way of determining how well absolute agreement has 
been tu hieve«! is to have two or more independent judges uso tho 
measure to make observations of the same tiling • the sar.o time. 
In doing this, a distinction must bo made between t\,o types of agree- 
ment: Helative and absolute ogreement. In relative agreement tho 
two judges ploco the individuals measured in the same rank-order; 
they agree on who is at the top and the bottom of the class but may 
not agree on whether the bottom student should bo given an "E" 
or an "F." In absolute agreement, the two judges agree on the grades 
to be given to each individual and, of course, tin's means that tho 
rank-orders aro tho same. 

The dilTereme between absolute and relative agreement assumes 
special importance whenever different students aro graded by 
different observers, li the check-riders from different squadrons 
or schools were askt d tr grade the same group of pupils, they might 
agree fairly well on w'^c should be at the top and bottom of tho class 
but not on tho absolutb Trades to bo given to these students. When 
these check-riders aro dealing with different sets of students, tho ones 
who arc fortunate enough to get the check-rider who has lower abso- 
lute standards are more likely to get a high grade and thus will have a 
better standing in the ranking of the combined group than those who 
happen to bo checked by a pilot with higher standards. To tho 
extent thot absolute agreement can bo achie\'cd, it will tend to pre- 
vent wa iteful differences among the elimination rates of various 
schools. 
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In tostiiifij for absolute tgfMIMnt, it should he noted tlmt if nil of 
the students in any experiment arc observed hy the same two jud^ea, 
a hi^h eurrelation between these two judges will by itself mean only 
that relative agreement has been established. In order to rslnblish 
absolute agreement it will he necessary to show also that the average 
of the grades assigned by the two judges and the range (or standard 
deviation) of these grades are the same. When the results of i num- 
ber of judges paired at random are combined, so that some students 
arc uiensured by one pair of judges and others are measured by a 
different pair, variation in standards ,\ill reduce the correlation. 
Thus, if observations of a number of judges paired at random have 
been combined on the same scatter dingram, n high correlation indi- 
cates absolute as well as relative agreement. 

The two mnin types of objective measurement w ill now be discussed. 
Objivtice Obmnation.—In this typo of measurement tho check 

pilot makes an objc« iive observation, such as the number of feet 
altitude lost in a tun or whether or not the cabanc strut is parallel 
to the horizon, and then records his observation by some method such 
ns writing it down or making a check mark on a printed facsimilo of 
the instrument dial. The advantnge of this method is that it can bo 
used with the equipment available on the average army airplane. Tho 
disadvantage is that the phenomenon observed is transitory and tho 
check-rider must "cfitch it on the lly" the first time or lose it forever. 

Mechanical or Photographic Rrconling.—This method has tho ad- 
vantage of producing a permanent or semipermanent record. De- 
vices such as the work-adder and slip-skid recorder, which will bo 
descril od later, add up the student's errors during a given period of 
time so that they can be read from a dial \ hich remains stationary at 
the end of the period of recording. These are semipermanent methods. 
They place much less of a strain on the check pilot, who can make his 
readings at leisure, observing one reading at a time and checking it, 
after the maneuver has been performed. Photographs of the instru- 
ment panel are an example of permanent recording. It is possible to 
grade recorded data subjectively, ns the Committee on the Selection 
and Training of Aircraft Pilots did in having a number of observers 
evaluate motion picture records of n (lij;ht. Recorded data are, how- 
ever, especially adapted to objective scoring. 

Necessary Conditions for Good Measurement 

Task Clearly Defined to Student.—The student must be told how tho 
various measures of a given maneuver will be scored and weighted. 
This is necessary because Hying is a complex task in which tlu student 
can improve one aspect of ins performance at the expenso ol another 
by shifting his attention. lie must be told, for example, the relative 
penalties for a 5° deviation of heading and a .OO-foot one in altitude. 
If the task is not clearly defined, two students with the same ability 
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niny ^ct diflemit scores because they have diflercnt opinions concern- 
ing wliat they nie sui)[)ü3C(l to do. 

One solution to this problem is to devise situations in which the 
application of a number of complex skills produces a simple, single 
result. Fixed gunnery (described in chapter 11) is a good example; 
the student uses all of his flying skill to achieve one single result: 
hitting the target. 

A'linini.slration Under Standard Conditions.—Unless all students 
ore measured under standard conditions, the scores will measure the 
difTicnl'/- of these conditions as well as the skill of the student. Dif- 
ferences iti the condition of testing are an especially important source 
of error iu attempting to measure flying skill. 

One of the sources of didkulty is the fact that airplanes arc much 
more complex and difUcult to standardize than the average laboratory 
apparatus test. Cars of the same year and model may perform dif- 
ferently, especially if they have been subject to various amounts of 
use. Similarly, airplane engines come out of the factories in some- 
what difTerent coiuiition and change considerably as they receive 
different amounts of wear. Furthermore, the flying characteristics 
of the airplane are influenced by a host of other factors, such as tho 
rigging, tho weight of gasoline in tho tanks, etc. It is difTicult to 
Btandardizo all the characteristics of a piece of machinery as com- 
plicated as an airplane. 

The fact that the skies are not a very stable laboratory in which to 
conduct measurements is another important source of difficulty. Tho 
velocity, gustiness, and direction of the wind change from day to day, 
season to season, and place to place. Similar changes occur in 
visibility, turbulence, and even in the density of the air. Those 
factors exert a consideraMe influence upon tho performance of tho 
student. It is difTicult to measure and specify all of them. The 
Pilot Project encountered at least as much difficulty in dealing with 
the effects of dilferent conditions of tost administration as it did in 
achieving absolute agreement between observers measuring tho same 
thing at tho same timo. 

The problem is to increase the ratio of the cfTects produced by 
differences among students to those produced by diflerences among 
uncontrolled conditions. One way of doing this is to devise situations 
which magnify individual diff'Tences. It is sometimes possible (for 
example, in the rudder exercise stall to be described in chapter C) to 
make the task so difficult that tho performance of tho poor student 
differs greatly from that of the good one. Another method has been to 
attempt to devise measures which are less sensitive to tho effects of 
disturbing factors. For instance, maintaining that air speed which 
is most efficient for climbing is less influenced by up- ond down- 
drafts than is the actual amount of altitude gained per unit timo. 
Still another approach is to standardize planes and instruments and 
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only lulniinistcr check rides under ideal conditions of wind, turbulcnco, 
visibility, etc. Sometimes, especially in instrument check rides, it is 
possible to go to un nlfitudc at which the efTects of turbulence aro 
minimized. For many other types of measurement the standardiza- 
tion of all important conditions is extremely difTicult in a largc-scalo 
training program. 

A different approach is to repeat the measures under difTerent con- 
ditions so that the variable errors produced by them will be balanced 
out and the constant factor of student skill will emerge from tho 
average. The student can be given a number of different check rides, 
or an objective measure may be repeated as a part of tho daily grading 
system throughout a given phase of training. It should ho noted, 
however, that replication will not get rid of tho constant errors intro- 
duced by the fact that conditions such us turbulence may be generally 
worse in some sections of tho country or during certain seasons of tho 
year. The work on fixed gunnery described in chapter 11 shows that 
it is difhcult to devise formulae to correct for such factors. These 
constant differences in the conditions will produce the same effect as 
would a difference in the absolute standards of tho observere. 

ATTRIBUTES OF A GOOD MEASURK 
Permanence and Reliability 

If | quality is extremely transient, it is usually not important to 
measure it.    A transient characteristic cannot predict future success. 

i 
The permanence of a characteristic can be measured by repeating tho 
tost after a period of time. If the charf.ctoristic is in the process of 
being learned through a course of training, it is not necessary that '^o 
student remain at the same absolute level; it is only necessary that ho 
maintain approximately the same rank order relative to other students 
who arc going through the same course of training. If the test and 
rctest are given by difTerent observers in different airplanes, a good 
correlation between them indicates not only that the measure has a 
certain degree of permanence, but also that there is reasonably good 
agreement between the two observers and that changes in conditions 
do not unduly influence it. The longer the interval between the test 
and retest, the more severe is tho test of permanence and reliability. 

Relcvonc« 
It may be possible to measure a relatively permanent charactcristio 

of the individual which, however, is irrelevant. Throe methods havo 
been employed to teat the relevance of the measures developed by tho 
Pilot Project: 

Professional Judgment of Experts.—Before measures were subjected 
to further tests, they were criticized by expert pilots. Only thoso 
considered to measure qualities relevant to tho task of tho combat 
pilot were saved for further work.    In developing tho printed tests of 
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flying information wliioh arc described in chapter 12, it was not possi- 
ble to get any further criterion of combat relevance. It was necessary 
to use items which had btMl experimentally demonstrated to givo 
reliable measures of types of information which experts returning from 
combat believed were important. Though this procedure is not 
nearly as snfe as validation, it has definite practical value when suitable 
criterion groups are not available. 

Valiihuion A'jaiust Groups Dxßering in Flying Ability.—In this 
proeeduiv each measure was tested for its ability to discriminate 
between indents who showed different amounts of skill at the end of 
the same .unount of flying training. In some studies, the measures 
were corrvlnted with flying grades. In other studies, extreme groups 
composed of the best and poorest students in a class were selected on 
the basis of grades or by having each instructor rank his students. 
The check rides were given only to the students in these extreme 
groups and the ability of each measure to difTerentiatc between these 
two groups was detemiir.ed. The advantage of this method lay in 
the fact that even though the grading system had low reliability, there 
was likely to be little overlapping between the true abilities of the 
extreme groups. The final method was to determine the ability of 
each measure to predict which student would subsequently bo elimi- 
nated for flying deficiency. This method yielded a rigorous test of 
both the permanence and the relevance of the measure. All three of 
the methods were based upon the same reasonable assumption: 
namely, that the system of grading which was in common use dealt 
with relevnnt aspects of flying skill and needed improvement only in 
its reliability and standardization. 

Validalinn Ayaiust (Irnxips Differing In Amounts 0/ Flying Train- 
ing.—In this procedure a test was made of the ability of a measure to 
discriminate between two groups of students who had the same apti- 
tude but differed in the number of hours of flying training received. 
An alternative procedure was to compare measurements on the same 
group duriqg earlier and later stages of its training. This procedure 
was based on the reasonable assumption that the curriculum taught 
the students relevant types of flying skill so that the measures which 
discriminated best between the two groups with different amounts of 
training were the most relevant. 

In using this criterion the investigators kept in mind the fact that 
some items of achievement might be so specific and easily learned that 
the student's performance woidd bo determined almost entirely by the 
sequence in which these items were taught in the particular curriculum 
to which he was exposed. (To givo an extreme example, it might bo 
possible to securo a perfect discrimination between two groups by 
teaching only one of them to understand an unusual technical term.) 
Such nonpower typo of items would bo expected to bo unstable and 
transient.   An attempt was made to distinguish them from the items, 
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nu'nsuriiijj; more finulumental mul .-.lowly ncquirod types of achievc- 
nent, which repretentod milcstoties on the eourso of Iraming;. Wher- 
ever two groups with difforeut amounts of flying tmiuing were used to 
vnliduto moasures of flying skill, the investigators from the Pilot 
Project made certain that the less-experienced group had a good chanco 
to become familiar with the maneuver to be measured. The assumption 
was that, if the less-experienced group had already ha'! a chanco to 
pick up ail the quickly acquired aspects of performance, the superiority 
of the more experienced group would necessarily be limited to those 
more fundamental skills the gradual acquisition of which is an im- 
portant feature of learning. 

It will be noted that the two experimental piocedures just described 
test for different kinds of relevance: The first procedure tests ability 
to discriminate difTerences in aptitude; the second, ability to dis- 
criminate differences in learning. If the students with the same ex- 
perience but less aptitude make the same types of errors ns those with 
normal aptitude but less experience, the two procedures will bo equiva- 
lent. To the extent that students with low aptitude and students 
who are inexperienced characteristically make different kinds of 
errors, the two methods will not be equivalent and it will bo desirable 
to select two somewhat different arrays of measures for the two differ- 
ent uses. Measures selected by the first procedure will bo most 
relevant in deciding which students should bo eliminated and in 
validating aptitude tests; those selected by the second will bo most 
useful in graduating students on a proficiency basis, diagnosing their 
strengths and weaknesses, and in evaluating the results of training 
experiments. 

Comprchcneivcness 

Measures may be relevant, but still partly inadequate because they 
cover only a few of the important factors involved in flying skill. If 
a suitable over-all criterion is available, it is possible to determino tho 
comprehensiveness of a given set of measures by seeing how well tho 
combined score of all of the measures is able to predict the criterion. 
Since part of the failure to predict perfectly may bo duo to tho un- 
reliability of the criterion rather than to a lack of comprehensiveness 
of the group of measures being tested, it is necessary to have somo 
independent way of evaluating the reliability of the criterion. If tho 
reliability of the criterion is known, it is possible to use tho formula 
for correction for attenuation to estimate how well tho measures would 
predict a perfectly reliable criterion.1* When no comprehensivo 
criterion is available and one is relying upon expert judgment, it is 
especially important to examine the comprehensiveness of the group 
of measures to bo used. 

"• Sc« Outirurd, J. P., P$tchomttrk Mdkod*, MtOraw 11,11 Duok Co., New Vofk kiul Lomloo, l»M, 
p. 307, formula l&S. 
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If tlio measures arc going to bo routinely used to evnluato tho 
results of training, the instructors will tend to modify their teaching 
in such a way as to train their students to got tho best grades on theso 
measures. Any continued uso of a system of testing is bound to 
exert a certain amount of influence on tho curriculum. If tho systom 
of testing is one-sided, the curriculum will bo distorted; if tho measures 
aro su/Ticiontly comprehensive, they will tend to keep tho curriculum 
properly bolanccd. For this reason particular attention was paid to 
tho comprehensiveness of tho measures developed by tho Pilot Project. 

Specificity 

Although tho battery of measures should bo comprchensivo, it is 
desirable to havo tho individual items specific so that thoy can be 
used to diagnose tho student's strengths and weaknesses and as 
differential criteria for validating aptitude tests. Ono of tho defocts 
of subjective measures is their susceptibility to "halo effect." The 
rater is likely to be influenced by his general impression so that he 
tends to ignore the good points of poor students and tho weak points 
of good ones. 
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DIMMlrirf more fumlumfutul and slowly ntquirod types of neliicve- 
nuiit, which rcprcseutcil milestones on the course of learning. Wher- 
ever two groups with different amounts of flying training were used to 
validate measures of flying skill, the investigators from tho Pilot 
Project made certain that the less-experienced group had a good chance 
to become fun iliar with tho maneuver to bo measured. Tho assumption 
v.as that, if the less-experienced group had already had a chanco to 
pick up all the quickly acquired aspects of performance, tho superiority 
of tho more experienced group would necessarily bo limited to thoso 
more fuiulamental skills tho gradual acquisition of which is an im- 
portant feature of learning. 

It will be noted that the two experimental piocedures just described 
test for difTerent kinds of relevance: The first procedure tests ability 
to discriminate differences in aptitude; tho second, ability to dis- 
criminate difTercnces in learning. If tho students with tho same ex- 
perience but less aptitude make the same types of errors as thoso with 
normal aptitude but less experience, tho two procedures will be equiva- 
lent. To the extent that students with low aptitude and students 
who are inexperienced characteristically make different kinds of 
errors, the two methods will not be equivalent and it will bo desirablo 
to select two somewhat different arrays of measures for tho two differ- 
ent uses. Measures selected by tho first procedure will bo most 
relevant in deciding which students should bo eliminated and in 
validating aptitude tests; thoso selected by tho second will bo most 
useful in graduating students on a proficiency basis, diagnosing their 
strengths and weaknesses, and in evaluating tho results of training 
experiments. 

ComprchenpivencM 

Measures may bo relevant, but still partly inadequate because they 
cover only a few of the important factors involved in flying skill. If 
a suitable over-all criterion is available, it is possible to determine tho 
comprehensiveness of a given set of measures by seeing how well the 
combined score of all of the measures is able to predict the criterion. 
Since part of tho failure to predict perfectly may bo duo to the un- 
reliability of the criterion rather than to a lack of comprehensiveness 
of the group of measures being tested, it is necessary to have some 
independent way of evaluating the reliability of tho criterion. If the 
reliability of the criterion is known, it is possible to use tho formula 
for correction for attenuation to estimate how well the measures would 
predict a perfectly reliable criterion,'^ When no comprehensive 
criterion is available and one is relying upon expert judgment, it is 
especially important to examine the comprehensiveness of the group 
of measures to bo used. ^^^^^^^^^  

>• Sr« Oullfnrd, J. P., P$i(homtlrk Mtthodi, McOraw Hill Duvk Co., New Vurk ami Loixlon. 1930, 
P. 367, furrnulii IU. 



If tho measures arc going to bo routinely used to cvnluato tha 
results of trnining, the instructors will tend to modify their teaching 
in such a way as to truin their students to got tho best grades on these 
measures. Any continued uso of a system of testing is bound to 
exert a certain amount of influence on tho curriculum. If tho system 
of testing is onc-.^ ^d, the curriculum will bo distorted; if tho measures 
are sufliciently cutnprehen.-lvc, they will tend to keep tho curriculum 
properly balanced. For this reason particular attention was paid to 
tho comprehensiveness of tho measures developed by tho Pilot Project. 

Specificity 

Although tho battery of measures should bo comprehensive, it is 
desirable to have the individual items specific so that they can bo 
used to diagnose the student's strengths and weaknesses and as 
differential criteria for validating aptitude tests. One of tho defects 
of subjective measures is their susceptibility to "halo effect." The 
rater is likely to bo influenced by his general impression so that ho 
tends to ignore tho good points of poor students and tho weak pobta 
of good ones. 
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CHAPTII FIVE. 

■ 

Sludies of Subjective Measures 
of Flying Proficiency 

Capl. Avmm 11. Bcn-Avi" 

INTRODUCTION 

Since more Umn one-third of the students starting the expensive 
process of flying training were eliminated for flying deficiency, it was 
important to have an accurate way of measuring their ability so that 
good students would not bo eliminated or poor ones allowed to con- 
tinue. The grading system developed for this purpose was similar at 
the various levels of training in the Training Command. In general, 
three types of flying grades were given: Daily grades, progress or 
elimination check-ride grades, and final proficiency ratings. All three 
types of grades were subjective, in terms of categories such as A, B, 
C, D, E, and F, which were based upon the experience and judgment 
of the instructor or check pilot. 

The daily grades were based on the instructor's observations during 
routine training flights. The instructor either flew with the student 
or, in some of the more advanced stages of training, flow alongside of 
him in another airplane. Check-ride grades were based upon ob- 
servations made by an experienced check pilot during an official check 
ride. In some cases, the check rider was required to include a specified 
list of maneuvers; in other cases, ho was allowed complete freedom to 
select any maneuvers which had been included in the student's training 
up to that point. At the completion of each phase of training, the 
student pilot was rated on various aspects of his performance and these 
ratings were forwarded to the next school. 

• Since the various subjective flying grades used in the training pro- 
gram were the most readily available criteria against which to validate 
aptitude tests for the selection of pilots, various organizations in the 
Aviation Psychology Program made dilTcrcnt studies of these grades. 
The studies relevant to each aspect of the grading system are sum- 
marized in the following sections.11 

'• P/Pgt. Charles P. Of rshenson awljtcd In the prrpvatlon of the msnuvrlpt for thli chapter, 
'»I'nlr« othon»Lw »poclflpJ, iliullis onnJyilng d.illy srwlrs and chccXrlJe enwJrj »cr« performed tt 

PsyclioloRlcal IlMoarch Unit 2.   This ? rlciof prujfcts wMSUpmlscdandcmdiictcd by MuJ. M. I*. Crmw« 
ford, Capt. J. T. DalU-y. Lt. I. T, Co»Us, Lt. R. 1. KelUr, T/Sgt. B. N. Schradrr, H/i-^t. II. K. Schmunse«^ 
8ft. R. W. Unfer. 
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CHADUATION-ELIMINATION AS A CRITERION 

The chu't rritcrion Bted in evaluating the selection and classifica- 
tion tests »Ifvclopid in the Aviation Psychology Program was gradua- 
tion or elimination from pilot training. This was also one of tho 
criteria which the Pilot Project used in evaluating ohjectivo measures 
of Hying skill. In using this criterion, the few students eliminated for 
reasons other than tlying deficiency were discarded. This criterion 
was selecfed for two related reasons: (1) Its obvious practical impor- 
tance, since eliminees represented a considerable waste of time and 
money; (3) tho fact that because of its practical importance, tho 
schools expended the maximum effort of making this decision as 
carefully as they coidd. 

That this criterion was far from ideal, however, will become evident 
as the various measures upon which it is based are discussed in sub- 
sequent sections of this chapter. Whenever this criterion is used to 
cvnluate the subjective measures described in this ehiptf, it is impor- 
tant to remember that, since these measures entered into tho process 
of making tho pass-fail decision, it is by no means a completely inde- 
pendent criterion for these measures. Indeed, in tho caso of tho 
check ride, tho measure was tho direct basis for passing or failing 
tho student. 

A dichotomous criterion of pass-fail restricts the precision of pro- 
diction. Also the very nature of the pass-fail criterion tends to inter- 
fere with Its evaluation since tho failures aro not available for further 
study. In addition to these briefly mentioned qualities of this cri- 
terion, was a third, that of variability which is considered in greater 
detail below. 

Variability in Elimination Rate 
There was a great doal of evidence that difTercnt commands and 

schools hnd varying standards for grading their students. Evidence 
for this is reflected by the dissimilar elimination rates among schools 
and commands. Table 5.1 abstracted from a study by Lt. Col. J. P. 
Guilford at Psychological Section, Offico of tho Surgeon, Ilq. Army 
Air Forces Training Command, illustrates tho voriability of eIimum-# 

tion rates. 
The following conclusions were drawn from this study :(1) Elimina- 

tion rates ranged from 10 percent to GO percent in tho 2G9 class 
groups, with dispersions two to threo times those to bo expected by 
random sampling. Even when differences duo to variations in aver- 
age level of aptitude (measured by pilot stanine) were allowed for, large 
diflerences remained; (2) tho greatest differences were found between 
commands; (3) in some commands the greater differences were between 
successive classes, and in others, between schools in tho same class; 
(4) schools did not recognize differences between class groups nearly 
as well as they did between individuals in tho same class. 
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TAFILK  5.\. — Divtribulion of the elimiudtinn rnles in primary school ciissei 43-0, 
43-11, 43-1, 43-J, and 4S~K 
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t The stand ir<l error of the jicrcontucc: computcd lunch MM on the hyiwthi-.vsof anovi'mllcliinlniitlon 
rate of 31.7 percent: the site of tho sainples mtt taken IM the MM RlM of clavi, lli.it Is, 176, l\M, and 225 for 
the three commnndJ, respectively, and 105 for tho entire Trainlnc Command. 

EFTC, CKTC, and WFTC refer to Eastern, Central, and Western Klylnf Tninlng Commaiidi, 
respectively. 

Other psycliologlcal units conducted studies which demonstrnted tho 
existence of similar variability in the elimination rates of different 
schools. In the Western Flying Training Command, Psychological 
Research Unit No. 3 demonstrated that for CMasses 43-A through D, 
the elimination rate for flying deficiency at one school was as low as 14 
percent, while that of another was as high as 42 percent. Psychologi- 
cal Research Unit No. 2 reported similar results for classes 43-D to 
43-1 in Central Flying Training Command. There tho elimination 
rate for flying deficiency was 22 percent for tho lowest school, and 
41 percent for the highest school. Each of theso elimination rates was 
based on approximately 1,000 cases; tho differences were fur greater 
tlmn those expected by chance. 

All results indicated that there were substantial differences in tho 
standards of tho various schools. After making a field trip to study 
this problem, two officers of Psychological Research Unit No. 2 con- 
cluded that the supervisory personnel and instructors at ono school 
were convinced that it was their duty to climinato any students whom 
they felt would not develop into excellent pilots; while those in another 
school believed that it was their duty to graduate any students whom 
they considered reasonably capable of succeeding in later stages of 
training. 

Considerable effort was devoted to the standardization of elimina- 
tion policies, especially timing the latter part of tho war. When 
students were assigned to schools, consideration was given their 
aptitude scores in an attempt to equate classes for aptitude. Stand- 
ardization boards were organized in each of the training commands 
which were responsible for visiting the various schools and checking 
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on the stunchmls for olimitiation. These efforts, however, never 
completely uchievod the goal of estuhllshing uniform and standardized 
procedures. 

Rrliahility of the Pass-Fail Criterion 
The reliability of the pass-fail criterion could not bo evaluated 

direcily in the norrnnl training situation, since the failures were not 
available for any second appraisal. The experiment in which tho 
Pilot IVojVct planned to have students retained who would otherwise 
have b( en eliminated, could not be carried out with mean ;gful results 
becnu.e «.f the disruption of training in the period following shortly 
after th end of the war. One may deduce, however, that the pass-fail 
criterion has a certain amount of reliability, since it can be predicted 
by the pilot »♦anine. From data which are available it is possible to 
estimate the m.nimum reliability of the criterion. 

On an experimental group of over 1,000 students who were not 
selected on the basis of their aptitude test scores, the correlation be- 
tween the pilot stanine and the pass-fail criterion for complete pilot 
training was O.CG, Thk is the figure which is relevant in evaluating 
the stanine as a method of selecting students for pilot training. 

Under ordinary circumstances, however, only the students with 
ihc higher stanines were sent to training. Thus, tho group normally 
in pilot training was highly selected. Once these students were se- 
lected, the problem for training research was to secure reliable measures 
on this group in spite of the restricted range of talent. Tho relevant 
figure for estimating the reliability of the pass-fail criterion, thcreforo, 
is the correlation of the pilot stanino with pass-fail for tho group of 
high-stanine students sent to training. On one largo sample this 
correlation was O.-IO.11 Similarly, the reliability of tho pilot stanine 
was 0.94 for the relatively unselected population which is relevant to 
cvnliniting the stanine as a selective device, and may bo estimated as 
0.84 for the restricted group retained for training." By using the 
values of 0.40 and 0.84 in tho formula for correcting a correlation 
cocflicicMt for attenuation, it can bo estimated that the reliability of 
the pass-fail criterion could not have been below O.ID.'0 This is a 
minimum estimate of reliability because it assumes that if it were 
not for tho unreliability of tho stanine and criterion, the stanine 
would be a perfect predictor. 

Another very rough approximation of the reliability of tho pass-fail 
criterion may be obtained in a diflferent way.   On a sample of 2,005 
■ Thlj flirurf I» »wo«! on Xt,?ss jiudrnls In cliutfrs 41-J through 4*-F tcJtcd by Ihc November 1943 battery. 
"The vnlupof O.ttl Is it c<>rrrc(r<l (.^K.ifiDan-llruwn) o<|i|-cvrn r.ll.iMlity of thc;iprr>K^le »flghlcd score« 

for »MIII|IIP of I.OiOeuM steil» <l from ;a)Jiuui:iry lUMtoM Kebnivy IWIt Thlsstudy wiudlRxU-d by MaJ. 
I'. II, Dulluls urxl I.I. A. K Jemiess at Mollril and PtyeholoRlcal Ktamlntnit I'nit No. 7. The other 
flture «us esilnuird by uslni; the fornuilit for corrrctlnjt a reliability coefHrient for helorocenelty which U 
diH-usMd In Krllcy, T. I.., ytaiittkjl .\l,ih<J. pugrs BI-0. 1 he standiird de« iiilluns of the stanines In UM 

IMlrlcted nml unrrstriclcd mnplei were ummed to be the «ante as those In the «ample cited In (he pre- 
oedlnf footnote. 

" MOT nod Van VoorM«, SlallitkQl Protrturn am* TTitir Malhtmatkal Ham, rormul* 121, page 209. 
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students, ratings of general pilot ability made at the Primary level of 
training correlated 027 with later ratings made at Basic. Thoso 
two ratings were independent. They were made at each school by 
the same personnel who were responsible for passing or failing the 
student. Because they were less important than the decision to pass 
or fail the student, these ratings were probably made with somewhat 
less care. Assuming that the ratings at the two levels of training were 
of approximately equal reliability, the reliability of each must havo 
been at least 0.27. Any differences in the skills required at the two 
levels of training or changes occurring in the students during the 10- 
wcek period between ratings would lower the correlation betweca 
them. In this sense it is a conservative estimate of their reliability. 

It is also an estimate for a population with a restricted range because 
it docs not involve the students who failed in Primary and hence never 
went to Basic. This restricted population is the relevant one for 
cstimnting the reliability of flying grades at tho Basic level. Tho 
estimate for the reliability at the Primary level, however, should bo 
corrected in order to apply to the less restricted range involved there. 
For 500 students in Pilot Classes 44-H, I, and J at Jones Field, Bon- 
ham, Tex., the standard deviation of the flying grades of students 
graduating from Primary to Basic was found to be 0.70 of that of tho 
entire class before the weaker students were failed. Using this figure 
in Kelley's formula for correction for heterogeneity, it may be esti- 
mated that the reliability of flying grades on the entire range of tho 
Primary population is somewhere in the vicinity of 0.05. Since this 
is an indirect estimate based on a number of possibly inexact assump- 
tions, it must be taken as a very rough approximation. 

PROGRESS CHECK RIDES 
Introduction 

Tho Progress Checks were given routinely to tho students at tho 
completion of the main stages of training throughout the course of 
flying training. In addition, any time tho student's doily grades 
were not satisfactory, he was given a progress check ride. 

Progress checks wore given by special check pilots, who usually 
referred to the student's daily grade slips, and/or discussed the stu- 
dent's weaknesses with his instructor before tho check, so that tho 
check ride would be devoted to the critical areas of the student's pcr^ 
formancc. A few check pilots preferred to know nothing about tho 
student's performance prior to tho check ride. In almost every 
instance, however, the check pilot discussed his opinion of the student 
with the instructor following the check ride in order to compare his 
evaluations with those of the pilot who had observed the student over 
a longer period. 

If the check pilot believed that the student had promise, he was 
returned for further training with another instructor.   If not, he was 
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given nnülher rid« by a second check pilot. If the two check pilots 
ngreed that the student should not he allowed to continue in training, 
he was cliniinatcd. For the poorest students, the second check rido 
was more or less a matter of form; on the other hand, some students 
received ns mnny AS a dozen check rides before finally being eliminated 
or graduated from the school. In a typical Primary school investigated 
by Psychological Research Unit No. 2 it was found that the 836 
students in classes 44-11 to 44-K were given an average of 4.1 check 
rides by pilots other than their own instructors. 

In ( .'iluating those studies it should be remembered that successive 
evnliia I »is in check rides at the same school are not independent of 
each other or of instructors' grades. 

Relationship to Pans pail 

Attempts at determining the relationship of mean check-ride 
grades with grnduation-elimination hove resulted in biserial correla- 
tion coefTicients of nbout 1.00, when Primary pass fail was used as the 
dichotomous variable. These results substantiate the statement that 
elimination from Primary school was based directly upon tho results 
of check-ride grades. 

Relationship to Success in Subsequent Phases of Training 

The ability of grades at one level of training to predict subsequent 
performance was an important practical test of a measure's validity. 
It was also a rigorous test since it was reasonably certain that the two 
estimates of performance at tho different levels of training were 
independently made. 

A study conducted at Psychological Research Unit No. 2, deter- 
mined the ability of average check-ride grades for the Primary stage of 
training to predict various criteria of performance at tho Basic and 
Advanced stages. Tho results from this study, presented in table 
5.2, show a low positive relationship between average check-ride 
grades at Primary school, and measures of proficiency at Basic and 
Advanced schools. 

In another study, Psychological Research Unit No. 2 found a 
correlation of 0.26 between Primary and Basic average check-ride 
grades for 390 cases. It is of interest to note, in table 5.2, that tho 
pilot stanino predicted success in Basic at least as well as did the 
average of the check-rule grades in Primary. 

The low reliability of the subjective grades probably contributed to 
these low correlations. It is also possible that students who were slow 
in catching on at first did better during the later stages of training; 
that different levels of training demanded different qualities or abilities 
from the students; or that some students changed their motivation or 
attitude. Whatever the reason for these low correlations, tho fact 
that grades at one level of training did not predict grades at the next 
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level of training is of considoraMo practical importance in that it 
suggests tlmt quite a few of the students eliminated in Primnry might 
have received satisfactory grades had they been allowed to proceed to 
Basic. 

TAJII.K 5.2.—Correlation of avera ge check-ride grade» xrilh subsequent sueees» • 
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Reliability 

Method.—Two attempts were made in a study conducted at Psycho- 
logical Research Unit No. 2, to arrive at estimates of the reliability 
of check-ride grades. One method used was the analysis of variance 
technique developed by Iloyt," modified for this specific situation.M 

The second estimate of reliability wos the correlation between mean 
check-ride grades assigned by Army ond civilian check riders and cor- 
rected for double length (Spearman-Brown). The procedure in uso 
at that time provided for elimination check rides to be administered by 
Army fliers, while regular check rides could be given by civilian pilots. 

Population.—The population used consisted of class 44-11, Garner 
Field, Uvalde, Tex., und classes 44-11 through K, Jones Field, Bon- 
ham, Tex. 

Concbiftion.—Both techniques yielded similar correlations ranging 
from 0.72 to 0.S9 in difTerent schools and dilferent classes. It should 
bo pointed out, however, that these correlations yield maximum 
rather than true estimates of reliability since the Army check riders 
were influenced by the results of the civilian check rides and both check 
riders were influenced by daily grades and by the instructor's opinion. 

Wliat little evidence is available indicates that when adequate pro- 
cautions are taken to see that the subjective evaluations by check 
riders are made independently, the reliability is somewhat lower than 
the figures quoted above. In a study conducted by the Pilot Project • 
46 lower phase Primary cadets in class 4C-A were given an experi- 
mental check ride at Moton Field, Ala.    The correlation between two 

•" Ho> t. C. J., "Test ReliaMIIty Estimated by Analysis of VnrUnce," Piithomeltni, 1911, « l.M-ICO. 
"The modlfleitloneoitsbled of taking account of thi>uni'iiial nutnU-r of check riduu ^KiirdsludraUla 

oblalnlne the "within gruup" sums of squares.    This analysis »a» the work "1 I.I. K.J. Keller. 
u This study wus Miiiervlsosl by I.t. Kalph Hhowaltrr and S|t. John It. Hohrs. 



imlividunl check rirlors' subjective evaluations was 0.35. When this 
figure is stopped up by the Spearman-Brown formula to predict a 
reUftbililj for a combination of 4 check rides comparable with the 
reliability quoted above for an 'average of 4.1 check rides, the reliability 
becomes 0.09. Since this study, which is the only one avnilablo, in- 
volved such a small number of cases, the results must bo taken only as 
t\ first, rough approximation. 

OFFICEKfl PROFICIENCY CARD—AFTRC FORM 2 

Introdiirtion 
The function and purpose of the OfTicers Proficiency Card was 

described as follows; "The Proficiency Card is designed to establish 
a uniform system for rating the demonstrated proficiency of each indi- 
vidual student in each successive phase of aircrew training received at 
schools under the jurisdiction of this command, and also to provide 
the organization of first assignment with an individual report on the 

. training and proficiency of each student for use as a guide to facilitate 
training and assignment."24 According to the procedures recom- 
mended, this one form was to contain a complete and cumulative 
record of the student's history in the Training Command.^ At each 
phase, the student was rated for certain military and personal char- 
acteristics as well as upon the pertinent aspects of his training course, 
on a three-point scale as follows: AA for above average, A for aver- 
age, and RA for below average. A copy of this form appears on 
pages 381 and 382. 

Discussion 

In almost all studies dealing with the OfTicers Proficiency Card 
AFTRC Form 2 certain factors were observed which are relevant to its 
use and interpretation. First was the manner in which the ratings on 
the card were made. The Psychological Section, Ilq. Second Air 
Force, found that the filling out of this form was usually regarded as 
nn unnecessary burden. The feeling that it constituted on adminis- 
trative chore, the results of which would never bo utilized was ex- 
pressed, and in many instances wos well founded. It was moro the 
exception than the rule for instructors or supervisors to consult these 
cards for information relevant to the student's previous training or 
past performance. 

Tho attitude on the part of those responsible for making tho ratings 
was reflected in a number of different ways. A survey conducted by 
tho Psychological Section, OfTico of tho Surgeon, Ilq. Second Air 
Force, at ten Operational Training Units disclosed that in none of 
these were completed forms available for more than GO percent of the 
penonBtL   The   ratings  also  showed  considerable   "halo"   effect, 

•• T. C. Mrmoramlum JV2. Pror. Irncy C»nl (AKTHC Form No. J), Hq. AAF Training Command, 31 
February 1941 
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drmonstrntcd by tlic fact (Iiat the rulings for nn irulivulunl were murh 
more siinilur thnn tlic wide range of traits and Performances being 
rated would suggest. There was also a serious restriction in the range 
of ratings within groups. It was repeatedly established that tho 
majority of students within a class received the same rating. Sub- 
stantial numbers of records were encountered on which entries wero 
incomplete or improperly entered. Entries from difltaettt schools 
had such difTerent distributions that, when studies were based upon 
populations drawn from more than one school, the grades had to bo 
normalized to eliminate school differences. 

In spite of these limitations. Psychological Research Unit No. 3 in 
working with the AFTRC Form 2 found for classes 44-G, 44-11, and 
44-J totalling approximately 6,000 cases, that ratings of General 
Pilot Ability at the Primary level correlated as highly with tho pilot 
staninc as did graduation-elimination." These ratings were also 
positively and significantly correlated with other measures of perform- 
ance in the Primary phase of pilot training. The other measures wero 
flying grades, amount of dual instruction prior to initial solo flight, 
and a three-category rating by instructors. In a later study, tho samo 
unit found that tho correlation between the pilot stanino and tho 
rating on General Pilot Ability in Basic schouls was 0.38 for 1,597 
students.** 

Prediction of Subsequent Performance 

The following table summarizes tho results of experiments designed 
to evaluate the predictive power of the rating of General Pilot Ability 
on tho Proficiency Card. It can be seen that all these correlations aro 
low, ranging from 0.23 to 0.34. They aro of about tho same order as 
those for average check-rido grades. 

Tho Psychological Section, Office of tho Surgeon, Hq. Second Air 
Force, investigated the relationship between Training Command rat- 
ings on tho AFTKC Form 2 ud similar ratings of proficiency in opera- 
tional training. The results of this study indicated that individuals 
given a high rating in tho AAF Training Command tended to do better 
in operational training than did individuals given poor ratings. 
Correlations between estimates of proficiency in tho Training Com- 
mand and in tho Second Air Force were between 0.30 and 0.40. Thcro 
was a definite tendency for correlations between ratings in tho two 
commands to bo higher with tho moro specific and clearly defined 
ratings in the Second Air Force. It was also apparent that, in gcncrol, 
ratings made at Basic and Advanced schools correlated higher with 
operational criteria than did ratings in Primary. 

The finding that tho moro specific, clearly defined ratings wero 
better was also evident in a study by Psychological Research Project 

•• This itudy WM done t>j Cape. R. n. ITcnnfmnn »ml F«l. 9. It. Nfanh. 
M C»pi. R. II. llnincmon and Sgl. R. C. Andmon conducted tilt itudr. 
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(Pilot). It was (IcmoMstrutctl that ratings of flying ability were some- 
what more predictive of surcess in Contral Instructors School than 
were the ratings on personal qualities. It was also found that cer- 
tain of the speeilic flying ratings (such as the one on forma' ion flying), 
were ahout as predictive of success at Central Instructors School as 
the rating of General Pilot Ahility. The simple sum of the best 
specific ratings on the form gave I considerably better prediction of 
success nt Central Instructors School than did the rating of General 
Pilot Ability. Since the best ratings were selected on the basis of the 
same : .implc used to validate the prediction of the combined score, 
this pre.üction will bo expected to shrink somewhat on subsequent 
cross vniidation. 

Conclusions 

The ability of the grades recorded on the Proficiency Card to meas- 
ure proficiency and predict future performance was reduced by the lack 
ofunifonuity in the methods used to procure these grades, irregularity 
and omissions in making the ratings, and the fact that iinffany cases, 
the individuals who made the ratings on this card did not have any 
clear idea of their pamiblo importnnce. In general, the more specific 
and better defined ratings were more closely related to success in 
flying training. The simple sum of these ratings seems to bo better 
able to predict success than the over-all ratings of General Pilot Ability. 
Proficiency Card ratings were more highly correlated with other meas- 
ures of proficiency at the same level, than with grades at subsequent 
phases of training. This was probably because the other measures 
at the same level influenced the ratings which were placed on the card. 

TADI.F. 5.3.—Corrrlnlion of the rnling for genrral pilot ahility on the proficiency card 
with subarqufiil titfnsurcs of grncral pilot ability 
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ANALYSIS OF STAGE-GRADES 
Introduction 

In Primary schools the students were given certain flying exercises 
called stages.    Grades of performance on these stages were entered in 
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cnch ittldent'l dnily lo^ hook. In one study of stngc grndos, tho 
population consisted of approximntrly 500 studonta in clnssos 41-11 
I, and J from the olomcntary school at Jones Field, Bonlmm, Tex. 
The varlahles studied arc listed below. For all except tho last two, a 
letter grade. A, B, C, I), or E was assigned. In compulation, thoso 
were weighted 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively. 

Superrised solo.—This is an average1 of three grades assigned by tho 
student's own instructor on the basis of his first thrco solo flights. 
These involve taking off, circling the field and landing with no traffic. 

Solo stage.—This is tho same as the supervised solo, except that it is 
performed «n traffic and a single grade is assigned by the instructor in 
charge of the stage. All of tho stage grades aro assigned in this 
manner with the instructors taking turns as "stage commanders." 
Instructors do not have their own students for stages, except for tho 
supervised solo stage. 

DO-degree stage.—This involves accuracy landings from a 90-degroo 
approach in traffic. These accuracy landings involve landing as 
closely as possible to a prominent white line across tho runway area. 
Both accuracy and technique are considered in assigning grades. 

ISO-ihgree stage.—This is the same as the 90-degree stage except 
that a 180-degrce approach is employed. 

Power stage.—This involves accuracy landings, as defined above, 
made from a power approach. 

Cross-country stage.—This involves flying a triangular course of 
about 300 miles. Grades aro given on tho basis of tho student'8 
over-all performance during the flight. 

Hurdle stage grade.—The student tries to land his airplane in a 
small circle from a straight power approach over a G to 8 foot hurdle 
placed just short of the landing circle. The grade is an over-all rating 
on both accuracy and technique. 

Hurdle stage score.—This score is an ohjeclivo score based on tho 
number of times the cadet succeeds in landing inside tho landing 
circle. It is ass'gned at the same time and by tho same grader as tho 
hurdle stage grade.   Scores may range from 6 to 35. 

Hours dual bejore solo.—This variable is the total number of hours 
of dual instruction before tho first supervised itolo. Since this valuo 
should bear an inverse relationship to rapidity of progress in learning, 
it was decided to correlate it with tho other measures in tho study. 
Because of the nature of the variable, all correlations with it have been 
reversed in sign to show positive association with desirable perform- 
ance. Since, by directive, all cadets must have at least 8 hours of dual 
before solo, this variable is highly skewed, although tho function it 
measures is probably much more nearly normali" distributed. Thu«, 
it was decided to dichotomize hours dual bef .o solo at tho median 
and compute biscrial correlations against this dichotomy. 
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Corrrlation with Pass-Fail 

In table M givrn hclow are the correlations of certain of the stage 
grades with pays-fail. 

Inlrrcorrrlalion« 

In taMe .5.5 are given tlu; intorcorrelations of the stage grades and 
other related variables. 

Conclusions 
In general, the intercorrelations between stage grades are very low, 

even tliuii<,'h some of the stages represented very similar maneuvers. 
This peems to indicate that the stage grades were either lacking in 
reliability or measured highly specific variables. In cither case they 
appear to be of little value as criteria of pilot proficiency. The pilot 
stanine predicted pass-fail better than did any of the stage grades. 
The stage grodes did not correlate appreciably with the pilot stanino, 
average check-ride grade, pass-fail or even with each other. 

ANALYSIS OF DAILY GRADES 

The daily grade sheet consisted of a list of maneuvers and exercises 
which were taught in Primary, along with categories for evaluating 
the student's Attitude, Jiulgment, Progress, and Technique. The 
student's performance for each maneuver was routinely evaluated 
during each flight on a scale from A to F. Each grade below C was 
amplified by a written statement describing his weakness. The 
analyses presented below were conducted on both the grades and the 
comments. Copies of the Primary Daily Grade slip forms appear 
in the appendix. 

TABU H.^.—CortehiHons of hours dual before solo, average supervised solo grade, 
solo *<'ige grade, mean check-rule grade, atul pilot stanine with primary past-fail 
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TABLE 5.5.—Intercorrelntions of singe grmle*, cherk-ride grades, and ulnnintt for 
cL »» 44-«, Jones Field ' 
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-.OS 

.11 

a is 
. 07 
. C 
.0« 
.04 

-.03 
.83 

"'bb' 
.07 

0 19 
.04 

-.t« 
.13 
.14 
.10 

-.OS 
.00 

".'»" 

a is 
J. Solo stnf!«  .13 
3. OO^StHRO  
4. IbO* slnpe  

.Of 

.as 
8. Power stipe  
«. Crosscountry „ 

.07 

. II 
7. Hurdle vl-iFCRnifle  . II 
8. HurdleMU'c score»  .07 
fl. I'llot slanlne     .20 
10. Avcmcc check rid«  

' Only students «ho prnduntcd from Primary were Included In these compuUtlon*. 
■ Sign rcuTscd to Indicate asMxlntloti of cood j« rtoinmiKTj. 

TABI-K 5.6.—Correlation belireen the average grade during the first four uttks of 
primary trainitig and that during the last five xceeks ' 

Samples of Class 44 J (N = 137) and 44-X (N=-145) 

Item U-J 
r'ii 

UK 
r'ii 

Comhlned' 
r'ii rn 

I  Strolcht«ndlevel«  0.27 
.34 
M 
.39 
.40 
.61 
.71 
.ft3 
.«7 
.67 
.6« 
.CO 

0.34 
.2« 
.64 
.SO 
.S3 
.70 
.77 
.«3 
.«8 
.67 
.73 
.74 

0.3« 
.30 
.»9 
.48 
.49 
.6« 
.74 
.S9 
.68 
.63 
.«9 
.68 

0.(1 
2. Turns'   40 
3. Stalls  .74 
4. Spins  .6ft 
ft. I.andlnrs  .6ft 
0. Forced Imilinrs  .19 
7. Attitude.  .8ft 
8. TrnKlc  .74 
9. Hclamtlon  .81 
10. I'ropress     .77 
It. ^udpinent     ......... ....   .81 
12. Daily grade  .81 

■ Since both sets of grades were asslpned by the same Instructor, the "halo tITcct" probohly makestheM 
correlations spuriously high as estimntcsotsidU-hallrrUtbllity. 

• Ily use of Kibher's Mransformation. 
' For these two items the low cr.eillcients appear due to the fact that • mailmum of one or two ptdci wer« 

assigned in these niaucuvcrs durUig the advanced state. 

InUrcorrelations.—Tho intcrcorrolntions of (ho «Inily gnulcs wcn> 
also (Ictcnninod, simply by correlating tho mean grades for each 
maneuver or exercise with every other. These data aro given in 
tablo 5.7. 

TAOLK 5.7.— Inter correlations of average check-ride grade and daily grades 

Based on 343 Primary Students in Classes 44-J and K 

1 3 1 4 8 0 7 • t 10 
1 

II      13 II 

1. Avenrc check-ride •. ....... 
0 r« 
.(1 
.77 
.7S 
.69 
.74 
.23 
.CO 
.SO 
.77 
.73 
.77 

0.CO 

.84 

.70 

.71 

.73 

.68 

.18 

.73 

.69 

.76 

.68 

.75 

0.C9 
.84 

.81 

.78 

.77 

.78 

.30 

.78 

.f9 

.t>S 

.79 

.64 

0.77 
.70 
.81 

.83 

.79 

.83 

.33 

.77 

.M 

.8S 
HI 

0.7S 
.71 
.78 
.83 

.79 

.M) 

.27 

.79 

.6S 

.*) 

.77 

.80 

0.69 
.73 
.77 
.79 
.7» 

.7« 

.24 

.h2 

.CO 

.7» 

.73 

.77 

0.74 
.68 
.78 
.K3 
.N) 
.7» 

.20 

. M) 

.63 

.M 

.h7 

.87 

0.23 
.18 
..10 
.33 
.27 
.21 
.20 

.24 

.20 

.29 

.32 

.30 

0.69 
.73 
.70 
.77 
.79 
.»3 
.W) 
.34 

.«ft 

.78 

.70 

.7» 

0.« 
.69 
.69 
,« 
.6S 
.66 
.62 
.20 
.6ft 

.69 

.63 

.67 

0 77  0. 73 0 77 
2. Strnlpht and level  .7« 

.M 

.KS 

.M 

.78 

.HI 

.•.•9 

.7» 

.69 

.H8 

.Vfl 

.68 

.79 

.HI 

.77 

.73 

.H7 .9 

.7« 

.61 
M 

.63 

.7» 
3. Turns  . M 
4. fitnlls  
ft. Spins 

.H« 

.HO 
6. l-nndlnrs     
7. Forced hnJlngs  
8. Attitude      

.77 

.87 

.SO 
9. Trnilic  
io. RnmUM  
11. Prosres»  
12. Judgment   
13. Dallygrade  

.7» 

.«7 

.9« 

.03 

■ r<o test for description of »ays In which the tnitrurtor who gives the dally cradrs may Influroce lb« 
itudent'i average clicck-rtde grade. 
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Stmlit s of the Daily Grailc 

First to bi considered will be studies concerned with an evaluation 
of llic actual ^nulcs entered by the instructors on the daily-grade slips. 

lidiabilily.—The reliability of the daily grade was estimated by 
cornlating the nuun daily grade on each maneuver for the elementary 
phase of Primary (the first four weeks of training) with the mean 
grade for the same nmneuver for the accuracy-and-acrobatics phase 
(tin I >t five weeks). The statistics for this analysis are given in table 
.r)A A survey of table 5.0 reveals that the correlations arc high for 
most slngla items and for the total daily grades. These correlations, 
h<>\, ev r, give a spuriously high estimate of reliability, since the grades 
which were correlated were not made independently by different 
instructors, but were for the most part all assigned by the same indi- 
vidual. The fact that an instructor's grade at one time agreed with 
his grade at another may not mean that he was able to score the stu- 
dent's flying accurately, but only that he formed a fixed opinion which 
tended to persist from one day to another. Such general opinions, 
called "halo edVcts," have been found to be common in almost every 
type of subjective rating. 

In this table it can be seen that, with the exception of the grades 
for Attitude, all of the daily grades are highly intercorrelatcd. This 
characteristic is undesirable when the goal is differential information 
coneeniing the elements of a grading system for flying instruction. 
The high correlations substantiate the existence of "halo" mentioned 
above, though, of course, some correlation between these grades would 
be exj)' rted, since they were measures of functions considered to bo 
related. In table 5.8 are presented the results of a similar analysis 
conducted on a different population, using a larger number of maneu- 
vers than in the study mentioned above. While with this second sam- 
ple the intercorrela'ioiH in general were somewhat lower than those 
presented in table 5.7, they continued to bo relatively high. 

Cornhition vlth pasti-Jail.—The summary statistics for tho correla- 
tions of the daily grades with pass-fail are given in table 5.9. It will 
bo remembered that in many instances tho daily grades determined 
whether or not the student would be sent up for an climinntion check 
ride. The check pilot frequently discussed tho student with his 
instructor before the check ride in order to learn what «veaknesses to 
look for, ami before making a final decision, almost invariably com- 
pared his appraisal based on one ride with the instructor's opinion 
which was based on many more rides. In the light of these condi- 
tions it is not surprising that the correlation between the instructor's 
daily grades and the check pilot's recommendation for pass-fail is 
high. Tho highest correlations with pass-fail aro for grades on 
stalls, spins, landings, and traffic; the lowest are on attitude, relaxation, 
and judgment. It is interesting to note that although tho personnel 
at schools all emphasize the importance of judgment, their grades on 
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this fnrtor arc in the group wliich has the least relationship to whether 
they pass or fail the student. 

Factor analysis.—A factor analysis of the data given in table 5.7 
was poi formed. Table 5.10 'lowing the Centroid and Rotated 
Loading, for the maneuver grades is given below. 

In spite of tb« high intenorrelations of the maneuvers and exercises 
three factors which appeared fairly significant were isolated. Theso 
were: 

Rotated Factor 1.—This factor had highest loadings for spins, 
landings, tiafTic, and forced landings, and had the lowest loadings for 
attitude, siraigbt and level, relaxation, and turns. 

Rotated Factor 2.—This factor had the highest loadings for judg- 
ment, and forced landings. The extremely low loadings for landings 
and trafllc in this factor are worthy of note. 

Rotated Factor 3.—Although most of the grades had high loadings 
on this factor, both straight and lovel and turns had the highest load- 
ings and were nearly pure measures of this factor. This factor 
appeared to account in largo measure for the "halo efTect" which 
might be inferred from the high intercorrclations among the daily 
grade». 

TABLE 5.9.—Corrdntions of daily grades vrilh pass-fail in primary training • 
[44-; <N-i37: r.-.M) 44-K (N-rw»;,«.»)) 

M, Al. SD, r»<. M, If. SD, fm 
i-tvor- 
■(«44- 
JAK 

I. PlrnlcM tml level  3. no 
J.2I 
3.01 
3. IS 
3.3<i 
2.05 
4.14 
3.04 
3.04 
2.88 
ZU« 
2.78 

2.M 
2.42 
107 
111 
2.20 
2.03 
3. W 
2.CS 
Z7I 
1.01 
XII 
I.W 

0.M 
.47 
.02 
.01 
.0« 
.08 
.44 

M 
.64 
.«1 
.64 
.63 

0.71 
.77 
.83 
.03 
.Hi 
.74 
.3» 
.08 
.70 
.mi 
.74 
.7» 

3.45 
3.11 
2.01 
3.17 
3.21 
2.04 
4.10 
3. S3 
3.00 
2 N) 
3.01 
2.08 

zso 
Z08 
I.SS 
I.8S 
1.89 
I.G4 
104 
ZIS 
Z80 
1.73 
1.03 
1.62 

ass 
.63 
.75 
.75 
.76 
.77 
.49 
.78 
.65 
.68 
.69 
.67 

0.03 
.01 
.00 
.08 
.07 
.W 
.29 
.08 
.74 
.88 
.83 
.88 

08« 
2. Turns.  .87 
1. Plnil»   
4. Hpln«   
». U.i.llnir!«  
ft. I'omil liMidlug«  
7. Adllml«  

.07 

.07 

.04 

.8» 

.33 
B. TrMllc     , .08 
•. llclinitl.m  .70 
10  I'roKm«  .87 
II. Jiiilcivieiit  .7» 
12. Dnliy grmtl«  .89 

■ Sir (etI for di'^n Ipiluii of wa)« In which the liMtructor who gives tliodally grudes may Influence whether 
(he »tuili-iit pcwi ur fall*. 

TAIII.K 5.10.—Factor analysis of maneuver grades tn primary training 

Item 
Centroid lon.Ilnj» Rotated loodlng» ■ 

I I. HI I II III P 

1. Averupe cherk rid«  a 8i 
.83 
.90 
.01 
.80 
.87 
.00 
.32 
.87 
.74 
.03 
.00 

a is 
-.24 
-.30 

.00 

.09 

.06 

.23 
-.10 

.(» 
-.31 

.04 

.11 

0.03 
.18 
.07 
.08 

-.00 
-. 18 

.09 

.31 
-.17 

.10 

.13 

.24 

acf 
.28 
.40 
.50 
,64 
,60 
,M 
,03 
,68 
.29 
.54 
.51 

0.23 
.24 
.18 
.31 
.10 
.06 
.38 
.21 
.09 
.1« 
.31 
.46 

a 9i 
.80 
.81 
.64 
.60 
.40 
.94 
.35 
.58 
.70 
.70 
.63 

a 67 
2. finütki nn-l level , .78 
1. Turne  ^..................••.•.. .85 
4. MaNl  .89 
5. Hj>lii»  .80 
6. Ijiiidlnr»  
7. W\'l11 liuidlnge.  

.7» 

.87 
8. Alliinde  .17 
». Trsille  .81 
Id, llr'ii.illun .,  .60 
11. I'mrrr-w  .80 
12. JlldltllKlit  .87 

' CiMie: I ha« Uvti icutatlvvly 'all.' I twrcvptual Judgment, II hc.ijwork; end III motor tectinlqu«. 
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Analysis of Comments on the Daily Grade Slips 

The commonts which instructors entered on tho grade slips to 
amplify each grade C and below were also analyzed by Psychological 
Research Unit No. 2, in the hope of establishing differential criteria of 
flying ability. The purpose of the grade slip comments was to provide 
a cumulative record of a student's progress throughout tho course. 
For the guidance of the instructor a standardized list of "Suggested 
Grade-Slip Entries" was provided for all schools in Central Flying 
Training Command by the AAF 31st Flying Trauiing Wing, in charge 
of Primary pilot training. Tho entries on this list were grouped 
according to maneuver and included virtually all common deficiencies 
and mistakes. Examination of the grade-slip entries at several schools 
-ii closed that most of the grade-slip conunenls followed closely tho 
:v.>;gested list. 

Method of coding.—It was apparent that grade-slip comments could 
not be employed individually because there were too many different 
remarks employed (three to four hundred). In addition, most in- 
dividual comments were too rarely used to yield a reliable score. Since 
it seemed probable that the bulk of the comments could be accounted 
for in terms of a relatively few independent factors, tho problem be- 
came one of combining various comments into categories relatively 
homogeneous internally and independent of one another. Tho first 
step was to develop on 81-item code which partly on tho basis of asso- 
ciation with certain maneuvers and partly on an a priori basis was 
regrouped under one of the following categories: motor technique, per- 
ception, motivation, headwork or emotional difficulties. The final 
code was developed in terms of a breakdown of these items, made in 
accordance with their relation to graduation-elimination. The first 
10 categories in table 5.11 arc the ones which were formed on tho basis 
of the findings from a preliminary study. Tho results of this pre- 
liminary study are presented in tables A5.1 and A5.2 in the appendix. 

The number of comments under each code or category was divided 
by tho number of grade slips for the individual. Thus the final 
category score represented the average number of comments per grade 
slip for a given category of comments. 

No weighting was made of the comments on th«. basis of content, 
intensity, or tho letter grade which it accompanied. 

Results.—In table 5.11 are presented tho results of this later study. 
These data indicated that the category scores derived from grade slip 
comments offered possible difTerenlial criteria, tho intercorrelations 
among the comments were not as high as those among tho letter grades 
on tho grade slips. 

The category scores predicted success in Primary pilot training, 
the most promising yielding a correlation of over 0.40. There was 
considerable variation, however, in tho size of tho correlations for tho 
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three populations studied. All of these correlations are, of course, 
somewhat spuriously high since the instructor who wrote the com- 
mon is on the grade slips also made the recommendation that the poor 
students should be sent up for elimiuation check rides and usually 
discussed the students with the check pilot before and after he flow 
with them. The correlations with success in the next phase of train- 
ing, Basic, are free from this factor and are considerably lower. When 
the result of the three populations studied are combined, the highest 
correlations with success in Basic, arc in the neighborhood of 0.25. It 
will be n numbered that the average check-ride grades and the pro- 
ficiency caul ratings in Primary also were found to have about this 
same degree of relationship to success in Basic. 

Factor ana/ysis."—Intercorrclations between the grade slips cate- 
gory scores. Primary check ride, selected tests, and the pilot stanine 
for the November 1943 Aviation Cadet Classification Battery are 
given in the appendix in table Ar».3. These intercorrelations were 
subjected to a centroid factor analysis and 11 rotated factors were 
isolated. The rotated factor loadings arc given in table 5.12 below. 
The factors which they isolated were described by then* in the fol- 
lowing way: 

Rotated Factor I: The pilot stanine was included in the .matrix of 
variables because of interest in discovering the loadings of the stanine 
in any new factors which might be discovered. It was realized that, 
in general, the practice of introducing such a linearly dependent 
variable into a matrix transfonns specific a>\d error variance into 
commou variance. This results, theoretically, in the necessity of 
extracting an additional centroid for each other variable. It was 
believed, however, that it was suflicicnt for the purposes of this pre- 
liminary study to have but one factor best defined by the linearly 
dependent variable. Rotated Factor I is this factor. It emerged 
very clearly in the analysis. 

Rotated Factor II.—This is obviously a "Halo" Factor and has no 
significant loadings for any variables not derived from the instructor's 
comments. 

Rotated Factor III.—This is the Numerical Factor commonly 
found ui analyses of the Classification Battery. 

Rotated Factor IV.—This factor is the Reasoning Factor found in 
other analyses. 

Rotated Factor V.—Spatial Relations Factor. (Previously iso- 
lated.) 

Rotated Factor VI.—Verbal Factor. (Previously isolated.) 
Rotated Factor VII.—Perceptual Factor.    (Previously isolated.) 
Rotated Factor VIII.—Meclianical Experience Factor. (Previously 

isolated.) 

* This fu-tor luinl;»!) «u pcrrurinrU l<y 1.1. John I. I.acvy and Put. Ifitrold II. Slnfer. 
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Rotated Factor IX.—This factor has not boon isolated iti provioua 
analyses and has been tentatively labeled as the ^fotor Tenseness 
P'actor. It is interesting to noto that tho Kmlder Control Test 
(CM120B) has tho highest loading for any test on this factor and 
also has its own highest loading on tho factor. Also, Primary averago 
check rido has its highest loading on tho Motor Tenseness Factor. 
The factor is best defined by the comments in tho categories of 
"Motor Technique" und "Rough, Abrupt, or Tense Use of Controls." 

TABLE 5.12.—Rotated factor loadinga of grade »Up eommenU 

(Based on intcrcorrclations presented in tablo A5.3) 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI *  < 

I. Motor trrhnlquc-frsdi 
nnrt cllms  03 

-01 
57 
48 

01 
01 

09 
-03 

13 
-03 

01 
on 

-04 
-01 

13 
01 

45 
09 

-04 
-04 

-II 
-14 

59 
2. Motor trclinl'nic-cra<l«. 27 
3. Motor tethnlniit-cllms. -01 63 13 03 01 14 09 14 39 05 -04 56 
4. ronvpllon-urwls   IM 

cllms.   -14 63 -10 05 07 05 -04 TO 00 07 17 39 
8. Pcrrrptlon-cllms  -02 40 19 10 -0.1 -10 13 16 17 33 -07 40 
». Motlvntlon-^llms  12 2,1 00 -04 00 -05 00 IS 17 ei -05 62 
7. Ilimtwork-crails    and 

films  -04 
07 

S3 
&8 

-10 
05 

06 
23 

29 
19 

30 
-04 

-06 
-04 

04 
IS 

31 
26 

-05 
26 

07 
16 

63 
8. nrailwork-cllms  63 
0. Emotional ilinicultlcs- 

tllms  00 33 03 00 16 01 00 19 03 64 11 49 
10. Rouch,   «brupt,   or 

tense rontrols  01 38 -05 03 08 06 03 OS 45 IS 00 4« 
11. Elementary   check- 

ride  10 12 -08 18 18 05 03 09 43 34 00 41 
12.  Dlnprppl.lral   data- 

navlcotor  -07 -00 23 -11 -13 30 13 09 14 03 16 21 
13. niocraphlcal  data- 

pilot  23 
04 

-03 
-03 

-07 
-05 

-13 
03 

-13 
35 

07 
13 

14 30 
03 

to 
II 

08 
-05 

H 
05 

30 
14. Spatial orientation I.. 61 
IS. Spatial orientation II 10 -01 08 31 27 II 65 14 -01 -03 -07 47 
10. IteadlnK   compreben- 

slon  00 -OS 30 35 21 61 -03 01 00 -01 01 60 
17. Dial and tabl« read- 

Inr  00 
-11 

05 
-11 

44 
09 

11 
-08 

40 
37 

30 
-08 

31 
-04 

-IS 
TO 

04 
05 

-03 
-09 

II 
00 

6S 
18. Flniser dexterity  34 
10. Two-band   coordina- 

tion  00 -03 -06 13 56 -15 -10 49 -03 06 -10 56 
20. Discrimination   rrac- 

tlcn tlni*     OS 
TO 

-00 
-03 

15 
16 

II 
-01 

47 
57 

06 
-04 

14 
03 

-01 
31 

13 
II 

13 
-09 

17 
16 

IS 
21. Complei coordination 40 
22. Medianlrnl prln( Iples 04 -04 00 46 25 25 10 41 13 03 -04 64 
23. Instrumrat   comprc- 

henslnn 11  17 
27 

04 
-02 

16 
00 

03 
37 

48 
13 

36 
IS 

31 
-01 

00 
27 

17 
13 

00 
13 

-10 
-16 

4t 
24. Omrral Informnilon... M 
2A. lludder control  10 -01 01 18 13 -15 ot 09 3S -09 04 19 
2fl. Hotnry purult  02 05 -05 -14 40 01 -05 39 06 -00 -II 37 
27. Mattiematles D  03 00 43 43 12 39 08 00 06 00 -01 68 
28. I'ilot stanine......  03 -03 05 13 68 17 33 63 10 -01 14 1.14 

Rotated Factor X.—This is another new factor and is best defined 
by its high loadings for tho Motivation and Emotional DißcuUiea 
categories. It should bo noted that Primary, averago cheek ride has 
it3 second highest loading on this factor while none of the Classifica- 
tion Tests have any appreciable loadings on it. 

Rotated Factor XL—Residual Factor. 
As can be seen from these results, tho use of the category scores in 

a factor analysis appears to yield a possibility of new insights into 
the nature of both tho over-all pilot criterion and the Classifiration 
Tests themselves.   Apparently, two sizable independent components 
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of Priimiry pilot profiolcncy have been isolated in Rotated Fnctore IX 
and X. Classificntion Tests have very low loadings on these factors, 
so these fnetors may be regarded os promising orcas for new test 
development. Since proper combinations of the category variables 
in table 5.19 would apparently yield relatively homogeneous measures 
of the Molor Tenseness and Motivation Factors, these combinations 
of the caiegotj variables should be used as the criteria ngainst which 
to validate and refine experimental tests designed to measure the two 
new factors. 

PILOT RATING SCALE, FORM C 

The Pilot Rating Scale wns developed originally in the OflTico of 
the Air Surgeon, Hq. Army Air Forces, to provide specific criteria of 
different aspects of pilot performance for use in validating classifica- 
tion tests. The items for the scale were selected after an analysis of 
the faculty board proceedings for 1,000 cadets who failed Primary 
pilot training. The scale passed through two revisions, and a largo 
Dumber of students were rated on it. 

Corrclotion with stanines and Primary pass-fail.—Table 5.13 presents 
the intercorrelations between instructors' ratings made after 8-10 
hours of training, pilot stanines, and graduation-elimination.1' 

TABI.K £.13.—Correlation of ratings on pilot rating tcale {Form C) with pilot »tanins 
and mlh primary pass-fail 

|Kof WO Cn.!rls WUhoiit Provlou» Fblnp K^rcHfnfe In Cliws 43-C, KFTC) 

1 3 

0.28 

3 

0.81 
.33 

.\f SD M, M. 

1,  Unllnpi   82 OT 
im 

(P,-.73) 

17. «I 
1.7« 

89.47 
8.73 

65 27 
2. Stmilni»   a:» 4.73 
3. raivfnll    ...                          

It can bo seen from these data that ratings given by instructors 
after 8-10 hours of training were more closely related to graduation- 
elimination in primary than were pilot stanino scores. However, 
consideration should be given the fact that for about half the elimmocs 
the ratings were made at the time of their elimination, and that in all 
coses the rating» were made by the same instructors who were influ- 
ential in deciding whether or not a student should bo graduated or 
eliminated. 

It is nlso evident that the stanines appeared to bo somewhat more 
closely related to graduation than they were to instructors' ratings. 

Prtdiction of performance in basic.—In another study by the 
Psychological Section, Office of the Surgeon, Ilq., AAF Training Com- 
mand, ratings made in primary training were correlated with those in 
basic for 435 students in class 43-D.   The scores used for this cor- 
■ Th( v> ditta »rrc imbllMicd by Ilq. AFTAS on the basis of material »ubralttctl by Psyrhologlcal Re- 

•Mrch lull No. I. 
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irluüon were the sum of all items on the Pilot Rating Scale (Form C). 
The results arc presented ia table 5.14. 

TADI.E 5.14.— Corrchitions of ratings on pilot rating scale (Form C) at primary u-ilK 
pilot stanine and with ratings at basic 

First prlrrmry rittlnci  
tVitmil primnry rntlnc*  
Pilot Mi.nine   
Klual bv-ic riillr\(! (nil rases)'  
Kin.'il biSicrutiriK (unly rast'ü w Ith rinnl priinwy rutlnic). 

[      N M SD     \ 

\          415 
1          .11*1 

4M 
S           4M 

M 

»1 Ä2 
UiV3ü 

(1 IM 
Kl  M 
H.H. 47 

14. W) 
t.»7 

21   HI 
31 M 

Com-lil loo 
with tlw 
bi-u- rat- 

0 ?J 

1 Sum of all Items on .icitlmilmitiistcrril at 8-10 hours of trnlnlmi. 
' Sum of all Items nn sailo ailmitiMereit at ern<luatloii or rllmlnatUia. 

Like all of the other correlations between different phases of train- 
ing, the coedicients are low. Ratings made at the 8-10 hour level 
and at graduation or elimination from Primary correlated 0.25 and 
0.33 respectively with those made at graduation or elimination from 
Basic. 

For purposes of comparison, the correlation of the pilot stanine with 
the ratings in Basic is included in table 5.14. It can be seen that tho 
stnnines, which were based upon aptitude tests administered prior to 
entrance into preflight training gave ns accurate a prediction of flying 
proficiency in Basic as did instructors' ratings based on tho whole 
course oj Primary flying training. 

DIJfercntial criterion.—If correlations of tests with measures of 
specific types of pilot performance were available, it might bo possibld 
to identify independent aspects of flying performance and develop im- 
proved mcthotis of predicting each of them. Psychologieal Research 
Ijnit No. 2 investigated the possibility of using the Pilot Rating Scale 
in this manner. 

Intcrcorrelations of the items in Form A of the Pilot Rating Scale 
were computed on 3G9 students in class 42-K who were rated between 
the eighth and tenth hours of Primary training. These intercorrcla- 
tions are presented in table A5.4 of the appendix. They were high. 
It was not possible to determine how much of these high intercorrela- 
tions was due to "halo efTect" and how much was tho result of truo 
association between tho variables. 

On tho basis of an inspection of the inteicorrelations, the items wero 
arranged into clusters, shown with their intercorrelations in table 5.15. 

In general the intercorrelation among clusters of items is fairly high 
being somewhat lower with items in Cluster VI (Attitude). 

In table 5.16 are presented tho correlations of the Pilot Rating 
Scale (form C) with Primary pass fail. From this table it is apparen«* 
that all the items on the rating scale show a aubstantlal correlation 
with pass fail in Primary school.   This is not surprising since tho in- 
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structor who mndc the ratings also played an important role in do- 
tcrinining whctljcr the student passed or failed and since a number of 
the ratings were made after the instructor knew that his student had 
been eliminated. It may be noted that the averngo correlations of 
items in Cluster I (Hendwork), and II (Perception) arc greater than 
those of the other clusters. Cluster VI (Attitude) showed the lowest 
predictive efheiency. 

Conclusions.—Ratings made in Primary flying training did not pre- 
dict Bubscquent success in Basic any better than did stanincs based on 
aptitude tests given before the student entered preflight training. 
Ratings on the individual items showed high intercorrelations, in- 
dicative of considerable "halo effect" and these characteiistics made 
this scale of little use as a source of differential criteria. On the basis 
of these facts it was decided to discontinue work on the Pilot Rating 
Scale. 

TAHI.K 5.15.— Average intcrcorrelation among clusUrs of Hem» on pilot rating scale 
(form A) 

|n«vd on 3C9 itudmtf In rlfiM 42-K rntrd brtwrrn the 8th and 10th hours of prfinar; trelnlnf) 

I II III IV V VI 

riiiMrr I (II«idwork)l  007 
.63 
.64 
.59 
.ro 
.40 

0.63 
.76 
.53 
.M 

M 
.40 

CM 
.52 

0) 
.47 
.51 
.30 

0.69 
.«6 
.47 
.78 
.50 
.39 

0.60 
.55 
.51 
.50 
.73 
.48 

a »9 
C'luvwr II (rrrcv|illon).  .40 
Ciii-trr III (Orli nlnll'in)  .39 
C'luMor IV (Coordlnntlon)  .39 
riii'ti-r V (Kninilon)    .48 
ClusUT VI (Attlttidr)  .61 

• Tlif nrxl tublc. .Mil, plvrn the IM of Hew» Inrlndrd In enrh rtustcr and Anprndli tnbl* AÄ.4 SlvM th« 
C(itnj'l> IP nmtrii oj IntrrcurrrlntkiiM from which tho »uliln OIUSUT (e. g , I a. I) and bctwccnclustcr (o. g. 
I*. II) avrriKcs were cunpuu-d. 

i Slncv Ikm " " only UIIO MM In thU clustrr, no within clu'tor correlation could be computed. 

INVKSTIGATION OF PILOT TRANSITION TRAINING RECORD 

Tho Pilot Project w investigated tho Transition Training Record 
which was available in four-engine schools, for possible use as a source 
of proficieney data to employ in selecting lead-crew pilots, as a cri- 
terion against which to evaluate classification tests, and as n guide in 
the construction of objective measures of flying skill. The pilot Transi- 
tion Training Record was made up of nine major divisions designed to 
include all phases of transition training: day transition, night transi- 
tion, instrument flying, formation flying, altitude flying, day naviga- 
tioi night navigation, additional flying instruction, and ground 
instruction. Each major section was subdivided into items as illus- 
trated below: 

Formation Flying: 
a. Assembly from single plane take-off. 
b. Rein live position in 3-plano V. 

Straight and level. 
Turns—10°, 20°, and 30° bank. 

• Most u( ihl« work was doM by Pgt. John R. Rehn. 
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: 

c.  Rolntivc position in 3-plnno echelon. 
Straight and level. 
Turn-away from echelon. 

(1. Landing 
Assuming proper spacing from 3-plane. 

V and echelon. 
In all there were 102 such items.    On each item the students were 

rated by their instructors on a three-category scale: "good," "fair," 
and "poor."    For the purposes of this study only the 82 items were 
used which were rated on at least 90 percent of tho transition records. 

In order to have a criterion against which to evaluate the transition 
record, the supervisory personnel in each squadron of the school were 
asked to divide their students into tho best quarter, tho second best 
quarter, the third best quarter, and the poorest quarter.    Ratings by 
the supervisory personnel wcro based on an analysis of tho daily grado 
slips and conferences with the instructors. 

TABLE 5.16.—Correlation of items on pilot rating $cale form C tritk pritnary past- 
fail ' 

Class 44-A N,=<487 P,«.71 
Class 44-ü N.öÖOO P,=.76 

Key 
Class 44-A n—iii 

M, Ar, S.D., MH M, Af. SD, 'Ma r.« 

1   Ju-lprnr-nt (I)«  4 34 
4.23 
4 4« 
4 4n 
4 19 
4  IS 
4 2H 
4. 19 
4 3S 
4.17 
4.2S 

4 31 
4,:H 
4 l« 

4 31 
4.y, 

4.54 

4M 
4 si 
5 IS 
4. SO 

2.97 tu 
3.00 
3.21 
2.79 
2.02 
2.8« 
2.91 
3 4« 
2. 92 
3.12 

3 11 
IM 
3.(>S 

2.2S 
3 3« 

3.35 

3 8? 
3 M 
4 41 .'. n 

1.17 
i.M 
1.24 
1.13 
1.19 
I.I« 
IIS 
1.19 
I.0S 
1.17 
1 09 

1.07 
1.14 
1. IS 

1.23 
1.22 

1. 17 

Ml 
III 
1. 10 
i.:o 

0 TO 
.f.!) 
.«i 
M 
.71 
.«4 
.71 
.C5 
.50 
.r.s 
M 

.rr 

.70 

.67 

.73 

.59 

M 

.5'. 

.KS 

.41 

.;« 

4 15 
4.M 
4 § 
4 40 
4 II 
4.07 
4.15 
4.01 
4. ••'5 
4 M 
4 10 

4 1« 
4  12 
3 »1 

4 09 
4 37 

4.41 

4.« 
4 71 
ft OS 
IM 

2.07 
2.01 
3.0J 
3.47 
2. «7 
2.99 
2. W 
2.W 
SIS 
2.W 
3.18 

3 3« 
3.07 
3.14 

2.8'« 
2.37 

3 41 

3 M 
UM 
4 no 
3 07 

i 03 
1 (M 
1.17 
1ft) 
1 00 
I.0S 
1.12 
1  10 
I.C7 
I.0H 
1.00 

0 01 
1.1(1 
1.00 

Ml 
1.13 

1.09 

1.03 
1.01 
I.U0 
1.11 

0.«7 
.es 
.«4 
.52 
.Al 
.fil 
.r,i 
.50 
.so 
.57 
.54 

.50 
.«1 
.45 

.A4 

.52 

.54 

.45 

.47 

.41 

.C* 

a« 
.«4 
.A« 
.59 
,|| 
.«2 
.A« 
.AÜ 
.A) 
.«1 
.58 

.S9 

.en 

.51 

.«9 

.5« 

.57 

.'O 

.51 
.41 
.72 

2. Kofcsl.'lit mi 1 |ilimntng (1)  
3. Voniory G)  
4   f'o'liiirol.rii.'lon (1)  
8. Vl.^ialliiMim o'ooiirrp (I) 
«. KsUtiu'lon of .■n<r<l ami illstanco (1). 
7. •'■Vn'T of siistrnlu'Inn (11)  
«. DKWomjfuttrnllun (I)   
9. Orli'iitnil.n(UI)    
10. ?\VP'\ of ilnMnn M\<i nvicllon ill., 
11. CooMlimtl'ti (IV)  
11 Al'proirialtucss of rontrob urvJ 

(IV)          
1.1. KiilofcoMtroli (M)     
M. Smooldiicis of o mrol inovririfiit   . 
IS. tivtrim In •.'ouIoi'liiR trcliiiinur 

C)      
Irt. Al;;'nicof Irusrii«"« (V)    
17. AlwiHf <.f c-iifii.'ldn aii'l nrrvoiis- 

nr^s (V)       
IS. At.'«mo of fear i»n<t (ipptrliciuslon 

(V)     
19. PIII'.-IMP Irmf'TSmrnt (VM   
CO. v(.'lviilloiiiiii.| utlitililc (VI)  
21. rroliahlr 5U«f sa  21 

' Flii'lcnls wcrp rntM on ^r I'llol Ttallne Prat.' IwfWi tlio fourth an'l Iwi-nti.'lh hoiin of rrlimr y trtln« 
Ine.   "VVe rallnr« aii'l p^-fall Wwtt not In !■ j« ii>li nt iwtPtWM .«in«!' tlio ■■tnctan who Mit* (•■>■' fallnv« 
•ÜO ptiyo<l nn liii|xirlant roK' In ihtrrniliilii>' whrthrraf not tin» MWifMt m P;L r»l or f:illi-<l; fiirthirmor», 
a nninU'r of tlir rntlnt.« wire iiia>le afi. r thf in innu.r knew ihnt lib slu>li-at hwl br«-n clUulnat««!. 

' Key lorluMrr In »lilch ra<li Itrm wm IndiifleJ; 
I"ll. .i hv.,rk IV-Cuoritlnadon 

Il-l'irroptlon V-Kmoilon 
Ill-OrLntatlnn VI-Anltu.le 

• r,"Averasc corrdutloos for both Mmpl«« cbtalnc<1 tbroueh Klshcr's t transformatlon tcchnl'iu«, 

A total score for the transition record was secured by assigning a 
weight of plus 1 to a rating of "good," zero to "fair," and minus 1 to 
"poor."   Tho weights on all items wcro algebraically summed.   For 
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I'.i? stiidi'Mts in classes 44-E and F the correlation between this total 
score of the Transition Record and the squadron rankings was only 
0.31.30 It was not possible for both of these measures to bt good, 
since the correlation between them was low. 

On the assumption that the better of these measures would bo more 
likely to correlate with other factors, the relationship between each of 
them and the unauRinented pilot stanino was determined. For 181 
students the correlation between the transition records and the sta- 
nine was only 0.01. For 177 students the correlation between squad- 
ron raiikiiiK and pilot stanine was 0.21. The diffcrenco between theso 
correlations is .significant at the 2-percent level.31 On the assumption 
that more reliable and valid measures of proficiency will have higher 
correlations with other variables, one may conclude that the squadron 
rankings ore better than the Transition training records. 

Finally, tuo item analyses were inauo of the Transition fmining 
records. The first of these was on the basis of the upper and lower 27 
percent of the Transition records rank-ordered by composite score and 
the second was on the basis of the highest ond lowest quarters separated 
according to the ratings of the supervisory personnel. Discrimina- 
tory difTcrences between the items were similar for both analyses and 
the grouping of the items clearly showed that there was so much 
"halo efTcct" that an item analysis could not be of much value. Fur- 
thermore, the grade of "poor" occurred so rarely that the rating was 
in effect reduced to the dichotomy of "good" and "fair." A total 
store was obtained by rcscoring the Transition records on the basis of 
the twenty most discriminating items from the analysis against 
supervisors' rankings, but the correlation between this refined score 
and the pilot stanine was only 0.07 which is not reliably different from 
the results obtained by using the original score. 

On the basis of these results it was decided that the Pilot Transition 
Training Record was not a useful measure of proficiency. 

SUMMARY 

In general, the correlations among subjective grades for different 
aspects of flying were high indicating the probable presence of a strong 
halo effect. These high correlations limited the possibility of using 
the various grades difTerentially, either in selecting students for difTcr- 
cnt types of specialized training or as specific criteria for tho separate 
validation for the difTerent types of aptitude tests. Tho intcrcorrela- 
tions among scores derived from instructors' comments on student 
errors were considerably lower so that it seemed that there would be 

* All (oiri-liillun« Involvlnc Iti* niffTrlton' divHon of the rh«i Into nuartrn were correct««! for brood 
ratrforlr« lot » rrrUnruhr ilMrlt'iillun by lulle No. 33. p. 308 of Telrrs »nd Van Voorlil», SlaMkat 
Prof/Jurti «nj Ihrlr Mo/AtnMfkaf lliif$. 

>' fompiili"«! by Ihr forniuln for It»' «IKTrrrnoe brtvero com-lnllonJ from the Mine or fonrlatrd popul*> 
lion«, K. K. I.l'i IniM, SlutiUkal Anolilit In h.ducalional Ptttarck, p. 31$, 
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some possibility of getting more specific monsurcs of dUFerout ftspecta 
of Hying perfonnimvo by dovoloping a cbock-list of common errors. 
Tlusyvfts supported by tbo fact that factor analyses of scores derived 
from the comments isolated several independent factors. Some of 
these were predicted by the present battery of classification tests and 
others were not predicted, therefore suggesting areas in Nvhich new 
tests should bo developed. 

Within the same school, successive grades by instructors and check 
riders were not made independently; tbo rater almost always took 
previous grades into account before arriving at a final decision. 
Thus the correlations between such grades were spuriously high. 
When grades given at one school were compared with thoso at tho 
next more advanced school, the evaluations were relatively independ- 
ent. Under these conditions tho correlations were low, in the range 
of 0.20 to 0.35. In fact, grndes based upon the whole course of 
Primary flying instruction did not predict grades at the Basic level 
any better than did aptitude tests administered before the student 
entered prellight training. The unreliability of the subjective (lying 
grades probably was one of the factors causing the correlations between 
grades at diderent levels of training 10 be so low,, \ It is also possible 
that students who were slow to catch on at first did better in later 
stages of training; that a diderent level of training demanded different 
abilities from tho students; or that some students changed their 
motivation or attitude. Whatever the reason for these low correla- 
tions, the fact that the grades at one level of training did not predict 
those at the next level is of considerable practical importance in that 
it suggests that a number of students eliminated in Primary might 
have received satisfactory grades if they had been allowed to proceed 
to Basic. 
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CHAPTER SIX. 

Objective Measures of Flying 
Skill for the Primary Level 
of Pilot Training 

Capt. Richard P. Youtz" 

INTRODUCTION 

Importance of Research at the Primary Level 

Primary school was a crucial phase of pilot training. In Primary 
most students received their first flying instruction, became familiar 
with the fundamental maneuvers of flight, and exhibited their aptitudo 
or lack of it. Of elimination for lack of flying proficiency in Primary, 
Basic, and Advanced schools, considerably more than half occurred 
at the Primary level. Definite objective standards were particularly 
desirable in Primary to select those students whoso skill warranted 
further training and to eliminate early thoso students who would not 
be able to meet the high proficiency requirements of combat flying. 
For these reason? the Primary phase was chosen for intensive inves- 
tigation. 

The Primary School Curriculum 

The maneuvers it was possible to measure in Primary schools wero 
fairly well defined by the curriculum and customary practices of the 
schools. Because these measures of flying skill wero designed for uso 
with the regular Primary curriculum, it was decided to confine tho 
measures devised to those maneuvers regularly taught at Primary 
school. If measures hod been tried out on maneuvers which were not 
taught at Primary schools, the data would not hove been applicable 
to any later student population which was routinely taught these 
maneuvers. In the first experimental investigation of measures of 
flying skill at o Primary school, one maneuver was measured which tho 

••Of the icvon MUJIM cuniplctcU on oblrrilv« tnciuur« nl the Prltnury Jcv«l fur «Mch Hie willrr «U 
n*pon*iblr, Ihr fullu»tii( pcopl* |"utl. linii-l In the iliwuilng and nftutlon ol Hi« OcM lrl|>v Pst. M. ?. 
ConTM-ry In »II »even; M. J. F. Kwnnmn In etu<llc» 1.11, an«! HI; Fgt. 1. U. Itohr» In Stii.ljr V; h'gl. J. J. 
Wn. it. rnnuin In Ru<ly VI; and B/Pfl. W, W, iMiiarl In Study VII. I.I. R. K. NMMAH MPÄM th» 
lert admtiiLotnllon In Study VI and had rharse of the flild trip» In Studlrt IV and V. 

ThenlMUtloU workon theMitudlcswasdonehy Lt, I. K. Kamman. Fjrt. I. n. Rebn, and Fjt. J. i. 
Watltirinaiin umlir fie MMMI »in-crvbl-jn of Lt. i. K. Ileinililll and T/.-'nt. W. 0. MMheny. ti/v'il. 
<'. P. Oershei>M-n rapcrvliwd the statUdcd analysli ol the <inin In Study VII. the Prlirvy Kdlon of «hUfc 
lnvolve<l I,II»I<^>«. Valuable as.'1'tanceandadvle«»erefMrlrcd from Prof. Pliltli|i I. Itulyn. Actlni Ufaa 
of the Graduate School of Kducatton, Harvard tnlvtnliy. 
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students had not previously practiced. It was found that large prac- 
tice cflTccts wore present which radically changed the discriminating 
power of the measures from the first to the second administration. 
The decision to avoid maneuvers not regularly taught did not exclude 
the use of new and ingenious methods of measuring manuo/crs that 
students had already precticed, nor did it prevent the tester from 
measuring parts of maneuvers separate from the wholo maneuver; it 
did menn that a careful examination of tho curriculum and practices 
of Prinmry schools was necessary in 'a Hng up measures of flying 
ability for administration at this lev '. 

While tho curriculum vauod slightly from school to school, the 
fundamental elements remained tho same. Table 6.1 was made up 
after examination of tho curricula of thrco Primary schools and shows 
the maneuvers introduced during each successivo week of training 
together with the number of hours completed by the end of each week. 
Tho name of tho maneuver is followed by a footnote reference when 
personnel of the Pilot Project devised, tried out, and used or discarded 
one or more measures for that particular mnneuver. It will be noticed 
that almost all of the maneuvers before solo were measured.   This was 

TABLE 6.1.—New maneuver» inlrodueed during each week of primary training 

Week 
No. 

Fljrlm 
bounalrad 

olwcek 
N«w mancuTen Introduced during week 

t 
• A 10 

4 

8 

14 

72 
M 
3U I 
87 ■ 

Strnkht and level,1 use of trim tabs,* prnllo land mpdlum ■ turns, effect of torqut^i 
cllmb.i,1 climbing turns,1 glides,1 gliding turns,) tailing, teclangular courses," 
8 lur.iv" 

Cnonllnitllnn etercLvs ' »talK' spins '«nd »olr recovery,' forcH landlntr,) takfr^fh,' 
Inndiiu;*,1 wheel ImdlnRS, cab ■ and ^llp ■ on (Irul appruuch, crosswlnd tandlnn,* 
strep turn«,! Iradle pattern,' recovery from bouncy landlnga,* recovery from 
tnoru lundinüS,1 «Irlfl-corroctlon ' 

Pi ills anil spins from unusual positions, control-timing eicrcls« (supervised solo 
tnkes most of time during this week). 

On* amirury ai>proach,1 elementary 8's, rudder-eierclsc stalls,' chandollct. 
IHU* slclo at>|>roach. 
Loons,' pylon »'s, lf\ty-8's, MO* overhead appro*ch. 
Ilulf-rolls, Mnp-rolls, slow-rolls, power-on approarltoe with maximum pertomunot 

|io« IT ►■llcle. 
Iminelinunn turns.' half roll with roll-out I 
Ilovlow of all previous maoeuvws. 

i Maneuvers or   Llch one or more objective measures have been devised, tried out, and used or .iiscsrded. 

Fioune 8.1.—Percent of elimination» occurring at »uece»»ive five-hour  interval» 
during training in primary »choot»l 

Hour level Percent of 
ellmlDiTi Hoar level Percent of 

cllmlnces 

1-Ö .                 0 
10 
31 
11 
7 
7 

7.5 

38-40  7.5 
6-10  41-45  5.5 
11-lft  40-50  5 
l(V-20  51-55  2.5 
21-25  58-60  3 
20-30.. 61-65  2.5 
31-35  

I Number of sludcnlsellmlnsud-w:; Classes iS B, C, A D, AAP Central Flying Training Command. 
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true because later maneuvers tend to be made up of combinations of 
curlier, more fundamental mnncuvcrs. Work was concentrated in the 
early part of Primary training because most of tho eliminations 
occurred during that time. 

Hours to Elinuiiation in Primary School 

Tho number of hours of flying training at which most eliminations 
occur is important in tho development of a check-rido for uso in 
Primary schools. If objective measures of flying skill are to bo useful 
in standardising the elimination of students, tho measures used must 
be applicable at tho stago of training at which tho greatest number of 
eliminations occur. Only then can objectivo measures bo used to sot 
standards of elimination. In validating objectivo measures against 
tho graduation-elimination criterion, it is of course also desirable to 
administer tho measures before tho bulk of the eliminations occur in 
order to avoid restriction of range. Figure 6.1 shows tho percent 
of eliminations occurring at successive S-hour intervals during training 
in Primary schools in tho Central Flying Training Command in 
classes 45-B, 45-C, and 4o-D, combined. Thero were 855 students 
eliminated and tho figures shown are perccnts of these 855 elimi- 
nations. 

From figure 6.1 it can bo seen that 41 percent of tho diminutions 
occurred before the fifteenth hour and 66 percent of tho oliminatioas 
occurred by the thirtieth hour. It was desirable, tbereforo, to test 
the students as curly as possible, but not so early that they had 
not had an opportunity to practice a representativo sample of tho 
basic maneuvers taught in Primary school. Tablo 6.1, showing the 
week and hour of introduction of new maneuvers, indicates that most 
of tbo fundamental maneuvers have been introduced before tho four- 
U ^nth hour. An attempt was made to concentrate most of the work 
at a period which was late enough so that tho students wonld have 
practiced enough maneuvers to nfTord a representativo sample of tho 
fundamental elements of flying skill, and early enough in order to 
include as many potemial climinces as possible. These considerations 
placed the ideal time for research at approximately tho 8-12 hour 
level, when the students were just beginning to solo. 

STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVE MEASURES 

In this new field of objectivo measurement of flying skill, a number 
of steps were necessary to develop relevant and meaningful measures. 
Throughout tho development of each measure this Project benefited 
by the advice and cooperation of the members of tho Primary Training 
Advisory Board. This organization was attached to tho AAF Central 
Instructors School (Pilot) and had responsibility for tho sapcrvision 
of tho Standardization Boards of Eastern, Western, and Central 
Flying Training Commands.   Its members also made recommonda« 
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lions for tho chnjigos in tho Piiraary school curricilum and wore 
responsible for tho contents of tho Primary Flying Manuals used by 
stndenU and instnictors.** 

In attempting to devise ohjectivo measures applicable to this now 
area of flying skill, tho proccduro was first to choose for analysis an 
hnportunl aspect of flying skill in conference with tho Primary Train- 
ing Adviso'y Board, then to prepare preliminary record forms for 
these nuusures and to try them out in flight. In practice th;3 meant 
that pilots from tho Primary Board and personnel from this Project 
altcrtmtcly performed maneuvers and recorded measures of these 
mmilYWl in an attempt to achieve tho most efTectivo fonn of rooas- 
urement. 

After these preliminary trials, tho items were taken when possible 
to a nearby Primary school and a few students tested with tho meas- 
ures to make suro that tho administrative instructions were clear and 
tho measures really flyable by students at that level. The meas- 
ures were then tried out on approximately 90 students who wore divid- 
ed into criterion groups for a first rough determination of validity and 
with a retcst administration for determining reliability. After each 
measure was tried out, it was frequently necessary to make further 
changes as a result of tho experience gained. Many measures were 
eliminated in tho preliminary trial stage and in conference with the 
Primary Board because objective measurement of a particular aspec^ 
of a maneuver was not possible. This was due to tho fact that 
necessary special recording equipment was not available in the 
primary trainer, or because tho particular measure was too 
susceptible to tho efTects of difTerenccs between planes or changes in 
flying conditions. The stages in tho development of a typical measure 
are illustrated below. 

Example of Stages in the Development of a Typical Measure 

In tho initial analysis of the critical aspects of flying skill, it was 
decided in cooperation with the Primary Board that, in most maneu- 
vers, maintaining a constant altitude is an important aspect of flying 
skill. All Primary trainers were equipped with a sensitive altimeter. 
Furthermore, maintaining a constant altitude was not greatly affected 
by turbulence, and plane and engine differences entered into this 
factor hardly at all. Of tho many maneuvers in which altitude 
control can be measured, tho 300° stoop turn seemed likely to provide 
a distribution of abilities, since it is more difficult to maintain a 
constant altitude when tho plane is banked steeply in a turn than in 
level flight. 

In order to crystallize tho discussion on essential flying skills, forms 

■ The membm oT th« Prlnwry Datrd who worked wllh this Project u* Major* Cbestw Drown, Chatr> 
men, John K. Dowen, Harry H. Culler, and V. C. Dcnton, and Captain» Karl D. Caton, and Philip B. 
Lockwoed. 
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were made for each of the measures, showing tho ability to bo meas- 
ured, tho task to bo performed, tho measure to be recorded, tho con- 
ditions under which the maneuver was to bo performed, and a brief 
statement of procedures. The following form is for altitude control 
in .a 300° steep turn. 

FORM 1 

ABILITT:     " To maintain a given altitudo in a Btccp 300* turn. 
TASIC: TO execute a steep 300° turn. 
MEASURE: Amount of altitude gnincd or lost. Time in seconds to complct« 

turn (as a measure of rate of turn and therefore of bank; a control 
condition to insure that the student hanks as steeply as his power 
setting will allow). 

CONDITIONS: Cruising throttle (r. p. m. 2100 in tho Fairchild Primary Trainer, 
PT-19) throughout turn.    A'litude, 3,000 feet. 

PROCEDURE: Tho administrator takes tho plane up to 3,000 feet and turns it over 
to tho student, instructing him to execute a steep 3C0* turn 
leaving the throttle at cruising. Ho records tho amount of 
altitudo gained or lost and the time In seconds from tho beginning 
of roll-in to the end of roll-out. 

It will be noted that in tho Conditions the throttle setting is "cruis- 
ing," which would give an r. p. m. of 2100 in tho cruising attitudes. 
Under Measures, altitudo is measured but also tho Time in seconds to 
complete the turn. Since tho Primary trainer has no artificial horizon 
by which bank can bo measured and has no rate-of-turn indicator, 
it was necessary to get some such means to force tho student to bank 
the plane up sharply. It was not practicable to measure tho angle 
of bank in terms of reference points on tho plane, since tho piano in 
use at that time was tho PT-19 (Fairchild), a low-wing monoplane 
with no very good reference points for exactly determining tho angle 
of bank. Tho student's task, then, was to complete the turn as rapidly 
as possible and to maintain altitude throughout tho turn. This was 
difficult because if the student tried to turn too quickly, his bank 
would be so great that the amount of power available would not allow 
him to maintain altitude. Nevertheless, he had to bank tho piano as 
sharply as possible in order to turn rapidly. 

This is a good example of MM problerr met in developing objective 
measures of flying skill. It is frequently necessary to measure 
several aspects of a maneuver in order to be suro that various condi- 
tions of a maneuver are fulfilled without which the measurement of the 
critical aspect is meaningless. Without some measure of rate of turn 
or bank, the student would in the extreme caso be able to use a gentle 
or medium bank and hold his altitude much more easily. This would 
reduce tho distribution of scores on tho measure and possibly mako it 
worthless. 

During preliminary flight testing it was found that cruising throttle 
did not allow a steep enough bank, so tho condition of fuU-opon 
throttle was added as shown in form 2. 
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FOKM 2 
LEVEL TURN« (360*) 

Tim« 
Altltud« 

Overall 

etirtlni Hlfh«t Lo»Mt 
•va.'umtloa > 

Al cruising rpm 
Uft  aec.  ft.  ft.  ft. 4-3-3-1 
Right  «cc.  ft.  ft.  ft. 4-3-2-1 

Al J ll-optn throtlU 
Left  MC.  ft.  ft.  ft. 4-3-2-1 
Right  S€C.  ft.  ft.  ft. 4-3-2-1 

< rcrfurmiMioo gra'lcO on 4-polnt icole, 4 belag high. 

An: lysis 
of 

Erron.. 

IT» this second form of the mensu-c, it will bo noted that an over-all 
cvahmtion has been added as well as the full-open throttle condition. 
Space is also provided for a description of the errors not objectively 
measured. This was done so that if the subjective over-all evaluation 
did not agree with the objective measures used, new objective measures 
could be added or new conditions devised to secure a better total 
measure of the skills involved in the maneuver. 

After this form of the measure had been tried out on several students 
it was found that two kinds of errors were made which, would lower the 
subjective evaluation of the steep turn but which were not being 
measured objectively. One was the tendency of the student to keep 
his head in the cockpit staring at the altimeter with only occasional 
glances outside the plane to see where bo was going and to look out 
for other planes. This was considered a serious error in a student 
because every student was told by his instructors to "keep his head 
on a swivel" and maintain a sharp look-out for other planes. The 
other unmeasured error was lack of coordination in the turn causing 
the plane to slip or skid. Since most of the planes did not have ball- 
batik indicators in them, and since calibrated marks would have to be 
made on the ball-bank indicator in order to measure objectively the 
entire slip and skid range, the possibility of obtaining ball-bank 
indicators for special installation and use was investigated. In order 
to measure the degree to which the student looked around in the turn 
an item was added, Looks around 60% ojthe timi, Yes No . 
This was not an objective measure but seemed to bo a necessary con- 
dition of measurement of the steep turn. 

One other change was found necessary. Since Time to compUte th* 
turn was being measured and might turn out to be valid and useful. 
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cither olono or in combination with nltitmlc, it waa nocossary to con- 
trol conditions for this tbno mcasurcmont. It was found Unit somo 
students followed their instructor's teaching and rolbd into the stoop 
turn at a slow, steady rate, while others attempted to gel the beat 
time scoro possible by rolling in much more rapidly, sometimes 
gaining an advantage. Furthermore, it was not considered des'rablo 
to encourage students to force the piano into a steep batik too abruptly. 
Therefore, to avoid teaching tho students this bad technique and also 
to keep irrelevant variability at a minimum, nil students were given 
ample time to roll into tho turn and to roW out. Instead of being 
given a 300° turn the students were given a Urn and a half, or 540°. 
They wore allowed 90° to roll into the turn and 90° to roll out of it, 
with only tho center SCO"1 measured. This ia shown in tho next form. 
This form wua administered twice (for tcat-retest reliabilities) to 91 
students at a Primary school using tho PT-19 (Fairchild) training 
plane. 

FORM 3 

540° LEVELTUUN (Center 360* meiiaured) 

ATCHDISINO R. P. M. (Left): 
Time sec.    Looks around 60%. Ye$ ...    No ... 
Starting Altitude ft. 
Lowest Altitude ft. 
Highest Altitude ft. 

AT CRUISING R. P. M. (Right): 
Time see.    Looks around 50%. Yes ...    No ... 
Starting Altitude ft. 
Lowest Altitude ft. 
Highest Altitude ft. 

AT FULL TIIROTTLB (Left): 
Time see.    Looks around 50%. Yes ...    No ... 
Starting Altitude ft. 
Lowest Altitude ft. 
Highest Altitude ft. 

AT KOLL THROTTLE {Right): 
lime sec.    Looks around 50%. Yes...    No... 
Starting Altitude ft. 
Lowest Altitude . ft. 
Highest Altitude ft. 

Comments   

Following this study the Training Command decided to shift froti 
tho Fairchild Primary training piano (PT-19) to tho Steammn (PT-13 
and PT-17). Tho Steannan is a biplane with a third more power than 
tho Fairchild and somewhat dilTercut flying characteristics in stalls and 
spins. While tho measures on tho steep turn had worked out fairly 
well on tho Fairchild Primary trainer, it was not known whether these 
samo measures would also bo cfTectivc on tho Stearman. Accordingly» 
when new measures were ready for trial on tho Steannan, several of 
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llio ones tried out on the Fairchild were included to give an indication 
of the relationship between the two planes. 

Since Primary students are taught to fly "by tho scat of their 
panta" os well ns by reference to instruments, a compmkou was made 
at the Stenrmnn Prinmry school between performance on coriuin 
maneuvers with the instruments visible and performance on the same 
maneuvers with all tho instruments (air-speed indicator, altimeter, 
and tachometer) in tho student's cockpit covered. Thus, tho only 
difTerenco in the next form of tho measure was that instruments wore 
covernl during one of tho administrations. Sinco the tachometer was 
covered, it was necessary for tho test administrator, who had the use 
of the instruments in his cockpit, to set tho thrcttlo for cruising and 
full-throttio conditions before tho student perfonned the maneuver. 
In all other respects form 4 was exactly tho same as form 3 and is not 
shown here. 

By the time the next group of new measures was ready for adminis- 
tration, it had boon determined that tho full-throttlo mancu/cr pro« 
vided better measures than the cruising-throttlo maneuver and the 
cruising-throttle had been dropped. Ball-bank indicators had been 
obtained and marked off in zones so that tho degree of slip or skid 
in tho turn could be measured objectively by the check-pilot. This 
form is shown below. 

FORM 6 

540° Lr.vEt TORX (Center 360* mciuurcd) 

AT FntL TIIROTTLB {Left): 
Tims  ..sec.    Looks ftroumt 50%. Ye« No... 
StnrUng Altilnrle ft. 
lowest Altitudo  ft. 
BlghMl Altitude ft. 
Mnximum devintion of ball-bank 
Zone 1     Zone 2     Zone 3 .   Zone 4.... 

AT FüLL TiinorrLB {Right): 
Time «cc.    Looks nround 50%. Yee...-No... 
Rtnrtlng Altllude ft. 
LtWMl Altitude ft. 
HiRht-Nt Altltud« ft. 
Mnxiiiium deviation of ball-bunk 
Zone 1     Zone 3....    Zone 3....   Zone 4.... 
Conunente  .. ....................... 

Tho 300° steep turn was revised again and used in tho Primary sco- 
tion of a large-scale study of tho effects of additional flying training, a 
description of which appears in chapter 10. Before this study the 
following revisions were made. 

As a result of further discussion with experts it was decided that 
altitudo control during tho roll-in and roll-out was one of the more 
important factors of tho turn.   Therefore, in eliminating this factor in 
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the '10° turn by measuring only tho center 300°, an important aspect 
of the maneuver had been discanlcd. In tho revision this aspect was 
einphnsizpd by requiring tho aUident to roil directly from a 300° steep 
right turn into a 300° steep left turn. Since experts were of the opin- 
ion that the poorer students might lose their orientation in tho two 
turns, a record of whether or not the student came out within 45° of 
tho original heading was included. This was a possible measure; it 
also helped to defii.e the conditions moro exactly. 

After preliminary try-out, it was found porsihlo to dispenso with tho 
time measurement and to substitute a report of whether tho student 
maintained a GO0 bank in both of tho two steep turns, ono of tho stoop 
turns, or neither of them. It was possible to do this with tho Stear- 
nmn Primary trainer because when tho plane is in a 00° bank, tho 
cabano strut, which is easily visible to both tho student and the 
instructor, is parallel with tho horizon. 

Two measures were discarded. Tho item on Looking around 60% of 
the fime was discarded as not being objective and relatively less 
important as a condition than had previously been thought. Tho 
3tudy in which tho students were compared under conditions of instru* 
montb covered and visible had i 'town that watching the altimeter made 
only a 10% difTcrenco in altitude control. The ball-bank deviation 
measure on this maneuver turned out to be not discrimr.mtivo enough 
to bo used as a measure and probably not important enough to bo used 
as a limiting condition. 

Tho altitude measure remained as the most important ono and for 
the hnal form was described in tenns of deviation from ft starting 
altitude as shown in Form 6. Ono of tho purposes of tho preceding 
exploratory studies was to secure distributions of altitude variations 
whicb coutf be used to set definite scoring limits. After these dU- 
tributions had been secured, it was possible to establish definite limits 
and allow the student to know exactly how he would bo scored. 

FOHM 6.   THE FINAL FORM 

Two 300° STEEP TUBNS 

(Roll Directly From Left Turn into Right Turn.) 

A. DKVIATION FROM STARTIMQ AI/TITODE: 
CHECK HIOHKST AND LOWEST.* 

Loso feet * Cola feet 

«-120   100    80     00    40    20       0       20      40      00      80      100    120-» 
I     I    I    I    I    I    I I     I    I     I     t~ 

8 10       11 13 

> ScorlDR: ltl«hc*t Kor« b 9 points fur rang« In i« to luurvai; I point mtitmlMl lor Mch 30 fett of nut« 
•o that check mark In fain 30 and iosa (0 CIVM ttvn of ft.   No teon below iwo. 

• Mvklni: 0-+I0 to -10:30-11 to 30; 40-31 to te, «(«L 
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n. CONDITIONS TO HI; FvUFOMM FAILCRC IN EITHER or THESE MEAN« ZERO 
Sconts ON WHOLE MANEUVER. 

1. llr.Acuf.D A CO8 DANK IN EACH TURN (CABANE STRUT PARALLEI. WITH 
HORIZON) 

Yes       No 

1 0 
2. FINAL HOLL-OUT WITHIN±45° or STARTINO HRAOINO 

Yes       No 

L ] 

No other clmnßps in this mnncuvcr seemed indicated and it was not 
further tried out in two later administrations of experimental check- 
rides at Primary schools. The measure has gone through a number 
of developmental changes, particularly in the Conditions, which have 
been revised and developed to provide a suitable background for the 
critical measure of altitude control. It will bo noted that the throttle 
setting is no longer specified and that maintaining a steep bank and 
completing the turns were found to bo the most important conditions 
to bo fulfilled. 

Other measures Jollowed a similar evolution.—This succession of de- 
velopmental changes was typical of the measures that showed promise 
ond were retained for further work. Many measures were discarded 
when administrative or statistical inadequacies were revealed, but 
the better ones went through an evolution analogous to that of altitude 
control in the steep turn. 

Inventory of Measures Devised for the Primary Level 

An inventory of the measures devised is given in the table below. 
For the purpose of this inventory a separate measure is defined as any 
observation which was recorded ond statistically analyzed separately. 
Thus, landings might include point of landing and attitude on landing. 
Readings on the same instrument are considered to be difTcrcnt when 
they are taken under different conditions or in different maneuvers. 
Thus air speed range in climbing turns and air speed range in gliding 
turns are different measures. Similarly, altitude range in steep turns 
and altitude rant; la the traflfic pattern are two different measures. 
Minor variations such as airspeed range in climbing turns to the right 
and to the left, however, are not considered to be different measures. 

TABLE C.2.—S'umhcr of meaturts dtristd and Jeceloptd at Primary level of training 

Total number of measures devised..........  256 
Mraäurcddi^rftrdcdnfterprcHmiiiary try-out in the air  60 
Mia ur« » dI carded bocnuso of the need for special equipment, or not 

objectifiiibM at tho Primary level  76 
Mca-uriM retained for try-out on statbitlcally significant  numbers of 

stud>*nU..  131 
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nVE ITKM.AXALYSIS STLDIKS: I'UUPOSE AND PROCKDUHE 

Purpose 

Five studies on objective mensures ftt tlio Prinmry level of training 
were performed by tbo Pilot Project in order to obtnin ft first coarso 
screening of items on the basis of the relinbility nnd validity of ench 
individual measure nnd tlio experienco gained during their adrninisf ra- 
tion. This section describes the procedure used in these five screening 
studies. The following two sections summarize tho general results of 
these screening studies and present ft description ftnd cvalufttion of 
specific measures. 

It was planned tlmt selected mensures from tho fivo screening 
studies would be mado into an organized check rido nnd put to a moro 
severe test in a further study on ft Inrger number of cases. This 
further study was to verify tho reliabilities nnd predictive powers of 
these selected mensures nnd also to determine their intcrcorrolntions. 
It was also planned to obtain a total score so that tho validity and 
test-retcst reliability of tho total objectivo check ride could bo ob- 
tained. Tho end of the war and tho consequent progressive dis- 
ruption of tho training program mnde tho last planned study im» 
possible, nlthough all tho arrangements had been made for it, including 
the preparation of the check rido score card in final form. 

In addition to tho five screening studies, identified as studies I, II, 
III, IV, and V, two other studios, VI and VII, were performed for 
other purposes and will bo reported in later sections of this chapter. 

Procedure 

Methods of measuring rcliabil' I and ralidity.—In all of tho fivo 
screening studies reliability wos measured by the test-retcst method 
with tho interval between test and rötest constant for any given 
experimental group at one day, two days, or three days. In all 
cases the test and retest were flown in different planes and, except in 
Study I, the test and retest were administered by different check 
riders. 

Validity was measured in each study in one or moro of three ways: 
(1) the ability of tho item to discriminate between two groups of 

students differing in number of hours of training; 
(2) the prediction of graduation or elimination, and 
(3) the ability of tho measure to discriminate between two groups 

chosen to be different in proficiency ns judged by their instructors. 
These different methods of measuring validity have been discussed in 
chapter 4. 

In all of tho five screening studies except study II, validity was 
measured by tho obilily of the measures to predict graduation and 
elimination in Primnry school. In study II tho number of eliminees 
was too smnll.   In studies I, II, nnd III validity was further measured 
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by finding the ability of each mcasuro to discruninato between two 
groups of student*, one with a greater numljcr of hours of training and 
the other with a snmller number of hours of training. In studies IV 
and V a second measure of validity was the ability of the measure to 
discriminate between students judged by their instructors to be in 
upper or lower groups with respect to flying proficiency. 

Summary ojconditions.—Table 6.3 shows for each of the five screen* 
lug studi* s a brief description of the groups tested. Column 1 shows 
the nunilx r of the study, Jie location of the Primary school where the 
study was performed, and the type of Primary training plane used. 
Column 2 indicates the size and nature of the groups used in obtaining 
gradualiun-eiimination biserial correlations. Columns 3 and 4 show 
for studies 1, II, and III the nature of the groups used to find tho re- 
lationship between number of hours of (lying training ond score on tho 
objective measures. For studies IV and V, columns 3 and 4 describe 
the groups used in calculating validity coefTicicnts based on instructors' 
ratings or rankings. Column 5 shows the nature of the groups used 
in obtaining tho test-retest reliability measures. 

Sources of Variability 

Constant errors in air speed indicators.—After tho first few check 
rides in study I, it was found that the air speed indicators in the dif- 
ferent planes hnd various constant errors. Following this discovery, 
each check rider was asked to report for each check ride tho indicated 
air speed on his plane while the piano was in level flight at cruising 
r. p. m. (2050 r. p. in. at this school). This yielded a fixed figure 
which was the best available approximation for use in correcting 
absolute air speed measures during takc-ofT and during spin recovery. 
It was found that the indicated air speed at cruising r. p. m. in level 
flight varied from 70 ra. p. h. on one piano to 100 m. p. h. on another 
piano with most of tho values clustering about 85 and 90 m. p. h., the 
correct values. Since Primary schools do not have instrument- 
calibrating shops, no other method of correction was possible. Since 
calibration measures on the air speed indicators were not available, it 
was necessary to assume that the error in the airspeed indicators was 
a constant one and that probably the range measurements were little 
aftectcd, i. e., that 05 in. p. h. minus 75 m. p. h. was equal to 115 
m. p. h. minus 95 m. p. h. 

Change to Stcarman plane.—Following study I, which was done with 
tho Fairchild Primary Trainer (PT-19), it was learned that the Train- 
ing Command planned to use only tho Stcarman Primary Trainer 
(I*T-13 or Iyr-17) in Primary schools. The Fairchild training plane 
was a 175-horsepowcr low-wing monoplane, while the Stcarman was a 
biplane with 225 horsepower and had possibly different flying charac- 
teristics. After oxperienco had been gained in the Stcarman, new 
measures on new maneuvers together with revisions of tho maneuvers 
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and nunsurcs used in the first study were devised in collaboration 
with the Primary Training Advisory Board. Since none of the 
Primnry schools in the Control Flying Training Command were using 
the Stonnnnn Primnry Trainer, it was necessary to go to the Western 
Flying Training Command to obtain students trained on the Stcar- 
man. 

TAIII.K C.l.—Ptrctnli oj validity and reliability corficienli at each level of »ignificanct 

CLatires in 100 of obtniniiiK positive cocfTicicnts as largo as these, if there were no 
re'ation.ship between the variables. 

r»». grodillm •  

Jj^ranklncsi... 

r,ku, flrslday •  

r»ku. «coond day >. 

r.„ test-rtt«il *. 'u- 

Totitl oocfndcntt. 

0.5 percent 

\0% 
'(0. CO-0.21) 
f 11% 
1(0. «M). 37) 

M 
(0.02-O,2N) 

11% 
(0.43-0») 

M% 
(a 71-0.2») 

3.S percent 

6% 
(0.40-0.31) 

26% 
(0.38-0.31) 

10% 
(0.27-0. ao 

11% 
(0 27-0. J') 

11% 
(a 27-0.20) 

10 i>crccnt 

23% 
(0.33-0. IN) 

30% 
(0. 30 0 21) 

18% 
(0.HH).I4) 

»4% 
(0.1(MV11) 

13% 
(a lo-o. 14) 

More than 
10 percent 

62% 
(a 17 or 1CM) 

33% 
(30orlo«) 

M 
(0.13 or 1CM) 

64% 
(a IS or 1CM) 

M% 
(& 13 or leu) 

Total 
numhor 
coeUl- 
clcnti 

94 

37 

I3S 

138 

1C3 

M» 

* The fltnirr» In partnthev« »how I tic limit« of Iho mncc of coc(T\clcnU obtained nt rach slitnlflcanc« level. 
• The MM ml corrd it loni for the nun of scurcs on two dally uduilnblraUons of an Item vcnui graduation 

or Ovinir iliMrlrncy cllmlii.ttlon In Primary achool. 
' 'the his. n.il or MM<MMM rorrelitlon« lor sum of »rurrs on two dally admin itratlons of an Item venu« 

up|« r UIKI loucr prnRclriu-y »rroiips M rntcd l.y the MudonU' Inntructore. 
• The |Kiiiit.|>i-<'rul cum-l.itioiis for each llem senrn on Iho first day versus an upper group with more 

hours of ll> inn ir.ilnlnK ami I luucr (.'roup with fewer hour« of Uyln» tralnlmt. 
> The |ioltit-l>l.<4'ri:it < i.m 1 iiimu for each ilem-senro on the *cori.| day vrnut an upper group with more 

hour, oi il) itie tminlnK and n lower utoiin with fewer hours of flying tr.ilnlng. 
* The prmliici'inuiiunt nlui ilit >■ corrdatluM fur Item-soore ou the first day of testing vcnui Item-ecore on 

the second il jy of testuig done oue to three dayi later. 

Propeller pitch variations from plane to plane.—Between studios II 
ond III the PT-13 replaced the PT-17 planes in use at Tularo where 
the experimental work was being done. These two models of the 
Steannnn had the same flying characteristics, but on the PT-13 two 
types of propellers were in use and these two types of propellers had 
diflVreiit pilches. This meant that, at the same rpm, planes with 
difTeront propellers had different actual air speeds. In study III it 
WHS necessary to use PT-13 planes with only ono typo of propeller— 
the MiieCauley propeller. In spite of this control, the pitch of the 
propellers was found to vary somewhat when measured with a univer- 
sal protractor. It is believed that this variation in pitch was not 
enough to affect materially the results of the experiment. 

AVffssj'fy fo »hiß work from a population of cadet* to one of returnees.— 
After studies I, II, and III had been completed, it was announced 
that until further notice no aviation cadets would receive flying train- 
ing. The only men then trained in Primary schools were bombardier 
and navigator officers returned from combat and former flying in- 
structors from Primary schools. Most of the returnees had received 
various amounts of unofficial pilot experience in a variety of tactical 
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üquipinont. It WHS tlilTicnlL to evahmlc the possihlo influpnco of this 
oxperience on Primnry Hying proficiency. With this kind of popula- 
tion, both the criterion of number of hours of training nnd the criterion 
of predicting grmluntion-eliminntion seemed loss likely to provide use- 
ful results. Accordingly, it wns plnnned to vnlidate new objective 
measures against upper and lower proficiency groups of students at 
approximately the tenth hour of training with the proficiency deter- 
mined by instructors' ratings. The procedure was followed in studies 
IV and V. 

FIVE ITEM-AIVALYSIS STUDIES: GENEKAL RESULTS 

In this section the results on measures tried out during the five 
screening studies at Primary schools arc summari/.cd in tenns of the 
numbers of reliable and valid measures. In the next section the best 
individual measures on specific maneuvers are described and evaluated. 
The reliability and validity of each of the meosurcs tested is presented 
in the appendix to this chapter. 

Pcrcciite  oi  Validity and  Reliability   Cocflicicnts  at  Each   Level of 
Significance 

The results of the five screening studies ore summarized in table 
6.4, which shows the total number of each kind of validity ond re- 
liability coefficients calculated and the perconts of these at each level 
of significance. As described in the earlier paragraphs on Procedure, 
five different groups of coefficients were calculated: 

(1) The biscrial correlations for the sum of scores on two daily 
administrations of an item versus graduation or llying deficiency 
elimination in Primary school; 

(2) The biserial correlations or point-biscrial correlations for the 
sum of scores on two daily administrations of on item versus upper 
and lower profieiejuy groups as rated by the studenta* instructors; 
biserial correlations were used when the proficiency categories were 
conlinuous, as in the instructors' rating of students in the upper half 
or lower half of all the students in the instructors' experience; point- 
biserial correlations were used when the proficiency categories were 
not continuous, i e., when each instructor ranked his four students 
and the upper pn/flciency group was made up of students ranked first 
ond the lower proficiency group wos mado up of students ranked 
fourth; 

(3) The point-biseriol correlation for each item-score on the first 
day's testing versus an upper group with more hours of flying training 
and a lower group with fewer hours of llying training; these groups 
were quite different in number of hours of training, o. g., 15 hours 
versus ö^ hours, nnd 10 versus M hours; 

(4) The point-biseriol correlotion for each item-score on the second 
day's testing versuj on upper group with more hours of flying training 
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and a lower group with fewer hours of flying training, as described in 
the preceding paragraph (3); 

(5) The product-moment test-retest reliability correlation for tho 
item-score on tho first day's testing versus tho item-score on tho 
second day's testing done 1 to 3 days later. 

Out of a total of 5.^9 coefTicients summarized in table 6.4 one-half 
of 1 percent would be expected to reach the highest level of significance 
by chance. In those studies this level was reached by 10 percent of 
the biscriol correlations indicating ability to predict graduation- 
cliininntion and by higher percentages up to 25 percent for tho other 
nieusuns of validity and reliability. While these figures are not largo, 
enough of them are substantially above the chance level to indicate 
the discovery of some real relationships between objective measures 
and flying skill. 

It will be noted that only 25 percent of tho test-retest reliabilities 
are at the highest level of significance (30 percent at the top two levels). 
The problems of obtaining high test-retest reliabilities in tho field of 
objective measures of flying skill will bo discussed in a later section of 
this chapter. 

Because tho conditions in tho difTerent studies made it impossible 
to secure all of tho types of coefTicients on each measure, it is not 
meaningful in this table to compare tho different rows reporting the 
difTerent types of correlations. 

RclatioiiKhip Ictwecn the Different Indices of the Goodness of Each 
Measure 

It will be recalled that tho measures tried out in studies I and III 
were evaluated in three different ways by determining: (1) Tho ability 
of tho measwte to discriminate between students with difTerent 
amounts of flying training, calculated separately for each of the 2 
days of testing and yielded two point-biserial coefTicients; (2) the 
ability of tho sum of tho two administrations of tho measure to pre- 
dict subsequent graduation-elimination; and (3) tho test-retest relia- 
bility of the measure. In order to determine whether tho measures 
which are best according to one index are also best according to anoth- 
er, the correlations among these indices were calculated. This was 
done for the 03 measures in studies I and III, in which nil of the above- 
described types of correlations were available. Tho calculations wore 
made separately for studies I and III and tho results combined by 
Fisher's z-transformation technique. In order to correct for the fact 
that correlation coefficients were not distributed normally, the coeffi- 
cient for each measure was transformed into a z-score before these 
correlations were calculated. 

Simihr resnlUjor same measure of valulity on different days.—From 
table 0.5 it can ! j seen that tho correlation between tho point biserials 
on the first day showing relationship between item-scores and hours 
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ABU ß •'»•—Inlvreorrclntiona of rdinhility corrttcicnls and the niliility eofßicienli 
for grailualion-climinntion and for hour» of trainimj (X^63) ' 

Flnt day 
r,k» 

Second day Omd-KUm 
rii 

1. First day, fp(,u. Ü. vprni» L   
2  Sctond il.iy, ri,ka, U. versus 1-   Ö.'il 

.00 
-.24 

0 41 0 00 
-.07 

-ass 
-.01 

3  M.„ Enid-cllm.,  -.07 
-.01 

-.01 
i   rn   riliihilily  -.oa 

' Th»' rpurcs sl'own nrp the f-transformatlon combination of separate calculations lor studies I and III. 
CompWlc ilata are (uiind in the nppcixllt fur rhapter ft. 

For a di'Scription o( Hie dillrrcnt coell'iclcnts MM table 6.4. 

of tmining and the similar point biscrials on tho second day is 0.41. 
This moans that tho measures which give tho best discrimination bo- 
twwn the two groups with diflerent amount;: of training on tho finjt 
day also tend to givo the best discrimination on the second day. 
Since the point biscrials on tho first day arc presumably measuring tho 
£amo thing as the point biscrials on the second day, this correlation 
gives an indication of tho reliability with which difTerences in tho dis- 
criminating powers of tho different measures havo been established. 
There is a definito relationship, but it is moderately low, probably 
because the point biscrials which were correlated woro originally com- 
puted on relativL-ly small samples. 

Different results Jor two types of validity.—It can bo seen that under 
exactly tho same conditions, there is no correlation between the 
biscrials indicating tho ability of tho measures to predict gradurtion- 
elimination and tho point biscrials indicating their ability to dis- 
criminate between students differing in amounts of training. This 
means that tho mcosuics which were best at predicting which students 
would pass and which would fail were not necessarily best at dis- 
criminating between students with differing amounts of training. 
Under tho conditions of these exploratory studies, tho two criteria 
represented by these two types of indices seem to bo independent and 
to test for different types of relevance. If this should bo a general 
finding, repeated in other caiefully controlled and more extensivo 
studios, it would mean that the errors which charactorizo tho student 
with low aptitude are different from those which characterizo tho in- 
exporionced one. It would also indicato a necessity for developing 
two somewhat difTorent batteries of measures: one to measuro tho 
results of training experiments and another to select students for 
elimination and to v:\iidnto classification testa. 

Low relationship between reliability and validity.—It will bo seen thot 
the corroliiti( ns of the reliability coelficieuts with each of tho other 
two indices is low, or tVCQ negative. This means that tho measures 
which woro most reliablo woro not necessarily tho best at predicting 
graduation elimination or discriminating between the students with 
different amounts of training. This problem of the leliabitity of ob- 
jective measures will bo taken up in a later section of this clmpkr. 
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For the 20 measures tried out in study IV, tho rcli; bility cocfltcicnts 
correlute practi« ally ziro with tho two cocfTicicuts of validity, viz, tho 
biscrial correlations with graduation elimination and tho point-biscrial 
cornlalions with the instructors' rating of students. However, tho 
correlation between tho graduation-elimination cocfHcicnts and tho 
ranking-criterion coellicient is 0.40, which reflects tho fact that tho 
rankings and tho recommendations for elimination wcro both dono 
by the sludont's own instructor. Tho detailed data arc presented in 
tho appendix to this chapter. 

IIVE ITICM.ANALYSIS STUDIES: DESCRIPTION AND 
EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC MEASURES 

In devirung measures of a particular maneuver the attempt was 
made to cover oil of the relevant skills it was possible to measure 
objectively, particularly the ones most characteristic of tho maneuver, 
and to choose items which measured tho cfRciency and safety of tho 
student's performance. For many important aspects of tho student's 
flying skill, it was not possible to deviso objective measures. For 
instance, it is important for the student to look around constantly to 
bo sure that no other plane is coming so close to him that thcro is 
danger of a collision. Instructors constantly warn students about 
this and the successful pilot keeps a constant lookout. As described 
in tho section on the development of a sample measure, an attempt 
was made to get instructor's judgments of whether students looked 
around 50 percent of the time. This measure was discarded as too 
variable and not objective. Other possible measures wero not tried 
out when it was discovered that they required tho development of 
new measuring and recording instruments. A few such devices were 
made; for instance, a slip-skid recorder which was developed in col- 
laboration with tho Department of Psychology of tho School of Avia- 
tion Medicine. It was decided, however, that the available research 
time could bo spent most elficiently at first in exploring tho objectivo 
measures that wero possible using tho flight and engine instruments 
available on tho Primary trainer. Of tho engine instruments, only 
tho tachometer was useful since it wos necessary in setting a certain 
speeified r. p. m. as a constant condition for certain maneuvers. The 
only (light instruments available were the altimeter and the air speed 
indicator although in certain experiments ball-bank indicators were 
installed for the uso of tho check pilot. 

In the following paragraphs tho specific maneuvers and their meas- 
ures and tho experimental findings on them are brielly described. 
These measures ore indicated which appeared worthy of further study 
and development and which would be desirable in a check ride do- 
signed to chooso studenU with tho greatest present and potential 
profieieney. A number of factors wero token into consideration in 
the select ion of these best measures.   Tho various estimates of validity 
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and reliability wore ghrm iifsl consideration. It wns «Iso nocossary, 
Iiowovt r, to tnko into nrronnt the rclcvunco of the moasnro to tho 
general proUMM of Hying skill nnd tlio importnncc of tho mensuro 
in dotennininp: the pilot's safety nnd elPicicney in performing tho ma- 
neuver. Finnlly, when two items seemed to be mensuring the MMM 
nsport of flying, ordy one wns chosen for further trinl. It was ncccs- 
saiy to aclüevc a balance among these various factors in choosing tho 
most likrly measures. Tho score card for a check rido nmdo up of 
these selected measures is presented in the last section of this chapter. 

The complete data for the validity and reliability of each measuro, 
including the means, standard deviations, and correlation coofTicicnts 
me shown in the appendix for this chapter. 

S-Turn s 

In tho S-turns, the student's task was to make a ground track which 
formed equal semicircles on each side of a road that ran cross-wind. 
A|jprOaohing downwind the student crossed the road at light angles 
to it. After crossing the road the student made a semicircle, returning 
to the road at the end of this first loop, again at a right angle to tho 
road. In the second loop, the student was on the upwind sido of tho 
road nnd again tried to make tho ground track of the plane a semicirclo, 
returning to the road nt an anylo of 90°. Loops 3 and 4 were exact 
repetitions of loops 1 and 2 so that at tho end of the maneuver tho 
student had made two complete S's. Tho test was diflicult becauso 
in order to make a ground track of good semicircles, the student had to 
make proper drift correction by varying the angle of bank in relation 
to the wind. If the student made the most common error, ho would 
undercorrect for drift and spend a long time on tho loops on tho down- 
wind side of the road and a shorter time on the loops on tho upwind 
side of the road, although with proper corrections, the downwind and 
upwind loops would take the same amount of time. Therefore, a good 
measure of drift correction was the sum of time on tho downwind loops, 
1 and 3, minus the sum of time on the upwind loops, 2 and 4. During 
all the loops, the student had to be careful to maintain a 500-foot 
altitude, and also to have the plane nt 00° to the road and tho wing» 
level as he crosood tho road. 

In this maneuver tho best measure was tho ono on Dri/t correction, 
tho sum of time for tho two downwind loops (1 plus 3) minus tho sum 
of time for the two upwind (2 plus 4), as described in tho preceding 
paragraph. The ability to make drift corrections in (lying wos funda- 
mental to a number of maneuvers. This measure had a biserial cor- 
relation of 0.41 with subsequentgraduation elimination (N=42). Tho 
maneuver was a diflicult ono and was regarded by pilot instructors as 
indicative of understanding of tho principles of drift correction and 
requiring the ability to fly tho piano automotically whilo paying 
attention to its course relative to tho ground. 

■ 
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Altitnde ranyc (luring all four loops was also a good measure since 
it predicted gradualion-climinatiou fairly well (rb|,= .34) and dis- 
criininatod fairly well between students with 10 hours of training and 
those with 25. 

The cheek-pilot's estimate of whether the Plane's bank changed 
through brel orcr the roatl at the end of each loop of the S-tum was not 
discrimiimtivc. 

Rectangular Course 
In the leetangular course, the student's task was to keep the plane 

at a COnsUnt distance from the edge of a rectangular field, regardless 
of the direction of the wind. In going around the four sides of this 
rectangular field, the student's most difiicult task was at the corners 
where ho made his turns. For instance, if the student was going 
downwind along the side of the field and turned to go crosswind along 
the side of the field, he had to make the turn a little more than 90° 
so that his plane would be -pointed slightly into the wind and would 
not drift away from the field. This crabbing into the wind had to bo 
just the right amount. If he crabbed too much, ho would gradually 
edge toward the field. If ho did not crab enough or did not crab at 
all, the plane would drift away from the field. A similar problem 
existed when the student was going upwind along the side of a field 
and had to turn crosswind. His turn in this case was less than 90° 
if the ground track of the piano was to remain parallel with the field. 
As can easily be seen, the task becomes still more complex if the wind 
was quarteiing across the field and not blowing parallel to any of the 
tiides. In addition to this, the student had to hold his altitude con- 
stant at 500 feet above the ground. 

The altitude range on four legs of the rectangular course proved to 
be a discriminating measure. The drijt-correction in tho rectangular 
course was not a discriminating measure and apparently did not iden- 
tify the good or poor student as well as tho drift-correction measure 
in the S-tum. 

Takc-Off. Climb, and First Turn 
The student's task in this maneuver was to line tho plane up with 

the "T," open tho throttle smoothly and continuously to full, make 
a straight take-off run, climb at a constant oir speed of 70 m. p. h.t 

level olf at MO feet above the ground, and make a coordinated, level 
00° turn. During tho take-ofT run and tho climb, tho student had to 
remain on a ground-track parallel with the "T." When there was a 
slight crosswind, he had to counteract it by holding proper rudder 
correction on the ground, or in the air by crabbing '* slightly into the 
wind. 

M When Ihr I'llot l<flytnr on • Kronnil Irnrk Ihnt U rm ,«lo.l to»ny »ilrnt, th« pl&nt drifts nwny from ih« 
• lift in'.- ■ i U I« lirndiM Into Ih« vlnd rnoutih to cotmlrruct lh« dfUi.   This comvilon it called "cnb," 

(■ruUtly Urau* lh« pUnr't movemeot In rrlatloo to lh* fround bu • »Idcwwd compoornt. 
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Of the eight mensurcs tried out on this important mnncuvcr, tho 
following four were judged good enough to warrant further develop- 
ment: 

Continuous or interrupted application, of throttle during take-ojf was 
nn important mensure, since the indecisive student advanced tho 
throttle in a series of short pushes, which lengthened tho take-off 
roll and also mode torque correction more difficult. Tho better stu- 
dent advanced the throttle slowly but continuously and without inter- 
ruption, which shortened the take-off roll and mnde torque correction 
cas^er.,, 

The continuous or interrupted nature of throttle application was 
cas> for the check rider to observe, since tho throttle as well as tho 
stick and rudder in the check-rider's cockpit were rigidly connected 
with the corresponding controls in tho student's cockpit. During 
the tnke-o(T in the Primary trainer the check-rider's left hand was 
customarily on tho throttle so that continuous or discontinuous 
application was easily observable. 

Student lets pla..efly ojf, pulls it off, or holds it on ground was found 
to bo useful and also accurately judged by tho pilot observer. It 
was first attempted to measure this part of tho maneuver by having 
tho check-pilot record tho IndU'ated air »peed as the wheels left ths 
ground. This was neither a reliable nor valid measure oven after tho 
indicated air speed was corrected for variations in the air-speed indi- 
cator. This measure was poor, possibly because tho correction was 
inadequate, but more probably because tho check-pilot was under- 
standably unwilling to turn his attention from the outsido situation to 
the instrument panel while an inexperienced student was taking off. 

Air speed range Jrom 20-Jeet altitude to Ucel-off for first turn was a 
good measure. The student who held lib air speed fairly constant, 
even if it was a little too high or too low, was better than one who 
fluctuated, especially in a maneuver closo to tho ground. 

Altitude range during first turn showed up fairly well statistically 
and was important because the student had to make a level turn while 
watching out for other planes and plnmung his exit from tho traffio 
pattern. 

Tho following measures did not show enough promise to warrant 
further development: Ground control during take-ojf, Air speed reading 
as plane leaves ground, Plane drift during climb, and Slipping or skidding 
during first turn as shown by a ball-bank indicator. 

Accuracy Landing: Traffic Pattern and Power-Off Approach 

In tho usual Primary traffic pattern for a 00° power-off approach 
(illustrated in figure 3.1 in chapter 3), tho student flow at an altitude, 

"In the J'rl mory Tntlntr • number of fvtof >, collect I vHy Ul*l*l "lorqu*." «oul<t. If uneootrolM, nuk« 
tb« pltne turn «Unc'rouO>• to the Irft. Torrjn« cocnctlon con»lslMJ of tooagb |<rt«ufton lb» ri|hl nkkMr 
to boM tbe pUa* ftrmicbt during tb« Uko-olT roll. 
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of 500 feet nbovo the ground nml hcmlfd tho plane toward the field 
in such a way that with a turn of 45° ho was flying downwind outside 
the edge of the field {downwind leg). Flying downwind, when ho 
reached a point approximately 500 feet beyond the downwind edge 
of the fi. Id J>e made a 90° turn to the left and flew crosswind (base leg) 
part of the way across the end of the field. Ho then closed tho tlirottle 
and made another 90° left turn and glided directly toward tho field 
(final approach), gliding in and 'anding upwind. 

In Primary schools the direction of tho final opproach and landing, 
and then-fore of the other parts of the traffic pattern, were determined 
by the direction of the "T." Tho "T" was a ground marker sot by 
tho control lower so that it was on one of the eight points of *■•*■* 
pass and pointed as nearly upwind as possible. Since tho "T" had 
oidy eight settings, it was not always pointing directly upwind, the 
plane might have a tendency to drift sideways, which tho s'udent had 
to counteract on the downwind leg b> crabbing and on the final ap- 
proach by crabbing or slipping. If there was any wind at all, the 
student had to crab on the base leg in order to correct for drift and 
Maintain tho proper rectangular pattern. 

Tho student's task in this maneuver was to enter tho middle third 
of tho downwind leg of tho traffic WCtaw^l at a 45° ang?o; maintain 
tho correct 500 feet above tho ground on tho downwind leg and on -ho 
base leg until the throttle was cut; cut tho throttle at tho desired point 
which would allow landing in tho correct area; glide with power off 
at the correct gliding speed and attitude; make a coordinated gliding 
turn onto tho approach leg, starting tho turn onto the approach leg 
at least 300 feet above tho ground; make tho final approach path 
parallel with tho "T" and exactly lined up with tho desired landing 
area, correcting for any drift produced by crosswind; and finally to 
break tho glide and land. It was desirable to plan the pattern and 
point of closing tho throttle so that the plane did not overshoot the 
field and so that no more throttle was needed to get .nto tho field 
aafely. If the plane was going to undershoot, however, tho student 
had to see this himself and add power before it was necessary for the 
instructor to tell him. AW** J 

Tho best measures of this particular maneuver were (I) AlittwU 
range in the traffic pattern, (2) Air-speed range in the final approach glid«, 
(3) Whether student changed final approach course or S'd to hxt th* 
correct landing spot, and (4) Whether the student had correctly judged ht* 
total approach so that no added power was necessary on the final approach 
leg. Altitude control was again one of tho best measures. Air-speed 
range in tho final approach glide on landing was ono of tho most im- 
portant aspects of tho landing. The student had to attend to a large 
number of duties and yet also had to keep his air speed high enough 
so that ho did not stall and fall into tho ground, and also had to keep 
his air speed low enough so that ho could land successfully in the 
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correct area. Students whose air speed fluctuated widely wcro not 
safe or accurate flyers. 

Less valuable measures were (1) Whether student entered the down- 
*xind leg in the middle third, (2) Whether the turn on to the final approach 
leg was atarted between 800 and 500 jeet abort the ground, and (3) 
Whether student maintained glide track parallel with "T" on final 
approach. 

Similar measures were tried out with power-on landings and with 
cross-wind land bigs. The results were the same as those described 
above. 

Accuracy Landing: Plarc and Manner of Ground Contact 

The student's task In an ordinary power-ofT landing was to put tho 
piano down in tho fin-c third of tho field. lie had to cut tho throttle 
at the proper point on the base leg so that, after turning and gliding 
on down without power, he would not land too closo to tho near end 
of tho field and not beyond tho middlo of tho field. If there was a 
slight crosswind and the student had to crab or put a wing down into 
the wind to compensate for this crosswind, he had to take off tho crab 
just before tho piano touched or the landing would be sideways to 
some e.rtent. If the plane was moving sideways because of undcr- 
or over-correction for drift or for failuro to remove ciab at tho lost 
moment, tho plane would have a strong tendency to groundloop. 
Tho student also tried to bring the plane down closo to tho ground so 
that when it is in a three-point, or stall, position it was no moro than 
3 feet above tho ground. If tho plane touched slightly wheels first, 
tho angle of attack of the wings was changed and tho plane appeared 
to bounce back into tho air, after which tho student had to make an- 
other luncT'ig. In tho accuracy lauding tho student was trying to 
put tho piano down in a specific area, in the case of these tests an 
area 200 feet wide and GOO feet long. 

The two best measures of this maneuver were (1) Landing attitude: 
whether tho student's landing was smooth three-point, tail first, 
wheels first, or three-point tut dropped in 3 feet or more; and (2) 
Whither plane bounced more or less than 3 Jeet on landing. In contrast 
with these aspects of the landing, it was surprising to find that place 
of landing was not a discriminative measure, although tho zone in 
which tho plane lands was a matter of considerable interest to flying 
instructors anu ho object of considciable practice by students. How- 
ever, it seems likely that tho student's attempt to land in a particular 
zone was an important part of the maneuver, partly as a complicating 
condition which tho student tried to fulfill, and partly because tho 
place of landing was the principal goal of tho maneuver. There was 
some evidence suggesting that all three of these measures of landing 
were somewhat moro discriminating when the student's task was to 
land in a specified small area 200 feet wide and GOO fcot long. 
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Tuo other mousurcs were trieil out in wlüch tho instructor judged 
whether the student landed in a crab or landed drifting. It was con- 
cluded that these two measures were too difficult to objectify. Tho 
rcliahility of these landing measures was particularly low, possibly 
because of the presence of gusts and irregular wind velocities near tho 
ground. The reliabilities of landing measures are discussed in tho 
section of this chapter concerned with tho general reliability of 
objective measures. 

Krrovrry Landing, After Bounce or Zoom 

In these maneuvers landing attitude and bounce were measured 
when the student landed the plane after the instructor had cither 
bounced the plane or zoomed the plane up after coming closo to the 
ground. The student's task in each case was to take over the plane 
after the simulated bad landing and to do whatever was necessary 
to bring the plane down smoothly in a three-point landing. The 
vnlidities nnd reliabilities of these measures indicate that they were 
not useful. 

Siinnlatrd Forced Landing 

In this maneuver the check rider closed the throttle when the plane 
wns going downwind, 1,200 feet above the ground, and directly over 
a suitable field which had been pointed out to the student as the place 
where he should simulate a forced landing. Unlike the usual forced- 
landing practice situation, the student was completely familiar with 
where he was expected to land and with the aspects of tho maneuver 
on whieh he was to be graded. The student's task was to glide down 
at the 70-ni. p. h. gliding speed, establish a base leg on the downwind 
side of the field and to begin a final approach that would allow him 
to land, power off, upwind, in tho first two-thirds of the field. 

While the reliabilities of these single administrations were only 
occasionally above the chance level, graduation-elimination correla- 
tions based on tiie average of the test and rctcst scores, wcro sig- 
nificantly positive for air speed range in glide, simulates base leg, and 
comes in upwind, downwind, crossxmnd. The value of theso measures 
might shrink upon trial with a largo enough number of cases to be 
statistically stable. However, the obtained values were significant 
enough to warrant another trial. As wth the other landing measures, 
place oj landing, which was an item of obvious practical value in a 
forced landing, did not seem to have discriminative power as a measure 
of proficiency. 

Four 180° Climbing Turns: Left. Right, Left, Right 

In this maneuver the student's task was to climb tho airplane at the 
proper air speed and r. p. m. and to correct for torque in such a manner 
that a climbing turn to the left would take tho same amount of time as 
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a climbing turn to the right. This wns a real problem since without 
torque correction the nirplano would make a climbing turn to tho loft 
much more rapidly than to tho right. 

The correction for torque was made with the rudder, in tho raso of 
climbing turns with right-rudder pressure. Whilo holding right- 
rudder pressure the student also had to be careful to mak« the turn a 
coordinated one, that is, not to put on so much rudder that ho would 
blip in the left turn or skid in tho right turn. 

Of tho five measures tried out on this maneuver, nono showed a 
useful combination of characteristics. Tho measure of proper torque 
correction, i. e., the dilferenco in time for climbing turns to tho right 
and left, showed some reliability but very little validity. This was 
characteristic of time measures. Students were apparently consistent 
in tho amount of time taken to do particular maneuvers, but timo was 
not relevant to their proficiency in any way. Tho air speed range in 
tho four climbing turns gave variable results. Another measure, tho 
student's tendency to slip or skid as shown by tho maximum deflection 
of tho ball in the ball-bank instrument was not discriminative. 

Four 180° Gliding Turns: Left. Right, Left, Right 

In a gliding turn tho student's task was to set tho piano in an atti- 
tudo in which it would glide at tho correct air speed and also to mako 
tho turns to tho left and right holding the correct amount of left 
rudder " so that tho rate of turn would bo the same in both directions. 
If tho student coordinated stick and rudder properly, tho ':> .11 in the 
ball-bank indicator would remain centered throughout tho turn. Of 
the four types of measures tried on this maneuver, one turned out well 
enough to warrant further investigation. This was tho air speed range 
during the four gliding turns. In three successive experiments it 
showed ability to difTcrentiato students with a greater, from those 
with a smaller, number of hours of training. The point-biserial corre- 
lations ranged from 0.17 to 0.45. 

Tho other measures wero not promising. The timo measure, the 
Jißerence in duration/or turns to the right and leß, again showed foir 
reliability but little validity. Coordination, as measured by Deßte* 
tion oj the ball in tho ball-bank indicator, had little discriminating 
power. 

360° Steep Turn«» at Cruising Throttle 

In these steep turns at cruising throttle tho student was allowed 
00° to roll into tho bank before entering tho 3G09 turn and 90 * to roll 
out after completing the 300° turn. Thus tho student actually turned 
through 540°, although measurements wero made on only the middle 

'• The left ni'Ulcr preuur« WM nwsMtf In ihe Primary tnlr.ln« plan« b«<iutM ol bulll-ln chMMUrUllct 
which made torriuo-oonfctlnoj with rlther rieht or Uri ni<l(Kr unt.wnMrjr »I crultlnf ipentt bat mad* 
•om« left ruiHcr irwure ixccisary for comet (llnht »t the lower »Ir «|**J ol a illJe. Thli feft-fiMldcr | 
tun lu (Udlog luraj WM MnieUme« known at "rtverM-torqua" oomctlM. 
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300°. The student's tnsk was to perform a 360° turn nt cruising 
throttle os rnpiilly AS possible and without changing altitude. The 
student's tnsk was complicated by the fact that if he banked the plane 
up too steeply for the power setting, he was likely to lose altitude. 
On the >. liier hand if he did not bank the plane as steeply as possible 
he would not get around the 300° as quickly. He also had to keep a 
sharp lookout for other pianos. 

The time measurements on this maneuver (time in seconds to com' 
plete the SCO" turns) were among the most reliable of any measures 
that were obtained, ranging up to 0.71. However, the time measures 
did not correlate with the hours criterion or with graduation-elimina- 
tion. Looks around 50 percent oj the time was of doubtful objectivity 
and was put in at the insistence of flying instructors, as described in 
the introductory section of this chapter. 

The best measure on this maneuver was altitude range which cor- 
rclatod very well with number of hours of training, although the 
correlation on the second test ride was not as good as on the first. 
This maneuver was probably not as good for testing purposes as 
the same maneuver at full throttle described next. 

i 

360° Steep Turns at Full Throttle 

The student's task was the same in this maneuver as it was in the 
previous maneuver, although ho had the greater amount of power 
allowed by fidl throttle. Again the time measurements had the high- 
est reliability and the lowest correlation with hoi.rs and with gradua- 
tion-elimination. Looks around 50 percent oj the time was again of 
doubtful objectivity, had some reliability, some correlation with hours, 
and very little correlation with graduation-elimination. 

Altitude range was again the measure with the best correlations with 
the hours criterion and some correlation with graduation-elimination. 
As described in nn earlier section of this chapter, further administra- 
tion of this maneuver will probably use a measure of degree of bank 
instead of requiring the check rider to measure the time that was 
taken for the 3G0C turn. 

The measure of coordination in terms of deflection of the ball in the 
ball-bank indicator was again substantially valueless. 

The instruments-covered versus instruments-visible measures in 
study II show comparable results, although it was unfortunately not 
possible to compare them on correlations with graduation-elimina- 
tion." 

Maintaining Altitude While Reducing Air Speed 

The student's task was to maintain altitude while reducing air 
speed from 00 m. p. h. to 70 m. p. h. and to hold air speed at 70 m. p. h. 

•• II win Inlrrmllna to note thai Ihe slii<ItnU Mil • coosUnt altitude alnott u wHI with Instrummtta 
coT.ro.1 u with InMruiiienU vtMltl«. Apparently flying wa» doM by ttUnllon to th« •tlltud« of tho 
plan« au.I not by cooceutratloo on UM aUimeUr. 
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until told to stop. Observations of nltitudo wore miulo for a period 
of 1 minute after the beginning of the maneuver at n cruising air 
speed of 90 m. p. h.    Two trials were given each day. 

The altitude measures on tho first day's trials correlated 0.34 with 
hours of training, but on the second day's trinls tho correlation dropped 
to 0.01. This mnneuvcr was unfamiliar to the primary school stu- 
dents, at least at tho 15-hour level, the level of the lower class. Tho 
upper class was evidently able to do it fairly well tho first time, since 
they did not improve from tho first trial of tho first day through tho 
second trial of the second day. The lower class, however, improved 
steadily from tho first trial of tho first day through tho second trial 
of tho second day and on tho last trial of tho second day did just as 
well as tho upper class. Since these measures wero being tried out 
for possible later continued use with classes at Primary schools, it did 
not seem desirable to develop this measure further. If ono or two days 
of practice could remove the discriminating power of tho measure, 
then continued coaching by flying instructors would probably do at 
least as much. 

Forward Slip 

In the forward slip the instructor closed tho throttle and established 
a 70-m. p. h. glide along a long straight road or section I no parallel to 
tho wind. The student's task was to point tho nose of tho plane a 
little off to one side of tho road and lower tho opposite wing enough 
so that tho piano would slip and remain over the road during a descent 
of 500 feet. He was instructed to slip enough so that tho ball in the 
ball-bank indicator was dcllectcd at least one-half ball-width through- 
out tho maneuver. The student also had to raise or lower the nose 
of tho piano sufficiently so that tho indicated air speed would remain 
between 05 and 75 m. p. h. 

Of tho four measures on this maneuver, the best ono was highest 
air speed during the slip, which had a biserial correlation with subse- 
quent Primary graduation-elimination of 0.39, based on 57 students. 
Apparently the most important error made during the forward slip 
was to allow the air speed to become too high. Slipped at least one- 
half ball-width throughout tho maneuver was also fairly diagnostic. 
Other measures that wero less useful wero air-speed range during slip 
and plane over road throughout. 

Slipping Turn of 90° 
In this maneuver tho instructor closed tho throttle and established 

a 70-m. p. h. glide. Tho student's task was to put tho plane into a 
slip (as described under/ontvirrf slip), mako a turn of exactly 00°, 
maintain a 05-70 m. p. h. indicated air speed, and keep tho plane in a 
slip throughout the turn without stalling it. 

Of tho five measures on this maneuver tho two most promising 
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were remained in slip throughout the turn and recovered Jrom turn at 
90°±6°. The other, poorer measures, were air-speed range, highest 
air speed during turn, and plane stalled or not. 

The measures in ihejorward slip and the slipping turn of 90° did 
not show enough promise to warrant the inclusion of either whole 
maneuver in the proposed check ride presented at the end of this 
chapter. 

Eatimation of Altitude, Air Speed, and R. P. M. with Instruments Covered 

In many primary flying situations the most diflicult aspect for the 
student was the perception of minimal cues which signaled the neccs- 
bity for immediate adjustment on the controls. For instance, when 
the plane approached a stall in straight-and-lcvcl flight, a simple for- 
ward movement of the stick would eliminate this danger p.nd the stu- 
dent's only problem was to recognize the visual, auditory, and tactual 
signs of the approaching stall. To the inexperienced student this 
was diflicult, while to tho experienced pilot it was easy. In many 
maneuvers the situation was similar: if tho cues could be recognized, 
tho control adjustments presented little problem. Apparently for 
these maneuvers tho student's proficiency could best bo measured in 
terms of his perceptual ability. 

In study II it was possible to administer measures to students with 
all of the instruments in tho student's cockpit covered. With instru- 
ments covered it would also bo possible to check on whether or not 
students were performing maneuvers by concentrating too much 
attention on instruments during the check ride at tho expense of keep- 
ing a sharp lookout outsido tho plane, i. e., whether objective measures 
were forcing students into undesirable mechanical flying. Three dif- 
ferent maneuvers were used: straight-ahead climb, straight-ahead 
glide, and straight-and-level flight at an estimated altitude. 

In the straight-ahead climb the student's task was to put tho plane 
into the regular climb with tho correct air speed and r. p. m. With 
instruments covered the student's cues for making tho correct settings 
were tho angle between tho plane and the horizon, the sound of tho 
engine and propeller, tho "stiffness" or "mushiness" of tho controls, 
and his feeling of sustentation. After the student had set tho plane 
in what he believed to bo tho correct climb, ho signaled the check pilot 
who recorded tho air speed and r. p. m. Tho student was scored on 
his deviation from tho correct values as read from uncovered instru- 
ments in the check pilot's cockpit. 

In tho straidit-ahead glide the student's task was to sot tho plane 
in a straight normal glide at the correct air speed. The cues for this 
were the angle of plane and horizon, tho sound of air hissing over the 
struts and fabric, and tho feel of the controls. 'In this maneuver also, 
at the student's signal, tho check rider recorded tho air speed. The 
scoring was in terms of deviation from the correct value. 
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In the strnight-nnd-lovcl flight maneuver the student's Insk wos to 
glide down from nn nltitudo of at lenst 1,000 feet nbovo tho ground 
and ievel off at 500 feet above tho ground at cruising air speed and 
r, p. m. He then hnd to fly at 500 feet above the ground, straight 
and level, for 30 seconds. This involved tho student's judgment of 
absolute altitude without tho aid of an altimeter and also his judgment 
of the air speed and r. p. m. at cruising. Since this test was carried 
out in level country, the altitude of tho ground was tho snmo as the 
altitude of the londing field and tho check-pilot could tell within a 
small error how far tho student was above tho terrain. Tho specific 
measures were in terms of tho deviation of the estimation from tho 
correct altitude, air speed, and r. p. m. 

Although the rationale for the above described measures scorned 
quite good, not one of them reached tho lowest lovel of significance in 
diflcrentiating between students with 15 and students with 55 hours of 
training. Reliabilities were low in most cases. Bccauso of a small 
number of eliminations for flying deficiency, it was not feasible to 
calculate tho biserial correlations with graduation-elimination. None 
of these measures wos recommended for further trial. 
Rudder Exercise Stall 

In tho ruddcr-cxcrciso stall tho check rider closed tho throttle, 
stalled tho piano in a landing attitude, and held tho stick all the way 
back throughout tho maneuver. Tho student's task was to maintain 
tho piano in as level an attitude as possible and to maintain tho same 
heading by use of tho rudders only while the plane lost 500 foot of 
altitude. 

Of tho thrco measures on this maneuver, two proved able to discrim- 
inate between students with more and fewer hours of training. 
One of these was thi' maximum antfe of the vnngs with the horizon during 
the 500-foot desccn In tho best fi-rm of this measure tho check rider 
indicated whether the student allowed tho wings of the plane to bank 
to on anglo: less than 40°, between 40° and 60°, or more than 00°, 
Tho 40° and 60° angles were conveniently marked on the piano by the 
angle of the flying wires and tho angle of the cabane strut respectively. 
Tho other good measure was the maximum directional change that the 
student allowed tho plane to make. This was judged by the check 
rider to bo; loss than 22°, between 22° and 45°, or more than 46°. 
Tho third measure, time to lose 500 Jeet, which in these screening 
experiments was measured with a stop watch, did not discriminate. 
In this measure the longer time was tho better because if the student 
allowed tho piano to bank up steeply on one wing, it slipped off 500 
feet very rapidly. 

Power-On Stall 
In tho power-on stall recovery tho student left the throttle at 

cruising power and pulled the nose of the plane up slowly to an angle 
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grcalcr than a normal climb. As tho speed decreased, the piano was 
held in the same attitude by increasing back pressure on the stick and 
tho wings were held level with the rudder, until tho piano stalled. In 
Primary training, the plane was considered stalled when the ailerons 
were no longer efTcctivc. When the stall occurred, the student lowered 
the nose rapidly to an angle steeper than the normal gliding angle. 
With the forward stick motion he simultaneously advanced the throttle 
to full power, and as soon as flying speed was reached, tho plane was 
returned to level flight. Tho student's principal tasks were to stall 
the plane thoroughly enough so that the ailerons were stalled, to bring 
tho throttle forword with tho stick in recovery, to hold the wings 
level with the rudder, and to return to cruising speed in level flight 
without stalling tho plane again or diving excessively in recovery. 

Of the four measures tried out on this maneuver, two seemed worth 
further development. Tho first was whether the student actually 
stalled the plane as indicated by the stalling out of tho ailerons. The 
biscrial correlation with graduation-elimination for this measuro was 
0.38. The other good measure was the wmrimum air speed in recovery, 
in which the lower tho air speed the better tho scoro because of the 
poorer student's tendency to dive excessively. This predicted gradu- 
ation-elimination with a biscrial coefllcient of 0.43. Tho poorer 
measures were (1) Time in seconds {measured with a stop watch) Jrom 
forward stick until jdane returned to level flight, and (2) Whether the 
throttle was full open when the stick was pushed forward during the 
recocery. Although both of these wero important aspects of stall 
recovery, neither showed useful validity or reliability. 

Spin Recovery 

In this maneuver tho student's task was to put tho plane into a 
normal spin and then to begin the recovery procedure by application 
of opposite rudder after a specified number of turns. After an addi- 
tional one-quarter to one-half turn, the stick was moved briskly for- 
ward beyond tho neutral position. This control position was held 
until the plane stopped rotating and went into a dive. The student 
then neutralized tho rudder and pulled the nose of tho plane up into 
level flight. 

Of tho three measures of this maneuver, two wcro chosen for further 
test. The first was a test of orientation, whether the student applied 
opposite rudder in the spin within 22° of the specified number of turns. 
Tho other was a measure of the maximum speed during the recovery 
dive. In this measuro the best student was the one who had tho lowest 
air speed in the divo. This method of scoring was decided on because 
tho poorer students had a tendency to divo excessively and to take 
excessively long times to recover into normal (light. The measure 
not recommended for further trial was the time in seconds from appli- 
cation of opposite rudder until the nose cuts the horizon.    Although this 
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measure lind fairly good predictive power for grnduation-climination, 
in practice it wns ncccbsnry to measuro this time with a stop watch, 
a procedure which only the most experienced check-pilots found pos- 
sible, so thut the measure appeared not to be suited to administration 
by the regular check-pilots or instructors in Primary school. 

Student's Perception of Procedure» in Spin Recovery 

On the hypothesis that the student's ability to perceive and identify 
correctly the procedures during spin recovery was an important aspect 
of his proficiency, students wcro tested on their observation of a spin 
recovery performed by tho instructor. Each check pilot wa« in* 
structed to spin in a certain direction for a specified number of turns 
and then to perform a recovery cither correctly (with tho rudder first 
and then the stick), or incorrectly (with tlto stick first and then the 
rudder). Both student and check pilot wore given score sheets. 
Tho instructor recorded what ho did and tho student recorded what 
ho perceived tho instructor to do. Scoring was on tho basis of agree- 
ment between student and instructor on (1) the direction nj the spin, 
(2) the number of turns be/ore application of opposite rudder, (3) whether 
stick or rudder was used first durim the recovery. Only tho degree of 
agreement on tho number oj turns proved at all predictive of gradua- 
tion-elimination. Since this presumably measured orientation in 
much tho same way as tho student's application of opposite rudder 
when ho performed tho spin, this perception measuro was not added 
to tho list recommended for further study. 

Edicicnt Flight Planning 

According to flying instructors and check pilots a student's ability 
to plan and execute a sequence of maneuvers was an important part 
of his general flying proficiency. Some students did not plan ahead 
while they were performing a maneuver and consequently, when one 
maneuver was completed, they were rarely ready to begin the next. 
Other students were able to plan so that, for example, thoy were near 
an appropriate road at tho correct altitude when about to begin S- 
turns over a road, or could finish a sequenco of maneuvers near tho 
landing field. 

In testing this ability, a sequence of 10 maneuvers was prepared 
which included a variety of problems. The student was instructed to 
perform these maneuvers in tho regular manner, to observe the safety 
precautions directed by local flying regulations, and to plan and exo- 
cute his flight so as to complete tho check rido as quickly as possible. 
Tho student knew that each maneuver was graded by the chock rider 
so that no maneuver could bo slighted. The check rider recorded tho 
duration of tho flight from tnkc-ofT to landing. 

Although tho test-retest reliability of the time measure was low, tho 
average of tho two tests correlated 0.48 with later gruduution-olimina- 
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lion. This coefficient was based on only 30 graduates and 8 elimince«, 
so that the figure can bo regarded only as tentative, although a positive 
cocfTicient of this size would bo expected only 2.5 times in 100 if there 
were no real relationship between the vamblci. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE RELIABILITY OF MEASURES 
AT PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

In the five screening studies it was found that most of the relia- 
bilities were low, and, as shown in table 6.4, there was no correlation 
between the reliability and validity of the measures. Some light is 
thrown on the probable cause of the low reliabilities by an analysis 
of data available on measures of the landing maneuver used in the 
Primary section of a large-scale study of the effects of additional 
training on flying skill (reported in chapter 10). Three aspects of 
this landing maneuver were measured: the zone of landing, the 
attitude of the plane (3-point or wheels-first) on landing, and whether 
the student dropped in or bounced more than 3 feet. Furthermore, the 
student was given a zero score on all three aspects if his landing was 
so bad that the instructor had to assist him in order to prevent an 
accident. Experts are of the definite opinion that landing in the 
proper place in the proper attitude without dropping the plane in or 
bouncing it involves important aspects of flying skill, namely, the 
ability to judge space and plan a course through it, to control the 
attitude nnd air speed of the plane, and to feel when it is about to stall. 

A study of observer reliability was carried out on 152 students in 
class 45-B who had had 15 weeks of training at Curtis Field, Brady, 
Tex. During the last week of this Primary training the students were 
given two successive landings, each of which was scored by an 
observer on the ground as well as by the check rider in the plane. 
Tho correlations between the scores of the ground and aerial observers 
wero determined separately for the first and second landings and 
combined by the z-transformation, yielding a coefficient based on a 
total of 304 pairs.  The results are presented in table 6.6. 

Tcst-rotost reliabilities on the landing measures wore obtained on 
a total of 170 primary school students from class 45-B who had 
completed 15 weeks of Primary training. Seventy of thesi were 
from Gamer Field, Uvalde, Tex., and 100 from the Wilson-Benfils 
Flying School, Chicknsha, Okla. These students wore given a pair of 
successive landings on each of two days. The landings on the second 
day wore with a diflfcrcnt chee'v pilot and in a different plane. The 
reliability of test and retcst in immediate succession w^s determined 
by correlating tho two landings on the first day with each other and 
also correlating tho two landings on the second day with each other. 
Those two sets of correlations wore then combined by the z-trans- 
fornintion to yield a coefficient based on a total of 340 pairs.  Similarly, 
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the tcst-rctcst rclinbilify on diflcrcnt days was determined bj 
correlating the first landings on each of the two days nnd also the 
second landings of each of the two days. Then these cocfRcionts were 
combined by the z-transformation, yielding a correlation based on 
340 pairs.   These results arc also shown in table 6.6.M 

TABLE 6.6.—Rtlialilily of landing mtaiure$ in primary training 

' 

N Tot» of 
laudluK 

Landing 
• Uilutle 

Dropped 
or bounced 

Obiwryn-rrllablllty • •  304 
310 
»0 

0.33 
.13 
.03 

0.19 
.33 
.0« 

9.W 
TrM-rvUst on Ihr snme day •  .33 
Ti'St-fflt'St on dillcrcDt Jayi •  .00 

> Slncu srori'S from 3 dilTirrnt ground obsrrrrn and 40 chrck pilots »ore Involved In thrw comlalloiu. 
th' jr nprrS' nt ahsulutr us »11 ru rcl.itlre mrm-mrnl. Kurthrnnon>, thi-re wns almost pvrfvet apvcincot 
l« i».. 'i the mmns nnd s(:iiiüiiril dev la Inns of the scorrt of the prourM and alt obstrvcrs. 

> TluSt' ri'lttlvvlv high observer nlbbillllrs nm-e very well »Uli llnw m-rtirvd for must mrftsurvt of th« 
AdvuucM 'J'*iii-K,n^liic 6ctlt< niMjrdd In chapter 7. The obvrvcr nllahlllty of thr mctuurr ol ton« of 
liknUliif; In the twin-engine scale was 0.8U for 47 co-vs. If comctrd for brood categories, IIH-JO rcll.tbUllkt 
would iiiiproach unity. 

• A i:ilciil;ilIon of the correhtlnn belwrrn thr two Lindlnps for the rest of the rrlmarr schools '-iTol»ed 
In the liiv'i scale stuily on the ell.i ti of added tninins (a total of 1,400rases) conOrtns thtsr flgute«. Th« 
reli ibilitli s ' hen test nnd relett follow r.tch other in the same ch< ck ride are 0.13 lor tuoo uf Undlnf, OJt 
for Inmlini; atlitude, and n.Vi fur bounce or drop|ied In. 1 Th«sc very low reliabilities when the test and retest are admltil«tere<l In dllTerrnt planes on dUTrrtnt 
day* agree with those secured fur lauding measures In the other studies described In this chapter. 

Observer Reliabilities Are High 

The observer reliabilities aro relatively high, ranging from 0.79 to 
0.88. Sinco this degree of absolute agreement was achieved by the 
way in which the measurements were defined rather than by specially 
training the observers in comparing their estimates with each other, 
it seems likely that tho standards used are stable with a largo degree 
of generality. Thus, these correlations between observers Indicate the 
objectivity of the scoring as well as its high observer reliability. Since 
tho scoring directions were available to the students as well as to the 
check pilots, tho entire process of measurement may be considered 
to bo relatively objective. 

Reliabilities from Test and Retest on Same Flight Are Low But Positive 

Tho tcst-retost reliabilities of two immediately successive trials on 
tho same check ride arc constantly lower, ranging from 0.12 to 0.32. 
Tho agreement between tho same observer's scoring of two imme- 
diately successive landings is much poorer than that of the two ob- 
servers scoring tho same landing. Sinco the observer reliability is 
relatively high, tho lower test-rctest reliability must be produced by 
conditions which introduce variability into tho actual performance of 
tho test rather than by inaccuracy in scoring tho performance. These 
conditions are probably nrnuto-to-minute fluctuations in wind and 
turbulence ond variability in the student's performance. 

* Th« two «ludles and th« «Dalyrls Involved In this üble wer« designed and supenrUcd hf MaJ. N. B. 
Mlll«r. 
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Reliabilities From Test and Retest on Different Days Vary About Zero 

Tbo corrclntions between test and retest on difTcrcnt days are still 
lower. Tbey nro practically zero. Tboso rides are on difTcrcnt days 
and arc by difTcrcnt check pilots in difTcrcnt plnnca. The high ob- 
server reliabilities indicate that the change of check pilots docs not 
produce a grent cfTect upon the scoring of performance, although it 
might influence the student's confidence slightly and hence his man- 
ner of performnnco. The instruments of different planes are likely 
I to be more or less out of calibration and various planes have somewhat 
difTcrcnt flying characteristics. Other factors such as fluctuations in 
the wind, turbulence, density of the air, and other weather differences 
would also be expected to vary more from day to day than they 
would within the period of a single check ride. Variability of the 
wind would bo expected to have an especially important effect on 
landing. Finally, it seems likely that factors within the individual 
student may produce some variability in his performance and that 
such factors may vary more from day to day than within a single 
check ride. 

Reliabilities Within a Day and Between Days Compared for a Iligh- 
Altitude Maneuver 
Correlation between maneuvers on the same check ride.—In studies I 

and III a loft stoop turn and a right steep turn wero scored separately 
on each of the two testing days. It was thus possible to correlate the 
altitude-range scores on the loft stoop turn and the right steep turn on 
the same day. This was done separately for the first day and the 
second day and for the upper and lower groups in studies I and III. 
Those corrolationM wore then combined by the z-transforraation and 
yielded a correlation of 0.38, based on 332 pairs of turns. 

Correlation between maneuvers on different days.—For the bctween- 
days correlation, the altitude range in the left steep turn on the first 
day was correlated with the altitude range on the right turn on the 
second day, and the right turn on the first day was correlated with the 
left turn or the second day. A combination by the z-transformation 
of thoso con Matlons yields a coofTiciont of 0.17, based on 332 pairs of 
turns.    • 

Within a -> vj and between days compared.—The correlation between 
turns on the sumo day was 0.38 and between turns on different days 
was 0.17. Under the conditions of this experiment a dilforenco of 
this size would bo expected by chance loss than 1 time in 100. This 
difforonco was probably the result of the different planes used on the 
two days and changes in turbulence, as well as day-to-day variability 
in the students' performance. 

It seems unlikely that the difTorence was the result of variability 
among (ho chock riders. Since the Primary trainer has room fo.' only 
two people, the student and the check rider, it was not possible on this 
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high-altitude mnncuver to obtixin the correlations between the »coring 
of two different observers. However, in a study reported in chapter 
7, two uifTerent observers rend the same set of instruments during 
altifude-control maneuvers in the B-25 (Mitchell). The observer 
reliability on these altitude-eontrol measures ranged from 0.57 to 
1.00. Since this was very probably also true for observations of altim- 
eters in Primary trainers, observer error was not likely to bo a large 
factor in the above difTerenco in reliabilities. 

Assumptions Involved in Conventional Tcst-Rctcst Reliability May Not 
Apply to Flying Measure« 

In measuring flying ability, a low tcst-retest reliability might easily 
result from the inexperienced student's observation of his own error» 
on the fust test and consequent correction of these errors on the rctest. 
According to instructors' reports, in a given maneuver including two 
measurable tasks the student pilot was often unable to perform both 
tasks at the same time. On the first test he might fail in one of tho 
measured tasks and vote his error. On the retest he corrects this 
error but fails on the other measured task. If a number of students 
did this on a given measure, the test-retest correlation for individual 
measures would be considerably reduced and might approach zero. 
However, for these measures the sum of scores on test and retest might 
correlate well with gnuluation-elimination, sinco students who per- 
formed well on both test and retest had better scores than those who 
failed on one or both. 

The fact that correlations between maneuvers performed in immo- 
diato succession on the same check ride were higher than correlations 
between maneuvers on dilTercnt days seems incompatible with the 
ideas of tho preceding paragraph. This correction during tho retest 
of errors made on the original test, while it has been reported by in- 
structors, might not occur frequently enough to affect tho correlation. 

Implications for Further Work 
Both landings and steep turns were very important parts of the 

task of all pilots. According to experts, tho variables measured in 
these scales were very relevant aspects of these maneuvers. This 
study showed that the diflicully of measuring these aspects was niore 
the result of factors introducing variability in performance from day 
to day than of errors in measuring any given sample of performance. 
Landings were probably especially susceptiblo to variable conditions, 
such as gustiness of wind, which changed tho performance from day 
to day. Steep turns do not seem likely to bo more suscoptible than 
tho average maneuver and it is believed that similar results would 
bo secured with many other types of measures. 

Tho fact that the correlation between measures administered on 
different days, in diiTerent planes, and by different check riders was 
considerably lower than that between tests given in immediate suo- 
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cession in tlio same plane by the same check rider has important pne 
tical implications.   Two difTerent procedures should be used for two 
tlinVrvnt situations: 

(1) In mensuring the results of training experiments it is important 
to control the effects of conditions of testing by giving check rides 
to matched pairs of experimental and control subjects as nearly in 
succession as possible in the same plane by the same check pilot; and 

(2) If a number of rides are being given to increase the reliability 
of the monsures on the same student, these should bo given on diiTer- 
ent days in duTercnt planes by different check pilots in order to cancel 
out as much as possible the effects of the variable conditions. 

It should bo noted that reliabilities determined with test and retest 
in immediate succession, by the same check rider or in the same plane, 
probably will considerably overestimate the results that can bo 
expected in any practical application of the measures tested. 

One of the most practicable ways of coping with the factors produc- 
ing day-to-day variability probably is to repeat tho measures on a 
number of different days. These studies have shown that, in general, 
single administrations do not produce sufTicicntly reliable results. 

RELIABILITY OF OBJECTIVE MEASURES WITH REPEATED 
ADMINISTRATIONS , 

Purpose |j 
Since most of tho reliabilities and many of the validities of objective ' 

measures in the screening studies were extremely low, it was decided 
to give repeated daily administrations of a check ride in an effort to ; 
obtain higher reliabilities and validities. Because it was desired not 
to interfere with training, tho tests were administered by each stu- 
dent's own instructor and the check ride was necessarily made up of 
measures on maneuvers that were performed on most of tho flights 
during tho early part of training. The only maneuvers certain to be 
performed on every flight during the early part of training were take- 
off, traffic pattern, and landing. On these maneuvers it was possible 
to try out some 18 measures, most of them objective. Some appar- 
ently less objective measures were also included with tho thought that 
methods of making them more objective might bo suggested in the 
course of tho experiment. 

Pfocedure 
Study VI ■ was conducted at Uvaldo and Brady Primary Schools. 

In it tho items were administered every day on which there was a 
dual rido from tho sixth through tho thirtieth hours of training. The 
tests were administered each day to 73 students by the students' own 
instructors.   An average of 12 administrations per student was ob- 

M study VI wu <)on>> tt • Um« whf n flylai itudeoU without oveneas Mrrica or pretlous flrlog e xpfrif a«« 
mtn it 111 Ix-lrg tnlocd ID Prlnir 7 ichoolt. Tb* itudtn «re iroupcd logically rather than chmooiofleaUy. 
Tbui, th« It.iatniijriii siu.ii.« are numbered I through V and the special (tudlet 00 rallabtlit.r aad Inlw 
oorrelatloo are nuuibwed VI and VQ. 
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tuinod. Since the same instructor gave nil of tho 12 Administrations 
of the test, the odd-even reliability from these data might bo spuriously 
high. In order to obtain an estimate of this possible spurious rise in 
reliability, arrangements were made in planning tho experiment to 
have each student tested at approximately tho sixteenth hour by an- 
other instructor. This administration by the other instructor was 
called tho "switch-rido." 

In order to obtain an estimate of the reliability of tho measures 
when they were administered by difTerent instructors, tho switch-rido 
results were correlated with the scores given by tho regular instructor 
on the previous day. They were also correlated with those given by 
tho regular instructor on tho following day. Thus there were two 
correlations between the scores given by tho "switch" and the regular 
instructors. Thcso two correlations combined by tho z-trausforma- 
tion technique gave the best possible estimate of the test-retest relia- 
bility of a single administration of these measures when test and 
retest were given by difTerent instructors. These figures are shown in 
column 1 of table 6.7. 

• 

TABLK 6.7.—Odd-even reliabilitiet for It adm\n\atration$ by tame cheek-rider com- 
pared wilh reliabilitie$ when different check rider» were uted {N~7S) 

VI-AI. Continuous application of throttle In lak««8. 
VI-A3. Devlntlon of plane from itnUght puth during 

lukc-ulT roll   
VI-A3. A/S reading »hen plane leaveJ ground  
VI-A4. Mano pulled oil ground, held on ground, or 

flown off correctly  
VI AS. A/S runpv In climb to flnt turn  
Vl-A«. rlune drift during climb  
Vt-A7. Altitude deviation from 300 feet during first 

turn  
VI- III. Trninc put lorn: Entendo« n» Ind leg In inid< 

die third .«  
VI n.'  '1 riiiir pattern: Miultimm deviation from 

allitudoofUlü feel In pattern from entry till throttl« 
Iscut  

VI -in   Kinal approach: A/8 ranee from Nylnnlng of 
1 i-i turn until »tudi'iit brclns to break glide  

VI-IM. Tmllic pattern: Turn onto approach leg 
•tarlcd 3üü fret or atiov«  

VI-IIS, Kinal approach: After throttle closed mora 
power not ruci • -.iry. or added ai rrmilred  

VI-IIO. Kuril approach: Maintains glide track paral- 
lel with T  

VI-P7. Oround contact: landed In crab  
Vl-Ilg. Ground contact: Landed drlfllng  
VI-lu   landing attitude: Smooth 3-poiiit. tail Ortt, 

wheels fW, 3-|>oiiit but dro|iped In 3 feet or nor«.. 
VI-Ilio. I'lane bounced  
Vlim. 1'laco of contact: Oool, flnt H of fleld  
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1 r,, ,.,.—Thh correlation Is a t-truu format Ion combination of: fl) The enrrrlutlon bctwren results from 
the "twitch-ride" odiiiinbtered by a dilfercnl Imtructor »t •pproilnmlely Ih» lab hour o( training and th* 
results of the ytteiding day's lest ride by the student's rrrul.ir Uislrictor; and (.') The oonrUtlou bctwaaa 
l!io same "*» tteh-rlde" and thc/i-f'oirlng day's ride by the student's riKul tr Instniclor. 

*('•«■«••.—The l./urr in column l was then corrn-ted by the Hiiearman-llroun formula to estimat« Ih« 
reliability of 13adn.iiilMral!ons.   Nrratlverrllabilules werec(in.kidirednu'.inlnKle.NSand wire not toarctcd. 

*('••.—This currelation Is Uiuun llieavi'ni.'*eof liodd ami thea«er.ire<>f rtevin ailmlnUlr.itloiisofeocli 
Die,L'nie. corrected by tho Spiarmaii-llruw-n li ni.nl» to i iim.ie the hlubility of all riadmliil>trutlons. 

• e'(l i) (3.t).—This rorrclillriii U lheo<td«venennetalion with lioi.rj I Jl ci.n tint for the aTrra"a vf Ih« 
o>!il scorxs and tho avtrtro of tho even teures by the se.'iiip.irllal cuirdtttun formula dexrlbcd In tha teil. 
Tha oorrelations neers. ary for rntcriiiK this fonnull are snow n In the appvndls. 

• »>,, cri.l-rhm.—'i d. coiTiiilloii Is between rrad-ellm In rrlmary khool and Iba sum of lour last ad» 
mlnbtrutions for euch nutv^ur* between the ri.inii and elaveoth bows of rrlmary training. Thar« wera 
li graduated and 20 oiliuluutcd fur Oylag dcOclcucy. 
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Results: Agreement of Measures by Same Instructor Compared With 
Tliat of Measures by DifTercnt Instructors 

Whoa the rclinbilil'u's involving the switch ride were corrected by 
the Spenrmnn-Brown formula to estimate the rclinbility of 12 ride«, 
they could ho. compared with the corrected odd-even reliability of 
the 12 r'uhs givm by the regular instructor. The two sets of values 
are shown in columns 2 and 3 of table 6.7. 

As would be expected when the test and retest were given by differ- 
ent instructors (column 2), this more rigorous procedure r"oduced a 
fencrnl drop in the rcliahilities. In comparing the con ons bc- 
twoon the different instructor and the regular one show •ohirnn 
2 of table 6.7 with the odd-even correlations for the 12 administra- 
tions given by the regular instructor in column 3, it was found that 
in all but two instances the values in column 2 were smaller than or 
equol to those in column 3. It may be inferred that the measures 
which showed the bifigest drop in reliability are the ones on which the 
two instructors hod the most different standords and that these were 
the least objective items. With oidy 73 cases in this study and the 
fact that the switch-ride correlations were based on only two trials 
each, some of these differences may be produced by chance. Of the 
six measures with the negative correlations, VI-A2, VI-A6, VI-Bl, 
Vl-Bt, VI-BlO, and VI-Bl 1, the first two were on observations which 
were parliculorly hard to moke objectively. In VI-A2 the check 
pilot had to judge whother during the take-off roll the plane deviated 
from the straight path: 

Not at all. 
One wing length (approximately 15 feet). 
One plane width (approximately 30 foot). 
Over one pin no width. • 

In VI-A6 the check pilot had to make the same judgment during the 
straight-ahead climb to 300 feet after take-off. Since at Primary 
schools most of the tnke-offs were from grass, without a runway for 
a reference either on the ground or in the take-off climb, the judgment 
was «IifIIcuIt nnd allowed minimal possibilities for common standards 
among pilots. The other four measures with negative correlations 
seemed more likely to be objective. It is possible, of course, that some 
or nil of the six negative coefficients were tho result of chance factors. 

Results: Effect of Holding Hours Constant in the Odd-Even Correlation 

Tho odd-even correlations for tho 12 test administrations by the 
regular instructor are shown in column 3 of table 6.7. Because it 
was not possible in tho test situation to control tho hour levels on the 
successive administrations it was necessary to correct this odd-even 
reliability for the different average hours of training of tho various 
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students.    Tho students varied  in  the number of hours of flying 
preceding any given test ndministrntion for two reasons: 

(1) Because of variations in the weather, attendance, etc., some 
students had more flying periods than others and thus consistently had 
more hours at each administration of the test; 

(2) Some students were ready to solo with fewer hours of training, 
accumulated hours of solo between the dual check rides and thus had 
more hours of flying experience at each later test administration. 

The fact that diflerent students had somewhat different numbers of 
hours of flying instruction increased the range of skill represented 
in the population and thus raised somewhat the estimates of reliability. 
It should be noted that measures which were so unreliable that they did 
not measure anything would not be aflected by this increase in range; 
it would not make an unreliable measure seem reliable but only make a 
reliable one seem more reliable. 

It seemed desirable to get some estimate of the effect upon the 
reliabilities of the fact that hours of training were not held completely 
constant. In order to obtain the odd-even correlation, with hours 
held constant for both odd and even average scores, it was necessary 
to partial out hours in both the odd scores and even scores This was 
accomplished by a semi-partial correlation.** 

While the odd-even correlation without holding hours constant gave 
an estimate of reliability somewhat higher than it would if hours could 
have been held constant experimentally, tho semi-partial technique 
gave too low an estimate. This occurs because tho relationship 
between hours and skill had two aspects: 

(1) The student who had more hours had more chance to improve 
their skill through practice. This was the relationship that had to be 
removed before a fair estimate of reliability could be obtained. 

(2) The students with more aptitude soloed sooner and thus, 
because of their greater aptitude, had more hours on tho average on 
later test administration. To the extent that the greater number of 
hours was indicative of greater aptitude, the semi-partial correlation, 
in which hours were held constant, gave too low an estimate of odd- 
even reliability. 

Although the semi-partial correlation overcorrected to some extent, 
tho reduction when hours were held constant was not largo, as can be 
seen from column 3 and 4 in table G.7. This means that although it 
was impossible to hold the number of hours of flying training com- 
pletely constant for all students in this study, it did not have any 
very great effect on tho results. 

yi-''iiVi-'S. 

ID which: Vorlablo l-odd score. vari.il.Ie 3-evtn (core. varUtU J-o>I<J hour*, »vlstl« «-even hour«, 

J. P. Oullford, Piy<homttrt< MtiSodi, McOnw-lIIU Dock Co. Inc., 1036. ptti «03 and KM, formuU number 
UM). 
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Rcbults: Prediction of Graduation Elimination 
In the five screening studies it wns possible to determine the predic- 

tive power of the measures tried out by correlating the sura of the test 
and retest administrations with subsequent graduation or elimination 
from Primary school. It seemed probable that the sum of these two 
administrations would be more reliable than the single administration 
on either the test or retest. This seemed likely not only because of 
the increased length but also because the sum of the two administra- 
tions on dilTerent days with different planes and check riders would 
tend to average out these sources of day-to-day variability. 

In the present experiment in which students were tested every day 
on which there was a dual ride from the sixth through the thirtieth 
hour of training, the four test administrations during the eighth 
through the eleventh hours were chosen to be summed and correlated 
with subsequent Primary graduation-elimination. TLeso four were 
chosen for the following reasons: (1) Before the eighth hour the stu- 
dents had so little flying experience that objective tests would not 
measure their skills adequately; (2) After the eleventh hour the num- 
ber of eliminations increased rapidly with a consequent restriction of 
proficiency range in the population; and (3) Students recommended 
for elimination in Primary schools received an average of approxi- 
mately four independent check rides before elimination, so that if an 
objective check ride were accepted for use in Primary schools, four 
administrations would be administratively feasible. 

Column 5 in table G.7 shows the biserial correlation with Primary 
school graduation for the sum of four administrations of each measure 
between the eighth and eleventh hour of flying training. Of those 
18 measures, 12, or 07 percent, were higher than 0.41, compared with 
10 percent of the graduation elimination biserial correlations for the 
94 measures in the five screening studies that were reported in table 
0.4. Since these biserial coeincients are based on 53 graduates and 
20 eliminees, for the 14 highest of these 18 coefllcients there was only 
1 chance in 200 of obtaining positive coefllcients as largo as these if 
there had been no relationship between the variables. 

These coefllcients indicated the predictive power of these measures 
when the measures were administered four times by the student's own 
instructor. The coefllcients indicated a useful degree of predictive 
power when administered in this way in the early part of Primary 
training. However, it should be kept in mind that the values ob- 
tained are high possibly because the student's instructor usually made 
the initial recommendation for elimination before the student received 
independent elimination check rides by three members of the super- 
visory staff. 

There remained the problem of whether similar predictive power 
could be obtained if objective measures were administered four times 
with a different check rider on each test, a suitable procedure if the 
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objective measures were to be used as a regular part of the flying testa 
given to students proposed for elimination during Primary training. 
Arrangements were made for such a trial of a check rido made up of 
objective measures, but the end of tho war and the consequent 
clinnges in training made this impossible. Such a check rido and 
the objective measures for use in it arc described in the last section of 
this chapter. 

INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG PRIMARY MEASURES IN THE 
LARGE-SCALE INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF ADDED 
FLYING TRAINING 

Purpose and Procedure 

It was desirable to obtain intercorrelations of tho measures tried 
in the item-analysis studies but the small number of students tested 
in any given study and the low reliabilities of tho measures made it 
inappropriate. Tho first opportunity to obtain intercorrelations 
appeared when 1,400 students were tested in tho Primary section of a 
large-scale study of tho effects of additional training on flying skill. 
Other details of this study are reported in chapter 10, but sinco the 
intercorrelations aro relevant to the present discussion, they will bo 
presented hero. In tho sequence of Primary studies this was counted 
as study VII.41 The 1,400 students tested on 13 measures had ro- 
ceived 15 weeks of Primary training. Each student was tested by ao 
instructor (other than his own) who had been carefully briefed on 
the methods of scoring. 

Results 

Tho intercorrelations of tho 13 measures aro shown in table 6.8. 
None of the intercorrelations between measures on different maneuvers 
wos over 0.12, with the exception of the correlation of 0.21 between 
tho Loop and the Immflmann, which are relatively similar maneuvers. 
These low intercorrelations were probably for tho most part tho result 
of tho low reliabilities of tho single administration of each measure. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to correct most of tho intercorrela- 
tions for attenuation because tho only reliability values available 
(except on landings) were for test and retost on different days. These 
day-to-day values were lower than tho test-rctcst correlations within a 
doy, as seen in table 0.6, and would ovcrcorrect for attenuation if 
applied to intercorrelations for measurer given un the same day. 

Measure» within a single maneuver hau higher intercorrelations.—' 
Some of tho intercorrelations among the measures within a given 
maneuver were considerably higher. These higher correlations within 
a maneuver might ?iavo been produced, however, by tho fact that 

a Study VII WM done it • tline whrn fl)ln( «tudenti without omwu Krvlc« or prevtimi fl)rln(tip* 
rlenc« were still bvlnf trelnnl In frtmnry »clio-1>. Al tIMrd In footuol« f, tho primanr itudln wtiCRNiptd 
loglMlljr retbrr than chroiiolotlciOiy ID this eh*pt«r. 
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there wore simple physical causal nlationships between difTcrcnt 
nspocts of the airplane's behavior. This seemed more likely than 
the occurrence of common elements in the human abilities involved. 
The clearest example of a purely physical causal relationship was in 
the correlation between Atlitmle on landing and Bounced or dropped in. 
If the Stearman plane's landing attitude was tail high or slightly 
wheels first, it hit the ground while it still had flying speed and then 
as the shock of hitting the ground threw the tail down, the piano rose 
into the air again, as a result of the sudden increase in angle of attack 
of tho wings. This is clearly shown in the correlation of 0.63 between 
Altitude and Bounced or dropped in for the first landing and 0.58 for 
the second landing. This is further substantiated by tho fact that 
the correlations for Attitude on the one landing and Bounced or dropped 
in on tho other arc only 0.17 and 0.19. Tho correlations between 
these measures on the same landing and on difTcrcnt landings are 
shovvn in table 6.9. 

It will be noted in table 6.9 that tho correlations between Area 
plane touches and Attitude and also the correlations between Area plan« 
touches and Bounced or dropped in were higher within tho same landing 
than for different landings. The relationship was not as strong in 
these two aspects of landing but still remained higher «vithin the same 
landing. If o student was going to overshoot' tho area, ho may have 
tried to put tho plane down too soon and made a landing in a Wheels- 
first attitude, which in turn produced a bounce. If tho student saw 
that he was not quite going to reach the desired area, he may have 
tried to hold the plane off the ground too long, stalled it too high, and 
dropped in more than 3 feet. 

Reliabilities of test and retest in immediate succession for the three 
measures in landing were shown to be 0.13 for Area plane touche», 
0.2S for Attitude, and 0.2G for Bounced or dropped in. In a further 
study it was planned to give administrations of each measure on four 
or more successive days. Under these conditions, test-rctest relia- 
bilities and intercorrelations should become more meaningful. 

Reliability and Validity of a Total Check-Ride Score 

One method of obtaining greater reliability in a homogeneous test 
is by increasing the length. Although a check ride, made up of a 
number of different measures, is not homogeneous, tho intercorrela- 
tions between the various measures aro for tho most part positive, so 
that tho total scoro for a number of measures on tho same chock ride 
should h.i somewhat more reliable than the average reliabilities of the 
individual measures. Of tho 24 measures in study I, tho 16 measures 
were chosen which best differentiated between students with 55 hours 
of training and those with 15 hours of training. Tho scores on these 
IG measures were equally weighted and the test-retest reliability of 
the total score was then calculated separately for the 55-hour group 
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and the 15-hour group. Tho biscrial correlation with graduation- 
elimination VM also calculated for tho 15-hour group. These results 
are shown in table 6.10. 

It should bo noted that the biscrial correlation with graduation- 
elimination is based on the sum of tho scores for tho two administra- 
tions on successive days. This validity coefllcient, then, should bo 
compared with the corrected reliability coefficient in tho second col- 
umn rather than tho simple test-retcst reliability shown in tho first 
column. It should be noted fiat tho measures wero not selected on 
either of (he bases compared but on their ability to difTcrentiato 
between students with more and fewer hours of training. 

TADI.K 6.9.—Condaliona beluren the tame measure» during a »ingle landing and 
on immediately succe»sive landing 

Sum« 
landing 

Different 
landlnp 

Air» plirne touches (flnt Tmu« .-cfon«! InmllnR»)  .. PS i a 13 
l.nn<liMK nttltii'lo (flrsl vcrMis v rornl Inrvllnp»)  ............................ QT    .28 

HU    .28 DounciMl or «IropiH^I In (lir^t and frccoiul landings).....................••••.• 
An» vmuintntiiil* ....  ~..  

ST .28 
PR .29 
8U .27 
OR .63 
TU    .68 

PT    .08 
Area vcrsiu nttitud«  80     .10 

PU    .11 Amt »ersui hounc*  
Arm vmus bounM  8R    .08 
AUIlnd« vrnus bouno*.  QO    .17 

TR    .19 A1111 ud« v t rsui bouno*  

• Thelrltrrüln this tfihlfrorrospond to tholitcnlUylnrlcttPrson the measures In tnblo A.S. For example. 
PS Is the tr^( n lest rrllability fur ma plnno touches; I'Q Is tho com^ntlon between ore» plane touches and 
landing itllitii'le fur the fir i '»ndini;, mid ST Is tho correluion between the s.imo varlitbles for the second 
IMIIIIUK; I'T LS the corroliitlon IK IWMM MM on tho first londlns and attitude on tho second and SQ between 
area on tho Sfeoud and attitude on the first, cu». 

TABLE 0.10.—Reliability and validity of total »core on 16 measures in study I 

Upf« r class (M hours). 
Lower daas (15 houis). 

N 
ra 

test- 
ixlest 

an 
.30 

e»ii« 
double 
lensth 

0.67 
.8« 

r»u 
grndi-lim ». 

sum of 1 
adrolnlstrattoot 

O 
033 

i Pi< •.irnmn Pm» n estimate of tho reliability of the sum of tho scorn on tost and retest together. 
• Not enlculaMe liecause no students In this group were eliminated In primary school alter tb* flftlath 

hour of Oying training. 

RECOMMENDED FURTHER INVESTIGATION öt 
SELECTED MEASURES 

Plan of Experiment 

It was planned to investigato further tho measures which seemed 
most promising in all of the seven studies described up to this point. 
Since most of these measures wero used in a single test and retest and 
given to a relatively small number of students, their results wero not 
highly reliahlo statistically. They wero tho first coarso screening of 
tho measures. Tho next study was to bo a finer and more definitive 
screening. In order to moko each measure more reliable, it would bo 
administered on four successive chock rides at each of two levels of 
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training. Thcso check rides would bo administered to a larger num- 
ber of students in order to secure statistically moro stable results. 

The following types of data were to be secured on each measure: 
(I) ability to predict graduation-elimination, (2) ability to discrimi- 
nate between groups of students with different amounts of flying train- 
ing, (3) reliability of odd versus even administrations, and (4) inter- 
corrclations with other measures. The first two types of data would 
indicate the power of each measure for the two different possible uses; 
the third would help to indicate whether any lack of power ia due to 
unreliability. The intercorrelations would show whether or not cer- 
tain measures ovcrlai so much that some of them should bo omitted 
to avoid needless duplication and would also throw some light on the 
nature of Hying skills. Finally, a comparison of the first two types of 
data, secured more reliably, would indicate the extent to which it 
might be necessary to develop two somewhat different scales of flying 
skill, one to measure those aspects which are the result of aptitude, and 
another to measure those aspects which are the result of learning. 

It was planned to gather these data by administering a check ride 
of selected measures to 100-150 students each day for 4 days from 
the eighth through the tlcventh hour of training. Each test adminis- 
tration would be by a different check rider in a different piano and 
results from the 4 days were to be averaged to obtain tho mo?', 
reliable measure of the students' ability at this level of training. Tho 
same procedure with the same check ride was to be folb.ved for 4 
successive days at a higher level of training, between the thirtieth and 
fortieth hours of primary flying. It was planned to test tho entire 
class at the one remaining Primary school, using from 20-30 specially 
trained check riders under the supervision of members of the Primary 
Training Advisory Board. 

These students were to be tested at the 8-11 hour level and ogain at 
the 30-40 hour level. In this way it would be possible to compare the 
same group at two different levels of its training. Any students who 
would have been eliminated between tho first and second testing 
periods would be kept in school for tho purpose of this comparison. 
Proper authority was secured to postpone thcso eliminations which 
were not immediately essential to safety until after the second period 
of testing. The correlation with graduation elimination would be 
obtained on tho same group used to determine the ability of the 
measures to discriminate hours of training so that a direct comparison 
could be made between these two different criteria. 

This study became impossible when the end of tho war brought a 
sharp reduction in primary training. The only students being trained 
in Primary schools were bombardier and navigator officers returned 
from combat who had had varying amounts of incidental pilot train- 
ing in course of flying their combat missions. Such training as con- 
tinued was also severely disrupted by tho release or transfer of in- 
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structors, supervisory personnel, and many of the students. It was 
concluded that further studies should not bo conducted until condi- 
tions became more settled and possibly not until cadet training was 
again instituted. 

Bases for Selecting the Measures 

With the information gained from tho first coarse screening of the 
various measures described in tho preceding sec* ions of this chapter, 
it was now possible to select better measures for a moro rigorous trial 
on a larger number of students. Tho principal bases for the selection 
of these measures were as follows: 

(1) Suitability Jor use at the 8-11 hour level.—From an examination 
of the results of the seven Primary school studies, from the distrilution 
of elimination at the various hour-levels and from the pattern of intro- 
duction of new maneuvers in Primary schools, it was decided that the 
8-11 hour level was the best time to administer an over-all check ride. 
By the eighth hour the fundamental maneuvers had been introduced 
and practiced so that measures of these maneuvers could bo used. In 
order to be sure that the measures would be tested on their ability to 
discriminate fundamental skills rather than on tho moro transient 
factor of tho opportunity of tho students to be exposed to tho maneuver 
involved, all of tho measures used were to deal with maneuvers with 
which the student was already familiar, though not yet skilled, after 
8 hours of flying trailing. 

(2) Comprehensiveness.—It was desirable to have a set of maneuvers 
and measures which tested all of tho fundamental skills of flying. 
This was true not only because a comprehensive set of measures was 
moro likely to bo di-criminative but also because a check ride which 
emphasized only a few of the important measures would leave the way 
open for coaching by instructors who were preparing students to pass 
such a check ride. The ideal check ride measures all of tho important 
aspects und only tho important aspects. An instructor who coached 
hin students for such a check ride would then bo utilizing his instruo- 
tional time most cfTiciently. 

(3) ndiability.—If a measure had validity enough to predict 
graduation-elimination or to discriminate between groups with di/Ter- 
cnt amounts of t -aining, it must have had enough reliability to measure 
Bomething. If it was highly reliable, it may or may not have had 
validity. Thcrofoie, when suitable criteria were available, validity 
was a more important basis for choosing measures than reliability. 
Relatively littlo weight was given to reliability in choosing tho meas- 
ures for this study. When testa of validity are available, separate 
measures of reliability are chiefly useful in indicating whether low 
validities are the result of the irrelevance of tho thing measured or 
whether they are tho result of tho unreliability of the measure. In tho 
latter case, tho low validities may bo raised by improving tho rclia- 
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bility through steps such as controlling varinblo conditions or ndmin- 
istcring more trials. 

(4) Validity.—The two kinds of vaMdity, nbility to predict gradua- 
tion-elimination and ability to discriminate between students with 
difTcrent amou.its of flying training, were both considcrci^h selecting 
measures. As described in the preceding section, it was planned to 
investigate further the relationship between these apparently difTcrent 
tests of the measures. If there is substantially a zero correlation 
between ability to predict graduation-elimination and ability to dis- 
criminate hour levels, it will be desirable to construct separate check 
rides for the two purposes. For those reasons it was important to 
include in this study measures with both kinds of validity. 

Measures Selected for Further Trial 

According to plan the following maneuvers and measures were 
chosen and the form prepared for use in the next trial check ride. 

1. TAKE-OFF, CLIMB, AND FIBST TOBW 

A. ArrucATiON OF THROTTLE DUIUNO TAKK-OFF ROLL: 
(2) Smoothly opens throttle to full position. 
(1)  Not opened full, uneven, or rammed. 

B. AT TAKE-OFF, STüDEMT: 
(2)  Lets piano fly off. 
(1) Pulls plane off tho ground. 
(1) Holds plane on ground. 

C. A/S RAKOE FnoM 20 FT. TO LEVEL-OFF: 
CHECK HIOHEBT AND LOWEST A/8. 

♦-55        60        65        70        75        80        85        00 -»m. p. h. 

I     I     I     I     i     )     I HI 
9 8 7 6 6 

D. ALTITUDE RANGE DU.UNO FIBST TOBM: 
CHECK HIGHEST AND LOWEST. 

3 

«- 100 
Lcss-Fcct 

80      60      40 
300 ft. 

20              20 
Morc-Fcct 

40      60      80     100   - 

II    1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   i 
0 1        2        3 4       6        6 7      8       9       10 / 

i 

2. Two 300* STEEP TURNS 

(Roll directly from left turn Into right (unl 

A. DEVIATION FROM STABTINO ALTITODB: 

CHECK HIGHEST AND LOWEST.1   • 
Losc-Fcct • Gain-Feet 

-120   100    80     00     40    20     0      20     40     GO     80    100   120-* en i i i i i i i i i 
i 6 9     10    11     12 

* Scoring: Illrhrst score IJ 0 points for rann In icro Inferrst; 1 point »ubtrtc^ 1 for rach 10 fe»t of nnn 
to that check In gain 30 and lose GO (KM «cor« of». No (com below uro. Umltar icvrlnc lor all rang« 
Itoma. 

• Marking; n- + 10 to -10; 30-11 to 30; 40*31 to 40, «t«. 
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D. CONDITIONS TO BE FCLFILLED: FAILURB IN EITHER or TUESB MEANS ZERO 

SCOHE ON WMU MANEUVER. 

1. REACIIKD A CO* BANK IN EACH TORN (CABANE STRUT PARALLEL Wrm 
HONUON). 

Yes      No 

I     i     I 
1 0 

2. FINAL ROLL-OOT WITHIN ±45° or STARTINO HBADINO. 

Yes       No 

rz 
i 

3. POWER-ON STALL RECOVBBT 

A. STALLED AILERONS. Yes | \ 

2 
D. MAXIMUM AIR SPEED IN RECOVERY: 

*-    65        70        75 80        85        90        95 

No 1 1 
1 

100 105 

J I L I       I       I      I 
8 3 

4. RUDOER-EXERCISB STALL 

A. MAXIMUM or WINGS DuniNO 500 FEET: 

(3)          I than 40° (40°wangle of flying wires and horison). 
(2) '.0° to 60° (60°=angle of cabane strut and horiton). 
(1) more than 60* 

D. MAXIMUM DIRECTIONAL CHANOB DDRINO 500 FEET: 

(3) leas than 22#. 
(2) 220to45#. 
(1) more than 45*. 

6. SPIN RECOVBRT 

SPIN TO LEFT 

A. DID STUDENT APPLY RUDDER AT 1J< TURNS WITIIIM— 
(2) less than 22* either way. 
(1) 22* or more cither way. 

B. MAXIMUM AIR SPEED IN DIVB: 

*-   100     105     110     115     120     125     130     135     140     145 

i    i    i    i I    I    I    I 
8 

6. FOUR 180* GLIDING TURNS 

[With medium teak] 

A. FIRST TURN (LEFT) 

A/S, CHECK HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

-    55       CO       05       70       75       80       85       00 

I     I     I     I     I    T-|     I     I     I 
95      100 -* 

1 3 
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B. SKCOND Turn* (RIGHT) 
A/S, CHECK HIOHEST AKD LOWEST 

•-    55       CO       65       70       75       80       85      00       95      100  -» 

i HD 
0        12        3        4 5 

C. THIRD TURN (LEFT) 
A/S, CHECK HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

—    55       60       65       70       75       80 85       00       95       100   - 

J I L I     I     I 
0 1 2 3 4 C 

D. FOURTH TORN (RIOUT) 
A/S, CHECK HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

♦-   55 60 65 70       75       80       85      90      95      100   -• 

1          1          1          1          i          1          1          1          1          1          1 
0 1 2 3        4        5        6        7        8        9 

—          _                 ..- -J 

7. SIMULATED FORCED LANDINO 

(In field opproi. M mil« iqtur«) 

A. FROM 1,200 FT. DIRECTLT ABOVE SPECIHED FIELD, GOING DOWNWHD 
A/S,   CHECK  HIGHEST  AND   LOWEST. 

«-    55       60      65       70       75       80      85      90      95      100  -» 

i   i   i   i   r i   i   i   i 
0        12        3        4        5 

B. STUDENT SIMULATEI BA:,,I T.ra 
6        7        8 

Yes      No 

I     I     I 
C. STUDENT COMES IN 

Upwind      Crosflwind      Downwind 

I I ] 
3 3 1 

D. STUDENT WOULD HAVE LANDED IN FIELD 
In first 2/3       Outiido first 2/3 

I        1 
2 1 

8. Two COMPLETE S-TURNS 

(Over crouwlod md| 

A. ALTITUDE DEVIATION IN ALL FOUR LOOPS TOGETIIE« 
CHECK MdUtMl DEVIATIONS ABOVE AND BELOW STARTING ALTITUDB: 

Losc-Fcct Gain-Fcct 
*-    100      80    60    40     20       0        20    40    60     80      100    -» 

r    r-r i—r 
1 

i   i   i    i 
8 10 
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B. DrnATioM or FACII  DOWNWIND AND  UPWIND LOOP IN TWO COMPLCTM 
S-TURNI». 

Püsiiioii of clock hocond hand each time plane crosses road: 
Downwind Upwind 
 1st loop  2d loop 

Dc(;iiining 
KND 
Titnc in seconds 

END 
Time in seconds 
Total time in seconds 

3d loop 4 th loop Score 

C. STUDKNT ATTKMPTS SEMICIRCULAR GROUND-PATTERN IN EACH LOOP: 

Yes       No 

I     I     I 
Time of Day Wind Velocity 

0. TUAFKIC PATTKRN AND FINAL APPROACH 

A. FROM ENTRY INTO TRAFFIC UNTIL THROTTLE IS CUT, ALTITUDE RANGE: 

ClIRCK   IIIOIIEST  AND   LOWEST 

Ixyss-Fcct More-Feet 
Ml 100      80     GO     40     20 20 40     GO     80      100    -* 

11 i 
0 12      3      4 

B. AIR SPKK.D IN FINAL GLIDE 

ClIKCK   HinilKsT   AND   LOWEST 

*-    f>5        60        65        70 75 80 

8      9       10 

85        00        05     -• 

"~1 1 
987664321 

C. CHANGED FINAL APPROACH COURSE OR S'D TO HIT CORRECT LINE 

Yes      No 

I     I     I 
1 2 

D. APTRR THROTTLE IS CUT: 
(3) No power added. 
(2) Rtudent added power by himself. 
(1) Instructor told student to add power, or instructor added 

power. 

10. PLACE AND MANNER OP GROUND CONTACT 

A. PLACE OP LANDING: 

Middle 
Zone 

Outer 
Zone 

Not In 
Zones 
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B, ATTITUDE ON LANDINO: 

Smooth Tail Wheels 
3-point First First 

3-Point and 
Dropped in 

3 ft. or more 

I I 

C. BOUNCB ON LANDINO: 

Not at all LCDs than 3 ft.      3 ft. or more 

I—       i 
3 2 

T 
i 

D. INSTRUCTOR ASSISTS 
No      YM 

I     I     I 
2 1 

t 

SUMMARY 

Primary school was a crucial plmso of pilot training. In Primary 
most students received their first flying instruction, became familiar 
with the fundamental maneuvers of flight, and exhibited their aptitude 
or lack of it. Of the total number of eliminations for lack of flying 
proficiency in Primary, Basic, and Advanced schools, considerably 
more than half occurred at the Primary level. Definila objective 
standards were particularly desirable in Primary to select those stu- 
dentl «wioso skill warranted further training and to eliminate at an 
early stage those students who would not be able to meet the high 
requirements of combat flying. For these reasons the Primary phase 
was chosen for intensive investigation. 

The first task in developing objective measures of flying skill was to 
select the critical aspects of the various training maneuvers and to 
devise relevant ar ' comprehensive objective measures for them. For 
31 maneuvers, or parts of maneuvers, 256 measures were devised and, 
after consultation and preliminary trial, the 131 best and most prac- 
ticable of these were tried out in Primory schools on groups from 45 
to 90 students who had not had previous flying training. For each of 
the measures, information was obtained on (1) reliability of test and 
retcst on diflorcnt days, (2) validity in difTerentiating between students 
with more and fewer hours of training, and where possible, (3) validity 
in terms of the ability of measures to predict subsequent graduation 
or elimination from Primary school. 

Positive correlations significant at the 2.5 percent level or above 
were obtained for approximately 35 percent of the reliabilities. This 
level of significance was also reached by 25 percent of the correlation» 
indicating ability to discriminate between groups with different 
amounts of training and 15 percent of those indicating ability to pre- 
dict subsequent graduation or elimination. 
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Tho measures which on the first day of testing were the best ai 
discritninating between students with difTercnt amounts of training 
were also best on the second day of testing. There seemed to bo no 
relationship, however, between the ability of measures to.discriminate 
between students with difTerent amounts of training and their ability 
to predict graduation-elimination. Tho seeming independence of 
these two types of validity, under tho conditions of this experiment, 
suggestod that it may bo necessary to construct one typo of scale for 
measuring the results of training experiments and another somewhat 
di/Terent one for discriminating between students with different 
nin. jnls of aptitude. 

A special analysis was made of the reliability of certain repre- 
sentative -measures. One of these was range of altitude deviation in a 
high altitude maneuver, a steep turn. Three others dealt with an 
important low altitude moneuver, an accuracy landing. These were 
zone of landing, landing attitude, and bounced or dropped in. On all of 
these measures it was found that when test and rctest were given on 
difTerent days in different planes by difTerent check riders, tho relia- 
bility was much lower than when test and rctest were given in imme- 
diate succession in tho same plane and by the same check rider. 
From this result two conclusions were drawn: (1) in any check ride 
used to measure tho results of training experiments, it is important 
to control tho cfTects of conditions of testing by measuring matched 
pairs of experimental and control subjects as nearly in succession as 
possible in the some piano and by the same check rider; (2) if a 
reliablo mensuro of tho individual student is desired, check rides 
must be repeated on a sufficient number of days in difTerent planes 
by difTerent check riders in order to average out tho efTcct of variations 
in conditions of testing and of possible fluctuations in the individual's 
ability to perform. 

As a further step in this analysis, tho three objective measures on 
the accuroey landing were scored by two independent observers, one 
in the plane and one on tho ground. Tho correlations between the 
scores by the two independent observers were found to be relatively 
high, ranging from 0.70 to 0.88. From this it was concluded that 
the low test-rctcst reliabilities were produced not so much by errors 
in n asurement as by variations in the performance measured. 
These variations probably resulted from changes in turbulence, tem- 
perature, and other characteristics of the air, differences in planes and 
check riders, and fluctuations in the student's ability to perform. 

One way of counteracting this variability was to give repeated 
administrations of tho tests so that variable errors were more likely 
to average out. In a special experiment tho student's own instructor 
graded him on objective measures each day that a dual ride was 

. taken from the sixth to tho thirtieth hour of training. It was found 
that useful graduation-elimination validities were obtained from the 
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sum of four administrations of objective measures between the 
eighth lad eleventh hours of training. Repeated administration also 
raised the reliabilities to useful levels when theso administrations 
were made by the student's own instructors. Tho problem remained 
of applying a more rigorous test and finding whether adequately valid 
and roliable measures could be obtained if four successive adminis- 
trations were made by different check riders on difTercnt days in 
dilTercnt planes. 

A final experiment was prepared in which 27 selected objective 
measures were to be given to 150-200 Primary students in 4 conscc J- 
tive daily administrations between the eighth and eleventh hours of 
training, with each administration by a different check rider. For 
each measure a determination was to be made of tho odd-c^ M relia- 
bility of tho four trials and also of the ability of tho total score on 
these trials to predict graduation or elimination from Primary school. 
Another four administrations between tho thirtieth and fortieth 
hours of training were planned in order to determino tho ability of 
tho selected objective measures to discriminate between students with 
more and fewer hours of training. It was planned to comparo the 
effectiveness of each measure in discriminating between students with 
different amounts of training with its ability to predict pass-fail in 
order to determine whether theso two criteria are similar or difTercnt. 
Finally, intercorrelations between the measures were to bo calculated 
for the purpose of eliminating those which duplicated each other, 
and also to throw light on tho structure of flying skill. It was im- 
possible to perform this final experiment because of tho end of the 
war and the consequent changes in training activities. 

Tue proposed final check ride, containing tho most reliable and 
valid objective measures chosen from tho seven Primary studies, is 
presented in this chapter. Tho Pilot Project recommended this 
experiment as tho next step in developing objective measures of 
flying skill at tho Primary level. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN. 

Measures of Two-Engine Flying 
Skill (Contact) 

Capt. Stanford C* Krickscn 

INTRODUCTION 

Use of Two-Engine Planes in the Training Command 

The use of two-engine aircraft in the Training Command began in 
1941 when small, selected groups of students were given instruction 
in the Lockheed Hudson and the B-18 prior to graduation. By 1044 
the majority of students were being graduated from two-engino 
schools where they received 10 weeks training in the TB-25 Mitchell 
bomber. As lato as 1941 it would have appeared extremely radical 
to propose Miat a plane with the power, speed, weight, and tactical 
characteristics of the B-25 could bo used successfully as the standard 
Advanced two-engine trainer. This transition was the result of a 
number of contributing factors: (1) The tremendous need for multi- 
engine pilots to fly the larger combat and transport aircraft, (2) better 
methods of pilot training, (3) improved pilot selection, and (4) the 
fact that the use of tactical type aircraft at the advanced level mato- 
rinlly improves pilot proficiency and shortens the precombat training 
required for two-engine pilots. 

Advantages of Multicnginc Aircraft for Research 
Multiengino aireroft olfer at least two distinct advantages for 

doing research in the area of pilot evaluation: (1) The instructor sits 
beside the student instead of in o separate cockpit and can observe in 
greater detail the quality of the student's performance, (2) there is 
space for a second observer to fly and make independent observations 
of pilot performance. 

Because of these advantages, a series of exploratory studies were 
made in this area. On the basis of the experience gained in these 
studies, the decision was made to concentrate further work at the 
Advanced level of training on developing and testing the objective 
measures of instrument flying skill which are described in the next 
two chapters. The four preliminary studies on the measurement of 
two-engino contact flying skill arc reported in this chapter. 
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STUDY 1: RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF A 
SLÜJLCTIVE CHECK RIDE tt 

The Pilot Projict, working coopcrutivcly with the two-cnginc group 
nt tin» Central Instructors School, constructed a more detailed and 
nmilylirnl ruling scale than the one nonnnlly used for grading stu- 
dents. Tins check ride covered the more important maneuvers in- 
cluded in the two-engine Instructors School curriculum. This sub- 
jective «heck rule provided the initial opportunity for the Pilot Project 
to nppl} K liuhility and validity item analyses to the problem of meas- 
uring (lying skill. 

Procedure 

After a preliminary try-out of items, a rating scale of 94 "rated 
work sample" items was constructed. Sixty-nine student-instructors 
in the two-engine group werechecked at two dilTerent times by separate 
raters, with on intervening interval of from 2 to 4 days. The raters 
were the 20 most experienced check pilots in the two-engine group and 
had never flown with the students before. Each officer made an 
original rating of approximately four students and also made the 
recheck of about four students previously graded by one of the other 
rating officers. The ratings were made after approximately 15 hours 
of flying instruction at the Central Instructors School. 

The Scale 
There were 14 dilTerent maneuvers, each one composed of 2 to 9 

items. These arc listed in table 7.1. The normal landing maneuver 
is a good example of the measures composing the scale. The check 
pilots were told to encircle the appropriate word or number, with 
"1" low and "5" high. The importance of "spreading" the ratings 
was emphasized. 

Normal Landing: 
Turn onto approach  12 3 4   6 
Glide  12 3 4   6 
Gear check on approach  No Ye« 
Ron mtout and landing  12 3 4   6 
Landlngroll  12 3 4   6 
Smoothness on controls   12 3 4   6 
Trimming  12 3 4   6 
After-landing check correct  No Yes 
Had to go around becaua« of overshooting.  Yes No 

Result« 
The product-moment test-rctest reliabilities for the individual 

items wore found to range from 0.00 to 0.26.   For items marked 

" I.t. Col. ChorW* M, Wharlon, Commiuulh.g Offlcvr, Two-En(lnc Oroup, Centnl Instnicton School, 
n»iiiluli>li Kl. Id. rtKvunm J this rrvnrch and muj* •valbble th« (acllillrl o( the Two-Knglne Oroup fcr 
Btudkt I tn<l 3 drKTlbnl In thii rh«ptrr. Capt. A. T. Oordon, Research Offlccr, Two-Enfiu Oroup, 
MtUUi] in th« cunstnicllon IUIJ admlnblrellon o( Ih« check rlJoi used In Studies 2 and 3. S/Sft. C. P. 
Oerahcnson and B/8f t. Waller W. Ismarl made the sutlslical annljrscs lor both proJecU. 
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cither "yea" or "no," the tetrachoric correlations iadiente reliabilities 
as high as 0.58. 

The scores on tho separate measures were added together to obtain 
a total score on each of the 14 maneuvers. The nliahility coefTicicnts 
of these maneuver scores ranged from 0.00 to 0.40, with tho exception 
of one maneuver, forced landing, which was —0.29. Tho reliability 
of the total score was 0.25. 

Using instructors' final grades as the criterion, validity coefllcients 
were obtained for the results of tho two rides separately. These 
values ranged from — 0.00 to 0.41. The validity for tho total check- 
rido score (sum of all maneuver scores) for the two rides was 0.39 for 
the first ride and 0.29 for tho second. 

In table 7.1 are t'\e reliability and validity coefficients and signifi- 
cance levels for each maneuver score and the total check-ride score. 

TAIUT. 7.1.—Reliahilily and validity corffirintti for taeh maneuvtr in Ike rated toork 
$ample check rid« 

[N-691 

Manruvfr 

surtlnf  
Tmllnit  
Tdke-olT  
Climb and Icvrl-ofl.   . 
Towpr-oir slalU  
Slow flyln«  
PlDRlc-cndne drill  
BinKlc-rtiKlnr sUU  
Forcrd lundlni  
rntu-rn  
Nonnnl lamllnc  
Takf-od (second)  
Plndc-cnElne landln«. 
I'orkinK and stopping. 

Tot«! check-ride 

Xii.TitK-rof 
Items 

S 
S 
s 
t 
8 
S 
s 
9 
> 
7 
9 
8 
• 
3 

M 

Tp^t-rrlrtit 
reliability 

HI 
.70 
.11 
.14 
.» 
a 
is 

.03 

.» 

.01 

.40 

.36 

.21 

.01 

.a 

VaUÜU/ • 

IttRU* MPMt 
an an 
.01 .07 
.13 -08 

".« •.83 
••.J5 •.30 
M» .13 
.Oi •••.« 
.10 ••.M 
.«3 .M 

"•.33 •.33 
••.J8 •••.«o 

.13 .0» 
•••.33 M» 
-.03 .0» 

•••.3» ••.3t 

• Com-Iutlon with dual urada. 
I he one, two, or tliree aMrrlsks Indlmtr the stntlsilcnl »Icntnmnee of tluvw coefncleaU.   If Iber« wer no 

rdalloir lilp, ixpslll vo coltli I' nb as l.iri-o as UHM would be «i|ircU-U by chance: 
(No i^U'nsk) -moro limn 10 titnrs In 100. 

••10 times In 100 or lest. 
•*-2.S limes In 100 or lest. 

•••-0.3 tlmet ID lOOor test. 

Conclusion 
This form of subjective grading system in which tho detailed 

specific ospects of pilot performance are scored separately holds some 
promise for use within any given training station. The merit of this 
type of scalo is limited to its use only under conditions where the work 
of the check pilots cun bo continually standardized and their sub- 
jective ratings compared at frequent intervals. Tliis type of grading 
system is similar to tho one developed and used extensively by tho 
Royal Canadian Air Force. 

Tho reliabilities and validities obtained fall in about tho same 
range as those of tho objective measures tested under similar experi- 
mental conditions at tho Primary level, described in chapter 0.   Tho 
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reliability of nny one ndministration of a check rido of this typo is 
BO low that tho results of a considerable number of independent obser- 
vations must be eomblned to discriminate any but tho most extreme 
cases. 

STUDY 2:  COMPAKISON OF OIUKCTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE 
MEASURES TAKEN DURING THE SAME CHECK RIDE 

A clicck-rido booklet was constructed to test most of the basic 
matunvi r s piven in the Central Instructors School two-engino cur- 
riculum. This new check ride contained several subjective measures 
covering those important aspects of maneuvers which were not readily 
adapted to objective measurement. As a partial control for the 
large day-to-day variability in conditions and performance, this 
experiment was designed to give two check rides to each student 
within the same half-day. The primary purpose of this study, then, 
was to determine the test-retcst reliability of objective and subjective 
measures when each student was tested twice »vifhin the same half-day 
by two difTcrent check pilots. 

Procedure 
On 15 and 16 August 1914 103 student-instructors in the two- 

engine group were given the check rido by two difTcrent staff in- 
structors. The students flew in their regular training planes, 49 in 
AT-'O's (a two-place plywood and plastic two-engine trainer made 
by Beechcraft) and 51 in the UC-78 (Cessna Bobcat, a standard 
advanced two-engine trainer and utility cargo plane with fabric wings 
and fuselagi')- Two auxiliary fiehL were used exclusively for this 
experiment thus avoiding the heavy traffic normally found at Ran- 
dolph Field. Unfortunately tho wind was fairly strong and gusty on 
both days of testing with turbulence from moderate to severe. All 
students and tho check pilots were given a copy of the scale and were 
thoroughly briefed before making the flights. 

The Scale 
Of the 38 separate measures, 20 are objective and 18 subjective 

work samples. The slow flying maneuver is reproduced to illustrate 
the for"i of instructions and the measures. Items 1, 2, and 3 are 
stri< ily objective; 4 and 5 arc subjective work-sample measures. 

SLOW FLYING 

"At 4,000 Feet, With a Heading of 90°, Begin Slow Flying at 45 
M. P. H. (UC-78) or 50 M. P. II. (AT-10). Maintain This Altitude 
and Heading." 

Jo the rater.—Make observations during a 3-ininutc period, begin- 
ning with moment student reduces throttles. At the end of this time, 
cut tho right mixture control. 
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1. Altitude deviations: Lowest ft. 
Highest ft. 

2. Directional control: Starting heading 0 

Heading of niaximum deviation • 
3. Air-speed control:     Lowest m. p. h. 

Highest m. p. h. 
4. Use of throttles to check approaching stall: 
 excellent      poor 
 good  never approached a stall 
 fair 

5. Attitude of plane during maneuver: 
 nose too high         ..fluctuated between too 
 three-point high   and   not   high 
 nose not high enough 

enough 
A listing of all the maneuvers and the measures used is given in 

table 7.2. 
TAOI.E 7.2—Test-releat reliability of objective and tubjeclice mcasurc$ of tiro-tngint 

flying »kill 

Correlations 

Item Dcscrlpiloo: N-I09 
Ohji'cll»« 
measures 

Suhjectlvt 
mrasupps 

TAXIINO: 
1. Uso of throttles  »  a 180 
J. UM» of brake»  .240 

NORMAL TAit-orr: 
3. Use of throltlo» on roll   .130 
4. Lcvrl-olT htffMB 10 «nd 25 ft  . Utet 
5. During lovcl-olf dutllude)                                         .410 
Ä   HeOiiction of power.............••...•.••..,....... ..••...••..•..••.. .2S0 
7. Clltnhlnif air »pre<l......                  0.44lct 
S. Flight pnth   .flOtet 
9. CloAtvJ Arc*  .ZStet 

.S3tet 

.JOtet 

. lUt.t 

BLOW KI.TINO: 
10. A Hit ml«  
II. nirpctlon  
12. A/3 
13. Us*'of throltlei ....  .4 ltd 
14. Atlitmle     ...                                            .300 

6lNr.L«-K\<ilNt i'HixnM nr. KHOM SLOW-FLTINO: 
I.V Dirt'ctluniil control spet'4  .140 
1«. A/3  .37Üi 

.4Met 

.32tet IH   AltitU<li> 
'9. l'r<Hiilurcchock-list  .Mtet 

BTI«P Ti'«!*: 
20   AllllUfle   ...                                                .«et 

.2üC 

.Sltet 

.3i.l. t 

/          .(Mtet 
1           .uM.t 

,MÜ 

21. ni\nV constancy    
22. Ilank iniulmiirn dcvlittlon  
23. rosl'.lon of bull    

PSTTEHN: 

2Ä. .\ltiti:i|r/                     "——"" "■  
2«. Altituiir iluring ha»- lef  
27. Morn (or light) check    -. IMrt 
a*. «Iriir eh.\Vs   .1*0 

LA.-.i.ivr, (TOWER Orr): 
20   Aliilnil»» at approach turn,  MM 

.Met 
-.Ktet 

.351 et 

30  A/S nt turn .  
31. A/SonglMe                                   
32   Oear check                     ,                   
33. Ilounilotit                            ,..........................................  ;»«* 
3t.  I, IU.'MU- iill'ii.lf   .                         i  .no 
33. I'oinl of In'llng  .400 
fi. Dlrrcll'iMil ruiiirol on roll   iitö* 

OVRR-AI.L lUtfyfls: 
37  fs'lf-i-onfl'It-nee an«l lurcrtvlvrnrjj ................................. .■no 
38. Oerxral pilot «MMy    .420 

Ut- telr< chorlc correlation; C'corfflclsot of contlntency. 
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I 
Result« 

"When all the scores were distributed, it was found that the range 
was unoxpcctcdly small and that the objective deviations were usually 
recorded in even-numbered units (nearest 5° heading, 5 m. p. h., etc.). 
Kach measure of heading, air speed and altitude was, therefore, scored 
in a simple dichotomy with the "solit" as near the 50 percent point as 
possible. The results from students using the AT-10 and UC-78 
were combined since the distributions and means were approximately 
equal nul the 50-50 split normalized the distributions of the heading, 
air speed and altitude measures. Tetrachoric correlations and co- 
eflicients of contingency m were used to determine an estimate of tcst- 
retest reliability.    Table 7.2 presents these coefheients for all items. 

Inspection of table 7.2 shows that the objective and the subjective 
items had approximately the same reliabilities. The comparison is 
complicated by the fact that the performance measured by each type 
of item may not be equal in diflkulty, ease of measurement, and con- 
sistency from day to day. Not enough is known of the inherent 
variability of the specific skills measured by he objective and the 
subjective items to make a detailed analysis of these results. How- 
ever, this check ride provided enough measures of both types to show 
that the objective measures arc as reliable as the subjective measures 
when obtained under the experimenta1 conditions of this study. Had 
the study involved students from a nber of difTercnt schools, how- 
ever, one would expect the reliability of the subjective measures to be 
further lowered by differences in the standards of the different schools; 
the reliability of the objective measures should not be reduced since 
they are made in terms of measurements which are relatively inde- 
pendent of the observer. 

Validity 
Since these check rides were given near the end of training, failing 

students had already been eliminated. So many of the passing stu- 
dents were given the same grade, C, that it was impossible to compute 
reliable correlations with final g-ades. 

Summary Comments 
This study demonstrated several principles to guide further research 

on objective measurement of flying skill. 
1. The form of the items: The form of the items in objective check 

rides should allow the observer to maintain a running account of the 
Rucce^ive increases in instrument deviations. For example, if the 
student loses 100 feet while making a steep turn, returns to his starting 
altitude and then follows with a second deviation of 150 feet, the con- 
struction of the item should bo such as to permit the check pilot to 
record each deviation as it occurs rather than waiting until the end 

- i. P. OuiH.f J, Pi9tkomfirU Mrthodt, p. 357. McOraw-IIIU Book Co. Inc.   New York, N. Y.   19M. 
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of the maneuver to record wlmt he renicmbers to be the largest single 
deviation. In the present booklet the check pilot had to "write-in" 
the maximum instrument deviations. As a result, most readings wore 
made to the nearest even number (5°, 5 m. p. h., 50 ft., etc.). This 
results in some loss of discriminating power of tho measures. 

2. The population to be tested: As far as possible tho objective 
measures should be tested with a normal sample of cadets in training. 
If tho population has been specially selected on the basis of superior 
aptitude or special training, the total range of scores will bo restricted 
making it more diflicult to obtain adequate estimates of reliability 
and validity. Two conditions were present in this investigation 
which increased the homogeneity of tho students: (a) They were a 
select group of above-average pilots since most student officers sent 
to Central Instructors School were selected from the upper half of 
their Advanced school class and tho poorer members of this selected 
group had been eliminated during tho first phases of training at 
Central Instructors School, (b) Tho students had extensive prior 
training on tho maneuvers being tested since Central Instructors 
School training is, for the most part, an extension of Advanced school 
training. All of thoso pilots had a good deal of previous practice 
performing the maneuvers in this check ride. 

3. Standard testing conditions: About the only way tho interfering 
effects of weather can bo controlled is to schedule the testing at 
periods when it is expected that turbulence, wind, visibility, air 
density, temperature, etc., will remain somewhat constant and at 
near average levels. Objective instrument readings cannot adjust 
for error factors produced by gusty wind, turbulence, low visibility, 
or such nonweather conditions as plane differences and trafllc. Since 
tho check pilot can make necessary compensations when making a 
subjective evaluation of the students' performance, it is apparent 
that these nonpilot factors, operating in a random manner, tend to 
reduco tho reliability of tho objective measures more than that of the 
Rubjcctive ratings. 

Conclusion 

The results of this experiment do not show any consistent or marked 
differences in the reliability of the objective and subjective measures. 
Tho subjective items referred to Performance considered highly im- 
portant in each maneuver and for which the check pilots at tho 
Instructors School had been frequently "standardized" as to tho 
correct manner of teaching and grading. Even though the subjectivo 
measures might give as good a prediction of final pilot Hying ability, 
two basic limitations of that approach favor tho more objective 
measures: (1) Objective measures are more easily standardized from 
school to school and over successive periods of time; (2) it is easier to 
interpret the meaning of objective measures.   Tho relatively low 
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rclinhilitios reported in studies 1 and 2 arc probably duo to variable 
pilot Performance from day to day as well as the change in testing 
conditions (weather, planes, etc.). 

The Revised Chock Ride 
On the basis of the information obtained in the preceding two 

studies, a more comprehensive objective scale was constructed to 
include ndditionnl important maneuvers such as formation flying and 
stalls. 

The first draft of this scale was constructed in cooperation with 
Stnndr.idlzation Board members at the Central Instructors School 
and at Pampa Army Air Field. Eighty-eight items covering 12 
maneuvers were originally constructed and then criticized and modi- 
fied by these expert pilots. After flight testing the measures with 5 
students and receiving further criticisms from exports, a final form was 
drawn up of 75 measures covering 11 maneuvers. Tables A7.1 and 
A7.2 in the appendix give an inventory of the maneuvers, the variables 
measured, and one complete sample maneuver. It will bo noticed 
that a good deal of emphasis is given to formation flying sinco this is 
a phase of contact flying which is highly important in tactical oper- 
ations. 

Duo to the higher priority of research in the instrument area, no 
statistical data were obtained on this scale before the end of the war. 
It is believed, however, that this revised scale may serve as a helpful 
starting point for f'iturc research work in the contact phase of multi- 
engine flying skill. 

Additional objective measures of two-engine contact flying skill 
will bo found in tho check-ride booklet which is reproduced in the 
appendix to chapter 10. 

STUDY 3: INTKRCORRELATIONS BETWEEN 19 OBJECTIVE 
MEASURES OF TWO-ENGINE FLYING SKILL 

Problem 
Intercorrelations were secured in an attempt to obtain information 

on the various factors involved in flying skill and tho ways items should 
bo combined to mcasuro them. 

Proccduro 
The intercorrelations of 19 objective measures, plus tho pilot stanine, 

were obtained. These 19 measures made up a check ride designed to 
sample differences between largo groups of students who had received 
different amounts of training at Advanced two-engine schools during 
the temporary training freezes. A copy of tho check-rido booklet 
containing these measures is included in tho appendix to chapter 10 
which summarizes the differences found between tho groups. The 
present section will deal with only tho intercorrelations of these 
measures. 
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A total of 725 students in class 44-J at five two-engine schools was 
used in this study. They were just completing their 10 weeks of 
Advanced training in the TB-25 when given the objective check ride. 

Results 
Intercorrelations are presented in appendix tables A7.3 ond A7.4. 

Inspection of these tables shows consistently low intercorrelations. 
With 725 cases, any coefficient with a value of ±.10 or more is 
significant at the 1 percent level of confidence. There are only 25 
(13 percent) intercorrelations significant at this level of confidence. 
Some of these intercorrelations, such as the ones between air speed 
and altitude within the same maneuver, are higher because the 
measures are tied together aerodynamically; i. e., when a plane loses 
altitude it usually picks up air speed. The pilot stanine has practically 
no correlation with any of the items. 

Two reasons can account for these results: (1) specificity of the skills 
being measured by the individual items, and (2) the low reliability of 
the items. From the low test-retest reliabilities secured in other studios 
it seems likely that this second factor was of greater importance in 
producing the low intercorrelations. 

Effrct of Heterogeneity of Items on Reliability of Total Scores 
To the extent that these low intercorrelations ore characteristic of 

objective measures and indicate heterogeneity of the skills measured, 
the amount of reliability gained from combing scores in diflcrent 
maneuvers will bo less than that which would be predicted by the 
Spearman-Brown formula. In such cases tho following more general 
formula should bo used for predicting tho roliability of tho combina- 
tion of standard scores on different items: 

r<ao,<-'+>',=27rr+^KH-r.T) 
in which:        r(a+6)(a>+».) = the tost-retcst rolinbility of tho combined 

score of items a a.id 6. 
rM. = test-retest reliability of item a. 
rft6. = tost-rctest reliability of item 6. 

'"•»•, V»i etc. = the intercorrelations of scores a, 6, o', 6', . 
etc.44 

From an examination of this formula, it is apparent that when 
the intercorrelations of tho items being combined equal their relia- 
bilities (raa=rab, etc.), this formula reduces to tho Spearman-Brown 
and, of course, predicts exactly tho same gain. As tho intercorrela- 
tions approach zero there is less gain from combining tho items. 
When they ore zero tho reliability of the combined score is tho average 
of that of tho items. When tho intercorrelations ore negative, com- 
bination of items results in a loss of reliability. 

♦• Jackson, nobcrt W. B., and Fwmwn. O. A. SluäUi on /»« RtlkWUi»/ TV*». Tofonlo, Of j>»rtroeot flf 
Educational Rucarrh, University of Turunto.  p. Mb 
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The low intcrcorrclations reported in this section lead one to suspect 
that the factors measured may bo heterogeneous, so that the gain 
from combining items will be less than that predicted by the Spear- 
man-Brown formula. The average test rctest reliability of the 14 
mancuvors in study 1 in this chapter was 0.14 (computed by Fisher's 
z-transformation); the reliability of the sum of these 14 measures was 
only 0.25. From the Spcarman-Browu formula one would expect 
the reliability of the total score based on these 14 measures to be far 
great r than 0.25. This seems to indicate that the factors being 
combine'! actually were heterogeneous so that the assumptions of 
the special case covered by the Spearman-Brown formula do not hold. 
If sueh specificity should be characteristic of all measures of flying 
skill, it would increase the difliculty of securing a reliable total score. 

STUDY 4: AGREEMENT BETWEEN OBSERVERS AS A TEST 
OF OBJECTIVITY a 

Problem 

The low reliabilities obtained so far with objective measures of 
flying skill may have been produced by cither: (1) Variable day-to-day 
performance or, (2) errors in measuring that performance. Evidence 
already reported in chapter 6 on Objective Measures of Flying Skill 
for the Primary Level of Pilot Training, indicates that the first of 
these was the greater source of unreliability for the measures tested. 
This experiment was designed to supply further evidence on the 
sources of unreliability by investigating the observer reliability of 
objective measures at the Advanced two-engine level of training. 
The observer reliability was determined by correlating the scores 
assigned by two independent observers who measured the same per- 
formance at the same time. 

Procedure 

The study was done betwerr, 13-20 November 1944 with class 44-1, 
flying the TB-25 at Brooks Field, Tex. The measures were the same 
19 referred to in the preceding section as being designed to sample 
difTcrcnces between large groups of students with difTercnt amounts of 
training received during a temporary training freeze. A copy of tb© 
check-ride booklet is given in the appendix to chapter 10. Nine on- 
listed men from the Pilot Project flew as second observers to score 
the maneuvers simultaneously with, but independently of, the check 
pilot. . These nine men all received prior training and practice in 
scoring these measures at Randolph Field. The correlation between 
the independently derived scores of the two observers was calculated 
for each item of each maneuver and for the total score for each ma- 
neuver.   Due to adverse weather conditiens, the number of cases 

«• Lt John K. lUmpblU tnd T/R|t. William O. Mttlwny wer« chlfHj mpoiulbl« for this«ipwIiMnt 
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avnilablc on which all ninncuvcrs were r 'ministered to the same stu- 
dent was so small that it was not worth while to calculate the total 
score for the completed check ride. 

Results 

In general, the correlations expressing the agreement between the 
two independent observers were satisfactorily high. Since the obser- 
vations of a number of randomly paired observers arc involved in 
these correlations, they indicate absolute as well as relative agreement. 
The number of cases, tho means and sigmas for each set of observers, 
and the correlation coefficients expressing tho agreement between the 
observers are given separately for each measure in table 7.3. 

Two scries of correlations arc given: (1) Tho uncorrectcd Pearsonian 
coefficients for items scored in three categories and phi coefficients 
expressing the correlation in a fourfold point surface for those scored 
in only two categories, and (2) tho Pearsonian coefficients corrected 
for tho efTocts of grouping the dato into tho threo broad categories 
used in scoring this Fcale. Tho uncorrected correlations are tho best 
estimate of the reliability of a scale scored in these broad categories. 
Tho corrected coeTicicnts arc tho best estimate of tho reliability 
which would be obtained by scoring the scale in finer categories, i. e., 
by feet of altitude, miles per hour, etc. The corrected correlations 
must be used in comparing the observer reliabilities obtained in this 
study with those of other studies in vhich tho measures were scored 
in finer deviation intervals. One of these other studies is tho compari- 
son of three methods of scoring basic instrument measures, which is 
reported in the next chapter. 

Observations of tho same instruments occurred in different ma- 
neuvers, e. g., altimeter readings in single-engine procedure, straight 
and level flight, etc. In some cases the reliabilities of those similar 
observations were different in difTerent maneuvers. An examination 
of the conditions under which these observations were made suggests 
certain factors which may be related to the objectivity, or scoring • 
reliability, of observations. 

Air speed deviation was scored on three maneuvers: Single-engine 
procedure (item K), single-engine landing (item O), and instrument 
straight and level flight (item U). Tho reliabilties of this same meas- 
ure in tho three difTerent maneuvers were 0.70, 0.25, and 0.09, respec- 
tively. During the singlc-cngino landing maneuver there was a 
smaller range of differences in air speed so that it had to be measured 
in smaller units (5 instead of 10 m. p. h.) which were more difficult to 
observe. Furthermore, since part of this maneuver was done while 
approaching the ground, there was greater stress on the check pilot a« 
a safety observer. These two conditions probably account for tho 
lower reliability (0.25) of the air speed reading in this maneuver. 
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TABLF, 7.3.—Agreement between observera on the Advanced t-engin« »caU 

o. 
v. 
Q 

Sr^Qll-KKOINI ritoctDOHi: 
J. »!■ ■. !!'.•   (Mnxlmurn dovlntlon)  

K. Air «r*«': 'Minimum A/8),._  
L. AI   . . I-   (MBilmum lost)  

M. fttn 'lur« check lut , 
Totnl scure  

■RMU'KxcRtl I.AKniMo; 
N. Turn «nlo approtcb lined up with 

rum».iy  
A/H M niiproacli: (Mailimim drvla- 

tloin from 140)  
Vina |Mt rlicckcd after luwcrlni on 

*PI)ro;irhT  
Wlicre wia power cut complctclyf 

(Check nearest answer)  
R. Where wns bniiliig Qrst niadeT (Oonl 

is tone Z)  
8. Landed In skid  
Total  

8TR4K.11T  AND  I.CVKL KlJl.IlT;  (I.VST ) 
T. Hi ..line drvlnllons  
U. A'8 vnrlatlons  
V. Altltuilo varlutlons  

Total  
iNStauiirsT UnoVM AND Low ArrnoACH: 

W. 1'o^ltioii—I'litnu's trick In relation to 
CTwimd markers   

X. Time—UllU rencc bctWW preicrlL"d 
tlmo and studcnt'i elapsed lime 
past low cone  

Y. AitItudo—Number of feet difTereno* 
between prescribed altltuda and 
student's Indicated altitude  

Total  
Powin-orr Arriuum AND LANDINO: 

Z. A It It uilc at roll onto approach »arled 
abovoor below the altitude (.. (t.) 
by  

AK. Was power addod on the apnrachT.. 
Uli. Where was landing flnt made  

Total  

Check pilot 

Mean 

2.25 
1.76 
3.14 
133 
8.63 

14« 

1.72 

114 

XIS 

l.M 
164 

IX »7 

X 10 
X4I 
xa? 
9.78 

1 S8 

X05 

1.88 
6. £8 

X02 
X3I 
X07 
7.34 

SD 

0.70 
.ti 

.83 
1.93 

.89 

.M 

.99 

.98 

.73 

.84 
3.4S 

.79 

.70 

.63 
1 07 

.76 

.88 

.88 
109 

.34 

.08 

.79 
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SD 
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.87 
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.87 
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.03 

.85 
X31 

.44 
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.7» 
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N 
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«5 
»4 
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64 

60 

60 

68 

5T 
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32 
33 

41 
41 
41 
41 

34 

?2 

34 
19 

48 
48 
43 
43 

ru 
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#.«! 
.70 

♦ M 
.35 

♦ «5 

.50 
I 

.81 
♦ 61 

.7« 

.00 

.69 

.73 

.81 

.05 

.05 

.'u* 

.4) 
.W0 

.48 
♦•0« 

.80 

.80 

0.84 
.05 

100 

♦8 
♦ 63 

.34 

♦.65 

.80 

LOO 
♦ 61 

.7» 

.81 

.93 

.97 

.88 

L00 

LOO 

.67 

.9« 

.65 

1.00 
.00 

♦ Phi coemdenU. 
• Corrected (nr broad enteirorlM, »ee: Peters, Charles O. and Van Voorbls, Walter R., StalUlital Pf-^uri» 

«M 'iVif MiUlHinatieal lUm, pp. 3U3-390. 

Altitude deviations were scored on four maneuvers: Single-engine 
procedure (L); straight and level flight (V); instrument let-down and 
low approach (Y); and power-off approach and landing (Z). The 
reliability coefficients were 0.89, 0.72, 0.42, and 0.48, respectively. 
Hero again the coefficients vary with the conditions under which the 
observations were made. In the instrument let-down and low 
approach (Y) the units of measurement were only in 20-foot intervals 
and the check pilot was busy scoring other aspects of tue maneuver 
and acting as safety observer in the heavy traffic conditions usually 
present when flying low over the field. In the power-off approach 
and landing (Z) only six percent of the students deviated more than 
100 feet. This poor distribution probably accounts for the lower 
reliability. 

Heading deviations were scored on two maneuvers: Single-engine 
procedure (J), and instrument straight and level flight (T). The 
reliabilities of the scoring of heading deviation on the two maneuvers 
were 0.02 and 0.60, respectively.   The correlations are moderately 
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low compared with those obtained on other measures. These lower 
observer reliabilities were probably produced by the fact that, sine« 
the students held their heading quite well during these maneuvers, it 
was necessary to use a small scoring interval (5°), which represents a 
relatively slight movement of the compass and hence is not easy to 
observe. 

Zone of landing was judged on two maneuvers: Single-engine landing 
(R) and power-off approach and landing (BB). The reliability 
coefficients were 0.81 and 0.80, respectively. Observer agreement is 
high for both maneuvers indicating little difficulty in determining the 
500-foot zone in which the plane landed. 

Five measures of a somewhat different type were included in the 
scale. These measures were scored by encircling either 1 or 3 on the 
score card; the middle category (2) not being used. Phi coefficients 
were accordingly used. The reliability coefficients ranged from 0.51 
to 0.96 for these five measures. 

These measures included observations of sequences of procedure 
and also judgments such as whether or not the plane was lined up 
with the runway or whether or not it landed in a skid. Most of these 
were of a typo which requires more training a id experience for 
accurate observation than docs the reading of instruments. The 
enlisted men used as second observers had a minimum of time in 
which to acquaint themselves with the sequences of procedure and 
other factors involved in these observations. This may account for 
the somewhat lower observer reliability of this type of measure. 
One of these measures, "Was power added on the approach?" was 
very easy to observe, and the high agreemert between the experienced 
check rider and the less experienced enlisted man is reflected in a 
scoring reliability of 0.96. 

Summary 

The reliability of scoring of several objective measures of flying 
skill was investigated. These observer reliabilities are in general 
high, but readings from the same type instrument, e. g., altimeter, 
sometimes has a different reliability when used in different maneuvers. 
An analysis of these differences in the light of the experience gained 
in this study suggests three considerations which are important in 
constructing objective measures of flying skill: 

1. The conditions under which the measure is to bo scored must be 
well defined. For example, the beginning and end of the period 
during which the students are measured should bo clearly specified. 

2. The range of variation in performance of the student should be 
such that small errors in the actual reading of the measuring instru- 
ment become insignificant in comparison to the large differences 
between students. 

3. The amount of division of attention demanded of the obsoiver 
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should bo kept as low us possible, especially during periods of stress 
when the check pilot must concentrate on the safety of the airplane. 

Where the measures used in the Objective Scale of Flying Skill 
(Advanced two-engine) met the conditions specified in 1, 2, and 3, 
above, scoring reliability was high enough to demonstrate the possi- 
bility of creating measures of flying skill which aro satisfactorily 
objective. - 

An inference from these findings is that the low test rötest relia- 
bilities reported clscwhero are probably duo to the changing test con- 
ditions und variable pilot performance rather than to errors made in 
scoring und recording this performance. 

SUMMARY 

Tho importance and use of two- and four-engine aircraft continued 
to grow during tho course of tho war until by tho end approximately 
two-thirds of all new pilots were graduating from Advanced two- 
engine schools. Preliminary experiments wero conducted in this 
phase of pilot training for tho purpose of finding the most efficient 
area for concentrating research. After these studies it was decided 
to concentrato work on developing and testing tho objective measures 
of instrument flying skill which aro described in tho next two chapters. 
Four studies on tho measurement of two-engine flying skill (contact) 
aro reported in this chapter. 

Study 1.—In cooperation with tho Two-Engine Group at the Cen- 
tral Instructors School, Randolph Field, a subjective (rated work 
sample) phase check was administered to 69 student instructors. 
Using difTcrent check pilots for test and retest on different days, the 
reliabilities of tho individual measures ranged from 0.00 to 0.26. 
Correlations of individual measures with the instructor's final grade 
wore in tho same low range. 

Study 2.—In this experiment both objective and subjective meas- 
ures wero included in a check-ride booklet which was administered 
twice to the some student within tbo same half-day by two different 
check pilots. Tho median test-retest reliability coefficient for all 
the measures was 0.27 with tho objective and tho subjective items 
showing equal reliabilities. On the basis of this information, a more 
comprehensive objective contact check ride was constructed including 
objective measures of fonnation flying skill. The end of the war 
prevented tho administration and statistical analysis of this rüvisdd 
scale. 

Slwly S.—The intercorrolations between 19 objective measures, 
plus tho pilot stanino, were found to be extremely low. This was 
probably duo to tho unreliability of tho separate measures. 

Study 4-—The performance of students on each of 19 objective 
measures was scored simultaneously by two independent observers. 
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Comparing these with the seven less nccuriücly scored measures sug- 
gested principles to be followed in reducing the observer error in 
objective measures. 

The data in this chapter, like the results in the previous one, deal- 
ing with objective measurement at the Primary level, indicate that 
the low test-retest reliabilities of objective measures are more a func- 
tion of changing test conditions and variable pilot performance than 
of errors in observing and scoring this performance. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT. 

Objective   Measures   of Multi- 
engine Instrument Flying Skill 

Capt. Stanford C. Erickscn 

INTRODUCTION 

Reasons for Concentrating oo this Are« 
Instrument flying refers to the control of the plane by cues from 

a group of instruments in the cockpit when the normal cues from out- 
side the plane are obscured by conditions such as clouds or darkness. 
Skill in instrument flying was exceedingly important during the war 
since the tremt aclms mobility of the airplane as weapon or transport 
was useless whaiuver it had to bo g.ounded because of bad weather. 
The engineering developments which produced planes capable of 
flying long distances through diflicult weather, created a demand for 
pilots with a high level of instrument .'lying skill. 

As has already been pointed out, the Pilot Project concentrated a 
considerable proportion of its work on developing objective measures of 
instrument flying skill. The importance of instrument flying was one 
reason for this decision; another was the fact that this type of flying 
seemed to be adapted to objective m Asurement because it was 
conducted solely with reference to instrumonts and radio aids. 

The main work on developing objective measures of flying skill was 
started on an Advanced two-engine plane, the TB-25. This was 
sMcctcd for a number of reasons. One of these reasons was because 
any improvement in measuring proficiency at the Advanced level 
would bo more useful in selecting pilots for special combat assign- 
ments than would an improvement at an earlier level. From two- 
thirds to tlirec-fourths of the Advanced students were trained in 
two-engine planes, and instruments were especially important in 
flying heavy, long-range aircraft of this type Furthermore, in these 
two-engine planes it was possible for the aviation psychologist to ride 
as an additional observer along with the student and his instructor. 

After measures for two-engine planes at the Advanced level had 
been developed and evaluated, tho knowledge and experience gained 
was used in planning work on single-engine planes at tho Basic level. 
This is described in the next chapter. 

Main Fcatuics of Instrument Training 
The complexities of instrument flying have been described in 

chapter 3.   It was necessary for the pilot to keep responding to a 
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balf-dozcn difTcrcnt instruments. A deviation in any one of a num- 
ber of difTcrcnt variables, for example, altitude, heading, or air speed, 
meant that he was not flying correctly. Furthermore, it was import- 
ant for him to cross-check and interpret the readings from several 
difTcrcnt instruments. 

The difliculty of instrument flying made it necessary to give the 
students extensive specialized training. Students were not introduced 
to instrument training until afcci barning the fundamental elements 
of flying by reference to the gruun ' and horizon, i. e., contact flying. 
Instrument training started at the basic level. The student was 
placed under a cloth hood which eliminated outside cues and taught 
to rely solely on his instruments in flying the fundamental maneuvers 
such as straight and level, climbs, glides, and turns, and in recovering 
from unusual positions. Approximately 20 hours were devoted to 
thin training at the Basic level. 

At the two-cngino Advanced level, the student received 20 more 
hours of instrument flying. The first few hours were spent in relcam- 
ing on tho more powerful two-engine plane the fundamental ma- 
neuvers practiced at Basic. The transition was usually fairly rapid 
and few students were eliminated because of failure to pass the "Basic 
Instrument Check" covering those maneuvers. 

Tho remaining, larger portion of tho time was spent in learning to 
use radio aids in problems such is navigation, flying on the beam, and 
making the instrument let-down and low approach which allowed the 
pilot to come down through an obscuring layer of clouds and break 
out into tho clear intmediatcly above the field in a position to land. 
This part of tho training caused the poorer students considerable 
difliculty, since, in addition to holding precise limits of altitude, head- 
ing, and air speed, they had to interpret and respond correctly to a 
series of radio signals which were often obscured by static and difficult 
to distinguish. 

Studies to be Described 

The first objective measures of instrument flying skill constructed 
by tho Pilot Project were part of a large-scale study of the effects of 
additional training on flying skill. Tho next study compared the 
effectiveness of three different methods of scoring instrument devia- 
tions. In tliis study the observer reliability, test-retest reliability, 
and correlation with instructor ratings were determined for represent- 
ative measures. 

On tho basis of tho experience gained in this work, a list was made 
of tho procedures to bo followed in developing objective measures of 
flying skill, and a 34-item check ride was developed for the TB-25. 
The measures in this ride were administered to students on each dual 
ride in order to determine (a) the reliability of each measure as shown 
by the correlation between the scores on odd and even days of admin- 
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istratton, (6) the ability of selected measures to discriminnto between 
dilForent amounts of training, and (c) the correlation of measures with 
instructors' ratings. 

In order to get preliminary information on additional mcasuros and 
to secure answers to certain questions which interested tho adminis- 
trative staff at tho school where tho TB-25 sttidies were being con- 
ducted a 70-item check ride was constructed and admitiisterod to 
all students on the last day of their regular instrument training and 
again just before they graduated four weeks later. An experimental 
group of students who had been receiving tho shorter scalo on every 
dual rido was compared with a control group who had not used this 
scalo. Tho scores of students at the end of tho formal period of 
instrument training were compared with those four weeks later. 

On tho basis of this work, a refined scale for tho TB-25 was con- 
structed. The temporary disruption of training produced by tho end 
of tho war prevented experimental evaluation of this scale. 

Finally some work was started on developing and giving pre- 
liminary try-outs to measures of four-engine instrument flying skill 
and an exploration was made of the possibilities of securing records 
by attaching a work-adder device to the Sight-control cables, 

RESULTS OF THE INSTRUMENT MEASURES USED IN A 
LARGE-SCALE STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL 
TRAINING 

The Pilot Project designed a number of measures of instrument 
flying skill to dctermino tho effect of an additional 5 weeks of 
training given to all student pilots during temporary training freezes. 
Th) complete study is presented in chapter 10. Items to measure 
tho accuracy of the instrument let-down and low approach (to 
landing) were dcwlnpod since most instrument training was directed 
toward the development of skill on this final maneuver. 

Ai the Advanced two-engino schools data were ohtuncd on students 
with three difTcrcnt amounts of training: 

Group    I: 10 weeks in lighter two-engine aircraft, AT-10 and 
UC-78, followed by 5 weeks in tho TB-25. 

Group  II: 10 weeks, all in the TB-25. 
Group III: 15 weeks, all in the TB-25. 

The extra 5 weeks of training was found to improve tho skill of the 
students in group III who had all 15 weeks in the TB-25. On the 
other hand, the students in group I who also had 15 weeks of Advanced 
training, but in two different type aircraft, were inferior to group III 
in tho accuracy of the instrument' let-down and low approach. 
In fact, they were also inferior to the students with only 10 weeks of 
Advanced training, all in the TB-25. Pilots have frequently assumed 
a high degree of positive transfer of instrument flying skill from one 
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typo aircraft to anotlicr. In general, this is probably true, but thes» 
results iiidicato the importance of being familiar with the particular 
type plane being flown as a prerequisite for precision instrument 
flying. 

Mcosurcs were olso developed at the Basic and Advanced singlo- 
engine levels to determine the way in which the extra five weeks of 
training ctrcctcd both contact and instrument flying skill. The 
results, presented in chapter 10, show that in general more reliable 
difTcrenccj were secured on the instrument than on the contact 
nruMisurt's. Tliis result confirmed the decision to concentrate further 
work on the instrument measures. 

COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT METHODS OF 
SCORING INSTRUMENT MEASURES ■ 

One of the first problems systcmaticnlly studied in developing 
objective measures of instrument flying skill was the question of how 
best to seoro nnd record instrument deviations in order to rm \imize 
the reliability and validity of these measures. 

Statement of the Specific Problem 

The problem was to determine how the following three diflcrent 
methods of scoring instrument deviations compared with respect to: 
observer reliability, tcst-retest reliability, and validity: 

1. TVmt sample method.—Instrument readings of a student's por- 
formonco were token at specific, equally-spaced periods during the 
course of a maneuver. For example, deviations from the starting 
altitude were taken every 20 seconds. The student's score was the 
average of the deviations on all the readings of the appropriate instru- 
ment (altimeter, compass, or air speed indicator). 

2. Limits method.—This was recording the student's maximum 
single deviation from the specified starting point on the instrument 
being observed, e. g., greatest number of feet lost (or gained) in 
altitude at any time during the maneuver. 

3. Range method.—In this case the score represented the student's 
total rongo of deviation between the two extremes, e. g.f difference 
between greatest deviation to the left and to the right of the initial 
heading, or difTerenco between lowest and highest altitude reached 
during the whole maneuver. 

In nil these methods the observer scored the maneuver by making s 
mark at the appropriate place on a facsimile diagram of the instru- 
ment. When using the time sample method, a separate scoring sheet 
was used for each successive reading. The range and the limits 
scores could both bo obtained from the same score sheet, as illustrated 
in figure 8.1.   The check pilots were instructed to make a new mark 

* Sgt. John R. Kobrf »od Fgt. Mfturlo* F. Conmry v« chiefly respotwlbl« for this study. 
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each timo thoy observed a deviation in cither direction larger than 
the greatest one previously recorded in that direction. In the example 
in figure 8.1, the student's range score for altitude was 340 feet, his 
limits score 240 feet. 

FIGURE S.l—Sample »core thttt used for the range and limit mtlhodt'of meoiurinf 
altitude in the »teep turn.   {Reduced to H «IM vied.) 

While the range and limits readings could both bo obtained from 
observations of the same performance, the maneuver had to bo 
repeated to derive the time sample score. The sequence of repeti- 
tion was cocntcrbalanced throughout the study. 

The Maneuvers on Which the Students Were Tested 

Straight and level course with hanging air speeds.—The trial started 
at the student's signal when he was flying straight and level at 6,000 
feet on a heading of 360° and at an air speed of 200 m. p. h. The 
total maneuver was made up of four separate parts but throughout 
each of these parts, the task remained the same: to maintain the 
original heading and altitude. The four parts with a common task 
were: 

a. During the first 2/
1rminute period the student reduced air speed 

from 200 m. p. h. to 1C0 m. p. h. 
b. He hold this air speed for K minute. 
c. During the next 2)5 minutes air speed was increased back to 200 

m. p. h. 
d. For the last ]{ minute, the student held this air speed. Separata 

scores were obtained for each of those four legs. 
Two steep turns.—Storting at 6,000 feet, at cruising throtlln, tho 

student made a 45° bank turn to tho left, holding this bank and con- 
tinuing the turn for one minute. Tho maneuver was then repeated 
to the right. Tho student was graded on altitude control and hold- 
ing tho 45° bank. 

Procedure 
Tho experiment was conducted at tho Advanced two-engino school 

at Brooks Field, Tex., in December 1044. Tho instructor and super- 
visory personnel selected the 30 best and tho 30 least proficient 
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instrument students from class 44-J currently receiving the extra 
5 weeks of TB-25 training resulting from the second training freeze. 
Because the students had only received an average of approximately 
5 hours instrument training at Brooks Field, the separation of these 
two criterion groups was probably not as good as that which could 
bo obtained under more favorable circumstances. 

Ten enlisted men from the Pilot Project received preliminary 
training und then served as the second observers for the ten Brooke 
Field check pilots assigned to the study. Each check pilot and 
sccond-oh server team flew with a total of six students—three from 
the most und three from the least proficient group of students. Equal 
numbers of good and pool atudents were flown during each half day. 
No check pilot flow with his own students, nor did he know from 
which of the two extreme gr mps they came. All students and check 
pilots were carefully briefed prior to the flights. 

Re« alts 
Observer reliability.—The first analysis was to determine the 

observer reliability of the three methods by comparing the scores 
recorded by the check pilot with those recorded by the second ob- 
server. The only maneuver on which observer reliability data were 
available was the straight and level course with changing air speed. 
During tho other maneuver, the steep turn, the check pilot functioned 
as a safety observer and only the second observer recorded the 
deviations. 

The data on observer reliability are given in table 8.1. When 
interpreting these data it should bo recognized that the time sample 
scoro is tho mean of 22 observations while tho range and limits score 
are based on tho maximum deviation occurring at any time during 
the maneuver. 

For both tho heading and altitude measures the time sample score 
gave tho highest observer reliability. This was expected since this 
method provided rigid control as to just when and what deviations 
were recorded. The observer did not have to try to keep track of 
all of the instruments all of the time. This narrowing down of the 
task of tho observer increased the accuracy of observation. It was 
also desirable to determine its effect on the test-rotest reliability and 
the validity of tho observations. 

Test-refest reliability.—An estimate of tcst-retest reliability (or 
perhaps it should be called internal consistency) was obtained by 
correlating the right versus the loft steep turn and the first two legs 
versus second two legs of tho straight and level course with changing 
air speed. Theso data are given in table 8.2 and are already adjusted 
for double length by tho Spearman-Brown correction. 

Since theso coefllcients were based on measurements taken from the 
same trial, variables such as turbulence, student day-to-day. vario- 
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bility and piano differences, were held at a minimum, 
these arc maximum estimates of test-retcst reliability. 

In this senso 

TABLK 8.1.—CorrWahon helveen Iht »com recorded by two observer! during Ih* 
ttraight-aud-level course with changing air »peed 

N-60 

Method of wortng Ueadlnt 
deviation 

Altllud« 
d«»lalloa 

Time .sample: AvrniKO of deviations observed tt Rspeclfled times  

.M 

a IT 
RnnRe: Ulltrrence between eitretue doviattoni In eocb direction  .M 
Limit: Greatest single deviation In either direction  m 

Means and standard deviations »re given in appendli labto A>.1. 

TABLE 8.2.—The test-retett reliability of the three different method» of »coring 
on te»l» administered in immediate »ucce»»ion to 60 tludtnt» 

N-60 

Method of toorlni 8l(*n turn 
altitude 

8lral|ht and level 

ncadlnl AHItud« 

Time sample.................................................. a IT 
.«i 
M 

OiSl .n 
.71 

0.67 
Uance...  .M 
Limits  .tt 

Means and standard deviations an» given In appendli table At.S. 

It will bo noted that tho time sample method did not produce con« 
sistcntly higher tcst-retest reliabilities than tho range or limit« 
methods. Though limiting the observations to certain specified times 
produced a higher observer reliability than continuous observation, 
the fact that the behavior between observations was neglected appar- 
ently offset this advantage so that tho test-rctest reliability was no 
higher. 

Validity.—Which of these three methods of scoring best differen- 
tiates the two criterion groups? Tablo 8.3 gives tho validity coeffi- 
cients for tho three measures together with an indication of their 
level of significance. 

TABLE 8.3.—Point-biterial correlation» between th$ measure» and Iht criterion 

N-60 

8tr<p turn 
alillude 

Btmlght and levei 

• Ilrvlini AlUtuda 

Time sample  
Kaojje  
Limits  

••a» 
••• 3J 

...ft» 
•••.31 

.11 

at« 
••.» 

Probability of obtaining a positiv« correlation of this slu by chance 
No asterisk «more thun 10 times In 100. 

• - 10 tltnis In ino or Iras. 
••-IS time« In 100 or kea. 

•••-0.J tlmcjln lUOorlrjw.    . 
Means and standard deviations art given In append^ labU Ag.1. 
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Examination of this table shows that tho range method of scoring 
correlates somewhat higher with the criterion than do the other 
methods. 

The next question was to determine the significance of the differ- 
ences between the validities obtained from the use of the three 
methods. Table 8.4 gives the probabilities that differences as large 
as thoso observed would bo expected to occur by chance alone. Since 
the ran^o and limits scores were highly correlated, in computing the 
standard error of the differences between these correlations, the 
intcroornlation of the scores upon which they are based was taken 
into account. The correction formula used is given on page 218 of 
L'taliitical Analysis in Educational Research by E. F. Lindquist, 1940, 
Ifoughton Miflflin Co., N. Y. 

TABLE 8.4.—Probahilily of iteuring by chance differences between the three method» 
of scoring at large as those observed (see table 8.3) 

•tcM lurn 
•llltud« 

Straight and left! 

Ilciwllnr Altltad« 

Ranee Tfriui IlmlU  a is 
.25 
.«4 

a oi 
.44 
.U 

a or 
llniu'O TcrMUtlmc »ampl» ...   
Llmill TWWI tlms Mmi>Ie  

M .u 

From the results in ta' lea 8.3 and 8.4 it can be concluded that the 
range method is slightly better than the limits method. While the 
tftne sample method has higher observer reliability, it does not have 
higher validity and, in addition, is more difTicilt for the check pilot to 
administer in flight when ho is also busy acting as safety observer, 
instructor, and copilot. 

Comparison of the Total of Four Part •Scores Versus a Single Maximum 
Deviation Score 

The range and limits scores analyzed up to this point were based 
on the largest deviation occurring during any part of the entire ma- 
neuver. As was described previously, the straight-and-level course 
was made up of four legs: Reducing air speed, holding this reduced air 
speed, increasing air speed, and maintaining the final air speed. 
Throughout tho maneuver, the student's task was to maintain the 
original heading and altitude. On each of the four legs separate 
range and limits scores were obtained. A total score was then com- 
puted which was the sum of the maximum deviations occurring dur- 
ing each of the four legs. This total score approaches the time sample 
technique but with the decided advantage that the observer main- 
tained constant watch and obtained a record of tho student's largest 
errors rather than simply recording what deviations existed at speci- 
fied time intervals. 
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The same statistical analyses wcro applied to the total scores as to 
tho single scores described in tho preceding pages. The result« of 
these two types of scores are presented in table A8.4 in the appendix. 
It can be concluded that the two types of scores are approximately 
equal. The differences are small, inconsistent, and could easily have 
occurred by chance. Under the conditions of this experiment, a 
measure of a student's largest single deviation during a maneuver 
seems to be as accurate an index of his instrument flying ability as a 
series of four readings taken from the same maneuver and added 
together. 

An incidental finding was that the test-rctost reliability of the 
altitude measures were less reliable than ihe heading measures in tho 
straight-and-lcvel course with changing air speeds. This can perhaps 
be understood in terms of the opposite effect produced by decreasing 
power during the first half of the maneuver while adding power during 
the second half. 

Summary 

1. Tho validity coefllcicnts obtained for the separate items in thui 
study arc high eKough to be promising for single items to be included 
as one of a scries of objective measures of instrument flying skill. 
This validity was established despite the fact that the criterion groups 
were selected by instructors who had on the average only 5 hours of 
dual time in which to observe their students' instrument-flying ability. 

2. The range method gave slightly higher validity coolRcicnts than 
the limits method although there was no difTercnco in cither observer 
or tcst-rotcst reliability. 

3. Tho time sample validities were no greater than those of the 
range method. 

4. The time sample method had higher observer reliability than tho 
other two methods. Its test-retcst reliabilities, however, were about 
the same as those for the other two methods. This high observer 
reliability did not, in this case, give the time sample method a higher 
test-retcst reliability or validity than the range method. 

5. There were no consistent difTcrencrs in observer reliability, test- 
rctest reliability, or validity between two types of scoring, one based 
on tho largest single deviation during the entire maneuver and tho 
other a total of the largest deviation during four parts of the maneuver, 
slraight-and-level course with changing air speeds. 

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN DEVELOPING A COM. 
PREIIENSIVE CHECK RIDE TO MEASURE INSTRUMENT- 
FLYING SKILL « 

Before constructing instrument items for a comprehensive check 
ride of instrument-flying skill, a general outline of procedures wa» 
prepared, based on the accumulated experience of tho Pilot Project 
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working in all phased of objcctivc-scalo construction and experimonta- 
tion. Tlio optimum sequence in the development of objective 
measures can bo summarized as follows: 

1. Analysis of the fundamental skills essential to practical success 
in operational instrument flying and analysis of the curriculum used to 
teach these skills. 

2. Construction of tentative items with the aid of technical experts. 
3. Testing the items with a few students in order to determine 

practionbility and to refine administrative details, scoring, and 
sequence of maneuvers. 

4. Administration to groups largo enough to allow statistical item 
onalysis. The reliability of each measure is obtained by two or more 
administrations of the test. The validity of each measure is obtained 
by any one or a combination of three methods: Testing of two extreme 
groups selected on the basis of known flying skill; testing two groups 
with widely difTerent numbers of hours of training; testing of a large 

• enough group to permit correlations between instructors' subjective 
ratings of flying ability and objective scores. Intercorrelations may 
also be obtained at this stage to eliminate duplication of items meas- 
uring the same skills. Normative data are secured in order to help 
in setting class intervals for scoring weights. 

5. On the basis of the statistical data provided by the preceding 
analysis, the best measures are selected and refined. Then these are 
tried out again on a large number of students as a second check on the 
results already obtained. This final testing will profit from the ex- 
perience gained about how best to administer objective check rides 
within the normal student-training schedule; briefing and supervision 
of instructors and students; vital supplementary information such as 
weather reports, training curriculum, and flying schedules. The 
main purpose of this step is to obtain conclusive data on the validities, 
reliabilities, and intercorrelations of the measures so that they :an be 
weighted and combined into total scores to produce the most efficient 
results. 

RESULTS  OF  AN OBJECTIVE INSTRUMENT  CHECK RIDE 
cr. EN ON EACU DUAL RIDE • 

The goal of the next stage of research was the development of an 
objective check ride to measure instrument flying skill in the TB-26. 
While the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) was primarily inter- 
ested in determining the feasibility of objective measures of instrument 
flying, a secondary aim was the construction of a standardized check 
ride which could bo used by supervisory and instructor personnel in 
moking the prescribed periodic checks of instrument flying proficiency. 
• r«i i Win. V. n*ctn tnd S/!ifl. W. W. Ismarl of the Pilot ProjMt, tnd Capt. D. N. Hendtnoa tnd 

Li. Jack O Jictux of the Instrumrnt Training Squadron, Pam^a Army Air Flrld, anUtcd In tha eonatmv 
(Ion and administration of Ih* Inslnimrnt nwuurM described In tbU Mctton. Sgt. i'tra Olaaar wa« l» 
■pondblafbriupcrrUlni thaiUtUtlcaianaljrata. / 
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A comprehensive study was made at tho Advanced twacngine 
school at Pampa, Tex., to determine the reliability, validity, and prac- 
tical value of objective measures of instrument flying skill. This, of 
course, required the preliminary work of test development summar- 
ized as steps 1, 2, and 3 in tho preceding section. Tho final statistical 
analysis of tho data obtained at Pampa Army Field represents the 
completion of step 4. Tho end of tho war occurred before work could 
be started on the final phase, step 5, refining the measures for appli- 
cation in the routine training situation. 

Problem , 
Tho purpose of the first phase of the study was to determine the 

reliability and validity of the objective mcos'ircs of instrument 
flying skill when administered on each dual ride. It was highly 
advantageous to repeat the objective measurcmeut on as many rides 
as possible since other studios had shown that the low reliabilities of 
objective measures were caused by factors producing day-to-day 
variability in performance. By measuring performance on each dual 
ride for a number of difTcront days, these factors could be averaged 
out and the reliability increased. 

The problem of securing a satisfactory criterion for validating the 
objective measures was complicated by the fact that each student 
usually had two or three instrument instructors, no one of whom 
could bo expected to give an accurate subjective report of t student's 
instrument flying skill. Nevertheless, the instructors' rankings of 
their students' instrument flying ability were correlated with the 
average objective scores A second validity analysis compared the 
objective scores made during early versus later hours of instrument 
training. 

Procedure 
The check-ride booklet.—A 34-item check was designed to cover the 

fundamental in'.trument maneuvers which were practiced et least 
once during each instructional flight. A copy of this booklet is 
presented in appendix table A8.5. Figure 8.2 gives a sample set of 
measures showing how they are marked by the check pilot. 

Acnruoc 

HCAOINO 

34 35 O      I 14 2 
A! 

AIRSPCCO 

I40 ISO 
I 1 In I LeJ^ 

leo 

FIOUBB 8.2.—Sample measures with deviation markings by the check-pilot. 
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To score these mcQsure3. the check pilot simply marked the highest 
and lowest deviations on the altimeter, air speed, and heading dials. 
Several marks in the sumo direction of deviation could be recorded as 
the student continued to increase the amouuc of altitude, air speed, 
or heading variution during the maneuver. The check pilot indicated 
the exact starting altitude on the dial by a line with a small zero on 
the end (?). 

Testing yrocedures.—The experiment was designed to fit into the 
trainin,;; conditions with minimal disruption of the routine flying 
Bchrdult* of students and instructors. 

At Icnst 20 hours of Advanced flying training were spent in instru- 
ment flying, divided between 13 hours dual (with instructor) and 7 
hours so-called solo (without instructor but with a second student, 
who was not under the hood, watching to avoid collisions with other 
planes). Instrument training was given on alternate days during 
the first 5 weeks at the Advanced school. When not receiving instru- 
ment training, the students continued tronsition flying with their 
contact squadrons. 

Ordinarily, at least six dual flights were given during the 5 weeks 
of instrument training. The instructors gave the objective check 
during the first part of each dual ride—before instructing the student 
on that day's lesson. Some of the radio measures could not be graded 
during the first rides because the training on radio procedures had not 
yet begun. 

The subjects used in this study were the 80 students in flights O 
and II in class 45-D. 

Both the students and the instructors were briefed thoroughly on 
tho nature of the objective scale. The instructors were indoctrinated 
as to how the measures were to be interpreted, administered, and 
graded. Representatives from the Pilot Pioject were present at all 
times to assist in tho administrative details, maintain a log of weather 
conditions and flight schedules, and to facilitate the maintenance of 
standard testing conditions in all aspects of the study. 

Rcaults 
Reliability of scores made on odd v. even days.—The odd-oven relia- 

bility of each of tho 34 measures in the daily check ride was obtained 
by correlating tho averages of tho scores made on alternate rides. 
If a test is reliable (consistent) a student who earned high scores on 
oven numbered rides should also have high scores on his odd numbered 
ridei; the student who scores '^w on one set should bo low on both. 
Since cither the odd or tho e ides ore only half of tho total given, 
it wos necessary to apply th jearmon-Brown correction to estimate 
tho reliability of both sets o\ rides taken together. Table 8.5 on the 
following pag^s presents these corrected coefficients. Appendix 
table A8.C gtai the more detailed summary statistics. 
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TABLK 8.5.—Reliabililij of each objeclire mea$ure in the TH-SS daily cheek ruf* 
innstd on A vcrsg» Scores of Three Odd f. Thre« V.v«n P»y» Corrfct«! for Double Lrnxth «1 

MeMuiM Test rrt»5t 
relUbllliy 

B 

D 

A. Jnitrumtnt lakt-of: 
1. Instructor help keep on runway....  
2. Attitude In Initial climb  
3. Air '(»cd runfi-In climb to 4,000 ((vt.„  
Spiral climb: 
4. Air speed In climb 4,000-5,000feet  
8. Air speed In climb Ät0(JO-«.no0 feet  
8. Air speed In climb e.000-/,(l00fc«t  
I.trfl out: 
7. Ileidinic during lerel out  
8. Altitude uurinu level out  
/W fum. 
9. Time error In 180* turn  
10. Altitude rnnpe In 180* turn  
11. Hending At roll-out of ISO* turn  

E. I'nrlinl panel lurn: 
17. Time error In pnrtUl pnnel turn  
13. Altitude rmi^c in iiartlnl pnnel turn  
14. HeadinK at roll-out In partial panel turn  

V. Poirrr let^toien: 
15. Heading range during air speed Chang«   
Ifl. Altitude range during air speed change.....  
!7. Did student complete QUMP check  
It. Heading MIIRC at level-out  
IB. Altitude range at level-out  
20. Air speed range at level-out....—  

0. SinglffiiQim operation: 
21. Ilrniling range during sln;le-englno operation  
22. Altitude range during single-onglno operation  
23. l/owest air speed reached during single-engine operation.. 

H. Radio proctiuu: 
24. Tune In and Identify proper station  
25. Check directional gyro  
26. Heading range while tuning radio..  
27. Altitude range while tuning radio  
28. Air speed range while tuning radio-  

1. Quadrant identification: 
79. Recognize fade or build  

J. Ptamnonine: 
30. When started tum after crossing beam.  
Station rrcnjnition: 
31. Error In si-ounds when crossed cone  
l.it-dnun and low approach: 
32. I'osltlon when signal over Held la let-down.-,  
33. Timo error of let-down from cone to Held..  
y'oice proctdurt: 

34. Us« proper voice procedure  

K 

M 

0.06 
.36 
•» 
-.« 
-02 

.17 

•".tt 

.17 

-.10 

.It 
•••M 

.It 

•.31 
.25 
.36 

•.36 
•••.a 

.9 

.31 
•.33 
•.31 

-.06 

-.06 
•.34 
.17 

••.JO 

-.30 

•.IT 

-.30 
.11 

.11 

N 

60 
70 
71 

74 
7» 
70 

7« 
70 

77 
77 
77 

77 
TO 
71 

71 
70 
70 
71 
70 
70 

70 
70 
73 

07 
00 
01 
60 
00 

04 

M 

or 
37 
30 

10 

Probability of obtaining a iioslttvo com-Utlnn of this site by chance alon«: 
No asterisk «•more than 10 times In 100. 

•-10 times In 100 or less. 
••"2 5 tltnis In 100 or less. 

•••-0.5 times In 100 or less. 
Means. Standard deviations, uncurrecU-d odd-even reliabilities and slgnldcanc« levels are given In IM 
appendix table AS.6. 

* For the radio measures (24-34) only 2,3, or 4 separate scores could be obtained, since these procedu ■•• 
were IntrodueeU later In training. 

Tho results in table 8.5 show that, as a group, the altitude measures 
have the best reliabilities, since 6 of tho 10 measures with positive 
correlations significant at tho 2.5-percent level aro altitude items. 
Table 8.6 gives tho distribution, showing tho range of corrected ot'd- 
cven reliabilities for the 34-item objective scale. 

TABLE 8.6.—Distribution of corrected otld day-even day reliabilitie» 
(Median-0.35) 

Correct««! reliability Frequency Corrected relUblllty Frequency 

tlttow —0 20 

6 1 

031 to 0.40  T 
—O II to —0 20 0.41 toOW)  S 
•4-0 00 to —0 10 c.5i too.eo  S 
*O00tO +0.10  OverO.CO  1 
-Hl.ll to+0-30  
+«.21 to+O.30..      1           Total  M 
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In the origin R1 design of the experiment it was planned to have 
each student graded by the same instructor on all but one ride, on 
which ho would be graded by a different instructor, in order to deter- 
mine the effect of instructors on day-to-day reliability. However, it 
was administratively necessary for the instrument-training super- 
visory personnel to switch instructors from student to student at 
frequent and uncontrolled intervals throughout the 5 weeks of 
instrumo.it training. As a result, most students had either two or 
three difTcront instructors on their 6 dual rides when the objective 
checks were given. The odd-even reliabilities reported in table 8.5 
include any effee* resulting from this changing of instructors which 
was fairly well randomized throughout the instrument training. 

In order to determine whether having different amounts of flying 
time for the odd and even days had any effect on the reliability 
coefficients, semipartial correlation coefficients partialing out total 
TB-25 time, were calculated for three measures, Nos. 9, 13, and 16, 
having low, high, and intermediate reliabilities. The reliabilities 
could have been distorted if some students had consistently more 
flying time (thus more possibility for learning) on one set of rides 
than on the other. Since the semipartial correlations were found to 
bo almost identical with the uncorrccted reliabilities, n) further 
control for the "flying time" factor was made. The resulto are given 
in appendix tablo A8.7. 

The range of reliabilities in table 8.5 is about the same as that 
obtained in other studies in which the students were given tests on 
two different days. On the basis of these previous refilts one might 
have expected the reliabilities of measures given on 6 days to be 
somewhat higher. The distribution of low reliabilities presented in 
table 8.G emphasizes the importance of the many variable factors 
operating in pilot testing procedures: different planes from day to 
day; variable weather and turbulence; different kinds and amounts 
of interpolated flying; different instructors; different motivation and 
attitudes, and differential rates of learning. The homogeneity of the 
group made the influence of these factors greater than they might 
have been with a group of students representing a wider range of 
flying abilities. The students tested had all been screened with the 
same battery of aptitude tests and had received similar training 
in the Primary and Basic schools, where the weaker students were 
eliminated. 

Comparison of score» made at two dißerent levels of trailing.—One 
type of validity of the objective instrument measures can be estimated 
by comparing scores made at two different levels of training. Pre- 
sumably students should make better instrument scores as training 
progresses and the valid measures should show these differences. A 
comparison was ; hcrefore. made between objective scores obtained on 
the second versus the sixth rides. 
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Twenty-two measures were selected for further ftnalysls on the 
basis of their learning curves, and on the basis of whether or not they 
covered an important area. The results are presented in table 8.7. 
This table shows the level of significance of the mean difference 
between the two rides. 

Of the 22 measures analyzed, 13 are significant at the I percent 
level, and 17 at the 5 percent level, leaving only 5 objective measures 
with differences which might reasonably bo expected by chance alone. 
Four of these 5 nondiscriminating measures are radio items in which 
the comparison was between the fourth and sixth rides rather than 
between the second and sixth as with the nonradio measures. (Radio 
procedures were not introduced until later in training.) 

These results can be interpreted as demonstrating that the objective 
measures of instrument flying skill reflect improvement in proficiency 
and can be accepted as valid within the limits of the etudy. It may 
be concluded that these objective measures are sufllciently sensitive 
to measure any important differences between groups which have 
reci'.ved different amounts or types of training or different oppor- 
tunities to forget. 

Correlation between objective scores and instructors' subjective rank- 
ings.—At the end of traiuing, each instructor ranked his students on 
the basis of over-all iDstrumcnt Hying ability. These rankings were 
then used as a criterion against which to ululate the objective scale 
scores.   The objective score used for each student was the average of 

TABLE 8.7.—Diffcrenres between objectipe imtrument eheck-ride »coret on tarly and 
late ride»' 

Mctvsurtt 

J. AtlltiKlo In inlllnl climb  
3. Air si coil rnnro In cllmh lo 4,ono (cct.._.. 
4. Alrsifol in climM.tx*) S.m) (Mt  
5. Air 5|)cr.| In climb ft.iJOOAOuo Mt _  
6. Alrspecl In climb O.im-T.OUU foct  
7. Hrmll.-iK •lurliiK level out  
8. Aliiiii.l" ilnrlnc level out  
9. Time error In ISO' »urn  

10. Altltu-lc rntiKtf In ISO* tum  
13. Altitu<)e ranee In partlnl nnnel turn  
10. Altitiwle runec ilurinK A/* chiinim  
17. 1)1.1 sttKlcnl comiilctc UUM H check  
10. AltitU'le run« M level out  
31. Ileit'llni; r.tn^e ilurliiKS-K o|>erailua  
22. Altituilo rnnite -lurinu S-K oiHrntlon  
23. I/uwest A/S ri ached ilnrlng s-K o|>cratloa 
25. Cherlc illxertlonnl tiro  
20. llrrvlInK rnnne »hut (unlnit rii'llo  
27. Altltu<le rnnite while InnlnK rs<llo  
28. Air s|>ro<l taiiKC while tuning r»<tlo........ 
29. RCCUKIIIIO Me or bulli  
31. Error In secwvli when CTOMC«! con«  

! ^ 

33 

>te<»n 8. D. mean 
illlTvreiK-c • (lilTercnoa 

l.ono 0.3*0 
!       1 .«:.» .t 1 
\       1 .» 3 . 1! 7 

i .7 i» .1 A 
i        "2 l.CMI .11 
i         I .7 4 .» ■ I 

■\9 .4» .I'M 
]        SO .•.>« .1 S 
1         48 .3 3 .233 
1          1 1.1(4 .3 3 

j l.no .30 
17 .S'.« .1 M 
1 .310 .1*3 

;     'i« .k-O .2^'» 
i      i .V>i) .3 7 

41 . | • .3 4 
| .f I .ISO 

i        113 .IJl .3 3 
30 .0,7 .tt 

j         30 .«1 . 1! 7 
1 -OJ .1 4 

1        37 H .401 

r» 

0.0000 

.MO 

.OJDI 

.UM4 

.00110 

.ouo 

.Ot»i0 

.ouu> 

.0UU0 

.(««O 

.OJU0 

.0.10 

.<««H 

.0000 

.iuuo 

.0110 

.ruo 

.at» 

.QUO 

.790» 

• Pecond an>l mth dully checks for baste measitrrs (numbi-rs 3-33); rourth and slith (ur ra>llo roMsuret 
(numbers 25-31). . ■ ■        ■ 

• The uii-iin dilTrrence was computed from the aK'rhralc sum of the dlffrrencrs («cure more training miniu 
»core ItM training) of raM sixjres «n 1 the S. 1». wa» ixdiiiHitel from tbU >»rlcs «tfUidrnacc«. A i*«itlv« 
numbvr me ins that the rtiidenl» wire l>etl«r after more trjlnlng, 

I I'rohttlilliiy of obtaining by chance a diili-rcnc« In Uvur of wore trebling as large ai the one obvrve-l. 
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all his dftily rides. Only those measures with reliability coefficients 
of 0.29 or better were used for this analysis. The results are pre« 
scntcd in table 8.8. 

TAIII.E 8.8.—Correlation between average daily objective instrument «core« and in- 
»truclor'i subjective rank order 

Mruun H r P« 

3  Air .tj -I rnncHn rllrnb to 4,000 fMt   

70 

09 
71 
70 ■ 

a is 
.15 
.04 
.24 
.23 
.18 
.09 
.03 
.14 
.04 
.00 

.30 

.04 

.09 

.16 

a 07 
7. Mc VIIIK •lurlnK level oiit        ................. .it 
H. AhilU'lr IUIIIIK Icvtl out    .17 
•. Time rtrnt In ISO' turn  .03 

10, AllHufb r.uiKP In ISO* tnm  03 
HL AllIInile r.inK' In parllnl (inncl Inm...  .07 
15. Mi iillni! riiti^o (liirlni; A/S ihanKC In power let-down   .23 
in. Hi rlir .■ rimro ut lerel-out In povrrr Irt-itown   .40 
19. Allllii'lr ratij.'o nt level-out In iH)wer let-down   .11 
22. AliltiKle raniie ilurine ülngle-enirlnc orvr.illon    .37 
21. LoHcst sir SIXIM! reached during slii|;fe-eniilne operation..  

Uadt« Ptoetiurts 
36. Check illrectlonnl gyro  

.30 

.06 
27. Altltii'le riiniv uhllo Inning radio  .31 
211. Iteeocnl»' fade or build   .34 
31. Krror In secondi »hen crossed cone  ,  .09 

' rrohahllily of oliltiinlns positive coolllclents of this slto by chanc« alone. 

Only 3 of the 15 nicajurcs reach the 5-pcrcent level of significance 
for positive correlations. The failure of the other measures can 
probably bo accounted for by two conditions: 

(1) There were a great many changes between instructors and 
students during the period of instrument training. Several instruc- 
tors reported that they had flown with their originally assigned 
students on only one or two rides. Therefore, not much weight can 
bo placed on the accuracy of these subjective ratings, 

(2) Being an average of all rides, the objective scores reflect both 
early and late perfommnco. The instructors' ratings, on the other 
hand, were based on final instrument-flying performance or final 
ability estimated on the basis of a few rides in the earlier stages of 
training. 

Comparison oj the range and limits methods of scoring.—Earlier it 
wos pointed out that the range score includes the maximum deviations 
in both directions while the limits score is based on the greatest single 
deviation from the initial instrument reading. The problem was to 
determine which of the two methods showed the greatest difTcrcnces 
between student performance on the second versus the sixth rides. 
The data were taken from the 34-itcm c1aily objective instrument 
check rido which permitted both types of scoring. Ten items repre- 
senting measures of heading, altitude, and airspeed were used in this 
analysis. It was assumed that the method which reflected the greatest 
improvement was the more valid measure of instrument flying skill. 
The results ore presented in table 8.9. 

Examination of this table shows that larger differences were 
secured by the range method on six measures and by the limits 
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method on four. Wlmt little tliflTcrcnco there is in the over-all 
picture seems to be in favor of the range method again, but the 
dilfcrenccs arc so inconsistent that they could easily have been pro- 
duced by chance. 

RESULTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE CHECK RIDE 
TO MEASURE FINAL INSTRUMENT FLYING SKILL 

The personnel supervising instrument training were particularly 
anxious for the objective measures to be used to yield evidence 
relevant to the following problems: 

a. Docs the use of a standardized daily check improve the final 
level of instrument flying proficiency? 

b. How well is instrument flying skill retained after formal in- 
struction has ended? 

c. Is it feasible to construct a comprehensive standardized check 
ride for use in evaluating the instrument flying proficiency of students 
pi lor to graduation? 

To help answer these problems the Pilot Project constructed a 
70-item final instrument check ride. The maneuvers selected for 
testing were those prescribed by AAF memorandum 50-3, which 
defines the standardized instrument flight check used throughout the 
Air Forces to check the instrument flying proficiency of rated pilots 
at yearly intervals, and which was also used to evaluate student 
pilots just prior to graduation. 

TABLE 8.9.—Differences between Second and Sixth dual ridtt at meatured by tk» 
rar.ge and the limits method$ 

Limits method Range ojethod 

Moasur« > 

* 

S 
Mean 
dtll.r> 
eoc« * 

8. 1>, 
nuan 
dlller- 
•no« 

P* N 
Mean 
dlil.r. 
«no«1 

8.D 
mean 
dlll.r- 
in« 

P» 

S. Air sprfd range In climb to 
4,000 fwt  33 

43 
47 
48 

47 

47 
48 

4« 

P 
»0 

a 47 

.83 

.«4 

.40 

LI» 

.08 

.17 

.7« 

.19 

.«7 

0.23 

.17 

.33 

.18 

.21 

.23 

.18 

.38 

.19 

.34 

3.018 

.001 

.023 

.018 

.000 

.000 

.»«7 

.003 

.138 

.003 

33 

30 
49 
48 

48 

48 
47 

4« 

33 

80 

0.94 

.73 

.71 

.31 

1.10 

1.04 
.34 

.87 

.18 

.43 

0.37 

.18 

.1« 

.23 

.31 

.94 

.17 

.38 

.31 

.30 

0.000 
fl. Air »prcd In climb 5,000-0,000 

fcet  .00» 
7. ncadlnR durlni Irvrlout  

10. Altitude nuiRo in iso* turn.... 
13. Altltud«   rang«   In   partial 

panel turn.................. 

.000 

.000 

.000 
IS. Altltudo   rang«   during  air 

«peed eh.ir.go  .000 
IB. Altltnd« range at level-cut.... 
31. UeadloK rungu during  8-K 

operation    
29, Hcvllng rang« wbil« tuning 

radio  

.034 

.00» 

.830 
28. Air sneed range while tuning 

radio  .09« 

• Second and ilzth dally checks for taslc Items (numbers 3-21); fourth and slith for radio Items (numtwro 
38 and 2*). 

• Theine.indlflennce waicompute-' from the nljrebralc»urnof th«dlfTrreneei (tcorr man tnlnlngmlnu» 
score Us tnilnlng) of coded Mon-s nnU tb« d. I>. was cumpuud frvm Hi Si-ricsof dliKrrocrs. A puettlT« 
number me-uu that the student« were belter alter mnce trelolng. 

• Probability of obtaining by chance a dlHerenoe of Ibis site la faror of the score« based oo more tralalog. 
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The measures were scored in the same manner as in the 34-itcm 
daily check ride. In order that the student would know exactly 
how to make his best score, the first page of this longer check ride had 
a scoring box phowing the score points for each unit of instrument 
deviation. The score points for the procedural measures were indi- 
cated in parentheses with each item. Twenty of the measures were 
identical with those included in the short daily check-ride booklet. 

EfToct of Daily Objective Check Ride on Proficiency at the End of 
Instrument Training 

The personal reports of instructors using the daily check ride were 
favorable. After the completion of the Pampa experiments, many 
instructors continued to use the booklet as a guide for their teaching 
and grading. The objective instrument readings and procedures 
were particularly helpful during the recapitulation of the training 
flights after the instructor and his students returned to the ready 
room. The instrument training personnel suggested that this type 
of grading system bo modified for use as the daily grade slip. In the 
light of this favorable comment, the odministrative personnel wanted 
to secure any evidence possible on the effect of using the 34-item 
objective check ride during the first part of each period of dual 
instruction. 

Since only one of the two flights in the instrument training squad- 
ron used the 34-itcm objective check, it was possible to determine 
the effect of the use of this check on student proficiency at the end 
of instrument training when both flights were given the 70-item 
objective final check. Fourteen sample measures were selected for this 
analysis, nine measures v ere common to both the daily and the long 
final check, while five occurred only in the objective final check. The 
results are presented in table 8.10. 

In 11 out of the 14 measures, the experimental flight (using the 
daily objective tests) was superior to the control flight. The differ- 
encos on the three measures which favored the control flight were all 
small. On 5 of the 14 measures, the difference in favor of the experi- 
mental flight was significart at the 1-pcrcent level or above. These 
five items represent measure of air speed, alti'aulo, heading, and pro- 
cedures, but no clear-cut explanation, in terms of the pilot skills being 
measured, is apparent to indicate why these particular measures 
should show significant difTerences while others do not. 

One of the main goals of instrument flying is precise control of 
heading, air speed, etc., us indicated by deviations on the instruments. 
This is exactly what the objective items measured. It seems likely, 
therefore, that the superiority of the experimental group represents a 
significant improvement produced by the more rigorous conditions of 
daily grading. The effects of this procedure on other aspects of the 
performance remain to be determined. I 
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Level of Iiiatruineut Fl>iug Skill 4  Weeks After the End of Formal 
Instrument Training 

Approximately 4 weeks after formal instrument training, the long 
70-itcm check wns again administered to tho same students the last 
week before graduation. At this time tho students were given a 
final check on their instrument flying skill by repeating tho AAF 
50-3 check ride which they had to pass again in order to graduate. 
The objective check-rido booklet was administered by an instructor 
who had never flown with tho student before. Ten measures repre- 
senting tho more common ijpes of items (altitude, heading, air speed, 
procedure) were selected for this analysis. The cessation of hostilities 
prevented more complete analyses using all of tho 70 measures in tho 
objective final check-rido booklet. The results are presented in 
table 8.11. 

TABLE 8.10.—Difference» beltreen «core« on the final inttrument cheek rid« of »luJent$ 
using the daily objective cheek and a control group 

if 
Mono 
dlflcr- 
«oc« 

8.D. 
diflor- 
•nc« 

MMMI 
1 Control 

«roup 
Eiprri* 
meat«! 
group 

^» 

3. Air ipced ronga In climb to 4,000 fMt.............. M 
»1 
03 ■ 
M ■ 
«4 
M 
H 
M 
61 ■ ■ 
49 

■ 
•7 
08 
M ■ 
OS 
«6 
CO ■ ■ 
87 
M 
»4 
»7 

ati 
.«] 
.«3 
.01 
.33 
.19 

»-.IS 
.17 
.30 
.00 
.M 

i-.OS 
.30 

a 1*7 
.314 
.317 
.231 
.IH7 
.349 
.OftS 
.ZU 
.173 
.310 
.0SJ 
.183 
.34« 
.239 

'   0.001 
7. ncading during lovcl-out  

13. Allltudo rnnRo In partial panel turn  *'".«• 
15. Heading ranee during air 5poed «hang*  
17. Did student complete OUMH iheck  

.0M 

.400 
22. Altitude ranpc during S-E operation  .100 
28. Air speed range while tuning radio  .003 
31. Krror In seconds when cros?od COM  
3X rositlon when signal over field  .100 
A. Altitude In steep turn.  .100 
B* npam following   ....................... .av> 
C. Airspeed In-bound to low con*..................... .ooo 
D.| Position at low COM  
E. Altitude at field  .iM 

' Measures 3 through 33 wer« common to the daily and the final check rides; measure* A through K ( 
In the long check only. ' 

• The control croup, which did not uso daily objecllr* check, secured a higher (con than theeipcrimenUl 
group which used this check-rid*. 

* rrobabtllty o( obtaining by chance a difference o( this sit« in favor of the eipcrlmentol group. 

TABLE 8.11.—Compariion of objective »core» on the 70-ilem check ride» »tparoled bf 
an interval of 4 week» 

MMUUT* 

A. Air speed In Initial climb  
D. Allllude In steep turn  
C. Altitude In S-K operation  
D. Heading In level-out  
K   Mtltud« In p.irtl >l panel turn (left) 
V. i'o-itlon at low con*  
0. Procrdure In let-down  
II. Heading In let-down  
1. Air speed In-hound to low con*  
I.  Position over field  

N 

91 
137 
IIS 
12» 
i2S 
II« 
113 
«9 

121 
III 

Mean 
dlilerenc* 

n.n. 
dlffercnc* 

a is aifo 
-.0» .130 
-.00 .170 

.30 .133 

.M .139 

.60 .1*4 

.03 .140 

.10 .IM 
-.03 .133 

.04 .133 

IM 

a tos 

'.'öii .»a 
.003 
.410 
.314 

< Probability of obtalalog by chance a dllTtrtoc« of this tit« la favor of tb* te»U (Ivan al th« tod of tninlnf. 
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In general, tho difTcrcnccs between the two administrations were 
small and inconsistent. Seven out of the ten differences were in favor 
of tho scores obtained at the end of training; two of these were sig- 
nificant at approximately the 1 percent level. This would seem to 
indicate that general effects of additional contact training and the 
specific instrument practice, which tho students gave themselves 
during the solo periods immediately preceding the final chock, coun- 
teracted any tendency to forgot during the 4 weeks following the 
end of formal instrument instruction. 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING ADMINISTRA- 
TION OF THE OBJXItfE INSTRUMENT CHECK RIDES 

In addition to the statistical results of the Pampa studies, the fol- 
lowing information was gained about tho construction and adminis- 
tration of objective measures of flying skill: 

1. Insofar as possible, the measures should bo constructod cad de- 
veloped in close conjunction with the personnel at tho station having 
tho responsibility of final administration. This helps to indoctrinate 
these pilots and to motivate them to accept tho controls required for 
experimental administration, e. g., switching instructors for the final 
checks. 

2. Whenever possible tho items should bo adapted to the specific 
conditions of the school giving the checks, e. g., traffic pattern alti- 
tudes, air speed, etc. This makes it easier to obtain maximum clarity 
of instructions and helps to minimize the novelty of tho check ride.* 

3. It is sometimes necessary to compromise strict objectivity to 
include subjective measures of vital aspects of some maneuvers which 
are not adapted to objective grading, o. g., volume control during radio 
range procedures. 

4. Research personnel must be continually present to supervise 
every detail of tho experimental administration, e. g., maintaining a 
detailed log of unavoidable day-to-day variations of procedure such as 
tho cfloct of adverse weather conditions, and abnormalities of the 
schedule produced by chemical warfare lectures, military parades, and 
other interfering factors. 

5. Some arrangement should bo made whereby the local supervisory 
and instructor personnel who aro doing extra work will bo shown aa 
soon as possible some results of a typo which aro interesting to them. 
"For example, plotting of learning curves on six measures during the 
daily checks at Pampa was effective in maintaining tho interest and 
cooperation of instructors. 

Possible Urtca of Such Scales 
Pilots responded favorably to these scales; their comments and sug- 

gestions were encouraging. They rocognized two of the more practical 
applications of this typo of measuring instruments: (1) A more 
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objective and standardized check rido which could bo used in place of 
the one specified in AAF Regulation 50-3 whenever it is necessary to 
select pilots, individually or in groups, on the basis of instrument 
flying skill; (2) an objective daily grade slip. This may ultimately 
bo tho most valuable application of these objective measures since it is 
only by repeated tests of tho same students that tho large day-to-day 
variations can be balanced out. 

These objective measures have potential value also as a means of 
measuring the results of training experiments and stating the effects 
of such factors as: different kinds and amounts of instruction in 
special ground training devices, e. g., Link trainer; transfer of training 
from one type plane to another; different methods of scheduling 
(distributing) instrument training. Objective scores also permit a 
more precise and clear description of the curves of learning and 
forgetting. Finally, such scales may be used as a criterion for vali- 
dating parts of tho selection and classification battery. 

A RECOMMENDED FINAL INSTRUMENT CHECK-RIDE 
FOR THE TB-25 

The many changes in tho Training Command following the end of 
the war made it impossible to continue the statistical analysis of the 
two objective instrument scales for the TB-25. For this reason, 
Step 5 of the outline of objective test development, page 100, was 
never completed. However, a revised form of the final chock-ride 
booklet was made and criticized by export instrument pilots at three 
different two-engine schools. 

These specialists were asked to include any and all aspects of 
instrument flying skill which are considered important in a final 
check rido. As a result, wherever an important aspect of a maneuver 
could not be measured accurately in objective terms, subjective 
measures were included. However, the total number of strictly sub- 
jective measures was rather small, 27, compared to the 02 objective 
measures in the total scale. The most common subjective item is an 
evaluation of technique which is included in most of the maneuvers. 

A copy of the scale is given in appendix table A8.8. The primary 
purpose of this revised scale is to servo U a sample of the typo of 
standardized final instrument check ride which might be used for 
checking graduating students as well as rated pilots being reexamined 
for the AAF 50-3 "white" instrument card. The maneuvers included 
in this check were tho ones prescribed during the late summer of 1945. 

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENT SCALES AT THE 
FOUR-ENCINE LEVEL 

Four-engine aircraft, particularly tho TB-24 and the TB-29, are 
frequently referred to as "instrument ships" since the pilot sits for- 
ward of the wings and docs not have easy reference to the position 
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of tho wing on the horizon as an aid in controlling the attitude of 
tho piano. Therefore, instruments such as the flight indicator and 
tho rate of climb indicator are habitually used to control the attitude 
of the aircraft. Since four-engine planes frequently make long-range 
flights, the pilot must also bo prepared to fly by instruments at night 
and through poor weather conditions. Many experienced pilots hold 
tho opinion that instrument flying skill is the most important single 
pilot requirement for superior performance when flying four-engine 
aircraft. 

For these reasons, tho Pilot Project constructed an instrument 
scale for use at tho four-engine level, but tho end of the war pre- 
vented conducting an experiment to obtain statistical r'nta on relia- 
bility and validity. 

The First TB-21 Scale Developed at Fort Worth Army Air Field 

This scale combined both contact and instrument measures. This 
was advisable in order to utilize the flying time of the planes and the 
students since it was not possible to schedule flights for testing instru- 
ment items s.!ono. The first draft contained 118 separate measures; 
after flight testing with a few students this was reduced to 87 meas- 
ures. , 

Fifteen TB-24 Transition studeni officers were tested with this 
scale; eight were rated by instructors ns being excellent student pilots 
and seven were judged mediocre or weak TB-24 pilots. No statis- 
tical analyses were made of the results of this testing. Scores were 
distributed, however, for the two groups and the data inspected for 
any apparent difTerences or trends. These were taken into account 
in the later revisions of the four-engine instrument scale. The many 
hours which personnel from the Pilot Project spent observing and 
scoring the scale helped them to see ways in which objective measures 
could be improved. 

Four-Fnginc Instrument Scales from Other Sources 

In preparation for the final revision of the TB-24 instrument scale, 
a survey was made of similar work being done elsewhere at the four- 
engine Transition level. Two examples of tests of this sort were 
found which hod a reasonable degree of objectivity. These were tho 
"Instrument Flight Check Form" for the TB-24 developed by Lt. 
Col. L. II. Wore, AAF School of Applied Tactics, Orlando, Fla. The 
second scale is the " Preliminary Form of Objective Scale of Instrument 
Flying Skill in the TB-17," devised by the psychological group in tho 
Research Section, Medical Division, Hq., 3rd Air Force. The first 
of those two scales consisted of 15 maneuvers: 10 basic instrument and 
6 radio with a total of 76 measures. A sample item, instrument take* 
off, is presented to illustrate the form of the first of these two scales. 
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INSTRUMENT TAKE-OFF 

2— Gyro within 2° runwny heading 

1—Wings level 

1—Climb J50 IAS, minimum 

1—Gear up, flaps up at proper time 

5—Total for maneuver 

Scoring is accomplished by checking the appropriate box when per- 
formancc was satisfactory. This score is indicated beside the boxes. 
A minimum grade of GO out of a possible grade of 100 is required for 
passing this scale. This scoring was based on the judgment of experi- 
enced pilots; no reliability or validity data were collected. 

The Third Air Force instrument scale includes 42 measures—24 
being objective and 18 rated work samples.    These items involve the. 
following seven maneuvers: 

1. Instrument take-off. 
2. Spiral climb. 
3. Level flight. 
4  00° and 180° turns. 

5. Steep bank. 
6. Stalls. 
7. Glides. 

This scale was administered to 48 experienced four-engine pilots 
(including 25 instrument instructors and check pilots) and 20 four- 
engine student ofTiccrs. The oiserial correlation of the total score 
against these two groups differing in experience was 0 20, No reli- 
ability data were reported in this preliminary, study. 

Items for the Final TB-24 Instrument Scale tt 

Measures previously developed by the Pilot Project and other 
groups were tailored specifically for a final TB-24 instrument check 
ride. On the first page of the booklet, the student was given instruc- 
tions as to how he could make his best score by defining the passing 
and failing limits for altitude, heading, and air-speed deviations. 

Appendix tables A8.9 and A8.10 present an inventory of the ma- 
neuvers included in the scale and two sample complete maneuvers. 

A B-29 Scale 
The importance of instrument skill in flying the TB-29 suggested 

that research be initiated in the instrument phase, for even under 
contact conditions the B-29 pilot flies with frequent reference to his 
instruments. 

At the time the war ended only a few measures specifically designed 
for the TB-29 had been constructed. However, it was expected thai 
most of the TB-24 measures could be easily modified to fit this larger 
plane. 
• Lt H. n. II«C7 u«l«l#<l In Uw pnpMBlloo ol »hU mit. 
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OTHER RESEARCH ON INSTRUMENT FLYING SKILL 
i 

Exploration of Specially Designed Apparatus 
Tho Psychological Research Project (Pilot) purposefully limited   ' 

its work in objective scale development to the uso of the instrument«, 
equipment, and facilities normally found in training aircraft.   How- 
ever, some preliminary work was done exploring the possible use of 
two specially designed devices which might be used in evaluating   t 
instrument-flying proficiency.. < ( 

Use of the work-adder in measuring flying technique.—A consistent 
and frequently repeated criticism by pilots of many objective meas- 
ures of flying skill refers to the omission of adequate measures of 
technique. Most objective measures were taken fl-om the end prod- ' 
uct of pilot performance with no evaluation of how these results were 
obtained. Flying instructors generally emphasized technique and 
judgment equally with, if not more than, precision limits of the plane 
in flight. In the absence of any adequate objective measure of tech- 
nique the assumption was made that when testing groups of students, 
those with superior technique could maintain tighter limits than 
students with poor technique. Such an assumption is less tenable j 
when evaluating the individual student. 

One common error ascribed to poor technique is excessive use of 
controls, e. g., rudder, aileron, elevator, etc.   Although the student 
achieves the desired control of beading, altitude, air speed, etc., he 
has to work too hard, wasting energy and gasoline by overcontrolling. 
The work-adder principle was applied directly to this problem yield» 
ing an objective record of the number and extent of control movo*   ■ 
ments made.   A more complicated device could probably be devised   ,' 
to measure pressures.   In cooperation with Dr. Roger B. Loucks, 
Department of Psychology, AAF School of Aviation Medicine, an 
experimental model of a work-adder counter was developed and   '. 
given preliminary try-outs in actual flight (TB-25).   The attach- 
ment was made to the rudder cable in a manner that in no way 
afTcctcd the control of tho plane in flight.   Such a device could easily 
be attached to tho aileron and elevator cables and to the throttle. 
The professional judgment of expert pilots was that this apparatus  I 
would bo useful, particularly in evaluating instrument and formation 
flying. 

For tho purpose of exploring its use a? a possible measure of instru- 
ment-flying proficiency, one model of the work-adder counter was 
installed in one of tho instrument planes at Pampa Army Air Field 
to be used at the time of the final instrument check rides reported 
earlier in this chapter. A rudder action count was made for sc on i 
students on the basic maneuvers included on the final check-nde 
booklet. Table 8.12 gives the distribution of rudder-action count« 
for the 7 students tested and for the 10 basic instrument maneuvers. 
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TABLE 8.12.—Average rudder action covil» made by »even itudtnti on ten baiie 
inatrumet   maneuver» 

Muieuver 

I. IiKtrumrnt takeoff , 
3. Spiral climb  
3. Levrl-out, partial panel. 
4. 180* full panel turn , 
4. I'arlial panel 180* turn.. 

Averar« 
milder 
count 

17 3 
3.9 
1.« 
1.7 
6.9 

Maneurrr 

•. Bleep turn  
7. Hlnitle-enelnaprooedura.... 
>. Power olt Mall  
9. Dlvln« »plral  

10. Spiral climb, partial panel. 

Al 
iiKlOec 

«9 
1.0 
7.9 

Average accumulated rudder COL it»(or the »oven itudonta: 1.7, 4.9, 8.3, 84. 7.1, 7.8, IOC 

The results in table 8.12 reflect one of the flight characteristics of the 
TB-25 which is not a "rudder plane," i. o., coordii itcd turns can be 
made with very little use of the rudder. It is interesting to note that 
more than twice as much rudder was used when making turns or 
climbing without the uso of the directional gyro and the flight indi- 
cator than when the full instrument panel was avsilablo to tho student. 
This shows that the work-adder is sufllcicntly sensitive to discriminate 
at least one aspect of technique in mancuvors of varying diiHculty, 

A more crucial tost of this apparatus could bo made by using it 
during formation flying since amount of rudder "work" is one of the 
chief distinguishing characteristics of good and poor formation flying 
skill. 

Tho apparatus worked very well. It was of simple construction, 
could be quickly installed, easily read by the check pilot, and provided 
an accurate count of any rudder movement as great as one-half inch. 

Radio beam tracker.—A radio beam tracker was developed by Dr. 
Loucks, Department of Psychology, AAF School of Aviation Medi- 
cine, which recorded the flight path of an aircraft V'uig the radio 
range. This is- an adaptation of the Lank "crab" but was a compli- 
cated piece of apparatus and as such would not be suitable for largo- 
scale use in the immediate future. However, tho problem which it 
was designed to answer was crucial and its final development would 
bo a distinct asset in objectively grading pilots' radio range flying 
proficiency. 

SUMMARY 

Instrument flying skill was of treat importance in military avia- 
tion. Throughout the course of the war increasing emphasis was 
placed on instrument training includlitg » grcntor stress on objective 
limits as a part of the final instrument check (AAF 50-3 "white card") 
required of all graduating pilots. Because of its importance and ita 
adaptability to objective measurement, the Hlot Project placed a 
high priority on rcseorch in developing objective measures of instru- 
ment flying skill. 

The completed studies in the instrument area can bo summarized 
in four stages: (1) A "shotgun" administration of both contact and 
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instrument measures to largo groups of students to determine the 
best area of concentration; (2) a methodological analysis to determine 
the most ciTcctivo way of scoring instrument measures; (3) actual 
constructio of comprehensive objectivo check rides and administra- 
tion to students for purposes of statistical analysis; and (4) construc- 
tion of a large inventory of objective instrument measures for use in 
several difTcrcnt stages of training. The work was initiated in the 
two-engine area with the TB-25. 

The first experimental use of instrument measures was made at the 
end of nn extra 5 weeks' training period given to all upper-class students 
in the Advanced two-ongine schools (sco chapter 10). The results 
showed a significant improvement in precision instrument flying with 
the additional training. The results also indicated that much greater 
proficiency was attained when the additional training was given in the 
same typo piano than when students were transferred from one type 
to another. It was concluded that pilots must bo thoroughly familiar 
with the flying characteristics of the TB-25 before precision instru- 
ment flying is possible in this plane. 

Three different methods of scoring instrument measures were com* 
pared. These were the range, the limits, and the time sample method. 
Three sample measures (altitude in instrument steep turn and heading 
and altitude in instrument straight-and-levol) were scored by each of 
the three methods. Reasonably satisfactory results were secured by 
all three methods. For the three sample measures scored in the three 
different ways, the o> -orvor reliabilities ranged from 0.54 to 0.00, the 
reliabilities of test and retest in immediate succession from 0.37 to 
0.82, and the correlations with instructor's ratings from 0.15 to 0.33. 
Although the time soinplo method had the highest observer reliabil- 
ities, ita tcst-retest reliabilities and validities wore no better than those 
of the range method. The range appeared to be somewhat better than 
the limits method. In general there were no great differences among 
the throe methods. 

A 34-item objective chock ride was developed and administered on 
6 instnictor-studont dual instrument flights. Tho odd versus even 
day rcliabilitios for the measures showed that there was a great deal 
of day-to-day variability. Tho coefficients ranged from —0.21 to 
0.64, with a median of 0.25. For tho 22 most reliable measures, the 
differences between scores after 2 and after 6 dual instrument 
flights wore computed. Thirteen of tho twenty-two measures yielded 
differences which were significant at the 1 percent level or above. 
This indicates that they were valid for tho purpose of discriminating 
between students with different amounts of training. 

A second and longer check ride of 70 items was constructed for use 
as a final chock at the end of the instrument training period. It was 
found that the students who were given the daily check made some- 
what bettor objective scores at tho end of instrument training than 
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thoso who were not given this tost on each dual rido. After a 4-wcok 
uitcrval of further contact and transition flying, the long i .strumont 
check was given again. No consistent change occurred in tho lovel of 
instrument-flying proficiency. 

A recommended final instrument check rido is presented as a sample 
of the typo of standardized flight check which could bo used to eval- 
uate instrument-flying skill. Preliminary work was done at the four- 
engine level of training and sample objective instrument measures 
are briefly described. 

The use of objective measures at the Basic lovel in the single-engine 
AT-6 is presented in the following chapter. 
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CBAPIER NINE. 

Objective Measures of Single- 
Engine Instrument Flying 
Skill at the Basic Level of 
Flying Training 

Capt. William V. Hagin4* 

. 

INTRODUCTION 

As was explained in the previous chapter, most of tho work of the 
Pilot Project on developing objective measures of flying skill beyond 
the Primary phase was concerned with instrument flying skill, sine« 
instrument flying was so important for military opcratioua and was 
also 'specially adapted to objective measurement. 

In tho basic phase of flying training, the students learned how to 
contiol the airplane using only cues from tho instrument panel as a 
guide to tho flight attitude of the aircraft. A cloth hood was put 
over tho cockpit to simulate conditions under which tho pilot could 
not see the horizon or other natural points of rcferenco. After tho 
student had learned these fundamental elements of instrument flying 
skill at basic school, he graduated to advanced where ho learned to us« 
the additional cues supplied by radio and to apply tho various elements 
of instrument skill to practical problems such as flying cross country 
and n aking instrument let-downs. Tho nature of instrument flying 
is described in dctoil in Chapter 3, \n Analysis of tho Pilot's Task. 

It was important to develop a scale for measuring objectively 
instrument Hying skill in tho AT-6 (North American"Texan") sine« 
all students, both tho prospective two-engine «ivl single-ongind pilots, 
learned tho same elements of instrument ßyirg skill in thai fircrsft 
during their Basic training. 

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 
Purpose 

This study was initiated to develop and evaluate an objectivs 
scale for measuring instrument flying proficiency in tho AT-6 at the 
Basic level of training.   Tho specific sub-goals were: 
(1) to construct a comprehensive battery of items for objectively 

measuring instrument flying skill; 
■ 8/S(t Waller W. Inngfl anlMcd In UM ooMtraction «n.l »dmlnbtntloa of IhU ml«.  TN (Utbllnl 

UUljiU wu pltnofd with lb« wbluic« of 8/8|t. Iini«l, T/SfL WlllUra 0. NUihroy, ud Sft. igha O. 
QltMW. 
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Description of the Chcck-Ritle Booklet 
Tho fiiml form of tho test booklet is reproduced in appendix A.9 

(pages 433 to 441). It was printed on lightweight card stock. 
Tho entire first pngo was devoted to biographical information, general 
instructions to the students and check pilots, and tables showing 
tho weights for devintions in heading, air speed, altitude, and time. 
Theso weights were derived from frequency distributions of the 
raw scores obtained on tho preliminary administration. The class 
intervals were chosen to achieve good distributions and were weighted 
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(2) to evaluate each of these items by (a) exploratory try-out and 
expert criticism, (b) determining the test-retest reliability of 
each item, and (c) determining tho validity of each item as in* 
dlcatcd by its correlation with the instructor's over-all rating 
of instrument flying skill; 

(3) to compare the reliability and validity of various methods of 
combining the scores of individual items into over-all scores for 
the maneuver involved; 

(4) to compnro tho reliabilities of items and of maneuver scores when 
test and retcst occurred within tho same ride with those when 
test and retest were given on different days; and 

(5) to evaluate tho total score obtained from all of the items in the 
scale by determining (a) the split-half reliability of that score, 
(b) the reliability of test and retest on different days, and (c) 
tho validity of the total score as indicated by its correlation 
with instructor's rating. 

Dcvrlopmental Procedures 
First, a preliminary 85-itcm scale was constructed and adminii* 

tored to 29 students in Basic flying training. After testing, the in- 
structors and students were interviewed with reference to the fol- 
lowing points: 

(1) Adequacy of tho measures; 
(2) Suggested revisions and additions to tho scale; and 
(3) Elimination of items which might contribute to an acci- 

dent. 
This pretest WM an extremely important step in developing flying 

scales since many tost items that appeared safe, sensible, and adequate 
on the ground were not suited to the actual flying situation. Though 
tho groups tested were not largo enough for extensive statistical 
analysis, the information gained was of value in constructing the final 
form of the scale and helped to establish rapport with school personnel 
through participation of instructors and supervisors in tho construo- 
tion of the scale they wore to work with in .the more extensive study. 
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so as to approximato standard scores for deviations in heading, 
altitude, air speed, etc. Thus a score of (5) on headings was roughly 
equivalent to a score of (5) for any of the other variables. Point 
scores for the "Yes or No" type of item used for the instrument 
take-off were included with the item. The four Unusual Position 
Recovery measures were graded subjectively on a four-point multiple- 
choice scale printed opposite each of those maneuvers. 

In all there were 29 maneuvers in the scale and a total of 81 items. 
The time required for administration was slightly over one hour. 

Specific instructions to the check pilot were included with each 
maneuver; instructions to be given to the student were standardized 
by having the check pilot read them from the booklet. 

The check pilot recorded the students' deviations on the score card 
dials using the markings shown in the sample below: 

The starting point for each maneuver was marked with (A) and 
the deviations were marked with the curved lines (B). The devia- 
tions were marked continuously; the check pilot made new marks 
each time the students exceeded previous errors. Thus by subtract» 
ing the lowest figure reached from the highest, the student's range 
during the maneuver was easily obtained. 

Administration of the Test 
The final form was administered to class 45-G at Moore Army Air 

Field Basic Flying School during the period 30 August to 2 September 
1945. All students had finished their Basic training in the AT-6 
except for their final instrument check. 

Sixty students were given two rides on successive days by different 
check pilots. Forty additional students were tested on one ride only 
during the second day of testing. Local conditions were such that it 
was impossible to schedule this group for both rides. The first ad- 
ministration of the test was made during the afternoon flying period, 
and the second on the following morning. No student was checked 
by his regular instructor. 

Prior to actual tost administration, each instructor rated hi« 
students' instrument flying ability on a four-group scale, using the 
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best 25 percent of oil the students he over had, the second 25 percent, 
the third, and the poorest 25 percent as standards of comparison. 
This type of rating wns used to force the instructors to make their 
evaluations thought fully and accurately. However, since only 11 of 
the 05 students tested were rated in the upper group and only 16 in 
the lower, it was necessary later to combine the two upper and the 
two lower groups into a dichotomy. 

Each student was allowed to study the booklets before the flight 
He was shown the weiglits of the items and was told how to make the 
best score. AU students and instructors were briefed on the items 
and a general discussion of the scale was held in order to insure that 
they were thoroughly familiar with how to perform the maneuvers 
and how to score the booklets. 

Scoring of Test 

After the test had been administered, raw test scores (range of 
deviations in altitude, heading, etc.) were converted to coded scores 
using the table printed on the front of the test booklet. These coded 
scores served as the basic data for all analyses. A sample of the 
scoring key for deviations in heading follows: 
Dovltttlon (PtoS*   «•tolO*   ll^tolö*   18° to «)•   OverSO» 
Coded score        6 4 t 2 1 

It can bo seen that if the range of heading deviations was 12*, the 
student would get a coded score of 3. 

Statistical Analysis 

The following statistical analyses of the data were made: 
1. The reliability was determined for each item when test and 

rctcst were on different days by different check pilots. 
2. Tho validity of each item was obtained by correlating item 

scores with tho instructors' ratings of student performance. ; 
3. The reliabilities and validities of three different methods of 

combining scores from individual items into over-all maneuver scores 
were compared. Three representative maneuvers were selected for 
tliis analysis. 

4. The reliabilities of representative items and maneuvers whm 
test and retcdt occurred within the same ride were compared with 
those obtained when test and rctcst occurred on different ridei. 

5. The total score of the scale, based on the 5 subjective and 76 
objectivo items, was evaluated by determining: 

•a. Tho split-half reliability of the total score on each adminis- 
, tration. 

b. Tho reliability of test and retcst on different days. 
e. The validity of tho total score as indicated by its correlation 

with instructor's rating. 
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Item Analyei« 
RESULTS 

The reliabilities and validities of the items are summarized in 
table 9.1. The day-to-day reliabilities were obtained by correlating 
scores from rides given on two different days by two differunt check 
pilots. The validity coefficients presented were correlations of item 
scores from the second day's ride with subjective ratings by the 
students* regular instructors. The second day's booklets were 
selected for validity analysis because 100 students were tested on 
that day while only 60 were tested on the first day. 

TABLE 0.1.—Summary of item reliahililie» and vahditiet for AT-6 in$trnment «co'# 

Kind of mMiuiw 

Altitude  
Alnpced  
Uearllnt  
Ancle or bank  
Subjective ratlnp. 

TuUi. 

Number 
In seal« 

31 
U 
It 
II 
• 

81 

Daytotttr ttst-n- 
test raiiabUUy i 

nrjroml 
1 prrrnt 

lovrl 

7    I 

(percent 
level to 

I pertvnt 
Uvet 

I 
I  I« 
I    f 
0    0 

I«  17 

ValMlljr • 

Hej-ond 
I prrtvnl 

iivel 

in 
I 4 
S II 
0 0 
• 0 

7    • 

• percent 
level lo 

I prrrenl 
level 

-.3 
I 3» 
1 II 
3 I« 
I 39 

31   3« 

■ Dasei on CO students tested on dllTorrnt dar*. In dlfTeicnl planes, by dlffmnt check plloti. 
' Correlations of performance with rntlnes which were maJa by the sludent'a reiular ln>.mctor under 

controlled conditions which auur»! eonipk-te lii(loi>ciiJcnce of vaJldlly criteria and clicck-rld« uiea>ui«a. 
Ninely-Ove atudcots wer« used In validity analysis. 

The reliabilities ranged from —0.32 to 0.40 and the validities from 
— 0.24 to 0.41. However, 21 of the 81 measures, or 20 percent of them 
were reliable at the 5 percent level of significanco or better; 23, or 35 
percent, wero valid at the same level of significance. Altitude and 
airrpced measures were the most reliable. Although only 0 of the 81 
items wero both significantly reliable and valid, the correlation be« 
tween the reliabilities and validities of all test items was 0.34 (signifi- 
cant at the 1 percent level or above) indicating that the more reliable 
items also tended to be somewhat more valid. 

Five of the measures in the scale were subjective ratings by the check 
pilot. None of these items yielded statistically significant reliabilities. 
Only one, "Instructor Help on Take-off," was significantly valid at 
the 5 percent level or above. The reliability and validity, respec- 
tively, of each measure is presented in tables A9.1 and A0.2 of the 
appendix to this chapter. 

Comparison of Three Methods of Combining Item« into Maneuver Score« 

Each item was a single measure (Heading, Altitude, etc.) taken 
during the performance of a maneuver such as climb, turn, or level 
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TABLE 0.4.—Comparison of rrliahHUie» when teal and reitst occur on th« tarns check 
rult with thott when teil and retetl occur on different day» 

Altitude Measures in Turns and Legs of Pattern A 

N m Mi Ms IDs 8D, 

Flint W vmus »cconrt lag: 
8am« rid«  »T 

as 

■ 
»7 

(7 
58 

8« ■ 
M 
a« 

S7 
68 

■ 
«8 

a« 
M 
.a 
.01 

.67 

.30 

.83 

.39 

.18 

.18 

.68 

.38 

.87 

.ZS 

19« 
1.97 

1.78 
1.78 

147 
1.47 

its 
1.47 

190 
1.30 

137 
tu 

S.78 
4.28 

147 
4 14 

144 
4.07 

ISO 
198 

13« 
4.14 

138 
4.16 

A90 
.90 

1.17 
1.17 

1.» 
1.33 

l.U 
1.11 

1.33 
1.33 

1.3« 
1.3« 

1.17 
DifTrrcr.l tUy»  .n 

8ccon<i let vrrsiit third leg: 
Fume rl'la  i.«i 
nilTprcnl.lay«..        .*.  

Third ICK vfmu» fourth leg: 
Hume rid«                   .  

.69 

LM 
Uiircrcnt •! tyt . .M 

Flnt luro versus second turn: 
FrniM rids   ................... 1.31 
IXfTi-ri-nt .1nys . 1.00 

Pccoml turn versus third turn: 
Pan* rid«  
DIITrrrnt dajn  

137 
.U 

Third turn venua fourth tura: 
Pome rid«   1.33 
Different Anyt   .01 

Mean (t «orablMtloo): 
SiMn«rid«   ....................................... 
Different days  

Maneuver Scores in Turns of Pattern A 

Beorlni M.thjd 
B«U weight: 

8« me rid.......................................... 49 
so 

49 
80 

49 
80 

0.63 
.14 

.«4 

.1« 

.« 

.33 

317« 
406« 

10.37 
10.80 

193 
6.03 

17.47 
4181 

10 M 
11.84 

8.39 
6.94 

110« 
1113 

101 
17« 

100 
100 

11» 
Different day«  iaao 

Kqunl weight: 
falM rid«  i« 
DifferenL day«  107 

"Ksnert pilot" weight: 
pame rid«  187 
Different days  1.68 

Evaluation of the Total Score 

Tho coded scores on nil of the items in the scale were summed to 
give three scores for analysis: odd half, even half, and total score. 
The scale was divided so that the two halves were equated with the 
same number of similar measures in each half. This was done for 
both administrations of the test. Thus it was possible to obtain 
split-half reliability for both rides as well as test-retcst reliability of 
the total scale when the rides were administered on different days by 
different check pilots. 

The roliftbllity data in table 0.5 show that tho internal consistency 
(split-half relu bility) of tho scale was 0.89 which is high and com- 
pares fftvor.'bl;' with that of written tests. Tho test-retest reliability 
on dUTerent ihys was 0.46 and significantly higher than that of any 
of tho items. 

Similarly, tho validity coefficients in table 9.5 were all significant at 
better than tho 1-percent level and were larger than those from any 
single item in tho scalo. The correlation of tho combination of the 
t.vo administrations with instructor's ratings was 0.51. This ia high 
in view of tho probable unreliability of the latter criterion. 
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TABLK 9.5.—Reliahilitiet and validilir» of lolal teort derived from 81 measures in 
AT-e »caU 

IDUMI on ii itudtnU from da« 44-0) 

A. Reliabilities 

^u fa M% Mk SD, AD. 

1  First bMM rtrnmronA half first Administration .. 
2. First Imir' «rjui wtuntl half «eooiul »dmlnblra- 

Uon   ....-- ....••..••••., 

on 
.80 

a si 
.u 
.M 

IM. M 

IftVM 
?J0 Ti 

IM.» 
321.9« 

ML IS 

1130 
31.40 

91. M 

17 17 
] Total toure'. test un u« retctt......... a. 94 

D. Validities 

9m P. W. AT, SD, 

4 Total sonre first adininlstmtion  0 t« 
.40 

.51 

a 49 
.40 

.40 

311.33 
331.41 

04X74 

2S1M 
311 SO 

WIM 

30.40 
S Total score rrrund ad minis I rat Ion. .. HOI 
« Totj) sciire first adxiinlstration+seoond admlnls- 

trtllon  17 M 

r'n Corrrlatlon between two hnlvw. 
tu Correliition corrected to estUnatt reliability of total check ride for 1 and X and test-rclesl ralUbOll? 

of total check rid« for 3. 

■ First hnlf Is tutnl of scores 3. 4. A. 7.8,9.14.1«, 17,1*. 77. 23,24, Z\ 24. 27, », 20,30.31,32.33,40, 47, 41, 40, 
M. Jl. M, M, .VI, M. S«. .S7. 88. O-l, 0-2. 71. 7S, 77. and 78. 

• Hca>n.| hnlf is totnl of sonrrs S. 10,11.12,13, IS. 19. 20. 21. 34.38, 31.37,3». 30. 40. 41, 42. 43, M, 43,10,00. 
61, ('7,0. C4. GV GO. C7. GM. lit), 70. (i-3, U-4, 72. 73. 7«. 79. and 80. 

• Tolul scure U total of first plus second halves as defloed above 

SUMiMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Iiistrunifiit (lying wns n most important aspect of flying skill dur- 
ing tho war years. Every pilot had to be competent at instrument 
flying since combat operations were conducted despite bad weather. 
Tho importance of good instrument pilots and tho adaptability of 
instrument flying to objective measures made it desirablo to con- 
centrate research in this area. 

An 81-item scale for measuring instrument flying proficiency at 
tho Basic level of training was constructed and administered at 
Moore Army Air Forces Basic Flying School on 2 successive daya to 
CO students and to an additional group of 40 students on tho second 
day only. 

Although tho reliabilities of tho test items ranged from —0.32 to 
0.40 and the validities ranged from —0.24 to 0.41, 20 percent of the 
reliabilities and 35 percent of tho validities were statistically significant 
at tho 5 percent level or bettor. 

Of the five subjective measures in tho scale, nono had a statistically 
significant reliability and only one had a significant validity. 

A comparison was made of three different methods of combining 
tho scores on individual items into a score for the maneuver involved. 
The methods were beta weights, equal weights, and weights based on 
professional judgment. This third method approximated cut-off 
scores. No great diiTerences were found in tho reliabilities or validi- 
ties of these three methods.   In general, the maneuver score« wert 
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somewhat moro reliable and valid than the average of the items 
involved but poorer than the best item. 

For both items and maneuver scores the correlation between test 
and rctcst within the same check ride was considerably higher than 
that between two tests on different days. 

All items, both the 5 subject!vo and the 76 objective, were com- 
bined (with equal weights) into a total score. The odd-even relia- 
bility (correctcJ for double length) of a single check ride was 0.89. 
The corrolation between check rides on different days was 0.46. 
From this it can be estimated that the tcst-rctcst reliability of the 
sum of the scores on two check rides would be 0.63. The correlation 
between the sum of the scores on the two rides and an over-all rating 
of instrument flying proficiency made immediately before these rides 
by the student's instructor was 0.51. These figures indicate that it 
is feasible to develop a reliable and valid objective scale of instrument 
flying skill. 

■ 
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CHAPTER TEN. 

A Large-Scale Objective Study 
of the Effects of Additional 
Training on Flying Skill" 

Maj.  Ncal  E.  Miller,  1st.  Lt.  William E. Gait and 
S/Sgt. Charles P. Gershenson 

. 

( 

■ 

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 

The Training Freeze 

In the fall of 1944 pools of surplus pilots had nccumulatod in the 
Training Command because combat needs were not as great as had 
boon anticipated. In order to eliminate those pools, Ileadquartcra, 
Army Air Forces, ordered training freezes. 

Xormnlly 10 weeks wore spent at osirli of the throe levels of training: 
Primary, basic, and advanced. At any one time there were two classes 
in the school at each level. The lower clnss received its first 5 weeks 
of training while the upper class received its last 5 weeks. At the 
end of this period, the upper class was graduated to the next level of 
training and the lower class was promoted to upper class. 

The first 5-week training freeze began in the middle of October 
1044. Instead of being graduated to the next level of training, the 
upper-class students in Primary, Basic, and Advanced schools were 
held over for an additional 5 weeks.   During this time the students 

" The rntire lUfl of the Pilot Frolrft «as conprratlvrlr Involvcl In thti slu.lr. with special •MUtan« 
from the rsychologlcal Bcctlon, Ofllrr of the Suritron, Ilq. A A K Training Cotnminil. Maj. Nral K. MIIW* 
«at rcspoittiblo for over-all direction and for oondiictlng cunfrrencrs to arrangt the details of partldpalloa 
with schools In Central Flying Training Command. C«|it. Richard P. Youts was reepooslbl« far it» 
development and pretesting of measures for the scale used In Primary and Advanced «Ingle-engine schools 
and for conferences to arrange tor participation of single-engine schools In Western Plying Training COB« 
mand. Maj. Anthony C. Tucker, assigned to temporary duty with the Pilot Project, was responsible far 
developing and pretesting measures for the scale uwd In KaMe schools and for eunferenecs to arrange tar 
participation of single-engine schools In Eastern Flying Training Command. CsiH. Stanford O. Ertckssa 
wtj responsible for developing and pretesting measures lor the scale used In Advanced twoynglne srhoota 
and for the conference to arrange for the participation of all such schools. I.t. William K. Gall checked om 
the Instrument measures with the standardisation boards at the Instructors School (Instrument Pilot) 
at Dryan, Tei., and visited schools In Eastern and Central Plying Training Coinniaiwls to cheek up on co»- 
dlttons of testing. T/9gt. W. G. Matbeny, P/Hgt. W. W. Ismarl. 8/^gt. 1. Robbln«. Pit. '. R Rohr«, and 
Sgt. M. F. Connery supervised testing at different flying schools. M»| Rains Wallace was nepooslble far 
«oordlnatlng directive« In the Training Command Headquarters, arramlng for the ivlnting of scales sad 
directions, and receiving the rosters from the schools. I,t Col. Waller I.. Dremer served as statistical eoo- 
tultant and supervised the traroferral of the data to punch •*ariU In the Statistical Cult uf the Psycltolugical 
Pertlon. S/Pgt. Charles P. Oersbenson supervlse<l the analysis of the data on tabulating machines. Ik was 
aMlsted by Bgt. J. W. Stratton, J. J. Waellermann and J. K. Rohrs. Prüf. Phillip i. Rulon. Acting Deaa 
of the Graduate School of Education. Harvard University, advised on the meaiures and M statistical deslga 
as a Special Consultant to the Bccrctarr of War. 
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who had been in the upper class received an additional training B and 
those who had been in the lower class went on to receive the normal 
upper-class training. Thus, at the end of the 5-week freeze, the stu- 
dents who had been in the lower class of Primary, Basic, or Advanced 
had completed the normal 10 weeks of training and those who had 
been in the upper class had received an additional 5 weeks, making a 
total of 15. 

After this fij-st training freeze, the lower class which had already 
recoivod the normal upper-class training, was trained for an additional 
5 weeks and the next class began its initial 5 weeks of training. This 
secoixl fn-e/.e put the two classes back into phase. 
Purpose of the Study 

Approximately 3 weeks before the beginning of the first training 
freeze, the Chief of Staff of the Training Command asked the Pilot 
Project to use this sudden opportunity to secure objective measures 
of the efTects of the additional training. Specifically the purposes of 
this study were: 

1. To measure objectively the efTects on flying proficiency of the 
additional five weeks of training at each of the levels: Primary, Basic» 
and Advanced.*4 

2. To detennine the efTects of having received civilian flying 
training before starting military (lying training. 

3. To secure normative data on the level of skill of the pilots 
being trained. 

4. To investigate the feasibility of developing and using objective 
measures of flying skill in large-scale studies. 

Method Used in the Study 
Decision to test in many schools.—It was first necessary to decide 

whether to plan an intensive or extensive study. The intensive 
approach would have been to concentrate all of the work in a few 
sample schools, supervising these very carefully and using a specially 
trained cadre of check riders analogous to the Primary Training 
Advisor}' Board. With the limited time available and the small 
staff of the Pilot Research Project, it would have been possible to 
conduct intensive experiments in only one school of each type: 
Primary, basic, advanced single-engine and advanced two-engine. 

' 

u In |>rlinury 'JV «ml In all oih<-r schools 30 hour« of sddillonal flylnR training. 
- Thr Clii. f of Mull of the TrainlnK Comnuuul wu also Intcrrsti-O In dctrrinlnlnf wbethrr the Introdu»- 

tlun of the ucl.liiliiii.il i «rrk« o( ImlnliK at one Irvrl wouM producr more nlt-ct upon (he fliml product 
nriuurrd ul rrxluuilon fmm advancU Imlnlnf than the IntrtMliicllon o( 6 nrrks of additional training at 
othvr Irvrlf. Althouyh it MIU MUvrd that ch:iiwi In traiiilniE condition.« mlyhl make such a eomparboo 
luii-iV.iMr, il it.i »in- rollrcti'd on nich of thr cliisw« in they pruduulrd from advanced training. Sine« It 
was miildi iii.l ilmi «noli d.il« «uuld »uhscqiiently be cullect^d, only half of the fludrnU wer* tested i 
durltiR the frrese at nuh of ihr levels of tnilnliig so that the other half would not bar« had any previous 
rilKfu iuf «Ith such mriisurri «hon Ustvtl In udvomvd. Rmulora selection of the student« I« he tested 
was InMirrd hy 5|vdf> Inr tImt thry he MMM hy army »'rial uuiuN-r. Only those student« were tested 
whose MTIUI numhrrs hiwl the 1 ft twodlitits In the runcr 00 tu 49. As had Uvn ei)i«>cted, training conditions 
bad choncrd u much by the time that the last students Involved In the frwsv (thoas tested In primary) 
graduated from advanced, that nieanlngiul loii|lludliiul oumitortsons were not possible. 
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Thus, under this plan, any unusual circumstance, such as a continued 
period of bad winter weather preventing (lying at any one of th« 
selected schools during the week allotted to testing, would have 
spoiled the experiment. 

Since it seemed desirable to include more schools than could bo 
tested by a specially trained cadre of check riders personally super- 
vised by the Pilot Project, procedures had to bo designed so that they 
coidd be administered by the regular staff of any school without 
special training. Once the procedures had been designed in this 
way, it was practically as easy to set up testing in all the schools 
within the Training Command as it woidd have been to concentrate 
on a medium-sized sample. Therefore, the most extensive possible 
sample was used in order to bo sure to secure enough cases to take 
care of unforeseen emergencies such as weather, and to allow for 
splitting the data up into as many subgroups as might bo required 
for thoroi'gh analysis. 

Procedure used in developing measures.—At the time the training 
freeze study waa assigned, the Pilot Project was in the early stages of 
developing objective measures of flying skill. Some measures had been 
devised and tried out on relatively small groups of students in tho 
primary and advanced two-engine phases of training. No work had 
been done in basic or advanced single-engine schools. It was there- 
fore necessary to devote considerable effort to the development of 
additional measures. 

The measures for the different types of training (primary, basic, 
advanced single-engine, and advanced two-engine) were developed in 
collaboration with the Training Advisory Boards for those types at 
the Central Instructors School (Pilot). The Instrument Board at 
Central Instructors School (Pilot) assisted in the developme- t of in- 
strument measures. The Deputy for Training and Operations in- 
st meted the chairman of each board to assign one member whoso 
primary duty was to cooperate with the Pilot Project in the training 
freeze studies.   Tho other members of boards also assisted. 

Since the objective measures were to be administered on short 
notice to largo numbers of students in all of the schools in the Training 
Command, each individual item had to be siinp! enough so that it 
could bo administered by the regular instructional staff without 
special training or complicated explanations, and the scale as a whole 
had to be short enough so that it "ould be fitted into the regular 
schedule and administered within a reasonable period of time. 

Since the purpose of this study was to discriminate between tho 
perfonnanco of groups (those with 10 and 15 weeks of training), it 
was possible to uso a somewhat shorter check ride, containing a less 
comprehensive sample of objective items than would have been neces- 
sary if it had been desired to discriminate between individuals. A 
given individual might score high or low by chance; all of the mem« 
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bcrs of a large group of students, however, would not get high or low 
scores by chance. 

The first stop in constructing the items was to study the curriculum 
proscribed for training during the additional 5 weeks and to determine 
what aspects of this curriculum could practically be measured under 
the conditions of this experiment. Items were then constructed, 
criticized, and ilight-testod in collaboration with members of the 
Training Advisory Boards. Then those items which seemed most 
promising wore tried out on groups of from 20 to 30 students in schools 
at each level in order to determine the feasibility of the item, the 
proper ranges to be selected for scoring, and to secure criticisms of the 
item from supervisory personnel at the schools. The schools selected 
for pretesting at each level were usually ai a Wing Headquarters so 
that the criticism of Wing personnel coxild also bo secured. Further- 
more, instrument items wore taken to the Instructors School (Instru- 
ment Pilot) at Bryan, Tex., and criticized by experts there. 

Some items were found unsuitable when pretested and were elimi- 
nated. The best items surviving pretesting were assembled into 
check-ride scales for each level of flying training. These scales 
required approximately 45 minutes of administration time. They 
were printed on 9 by 12 inch card stock which could be folded to make 
check-ride booklets stiff enough to afford good backing for writing 
in the air. In all cases the scoring of items was by circling a number: 
1,2, or3.M 

The items used on the check-ride cards for each level of training 
are presented on pages 445 through 4G0 of the appendix. It shoulh 
bo remembered that they were not designed to discriminate between 
individuals, but only to sample differences between groups. 

Central procedure followed in administering study.—First, a direc- 
tive (letter, 702.5, Ilq. AAF Training Command, 7 October 1944, 
subject: Objective Measures of Flying Skill During Temporary 
Training Freezes), was indorsed to the schools by each of the Flying 
Training Commands to inform them of the general nature of the 
study and the necessity for their maximum cooperation. Then, two 
sets of directions were made up. 

One set of directions was for the administrative personnel at each 
school. It described the general plan of the study, when the check 
ride should be given, who should bo tested, who should give the check 
ride, what field preparations should bo made, and the procedures for 
briefing tho check riders and tho students. Specific directions were 
also given concerning how tho score card should bo filled out, what 
daily log should be kept of any special conditions that might affect 

w Since <ll ff. rent typos of (ntlnlnff plane* lud brrn tucd at different times In dl (Terrnt schooli In Iha Train* 
Ing Cominiknd, the cluvk ride for ench student conlnlned a place for recording tho types of plane* b« had beM 
trained on In pervious phase* of trnlnlnit. The number of times »hleh a student had been held over after 
graduatlm from prenijht. hi* stanlne, and whether or not h« had soloed before cnterlnc primary achool 
wen also recorded. 
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the results, and how the school secretary should transcribe the scores 
to the printed rosters which were provided. 

The second set of directions informed students and instructors as 
to the general purpose of the study and the way each item should bo 
performed and scored. Arrangements were made so that a copy of 
this sheet of directions and a check-ride card would be distributed to 
each sti'dent before the check ride. This was done so that each 
student would know exactly what ho was expected to do and how he 
would be scored on it. 

Every effort was mad-j to make the two sets of instructions so com- 
prehensive and clear that the whole procedure could, if necessary, bo 
run off on the basis of these instructions alone. In addition, special 
conferences were held at tho headquarters of each of the three Flying 
Training Commands. These conferences were attended by three rep- 
resentatives from each school: tho Commanding Oflicer or tho Director 
of Training, the Director of Flying, and a member of tho Standardiza- 
tion Board. Conferences for each type of school were held on separate 
days. At these conferences a representative of this Project explained 
tho whole procedure in detail and discussed with representatives of tho 
schools special problems which might arise. For two-cngino schools, 
ono conference was beld at Randolph Field instead of a separat« ono in 
each of tho Flying Training Commands. 

Finally, an effort was made to visit as many schools as possible 
during tho course of tho testing to sco how it actually was accom- 
plished. Those schools that could not bo visited during tho course of 
testing were visited shortly therenftcr. Key personnel were inter- 
viewed to determine how tho testing was conducted, what special con- 
ditions might have influenced tho scores, and what criticisms and 
suggestions tho schools had to offer for improving and adding to the 
objective measures. 

Specific conditions for administering check rides.—The procedures 
which have just been described (written directions, conferences, and 
visits to schools) were all designed to insure careful administration of 
tho objective items under standard conditions. The most important 
conditions of testing were as follows: 

1. All male, white students within tho specified ranges of army 
serial numbers H were tested with two exceptions: student officers and 
students from foreign air forces. 

2. All check rides were flown during the week 13-18 November 
1944. This was the last week of 10 weeks of normal training for ono 
class, which was called tho 10-wcek group; it was tho last of 15 weeks of 
training (10 normal plus tho 5 additional weeks during the frcere) for 
the other class, which was called tho 15-wcek group. 

3. Equal percentages of the 10- and tho 15-wcck groups weso tested 

■SMlbotaoUtMandtT. 
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during any given hnlf day in order to equalize, as far as possible, 
weather and other conditions of testing. 

4. No student was tested by a check pilot from his own squadron. 
The best available check pilots were selected by the supervisory per- 
sonnel at each of the schools. These check pilots flow, as nearly as 
possible, equal percentngos of students from the two groups. 

5. The maneuvers were performed under as good conditions of 
smooth air, visibility, etc., as possible, but climbs to excessively high 
alii Indes to obtain smooth air were avoided. 

6. The cluck pilots and administrative staff were told that the rides 
were for research purposes only, that no student would be eliminated 
from training on the bnsls of his performance, and that the results of 
all schools would be combined in the final report so that there would 
be no possibility for invidious comparisons. 

Handling of data.—Each school transcribed to rosters the single- 
digit numbers which had been encircled on the check-ride cards. 
These rosters were spot-checked and all of the data transferred to 
punchcards at the Psychological Section of the Training Command 
Headquarters. Then enlisted personnel from the Pilot Project ana- 
lyzed these data on tabulators and sorters. First, distributions of all 
the cards wore tabulated in order to get a general picture of the data. 
On the basis of those distributions it was possible to decide which 
groups should be broken down for final analysis into categories homo- 
geneous enough for a meaningful interpretation and yet largo enough 
for statistical stability. 

Because the training freeze happened to coincide with a change 
from lighter pianos to the TB-25 in the advanced two-engine schools, 
the conditions for that part of the study were different from those in 
the single-engine schools. The further details of analysis and the 
results will therefore be presented separately for these two types of 
schools. 

EFFKCT OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING ON SINGLE-ENGINE 
FLYING PROFICIENCY 

Analysis of Data 

Students included in the final analysis.—In order to avoid artifacts 
and to make each group more homogeneous, certain students whose 
selection or training was atypical wore excluded from the final anal- 
ysis. 

All students who had boon hold over from one class to the next, for 
sickness or other reasons, at any time after prefiight were eliminated 
from the study. Students wore excluded if they had not had all of 
their training for the level at which they were tested in the type of 
plane most commonly used: i. o., Stoarman for Primary, BT-13 or 
BT-15  for  Basic,  and  AT-6  for Advanced  single-engine.   Since 
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Omtnü Flying Tniining Comnmml was in tho process of changing from 
the Fnirchild to Stcarman at tho Primary level, this meant excluding 
students from all of tho schools in that commaml from tho analysis of 
tho Primary love! of training." 

Students were also excluded if they wcro part of specially selected 
groups. For tho analysis of tho advanced singlc-engino level of 
training, the students in Western Flying Training Command were 
excluded since the upper class was specially selected by having poorer 
students sent to another type of training instead of being retained for 
extra training during tho freeze. Some of the Basic students trained 
on BT planes had to be excluded because they were tho poorer student« 
who were left over after tho better ones in their school had been 
selected for Basic training on tho AT-6. 

After the students whose military flying training or selection was 
atypical had been sorted out, tho sample of singlc-engino students was 
reduced from 6,438 to 4,757 cases. 

Tho groups at each level of training, however, were still not homo- 
geneous. Some of tho students had received enough civilian flying 
training to solo before they entered Primary and commenced their 
military flying training. Most of tho students had not soloed beforo 
entering Primary. It was therefore necessary to divido tho sample 
into two groups: those who had soloed and those who had not soloed 
beforo entering Primary. Since tho students who had not soloed 
beforo entering Primary had received tho most uniform and ropro- 
scntativo training they were tho sample from which tho most mean- 
ingful conclusions concerning tho effects of tho live weeks of additional 
training during tho freezo could bo drawn. Limiting conclusions 
concerning tho freeze to these students reduced tho sample to 3,833 
singlc-engino students. 

Groups compared/or each level of single-ergine training.—After tho 
sample had been refined by discarding atypical students, it was 
divided into tho following groups in order to determine tho cfTccts of 
tho five weeks of additional training given during the freeze and the 
cfTccts of having had enough civilian flying training to have soloed 
beforo entering Primary. 

1. 10-week, nonsolo oup.—Students who were tested during the 
last week of 10 weeks of normal flying training and who had not 
soloed prior to Primary training. 

2. 16-week, nonsolo group.—Students who were tested during tho 
last week of 15 weeks of flying training (made up of the regular 10 

■ eine« the freew also coincided «lib (he clmln« of apjTox Imai. I>- half nf I h* rriffitty KbooU In lb# Ihn« 
Plylni Training Coromaiids, Ibe upper eliiu frooi the «chovls « hlch imd JuM tren clutol «ai Iraiuft-rml lo 
those still open. Therefore, only students with arniy M rial nuinUrs«ndlng In Ibe runce 00-34 wer« lesteO; 
those In the ranee 25- .9 wer« saved for a later control teat on th« eifrcU of ovtrcruwdlng. This test was nol 
made sine« visits to the schools indicated that Ihey hud Uta atl« to op« with th«doubleloa4. Pe« foot- 
note M for an etplanatlon of wh j itudenU with army serial oumbrnendliif In lb« rant* SO-M wen Mr«! for 
possible further study. 
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plus 5 additional weeks during the freeze) and who had not soloed 
prior to Primary training 

3. 10-week, solo group.—Students who were tested during the last 
week of 10 weeks of normal flying training and who had soloed prior 
to Primary training. 

4. 16-wcek, solo group.—Students who were tested during the last 
week of J B weeks of flying training (made up of the regular 10 plus 6 
additional weeks during the training freeze) and who had soloed prior 
to Primary training. 

The numljer and type of students in these groups at each level of 
training is presented in table 10.1. 

TABLE 10.1.—Group» used in the final comparisont at each level of tingle-engine 
training 

Oroup number  

Level of trtlnlng, plane, and rornmand 

Prlmatf *(ii<1rnU trnlnrd on Stoarmnn plan« 
In cni« m and wolcrn flying tritlnlng com- 
nmmli  

Baitc tiudrnU trained on DT-U or 1} plane la 
riptrrn, rrntral, aoti western flying training 
commmi'li  

Adrancti stii'lrnU Ualned on AT-« plan« In 
raslrrn and central flying training com- 
mands , 

1 1 1 

lO-weck 
nonsolo 

IS-werk 
Donsolo 

10-week 
solo 

311 
Class 45-C 

m 
Clasjivn 

M 
Clam 4i-C 

609 
Clasa4»-A 

710 
C last 44 K 

334 
Class 4 J-A 

439 
Cla« U-J 

M 
Class 44-1 

«3 
Class 44-/ 

IS-week 
sol« 

r» 
Class 4fr-B 

3» 
Class 44-K 

II» 
Class 44-1 

IO-wrek: PtudenU tested during the U»l wi-k of 10 weeks of normal training In primary, basic, or advanced. 
1J wrvk:  Siuilini'. t. ■ ii-.| in prlnmrv, basic, or s<Uanred durlnc the lost wuek of training made up of the 

nnrmal 10 weeks at Hmt level of training pin- the S additional week« during the training frees*. 
Nonsolo: .itiiilent« who hnl not lirvd enuiii;h civilian flying traiolng to solo before entering primary. 
Solo:       Students who bad hail enough civilian flying training to sol« before entering primary, 

Results for Singlc-Enginr Student« 

The results for primary, basic, and advanced are presented in 
tables 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4, respectively. Each of these tables presents 
the percent performing correctly for the groups with the four diiTerent 
amounts of training, and the reliability of the differences among 
these groups. 

When a measure shows a significant difference between the groups 
compared, this means not only that the additional training produced 
an improvement but also that the objective measure employed was 
good enough to indicate that improvement. When no significant differ- 
ence is shown, this may indicate any one or more of three things: the 
particular type of training produced no improvement, the measure 
employed was not reliable and discriminative enough to indicate the 
improvement, or that the measure did not test the particular type of 
improvement that occurred. 

Effects oj 6 weeks* additional training during the freeze.—The most 
relevant comparisons for determining the effects of the additional 
training at each level during the freeze are those between Group 1, 
10 weeks nonsolo, and Group 2, 15 weeks nonsolo.    It can be seen 
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that when these two groups were tested under exactly equivalent 
coiulitions, the students with the additional training gave a measur- 
ably better performance at all three levels of training. The 15-wcck 
group was better than the 10-week one at primary on all 13, at basic 
on 15 out of 17 and at advanced on 10 of the 16 objective measures 
used.*' 

In primary, most improvement was shown in the following measures: 
(1) Maintaining constant altitude while making a 300° steep turn to 
the right immediately followed by a 300° steep turn to the loft; (2) 
Performing an Immclmann without stalling, starting with on air speed 
no greater than 150 m, p. h. and coming out lined up within 45°of the 
correct heading; (3) Performing a loop without stalling, starting with 
an air speed no greater than 110 m. p. h. and coming out within 45° 
of the correct heading. In these threo measures the superiority of 
the 15-wcek group was of a size which would be expected by chance 
less than 1 time in 100. 

TADLE \0.2.— Objective mtaiurt» of the effect» of additional training on the flying 
skill of primary etudentt 

1 Probahlllty   of obtaining  by 
Pereent of students per- 

fonnlug correctly 
chance  •  diiTerence In  IM 
cspected direction as large a« 
the one obsco cd between lha 
group« 

Oroiip number  1 
10 

No 
211 

3 
IS 

No 
9M 

s 
10 

Yes 
60 

4 
18 

Ve« 
328 

3>l 4>l a>i Weeks of prlmwy flying trRlnlng............ «>a folocd before cnlorlnit primary  
Number of students tested................ . 

/mmrlmann.—Stsrts with air sped W thiui 
150 in. p. h., romiiletps w:.limit stnlling 
and corner out within 4i* of correet hrndlng. • 1 ti 83 «I 001 001 air a 08 

Z«op.—Start« with airspeed le5Sthan 110 m 
p. h . compli-trs loop without Mnlllnc am 
eoinranut within ii" of orkinnl hi-^llng. . «i Ii 47 ii .01 .11 .17 « 

Strrp Turn».—Student rolls directly from 
3«>' left turn Into W rinhl turn: 

Altitude dcvlntion no more than CO feet.. «1 »1 TO 1 .01 .44 .01 .01 
Itrnrhed UT bank In each turn  |i 7» T T .01 (') .38 R Roli-out wlihln 45* orlj,innl headlnK... . ll VJ 100 00 .11 (») .13 

Forerd   />«ini/inj —l'lano   I.ÄJO   feel   righ 
above field headed downwind: 

Pludenl made a base let..........  n 
flj 

m 
70 

m 
hU 

00 
77 

.03 

.1» 
.33 .13 

.01 
.i* 

Would make tlr-t ?i flefd )( rail« squar«. 
Fi'tt Aeturacy LanJint.—Vo*ei-ott 00* ap- 

.01 

proach to tone SUO feet wide by 000 feet 
long: 

Landed In tone ....................... . 49 
M 
M 

SI 
CO 
M 

1 
87 
87 

83 
«3 
«3 

.08 

.(M 

.18 

.01 

.03 

.3» 

.1» 

.« 
Did not drop In or bounce 3 feet  .14 

Seeonä A(turoci ixim/inff.—rower-oflOO' ap- 
nroach to ton« SUO feet wide by CU0 fee 
long: 

Landed In tone                ......•.•.•.»••. M 
»7 
49 

m 
u 
•i 

M 
HU 
78 

a 
73 
S3 

.14 
Hi 
.30 

m 
.08 
.01 
.01 

.3» 
Landeil In 3-polnt attltuda .....*.•••••. .01 
Uld not drop In or bouno» 3 feel  .38 

■ No dllTcrenee between the group*. 
'Dill, r, ucv between the grvup« nut In tb* eipecti^l dlrectloo. 

•• Attempts to conclude thot the additional training at one level was of more ralu« than '.Ul at anolhf 
are not Justlflol. The check ride» used at the dilferent levek «re tiol necrM/trlly e«iul -aJeot. The 8 week» 
WM a SO-pereenI Intreitf« In the total week» of flying training foe i»,e primary »tu >nU. and 16»Vprrorol 
Inenwc for thoäe to adtunevd. Furlhcrmo»», It Is p<K<Mt>Ie tha« - n». jkf<l lm(>rovrtcei,t »bowing up at lb« 
rod of the primary phis« may be entirely obliterated by the ilm« lb« »lud. m giaduaU-s Iro» »<l»ai>c«4 
tralnlnf. 
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In tho basic sclioola tho most improvement was shown in the 
moasuros of instrument flying. These were: (1) maintaining constant 
heading, nir speed and altitude in straight-and-lcvcl instrument flight; 
(2) maintaining constant altitude and bank, and coming out on the 
correct heading in a 300° steep instrument turn; and (3) maintaining 
constant beading and air speed, and coming out at the correct altitude 
in a constant speed climb and descent. In each f4 the 9 measures 
involved in these 3 maneuvers, the superiority of the 15-week group 
was of a size that would be expected by chance less than once in 100. 

TADLK 10.3.—Objective measure» of the effects of ndilitional training on the flying 
skill of basic student» 

rrohnhlllty   of obtaining   by 
Percent of students per- 

forralne correctly 
chaaoo  a  dlnercnc«   In   the 
eipected direction as large as 
the one observed between tha 
groups 

Oroup numher  1 
10 

No 
600 

3 
IS 

No 
710 

3 
10 

Yes 
234 

4 
15 

Yes 
221 

2>1 4>3 3>l Wcküof Haste fl>lnK trftlnml   
POIIHMI bofor« riitrrInK Prlmwy  4>3 
Number of students tested  

5f«pTurn«.—St mlcpt rolls «llrectly from JHO* 
left turn Into 1' o' rletit turn 

A It it IM'o ilnvlutloi no more limn SO fort.. 33 38 41 44 0.03 0.26 0.03 0.06 
Keuehe»! (K>* Imnk In .twh turn  73 77 08 75 .05 .OS (•) « 

Accvrnct l.amUni n 7.ono 3« feel MN by 
cno feet IOIIK using throttl» and Oups u 
desired: 

l.nmled In none ,  74 74 77 74 (') (•? .18 I 1. ui'ii ■! In :i | .Mut attltud«  70 
43 

7S 
44 

74 
46 

71 
47 

.03 

.34 % 
.13 
.15 I^ld not drop In or bounro 3 feet  .33 

Ae.uraci Lnnding In roiio anu feet »10e by 
'**> feet long ii>lnK Qups u desired: 

l.nnded In 7on8   57 
OS 
41 

5« 
07 
43 

04 
68 
44 

65 
71 
49 

(•) 
.23 
.34 

.41 

.35 

.15 

.OS 

.31 

.33 

.01 
I.nndnJ in 1 i>iiinl nttllude   .11 
Old not drop In or bounce 3 fret  .0« 

fHrnijt.lawl l.ttfllnnlrumtnl tVi'/Hf.—Ftndent 
Hi. > slniiKlit and le el nt 130 in. p. h. for 1 
nilnuies » it ii directional Kyroand orllflclol 
horlron cneed: 

llendlni: deviation no more thnn 10*  46 58 49 55 .01 .19 .33 (•> 
Air M- ■ .1   daviatlon  no   muro than • 

m. p. h   S3 
41 

m 
48 

51 
46 

56 
47 

.01 

.01 .43 
« 
.10 a Alllludn dovlnllon no more thnn SO feet 

SiX)' Strep Irulrumtnl TMra.-Makes a SfiO* 
riebt mm with a bnnk of over 30* at an 
air M-T.l of 130 in. p. h. mid comes out on 
be i'Uni'.    J'JM-.S Pill In-lruiiifiit (mnel: 

lli'iKlini; devlitlon no more thnn 5*  CO 09 50 66 .01 .06 m 0) 
• Allitmle devlnllon nomoro thim 100 feet A3 70 70 74 .01 .18 .03 

Mniiiliiliud nt W-iat a SO" bnnk  87 01 86 93 .01 .01 (•) .II 
Jnttrumtnt     <'un>tanl-Sptei    Climb    anil 

/>r»crii«.—Klles itrnleht and level at 110 
m   p. Ii . tlltnbs I.UU) feet at »TO feot per 
minute, and Immedinlely »Inrts descent to 
level oil at stnrtinR altitude: 

llendlng dovlntlon no more thnn 10*  75 87 78 87 .01 .01 .18 0) 
A Ir upe« d de\ intlun no more thnn S m. p. h. 
Level oil vtlthln .'O fe<t rorrect altlluda 

27 37 29 41 .01 .01 .39 .15 

top of climb and end of descent  M 06 00 60 .01 0) .15 (•) 

' No dlderenro between the croups. 
* 1 HIT, rrm-e bvtwocu the groups not In the eipectcd direction. 

For Advonecd, the group with more training showed the greatest 
superiority in the measures on tho instrument let-down and low 
approacb; they were better at hitting tho edge of tho field "on the 
beam" and at the proper altitude. On these two measures, tho 
dilTerenco in favor of the 15-wcck group was of a size which would be 
expected by chance less than 1 time in 100. 
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TABLE 1Ü.4.—O/yVftfve MMtWM of Iht rßerl.  of adlitionat training on tht fiyinf 
skill of advanced tingle-engine itudenti 

Pmbablllty   ol obtaining   by 
Percent of students per- 

forming currcctly 
chance  a dlfTrrrn«  In   the 
eMiected direction as larg« a» 
the o-ic observed between tb« 
groupg 

Group number. ............•.,....*.,,....,. 1 S 1. 4 
WtcY»  ot  advanced tlnslo-cnglne  Oylnf 

trninluK .....  ...,....-.,.... "0 IS 10 18 3>l 4>l l>I o» Folocd before rntrrlnic primary  No No Yes Yes 
Number uf student» tested....  4» 031 63 119 

Tvo Mailmum Ptrfonmtnct Loopi.—BtarU 
«Ith air si"v.t Irs-, than IfiO in p. h . l.vli 
r. p. m . and manifold pr.siiro of 2.V' Hg., 
and romplrtri loop w ithout atiillinK out: 

>'lnt loop completed w Itbout stallint or 
addinc throttle  67 63 SS 64 0 Ot a is m a« 

Becomt loop eompletod without ttaJIIni 
or adctinu throttle  67 71 60 76 .07 .03 o .it 

Sleep   Turnt.   Studcnl  rolls  directly from 
IM)' left Kim Into l«)0 riüht turn: 

Altitude deviation no more than 100 feet. S3 S7 S7 69 .OS .06 .33 .01 
Kcached ft)' hunk In each turn  M 88 64 88 .31 .34 (*) « 

Afturaet I.nniting in rono 3)0 feet wide by 
«10 feet long using throttle and flap* as 
desired: 

Landed In tone _.. 7« 
fl'J 

73 
67 

64 
67 

73 
76 1 .03 

.11 
.11 

.03 
«o. Landed in 3'|ioiiit atlluide  

l)id not drop In or houncoS feet  3» 4S S3 49 (>) .31 
Straight and Lerel tntlruinent /'/(gAf.—Stud- 

ent flies siml(;lit and level at 130 m. p. h. 
for 3 niinutrs with dlrcctloniU gyro and 
artificial horizon caged: 

lleadlnc deviation no more than 10*  M S7 61 86 .16 « .18 (•) 
Air Sliced deviation no more  than  8 

m. p. h  S3 St SI 48 o 8 (») 
Altitude deviation no more than SO feet . S3 48 43 S3 .10 .18 

SSO" Sleep Initnimtnl Turn.—Makes a SOO« 
riEht turn «ith a hank of over 30* at an 
aln>|Mx<d of 130 m. p. h. and comes out on 
heiwllnc.   Uses full Instrument panel: 

IIr:i<linR deviation no more than S*  76 73 78 81 n .18 1 .01 
Altitude deviation no moru than 100 feet. U Hi 7» 81 .X» .38 N Maintained at least a 30" bank  »0 69 97 83 0) 0) .01 

Initrumtnt J.iiDoan and Lot» Approaek.-— 
Makes a remilor let-down and low ap- 
proach; shakes slick at the proper number 
of seconds after the low cone.   Starts on 
the beam at pro|ier altitude about 1 min- 
ute before the high cone and headed to- 
ward It: 

llrarhcd the edce of the fleld no more 
than 4011 feet out>ido of Iho ho im  St 68 63 64 .01 .48 .33 « 

Heu In '1 the edge of the field within 5 
seconds of prescribed time after the 
low cone  44 47 84 48 .16 m .07 .«3 

Completed letdown within 60 feet of 
prescribed altitude at edge of fleld  71 77 TV 78 .01 0) .08 « 

1 No dlfTercnce between the group«. 1 Linien neu between the groups not In tb« expected dlreci'on. 

For the students who had soloed before entering Primary, tho addi- 
tional five weeks of training produced somo improvement, but iht 
differences were not as large or consistent as they wcro with thoso who 
had had no previous flying experience. 

Effect of having had enough civilian flying training to solo brjor* 
entering Primary.—At tho end of 10 weeks of Primary training tho 
students who had soloed before starting military flyhg training wcro 
better than those who had not received this training in all 13 of tho 
objeciivo measures used. This superiority may havo been duo to tho 
additional training or it may have been duo to a selective factor, with 
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the slmlcnta who had the most interest and aptitude taking the trouble 
to get this additional training. 

The superiority of the students who had had enough previous flying 
training to solo before starting military flying persisted for a while but 
became progressively smaller in the more advanced phases of army 
training. The students who had soloed were better than those who 
had not in 10 out of the 13 objective measures at the end of 15 weeks 
of Primary flying and in 13 out of 17 a« the end of 10 weeks of Basic 
flying. By the time they had completed 15 weeks of Basic flying 
training the consistent difTercnce had disappeared; there was no con- 
sistent diflVrence between the solo and nonsolo groups in the tesU 
administered at the end of 15 weeks of Basic flying or 10 and 15 weeks 
of Advonccd single-engine training. 

These results are in line with what is known about the way having 
soloed before storting army flying training affects the likelihood that 
the student will be eliminated. The students who had already soloed 
were considerably less likely to be eliminated from Primary training 
than those who had not. The elimination rates for a typical class of 
approximately 7,000 students were G percent for students with previous 
solo and 33 percent for those without it. By the time these students 
reached Basic schools this difference was greatly reduced, becoming 
8 percent and 14 percent, respectively. Furthermore, as will be shown 
in the next chapter, the students with previous solo are no better than 
those without it in the air-to-air and air-to-ground fixed gunnery 
practice which is given immediately after graduation from Advanced 
training. 

EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING ON ADVANCED 
TWOENGINE FLYING PROFICIENCY * 

Croups Compared 

The fact that the advanced two-engine schools were in the process 
of changing over from the AT-10 and UC-78 planes to the much 
lughcr-powcred TB-25 introduced certain different features into the 
design of the two-engine section of the training freeze study. 

Students were tested in only these schools which were using the 
TB-25. In all of these schools, the students with 10 weeks of Ad- 
vanced training had received all of it on the TB-25. In two of the 
schools, the students with 15 weeks of Advanced training had received 
all of it on the TB-25; in two other schools, however, students who 
had received 10 weeks of training on the lower-powered AT-10 or 
UC-78 received 5 weeks of additional training on the much higher- 
powered TB-25 during the first training freeze. This meant that, 
although they had a total of 15 weeks Advanced training, only 6 
weeks of this training had been on the highcr-powcrcd TB-25. 
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So few Ailvanccd two-cnginc students had soloed before entering 
rrimnry flying training that they were not sorted out of the sample 
for separate analysis. All students were tested on the TB-25. 
Hold-overs were excluded. 

The composition of the three groups compared in the Advanced 
two-engine study was as follows: 

1. lO-S^veek «jroup.—-The students in this group had received 10 
weeks of Advanced two-cnginc training on the UC 78 or AT-10 and 
5 weeks of training on the TB-25. The group consisted of 290 
students in Class 44-1. 

2. 0-10-^week group.—The students in this group had received the 
normal 10 weeks of Advanced two-engine training on the TB-25. 
The group consisted of 730 students in Class 44-J. 

3. O-lö-week group.—The students in this group had received the 
normal 10 weeks of Advanced two-engine training on the TB-25 
plus 5 weeks of additional training on the same plane during the 
training freeze.    The group consisted of 275 students in Class 44-1. 

Results of Comparing Different Types of Advanced Two-Engine Training 

Measures on a sample maneuver.—First, the results for one sample 
maneuver, single-engine procedure, will bo considered. In this 
maneuver, when the student was flying under standard conditions, 
the instructor cut one throttle completely and thus simulated the 
condition of one engine failing. The student's task was to keep the 
plane from swerving toward the dead engine, go through the proper 
procedure of feathering the dead propeller and increasing power in 
the good engine, and hold the loss of air speed and altitude to ft 
minimum. 

The results are presented in figure 10.1. It can be seen that the 
three groups were not different in their ability to hold heading. la 
the important aspects of holding airspeed and altitude, however, 
there was progressive improvement with additional training on the 
TB-25. It is especially interesting to note that students with only 
10 weeks of Advanced training, all on the TB-25, were definitely 
better than those with a total of 15 weeks Advanced training, 10 of 
which were on a lower-powered plane. Apparently the transfer of 
training was imperfect enough so that the 10 weeks on the lowcr- 
powercd plane did not help as much as 5 weeks on the higher-powered 
TB-25. 

The final measure on the graph, "Following the Procedure Check 
List,'' must bo interpreted in the light of the fact that proper pro- 
cedures were stressed during the first few weeks of training on the 
TB-25 and relatively neglected after that. The progressive forgetting 
shown in the graph clearly indicates the need for more review on this 
aspect of training. 
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Measures on all maneuvers.—Tho results on all of tho measures used 
at the advanced two-engine level of training aro shown in Table 10.5. 

The chief findings were: 
1. In pcnerol, tho students with 15 weeks of advanced two-engine 

training., but oidy 5 of these on the TB-25, gave a poorer performance 
than those witli only 10 weeks of advanced two-engine training, all 
of which was on the TB-25. Tho 10-5-Week group was poorer than 
the 0-10-Week one on 18 of tho 20 objective mensurea used. Appar- 
ently tho transfer of training was imperfect enough so that tho 10 
weeks on tho lower-powered plane did not help as much as 5 weeks 
on tho higher-powered one. 

TABLE 10.5.—Objective mcasurft of the effects of additional training on tk« flying 
skill of advanced two-engine stude ,1$ 

Group numbor  
Works of n<I vnnccJ flylni? training on lljht tvr<K>Deln« 

jilimrs (UC-TS, AT-IO)  
M ccks of ailvimml flying training on heavy two- 

ont'lnc plane (TD-2i) , 
Number of stutlcnU tcjtisl , 

SinfU-Knglne Proeeiurt.—Stnnlne romlldons: wheels 
down, c.uiliiul hoaillng, air s| rcl ino m. p. h.,3,3u0 
r. p. m. and enough manifold pr> x-uro to malnUln 
ICO m. p. h.: 

MiilntAlncd fiondln« within 6*  
Held nlr sliced to IM m. p. h. or over  
Altitudo loss less thun 100 feet    
Proceduro clieck-llsl followe<l coirottljr.       

Singlt-ICngint landing.—Check iillotcutsln>ldoen|;lna 
after completion of tho U L M1' check on downward 
ICK: 

l.lned up with runway after turn Into approach . 
Held M0 m. p. b. air speed on approach within 10 

m.p. h  
ChccKcd ci.ir on approach ,  
Cut I»wer at roumlout or lAndlnR  
Landed InMOfoot liugct zone of runwajr  
Did not luml In skid  

Slraighl und trrel tiulrum /7iV*f.—Student (lloa 
straight and level and ourniid cruisine air 5|Mvd for 
3 minutes with directional gyro and orllOiial horUoa 
cane<l: 

lleadinK dev Intlon no moro than 6*  
Air si» i .1 deviation no more than A m. p. h........ 
A Hit u.In deviation no mora than Mfeft  

Itulrurnenl I.rlliuwn and Lew /t/>proack.—Make« • 
rc,:ul.ir let-down and low aitprnocb; shakes t he stick 
at tho pro|ter number of seconds after the low cono. 
Start« on tho hcam at pro|<or nltltudo about on« 
min nie hofuro tho hlrli eonoand hi-nile<l toward It: 

Keache<l tho etlfro of tho field no moro than iW ft. 
oul^ideof tho tieam  

IteachiMl tho edco of the field within 8 seconds of 
prescribed time after the low con»..  

Completed kt-down within 40 ft. of prescribed 
altitude at edco of field  

Peuer-off ApproncH and iondlnff.—Nfakesapower«!! 
approach and landing.   Cuts power completrlx at 
traflle alt itudo when In pa-dtlon to land In the target 
zone with power off all the way down: 

Altitude at roll Into approach deviated no more 
than 100 ft. from prescribed altitude  

Did not add power on approach  
Loaded In target tone without adding power  
Landed In target tone alter adding power  

Percent of »tu- 
dents perfurmlng 

correctly 

I 

0 

10 
730 

M 
70 
31 
40 

a 
o 

is 

M 
44 11 
77 

«3 

«I 
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SI 
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n 
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37 
u 

Probabllltr of obtaining by 
chance a dlfTerrnco In either 
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3 versus 1 3 versus 1 

ae4 aM 
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»In computing IbtM probabllitirt l-oth tails of the dMrlbutlon were u«*.| herause tb«r« was no • fntt 

reason for espcctlng the dliTervnce l>rtwven groups to tw In a putkul ir dlrivtloo. 
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2. Although the students with 15 weeks of training on the TB-25 
in general tended to bo the best, the additional advanced two-engine 
training did not improve skiJI on all of the aspects of performance 
measured. 

a. Most improvement was shown in hitting the edge of the field 
"on the beam" at the correct altitude on the instrument let-down 
and low approach, and in maintaining altitude and air speed on tho 
single-engine procedure. 

b. In tho single-engine procedure, however, tho students with more 
training were progressively more careless about performing the whole 
procoduic chock list correctly. Those with 15 weeks of training on 
the TB-25 wore also somewhat more likely to omit the landing gear 
check on the single-engine landings; in fact, a surprisingly high pro- 
portion, more than 4b percent, of all students failed to cheek tho!.- 
landing gear after lowering it on approach. Procedure items were 
stressed during the first part of training and apparently were net 
reviewed enough during the latter part of the course to make up for 
the cflVcts of forgetting. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

While it was still in tho early stages of developing objective meas- 
ures of flying skill, tho Pilot Project was asked by the Chief of Staff 
of the Training Command to use the opportunity afforded by tem- 
porary training freezes to develop objective measures for all levels of 
training and to measure tho effects of additional training at each 
level. 

With the aid of pilots on Training Advisory and Standardization 
Boards, objective check-ride scales were developed for each of the 
phases of training: Primary, basic, advanced single-engine and ad- 
vanced two-engine. The measures in these check rides were designed 
to sample differences between groups; they were not designed to be 
reliable enough to discriminate between individuals. 

These objective measures were administered during a single week 
to over 8,000 students in the four difTeront phases of training. When 
the students whose selection or training was atypical were sorted 
out to purify tho samples, tho population was reduced to 6,052 
students. 

In the primary, basic, and advanced single-engine schools, students 
who had received the normal 10 weeks of training and students who 
had received an additional 5 weeks during the freeze (making a total 
of 15 weeks) were tested at the same time under comparable con- 
ditions. Tho results showed that at each of these threo levels of 
single-engino training, adding an additional 5 weeks produced * 
definite improvement in tho performance of the students. At none 
of these levels had tho students reached their limit of improvement 
within tho normal period of training. 
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At tl»c ndvnnccd two-cnginc scliools tliroo diflermt groups wcro 
tested on tbo TB-25. One of theso had rccrivotl 10 weeks of normal 
advanced two-engine trnining on the lower-powered UC-78 or AT-IO 
followed by 5 weeks on the faster and heavier TB-25. Other students 
had received 10 and 15 weeks of advanced two-engino training, 
respectively, all on tho TB-25. The results of testing showed that 
in general 10 weeks of advanced two-engine training, all on tho TB-25, 
was better than 15 weeks of training, 10 of which was on lowcr- 
powcred two-engine planes and only 5 on the TB-25. Apparently, 
the transfer of training was imperfect enough so that 5 weeks on tho 
larger plane was of more value than 10 on the smaller ono. 

In general, the students with 15 weeks of training, all on tho TB-25, 
were the best of all, but the additional training did not help all aspects 
of performance. During tho additional training there was a ten- 
dency to forget those aspects of procedure which were emphasized 
during the first weeks and relatively neglected later on. 

An investigation was also made of the difTerence between those 
single-engine students who had had enough civilian flying training 
to solo before entering primary and those who had not. It was 
found that during the earlier phases of military training the students 
who had soloed before prunary were definitely superior to those who 
had not. But the difTerence between these two groups did not seem 
to persist beyond tho basic level of flying training. Theso results 
are in lino with what is known about the efTects of previous civilian 
flying upon the likelihood that the student will bo eliminated ot tho 
different levels of training. 

Tho fact that it was possible to achieve the results reported when 
objective measures were used at 3G different schools to test tho flying 
skill of over 8,000 students in n single week, indicates tiutt it is prac- 
ticable to employ such measures in evaluating the results of a largo- 
scale pilot training program. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN—. 

Fixed Guimery as an Objective 
Measure of Flying Skill 

Sgt. John G. Glcason 

JOB ANALYSIS OF THE FIXKD GUNNERY TASK IN THE 
TtAINING COMMAND •• 

An important aspect of a fighter-pilot's task wns to register hitf» 
on air and ground targets hy firing gims fixed to his plnne. Tliereforo, 
the ability to hit similar targets while in trnining constituted an 
objective measure of one important nrea of fighter-pilot profieiency. 

The pilot's task in fixed gunnery firing involved two major skills: 
(I) perceptual skill in cvnluating the aim and (2) skill in Hying tho 
plane so as to obtain nud keep the correct aim while innintaining 
smoothly coordinated (li<,dit. A high degree of both of these skills 
was needed; the development of either without the other was valueless. 

The sight picture in fixed gunner}' is dilferent from the sight picturo 
obtained with any conventional gun sight. A summary of tho sight 
picture, as the fighter-pilot sees it when using tho optical gun sight, 
is presented in the following paragraphs. Xo attempt is made in 
this discussion to explain the optics of this sight. 

As the pilot is seated in the cockpit, he looks straight ohead through 
a tilted glass reflector plate. The glass appears perfectly clear, except 
for the lighted image of the sight. The sight appears as a ring with 
a bead as its center. 

The sight is so installed in the plane that it is Imrmonlzed with tho 
path of the bullets and the path of the plane. That is, tho sight, tho 
airplane, and the gun arc all aligned in such a manner that, within 
the ofTective range of the gun, the bead of the sight indicates the path 
tho bullets follow. The image of the sight appears out in spaco at 
the distance at which the pilot's eyes are focused. The pilot may movo 
his head about in any direction and the sight image which appears 
out in spaco will continue to indicate the same point of aim. 

The ring of tho sight measures angular distance, i. o., tho distanro 
between the bead and ony point on the ring of tho sight is a measuro 
of angular distance. This measure of angular distance serves two 
functions: if tho pilot knows the size of a target he can estimate its 
range; if he knows its speed, he can estimate the angle by which ho 
must lead it. 

* Work ID tlil« tccllon wss done by tfß, John Ü. Ukuoa. 
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The npparent tliunietcr of the ring used in the trnining sight was 84 
feet at a rnngc of 1,200 feet, the maximum range for efTcctivo firing. 
Knowing this, the pilot needed oidy know what portion of his sight 
ring the target should fdl in order to determine whether lie was in or 
out of rnngc. For exnmple, in air-to-nir firing, a tow target 20 feet 
long wns cinployed. When this tnrget was viewed broadside, it filled 
one quarter of the ring at a range of 1,200 feet. If the target wer© 
closer than 1,200 feet, it would appear to fill more than one quarter of 
the ring; or, if the tnrget were more than 1,200 feet away, it would 
appeur to fill less than one quarter of the ring. 

A target moving straight away from the pilot docs not appear to 
move aeioss his line of sight and can he hit by aiming directly at it. 
For any target which is moving across the line of sight, however, the 
pilot must aim ahead of it to hit it. There is no accurate wry of 
measuring lead with the conventional sight. The ring and bead of 
the optical sight give a basis for estimating angle of lead. Since the 
angle of lead remains constant (for nn3r given target speed) regardless 
of changes in range, and since the optical sight measures the angle of 
lend, it is unnecessary to know the distance to the target in order to 
determine the proper lead. 

To obtain mnxiimim effectiveness against a moving target the pilot 
had to bo able to fire at it for a period of time. The only way in 
which a pilot could do this, without undue exposure to defensive firo 
from the attacked aircraft, was to attack from the side, turning with 
the target and firing while turning. Such a path of flight, which keeps 
the tnrget constantly under fire, is called a "curve of pursuit." 

In firing on a tnrget, while flying a "curve of pursuit," both the 
angle of fire on the target and the angle of lead changes. The maxi- 
mum angular lend is required when firing at right angles to the path 
of the target and varies to no lead when the attack is from behind or 
ahead. 

The angle determined by the bead and ring of the sight used in 
training was such that when firing at a 90° angle to a target moving 
05 miles per hour, the correct lead was 1 radius, or in other words, tho 
angle formed between the bend and any point on tho ring. If tho 
target moved twice as fast, or 130 miles per hour, as did the tow target 
used in training, the lead also had to be doubled and therefore becamo 
2 radii. 

The pilot's angular lend varies as tho sine of tho anglo of attack. 
Since it was obviously impossible for the pilot to estimate each change 
in angle of uttnek with extreme accuracy, he learned tho correct lead 
for scvernl angles of attack that were easy for him to estimate accu- 
rately. Gunnery students usually learned the sight picture for every 
15° oa follows: 
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Angle of attack: H»äiu»u»4 
00°  2.0 radii 
75«  l.Oradil 
00°  1.7 radii 
45°  1.4 radii 
30°  l.Oradil 
15°  0.5 radii 

The pilot then flew the plane as smoothly as possihlc from one known 
sight picture to the next so that the load was pradually but con- 
stantly changing. 

Al can be seen, the pilot had to make two related judgments. He 
had to recognize t.'.e sight picture which gave each of the listed radii 
lead. This required that the pilot have good perceptual memory. 
He also had to be able to judge nccgrately his angle off, i. e., judge the 
angle between the path of his bullets and the path of the target, in 
order that he would use the correct sight picture. If ho er.ed in 
either of these two judgments ho would not hit the target. With 
practice, these two judgments were reduced to one. 

With the preceding description of the optical gun sight as A back- 
ground, we can now consider the specific task presented to the gun- 
nery student in training. 

Air-fo-Cronmi Fixed Gunnery 

This was the less difficult of the two types of fixed gunnery task. 
Air-to-ground training was given to familiarize the student with 
attacking ground targets. In combat, such targets included tanks, 
trains, grounded aircraft and ships. In training a G by G foot rillo 
target inclined at a GO0 angle was used. 

The attack consisted of a shallow dive (30°) with the bead of the 
sight centered on the target. The dive was started from an altitude 
of 800 feet above the ground and carried the plane down to approxi- 
mately 300 feet. The dive was made at a speed of approximately 150 
miles per hour. Firing was starteu when the plane came within 
range, as indicated by a white line on the ground 1,200 feet from the 
target. Firing stopped before the plane passed the foul line, indi- 
cated by a second white line on the ground, 000 feet from the target. 
On passing this point the pilot immediately began a climbing turn 
bach to normal altitude in preparation for the next attack on the 
target. 

Hitting the target on a calm day required the pilot to fly the plane 
in a perfectly coordinated dive at the target aiming the piano so that 
the bead of the sight was on the bull's-eye. When firing in any wind, 
a correction in sighting had to be made. The sight had no adjustment 
for wind correction so the allowance for windage was made by aiming 
«dightly off the bull's-eye. When flying in a crosswind, the pilot 
aimed slightly upwind of the bull's-eye to allow for the downwind 
drift of the bullets.   In order for the pilot to hold such a point of 
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nim in a crosswind, it wns necessary for him to fly a very slight, 
coordinntcc! turn. In a headwind, the pilot aimed high and in a 
tailwind ho aimed low. 

The flying tusk in air-to-ground fixed gunnery wns 'argely a matter 
of coordinated flying. The slightest slip or skid of the piano while 
sighting on the bull's-eye caused the bullets to go wide of tho target. 
At a range of 1,200 feet, a skid of only 5° caused the bullets to miss the 
target by 13 feet. 

The perceptual ospect of tho air-to-ground gunnery problem was 
relatively simple. The pilot needed only to sec whether the bead was 
on the target or not. Knors due to the efTcct of tho wind were immed- 
iately noted from spurts of earth thrown up by tho bullets and corre- 
sponding corrcctionr. in aim could bo made. 

Air-to-Air Fixed Gunnery 

This was the more difTicult typo of fixed gunnery firing and required 
good judgment of relative speed and distance, accurate judgment of 
angles, perception of the correct sight pictures and precision flying. 
It was in this type of firing that the optical sight, described earlier, 
was most valuable. 

The purpose of air-to-air firing was to familiarize tho student with 
the task of attacking another aircraft. The training closely simulated 
an attack on a large aircraft whose ability to perform evasive action 
was negligible. A banner typo target measuring 4 feet by 20 feet was 
used and was towed behind an AT-G type aircraft. 

Tho procedure in air-to-air fixed gunnery was for a flight of seven 
planes to be assigned a specific range and altitude for firirig. Tho tow 
ship towed the target straight and level at an air speed of 130 miles 
per hour, back and forth over the range. The target was towed in this 
manner for all air-to-air fixed gunnery practice so that the students 
could devote all of their attention to timing their approach and deter- 
mining the correct position to open firo. 

In flying an air-to-air guimery mission tho pilot approached the 
target by flying parallel to its path but in tho opposite direction. 
When the target appeared off at a 45° angle to his lino of flight, tho 
pilot began to roll into his curve ol pursuit. As the pilot continued 
the turn ho reached an angle of firo of 90° when ho was approximately 
1,200 feet from tho target. By the time this angle of firo had been 
closed to 00° tho target was well "sighted" and firing begun. It 
continued until tho angle of firo approached 30° when tho pilot was 
forced to break off tho attack in order not to endanger tho tow ship. 
The pilot then regained his position in traffic to prepare for tho next 
attack on tho target. 

1 Jilting tho towed target required a number of higldy developed 
skills. First, the pilot needed to judge the proper distance from the 
path of tho target to begin his approach.   This was difficult because 
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of tho high rate of closure (2S0 miles per hour) between the attacking 
piano and the target. Although difficult, the task wa» crucial, since, 
if his path were too close to the target when tho turn was started, it 
forced tho pilot into an impossibly tight curve of pursuit resulting iu 
only a brief instant in which tho proper lead could be obtained before 
tho pilot could no longer turn fast enough to keep tho target in his 
sights. Should his path be too far out from tho target's path when 
tho turn was started, the pilot found himself unable to get in range to 
firo. An allied problem of judgment was tho timing of tho start of 
tho roll into the curve of pursuit. The penalties for error hero were 
approximately the same as those for misjudging distance. If the 
i oll-iu were started too soon, tho pilot would not bo able to turn with 
the target since he was too close in by tho time it reached him, or if the 
turn were started too late, ho was never able to get within range to 
open fire. 

The pilot also had tho perceptual task of judging his range and 
his angle of fire, so that he could apply the correct sight picture. He 
had to visualize the correct sight picture for each angle of fire, and 
hold the plane on the course which maintained the correct load. 

Throughout all this action the pilot had to maintain perfectly co- 
ordinated flight. As in air-to-ground firing, the slightest slip or skid 
of the aircraft threw the bullets wide of their mark. 

In brief, then, in air-to-ground fixed gunnery, the chief problems 
were the coordinated flying of a 30° dive and correcting for drift. In 
air-to-air firing, the task of coordinated flying was again of basic 
importance but the level of difficulty of the maneuver was greatly 
increased. The curve of pursuit was a steep turn requiring tho pilot 
to fly the plane near its limits of performance. In addition, tho pilot 
had to make accurate judgments of speed and distance in order to 
place and time his curve of pursuit properly. Finally, in order to fly 
tho curve correctly, the pilot had to judge his angle of firo with ac- 
curacy while simultaneously achieving the proper sight picture for 
each angle. 

EVALUATION OF FIXED GUNNERY SCORES AS 
CIUTEKION DATA " 

Importance of Evaluating Fixed-Gunnery Scores as Criterion Data 

The job analysis of the student's task in the two types of fixed 
gunnery training shows that flying skill is an important factor in both. 
It is quite possible, however, for a measure to appear objective and 
logical and yet to be so distorted by extraneous factors, over which 
little or no control may be exercised, that tho scores are so unreliable 
that they do not measure the level of ability of the students. 

• Kiwpt where othfrwlv •i»clfl«M, work In Ihl»vcllc.n WM «Ion« by M»J. OU-n L. Ilr.ihrr«, LI. WillUw 
B. Oklt, Lt. lUlpb M. Riui. uid Pft. John O. OIMMO. 
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RcUahility of Air-to-Grouml and Air-to-Air Fixed Gunnery Scores 
The term rdiability refers to the consistency of icasurcmcnt. The 

gunnery scores would be said to be highly rclinbic if the student pilots 
who scored high on the odd-numbered gunnery missions also scored 
high on thccvcn-numbcrcd missions and if the students who scored low 
on the odd-numbered missions also scored low on the even-numbered 
missions. If the scores on the odd missions did not agreo with the scores 
on the even missions, it could hardly be expected that they would be 
related to anything else. If tho pilots who scored highest on one 
mission am just as likely as any others to score tho lowest on the next, 
the scores would not be a measure of their fixed gunnery ability. 

It was possible that the results of a few rounds of firing would give 
an unreliable picture of the proficiency of the pilot, while those of 
many rounds fired fluting a number of successive missions would give 
a reliable measure. It was therefore desirable to know how many 
rounds had to be fired in order to secure a reliable score. 

Since, in general, the reliability of a score is incr nsed by increasing 
tho number of measurements included, tho determinations of relia- 
bility were based on the same number of rounds as were tho gunnery 
scores used in the validation of the classification tests. By inspection 
of tho data, it was determined that tho greatest number of rounds 
fired by all students was 1,200 rounds air-to-air and 400 rounds air-to- 
ground. The reliability measures were therefore based upon these 
numbers of rounds. 

Tho reliabilities were determined by product-moment correlation 
of scores on odd- and even-numbered missions. Normally from two 
to three missions were flown in a day. A mission equalled 100 rounds 
fired in all cases except air-to-air firing in tho Eastern Flying Training 
Command. There tho first air-to-air mission was 100 rounds and all 
succeeding missions were 200 rounds. In instances where a student 
fired less than tho 100 or 200 rounds prescribed, tho scores wero made 
comparable by the uso of the percent of hits made. Tho mission was 
omitted entirely from tho calculations when less than 25 rounds wore 
fired. 

Tho means, sigmas, and reliability coefficients as determined for 
Class 44-1-0 from Western Flying Training Command, 44-1-H from 
Central Flying Training Command, and Class 44-1-11 from Eastern 
Flying Training Command aro presented in table 11.1 for Air-to- 
Ground Fixed Gunnery, and table 11.2 for Air-to-Air Fixed Gunnery. 
Tho reliability coefficients were corrected for double length by uso of 
tho Spearman-Brown formula. The average reliability for all schools 
and comnmnds combined by use of Fisher's z-transformation was 0.59 
(N = D32) for air-to-ground and 0.03 (N=:004) for air-tc-air fixed 
gunnery. 

ApplicabilHy of Spearman-Brown Formula.—The reliability figures 
presented in tables 11.1 and 11.2 aro, of course, specific to tho number 
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of rounds on which thoy nre hnscd. A detoriniimtion bnscd on fewer 
rounds fired would bo expected to he lower and one based upon moro 
rounds would bo expected to be higher. If one ci\n nssume tlmt the 
snme skills were involved throughout the course of learning fixed 
gunner}' so that no qualitative change occurred in the task moftsurcd, 
the way in which reliability varies with the number of rounds fired 
should be exactly predicted by the Spearman-Brown formula.*1 

TABLE 11.1.—Reliability of 1,00 rounds of air-to-ground fixed gunnery 

Classes 44-1-G in tho Western and 44-1-11 In the Central and Kn.iiern Flying 
Training Commands 

Transition school 

WMtprn: 
Willliiint*. 
Wlllinmi.. 

K&strm: 
Cml«  

Do  
Spen«  

Do.... 
NanU-r  

Do.... 
Central: 

Foster  
Do  

>'■>•  
Do  

Moore  
Do  

i-Avcraf«.. 

/ M* SO* rV ru* 

87 M.94 32 05 051 0 87 
M •1 i7 30.00 1            SI .87 

CO S7 57 39 12 33 M 
45 MI SI 

ir si 
2150 
41 4» 

- 09 
3« CO .ss 

«7 •7 A9 3». 27 31 .is 
W h« 03 3«. 04 SO .87 

101 W.3S 38 02 43 .M 

M 130 05 411 39 40 .«• 
fl 131 IS SO &S <* .83 
'* 111 M 44.0« «1 .78 
RJ 138 2] 47 01 M .7« 
til 1/3 1» 4151 1 11 .80 
5J I4< 11 4101 49 .84 

•3] .<• 

1 Mmn of cumulated mission scores. 
> SI) tit cuimilMc<1 mission scor«. 
• o.M-w < n rcllnliility of four inrvround mKilon*. 
• ().|ii-cv( n rcllnbillty corrrrtcd for douhlp length (400 round'') hv ihr P|>rannan-nru«n (unnuis. 
• Tho first of cncli pair is the I'ro I'-M scitton; the second is the I'ott l'-40 scilica. 

TABLE 11.2.—Rfliability of 1,300 roundt of air-to-air fixed gunnery 
Classes 44-1-G in the Western and 44-1-H in the Eastern and Central Flying 

Training Commands 

Transition school tf M' SD< f,t r«« 

Western: 
William»«   .               •7 

58 

«9 
£9 
M 
47 
91 

IU1 

85 
W 
85 
NO 
84 
H 

S.064 

KA«3 
n; « 
Mt ns 
lOiM 
M4;3 
105 77 
in:«t 
131170 

131.43 
II» M 
114 W 
lUM 
I3U.SI 
119 C9 

57 OS 
53.15 

63 95 
41-TU 
81 71 
45 » 
44 M 
84.85 

49 38 
47 19 
51 3U 
5147 
SAOO 
tV30 

Of« 
55 

54 
.33 
.48 

19 
11 
49 

81 ■ 
ts 

.41 

.54 
48 

a st 
Wliiiumj                                   .71 

Eastern: 
Crals  .70 

Do  .» 
Spenc*  .8 

DO....;::;:;:::;:;:;;::;:;:;::::::::::  .14 
Napier  .47 

Do  .a 
Central: 

Foster  .7« 
Do  M 

Aloe   M 
Do  M 

Moor«  .71 
Do  .<J 

t-Avcroite  M 

1 Mean of cumulated mission scort«. 
* S11 of ctinuil.m<l niLvilon score*. 1 OiMH'venreliiMlitv of twrhe lOO-roundmUMon score«. 
« o.l.i .Mn relbMlltv eorrixted for dtHjble Uiutb (l.awround.«) by the ^penrmsn-Drovn MmuU. 
• The Hrst of euch |>alr Is the I're P-40 witkiii: the scivud U lb« Toat l'-«ü stutua. 

»here ru Is tb« ^liability ot the lenfthened test, r*« U tbt itUblllty of lb« sbon«r t«i, and .4 ti lU heU* 
ty which UM shorter lest it tacUMMil. 
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Available evidence on this point seems to indicate that the relation« 
ship between the reliability of fixed gunnery scores and the number 
of rounds involved actually docs vary in the way predicted by tho 
Spearnmn-Brown formula. The reliability of 400 rounds of air-to- 
ground firing was found to be 0.59 when tho coefficients for all schools 
and commands were combined by Fisher's z-transformation technique. 
From the Spearman-Brown formula, it was predicted that tho relia- 
bility of 600 rounds would be 0.68. For 265 students in Class 44-1-J 
in Central Flying Training Command who had fired 600 rounds of 
air-to-ground gunnery, the reliability was found to be 0.69. 

In n study at Psychological Research Unit No. 1, based on 523 
students in Gloss 43-F in the Eastern Flying Training Command, it 
was found that the reliability of the 822 rounds fired on tho last 2 
dayj of nir-to-air training was 0.52. On tho basis of this figure, tho 
estimated reliability for all of the rounds fired during training, a total 
of 1770, should be 0.70. The actual reliability of tho 1,776 rounds 
was found to be 0.09. The fact that these two figures agree closely 
indicates that the assumptions of the Spearman-Brown formula were 
satisfied by the conditions of air-to-air fixed gunnery learning in the 
Training Command. The fact that, as will bo shown, tho students 
continued learning and improving their scores throughout training 
did not seem to affect tho estimates of reliabiUty.M 

In the study by the Pilot Project, tho reliability of 1,200 rounds 
air-to-oir gunnery was 0.03. On tho basis of tliis figure, tho reli- 
ability of 1,770 rounds was predicted to be 0.72. Tho agreement of 
this estimate with the actual figure of 0.69 is well within tho limits of 
sampling errors to be expected in the populations of tho two studies. 

To summarize, the reliability of fixed gunnery scores varied with 
tho number of rounds involved in tho determination. Tho relation- 
ship between the number of rounds and reliability was approximately 
what the Spearman-Brown formula predicted. This indicates that 
scores at different levels of the learning curve arc not qualitatively 
different. They measure tho same basic kind of skill, though of 
course the level of skill depends upon tho amount of training. 

Results of other studies.—Reliabilities in tho same general range as 
those found in the studies by the Pilot Project were reported by other 
organizations, but no exact comparisons arc possible because the 
numbers of rounds involved were not reported. 

Psychological Research Unit No. 1 reported the odd-even reliability 
of air-to-air fixed gunnery scores for three classes in the Eastern 
Flying Training Command as follows: (1) Class 43-J, for 459 students 
the reliability was 0.31 uncorrectod and 0.47 corrected; (2) Class 43-K, 
for 403 students the reliability was 0:48 uncorrected and 0.65 cor- 

M Thb nn.ly WM prrfortrH by lln). N. K. Mlllpr, Lt. 8. M. Rtwhiil. and I.t. W. H. AogolT.   It wu 
the Ant lin. -tlt' ilk n by «vlntlor (wycholotijU o( flird gunnory (comla th« AAF. 
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rcctcd; nnd (3) Class 44-1-A, for 119 studonts the rcliahility was 0.63 
uncorroctcd and 0.77 corrected.** 

A further study by the same unit reported the odd-even rellnhilitics 
for class 44-1-D in the Eastern Flying Training Command by transi- 
tion training school.    Following arc the odd-even reliabilities: 

School fu m 

Cralf  0.47 
.M 
M .a 

0 «4 
MariiiM  .79 
Niiplor , .M 
S|>CDC«  .71 

The Research Section, OflTico of the Surgeon, llondqunrters First 
Air Force, reported the following odd-even reliability coeüicients for 
air-to-ground fixed gunnery and low-altitudc-acrial fixed gunnery at 
the tactical training level: 

Daw 
Alr-lo-cround Lovr-fttiltu<Uarrt«l 

AT r*.!« fil« JV t'a* ra* 

Ml'lvllle.  «1 
139 
175 

a 13 
.311 
.44 

0 23 
M 

M 
144 
m 

OM 
.10 
.31 

ass 
Norfolk ,  .67 
Dover...............  .47 

i Odd-rrrn rrllohllltr. 
* ru corrected by Speannan-Drown formula. 

The research section, Headquarters Second Air Force reports an 
odd-even reliability of 0.61 for 14 air-to-air missions of at lea^t 100 
rounds each.   Corrected for double length, this becomes 0.76. 

Intcrcorrclation of Air-io-Air and Air-to-Ground Fixed Gunnery Scores 

How similar arc the skills involve«! in air-to-air and oir-to-ground 
fixed gunnery? If the two scores measure separate skills, it may bo 
desirable to use them as separate criteria; if they measure the samo 
skills, the combined score is all that ncod be used. 

The correlation was calculated between the mean mission scoro for 
4 air-to-ground missions, and the mean mission score for 12 air-to-air 
missions. One exception to this was the data for class 44-1-G in tho 
Western Flying Training Command in which the air-to-ground mean 
mission scoro was based upon six missions. 

Means, sigmas, and correlations for tho classes studird in each com- 
mand will bo found in table 11.3. The average correlation, as deter- 
mined by Fisher's z-transformation for all classes studied in the Eastern 
Flying Training Command «M 0.22 (X = 1175) and for all classes 
studied in tho Western Flying Training Command it was 0.33 
(N=383). 
■ ThU »tud> was pfrformed by LI. Vfttt* I». Wthh, ?««. RoUnd K. lohniUio and tf(l. »tautl B. 

Lycrly, and tho (ollowlnj on« by Ueutcnaot Wtbb aod SMIMDI Juhoitoo. 
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TABLE 11.3.—Correlation btltceen air-to-ground and air-to-air fixed gunnery »caret 

CbtM N Mtf m SIh* .SA),« t 

Eutrrn Flvlnit Training Command: 
«-I-I.   I'rr JMO   TUX 

UM 
408 
VA 

1I7S 

87 
M 

119 
119 
383 

31. «7 
31.91 
71.» 
21.13 

a. 7i 
8.54 

10.79 
10.53 

&33 
11.40 
9.91 
8.14 

4.14 
3.95 
5.34 
8L23 

0.28 
.37 .a 
.11 .a 
.37 .a ,1 
.14 .a 

«-I-I.   Tost P-« .. 
44-l-J.    I'n- an.! Post V V) 
44-l-K.    Pre and Post PHO.. 
I-Avrrnrr  

Wcilorn Kl) Init TralnlnK Command: 
4I-I-0.    I'rr P-IO  J10J 

».to 
25.64 
Ü.29 

13.89 
11.89 
15.93 
1« «7 

7.89 
7.40 

10.14 
13.76 

4.73 
4.73 
8.08 
7.6« 

«-1-«.    Post P-«)   
4VA.    Pre ami Po^t P-W  
<4 P     Prr «lid Post P-40  
(■AvrraKC  

1 Tho MbMrrlpt 1 Indlcnlrs ulr-lo ground. 
> Ttio BuliMri|>t 2 ItiUlcalri air-to-air. 

In order to obtain an estimation of the causal factors mutually 
shared by the two types of fixed gunnery, the correlations were cor- 
rected for attenuation. This correction was made in order to estimate 
the true relationship when the diluting effects of chance differences 
duo to the unreliability of the scores had been removed. The cor- 
rected correlations were 0.36 for Eastern Flying Training Command 
(N= 1175) and 0.54 for Western Flying Training Command (N=383). 
Those indicated that approximately 13 percent and 29 percent, 
respectively, of the causal factors in the two fixed gunnery tasks 
were mutually shared. In other words, 87 percent and 71 percent 
of the factors in the two tasks were not shared. In the light of these 
findings, it seemed advisable to use the two gunnery scores as separate 
criteria. 

Learning in Air-to-Air and Air-to^Ground Fixed Gunnery Training 

The amount nnd course of learning in air-to-air and air-to-ground 
gunnery were determined in order to indicate how lenrning must bo 
taken into account in using these scores as criteria and also to show 
whether or not the students were reaching the point of diminishing 
returns within the number of missions used in training. 

The learning curve for each type of gunnery training was obtained 
from the mean score for each successive mission. It was assumed 
that a relatively accurate picture of the learning process could be 
obtained if enough cases were included so that other factors would be 
randomized. Table 11.4 presents the means by mission for each 
command and for all commands combined for air-to-ground fixed 
gunnery. Similar data are presented in table 11.5 for air-to-air 
fixed gunnery. 

It con be seen from the data presented in tables 11.4 and 11.5 that 
considerable learning occurred in each type of gunnery, but that in 
air-to-ground gunnery there were definite unsystematic differences 
in the learning curves for successive groups of students. Most 
striking was the difference in the learning in afr-to-ground gunnery 
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TADLE  11.4.—Learning in air-to-ground fizrtt gunnrnj 

Class 44-1-G in the Western. 44-l-IT in the EAsJem. nnd 44-1-J in the Central 
Flying Training Cuminnnd 

Westem Eutern OHM All combined 

Hundred rounds 
AT .W» N -V" 

PreP-40 Tost P-M 
N A/> 

S M* N Ml 

First       145 
HS 
I4S 
14S 
145 
Ui 

19 8 
22.1 ns 
2«. 3 
28.1 
26.5 

m 
485 
479 
473 
410 
284 

IS.« 
22.3 
27.1 
29.9 
37.9 
39.7 

314 
313 
311 
3-W 
2W 
250 

21.0 
21 H 
21.3 
23.1 
».4 
33.7 

315 
29« 
l'J9 
175 
122 

SO 

20 0 
3Z3 
39.0 
39 9 
41.3 
41.4 

1.163 
1.170 
1.134 
1. HU 

0H5 
735 

10 1 
34 0 

Third  27.0 
Ktmrth  29.1 
Kifth  34.0 
Siilh  311 

• M b the ftverae« pcrocnltce of bits. 

TABLF 11.5.—Learning in air-to-air fixed gunnery 

Chss 44-1-G, 44-1-n In the Eastern and 41-1-G, 44-1-J in the Western Flying 
Training Commands Combined 

Iluadrcd rounds N W« SD Hundred rounds .V Ml SO 

pint  Ml 
4G6 
842 
471 
tt9 
4C7 
853 

«.SO 
8.83 
8. GO 

10.27 
10.29 
11.78 
11.05 

7.83 
8.14 
8.21 
9.15 
0.17 

10.97 
0.58 

Flphth  4M 
W'.7 
4'M 
Mt 
461 

11.61 
11M 
11II 
13 13 
14.06 
14.47 

0.85 
Second \lnih  10 44 
Third  Tenth  11.47 
Knurth Kkvpnlb  0.05 
Kitth Twelfth  11.M 
Klxth Thirteenth  11.77 
Seventh  

■ M Is the aversce percent Age of bits. 

for the Pre and Post P-40 sectionse* of class 44-1-J in Central Flying 
Training Command. Since the numher of students in each class was 
limited to roughly 200 to 300 in Central and Eastern Flying Training 
Commnnd, not enough cases were available for (ho annlysis of the 
variables afTecting each mission. It is probable, however, that the 
most accurate approximation of the "true" gunnery learning curves 
is obtained by basing the curve on as large a sample as possible so that 
uncontrolled variables arc randomized. Figures U.I and 11.2 present 
these curves for air-to-ground and air-to-air fixed gunnery, 
respectively. 

As can bo seen from theso learning curves it was important, if 
cither air-to-ground or air-to-air fixed gunnery scores were to bo used 
as criteria, that they bo based upon a specific number of missions 
flown. Defining a training mission as 100 rounds, each successivo 
mission average was higher than the preceding one. To make scores 
for all students comparable they all had to bo based upon tho samo 
number of missions. 

■ In the liitht of flcdlnp prrvnU'l UUr In tbli chspter on lh« ttlteX of P-40 tr»n«ltlon lr»lnlnf on 1U«J 
«unnery score*. It was unlikely thst the differences found here could U due to ooe group bsvlu« b«d end 
the other not having bed the P-40 training. 
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Sinco tho learning curve was still rising approximately as steeply 
as ever at the end of training, it could bo seen that the amount of 
firing given was only introductory in nature, with only a few, if any, 
students ever reaching their maximum proficiency. 

A similar curve of learning, which was still rising steeply at tho 
end of training, was secured for air-to-air firing on 523 students in 
class 43-F in Eastern Flying Training Command by Maj. N. E. 
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Miller, Lt. S. M. Roshnl, ami Lt. W. II. AngofT at Psychological Re- 
search Unit No. 1. 

In a study made by the Research Section, First Air Force, of 19 
instructor aerial gunnery learning curves, it was found that the in- 
crease in proficiency proceeds at a fairly uniform rate up through the 
sixtieth mission, where apparently a plateau was reached. 

■ 

VARIABLES AFFECTING FIXED GUNNERY SCORES*» 

Variation in Training Procedures 

The study of gunnery training procedures in the three flying train- 
ing commands indicated considerable variation at both the advanced 
and transitional training levels. 

In two of the three commands, gunnery training at the advanced 
training level consisted only of ground-school courses, whilo in the 
third command, two hours of gunnery missions were flown using gun 
cameras. The ground-school curriculum varied both in extensiveness 
and intensiveness from command to command and to a somewhat 
lesser extent between advanced schools in the same comnmiul. 

Actual air-to-air and air-to-ground gunnery practice witli live 
ammunition took place only during the transition phase of training. 
Here again the ground-school curriculum varied from command to 
cumm.and both in content and time devoted. 

In two commands the students were sent from their base transition 
training school to a separate gunnery school for their fixed gunnery 
tiring. In the third command the students and their transition train- 
ing instructors were kept together for the fixed gunnery phase of 
training. 

In one command every mission was flown with a gun camera in 
addition to live ammunition. These gun camera films were then 
assessed and criticized prior to the student's Hying his next mission. 
In a second comm ind only ahout one-half of the missions were flown 
with the gun camera while the third flew no such missions because of 
laek of assessing equipment. 

In two of the commands students generally flew the same plane on 
suecessive missions, while in the third the students generolly flew 
different planes. 

Variations in penalties for "foub*' were found for both oir-to- 
ground and air-to-air fixed gunnery from command to command. 

It can be seen from this brief description that while fixed gunnery 
training followed the same general form in the three flying training 
commands, diiTerences did exist in procedure, amount ond typo of 
training, and peering. DifTercnces also occurred in procedures und 
training for successive classes in  the same command, and minor 
■ Work In this section wu done by MtJ. 01« L. nttthm, Lt VMM E. Olli. LI. lUJpb V. Ru»«, 

tod S|t. John 0 Okuoa. 
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(lifTorcncos oxistod between schools in the same class and command. 
In (lie li^'ht of these differences, it seemed necessary to analyze data 
separately by command and class. 

A more precise description of these variations in fixed gunnery 
training will be found in Appendix 11. 

Kffrcl of 10 Iloum P-JO Training 

Ono li.ilf of each class was given fixed gunnery training before 
receiving P-10 transition training; for the other half tho order was 
reversed. 

To detemfaM the cfTect of this P-40 training, tho data used in the 
determinntion of tho relinbility of gunnery scores were analyzed by 
school for difTerences between Pro and Post P-40 groups. The 
statistical reliability of tho difference between mean scores was 
determined by uso of tho critical ratio. Theso comparisons indicated 
that tho IMO traininj,' itself did not affect the gunnery scores. Four- 
teen comparisons were made. In 7 enscs differences were found of a 
nagfülud« such that there were less thnn 5 chances in 100 that a 
difference as lar^e ns this would arise by ehar.co in comparable samples. 
Of these, four cases showed tho Pro IMO section to have the higher 
mean score while in tho remaining three it was tho Post P—IO section. 
.Since tho number of rounds fired was held constant in all cases, 
learning was also eliminated as the source of variance in mean scores. 
Therefore tho variability of tho differences indicates uncontrolled 
factors affecting fixed gunnery scores. 

Tables Al 1.1 and All.2, in tho appendix, present theso comparisons 
for air-to-ground and air-to-air fixed gunnery, respectively. 

Data pre-cnti'd by Lt. Wilse B. Webb and Koland E. Johnston of 
Psychological Kesearoh Unit No. 1 also indicated no consistent trend 
in Pro and Post P—10 mean scores. In iheir study of air-to-air firing 
in Classes•ll-l-H(N-487)and4l-l-D(N=6l7),itwasfoundthatthe 
mean score for the Pre P-10section was significantly higher (CR = 7.97) 
than tho Post P-10 section in Class 4-1-1-B and that the reverse 
situation held in Class 41-1-0 (CR = 5.30). 

Turbulence, a» Measured by Instructors' Ratings 

Tho operation of uncontrolled variables had been suggested by the 
results of tho studies of learning and of tho effect of P-40 training. 
Both students and instructors agreed that turbulence was ono such 
factor. They further agreed that air-to-ground firing was more 
affected by it than air-to-air. because turbulence was most severe at 
the low nltitudes where air-to-ground gunnery was fired. 

Tho decree of turbulence was rated during each mission, on a two- 
point scale, by the instructor flying with each flight of students in 
Class -W-l-J (Pro P-10), Central Flying Training Command. The 
two categories wore: "rough," defined as turbulence judged to be 
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greater than average,   and  "smooth" meaning less than avorago 
turbulence. 

Moan scores by mission were compared for tho two conditions by 
use of the critical ratio. These data are presented in the appendix in 
table Al 1.3. No reliable diiTerencc (CU = 75 based on 1,198 cases), 
was found between the two conditions of flight. Therefore, it cannot 
be said that turbulence (as rated by the instructors) had any effect on 
air-to-ground gunnery scores. It should bo noted that this does not 
eliminate turbulence as a variable in air-to-ground gunnery. It only 
indicates that either (I) turbulence may not have been an important 
factor or, as is more probable, (2) that tho instructor ratings did 
uvA actually differentiate between the two categories of turbulence. 

Time of Day 
Gunnery instrm tore agreed that different times of day were not 

equally favorable for air-to-air and air-to-ground gunnery. The 
prevailing opinion was that, for uir-to-ground gunnery, early morning 
and late afternoon were most generally favorable since tho air was most 
likely to bo smooth at these times. For air-to-air gunnery the best 
times for firing were considered to bo near tho middle of tho day, when 
haze and glare were at a minimum. Turbulence was not judged to 
be an important factor in air-to-air gunnery since it was seldom 
encountered at the higher altitudes where such firing was done. 

Moan scores by time of day, corrected for learning, were computed 
for both air-to-ground and air-to-air gunnery using time of take-off as 
the time of the mission. Tables A 11.4 and Al 1.5, in the appendix, 
present these data together with a fuller description of the method o( 
the studies. 

From the air-to-ground data studied, it sormod that there were 
factors associated with time of day which «fleeted these fixt-d-guimery 
scores. However, it appeared that the effect varied from command to 
commund and from class to class. It seemed probable, therefore, that 
tho factors themselves differed from one location to another, at least 
in degree if not in kind. To determine to what extoiit this was true 
required a more detailed analysis than was then practicable. 

From the air-to-air data studied it appeared that those fixed-gun- 
nery scores were relatively independent of variation in conditions 
associated with time of day. 

Wind Direction and Velr  'y 
This variable affects unl.v air-to-ground gunnery since, in air-to- 

air gunnery, both tho target'and the attacking plane are in the same 
moving air mass. As was stated in the job analysis of air-to-ground 
fixed gunnery, one problem is the correction for wind drift. Since 
all missions were not flown under the same wind conditions, the diffi- 
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culty of the task of air-to-grouml gunnery might vnry from one mission 
to the next. 

Air-to-ground fixed Kunn(-ry scores, corrected for learning, wcro 
tobukted •>>' wind direction (headwind, crosswintl, ond tnilwind) and 
velocity and the mean score for each direction and velocity computed. 
Figure 11 .'{ presents these data graphically for class 44-1-J in tho 
Central Klyhif, Training Command. A more detailed description of 
the nu'llimls used in this study is given in tho oppondix, and Table 
Al 1 G pre .nts the data separately for tho Pre ond Post P-40 sections 
of UM clas^. 

As figure 113 shows, there was a progressive decline in percent hits 
with increasing wind velocity from any direction. Also, it appeared 
th<'t the net elfect of tail and cross winds was similar. Missions flown 
in headwinds, at all velocities studied, yielded approximately 15 more 
hits per 100 rounds fired than did missions Jlown in either of the other 
two wind directions. 

A comparison of the wind direction and velocity data for the two 
fections of the class shows the general points obtained from the com- 
bined curve hold true. In each section, there wa* a decline in percent 
hits with increased wind velocity, and the scores obtained while flying 
into a headwind were higher than those obtained while flying in either 
of the other two wind directions; however, neither the rate of decline 
in hits with increosing wind velocity, nor tho relative diTcrences 
between wind directions remained constant. This indicated the inter- 
action of uncontrolled variables masking the true picture of the effect 
of the wind. 

The true trend was probably most closely approached in the com- 
bined data since the larger number of cases increased the likelihood of 
other vaiiables being more completely randomized. 

Correction of Air-to-Cround Scort* Jor the Kjfect oj Wind Direction 
ar.J \'</(;r//y.—Although it was true that the general trend of effects 
(»f wind direelion and velocity were similar in the two sections of 
class -M-l-J, there were consulerable variations in absolute values. 
This fact made it seem less likely that any correction for wind con- 
ditions would mateiially improve the reliability of the gunnery scores. 
However, since this variable was the best defined ami most accurately 
measured of the several known variables, it was decided to attempt 
the correction of the gunnery scores for the elfect of that factor. 
Should no inipiovement in the reliability of the scores be obtained with 
this correction, then certainly no improvement could be expected ns A 

result of correcting for the less well defined and measured variables. 
Using the data for the Pre P 10 secfion of class -I-l-l-J, a set of 

conversion tables was made to correct individual scores obtained 
while living in any given w ind direction and velocity to the scores that 
would be expected had the mis.sioi) been flown in the optimum head- 
wind.   These conversions were equal  to  the  actual  difference in 
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percent hits between the expected score for nny given velocity and 
direction of wind and the optimum hendwind. 

The scores miulc hy individunl students during the Post P-40 
section of this class were corrected for the effect of wind direction and 
velocity by using the conversion tables based on the Pre P-40 section. 
If wind direction nnd velocity were stable vnriables within each day of 
missions in air-to-ground fixed gunnery, the reliability of the raw 
scores should be spuriously high because of tip correlated factor. 
Correction to eliminate effect of wind would therefore yield a lower 
reliability coellicient. Such proved to be the ense. The reliability 
of the corrected scores was only 0,47, while the reliability of the raw 
scores was 0.53.M 

Since no greater change in results could be expected in correcting 
for other such correlated variables than was found above, it seemed 
impractical to attempt to reduce the class-to-class variations by 
computing corrections for them. All data, which had been studied, 
indicated that the variables afTecting fixed-gunnery performanco 
varied from place to place nnd probably from season to season. There- 
fore, the best control of them was to analyze the -..ila separately by 
class and command. The most effective way of ochieving this control 
was to convert the scores for each class and command into standard 
scores ami to use these standard scores in further analysis. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS KKGAKDING TllK PUKCAUTIONS 
TO US POUOWED IN HANDLING OF FIXED CUNNKUY 
SCORES■ 

Reliability 
Provided a suflficient number of rounds is involved, the reliability 

of fixed-gunnery scores was satisfactorily high. Anyone using this 
type of Training Command fixed-gunnery scores in a study could \to 
reasonably certain that, for ony class involved, the relinbility of 400 
rounds of air-to-ground firing would be approximately 0.50, and that 
of 1,200 rounds of air-to-o'ir firing would be approximately 0.03. 
Since the reliability varied with the number of rounds in approximately 
the manner predicted by the Spearman-Brown formula, it was mv- 
portant to consider the number of rounds on which the reliability 
was based in evaluating results. 

Learning 

The learnini» curves for Iwth air-to-ground and air-to-air fixed 
gunnery arc so steep, with no indication of a plateau Wing reached 
within the limits of the training outlined here, that it is important 

• Tul.lo A11.7, In Ihr •p|wn<lli, prr.vnt* ihrv «tau morr rom|>1rlrly. In ruiinrtlWn «llh IhU UM» «ll 
b« torn ■! • tnori- c<>nii'l<".r <U-<rrl|>tlon of Ow mrihwl ol IUVIM» thrtr rorm-iluitt. 

•' Work In this vrtlon wu ilunr by M»J. Ok-n L. llrttU-r». I.I. WlllUm K. «Uli. LI. Halfb M. Ku.l, 
•ml B|t. John O. OtrMoa. 
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to control tliis factor in tho use of gunnery data. In order to control 
learning, data for each student to be used in a study must bo based on 
tho same number of rounds fired during tho same stage of learning. 

RELATION   BETWEEN  WIND  DIRECTION  AND  VELOCITY 
AND   AIR-TO-GROUND   FIXED GUNNERY   SCORES 
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I*~I0 Training 
I* It nj)i)cnrs reasonably certain that tho 10 hours of P-40 Transition 
training received by one-half of each class prior to gunnery training 
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had no appreciable effect on the gunnery scores obtained. Therefore, 
the Pic and Post P-40 sections of any given class can bo combined 
when other factors remain const not. Since the two subsections of tho 
class arc subjected to somewhat different conditiono, it is well to 
analyse them separately when a sufllcient number of cases are avail« 
able in each. 

Other Variables 
Tho effects of such variables as turbulence, timo of day, weather, 

etc., either were not accurately measurable or were so vuriablo in effect 
from one class or location to another that it was impossible to make 
any simple correction for their effects. Therefore, it was advisable to 
handle data including more than one class or command in one of tho 
two following manners: either tho computations should bo carried out 
separately for each group (class or command) and tho results com- 
bined, or scores of individual students should bo converted to normal- 
ized scores by class or command befuro analyzing tho data. 

Another variable which was present in the gunnery training situa- 
tion, but which was not subject to accurate measurement was tho 
plane flown by the student. A preliminary analysis, not reported in 
detail hero, showed that there was a relationship between the plane 
flown and the gunnery scores obtained by tho students flying it. It 
was dilTicult to work out any systematic correction for this factor 
because tho effect of the same plane varied from time to timo de- 
pending upon (1) the state of maintenance, and (2) tho harmonization 
of the sight and gun. Furthermore, the number indicating tho plane 
might change either during or between classes, since each field had 
only a limited number of piano numbers assigned to it and replacement 
planes were given the same number as one previously assigned to the 
field. In any study of fixed gunnery, it should bo stated whether or 
not each sludent flics the same or different ships on successive missions 
in order to indicate whether or not possible plane differences have 
added to or subtracted from the apparent reliability of tho data. 

FURTHER EVALUATION OF FIXED GUNNERY SCORES» 

Ability of Instructor Rating» of Pilot Proficiency in Advanced Training 
to Predict Subsequent Fixed Gunnery Scores 

In order to cvoluato fixed gunnery scores more accurately as a 
possible criterion of pilot proficiency, instructors' ratings of student»* 
flying proficiency  were correlated with the students* subsequent 
gunnery scores. 

During the final week of advanced single-engine training for class 
4&-B at Aloe Army Air Field, each of tho 174 students were rated in 
flying proficiency by his flying instructor.   Tho instructors were asked 

•• Work M ihU ««cUon WM Jon« by LI. WUUtm K. O.U M»<I HI *•«>•» O. OlrMM. 
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to rate their students on a qunrtile rating basis, using all of their 
previous students as the standard of judgment. These ratings wcro 
then assigned numerical values of from 1 to 4, with 4 including the 
top quarter. Of the 174 students rated, 58 wem assigned to and 
completed fixed gunnery training. The larger proportion of these 
studenls hnd been rated in the best two quarters of flying ability. 
None of the student» assigned to gunnery training was raled in the 
poorest quarter, IVoduct-momcnt correlation coefTicients were com- 
puted between instructor ratings at the Advonced school and air- 
to-air and air-to-ground fixed gunnery scores for the 58 students as- 
signed to gunnery training. The air-to-ground gunnery score used for 
each student was his average percent hits for four 100-round missions 
and the air-to-air score used was the average percent hits for twelve 
100-round missions. 

The instructor ratings correlated 0.35 • with both the air-to-ground 
scores and the air-to-air scores. In evaluating those results it is 
necessary to remember that the group of students used in this study 
represent a very restricted range of ability; a restriction made even 
more severe by the final selection in Advanced schools of only those 
men judged to be the best potential gunnery students. The correla- 
tions, while not high, gave added support to the professional judgment 
of gunnery-training personnel that ability in fixed gunnery was a good 
criterion of pilot proficiency. 

Ability of rivil Gunnrry Scores in the Training Command to Predict 
TIMM in the Tirht Fighter Command 

The air-to-nir and oir-to-ground fixed gunnery scores, separately 
and combined, in the Training Command were correlated with the 
corresponding fixed gunnery scores in the First Fighter Command. 
This was »lone to determine the degree of relationship between the 
task of fixed gunnery in th slower AT-C plane used in the Training 
Command and the faster P-47 used in the Fighter Command. 

The sample of Training Command scores came from the same 1,308 
students described in the following seetion of this chapter. Of these 
I,:i08 students, only 322 were eventually assigned to the First Fighter 
Command and fixed gunnery records were available for only 179 of 
these. The Training Command gunnery scores us-d in this study 
were described in the preceding seetion. The Fighter Command 
scores used were standard scores based on the mean and sigma of each 
class and school. They were supplied by the Research Section, 
Ollice of the Surgeon, First Air Fore«. 

Table ll.G presents the intercorrelations of the oir-to-oir and a';r- 
to-gmund fixed gunnery scores in the two stages of training. The 
correlation between the combined scores is O.SS.7* 
• T»M* All k. In Ihr •|>|<rii<IU. iivvnt thrcf <UU mcrr fully. 
* |l«<.'.| cu ID* rt* ii, iiM-aii mm ■ ► "'• ol ihr TtMlnliif (\>ii.ni>ii<l lUt« *ir 4.7 ud l.S kfel of lb« ri<hut 

Ctum.jp.l 61.V »11J k.U, rxiiotutljr. 
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It cnn be spca that fixed gunner)- seores in the slower, lighter planes 
used in the Training Command «lid predict performance in tho faster, 
heavier ones used in the First Fighter Command, hut that tho pre- 
diction was far from perfect even when corrected for the attenuation 
produced by the fact that the s ores in cadi command wero not 
perfectly reliable. The relativel) low correlations indicate that the 
tasks were quite n bit dilTerent at these two levels of training. 

TABLE 11.0.—Correlation hctireen fixed gunnery »core» in the training command and 
those in the Firtt Fighter Command based on 170 student» 

First Fighter Command * 

Air-to-tround Alrlo-«ir M SD 

iir-trwrround  . 
HMMM COMMAND > 

0.13 (0 31)1 
1« ^0.31) 

M.H7 
IU.U0 

0.30 (0 4«) 
.34 (0 4J) 

5i. n 
11.00 

4»l IM 
Mrto-nir  1.75 
M   
dU  

> Sinplc-illclt norm nil rod soirrs, «Indc-f nclnc irnntltlon tmlnlng In (IM AT-C 
> Stmidaril scurvs, |lMg|p«agtM tACtloui U^lntiic In Hie r-47. 
' ('i.rri liitlons In i'iriij'hrsi j nn» mmH'tfd fur ntli'iiuttloti In or.l. r lo Mtlmsl« th» «Irerrc o( rrUdotuhlp 

u hkb nuuld be ciiwctt-d if pvilcvtly rvli blc miMjurv»cuuM bu ht-urrd ID each oomnund. 

It will bo remembered that the two types of gunnery, air-to-air and 
air-to-ground, correlated with each other only 0.22 in Eastern Flying 
Training Command, which was the source of all of tho students sent 
to tho First Fighter Command. Even after correction for attenua- 
tion, this correlation was only 0.30. This low valuo indicates that 
the skills involved in these two types of gunnery wero considerably 
different. From this it might he expected that the correlation between 
tho same type of gunnery in tho two commands would bo higher than 
that between different types: For example, one would expect tho cor- 
relation between Training Command air-to-air and Fighter Command 
nir-to-oir gunnery to be higher thon that between Training Command 
air-to-air and Fighter Command air-to-ground gunnery. Table 11.6 
shows that this was not the case; tho correlations between tho dilTer- 
ent types are us high as those iK.aween the same types. None of the 
elements of skill w hich were general enough to apply to both tho slower, 
lighter planes in tho Training Command and tho fantcr, heavier one« 
in the Fighter Command were specific to either air-to-air or air-to- 
ground gunnery. 

Ahilil)  of Classification Test Score» to Predict Fixed Gunnery Pcr- 
foimance n 

Tho individual classification tests wero validated against gunnery 
scores to detennino tho extent to which these tests, administered prior 
to any pilot training, could predict fixed guiuiery ability approximately 
one year later. 
t" Work In Ihli »cctlon wu don« by 8ft. John O. Qlrvw uid S/«»!«. fhArW« P. Ofnh»ii»on:dAMl8c»tlo« 
M ücort» on punch ru<U vm lupplfed by SUlbtlrtl fnll. I'tyrhotoflr»! .<«. llun, Olttct o( lb« Durpv«. 
Ill A A F Training Comnund. 
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Fixed gunnery scores were obtained for 1,308 students in classes 
44-1-1, 44-1-J, 44-1-K, and 45-A in the Eastern Fijing Training 
Command. Two scores were obtained for each student: (1) Tho 
average percent hits for the first four 100-round air-to-ground missions, 
and (2) the average percent hits for the first twelve 100-round air-to-air 
missions. These scores wcro normalized and transformed into 
single-digit scores by the following method. Distributions of the 
air-to-ground and air-to-air fixed gunnery scores were made separately 
by class, ntul broken into nine class intervals containing respectively 
4, 7, 12, 17, 20, 17, 12, 7, and 4 percent of the students' scores. A 
single digit score was substituted for the actual percent hits in each 
class interval, I being assigned to the lowest 4 percent, 2 to the 
next higher 7 percent, and so on until 9 was assigned to tho top 
4 percent. Tho dingle-digited, normalized, air-to-air and air-to- 
ground scores were averaged to yield a tliird score reflecting the 
student's over-all fixed gunnery ability. All fractions in these aver- 
ages were 0.5 and wore rounded to tho next lower whole number. 
Thus, the combined score was also a single-digit number. 

These three scores were used separately as criteria of gunnciy pro- 
ficiency and tho classification tests validated against them. Table 
11.7 presents tho correlations of tho tests in classification batteries 
3 and 4, and of the three stanines with the three criteria of gunnery 
proficiency. 

It can be seen that each of the three stanines, determined prior to 
the beginning of flying training, predict gunnery performance at tho 
end of training. The pilot stanino yields tho best prediction. While 
the com-lution is relatively low, it is of a size which would be expected 
to occur by chance less than 1 time in 10,000. In evaluating these 
correlations, it should be rioted that the range of talent is markedly 
restricted by tho time the students reoch gunnery training. No 
corrections for restriction of range were made. 

The fact of having had flying experience prior to starting military 
flying training, though highly related to success in primary flight 
training, appears to have no relation to proficiency at this advanced 
stage of training. 

These tests which best predict air-to-ground fixed gunnery scores 
also seem to bo the ones which best predict the air-to-air gunnery 
scores, within the limits of expected sampling variation. In general, 
tho tests which best predict pass-fail in primary flight training also 
yield Ihe best prediction of tho combined fixed gunnery score. Two 
possible exceptions to this gpnerali-'.ation are the general information 
and rudder-control tests, which seem to be icss related to gunnery 
performance than to success in primary-flight school. 

The main results of this study are confirmed by those of such other 
investigations as have been made in this area. As is shown in table 
11.7, Psyehological Research Unit No. 1 secured a correlation of 0.18 
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TADLE 11.7.—CorrWorion» of all rhiinifirnlim Ml and tlnuinn with three erittrin 
of gunnery profieitney 

Number of CIUHM: Hftttcry 3, 310; nattcry 4, 081; Total 1,000 

I. Bomhimller itnnln« ,  
1 Nftvigntur «titnlnt  
I. Pilot itAnlM  
4. Pilot mrilt  
8. HoUry punult. CP4I0D  
«. Two-hnnd coor.llnotlon, CM 101 A.. 
7. Complei oounllnatlon, CMV JIA... 
g. RuO.lcr ountrol, CMISOB  
9. Dtscrlm.reactionllme.CPeilD.... 

10. Finpfr ilrvirrlty, CMIIOA  
11. niocruphlol ilMo-(N), C'KfOID.. 
12. lllocraphlcnltisla-cr)^»'.™-.^.,. 
13. ?|nlinl orlcnlnUon. I, CP.VHII  
14. Spntlalorlentntion II. CI'.VM»  
15. Dial an.l t»l>l« rcvtltiR. CPbSl-SIA. 
10. Mathematl« A, Cllmf  
17. Matlionmtics U, CI30liC  
I«. HrmllnK coni| clwnslon, C10I4Q... 
It. Mcolmnloil pilnrlplM, 010031»  
30. Instrument oomprcbvnslou I, CI- 

615B  
21. Instrumoot comprehension II, CI* 

6I6II  
23. Oonor(\l Information, CEJWK  
23. Itr.vllni; coniprchenolon, CIOMO..., 
34. Mrchanlcnl prlnrlplfs. CIOaiA , 
2J. Numeric«! o|>cratIons (P), CI703n.. 
20. Kunirrlcnlo|>eral!on»(H),CI702n.. 
27. Spceil or IJeniincntlon, CPAI0A  
2A. Ornoral lnr«rmatlim—(N), CKSOiD. 
39. General Inrormatloa—(P), CES0SD, 

n unnrr) Primary 

N« M« IDD* 
O round Air 

Com- 
blnol Air* Pasi-fall I 

a 13 an 0,1« 031 •0311 1000 aM l.«0 
10 .13 .IS .31 .34 lau aw 1.73 
13 .10 .10 an .33 .4» »DO 7.01 1.3« 

- 03 -.03 -.03 .» mo .40 1.00 ■ .13 .13   .11 l(HO Uta la» 
10 .IM .13 .11 lao Uli »33 

.13 .07 .14 17 .17 inn M,73 an 

.0« .OS .07 .33 no M,93 a i7 
07 .09 .10 .It no 63.73 7.40 

.07 .03 .07 II 0« i m »J 94 ass 

.03 .03 04 .00 law 33 M X94 

.m .07 10 .10 in> 30.83 a is 

.03 .11 10 .13 .07 lonu 30 00 ica 
07 .11 13 13 10 no »14 Kit 
07 .13 13 33 IkO 3J.0S as» 

.03 .00 OH II Ina IV II 11M 

.OH .03 OH .10 mo IM3 9 37 

.07 .03 OH .11 IM 33.90 KOI 

.13 .10 14 It «Bl 36.M a oi 

-.07 -.1« -.14 - 33 «1 a 32 199 

.13 .13 lA 3S Ml 37M 1137 

.00 .03 .07 38 IHI u.n 1131 
-.09 .11 .03 1« It 34, «9 113V 
-.03 .14 .07 34 19 M.M 17.31 

.03 .00 04 01 19 37 73 11.34 

.01 .00 01 03 ■ 35.92 1199 

.00 .09 .03 13 19 3.V» 7. It 
-.03 .08 .04 07 ■ 30,73 aoo 
-.11 .03 - 03 a 319 3an ait 

* Primary pau-fad vallillty cncOlrlcnU lor variables I throiiith 23 based on 1360 itihlenU In class«« 41-0 
through *i-r, and for test« 23 Ihrutmh 2U ha^ed on 4.313 oludents In class 41-E. Cnrrelallona cuuipulad by 
StntlMic-.il Unit, Psychnlogicnl Section, Olllco of the Surccm, 111. A A K IValnlnr Command. 

* Correlations «Itli atr-lo-alr sores fur SO students from clius 4.1-F of Kastern Kl) Int Tralnln« Command 
reported by MuJ. N.jK. Miller, Lt.8.M.Iloshal.and Lt. W.U. An6oütruin rsycboloctaü lleMwcb Unit 
No. I. 

• Corrected for restrlctioo ;n rente produced by (Mt that students with low itanloct wer« not tent (0 pOol 
tnlnlnir. 

• Itrfc-rlng to slanlnes and test scores of students Involved la coneUtlons «lib ton« alterU oc (unnery 
proficiency. 

between tho average percent hits on 1,800 rounds of air-to-air fixed 
gunnery vnd tho pilot stanino for 523 students from an earlier class, 
43-F. Since adding credit to tho stanine for having had flying experi- 
enco beforo starting military flying training did not improve the 
prediction, it may bo inferred that such experience was no help by the 
time the students reached fixed gunnery training Tho individual 
tests which were validated also yielded cocfllcinnts similar to those 
secured by tho Pilot Project. Finally, the Research Section, Offico of 
tho Surgeon, Hq. Second Air Force, has correlated the pilot stanino of 
427 students with tho average porcent of hits on 14 air-to-air missions 
of at least 100 rounds each. Tho correlation at this later level of 
tactical training was 0.14, again in tho samo range. Furthermore^ 
adding credit to the stanino for flying experience before starting mili- 
tary training did not iniproie the prediction, it yielded a correlation of 
only 0.13, again confirming earlier results. 
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PHOHLKM FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The most important problem for further research is believed to be 
«lotcrmitiing how much different amounts of fixed gunnery training on 
the lowcr-powcred AT-6 will help the student in the liighcr-powcred 
plnncs used in oombat. The learning curves presented in the first 
part of this chapter were still going up about as steeply as ever at 
the fixl of the amount of practice given in the Training Command. 
Apparently the students did not approach their limit of learning. 
Altliough it is quite certain that with more practice the students would 
hrvc become considerably more accurate in firing with the AT-0, it 
in by no means certain that this would have helped them in learning 
to fire with higher powered tactiral planes. In fact, it is even possible 
that the training on the slower and lighter AT-6 taught the students 
habits which interfered with gunnery in the faster, heavier tactical 
planes. 

The correlations between the gunnery scores in the Training Com- 
mand and those in the First Fighter Command are low enough (even 
when corrected for the attenuation produced by the unreliability of 
the measures) to inuicate that tho two types of firing are far from 
idmtical tasks. Laboratory experiments and practical experience 
indicalo that it is unsafe to make a priori assumptions concerning the 
typo of transfer which will occur in complex situations of this kind. 
Tho only way to determine tho most edlcicnt distribution of fixed 
gunnery training is by an experimental investigation of the amount 
of transfer to tactical planes which is produced by different amounts 
of training in the AT ß. Some students should be sent to the higher 
powered tactical ships with no gunnery training in the AT-6, others 
should IK) sent with considerably more training than is now given, 
and still others should ho given various intermediate amounts of 
practice in tho Training Command. Tho groups receiving different 
amounts of fixed gunnery training in the AT-6 should not be selected 
by clumco; the students in them should be matched on the basis of 
their flying proficiency in advanced training. When these students 
ore sent to the Air Forces an equal number should be assigned from 
each group to each instructor or squadron. Then tho curves of learn- 
ing in tho Air Forces should bo examined for each group to discover 
difTcrences in initial performance and whether or not these difTcrcnccs 
persist throughout tactical training. 

SUMMARY 

TIIPSO studios were undertaken to determine the suitability of fixed 
gunnory scores as objective measures of pilot proficiency at the 
single-onginc transition training level. 

It was found from the job onolysis of oir-to-ground ond air-to-air 
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fixed Bumicry, thnt considornblc flying skill wns required to fly the 
plnne in such n wny thnt the bullets from its guns would hit the target. 

Since these tusks did include importnnt elements of flying skill, the 
next step in evaluating fixed gunnery scores ns an ohjectivo measure 
was to determine their reliability and other statistical characteristics. 
The following facts wore determined: 

(o) Tiie odd-even mission reliability was 0.C3 (X = 1004) for 1,200 
rounds fired in air-to-air fixed gunnery and 0.50 (X = 032) for 400 
rounds fired in air-to-groind fixed gunnery. These reliability coeffi- 
cients wore satisfactorily high to warrant the use of gunnery scores as 
criterion data. The reliability of these scores varied with the num- 
ber of rounds on which they were based, and the Spearmon-Brown 
formula was found to give accurate predictions of this relationship. 

(6) The iutercorrelation of air-to-air and air-to-ground fixed gun- 
nery scores was relatively low (0.22 based on 1,175 cases in the Eastern 
Flying Training Command, 0.33 based on 383 cases in the Western 
Flying Training Command) so that it seemed advisable to use the 
two types of scores as separate criteria. 

00 The learning curves for both air-to-air and air-to-ground fixed 
gunnery were still rising rapidly at the end of training. This indi- 
cated that the limit of learning had not been reached during the period 
allotted to training. 

Further study of fixed gunnery data indicated several possible 
uncontrolled variables including: variations in training procedures, 
turbulence, time of day, plane flown, and wind direction and velocity. 
Since the exact amount of effect produced by each of theao variables 
was not easily determined, the students' individual scores could not 
bo easily corrected for their effects. It was therefore necessary to 
control for these variables by analyzing nil data separately by class 
and command. 

Recognizing the above-listed characteristics ol fixed gunnery scores 
and taking the proper precautions for their control, it was found that 
subjective ratings of flying ability, made by instructors at the ad- 
vanced stage of training, correlated 0.35 with both air-to-air and air- 
to-ground gunnery scores in the transition stage. Furthermore, the 
combined air-to-air and air-to-ground fixed gunnery score in the 
Training Command correlated 0.38 with a similar score obtained in 
the First Fighter Command. The correlation between diflferent types 
of gunnery in the two commands (i. e., air-to-ground in Training 
Command r. air-to-air in Fighter Command) was as high as the 
correlation between the same type. This indicated that none of 
the elements of skill which were general enough to apply to both the 
slower, lighter planes in the Training Command and the faster, 
heavier ones in the Air Force were specific to either air-to-air or 
air-to-ground gunnery. 
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Finally, it was found that those tests in the classification hatteiy 
which hod the highest validity as measured by the pass-fail criterion 
in primary training, alto tended to have the highest correlations with 
fixed gunnery scores in transition training. 

The Pilot Project recommended that an experiment bo conducted 
to detenninc how much difTcrent amounts of fixed gunnery training 
on the lower powered AT-6 will help students in the higher powered 
planes used in combat. 
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CHAPTER TWEIVE_ 

Printed Tests of Flying 
Information 

S/Sgt. Irving Robbins and Sgt. Robert Lcvine71 

INTRODUCTION 

Reports of Aircrew Evaluation and Research Detachments sent 
overseas by tho Oflice of the Air Surgeon and information gained 
from interviews with experts recently returned from combat and w.« 
signed to organizations such as tho AAF Tactical Air Center and the 
Proving Ground Command emphasized tho fact that tho task of a 
successful combat pilot involved much more than tho motor and per« 
ceptual skills required to handlo a plane. Tho pilot had to have a 
thorough, practical knowledge of tho aerodynamics and flying char« 
octeristics of his airplane in order to get maximum performance under 
combat conditions. Since ho was responsible for seeing that the crew 
maintained and used the plane's equipment properly and since enemy 
fire created sudden emergencies in tho air, ho had to have a compre- 
hensive understanding of what his plane and its equipment were de- 
signed to do and how they were affected by unusual conditions and 
emergency situations. 

One of tho most important requirements for airplane commanders 
and lead-crew pilots was a wide background of practical knowledge to 
servo as a basis for good judgment in making decisions bearing on the 
success of the mission and tho safety of tho personnel involved. For 
example, tho pilot had to balance tho probabilities of icing and head- 
winds at certain altitudes against the true air speed and rate of fuel 
consumption. Though ho received advice from his navigator and 
engineer, the final decision rested «vith him. Having tho proper in- 
formation may not insure sound judgment, but without a certain 
minimum of knowledge good judgment is impossible. 

Tho printed tests of flying information wero designed for two pri- 
mary purposes: 

(1) To select pilots for special assignments, such as lead-crew or in- 
structor training, on tho basis of their achievement in advanced 
stages of training. 

(2) To diagnose the strengths and weaknesses of the pilots as a 
check of tho effectiveness of the curriculum and as a possible meant 
of deciding what refresher courses they needed. 

n Work oa the tnt-ttoriac m»chlo« wu Mptrrbetl by Lt. WUlUm B. lUnfe 
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Most tfTort was devoted to the development of those tests for selec- 
tion purposes. The s( ores from these tests, of course, were oidy ono 
of the factors to he taken into account in selecting pilots on the basis 
of their achievcrncit ui advanced stages of training. Other factors, 
such as ftying skill, interest, and attitude had also to he considered. 
The scope of testing was limited to the measurement of those aspects 
of tyring information which were essential to the good pilot and which 
could IM thoroughly measured with greater economy on the ground 
than in iho air. The tests were designed to measure the type of in- 
fonnatiou needed hy the pilots, whether or not it was included in the 
curriculum. 

CKNERAL APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES OF 
TEST CONSTRUCTION 

Sclcclion of Areas To Be Tested 
The purposes of testing determined the areas to be sampled. The 

contents of these areas were based upon the opinions of experts, tech- 
nical monuals, the curricula of pilot schools, and accident statistics. 
Since areas of flying information were well defined and categorized in 
the Army Air Forces, it was a relatively easy process to select suitable 
areas for testing. The main areas selected were analysis of maneuvers, 
navigation, aeroequipment, instrument flying, weather, and the use 
of oxygon equipment. 

Writing of Tost Item» and Consultation With Experts 
Items for the various tests were based on the latest authoritative 

regulations, manuals, and references in use in the Army Air Forces. 
Exports were consulted to insure that the test items were functional, 
important, and not likely to become obsolete as frequent technical 
changes wore introduced. Consideration was also given to the 
probable didkulty and clarity of the tost items. Persons in responsible 
positions were consulted as direct sources for test items. In some 
cases, old test forms used in ground schools and on flight lines were 
scanned for ideas and items. All items wore rewritten in multiple- 
choice form in order to reduce the olTects of guessing and to increase 
tost reliability. Catch questions or ambiguous items wore weeded 
out. The final criterion for the inclusion of a tost item was,"Would 
the pilot be likely to get into trouble if he didn't have this informa- 
tion?" 

A 4-point rating scale was employed with export pilots to evaluate 
the iniportanco of each item. The uncorroctod correlation between 
the average rating of ono group of five experts with another of seven, 
was 0.50. Thin permitted the selection of those items on which there 
was substantial agreement among experts. 

This technique was employed in the development of three of the 
subsecliouH of the tost (instrument flying, weather, and personal 
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equipment), since groups of experts wore available only in these areas. 
Bccnusc the exnerts d'ni not ogroo OP ho rolativo importance of 

difloront orons as woll ns tlioy did on items within an area, this tech- 
nique could not be used in weighting the various subsections of the 
tost. This diflTiculty was not a reflection upon the technique, but 
rather symptomatic of the subject matter. Depending upon the 
situation, normal or emergency, the importance of one area may be 
temporarily increased over that of all others. Therefore, the inclusion 
of a pnrticular test item was based not on the o priori signidcanco of 
an area, but rather on the importance of the specific point of informa- 
tion. 

Wien available, evaluation boards performed technical verification 
of test items and ofluial coordination for the Army Air Forces. The 
AAF Instrument Flying Standu. lizntion Board at Bryan Army Air 
Field, Bryan, Tex., was consulted, und other groups offered expert 
help in the development of the printed tests. The organizations rep- 
resented included: 

(1) Basic and twin-engine groups, AAF Central Instructors 
School, Kandolph Field, Tex. 

(2) Ground Training Technical Advisory Department, Randolph 
Field, Tex. 

(3) Ground-school personnel, Lochbourno Army Air Field (Central 
I slructors School for B-17 pilots). 

(4) Ground-school personnel, Smyrna Army Air Field (Central 
Instructors School for B-24 pilots). 

(.">) Returned combat pilots in the Flight Test Section and Staff of 
the Physiological Section, Proving Ground Command, Kglin Field, Flft. 

(ü) Multiengine squadron of returned combat pilots, AAF School 
of Applied Tactics, Orlando, Fla. 

(7) Physiology Department, School of Aviation Medicine, Ran- 
dolph Field, Tex. 

(5) Station Standardization Board for instrument flying, ground- 
school instructors who were rated pilots, and the AAF Instrument 
Flying Standardization Board, Bryan Army Mr Field, Bryan, Tex. 

(9) Psychological Section, Office of the Surgeon, Hq. AAF Train- 
ing Command, Fort Worth, Tex. 

(10) A-3 Division, Ilq. AAF Central Flying Training Command, 
Randolph Field, Tex. 

Trial Administration and Statistical Analyst» 
After a series of test items had been examined for technical correct- 

ness ami clarity of wording, they were mimeographed in test booklets 
and administered to samples drawn from populations whose achieve- 
ment level was comparablo to the level of pilot performance ultimately 
to be tested, rienenslly, similar analyses wire made for all tests, 
though the size of the popuiation ami practical considerations some- 
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times dictated a loss complete analysis of data.    When a test was 
fully analyzed, the following calculations were made: 

(1) Moans and standard deviations of subtests and total score. 
(2) Trst reliability (odd even technique using Rulon formula)." 
(3) Suhtost intcrtorrolutions (Pearson product-moment). 
(4) DeteraUmUiM of difficulty level of each item. 
{!)) Item analysis of internal consistency according to the upper- 

lower 27 percent technique.74 

(G) Correlation w ith grades in ground school and flight line. 

Revision on the Basis of Kmpirical Findings 

Thu results of the preliminary administration provided a basis for 
eliminating those items which dealt with controversial material, were 
poorly worded, ambiguous, and cither too easy or too difllcult. The 
first point to be considered was the level of difficulty of the question 
and the attractiveness of each of iia alternative choices. An item 
answered correctly by only 10 percent or by more than 90 percent of 
the students was considered undesirable because it did not add much 
to the total test reliability. For the same reason any alternate choice 
which failed to attract responses was r«. vised. Those incorrect 
alternate choices which received too many responses were also revised. 

The measure of internal consistency (agreement of each item with 
the total score on the tost) was used chieflv to spot possible ambiguities 
in the questions. If the 27 percent of the students who got the highest 
total scores on the test did not do better on a given question than the 
27 percent who got the lowest total scores on tho test, that question 
was scrutini/ed for content and ambiguity. If the item looked doubt- 
ful, it was revised or discarded; if not, it was kept. 

Inter.rj consistency was not used as a decisive criterion because 
there is no logical reason for expecting the knowledge of dilTerent 
types of information in this area to be highly correlated. An item 
which is not related to the total score on the rest of the test, but is 
well worded and covers an important point, adds to tho comprehen- 
siveness of the test by tapping an independent area of information. 

The general procedure was to show specialists in each area of flying 
tho distributions from both the level of difficulty and tho internal 
consistency analyses, to discuss these data, and encourage them to 
suggest revisions. 

Administrution of Revised Test 
The revised test was then administered to a second sample similar 

to tho first so that results would be comparable. The results of thU 
second administration were then used for further analysis. 

" Rulon. I'hllllp I., A Siinplinnl rmcnlur« (or Drtrriulnlnc ihr HrlbMllty of ■ TV« bjr SplU-IUIrr*, 
Il4t>*i4 t Jurll.nal Unit*, IUM, »  W 1UJ. 

•' rUiKiftn. MM e., linn Aiulytl) by Tnl Srorlns Mtchlnr Oraphk Itrm Countrr, PretttJInmoflkt 
y.i*<*hou*l Ktt.aiek /Wnn. Ihtrriiallonal BiuinrM Mtcblnrt Cur|>urj|kua. Aufiut 1»40, pp. W-M. 
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Statistical Analysis and Further Revision 
A set of complete statistics was obtained on the second ndminlstra- 

tion of the test in order to mnkc n fmnl evaluation of the lest before 
printing for actual use. 

Validation 
Because so much of the information tested was of a type which 

would be useful only in tactical operations or combat and not during 
the earlier stages of training, there did not seem to be much point in 
validating the tests against the criteria available in the somewhat 
protected environment of the Training Command. The tests were 
put into use after experimental administration had demonstiated that 
they yielded reliable measures of those points of information which 
experts considered to be relevant. 

This procedure is less safe than validation against a good criterion, 
where one is available. Plans were formulated to follow the crew 
members tested in the Training Command through subsequent train- 
ing in the Continental Air Forces and peiformance in the combat 
theaters with the cooperation of the psychological organixations in 
those places. Such validation, though diflicult, would have been a 
better proof of the tests but the end of the war occurred before it 
< ouM be carried out. Even had it beer pc ible to make this follow-up, 
two difficult's woidd have been encountered: the measures of com- 
bat performance would have been relatively unreliable, and t'io spo- 
cifio points of information which were most important at the time 
when the study was made might have become rapidly obsolete as 
techniques were rapidly improved. 

THE PRACTICAL USE AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
TESTS CONSTRUCTED 

In all, work was done on five tests. Of these, two, the Combat 
Flying Judgment Test and the B-17 Check-Out Test, remained ill 
undeveloped stages and three were completed. One of the three 
tests was used for selection purposes, a second on a try-out basis at 
AAF Redistribution stations, and the third was used throughout the 
Training Command for examining instrument pilots. Since these 
tests affected Army Air Forces' practices, a description of the content, 
use, and statistical data on each is presented. 

Pilot Information Test, Form 3 (Muhi-Enginc), Booklet« I and II 
The Pilot Information Test, Form 3, was developed to aid in the 

selection of potential lead-crew pilot» in the Very Heavy Bombard- 
ment program. The score on this test in combination with previous 
pilot experience, pilot stanine, ami proficiency grade» was weighted in 
selecting the best pilots to be grouped with the best navigator», 
bombardiers, and flight engineers for training as potential lead crows. 
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The test was composed of 276 multiplc-choico items. The areas 
moftsurod were fumlysis of maneuvers, navigation, aerocquipment, 
instrument flying, wcuther, and uso of oxygen equipment. Illus- 
trative items follow: 

In order to hold a constant rate of turn when air speed is building 
up, angle of bank should bo— 

A. Increased. 
Jl. Maintained. 
C Reduced. 

If the it ^'ulur static line as well as tbo alternate source arc blocked, 
stu'ic pressure can be obtained— 

A. From alternato vacuum source. 
H. By breaking the glass of tho instrument. 
C. From alternate source venturi. 
D. By suitching to an engine-driven pump. 

Variation is 6° E. Wind is from 50°. In order to make good a 
true course of 90°, one should— 

A. Crab to tho left. 
B. Crab to tho right. 
C. Fly a heading of 84°. 
D. Fly a heading of 96°. 

Total administration time, which included directions and actual 
testing time wns 3 hours; of this, actual testing time for booklet I 
was 70 minutes, for booklet 11 was 85 minutes. This time allowance 
permitted practically nil men to finish the test. Since the correlation 
between test score and test time was 0.12, it was decided not to make 
this a speed test. The tost score was tho total number of correct 
answers. 

Tho basic statistics of the Pilot Information Test, Form 3, are 
presented for 371 randomly selected test papers supplied by Psycholog- 
ical Research Project (Combat Crew) at Lincoln, Ncbr. The average 
of the levels of didiculty (percent answering correctly) for the items 
in this test is 08 percent. 

TAHLR   12.1.—tnitrcorrflntiftn» and rtliabilitif» of the  »ubiretionu   of (A«   pilot 
infortnalion lesi, form 3 {X=S7t) 

KMH« ol icit 1 I t « • • ru* 
N'iim- 

ber 
Itciiu 

M 8.O. 

1. Klylnf  OM 

"M" 
.49 .1 
.34 

0.41 
.S4 

"'.ii' 
.43 
.41 

a 4i 
.49 
.45 

.u 

0 Jl 

.41 

.4« 

■■.»■ 

a 30 
.34 
.41 
.M 
.30 

a 49 
.04 
.03 
.70 
.«3 
.13 

SO 
40 
4« 
47 
i 
30 

not 
3.V70 
33.11 
39 7« 
3« 3« 
lft.41 

IM 
1 N«vlli.il..n  OM 

.41 

.41 

.34 

.■.«) 

4.19 
S, Aifn-r'Hiilifiii-nl    S.N 
♦. In«inim<'iii flying  &M 
i. WpiiihiT  loa 
S. IVrM.tml f<)iil|iiiirnl  ISO 

Tol«l  .93 370 IM. 33 is.« 

1 COUIIHIUMI t>y lloyt ii«.llnxl which liuluJr» R.irkrniaii. Drown correct km. 
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The data in table 12.1 show that the test provided an adequate 
distribution of scores for use in a selection battery. The fairly high 
reliability of 0.85 for the total score means that those who scored high 
on the test did not do so because of chance factors like guessing or 
luck; therefore a pilot's score was probably based on what he kneMT 
about the areas being tested. 

From table 12.1 it can be seen thnt the intercorrelations among 
various subsections of the test are relatively low.    In table 12.2 these 

TABLE 12.2.—Independence of the mbsectiont of pilot information tert, Form S 

Intcrcorrclations Corrected for Attenuation* Multiiilc Correlations and Co» 
efficients of Multiple Non-Determination based Upon the Corrected Intcr- 
corrclations 

ItemoTtot 

1. Flylnf  
2. Navlgatloo  
3. Acro-cquipment  
4. Inslrunicnt Uylng ... 
t. Weaiher  
6. IVrsonal ciulpnient. 

0.6* 
.73 
69 

.61 

.49 

068 

.M 

.73 

.RO 

.61 

073 
.43 

'.117 
.67 
.87 

0.69 
.73 
.07 

.73 

.71 

061 
.M) 
.67 
.73 

"M 

0.49 
.41 
.»7 
.71 
.04 

0.91 
.87 
.06 
.»7 
.M 
.94 

it* 

O-U 
.3« 
.0» 
.31 
.31 
.13 

R la the multiple correlation ol tho subsection with all of the other itihscctloos, L e., 111.23146, R1I3<94> 
etc. 

Ki Is the rorflndrnt of multiple norvlotrrmlnAtlonn-ftnaivl l.iafon5orvatlverstlronteof theprrcentan 
of viirinnce In a prrfocllv relhiMr ineuoirc of the luclon involved In etrh gilhsortloa which eouM not n* 
ncniiinled for by prrfoctly rcli^blo IIK w-uns of ll'o fnclor.'t Invotvrd In nil of the otlur subsections. Thu» 11 
Is an indii of tho degree to which each area of Informal luii Is Independent of the other*. 

intorcorrelations have been corrected for attentuation in ordtn' to 
estimate how high they would bo if each typo of information were 
measured by a perfectly reliable test. Tho fact that tho correlations 
are still below 1.00 indicates that no two tests measure exactly tho 
same thing. The question of how well perfectly reliable tests in 
five of the areas would completely account for the sixth area was 
answered by computing coedicieuts of multiple noudeterminalion 
based upon multiple correlations. These arc presented in tho last 
column of table 12.2. It can bo seen that the must indepemlenk 
areas are Navigation, Instrmnent Flying, and Weather. Approxi- 
mately one quarter of tho voriance in each of these areas would bo 
left unaccounted for by perfectly reliable tests in tho other five areas. 
This is a conservative estimate since multiple correlations tend to 
shrink upon cross-application of beta weights, leaving somewhat 
more variance unaccounted for. 

Biographical data accompanying the test papers supplied by 
Psychological K^searcli Project (Combat Crew) were analyzed in ft 
number of ways at Psychological Uesearch Project (Pilot). 

The scores were tabulated separately for piloln and copilots and 
for those who had served as instructors ami those who hiul not been 
instructors. The results are presented in table 12.3. There was no 
significant difference between the test scores of thos»« ossignetl as pilots 
or as copilots. 
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TABLE 12.3.—A fompnrtBon of the »eorrt on the pilot information t*$t (Form 5) of 
pilot», copilot», inttructor», ana nonimlruclor» 

fitmpU H M SO 

ytu*                    238 
m 
il 

123 
186 

s 

1*9 01 
1*7. M 
178.40 
187. a 
IUI.V7 
IM.«) 

17.45 
CjnW                      18. U) 
Kwihikliitrtaf (piloi)             17.8} 
Nonl'i^'riiftf»' 'I.I; ili.i)                        ,.,...,.,-,..,-.....  19(10 
likMrtj(tor fHlnl) ., .........•••-.•••• 10 IS 
Iik>lruclur (dii IUH)                          ...•.•,•••••••••....•............. 13 40 

When the dntn wore broken down further, it was found that the co- 
pilots who hnd not served as instructors obtained better scores than 
the pilots who had not served as instructors. The difTcrenco was of a 
size (< —2.91) which would be expected by chance less than ono time in 
100. The noninstructor copilots have an average of 400 hours flying 
time while the noninstructor pilots had 1,500. The most plausible in- 
terpretation of the difference between the test scores of these two 
groups is that, since the pilots with more flying time had graduated 
earlier, they had received the less comprehensive ground school train- 
ing which was given during that earlier period, and had had more 
time to forget what they had learned. The more recently gradu- 
ated copilots had received the benefit of the improvement in training 
and had had less time to forget. 

This interpretation tends to be confirmed by the fact that the 
instructor pilots, who presumably are kept more up to dato by the 
nature of their job, scored better on the test than either the nonin- 
structor pilots or the noninstructor copilots, the differences being of 
a size (/=4.S9 and 2.24) which would be expected by chance less than 
1 and less than 5 times out of 100, respectively. These difference» 
may have also been cnused by the selection of the better pilots to 
become instructors. They could not have been caused by differences 
in the amount of (lying 'jmc since the instructor and noninstructor 
pilots were approximately equal in this respect. 

The correlation between number of years of education and score on 
this test was found to be 0.05 (Ar=3G2), indicating that the factors 
measured by this test were not related to the formal education of these 
students. 

Finally, Psychological Research Project (combat crew) has shown 
that this test correlated 0.10 (iV=480) with the subjective grade of 
flying skill given at the transition schools and 0.32 (Ar=544) with the 
pilot stanine. It is interesting, though not surprising, to note that 
the pilot stanine predicts the score on this pilot information achieve- 
ment test better than does previous education. 

The P. I). C. (PcTBonnrl Di»lribution Command) Pilot Information Test 
Form 1 

At the request of the redistribution psychological program in the 
AAF Personnel Distribution Coinmand, a Pilot Information Test of 
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150 multiple-choice items was prepared for possible use in the instruc- 
tor selection battery a iministcred to returnee pilots. This test was 
designed to replace tuo A^olysis of Maneuvers Test described in 
Chapter 14 on Instructor Selection and was given the Personnel Dis- 
tribution Command test code number DS4044. The test contains 25 
items on analysis of maneuvers, 25 on navigation, 25 on aeroequip- 
ment, 25 on instrument flying, 25 on weather, and 25 on personal 
equipment. These 150 test items were taken directly from the Pilot 
Information Test, Form 3. 

The test items were adapted for both single- and multi-cngiao pilots 
and the whole examination required 80 minutes of time to administer 
as a power test. The total score is the sum of the number of correct 
ans were. 

The Psychological Branch at AAF Redistribution Station No. 2, 
Miami Beach, Fla., administered this test experimentally and worked 
up the data on 371 pilots.   These arc presented in table 12.4. 

TADLE 12.4.- —Odd-evtn rtliability of the pilot- i 'n/onnnlion ttst (PDC Po rmt) 

8«mpl« S Al SD m 

OJil llcmj  371 
371 
371 

43.17 
44.54 
»7.70 

«.1» 
11.40 

Kven Itvnu  
Total Items  '   0 »l 

It can be seen that the distribution of scores on the test and the 
odd-even reliability of 0.81 arc satisfactory. The test was considered 
to bo readily administrable and suitable for use in the redistribution 
stations. 

The mean item level of difllcully of the Pilot Information Test, 
Form 1, P. D. C, is 58 percent. AH items were answered correctly by 
more of the students whose total scores wcro in the top 27 percent than 
by those in the bottom 27 percent. In other words, MM of the items 
were inconsistent with the rest of the test. 

In table 12.5, a comparison of the mean item level of diflTiculty of 
150 items common to the Pilot Information Test, Form 3, and the 
Pilot Information Test, Form 1, P. D. C, shows that in each sub- 
section of the test the trausit ion-school pilots are better than the 
returned combat pilots. This superiority was probably not duo to the 
fact that the returned combat pilots were both single and multi- 
engine pilots while the transition-school graduates were all multicnpino, 
very heavy bombardment pilots; the Psychological Branch of Ucdis- 
tribution Station Xo. 2 at Miami ßoaeh, Fla., found that the dilference, 
if any, between these two type» of pilots on the scores in a similar test, 
Analysis of Maneuvers, was in favor of the single-engine pilots. 
Furthermore, in testing advanced-school students trained at single-and 
twin-engine schools, no differences were found on similar ttnit items. 
Thus, it seems likely that the superiority of the more recent graduates 
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waa duo to improvement in the curriculum on which they were trained 
and less time for forgetting. However, since the staninc level of the 
two group, was not controlled, the obtained difTerence might be due, 
at least in purt, to a difference in staninc for the two groups. Such a 
difference could easily occur, if the returned combat pilots had been 
tested appreciably earlier than the transition pilot«. 

TABLE 12.5.—A eompariaon of »core» on the pilot information Utl {PDC Form 1) 
mad» by returnee and by Irantilion-uhool pilot« 

Subsection 

f lylne InformMlon  
N«vU'iiilon liiformiillon  
Arrnrqulpmrnl InformMlon  
InMrumrnt.flylnK Information... 
Wrathfr Infunnailon  
Perv)iml<'jul| nunt Information 

Totoltnt  

Very hcnvy 
bombtrdment 

translllon 
pilots (^=371) 

Retonwd 
combat 
plIoU 

(Ar-371) 

Tlic Pilot Instrument Flying Information Test 
As has rlroady been pointed out, the extreme importance of instru- 

ment flying was one of the reasons why the Pilot Project concentrated 
in developing objective measures of flying skill for that type of flying. 
But, as was shown in chapter 3, the good instrument pilot needs 
knowledge as well as skill. The Pilot Project, therefore, also devel- 
oped tests aimed at those types of knowledge involved in instrument 
flying which could bo measured moro cfllciently on the ground than 
in the air. 

The Pilot Instrument Flying Information Test (Preliminary Form) 
was composed of 145 items with a scope including the following 
categories: Principles of operation and limits of tho flight instru- 
ments, radio compass operation and procedures, AAF instrument 
approach system, radio range, flight rules, instrument procedures, 
instrument flying problems, weather fronts, thunderstorms, icing, 
wind, fog, atmospheric stability, weather reports, flight planning, 
weather maps, weather flight procedures, and judgment based on these 
facts. 

This test was constructed with tho cooperation of expert personnel 
of tho AAF Instrument Flying Standardization Board. This board 
verifiod technical information in tho test and recommended its use 
as a prerequisite to tho oral examination for the white card which 
authorizes a pilot to fly under instrument conditions. Sample items 
from tho test follow: 

If tho ball moves to the low side of the turn, it indicates a slip 
duo to 

A. overbanking. 
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B. undcrbnnkmg. 
C. rato of turn. 

Exclusive of takc-olT and landing tho minimum altitude above 
terrain on instrument (lights shall be 

A. 500 feet. 
B. 1,000 feet. 
C. 1,500 feet. 
D. 2,000 feet. 

The general limits of operation of the artificial horizon are 
A. 60° pitch and 00° bank. 
B. 70° pitch and 55° bank. 
C. 80° pitch and 100° bank. 
D. 00' pitch aad 100° bank. 

In recovery from a diving spiral, where air speed is excessive, first 
A. reduce power, level wings, and correct pitch altitude. 
B. stop turn and check excessive speed. 
C. pull back on stick and coordinate rudder and ailerons. 
D. stop turn, reduce power, and lower nose. 

Tho examination required 00 minutes of time for administration. 
Tho total score is the number of correct responses. 

Mimeographed copies of tho Pilot Instrument Flying Information 
Test (preliminary form), were administered by personnel in the Pilot 
Project to 151 advanced pilot students (Class 45D) at Douglas Army 
Air Fidd, twin-engine school, Douglas, Ariz., and to 104 advanced 
pilot students (CInss 45D) at Luke Army Air Field, single-engine 
school. Phoenix, Ariz. Sufficient time was allowed for all students to 
completo tho test. 

The means, standard deviations, and reliabilities of the total test 
and each of tho subsections together with reliabilities of the total 
test for the Douglas Army Air Field sample, tho Luke Army Air 
Field sample, and tho combined samples are shown In table ^.O.71 

TABLE 12.0. —Mtan, Mtamlard drvialion, and o<ld-eren retiii 
tnent flying information test (prtliminary 

bitity of tht 
form* 

pilot jiwirif 

rUolKhool 
Instrument Ojrlng WMUN« ToUltMl 

N Mwn 8D Mwn 8D Mcui SJ> 
11 

IV<)|U|  191 
IM 
1 J 

en M 

CO. 08 

«.61 
7.25 
6.M 

«03 
4107 
a 47 

1M 
1» 
111 

104.40 
toi n 
101 u 

lata 
u. it 
11.00 

an 
Luk«   .04 
Douitui uidLi ik«  •.M 

m RtlltbllUr computed br th« Itutoo fonnuto.   (Tb* SptMiuii-BfowR camctloa fcr doublt ko»U It 
on Inherent part ci tbU lonnulO 

1 Combined br KUbw'i ■•Iranttortutloa. 

The Pilot Instrument Flying I'lformation Test (preliminary form) 
has a satisfactory range warranting its use for selection purposes. 
■ M Btuwt Poutk* uid Pte WlllUm U. WI«eob»rt m*n mponilbto k* m*t U the OMiyvli ol «Ut« 

ttporUd la Ubln 12.«, 12.7. Md lit. 
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Results from the two schools are similar. The agreement between 
the odd and the even sections of the test indicates that it gives an 
accurate total score not greatly influenced by chance factors. The 
correlation between the two subsections (Instrument Flying and 
Wcnthcr) of the Pilot Instrument Flying Information Test (pre- 
lim itiary form) is 0.57. As table 12.7 shows, there is a positive 
relationship between the total test score and the pilot stanine. 

TADLE 12.7.—Correlation of pilot inilrument flying information test (preliminary 
form) vitk (A« pilot ntantnt 

ritottchool N fu r.i. «r.i« 

StulM 

MMO 50 

DOUKIM  IO 

303 

o.n 
M 
.a .M 

0.M 
.31 

1.33 

7.» 
7.3» 
7.21 

I.M 
Luk«   l.<,4 
Doiitlu tiiti Iitikt         ...    .    ... 1.43 

hi O.M-fvcn rrllsMllty of Pilot Inslmment Informntlon Test eomnutMt by the Rulon Formula (lb* 
Sprnrmikn-Hrown corrcrtlon fur ilouble Icnclh Is an inhrrcmt pwt of this formuU). 

r.i, I'nrorn dr.l corrrhtlon of trst wllh in« pilot slinlne. 
ff.,. Cdrrrliiiloii of trst with |iitot sinnlne r(irri-ctr<t for mlrirtlon of mnKe by UMoffomuUprcMnled 

by t-.dl.-y. T. L... BltllMirM Mnlicxl. Mtrmlllan. New York. 1921, pp. 32»-237. 
* CombliMtl by Ptobcr't t-T'aiufuriuttloa. 

The correlations of each sub-section of the test with grades in the 
two p-ouml school sv.'./jects, llight instruments and weather, are shown 
in table 12.8. 

TAKLC 12.8.— Corrclnlion» between ground-school grade» and teoret on iuhseciion$ 
of the pilnl-instrumenl flying-information test {preliminary form) 

rilotifhool Oround-Khoolcour»» AT MMO SO 

niot-Oylnit Initnl« 
mcDl InfannftUoo lot 

InMru- 
ment 

Tirlnt 
WMUMT 

I>OU|1u  Fllfht Instnimrnll   151 
151 
1«» 
103 

81.41 
82 43 
X77 
13» 

T.M 
5.» 
.86 
.63 

0.» 

 i.W 
Wrnlhor  0.» 

I.uk*  Kllght Instrument* ...., 
\Vf«ih«r  '.« 

> si' r PI tvr .ii oirrM-i I. m for rroupnl IUU wiu ii'd on th» Luke (Int« only, becauM the «ores wer« recorded 
by lilii-r tthW Hlulr ilw DHUKIMcruii'wl school itrivlrs weroraw niimorlral fcorvs. Tha uncorrcctod Bgunt 
for lb« Luk« Olglil liLstfiiinoiii «ml wr«thvr wrn-lutlon« «re 0,14 and 0.41 respectlv«ly. 

The correlation between the instrument flying section of the Pilot 
Instrument Flying Information Test (preliminary form) and the 
ground school grades in flight instruments are positive but low. In 
contrast, 'ho correlation between the Weather section of the Pilot 
Instrument Flying Information Test (preliminary form) and ground 
school grades in weather are significantly higher. This difTorcnco 
may bo due to the fact that only 7 hours are devoted to flight instru- 
ments in ground school while 17 hours are devoted to weather. 

This form of the Pilot Instrument Flying Information Test was 
revised to a 150-item printed tost called Form A.    An alternate form 
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of the test, Form B, uns completed nnd made ready for use AS a 
"selective or diagnostic instrument." No statistics were available on 
these two forms by the end of the war, though it was highly probablo 
that they were comparable to each other and to the preliminary form 
of the Pilot Instrument Flying Information Test described above. 
The AAF Instrument Flying Standardization Board recommended 
these forms for use tlgpughout the Air Forces as one of the require- 
ments for the card which signifies that a pilot may be cleared for 
instrument flights and the Training Command adopted them for 
this use. 

SUMMARY 

Reports from theaters of operation stressed the importance in 
combat flying of good judgment based on a thorough knowledge of 
practical aero-dynamics, navigation, aero-equipment, personal equip« 
ment, weather, and principles of instrument Hying. Knowledge in 
these areas was considered to be a necessary, though not a suflicicnt, 
condition for good judgment in combat flying. Experts in each of 
these areas were asked to select thoso points of information most 
useful in keeping pilots out of trouble or helping them solve problems. 
A battery of subtcsts was constructed to give reliable measures of 
these points of information. This battery was administered expert« 
mentally and refined on the basis of item analysis. These testa, 
along with other variables such as flying grades, have been used in 
selecting the best pilots to bo grouped with the best navigators, 
bombardiers, and flight engineers for training as potential lead crows. 

Two other tests have been constructed. One of these was dovcl- 
oped for possible use as one of the tests in an improved pilot instructor 
selection battery to bo administered at AAF Redistribution stations. 
Tho other test covered information relevant to instrument flying, 
flight planning, and weather. Tho AAF Instrument Flying Stand- 
ardization Board has recommended this test as one of the rcquircmonia 
for securing the instrument card which authorizes a pilot to fly under 
instrument conditions. 
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CHAPTER IHIRTEEN. 

Training Experiments 
1st Lt. William E. Gait 

INTRODUCTION 

Value of Scirniificallv Designed Experiments 
Planning the best program of pilot training involves many problems 

which can be solved conclusively only by training expcrimciKts. The 
moro scientifically these experiments arc designed, the easier it is to 
get accurate, decisive results. 

Many of these problems involve fimdmncntal factors in human 
learning, such as distribution of practice and transfer of training, 
which psychologists have already investigated in the laboratory. For 
example, fixed gunnery training is given first on the less expensive and 
lower powered AT-G with the expectation that the pilot will benefit 
by the transfer of that training to higher poweied tactical planes such 
as the P-51. Similarly, students are first given training on smaller 
single engine planes to make it easier for them to learn to handle two« 
and four-cngino aircraft. Some of the habits learned on the lighter 
plane apply to the heavier one and are a distinct advantage; others, 
however, may not apply and may actually cause a certain amount 
of habit interference. The net effects of the positive and negative 
transfer can bo expected to vary, depending on the similarity of the 
two situations and the typo and amount of training given. Under 
some conditions the effects of the first training may be beneficial; but 
it is also possible in some cases for sutii training to ho largely wasted 
or even harmful; or a limited amount of training may be valuable, but 
more than this amount a waste of lime. While the results of labora- 
tory experiments cannot predict exnrtly what will happen in a com- 
plex situation like that involved in flying training, they can tell one 
what to look for and how to go about setting up a series of (raining 
experiments to decide what kinds and a'nounts of training at each 
level will bo most eflkicnt in the long run. 

Scientific Experiment InvnlvPH More Tlion Just Trying Something Out 
While the essential idea behind the experimental approach is trying 

something out to see how it works, a truly scientific experiment in- 
volves far more than this. Its great power lies in the fact that condi- 
tions arc arranged so that the effects of disturbing factors are con- 
trolled or cancelled out and the resulUi arc decisive and unambiguous. 
It is also necessory to devise some way of measuring these results so 
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that they can bo stated clearly and interpreted in the same way by 
everyone. 

Liltlc PBychoIogical Work on Training Experiments During the War 
Serving as consultants on the scientific design of experiments to 

evaluate training mctliods and devices should ultimately bo one of 
the more useful functions of psychological personnel working with the 
Army Air Forces. Under the stress of work to be accomplished dur- 
ing the years of the war, however, the activities of aviation psycholo- 
gists «re-re so concentrated on other problems more closely related to 
the original research on classification tests that little opportunity was 
left to cooperate in training experiments. 

Some of the work of aviation psychologists during the war years 
was relevant to training experiments. The research on methods of 
measuring flying skill should help to serve as a foundation for experi- 
mental work, since no experiment can bo better than the yardstick 
used to measure its results. The evaluation of efTects of additional 
training during the training freeze (chapter 10) might be considered 
to be seini-experimcntnl, but since the conditions of this additional 
training were desipned for another purpose, there was no opportunity 
for establishing suitahle control groups. Finally, there were the two 
studies which will be described in this chapter. Because of the con- 
ditions under which they were conducted, these stur'les cannot be 
token to illustrate the best principles of experimental design. Their 
description, however, including the faults which could have been 
corrected under better circumstances, will serve to illustrate what is 
meant by the experimental approach to training problems. 

THE EFFKCT OF MFFEIENT TRAINING PLANES IN KASIC 
SCHOOL ON FLYING SKILL IN ADVANCED TRAINING ^ 

The first "experiment" to be described involved comparing two 
groups of students who had received their Basic flying training in 
diflerent planes. All students received 15 weeks of training in Basic 
since they "ere involved in the temporary training freezes. The 
groups were: 

1. Students who had received five weeks of single-engine training 
on the BT-IS, five weeks of two-engine training on the AT-10, and 
five weeks of single-engine training on the AT-C. Since these students 
received some of their Basic flying training on a two-engine plane, they 
will be called the hW-ffflM group. 

2. Students who had received all 15 weeks of their basic phase of 
flying training on a single-engine plane, the AT-6. They will be 
called the simjlt-tngine group. 

* Ca|>t. K. C. Frlrkx-n •UvK>l Ihr rtilnf formt on »hlch th« ratine« of itwIrnU wrra Hcnrrd and coor- 
dlM»i<M Ihr fifirrltiirnt»! pfKt.liir» rmploj «I »1th raiirrvlmrr prrsomwl t( Mooljr Army Air fl«M. 
Tlw »ikiini. «I mill) »It 4>r th« •Intt «<u uixlrr the «uprrvUton of fid. Charlrt r. nmbrruoo. 
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The students in the two-engine group received their trnining nt ono 
basic school, Shnw, while those in the single-engine group received 
theirs at another, Cochran. Both groups received their advanced 
two-engine trnining on the TB-25 at the same school (Moody Field). 
There were 1G5 students in the two-engine and 84 students in the 
single-engine group. 

Starting with these two groups the study was set up to answer the 
following questions: 

1. How will these two groups, trained on different types of planes 
in basic school, compare in advanced two-engine training on the 
TB-257 

2. If one group shows an advantage over the other in the early 
phases of training, will this superiority be maintained throughout the 
10-weck training course? 

Uncontrolled Variables 

This experiment suffered from certain defects because of the fact 
that the two groups simply happened to be formed during the course 
of changing planes in the training program and were not deliberately 
set up as experimental groups. In the first place, the comparison 
between students with all of their training on the AT-0 and those 
with training on three different types of planes, the BT-13, AT-10, 
and AT-6, is not the most relevant comparison that could be made. 
The effects of training on a two-engine plane are mixed up with those 
of having training divided among three different types of planes. It 
would probably be more meaningful to cumpare a group with all of 
its training on the two-engine AT-10 with another ono with all of its 
training on the single-engine AT-6. 

The two groups arc not matched. The fact that all of the students 
at one school were given one type of training and all of the students 
at the other school wore given another type of training is good because 
it rules out the possibility that either of the schools selected a special 
type of student for the special typo of training. Insofar as could be 
determined there were no special factors causing belter students to be 
sent to one school than to the other. Experience has shown, however, 
that segregation of students into groups in tho Training Command is 
not purely a random nuxtter. There is some tendency for students 
entering at a given time and place, or having other features in com- 
mon, to remain together so that groups may differ far more than 
would be expected by chance. Therefore, in designing an experiment, 
tho safest thing to do is to select tho two groups in such a way that 
they ore either perfectly randomized or, better still, matched for 
any measurable factors that might affect tho results. In this case, 
the ideal thing would have been to build up the two groups out of 
pairs of students who had no flying experionce before primary, had 
equal stanines, and had received the same flying grades at the same 
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prinuiry school. The corrclulion between the scores of the members 
of each matched pair would reduce the standard error of the difference 
between the two groups, and hence increase the discrimination of 
the experiment. 

Since the two groups came from different schools, there is a possi- 
bilily that diffcronccs between them may have been caused by differ- 
ences in the level of instruction at these schools rather than by the 
types of pltines employed. It would have been desirable to have 
divided one Basic school into two squadrons with instructors as com« 
parable us possible. Then Squadron A should have taught the two- 
ongino group and Squndron B the single-engine group for one class 
and the two groups li^vc been reversed (Squadron A teaching single- 
engine and Squadron B two-engino students) for the next class. 
Although control procedures of this kind may seem inconvenient, 
they save time and money in the long run by allowing decisive results 
to be achieved more quicl.ly with fewer students tested. 

Procedure Followed at the Advanced Two-Engine School 
The way in which the two groups were originally derived was not 

under experimental control, but after they arrived at tho Advanced 
two-engine school every effort was made to study them under com- 
parable conditions. 

Kuch instructor was assigned insofar as possible tho same propor- 
tion of students from each group. Tho Performance of tho students 
was measured in the following way: At the conclusion of each week 
of training, each inshuctor was required to rank-order his students 
on 12 aspects of proficiency. Tho categories used were taken from 
the grade slip and hence were ones which tho instructors wore accus- 
tomed to observe. They covered 8 general aspects of flying and 4 
general characteristics of each student's work as follows: 

Taxiing Formation 
Take-off and climb Night lan.iings 
Stalls Attitude toward work 
Slow flying Technique 
Single-engine work Progress 
Landing« Judgment 

Tho instructors were warned to guard against the common error of 
overlooking tho few weak points of good students or tho few strong 
points of pour st udents in making their ratings. They were instructed 
to rote their students on each item separately guarding against the 
common tendency (called "halo" effect) to let tho rating given a 
student on ono item affect tho rating given him on another. Thoy 
were also instructed to keep tho items on tho scalo in mind when 
flying each mission so that they would observe as many things as 
possible on which to base tho ratings given at the end of each week. 

By assigning equal proportions of each group to each instructor and 
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requiring him to rnnk-ordcr his studonU, the most sensitive possible 
subjective mensure wns obtained. This procedure avoided one of the 
chief difficulties inherent in subjective grades, namely the difference in 
the absolute standards of various instructors, and allowed each one to 
make relative judgments. It also forced an adequate distribution. 
The rank-order of any given instructor will be influenced by whether 
he happens to get the best or poorest students from one of the groups; 
the average rank-order of the whole group, however, will reflect its» 
proficiency. 

In addition to lank-orderinjj their students each week on the items 
contained in the rating form, the instructor and supervisory personnel 
were required to (ill in a short questionnaire at the end of the 10-wcek 
course in which they gave their over-all impressions of the relativo 
proficiency of the two groups of students with special reference to 
aspects of training in which either group was superior and any change 
in the relative performance of the two groups from beginning to end 
of iho coureo. 

Results 

The data derived from this study were analyzed in the following 
way. Each instructor's students were divided into two groups: those 
in the higher half of the rank-order and those in the lower half of the 
rnnk-order. W'hvv an instructor had an odd number of students, the 
middle case was discarded. In table 13.1 arc presented figures con- 
trusting the percentage of students in each of the two groups (single- 
engine group and two-engine group) who were rated in the upper half 
by their instructor on each of the items rated at the completion of each 
week of advanced training. The relialility of the differences on each 
of the items at each week of training is also presented. The same 
data for two items—Single-Engine Work and Technique—«re presented 
graphically in figure 1. 

It can be seen that having had basic school training in (he throe 
different types of planes, one of which was two-engine, is a definit« 
advantage during the first week of advanced two-engine training in 
taxiing, take-off and t limb, single-engine work, progress, and technique. 
In general, these are the aspects of flying in which two-engine traininic 
differs most from single-engine training. Furthermore, it will be seen 
that these differences have been substantially reduced by the end of 
the ninth week of Advanced two-engine training, although iho ad- 
vantage is still in favor of those students who were trained in A two* 
engine plane in Basic school. For the first week of training the 
differences on all fivo of these items ore of a size which would ho 
expected by chance alone less than one time in 100. At the end of 
the ninth week the difference in taxiing would still be expected by 
clmnce less than one time in 100 and thut in »ingle-engine proeeduro 
only three times in 100. 
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On the other aspects of flying and the other two general character- 
istics of the students' work rated, the difTcrenccs during the first week 
of two-engine advanced training were not statistically reliable. The 
differences for the same items were also not statistically reliable during 
the ninth week of advanced two-engine training except for the item 
on slow flying. For this item, the two groups with diverse Basic 
trniniiif; showed no diflerenco during the first week of Advanced two- 
engine (raining but showed a large advantage during the ninth week 
of trnining in favor of the students who had been trained in a two- 
engine plane in basic school. 

The subjective opinions of supervisors and instructors coincided 
well with the results obtained from analyzing the data. Some of the 
comments on general pilot ability and change in relative performance 
of the two groups ar^ quoted below. 

The students of the two-en^lne Rroup acquired the techniques and procedures 
more rapidly and with less apparent efTort. They had no trouble with single- 
engine operation, flew patterns better and more accurately and had no trouble 
with checks while in the pattern. In general, they acquired twin-engine "know- 
how" more rapidly and this reflected on their general pilot ability. 

Students of the two-engine grovp started out with more on the ball and cheeked 
out sooner. Students of the single-engine group used up maximum permissible 
dual time, but did satisfactory work later. 

Conclusion 

This study indicated that the type of plane in which students re- 
ceive their basic training does affect their performance in advanced 
training. Students who received some of their training in a two- 
engine plane (the AT-10) in basic school were more proficient in 
taxiing, take-off and climb, single-engine work, and technique during 
the enrly weeks of their advanced two-engine training than students 
who received all of their basic training in a single-engine plane (the 
AT-6). These are the aspects of flying in which two-engine training 
is most different from single-engine training. With continued two- 
engine training, the initial superiority of the students who were 
trained in n two-engine plnne in basic school decreased but still 
tended to remnin above the proficiency of students who had received 
no training in a two-engine plane at the basic level. 

Though these results seem reasonable and are probably correct, it 
wns impossible to be completely certain that the two groups were 
either completely randomized or matched before the experiment or 
to control the quality of instruction at the basic schools. This 
leaves the possibility that the difference between the two groups may 
have been produced either by systematic differences in the aptitude 
of the students originally assigned to them or to differences in the 
quality of instruction at the two schools where they received their 
basic flying. 
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Effect of AT-6 at Basic on Proficiency al Single-Fngine Advanced 

A similnr experiment wns set up nt the ndvnnml single-engine school 
nt Crnig Field, Sclmn, Ala. Some stiulonts entering elnss 45-A at 
that school had received their basic training on the HT-13 while others 
had received their hnsic training on the AT-6. Unfortunately, there 
were only 10 students in the AT-0 group in that class and special 
conditions at the school made it impractical to conduct an experiment 
on the following and only remaining mixed class. In general, the 
results showed the same trend as that found in the study reported 
above. Initially, the students trained on the AT- 0 at basic school 
were considerably superior to those receiving their basic training on 
the BT-13. As training progressed the superiority of these students 
decreased although performance still remained above that of the other 
group on most items rated. The number of students involved, 
however, was too small to make the results conclusive. 

EVALUATION OF THE SELF-REFLECTING OPTICAL SKEET 
SIGHT AS A FIXED GUMSEHY TRAINING AID n 

Under the supervision of the Trainiorj Aidl Oflietr of Aloe Army 
Air Field, Victoria, Tex., a self-reflecting optical sight was designed for 
attachment to the conventional shotgun for use in teaching the sight 
picture for air-to-air fixed gunnery. The sight designed gave the 
student, firing skect, the same sight picture (described in the first pert 
of chapter 11) that he sees later in fixed gunnery training when making 
passes with an AT-C plane at an aerial towed target. Increasing this 
important aspect of the similarity between the two tasks should 
increase the transfer of training from shotgun to fixed gunnery firing. 

In order to evaluate this newly developed sight as a training aid, 
the Training Aids OfTicer had each of three successive classes (44-1-0, 
44-1-J, and 44-1-K) split into two randomly selected groups: a control 
group and an experimental group. The control group was given its 
sheet training as usual with the conventional shotgun. The experi- 
mental group fired the same number of rounds of skeet using shotguns 
equipped with the optical sight. This training took place during the 
advanced phase of pilot training. When these students graduated to 
gunnery training, three students from the control group and three 
students from the experimental group were assigned to each gunnery 
instructor. The selection of these groups of three for assignment was 
random. 

Results 
After the results were secured, personnel of the Pilot Project were 

asked to analyze the air-to-air fixed gunnery scores. Means, standard 
deviations, and critical ratios were determined fur each subsection of 
" U. William r.. Out and Pitt. John 0. OkMon w* mpoiulbl» (or Ih* tUllilk«! knalyiU of lb« <Ula (raa 

Ulis «ip*rImeni Mid (or th« tv»luaiIon ol UM rrtulu. 
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each class and for all classes combined.   Table 13.2 presents these 
data. 

TABI.B 13.2.—Effect of uting different type$ of ahotjun tight during $keet »hooting 
training on subsequent performance in air-to-air fixed gunnery 

CUM 

M-l-O  
44-1-0  
44-i-i(n.. 
44-1-1(1}.. 
44-l-J 2 .. 
44-l-J W . 
44-1-Kn). 
44-l-K I). 
44-l-K h). 
44-l-K W. 
Tot«!  
TOUI  

Sicht used In ikect iriinlnt 

Optl«!  
ConvrntloDMl. 
Optlcul  
CunvcnllonM. 
Optical  
Conventional. 
Optical  
Conventional. 
Optical  
Conventional. 
Optical  
Conventional. 

36 
44 
38 
30 
39 
as 
i« 
17 
94 
90 
149 
144 

Av«. 
ac« 

run- 
ner} 
•cor» 

919,1 
24 07 
99.71 
M.37 
MM 
31.08 
32. JJ 
saori 
35.6/ 
4a 05 
39.16 
28.97 

3.B. 

ta 
9 06 

10.40 iau 
10.1» 
13. n 
15.67 
taw 
11.66 

Differ- 
en« 

betweco 
Bveraxei 

3.18 

8.34 

in 
197 

-4.» 

3.19 

C.Ä. 

1.98 

143 

1.83 

.69 

.90 

140 

ate 
.01 

.01 

97 

(0 
.01 

/' Probability of obtainlnR by chance alono a difTerenr« of this site In favor of the croup trained on tb« 
opilml ilKht. A "P" of 0.01 means that th« observed dlUcrrao* would bo expected to occur by chanoo only 
on« time In 100. 

* The dllTcrenoa was In favor of the froup trained on th« oonvenUonal siiht. 

It will bo seen from the table that the mean percent hits in air-to-air 
fixed gunnery of the 145 students who Were trained with the self« 
reflecting optical skcet sight is higher f.han the moan percent hits of 
144 students who wore trained with the conventional shotgun. The 
diftcrcncc in favor of the group trained with the optical sight is of a 
size which would bo expected to occur by chance less than one time 
in 100. The difTcrcncc of 3.10 in the means of the two groups gives 
the group trained with the optical sight an average of 11 percent 
more hits in air-to-air gunnery than the control group. These data 
strongly indicate that the self-reflecting optical skeet sight is a valu- 
able fixed gunnery training aid. 

How Design of Experiment Might Have Been Improved 

In general, the design of this experiment was quite good. Still 
i ettcr results might havo been secured, however, if the plan had been 
icfincd in two ways. 

The groups should have been matched on the basis of flying skill. 
In this experiment the flying ability of the experimental and the con- 
trol groups was probably made approximately equal by assigning 
the students to the two groups in a purely random manner. When 
selection is made in this way, one will expect a certain amount of 
difference In the average level of flying ability of the two groups to 
occur by chance. If the groups are small, like those involved in 
each of the separate classes, these chance differences may be appreci- 
able; if they are largo, like the total for all of the classes involved in 
the experiment, the chance differences will become relatively much 
less importn nt. Since the results for all of tho classes combined 
showed a difference of the magnitude which would be expecte \ to 
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occur by chanco less tlmn one time in 100, it is snfo to conclude that 
the difTcrcnt types of training produced a real difTcrenco in the two 
groups of s'udents. 

If one lo As at the separate results on eoch class, however, one 
will sec that there is a reversal in class 44-1-K (2). In this one out 
of the five classes tested, students who had been trained with tho 
conventional shotgun did better than those v ho had been trained 
with tbe shotgun equipped with tho optical sight. Further analysis 
of these results makes it seem likely that this reversal was produced 
by a few exceptionally good students who happened to bo included 
in the group trained with the conventional shotgun. 

The chance difTercnccs in tho ability of tho students assigned to 
the two groups might have been reduced by matching them on tho 
basis of flying grades or instructor ratings instead of relying on random 
selection to produce groups of equal flying ability. If tho groups 
hnd been matched before the beginning of tho experiment, it seems 
likely that statistically reliable differences could havo been secured 
without having to test so many students. 

Tho fixed gunnery scores should havo been based on the same num- 
ber of rounds for all students. In this experment the percent hit« 
was based on all of the rounds fired. Different students fired different 
numbers of rounds. Since learning occurs throughout fixed gunnery 
training, scores of tho students who fired more rounds will on the 
average be expected to be somewhat liigher than those who fired fewer 
rounds. This will bo a disturbing factor diluting tho results of the 
experiment. Since the number of rounds fired is a random factor, it 
cannot account for the differences observed; it only tends to reduce 
tho reliability of those difTerences. This difllculty could have been 
avoided by tho technique (described in chapter 11 on Fixed Gunnery 
as an Objective Measure of Flying Skill) of basing tho scores of all 
students on the same number of rounds. Tliis would have increased 
the sensitivity of the experiment and tho reliability of tho results. 

SUMMARY 

Serving as consultants on the scientific design of experiments to 
evaluate training methods and devices should ultimately be one of the 
more useful functions of psychological personnel working with the 
Army Air Forces. Such emphasis was not possible during the wer 
because of the concentration of psychological personnel on tasks more 
immediately related to the classification testing program. Two 
minor experiments, however, were undertaken in the area of pilot 
training. These arc briefly described to illustrate tho experimental 
approach to training problems even though, because of their incidental 
nature, it was not possible to control conditions in such a way as to 
secure ideal experimental designs. 
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One of these tixperimonts indicnlcd that students who had received 
part of their bu: ic flying training on a two-engine airplane performed 
better in advanced two-engine training than those who had received 
all of their basic training on a single-engine airplane. 

The other experiment compared the normal procedure of firing 
skcot with an ordinary shotgun with the procedure in which a newly 
devised sclf-rcflocting optical sight was attached to the gun. The 
optical sight simulated the sight picture wlüch the students would 
later employ in ai: to-air fixed gunnery. It was found that the stu- 
dents trained on the skect range with the gun equipped with the 
optical sight subsequently made reliably better scores in air-to-air 
firing than the students who received their skeet training with the 
conventional type of shotgun. 

■   l 
I 
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CUAPIER FOURTEEN. 

Evaluation and Selection 
of Flying Instructors 

1st Lt. William E. Gait and Sgt. Daniel J. Gricr 

INTRODUCTION 

The instructor occupied a key position in the pilot-trnining program 
because the qualities of one instructor influenced many students. Tho 
Pilot Project was therefore directed to concentrate research on the 
evaluation and selection of flying instructors. The main objectives of 
this research were: the determination of the basic interests and apti- 
tudes of pood flying instructors; tho construction of experimental 
batteries of instructor selection tests measuring these basic interests 
and aptitudes; the development of scales for measuring instructor 
proficiency, and the use of these scales in validating the tests and in 
studying the relationship of background factors to teaching proficiency. 
The studies dealing with this research arc described in the following 
seven subsections: 

1. Analysis of the Abilities Characteristic of Good Flying In- 
structora. 

2. Studies of Existing Methods of Instructor Selection. 
3. Survey of Possible Criteria for Validation of Instructor Selection 

Tests. 
4. Development of a Scale for Student Rating of Flying Instructors. 
5. Analysis of Background Factors Related to Instructor Success. 
G. Construction and Validation of Batteries of Instructor Selection 

Tests. 
7. Summary of Results and Recommendations for Future Work. 

ANALYSIS OF THE ABILITIES CHARACTERISTIC OF GOOD 
FLYING INSTRUCTORS 

The first phase in tho development of techniques of instructor 
selection was a job analysis of tho most important characteristics o( 
the good flying instructor. The studies made in this area arc outlined 
below. 

Some Early Work 
In a field study early in 1943, Moj. Neal E. Mil'ier and Capt. Donald 

E, Super, both assigned to Psychological Resear.-h Unit No. I at tho 
time, spent G weeks living, studying, and flying with tho student« in 
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a prirnnry flying »chool, I^atcr on, they followed up the students by 
visiting and interviewing them toward the end of their basic and 
advanced traininf. Tliis work furnished background information on 
the job of the flying instructor. 

Prior to tho rstablisluncnt of Psychological Research Project 
(Pilot), field studies of tho characteristics of good civilian flying in- 
structors were male by Psychological Research Unit No. 2 under the 
supervision of CVpt. Richard P. Youtz. The first step in these 
studies was to interview supervisory personnel and experienced in- 
structors on the qualities which they consideicd the most important 
characteristics of good instructors. Supervisors were also asked to 
rate their instructors and then describe the ways in which tho best 
differed from tho poorest. In this way a list of characteristics con- 
sidered important in difTerentiating good and poor instructors was 
evolved. 

This list of characteristics of good instructors was used as a basis 
for developing a scale on which supervisors could rate various ob- 
servable aspects of instructional ability. Most of the work of develop- 
ing this rating scale was done at Psychological Research Unit No. 2,r* 
tho officers of the Pilot Project supplying criticisms and a few sugges- 
tions for modification. Most of tho items on this scale wore qualities 
of good instructors but a few referred to tho results of good instruction. 

Tho Navy approached the problem similarly, except that naval 
aviators who had been through pilot training were asked to write out 
descriptions of tho characteristics of their best and poorest instructors. 
In this way, data were obtained on 93 good instructors and 78 poor 
instructors. The characteristics considered important in differenti- 
ating the gocd from the poor instructors were rank-ordered in accord- 
ance with tho porccntnge of times that each trait was mentioned. 

Examples of Good and Poor Techniques of Teaching Flying 

A considerable number of examples of good techniques in teaching 
flying was available from a collection made by Maj. Neal E. Miller in 
tho spring of 1042 from instructors attending a refresher course at tho 
Central Instructors School, Maxwell Field, Ala. This collection was 
rounded out by Lt. Wallace Nygard and Sgt. Daniel J. Grier, who 
collected further examples of both good and bad techniques from in- 
structors in the field and from recently graduated pilots attending tho 
Central Instructors School at Randolph Field. Tho organized file 
of such examples furnished the materials for a 50-item check list of 
ways in which teachers could most improve their flying instruction. 
Tho items most frequently checked on tho list were used as a basis 
for constructing instructor rating scales. 

11 C»|il. John T. Onllry » n.« Ihr mnjnr ronlrlt>utor In this work. Ilr WM ■MIMCI hy ihr followInr oincen 
UKl rnlMr-l mon: M»). M. V. Crawford. Capl. Rlrlmnl P. Vouli. Cftpl. W. A. McTlrlland, Ll. /. T. 
Co»IT». Ll. i. WrlU, Ll. C I«. FwhlUh. Ll. R. J. KrUrr, Ll. I. E. Ftrber, Ll. C. II. r»ll«noa. tn-i 
P/Sli. I. nobblu. 
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The most frequent stig^estions of recently pnulunte»! students 
centered around tho following general aspects of instructing: 

1. Kot using ridicule, sarcasm, or abusive language.—Use of oaths, 
ridicule, or sarcasm at a time when the student was already under- 
confident, tense, or confused was a frequent criticism hy students 
of their instructor's hehavior. Students rcpoi i.cd that this typo of 
behavior tended to increase their difficulties. 

2. Ability to express himselj.—Their instructor's failure to givo a 
dear enough, explanation before and after demonstration was also a 
frequent criticism. Tho students reported that they had difficulty 
because they did not know what they were supposed to obscrvo or 
try to do, or why they were doing it. 

3. Analysis oj €rror«.—Tho students said that their instructors 
were not specific enough in telling them exactly what was wrong in 
tiieir maneuvers. 

4. Hiding controls.—Tho students reported that before solo thoy 
often did not have the opportunity to practice stalling, landing, and 
getting out of difficulties by themselves because their instructors 
took over tho controls on too slight a provocation. 

5. Interest in teaching flying.—A frequent criticism was that tho 
instructor lacked interest in the job of teaching flying. , 

6. SclJ-confiJence — Not ajraid oj plane or student.—Students 
reported that their instructor somotimes feared a particular maneuver 
or had bad flying habits which he passed on to thorn. 

From the examples of good and bad techniques of teaching flying 
a check list of 50 items was prepared by Lt. "Wallaco Nygunl and Sgt. 
Daniel J. Grier of the Pilot Project. This check list was administered 
to 304 recent Advanced school graduates in class 44-7 at Central 
Instructors School, Randolph Field, Tex., and to 320 students in 
class 44-8. The first group of students was given tho check list 
after they had attended a number of CIS courses; tho second group 
was tested before they had received any instructor training. Tbi 
students were asked to check tho 10 items which they felt would 
most improve tho instructional ability of their advanced school 
instructors. 

The two groups gave relatively similar responses. Since tho second 
and larger group was tested before any indoctrination at Central 
Instructors School, their results may be taken as most represcnlativo 
of tho opinions of tho average student. Tho responses were tabulated 
separately for graduates of single- and two-engino school». Since 
only minor differences were found, these results were combined. 

Table 14.1 lists in order of importance tho 10 items most frequently 
selected by the students who hod just entered Central Instructors 
School ami not yet received any indoctrination there. Tho perccntago 
of students who selected the item as being among the first 10 in which 
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their advanced school i.istructors could have shown the most improve- 
ment is shown in the I'M .t column. 

TABLB 14.1.—It'/na on which advancfd school graduate» thought it most important 
for their instructor to improve 

Dascd on 320 recent graduates from Single- and Two-Engine Schools (Entering 
students in CIS Class 44-8) 

I wish that my initructor would— 

rrrcrnti«« 
K-lc rlliig 

Mi m R.tnk •imini 
first 10 order 
out of s 
list of M 

PtTttlt ■ 1 ■ : ■ 1 
6.1 \ 
4« i 
43 0 

41 7 

M S 

30 II ■ 10 

Trll mc linmodlalply when I do Mmothlnx «ron(. 
HIiiHtniic inure frpiiupiitly how the mnncuvers (scqurnrr.i) are uvd In eomhat. 
I'm VTV:\U t tencliliiu' rmpliiu^ on iicrforniliii: in cmcr^fnclcs ami U.«IIIK ooromon «ens« 
Mure dr.trly oiidinc evi-ry inanenver that students should practivc on solo UlgbU. 
He more thurouch In nnalyM* of errors. 
Kii|il:iln on (lie vround mure In detad the what, why, and how of the maneuver, 

ml her Hi in teach hy the "now you fulluw through" demunstratlon method so 
e>(ki.*lvely. 

Hive vcrlial iiiKtrurtlons far enough ahead of a maneuver to allow plenty of time for 
ein nil.it the inaiieuvcr. 

OI\e mc more Inslnictlon In how a sequence should he 'lone, Imtead of merely point- 
ing out the errors. 

Have more Mandunllrallon of his Instruction with other Instructort. 
Take mure time to tie In each maneuver (sequence) with other maneuvers I hara 

already learned. 

The items in the check list are specific. Stating them in more 
general terms, it can ho seen that the students felt that their instruc- 
tors were deficient in giving explanations and in expressing themselves, 
in analysis of errors, and in adapting their methods to the individual 
student. 
Qualities Considered to lie Most Important Characteristics of Good 

Flying Instructors 
Further studies dealt more directly with the qualities which super- 

visors, instructors, and students considered the most important 
characteristics of the good flying instructor. 

On the hasis of examples of good and poor teaching techniques, 
interviews with supervisors, instructors and students, and experience 
gained in collecting examples of flying instruction from good and poor 
instructors, lists of qualities important for flying instruction were 
drawn up. One of these lists of 25 qualities was used in 3 studies by 
the Pilot Project. One hundred and forty-one students in 3 primary 
schools, 250 students in 2 basic schools, and 3G4 students in an ad- 
vanced single-engine school, an advanced two-engine and a transition 
school were asked to check the 5 most important instructor qualities 
of the 25 qualities listed.. 

To the results of these studies may bo added two other similar 
ones. In one study Capts. Richard P. Youtz and John T. Dailoy of 
Psychological Research Unit No. 2 had 71 primary school supervisors 
place in rank order the qualities important in a flying instructor.   In 
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the other study, a oheck list, paralleling the Items of the rating scale 
developed by Psychological Research Unit No. 2, was made up and 
presented to 309 instructors at 4 advanced (lying schools by Capt. 
Stanford C. Ericksen and T/Sgt. Robert R. Blake. The instructora 
ranked the finalities in order of importance by giving the quality most 
important for a good instructor a rank of" 1," the next most important 
quality a rank of "2," and so on down to the least important quality 
w Inch was assigned a rank of" 14." 

TADLE 14.2.— 77ie «ijr qualitiei most important for flying instruelort 

(Arranged in the Order of Importance Assigned to Them] 

Atjudfii hi iuptrrtion (/VJmarf icAooO N-TI At}udgt4 6» ttuitnlt (Prlmarg ichool) Nmiy 

1. Interest in teaching flying 
2. Analysis of errors * 
3. Adapting methods to individual > 
4. Patience and self-control' 
5. Ability to express himself ' 
6. Flying ability I 

A$ Judged ftp ttudtnti (liaik ichool) N~tS0 

1. Analysis of errors • 
2. Patience and self-control' 
3. Flying ability« 
4. Adapting methods to individual > 
5. Not iiäi'ig ridicule, sarcasm or abu- 

sive language 
6. Ability to express himself ' 

1. Analysis of errors » 
2. Patience and self-control' 
3. Flying abUity» 
4. Ability to express himself' 
5. Adapting methods to individual1 

6. Interest In teaching flying 

Aljudgtd 6» ttulrudon (Adranetd ichool) N-X» 

1. Interest in teaching flying 
2. Adapting methods to Individual1 

3. Analysis of errors* 
4. Ability to express himself > 
5. Flying ability • 
6. Patience and self-control * 

At Judged bg itudenll  lAdnnttd end   TrantUhn   OualUItt (orrelallng mal hlghlg ttUh anchor tlim tf 
Khool) N~309 tludtntt' rating lealt • N»tlU 

Flying ability • 
Adapting methods to Individual • 
Analysis of errors • 
Ability to express himself' 
Use of flight tim« 
Patience and self-control' 

1. Patience and self-control' i. 
2. Not riding controls 2. 
3. Adapting methods to Individual' 3. 
4. Flying ability ' 4. 
6. Ability to express himself • 5. 
6. Not using ridicule, sarcasm or abu- 0, 

sivo languago 
1 riocod among the flrst sli In Importnnc« by all lit group«. 
> I'l ircJ nmoiiR Uic flrst six ID linportnnc« by flv« out >f «li croups. 
• There were two Items of o general nature, namely, "KITeclhcneMof on-thc Crouml l«ftehlni" »ml "Coo* 

duct as an üfflcvr," which oornlate<J marc highly with '.he anchor Item of the StuJents' Ilillng Scale ttkAB 
Horns 3, 4, 8, nn.l 8.   F,0 table M 9 tor complete roatrix of Intcr-oorreUtloQf. 

The six qualities considered most Important by the groups in- 
volved in each of these studies are listed in table 14.2 in order of tho 
importance assigned. Included In this table arc also the items of tho 
Students' Rating Scale developed by the Pilot Pioject which oorrelalcd 
most highly with the anchor item of the scale, "Klfectn'eness in put- 
ting flying training across." There Is close agreement among super- 
visors, instructors, and students at all levels of training.   Tho follow- 
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iug four qualitirs 'vcrc placed in the first six by nil five groups: adapting 
methods to the. irulividual, patience and selj-control, ability to erpress 
himsdf, nndjlyinj abilily. Analysis oj errors was placed among tho 
first bix in importance by four of the five groups. These qualities also 
correlated highly with the anchor item in the Students' Rating Scale. 

Study of Helurncd Combat Pilots " 

In order to determine factors which arc especially important in 
making tho returned combat pilot a successful instructor, officers of 
the Pilot Project interviewed all returned combat pilots instructing 
at the advanced two-engine school at Brooks Field, Tex. Tho flight 
and squadron supervisors of these instructors, tho commanding officer, 
and the director of training at Brooks Field were also interviewed to 
get their observations on tho adjustment of these men to tho in- 
structor program. Pilot returnees attending various instructor 
schools such as tho AAF Central Instructors School, Randolph Field, 
Tex., AAF Instructors School (Instrument Pilot), Bryan Army Air 
Field, Bryan, Tex., AAF Instructors School (Pilot 4-Enginc, B-24), 
Smyrna Army Air Field, Smyrna, Tcnn., and Instructors School 
(Pilot 4-Enginc, B-17), Lockbourno Army Air Base, Columbus, 
Ohio, were also interviewed. 

These interviews confirmed the general findings of the psychological 
research projects at the Bombardier and Navigator Central In- 
structors Schools that problems of morale, personality, and emotional 
adjustment were of especial importance in determining whether or 
not a combat rolurnco would make a good instructor. The problems 
of adjustment faced by these men were similar to those of returned 
bombardiers and navigators as described in tho reports of tho Bom- 
bardier and Navigator Projects.*0 They were on the whole, however, 
considerably less sevoro. 

Tho more adequate adjustment of pilot returnees to instructor 
training was to be explained in part by the rapid advances in pilot 
technique which had occurred since these men were originally trained 
especially in two-engine and instrument flying. Tho men realized 
the value of the new techniques and were eager to learn. They were, 
however, mc re interested in the training itself than in becoming adept 
as instructors. The generally good facilities at tho pilot instructors 
schools and the superior status of the pilot in the Army Air Forces 
seemed to bo other factors contributing toward tho generally better 
morale of these men than of returned bombardiers and navigators. 

The chief diQiculties of returned pilots were found to bo emotional 
and to center about the following factors: 

1. Dislike oj ground discipline and the details of administrative red 

" ThrneitiKlIrs wrrv m.i.lr by MtiJ. Ncal E. Mill«, Capt. Richard P. Youtt. U. Willlara E. Qa't. T/Pf«. 
Rohrrt K. IU.AP and tßffL Irving Rottbliu. 
■ I'lycboloflcml RrMsnh la Oumburdler Tralnlni, r>>chol<«glnil Rrsrarcb In Navigator Tnlnlng. 
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tape to which they had not been accustoincd in combat zone».    Bring sent 
to tho instructors school was like being demoted to endet status. 

2. Dislike jor the routine schedule oj continuous, monotonouj, hard 
uork. In coinhnt they hnd been neeustomed to spurts of difTicult, 
»Inngerous work followed by periods of relative inactivity during which 
they could do pretty much as they pleased. Some felt they hnd ol- 
rnuly done their part in the war nnd were entitled to a soft job. 

3. Dißculty oj changing to a dijjerent kind oj flying. They 
resented the many checks which were n routine part of instructing but 
which were not adhered to in combat. Some of tho men had lost 
certain aspects of precision necessary in instructing. Others objected 
to gliding the uuarmored and lighter training planes so much more 
slowly than they had been accustomed to gliding their heavier planes 
in combat. There was the attitude that tluy had "been there nnd 
knew" and some expressed resentment about beginning all over again 
at the bottom nnd taking orders from men who hnd not been in 
combat and who were sometimes of lower rank. 

4. Reluctance to let students fly the plane, Quito a few of theso 
instructors felt that they were losing their flying skill and not getting 
any fun out of instructing because the students did all of the flying. 
Frequent narrow escapes in combat made others uneasy when a stu- 
dent, whom they did not trust at the controls, made various mistakes, 
such as coming in with one wing low, or in doing maneuvers, such as 
single-engine landings in a two-engine piano, which hnd been added 
to the training schedule since these instructors hnd been trained. 
Their unensiness mndc it very hard for them to resist tho impulse to 
take over the controls before the student hnd a chance to notice and 
correct tho difliculty himself. Many expressed the opinion that in- 
structing was more dnngerou? than combat und that they did not want 
to have survived combat only to be killed on a training mission. 

Interviews disclosed that, for the married men, the most important 
source of satisfaction in the instructor assignment was the cbanco to 
have n relatively stable home life with their families. For them, tho 
routmo had its compensations in that they were able to plan ahead, 
counting on definite hours with their families. In a study made of 
the relationship between biographical factors and students' nnd 
supervisors' rntings of instructor proficiency, it wns found that 
supervisors rated the instructors who were married and whose wives 
were living with them as better thnn the unmnrried instructors. 

Mnny other of the returned combnt pilots did not relish an instruc- 
tor nssignment but preferred it to return to combnt. Tho single men 
indicnted thnt they would, for tho most part, have preferred a roving 
ftssignment, such as in tho Air Transport Command. 

In order to secure some indication of the interest of returned combat 
pilots taking the instrument instructors course at Bryan in nn instruc- 
tor nssignment, students in clnss 44-9 (the second clnss with a returnee 
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populalioi) were asked to indicate their interest in an instructor 
assignment on a 5 point scale. Forty-nine returnees, or 56 percent 
of the 87 men in the class, expressed high or moderate interest in this 
assignment; 24 men or 28 percent reported that they had no interest 
or were definitely opposed to such an assignment; and 14 men, or 
16 percent, reported they were indifferent to a teaching assignment. 

Summary of Baste Hypothcsrs about Qualities of Good Flying Instructor» 

As a result of the preceding studies and interviews, the following 
qualities are considered to bo important to the success of a flying 
instructor. All of these factors are believed to be significant. No 
attempt is made to list them in order of importance. The attempt 
has been, rather, to place related qualities together. 

1. Interest in teaching flying.—Experienced supervisors and instruc- 
tors in both Primary and Advanced schools have ranked interest in 
the job of teaching flying us the one quality most important for a 
good instructor. Students also rate this quality as being important 
in an instructor. To the extent that an officer has a clear and correct 
idea of what the instructor assignment involves and is not choosing it 
merely to avoid some other job, such as combat, his preference for 
that assignment should predict his interest in it. In order to check 
on the men whose preferences may bo based on inadequate knowledge 
or the desire to escape other assignments, the preference should bo 
supplemented by other indirect measures of interest. In general, the 
men from certain backgrounds, with certain patterns of attitudes and 
related interests, arc most likely to become and remain interested in 
teaching flying. 

2. Desire Jor stable family UJe.—The basic assumption is that officers 
whose attitudes, interests, and circumstances arc such that they will 
get satisfaction out of the type of life that instructors lead (a relatively 
routine, stable one for the wartime Air Forces) are more likely u> 
become interested in teaching. This factor shoulf* ö predictive of 
adjustment to the instructor situation regardless of whether the 
officer had a clear idea of the instruetor's job or chose it to avoid some 
other assignment. Married officers, returned from combat and serv- 
ing as instructors, stated that being able to live with their families and 
plan their time on a routine schedule was one of their sources of satis- 
faction with this assignment. 

3. Interest in people.—Many instructors complained that their jobs 
were monotonous, flying over the same territory day after day. These 
men seemed to go stale after ten or twelve months of instructing. 
Other instructors reported that their job never became boring, that 
students were continually doing new things each day nud that no two 
students were alike. These instructors repoited that they were con- 
tinuing to improve even after two or three years of instructing. The 
difTerenco between these two is that the second type of instructor has 
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sooiiil insight mid imnginntion mid is iiitorostod in peoplp. He is able 
to alter mul ndnpt his h\hniquo of touching to tho individunl needs 
of his student. One of the most important compensations for tho 
cifort of teaching is tho satisfaction of seeing tho student improvo. 
Those interested in people arc more likely to find this a source of keen 
satisfaction. Since Interest, participation, enjoyment, and success 
arc all likely to he related, having a history of participation in and 
enjoying activities involving people, having previously succeeded as a 
salesman, camp leader, physical director or teacher, should be favor- 
able indications for success as a flying instructor. 

4. Ability to understand people and adapt techniques to the individual 
student.—Supervisors, instructors, and students all ranked adapting 
teaching methods to the indivmual student among tho very important 
qualities of a good instructor. This quality is especially important 
in a pilot instructor since learning to fly in tho accelerated army 
program was likely to frighten, confuse, or discourage the student 
who was handled improperly. This ability is related to interest in 
people, the quality which has just been discussed. 

5. Patience and self-control.—Students ranked this as being nrrong 
the two most important attributes of an instructor. They mode tho 
point that it is very difllcult to learn under conditions where tho 
student feels that the instructor is critical of his mistakes, which are 
numerous, and may at any moment become angry and "blow up." 
Supervisors and instructors ranked this quality in tho instructor in 
fourth and sixth place, respectively, in order of importance. In- 
structors mentioned that one of the more common sources of annoy- 
ance in their job was having student after student repeatedly make tho 
samo mistakes. As soon as one group of students improves, they 
graduate and a new group comes in so the process is repeated ad 
infinilum. Added to this is tho fact that it is particularly exasperating 
to attempt to teach someone a motor skill where tho instructor con 
sec the mistakes easily but linds it diflicult to explain because critical 
parts of the activity are not verbalized in our language. An instructor 
who does not possess a high degree of patience and self-control is likely 
to give his pupil a tongue lashing when he should bo rewarding any 
slight signs of improvement which appear. This will often under- 
mine the confidenco of tho student. 

6. Ability to express himself.—Supervisors, instructors, and students 
all ranked this quality as being among tho five most important 
attributes of a good flying instructor. Students stated that tho lack 
of a detailed explanation before a mr.ncuver is demonstrated and a 
concise statement as to just what .vus wrong with a maneuver wcro 
two of their most frequent criticiMus of instruction. In order to give 
a good explanation, an instructor has to know his subject in words or 
diagrammatic symbols instead of just in terms of muscular movements. 
He may not need excellent grammar and vocabulary, but should bo 
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oblo to express himself clenrly.   The problem of cxp/cssion is made 
more difUcult by the fuel tlmt so much of the skill is unvcrbnlizcd. 

7. Ability to analyze errors.—An instructor must be able to analyze 
a student's errors in order to tell him what he is doing wrong. Super- 
visors and instructors ranked this respectively as the second and third 
most important quality of a good instructor. Students ranked it 
somewhat lower but placed it well within tho 10 most important 
qunlitics. A good pilot may not be able to tell the student specifically 
what ho does incorrectly. It is necessary for the instructor to have 
his subject mutter conceptualized in either verbal or visual symbols. 
Ability to do this is probably related to mechanical comprehension 
and knowledge of principles of Hying. 

8. Ability as a pilot.—The instructor must be a nutter of the art 
which he is trying to teach. He must not only be able to demonstrate 
tho correct maneuver but also to mimic and exaggerate any type of 
error which tho student may make. Supervisors placed flying ability 
sixth, instructois placed it fifth, and students rated it fourth in their 
list of the most important qualities of the good flying instructor. 

9. Self-confidence—Not a/raid oj plane or student.—Tho instructor 
who is somewhat anxious is likely to take over tho controls to relievo 
his own nervousness at times when ho should allow the student to get 
practice in recognizing and correcting his own mistakes. Not ridin? 
controls was the quality selected by Advanced and Transition school 
students as br'mg tho second most important attribute of a good in- 
structor. FurtluTinore, the instructor who is afraid cithor of the plane 
or the studeia is not likely to inspire confidence in his pupil. This 
is especially important in selecting instructors from tho combat re- 
turnee population, since man}' of them still suffer from a generalized 
anxiety as a result of their combat experience. 

10. Conscientious habits oj trying to do a good job.—Some instructors, 
who havo no particular interest in this assignment, try hard and suc- 
ceed because they have formed the habit of doing the best work possi- 
ble on any job that is assigned to them. Good work habits will help 
the instructor to cope with the more tiresome aspects of his job. To 
a certain extent conscientious work habits may be predicted from an 
individual's home background and other biographical facts.. Con- 
scientiousness may also be predicted from his behavior during cadet 
training and his attitude toward duty, discipline, and tho army in 
general. Experience in the bombardier and navigator schools indi- 
cates that this type of factor is especially important with combat 
returnees. 

11. /I gooil example oj offictr qualities.—The instructor should be • 
good officer so that his students will respect him. His behavior on 
tho ground and in the air should in all respects set a good example for 
tho student, for his students will not only copy his flying but will also 
Und to pattern themselves after everything that he does.    Thia U 
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cspocinlly true of FrilBtlJ studonts who nro just bo^iuriing their 
Hying trnming. 

STUDIES OF EXISTING METHODS OF INSTRUCTOR 
SELECTION 

As nuothcr step In the resenrch on Hying instructors, studies woro 
nutda of existing methods of instructor selection. These studies in- 
cluded investigations of the basis on which students are graduated 
from the AAF Central Instructors School at Randolph Field, of the 
factors which predict success at Central Instructors School, and of tho 
way in which students are selected to be sent to that school. Tho 
task of the Central Instructors School was to train instructors for 
teaching contact flying in Basic ond Advanced schools. 

Basis for Graduation from Centra! Instructors School * 
First a study was made of the basis for graduating or eliminating 

students from Central Instructors School. Interviews with super- 
visory personnel established the fact that with the relatively short 
period of time allotted for turning out large numbers of instructors, 
the main efTort of the school was concentrated upon bringing them up 
to a satisfactory level of flying proficiency. They indicated that tho 
graduation or elimination of a student-instructor was determined 
almost entirely by his ability to absorb the intensive course of flying 
instruction. In order to verify the actual operation of this policy at 
the Central Instructors School, a study was •v.ule of the relationship 
of flying grades and of academic ratings to graduation or elimination. 
This study involved 340 students in class 43-8. In each of tho three 
groups al Central Instructors School (Basic, Advanced single-engine 
and Advanced two-engine), it was found that all of tho graduates 
received a flying grade of D or better and all of the eliminees received 
a flying grade of P. No students received n grade of E. Tho fact 
that there was a pcrject dichotomy between the graduates and elim- 
inees on the basis of flying grades suggested that no oth.T factors were 
involved in elimination and thus confirined *hc results of interviews. 

In order to confirm further this impression, the academic ratings of 
graduates and eliminees were compared. The academic rating was 
based on a student's proficiency in all ground school courses which 
included Analysis of Maneuvers and Psychology of Instruction. 
When this was done, it was found that there were no reliable differ- 
ences between the academic ratings of graduates and eliminees for 
studi-nts in the Basic (Ar=150) or in tho Advanced single-engine 
(Ar=79) groups. In tho advanced two-engino group ^=117), tho 
graduates received a significantly higher academic rating than tho 
eliminees (C. /?=3.2).    The fact that there was on the whole so little 

■ U. ThoaiM N. Ewleif and Sgl. John It. Rohr» wer» rM|«m»lbIr fo^the »Utbtlcul worli lav«l»»4 to thU 
«udjr. 
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difTcrcnco hctwoea the academic ratings of graduates and climinccs 
further confirmed the impression that students are graduated from 
this school on the basis of only one of tho qualities necessary to the 
good flying instructor, namely, flying ability. 

Prediction of Success at Central Instructors School " 

After it was found that graduation from CIS (i. o., Central Instruc« 
tors School) was determined solely by flying ability, an attempt was 
made to ascertain how well measures of flying proficiency available 
at tho schools where the student-instructors are selected would pro« 
diet th student's subsequent success at CIS. Tho Proficiency Card, 
AFTRC Form No. 2, was the record used to secure data on tho flying 
proficiency of tho students during their cadet training. It is a record 
which at that time followed tho cadet through training and which 
contained estimates of his general pilot ability, ability on various 
aspects of flying, and on personal qualities at each stage of his training. 

The proficiency card data showed that there was a low but positive 
relationship between ratings on tho Proficiency Card at basic and 
advanced schools and elimination for flying deficiency at Central 
Instructors School. As would bo expected, the ratings on flying 
ability were somewhat more predictive than tho ratings on general 
personal qualities. Some of the specific flying ratings (such as the 
one on formation flying) were at least as predictive of success at CIS 
as the rating on General Pilot Ability. Combined scores, consisting 
of a simple sum of ratings on spins and stalls, acrobatics, and formation 
flying in basic school; judgment and common sense, night flying, and 
formation flying in advanced school, correlated 0.40 with graduation- 
elimination at Central Instructors School, wliilc ratings on General 
Pilot Ability at advanced school correlated only 0.23. This study 
was based on the proficiency records of 740 Central Instructors School 
students in Classes 44-B, 44-C, and 44-D, Randolph Field, Tox. 

Type of Student Sent to Central Instructors School •* 

Since the record of a student's flying proficiency in basic and ad- 
vanced school wos somewhat predictive of his success at Central 
Instructors School, a study was made to sec if tho students with 
better records were recommended and sent to this school for instruct©/ 
training. Using a population of 2,523 students in Class 44-B, 
Eastern Flying Training Command, it was found that the pilots 
recommended for tho instructors course at Central Instructors School 
were better on tho basis of their proficiency card ratings than those 
not so recommended.    It was further found that the recemmendations 

•« Work on this stu.ly wu Mcomplbhcd by Copt. 8. C Ertcksrn, Fgf. John R. Rohr», and Lt Thomu 
N. E«rlnf. 
■ Work on ttiliMmly «ra« umlrr the»uprrvlslon of Capt. 8. C. Erlrksrn. Lt/Thoma» M. Rwlog assisted 

In Ihe ttudy and U rrsi-ouMbl« (or statlitloal aualyslt of the data. 
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for instructor nssignmcnt wore followed quite well in assigning men 
to the CIS advanced single-engine and two-engine groups, but were 
not followed as well in assigning men to the CIS basic group. As a 
result, the students assigned to the advanced single-engine and two- 
engine groups at CIS were better than the rest of their class in ratings 
on general pilot ability, leadership, and the other flying and nonflying 
traits on the proficiency card, but those sent to the basic group were 
below the average of their class. This difference in the students which 
advanced schools sent to the Advanced and the basic groups at CIS 
may be explained by the fact that the students which were sent to tho 
advanced groups were likely to come back to the same school as 
advanced instructors, while those sent to the basic group would not 
come back to that school. Therefore the advanced schools wore 
motivated to send their best students for training as advanced school 
instructors but were not so motivated with respect to tho students 
sent for training as Bnsic instructors. 

To summarize, the current system of graduating (or eliminating) 
students in the Pilot Central Instructors School was found to bo 
based almost entirely on flying proficiency; flying proficiency in 
earlier stages of training was somewhat predictive of successful com- 
pletion of the training at Central Instructors School, and tho men 
sent for instructor training in the advanced single-engino and two- 
engine groups were superior in flying proficiency to thoso not sent, 
while tho men sent for training in the basic group wero somewhat 
inferior because recommendations for assignments wero not at all 
closely followed. The existing method of instructor selection thus 
took into account ono of tho qualities of a good instructor and, in 
general, channeled men into instructor training who wero somewhat 
above average in this quality. It did not toke much account of tho 
many other qualities which arc equally important in tho good flying 
instructor. 

Student Preference» M 

Job analysis studies already described indicated that "interest in 
the job of teaching flying" was ono of tho most important qualities 
of a good instructor. Studies were therefore made of tho attitude 
of students in advonced schools toward assignment as instructor. 
These studies wero aimed at discovering whether enough students 
preferred tho instructor assignment so that the selection of instruc- 
tors could bo made from among thoso who cither wanted such an 
nssignmcnt or at least had no strenuous objections to it. Data on 
the attitude of tho students wero also relevant in deciding whether 
or not an attempt should bo made to disguise instructor selection 

- The«« studtM were under Ih« suprrvWon of Ctpt. 8. C. ErlekttO.   LI». Thomu H. Bwtog, LM A. 
lldlmrr Mid S/S(t. Irving RobblU ftulitcd blra. 
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tests so that the students taking them would not be aware of their 
purpose.   The results of these studies were as follows: 

A substantial number of advanced school students in Classes 44-B 
and 44-C at Luke Field, Arizona (36 percent of the 886 students 
canvassed) expressed a preference for assignment as an instructor 
(first, second, or third choice out of 6 possible assignments). Students 
who had a preference for an instructor assignment were rated to be 
as good a group of flyers as those who had no preference for instructing. 

In another study of 1,046 upper class students in three advanced 
schools (Class 44-E at Luke, Williams, and Douglas Fields), the 
instrurtor assignment was in fourth position out of 11 possible choices. 
ApproximaU-Iy 24 percent of the students indicated that they would 
be "highly satisfied" with an assignment as instructor. The cadets 
were asked to rate their own ability for each of the 11 listed assign- 
ments on which they were asked to indicate their preference. The 
results showed a rather high relationship between self-ratings of 
ability and preference. 

Final results of this survey indicated that current quotas for in- 
structor training at the AAF Central Instructors School (Pilot) could 
probably be mot by selecting only those students who had some 
preference for this typo of work and who, at the same time, met the 
other criteria for instructor selection. 

SUHVKY OF POSSIBLE CRITERIA FOR VALIDATION OF 
INSTRUCTOR SELECTION TESTS 

Nord for a Criterion 

In order to refine and evaluate the instructor selection tests, it was 
necessary to have some criterion of how well the pilots who took the 
tests succeeded as teachers. The tests, or the individual items in 
these tests, that were found to predict success would then bo kept 
ami those which did not predict success would be discarded. Since 
there was no ready-made criterion of instructor proficiency, it was 
necessary to try to discover some good way of finding out how well 
potential (lying instructors, who had been tested, eventually succeeded 
as teachers. The following subsections deal with studies of possible 
criteria for validating pilot instructor selection tests. 

Judging Instructors by the Students They Produce 

The ultimate measure of the success of a teacher is the quality of 
the students which ho produces. An investigation undertaken at 
Psychological Research Unit No. 2 by Capts. Richard P. Youtz and 
John T. Dailey showed that .n Army flying schools it was impracticable 
to use thh measure as a criterion of teaching success for the following 
reasons: (1) The number of students assigned to each instructor was 
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so sinnll that it would have taken an unduly long time to build up 
statislinilly reliable groups; (2) in many schools, records on tho 
assignmt'iit of students to instructors were available for tho immc- 
diatoly preceding class but were incomplete for all preceding classes; 
(3) different administrative policies produced variations in tho 
eliminntion rate from command to command, from school to school 
in ench command, and from class to class within each school; (4) 
gtwlcntl were fiurly often shifted from one instructor to another 
during any given phase of their pilot training. Weak students wcro 
likely to be shifted to those instructors who were believed to bo tho 
best. While this is a sound procedure from tho point of view of 
training, it introduced serious distortions into tho sampling." 

Since evaluating instructors by tho quality of students which thoy 
produced seemed impiaclical, investigations were made of tho feasi- 
bility of obtaining other types of criterion data. 

Investigation of Data Available nt Contact and Instrument Instructors 
Schools" 

Since it was tho policy of the Air Forces to send a considerable num- 
ber of returned combat pilots to tho various instructor schools from 
redistribution stations, personnel from the Pilot Project made surveys 
of the various typos of instructors schools in order to determino what 
data were available against which a battery of instructor selection testa 
being administered to these returnees might bo validated. Tho in- 
structor schools investigated were: AAK Central Instructors School, 
Randolph Field, Tex.; Instructors School (Pilot 4-Engino, B-24), 
Smyrna Army Air Field, Smyrna, Term.; Instructors School (Pilot 
4-Kngine, B-17), Lockbourne Army Air Base, Columbus, Ohio; and 
AAF Inslrut jrs School (Instrument Pilot), Bryan, Tex. Tho con- 
clusions with regard to tho criterion data available at these schools 
are presented below. 

No practice teaching of students by student-instructors nor any 
systematic program of simulated practice teaching of instructors by 
student-instructors was being cairied out in any of tho various CIS 
groups at Kandolph Field, Smyrna, or Lockbourne. No separate 
grades were given of tho instructing ability of tho students independent 
of (lying proficiency. Interviews with supervisory personnel indicated 
that it was necessary to use all tho available time at these Central In- 
structors Schools to bring students up to tho necessary level of flying 
proficiency and that no emphasis could bo placed on teaching students 
to instruct in tho air. All measures investigated at these schools 
wcro evaluations of tho Hying obility of tho students rather than 

M The N'ftvy nlM fouml thot they t«uH not use tbecmituallon-rUmlnttlon ml« of «n Instructor"! itmlenlt 
M an linSct of lh<? ln>tnirtor'i proflcl« i   y for .»In.ll.ii rraion*. 
■ The survrys at the Inslrm tors Hchool» were un«W Ihciiipenrlslon of l.t. Wim UM K.Otvlt. M.ThomM 

N. Ewlnjr, T/S(tt. Hobert R. nifilte, F/Sitt. Irvlnf RotMns »n<l S/Sgt. Walter Iimael uslited In the lurveya. 
The sutlstlea) work IUTOIT«! WU done by F^i. John R. Rohr«. 
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measures of their proficiency ns instructors. Thoy would, therefore 
bo valid criteria for only this ono of the many qualities important in 
tho good flying instructor. 

Three record forms wero found available at the AAF Instructor« 
School (Instrument Pilot), Bryan, Tex,, which recorded in some 
mensuro a student's ability as an instructor. These were: (1) Recom- 
mendation for Association with the Instrument Instructor Program" 
(2) pass-fail; and (3) scores on an Instructor Check Ride. Tho first 
two wero not suiiablo for use as criteria since tho percentage of stu- 
dents not recommended and the percentage failing tho course was 
relatively small. 

In general, tho desired criterion within the instructors schools is a 
measure of tho instructional ability of tho student in a practice- 
teaching situation. The instructor check ride was tho only situation 
which gave any promise of fulfilling this condition, although it had 
tho disadvantage of not being a natural teaching situation. In this 
check ride, which was administered once to each class of students, tho 
student-instructor was required to simulate teaching the staff-instruc- 
tor somo previously assigned lesson. Tho student was graded on his 
voice, his demonstration technique, his explanation technique, and hit 
analysis oj maneuvers. Ho was graded as "Excellent," "Satisfactoiy," 
or "Unsatisfactory." An examination of the ratings of the first class 
of returned combat pilots showed a poor distribution of grades into 
the categories of "Excellent," "Satisfactory," and "Unsatisfactory," 
sinco too large a percentage (approximately 80 percent) fell into the 
middle or "Satisfactory" group. 

Since it was necessary to improve the distribution of instructor 
check-ride scores if tho check-rides wero to be used as criterion data 
foi validating instructor selection tests, a four-point scale of scoring 
was suggested to supervisory personnel. This was adopted. It had 
tho effect of splitting the largo "Satisfactory" group into two groups. 
It was also desired to enlarge the number of qualities rated on the 
check ride, to make them moro objective and to apply a differential 
weighting to tho various qualities. Such a revised check-rido card 
was drawn up by personnel from the Pilot Project in collaboration 
with picked Bryan instructors, but from an administrative standpoint 
it was not feasible to adopt many of the revisions recommended. 

In order to evaluate further the adequacy of tho Instructor Check 
Ride ns a criterion against which to validate tho instructor selection 
tests, studios were made to determine (1) the reliability of tho check 
ride, (2) tho intcrcorrclatioiu» of its various categories, and (3) the 
extent to which scores on tho various categories of tho check ride 
were innuenced by previous experience as an instructor and by instru- 
ment flying proficiency. 

Tho number and typo of Bryan stuleut-instructore involved in 
these three studios wero as follows:   179 combat returnees and non- 
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returnees in clnss 44-9 in studies (1) nnd (2); 307 nonrcturnccs in 
classes 44-6, 44-7, nnd 44-0, nnd 374 nonreturnccs in clnss<;3 44-<i and 
44-7 in study (3). The results of these studies arc presented in tabular 
form in table 14.3. 

The reliability coefficients for the categories of the Instructor Check 
Ride when the rctest was given by another check rider 7 to 10 days 
after the initial ride ranged from 0.25 for Voice, to 0.54 for Explanation 
Ttchniquc. The over-all reliability (sum of the categories) was 0.48; 
that of the sum of all categories except Voice, was 0.52. 

The intercorrelations between the various categories of the check 
ride ranged from 0.G2 to 0.90. In general, Voice showed the lowest 
intercorrelations with the other items. The generally high intercor- 
relations indicated n rather high relationship among the various cate- 
gories with the exception of Voice. Voice probably correlated less 
highly with the other categories, because it was the least reliable. 
The high intercorrelations may have resulted in part from the fact 
that the various categories of the check ride measured similar things. 
The fact, however, that all of the intercorrelations were higher than 
the reliabilities of the individual items indicated that a considerable 
degree of "halo" efTcct was also present. 

TABU 14.3.—MdMÜHf, intercorrelations, and rrlalionahip of catrgorit» of (A« 
instrument instructor check ride to imtructor experience and instrument flying 
proficiency 

Cttrgory 
A'-17« 

PITTIOU*    Iiutruronit 
♦xi^r i-ntt 1     fiylnf 

a* Instructor, pcortcii-ncy 
.V-3U7          .V-r4 

I« 3 3 4 5 • rvi* SF, rti.    SB, 

1. Vole* 0.25 o.cs 
.40 

0.TS 
.82 
.M 

0 M 
.w 
.M 
.53 

0.73 
.83 
.81 
.00 
.»1 

0.63 
.77 
.7« 
.*» 
.M 

W 

0.1« 
.7i 
M 
.30 
.2S 
.37 
.30 

0.07 
.07 
.07 

3  1 v.nnrMi itlnn U'chnlluG.... "."'.'X.'.'.'.'.'. 
3. Riptonalion tt'dmlnue .,  --•-- 
4. Kiuiwloilcoof »ultjoct  .U7l  
Ä.    \  i iK *ls nf m m. llv IT. 

.0« 

.07 

 1  
6. KiunlOrudo (uvtTiill mtlnR)       1 ...1  .. 1  
7. Tulal scoro on sli cntrgorlrs ]  .13 1    .0» 

1 

1 Mean-square contlnsrncy coclllclrnts oorrcctod for cUss Indei. 

Previous experience as an instructor was found to improve instruc- 
tor proficiency as measured by the ratings on the Instructor Check 
Ride Correlations were relatively low but all positive. They ranged 
from 0.19 for \roice to 0.30 for Knowledge oj Subject. 

In determining the relationship between scores on the Instructor 
Check Ride ami instrument flying prolicKncy, the Basic rrotlcioncy 
Check Ride was used as a measure of ■• .trument Hying skill. An 
unweighted combination of the dilferent scores on this check rido of 
instrument Hying proficiency was correlated with the unweighted 
combination of scores on the Instructor Check Ride. It was found 
that the combined score on the Instructor Check Ride was relatively 
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independent of instrument flying skill as measured by the Bnsi< 
Proficiency Check Ride. The correlation between these two check 
rides was 0.13 with a S. E. of 0.05. This showed that the Instructor 
Check Ride docs not merely duplicate other measures of flying 
proficiency. 

The results of the above studies indicated that the Bryan Instructor 
Check Ride is a possible criterion for the validation of the instructor 
selection tests. The fact that scores on the Instructor Check Ride 
were relatively independent of the rating on instrument flying ability 
and were somewhat related to previous experience as an instructor 
suggests that this was a desirable criterion of performance as a teacher. 
A disadvantage of the Instructor Check Ride as a measure of teaching 
proficiency was that the teaching situation involved was a simulated 
one (student-instructor teaching a staff instructor) rather than a real 
one (student-instructor teaching a student). There was the further 
disadvantage that it would not be possible to validate the instructor 
selection tests on the population of returned combat pilots flowing 
through the AAF Instructors School (Instrument Pilot) at Bryan, 
Tex. This was due to the fact that the number of returned combat 
pilots taking this course, on whom scores on the battery of tests ad- 
ministered at Redistribution Stations were also available, was found 
to bo small. 

Early Work on Ratings of Instructors by Their Students 

Since the prospects of rccuring data at instructors schools against 
which to validate the pilot instructor selection tests were not en- 
couraging, the development of some form of measurement of the in- 
dividual instructor's teaching ability in the real teaching situation 
at the flying schools became important. A man's teaching ability 
after he is actually functioning in an instructor assignment, his on-tho- 
job performance, should bo a more valid criterion of his instructor 
proficiency than his manner of performance whilo receiving training 
at an instructors school. The administrative and statistical di/Ticulties 
of judging instructors by the students they produce have already been 
discussed in this chapter. It became apparent that perhaps the only 
practical method of securing an evaluation of the flying instructor's 
teaching ability was through some typo of rating scale. 

Prior to the establishment of the Psychological Research Project 
(Pilot), Lt. Col. R. T. Sollenberger, from the Psychological Section, 
Headquarters AAF Training Comnmnd, had students at a primary 
school rate their instructors. He used a scale adapted from one 
which Lt. Coinninnder Lowell Kelly developed and used in the Navy's 
flying training program.'7 Lt. Col. Sollenberger found that the 
primary students had a strong tendency to rate all of their instructors 
at the favorable extreme of the scale and concluded that the distri- 
• U. 8. N»»y.   A Dlngnostlc Soalt for Kttlng night lulructon.   N. A. P. T. C. Form No. 21 d 
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but ion of responses was not adequate to justify further work at that 
level of training. 

Members of the Pilot Project judged that better responses might 
be secured from students who knew more about flying and had had 
experience with a number of different instructors. Therefore, tho 
nine items in the scale which could be adapted for use in advanced 
schools were administered to 1,046 students in class 44-E at Luko, 
Williams, and Douglas Advanced Flying Schools. A statistical anal- 
ysis of the data showed the distribution of instructor ratings on tho 
nine-item scale provided a fairly adequate spread from low to high 
ratings. This distribution was considerably better than that secured 
by Lt. Col. Sollenbcrger at the Primary school level, where the 
majority of instructors was rated at the favorable extreme on most 
items. 

Tho reliability of the Advanced school students' ratings of their 
instructors was also satisfactorily high. When the average of ratings 
by four of each instructor's students was compared with the average 
of another randomly selected four, the correlation was 0.78. In 
interpreting this correlation, two facts should bo kept in mind: each 
instructor was rated by difTcrcnt students, in contrast with the ordi- 
nary stituation in which all individuals are rated by the same pair of 
judges. There may bo some tendency for tho different students 
assigned to tho same instructor in the same class to influence each 
other's opinions. 

The relatively few favorable ratings by the Avanced-school students 
should not bo taken to indicate inferior instruction at this level. It 
is more likely that tho difference was related to tho fact that the 
advanced students knew much more about flying and, hence, were 
not so inferior to their instructors in this respect; also, they had had 
experience with more instructors and, hence, had a better standard of 
comparison against which to evaluate their instructors. This inter- 
pretation was corroborated by a later study in which a longer students' 
rating scale of flying instructors was administered to students in tho 
Transition school at Fort Worth Army Air Field. It was found that 
the students with instructor experience tended to rate their instructors 
somewhat lower than did tho men who had not been instructors. 

This study indicated tho desirability of a more complete nnolysis 
of instructor ratings by students ns one of several potential criteria to 
be used in instructor selection and for the validation of tho instructor 
selection tests. 

Exploratory  Work  on  Supervisor*», Student's,  and  Self-Hating»  of 
Instructors 

Scale jor rating of cioilian instrudora in primary schools by their 
»upervisors.**—As one means of validating a battery of instructor 

" Ctpt. John T. Dailey WM lb« cbirf contributor la th« deTclcpmeol of thU ml* 
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selection tests developed at that unit, personnel of Psychological Re- 
search Unit No. 2 constructed a descriptive rating scale on which 
supervisors rated their instructors. The items included were the 14 
items of a 22-itom checklist of characteristics considered by supervisors 
to be most important in the flying instructor. The items of the check- 
list were selected after interviews with supervisors at three primary 
schools; it covered the points judged by supervisors to be important 
characteristics of the good flying instructor. Two over-all items were 
also included in the rating scale. This descriptive rating scale was 
administered at five primary schools. Each instructor was rated by 
two civilian supervisors who \ver& in charge of flights of instructors, 
usually the flight supervisor and assistant flight supervisor. 

An analysis of the results of the administration of the scale showed 
that, for the most part, the percent of the instructors assigned each 
descriptive choice on each item wns fairly stable from school to school. 
The entire range of choices on each item was used by the raters and, in 
general, the distributions of responses were fairly symmetrical. The 
agreement among the distributions of the various schools was taken 03 
evidence that the descriptive statements tended to have consistent 
meanings from school to school. It was possible to obtain ratings by 
two different supervisors of 108 of the instructors at 5 of the schools. 
The correlation between total scores on the rating scale for two raters 
was 0.G5 thus indicating that the scale had fairly high reliability. The 
degree of independence of the two ratings of an instructor is not known. 
Although the ratings were made independently, the supervisors had 
undoubtedly previously discussed their instructors' proficiency, and 
tho correlation between the two ratings possibly was raised by this 
pooling of information. 

The intercorrelations of tho items of the rating scale ranged from 
0.2G to 0.90 with the majority of them relatively high. This indicated 
tho presence of a "halo" effect in the ratings as well as a possibly 
close relationship among the factors measured by the items. 

Eiirly Jorms of rating scales for evaluating basic, advanced, and 
tranaition ,nillfanj flying instructors.—The first step in exploring tho 
possibilities of using rating scales to secure criterion data on military 
flying instructors was taken by Psychological Research Project (Pilot) 
and consisted in comparing ratings by the instructor's supervisor, his 
students, and by tho instructor himself. It was thought that each of 
these types of ratings might have its own advantages in dealing with 
certain areas of tho instructor's proficiency and adjustment to his job. 

On tho basis of the examples of good and bad teaching techniques, 
tho checklists of qualities most desirable in an instructor, and other 
materials described in the job analysis section of this chapter, Sgt. 
Daniel J. Grier and Lt. Wallace Nygard constructed two 47-item 
rating scales. Onu of these was for students to rate their instructors; 
tho other for instructors to rate themselves.   Though the spcciilc 
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form of stntomcnt in cnrh scale wn3 ndnptcd to iU use, tho subject 
material and altornalives wove parallel. A shorter scale of 16 items 
was constructi'd for the supervisors. In constructing this scale, an 
attempt was made to select the 10 items whieh wero most important 
and on which the supervisors would he most likely to bo able to givo 
relevant ratings. The statement of the item was in most cases iden- 
tical w ith that used in the student's scale. 

The three scales were administered to student ofTicers taking transi- 
tion truining at Fort Worth Army Air Field. A total of 74 supervi- 
sors' ratings, 7? self-ratings, and 230 students' ratings was secured. 
Kesults on a sample item are presented below. 

DtMribullon ot rrcpoaw MM 

MinlonM ■?iiI>crvlsor5 •    Mt AMIity to rtprrM hlmwK 

Perttnt u 

S 
Peicfnl 

■A 

r,2 
10 
on 

Pttttnt 
19 

■ 
15 
H 

Thl» Inslmctor has: 
4. An ru-cllriit (tmitnttKl of UM^I'UT Ami nevrr >IM diltlmlty la 

lli:il.lllK tlilnk'l (UMT. 
3. A RiMil n>mnwn<i of hneuag*. 
2. A me HiKrc'iiiiiiiuiii'l iidiinKiiiii;«. 
1. A lnMir i-otmimii'l of ImflMat roiilllnit In r>|>lKnalli>ns »hlrh w« 

UMially ruttirr cunfiiscU. 

Statistical analysis of the data derived from this administration 
indicated ilmt of tho tbreo scales, only tho student's rating scalo 
showed promiso of giving sufTiciently reliable results. Tho reliability 
of the student's sealc when tho ratings of an instructor by ono student 
were correlated with the ratings of that instructe.- xy another student 
was 0.33. In a sample of 41 instructors, tho reliability increased to 
0.44 when the ratings of two students were correlated with tho ratings 
of two other students of tho same instructor. This is approximately 
tho increase in reliability that is predicted by tho Spearman-Brown 
formula. 

DUBetlltj was experienced in obtaining enough ratings of instruetors 
by supervisors to do an adequate statistical analysis, but the reliability 
of the whole scale ( — 0.09) and of the individual items proved to bo 
so low that this form of supervisor's scale was abandoned os im- 
practical. The low reliabilities of the items of the scale, half of which 
were negative and only one of which was snhstnntially positive, may 
bo interpreted in the light of the fact that most supervisors are unahlo 
to ride with the instructor and student in the teaching situation, ond 
thus do not have nn opportunity to make good observations of tho 
instructor's teaching ability. This consideration and tho low relia- 
bilities obtained led to ihe decision to secure ratings of instruetors by 
supervisors on only two items: (I) Over-all Hying piolieiency, and 
(2) over-all value as an instructor. 

Since it was impossible to correlate one group of ratings on tho 
self-rating scale npnnst another, total scores on the self-rating scalo 
wore correlated with total scores of the students' ratings of the MUM 
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instructor. The avemge total score of 4 students' ratings of an 
instructor on a .•■rntnplo of 44 instructors was correlated with the 
instructors gelf-ratings and grve a coefTicicnt of 0.12. It was judged 
that revision of the scale would not suhstantially raise the correlation 
so no further effort was expended in developing this scale. Further 
work «long this line wns limited lo securing the one rating on which it 
was thought the instructor's own opinion would he most significant, 
namely, a rating of his liking for the job of flying instructor. 

Since students have the best opportunity to observe the instructor's 
teaching and since the results on the student's rating scale were most 
promising, further work was concentrated on developing and refining 
this scale. 

DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENT'S RATING SCALE" 

Refining und Shortening of Student's Rating Scale 
Work on the development of the student scale was carried on at the 

Advanced and Transition school level because it was believed that 
the students wit'i more experience would be better able to rate their 
instructors and since it was known that such students give a better 
distribution of responses than those in Primary schools. Further- 
more, it was known that returned combat pilots would first be in- 
structing at the advanced and transition levels, and the scale was to 
be used primarily for collecting data on these men for validating the 
battery of instructor selection tests being administered at redistribu- 
tion stations. 

The reliability of each of the items in the 47-item student's rating 
scale was determined. For the purpose of determining item relia- 
biiities, all available pairs of students' ratings secured at Fort Worth 
Army Air Field were used, a total of 103 randomly matched pairs. 
The reliability of the individual items ranged from 0.08 to 0.43. 
Thirty-four of the items had a reliability above 0.10. 

The 34 IteUM with ft reliability above 0.10 were selected for further 
screening and refinement. Where it seemed desirable, the wording 
was changed to imp.ovo the clarity of the alternatives and the dis- 
tribution of responses. In order to refino this scale further, it was 
desired to eliminate those items which either (1) had the lowest relia- 
bility, or (2) had the most overlapping with other items in the scale. 
Therefore, the scale was administered to 364 students in the four- 
engine Transit ion school at Fort Worth Army Air Field and the reliability 
of each item and its intercorrelation with all of the other items wos 
calculated. The reliabilities were calculated from 158 randomly 
matched pairs of students who were taught by the same instructors; 

•• Thr •iiiijur work In thcilrvflopnifnt «mliuionhprnllnitictle wasdont hy Pßt. Ditnlfl /. Oricr. AMIr 
tloni»lcontri»>iilor» W»TC:S/S(!I.C. P. Ocrshonson and .«gt. Jatnf» Stnitton (IBM tabirtationitndilallstle«): 
LI. J. W. Kygwi (prrllmlnaiy work); C|>IJ. Ororro FaMnacht, Talmrr Tlbb*tU. Alvln HoltM itt. Hohort 
Fmllh, William WlHMhMf^ Ixxmanl HMfT, and Ualph Wurst (mactdne calculatois). Th« proJ<vl wtl 
under th« nipMTltloo of 1st LI. WlltUm E. OtK. 
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the interrorrclntions were cftlculntcd from the cnliro sample of 364 
stiulonts' ratings. 

It was found that the changes in wording had generally improved 
the distribution of the ratings. Discarding the most tmreliablo 
items of the 47-item scale had not only shortened it but also increased 
the reliability of the total scole from 0.33 to 0.3G. The intercorre- 
lations of the items in this scale ranged from 0.04 to 0.G2. They are 
not presented in detail at this point, however, since the intercorro- 
lation among the 18 items of the final scale were computed on a much 
luges sample and are presented later. The reliability of each item 
of the scale is presented in table 14.4. 

TAPLK 14.4.— licliahililica of each item of 3',-i'tfm form of sludcnt'a raling »ealt of 
flying instruclors iV= 158 

Itrni 
First ratlnu Seconi ratln« 

No 
>fc«n SD .Nfenn SD 

f 

I Atnlysl« nf errors   ? 22 
2 21 
2.4S 
2.11 
2 42 
2».• 
2 10 
2 12 
2. a 
2 40 
tm 
I.Ofi 
2 ■ 
2 10 
i n 
2.41 
1 37 
2 01 
2 00 
2 .17 
LM 
2 « 
1 r.H 
2 40 
1.1*7 
LM 
LM 
tM 
2 1« 
2 41 
2 21 
tm 
LM 

0M 
,M 
.M 
.09 
.72 
.07 
.77 
,M 
.77 
.t« 
.70 
.72 
.Si 
.«I 
.77 
,M 
.72 
.92 
.01 
,H 
.70 
.7» 
.71 
.7.» 
.71 
.S7 
,M 
.90 
.Ti 
.71 
.77 
.05 
.W 
M 

2 II 
2 17 
2.40 
2 (M 
2 41 
2.S2 
lm 
2 IM 
IM 
l.*7 
2 32 
2.01» 
LM 
2 21 
2.42 
1 70 
Z40 
1.30 
1 92 
2 IS 
2.10 
1.01 
231 
LM 
2 37 
LM 
LM 
in 
2 .N 
2.01 
2 42 
2. M 
2. .12 
1.91 

0 s.1 
.07 
.7« 
.»4 
.7« 
.03 
.7» 
.73 
.79 
.92 
.71 
.H2 
,fi 
.H7 
.n 
M 
.73 
.M 
.HI 
.n 
.72 
.77 
.71 
.Nl 
.70 
.M 
.7* 
.97 
.71 

..?» 
.71 
.52 
.93 
.71 

0 13 •> Inlrmtln ob nf Inslructinit  .33 
10 ,1 Al ilily to i I'timnstr.ilo immriivrrf   

4 KlfiTlivt'dcs.'« of cMi-llio-;:r<minl tr.trhlnit      '. 19 
5 I'x' of "rl e« nip," snciirlnc, etc , in tc;irhln|  .39 
1 Kticniir.r.TS s(iii|('ii(3 loask qucsllons  .27 

HMing tlic mtitrols     .08 
1 AMtily to HIHIH hlm5<'lf  . 16 
1 Kc.utlon to iriiprovemiMil In ttyint  .2« 

w IVrsmml inlrrot in Ilu' iiiillvi'iii;il sluttont  33 
II LVofflMM tlni««      .2* 
13 RmphvlfFl iirKlcrstnti'liiiit of itirtilanr, rlc .. . II 
1 < Alillllv to mt.it't tcndiltiK Mirlho<l.i to stiiJonti  .1« 
it KiiniiiMcciiiriit to.stiMly llyiiif!out.si<li> pline  .24 
II I'atlriKc nml »If flMfll   .38 
M RlfnilvfMW In liitllni! flylm trninlni; over  .23 
II \\ illmt'iicss Ij wjurtl Inslriirllon«     .34 
II 
n 

Krii|iti;v>(/c,< tcncli.MB llirunj;)! flair for «Irnmatlc  
Stiiimliiion of <l«"iiro to fly     

.07 

.33 
iii Ti-julinm how to I'irforin In flMffMtM  .33 
ji rorrcclinir an error ilnrini; flight  .23 
n !■'' 1 illtl;' III.UHMIVfTS to COlllllflt .30 
21 
21 
25 

DIMS TIII icll Miiili-nt the "»li.il," "vkhy"' unit "how".. 
roordlmtini: oflliL-lit line, Kfoii'i'l InslnictliiK   
Dnrl not tell .stiiiU-nis huw to correct errors 

.1« 

.30 

.29 
rre(l>iiin of ninnenvcrs  
M:ilii!eil:inie of UflWUCMM MaMMI.  
Vnlmilarv extru help  

.«0 

.24 

.31 
?i IVr^tii.'il iipivirnncr an<l promptness  .U7 
la M .in' iiMKi ■ pro|^T le.icher^tijtleiit *lls<'ipIlno  .01 

n 
31 

I>e of le< hnlml terms atl'l eiprev-ion*  
Inlere>t in teachiiic liotrnmrnt IjrWf   
KniuiIon il in. . t of stii'lent ilnr to way of u vrhlng  
Klyii.C skill (ln!e|n.nilrnt of ln.-tructi.r nhilHyV  

.17 

.13 

.13 

.33 

Items which 'ntercorrelated most higldy with the other items, had 
the lowest reliability, the poorest distribution, and which were judged 
to be least important were eliminated, and two new items wero 
added. This revised and shortened scale of 25 items was adminis- 
tered to upper class students at an Advanced single-engine school, 
an Advanced two-engine school, and a Transition school (Class '15-0 
at Aloe, Knid, and Liberal respectively) to a total of 301 students. 

Reliabilities were calculated separately for the three schools ond 
then combined by the Fisher z-transformation. They are based on 
182 randomly matched pairs of students. The reliability of the items 
ranged from —0.05 to 0.45.   The two new items, "confidence in this 
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airphno" and "conduct as an ofliccr," had reliabilities of 0.10 and 
0.35 respectively. The reliability of the total scale was increased 
to 0.49. In the use of this scale as u criterion for validating instructor 
selection tests and other research, ratings of about four students 
were averaged. From the Spearman-Brown formula it can bo esti- 
mated that averaging ratings of four students should increase the 
nliability of the scalo to 0.79. 

At tliis administration, students wcro requested to indicate on their 
score sheets the five items they considered most important in tho scale, 
i. e., the items dealing with the five qualities most important for flying 
instructors to possess. They were elso asked to indicate any items 
they felt should bo omitted from the scalo either because they were 
unimportant or because the student did not have tho proper basis to 
rate his instructor on this quality. The six items that wcro most 
often chosen as being among the five most important qualities were 
presented in table 14.2 in tho section on job analysis. An example of 
a suggested omission was that the item on "stimulation cf tho student's 
desire to fly" should bo omitted, as t'ds quality in an instructor was 
considered to bo unimportant at tho Advanced and Transition school 
lovol. 

On tho basis of theso comments and suggestions, together with dis- 
tributions of items, item reliabilities and intercorrelations, tho scale 
was further cut to the 18 most important and reliable items. It was 
now considered suitable as a tool to bo used in tho validation of the 
instructor selection tests. 

Rclinbility of Final Form of Students Rating Scale 

Tho final 13-item form of the student's rating scalo was designed to 
secure ratings on instructors by advanced and transition school stu- 
dents. Exploratory results had shown that such students with more 
experience would be better able to rate their instructors and exploratory 
results had confirmed this hypothesis. 

Tho value of the scale was tested out at all levels of training and 
the scale was administered to all students in Advanced and Transition 
schools for four successive classes beginning with class 45-D, and to all 
students in basic schools for two successive classes beginning with 
class 4.'3-II, for the purpose of obtaining criterion data against which 
to validate the battery of instructor selection tests administered to 
returned combat pilots at redistribution stations. 

Distributions of responses on each item of the scale were tallied for 
210 primary students, 385 basic students, 387 advanced students, and 
281 transition students. Tho percentage of students selecting each 
alternative on each item is presented in table 14.5. It will bo seen 
that in general the distributions for primary students arc not as satis- 
factory as for students at the more advanced levels of training. They 
ore considerably better, however, than tho distributions reported by 
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Lt. Col. II. T. Sollcnbcrger on a 9-item scnlc which he ndministprcd to 
jjrimary students nt Stnmford Flying School, Arledgc Field, Stamford, 
Tex., in September 1943. 

TADLK. ll..r).—RdiahiliUj of total score and distribution of responses of FAevxentary, 
Basic, Advanced, and Transition students on 18-ilem student's rating scale 

Elrmfn- nuio Ad- Trwisi- 

.. .11.1 .in*.. ■ 
tary v.mord Uon 

HCIlUUUIt/   ■ 

r-.n r-.fio r-.3« f-.&5 
y-w .V-233 JV-783 .V-«ll 

Item tod rue lUttment* 
Distribution 

N-210 ^-355 ^-387 jr-384 

. 

State- Il»rn ment No. No. 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 1. Annlutli of crron.—Thii Instructor— 
f        1 1 3 1 1 MorHy s:i>»  the  maiuuvcr Is wrong but 

IIIH'MI'I suy whjr. 
j         3 3 8 8 7 Is stiincwhKt In.li tlnllr about what Is wronf 

1  
nn.l how to corroct It. 

1         3 34 43 43 63 Olvisftfnlrly SIMHI UUa of what Is wronf 
ami how to enrn-ct II. 

1         * 01 4« 61 39 LfKiilrs the sixrillc caiue uf the (llftlculty 
* anil lells rtactly how to currrcl It. 

2. Intrrnt   in  Jab   0/  tnttructlnt.—ThlS   In- 
slruclor— 

I         4 ■ 13 31 18 Is t'ltrt-inrly rni) iiv|,i>iic about Ms Job. 

J  
i        3 ■ 4« 63 46 Itrm nry IMMMM In his)nb. 

3 30 33 21 33 Is liitcrr.^lctl In hlsjuh hut nut rnthuslastlo. 
|         I 3 10 6 3 ÜMWlriMrt Intrrist In liiütrurtlnc. 

3. A'iliiy  to  demomlrate   tnanturtrt  In  Iks 
ai>.—Tills   In.strurtor'i   di-munstralion« 
of nylnK are— 

(         4 ■ M 64 40 An i\i 1 Hi nl rtampte. 

1  1         3 a 40 3S 38 A very RIXMI rxmnple. 
1         2 « 1« 9 16 A gowl ciample. 
|         1 i 8 3 0 A sitl<factory t'lamnle. 

4. t:ii(liirnnt ef on-the vronnil ttaehlnt.—ln 
KiMirnl.theillsru.v'liin whirh thlslnstruc» 
tor Rives l«f«re ami after the nii;ht— 

1         1 4 5 1 8 Coulil t>o criMlly Improved upon. 
4  !         3 13 « 7 11 Is somrwhut lnudv<|uat«. 

3 42 SO 34 43 Is fultly Rood. 
I         4 42 30 68 39 I« lliomiu:!! and fMfMmla 

S. C11 of "chi-uiug,"  mt'itlnf,   rlJIcule,  er 
•urrntin (it foii-Afn^.-Thls Instructor use* 
such niflliotls— 

f         4 74 79 83 83 Only »h« n Hhsi.lutcly necessary. 
4.  >         3 13 IS 10 13 Ocn*hmH| whim iiiini-c\.<saiy. 

A RMIII drM of the lini«. 3 II 6 6 3 
I         1 2 1 3 3 Alimot nil of tin- time. 

9. F.ncottrngit   $tudtntt   fe   «<i   furs/lo«».— 
This IfiMmclor— 

1         1 0 1 1 1 Mmli- me fi.l 1 should not ask qursllons. 

i         '* 13 10 6 18 Ntilhrr cnojiiriiKij  nor dlscounnjes «IUO 

6  
lions. 

I        3 38 30 3« 37 Sremi'd to wimt mo toask<iui-:tliinslf Idld 
nut umlt'r>tand. 

[         4 SO 60 68 46 Drllnlli'ly tneoantM me to a«k quotlons. 
7. I'itimi ihi fonf/i,/».—1 his liutnutor lakes 

over— 
(        4 61 M 70 66 Only wlirn llvi < or Ptanri are rndaiiKcml. 

T  !         3 28 33 23 23 UccuNlunally when It 'i-tnstinniHv^-.irir. 
('oiH'liT.ilily inure uftcii Ihm nrcfS'ary, i         3 8 i 7 IS 

[         1 3 3 1 6 On the slii'htrst provueatlun. 
8. jUJMfl lo »r; rru Almi///.—The  eiplAHV 

liM which this In 'nil l-if (Ivr*— 
[         I 1 3 1 1 Tend 1» N- rilhrr MMÜNM 

1  3 4 A 6 H Arc somrllim s h tr<l lo undersUnd. 
3 SO S3 61 ■ Are u-iiilly f ilrly clekT. 

I         4 i 40 43 36 Are 11U.i>s (»rfiitly clear. 
9. IturliKii '« (in;)fi/c"i»ii/ In flylnl. — Wxwtk 

1 show liiipruvnn.'iil this lii'tructor— 
f        4 40 37 4i 4S Alu'.i>s l<'l« Bl» Wno» I hi\c dune w,-ll. 

•  !         3 4S 43 40 43 Niii;. llmrs It 1« me knuu I Ii n •• done well. 
ii         ' ■ 14 11 10 K.iri ly Ml me know 1 hue dune will. 
1         1 « « 4 1 4 AMHl 11« Mr lets it» know Ihj.edon« well. 

Sec footnote at end of Übte. 
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TAULK 14.5.—Reliability of total score and distribution of response» of Elementary 
liasic, Advanced, and Transition students on 18-item student » rating scale—Con.' 

Elcmrn- Iliulc Ad- Tranjl- 
■— 

n.n.i IM... ■ 
ivy vuiocd tion 

1 V(   li.l l'I . J l /     ■ 

r-V r-.ro r-M f-.88 
tf-CH if-ra AT-702 *-0IS 

Item and cue sUtcment* 
Distribution 

A'-210 tf-3ia Ar-387 tt-m 
Item 
No. 

Hate- 
inrnl 
No. 

10. Per tonnt Inleresl In the InJUtduat itudenl.— 
Percent PtTeenl Pet cent Pereent This Itislructor takes— 

1 7 10 10 7 Little personal   Interest In the indlvldusl 
student. 

10  2 22 33 21 33 Some jiersonal Interest. 
3 ■ 44 45 40 Quite a bit of personal Interest. 
4 3« 24 24 31 A preat [wrsonal Interest. 

11. Vie   of Jlhhl   /(m/.—This   Instructor^ 
4 70 48 55 40 Mukesexcrpllonally good, well-planned us« 

of time. 
Mukes (rood u.v of the time. II  1 28 44 30 40 

2 2 8 8 11 Mnkrs fair use of the time. 
I 0 1 1 3 M:\kes poor u«o of time, tends to waste It. 

12. hmphaflw an unjtrslandtng of the ait' 
vhrit,/Ijiiiigtiff ly, and flying trgutalioni.-- 

This Instructor teaches this— 
1 8 4 3 8 IViih iiirUUntal emphasis while  tcachlni 

(lying prorvdure. 
II  3 17 31 30 34 With considi iahte emphasis. 

3 33 32 30 38 With treat emphasis. 
4 4S 43 41 33 Asone of the most Important fcaturrsof(1y1ii|. 

13. Conduct at an o/Jicit.—The behavior of 
this instructor oh the ground and In tb« 
olr In all res|)of Is— 

4 ■ 82 M 81 Kels an excellt nt example for the student. 
13  

S 40 3« 33 35 Pels a cood example for the student. 
3 13 13 8 13 Sets a (airly eood example for the student. 
1 3 1 3 3 Sets a someu hat poorexample for the student. 

14. Aliililuloiindrtilandthe[iroWemsol lit xnit- 
tidiirl student and aditf teaching methods 
to Aim.—This Instructor— 

4 47 30 43 30 Alwavs sc. ins to adapt his methods to my 
tvoblems. 

Often seems to adapt to my problems. M  a 37 48 38 39 
3 10 13 14 10 Sometinies »»■«•ins to odapl to my problems. 
i 7 « 6 8 Karely sriius to chaiiKe his methods to fit 

my problems. 
15. KneourngtineiU to tltidg flying ouliide the 

airplnne (use of flight mnniinln, lechnic'ü 
onUri, ilc.)    In P Mini;   students to us« 
these innlerlals this Instructor— 

i » 8 8 0 ra>s little attention to It. 

1».  
3 10 0 13 14 Is relatively InetTectiv«. 
3 44 47 63 65 Is (airly etTeetiva. 
4 27 39 30 35 I» very ellectlve. 

10. Confidtnte   in   thit  alrpfun/.—This   In- 
structor— 

4 M 87 7« 67 Displays absolute confldenoe In his ability 
to im et »11 einerreneies In this airplane. 

3 8 27 20 27 Stems rpilte ennlliteiit inhlsablllty to meet 
ML  JIII eniert-meles In this airplane. a 0 4 •    4 8 Pcvt'is fairly ennddent In bis ability to meet 

uM eiiiert'eneii-s In this airplane. 
i 1 9 0 1 Irrms doubtful about his ability to meet 

»11 emewneies In Ibis airplane. 
17. l-niiniee and itlf<OHtrot.—TUia   Instruc- 

tor is— 
i 3 4 3 4 Fxtremely Impatient. 

IT  3 0 13 8 11 Some» hat InipatU-nt, 
3 31 20 25 20 Kather patient. 
4 ■ 64 04 00 Kxlrenu'ly p it lent. 

18. l'!'/cti:ciru   in   pulling  flging   training 
offOJi.—This  Instructor's over-all etlc» 
livenrsi Is— 

4 43 33 40 29 Ein ptlonully   blch—he   ap|>roaches   tb* 
Ideal as a teacher. 

IS  3 48 4J 45 43 Very hieb—o very good teacher. 
3 10 ■ 12 22 Cood-an odeipiute teocbor. 
1 1 8 3 5 Limited—a fair teaeher. 

i The re 
ratlnK of t 

II tbility flk'ure is based on the correlat 
' e same liuslruclur by nnolbcr student 

Imi of the mliiik'of an Instructor by I student 
in tlie same class. 

rltb tb« 
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The rcUability of the student's rating sonlo WM detonnincd ia two 
tlilfrrent wnys - intrnclass and intorclass reliability. The latter of 
these two is the more rigorous test of roliahility since there is liltlo 
possibility for students in successive classes to influence each other 
in the e.iduation of their instructor. 

Agrfcnetit among studcnls in same <7«ss.—The reliability of the total 
scale when two students in the same class rating the same instructor 
are randomly pnired and the rating of one student is correlated with 
the rating of the other student is presented in table 14.4. The reli- 
ability of the scale was computed from data gathered at three primary 
schools, four basic schools, seven advanced schools (single-engine and 
two-engine), and nine transition schools. The reliability of the scalo 
for each school was computed sepnrately and the reliabilities for nil 
schools at a given level of training were combined by Fisher's z-trans- 
formation. The reliabilities wero as follows for the difTerent levels of 
training: Primary (N-G8) 0.27; Basic (Ar-2;};j) 0.00; Advanced 
(Ar-782) 0.30; Transition (N = 6i:i) 0.55. Use of the Spearman- 
Brown formula for predicting the reliability of the scalo when 4 stu- 
dents rato the same instructor raises the reliability to 0.00 for primary 
schools, 0.80 for basic schools, 0.G9 for advanced schools (single- 
engine and two-engine combined), and 0.83 for transition schools. 
In general, the reliability of the scale at all levels of training was 
satisfactory. Although the reliability for primary students was not 
ns high as it was for students at the more advanced levels of training, 
probably because of the inexperience of tho students, tho scale is still 
useful as a measure of the instructor's ability, particularly if at least 
four independent ratings of an instructor arc comblnctl. 

Agreement among students in dißerent classes.—Administration of tho 
student's rating scale to four successive classes in advanced and transi- 
tion schools made it possible to make n final check on the reliability 
of the scalo by comparing scores on a single instructor rated by stu- 
dents from dillerent classes. This decreased the possibility of n lack 
of independence in ratings, since students of one class would not bo 
likely to influence the judgments of students in another class in rating 
the instructors. 

A total of 281 instructors were found in the data who had been rated 
by students from two classes. An average of 3.25 students in each 
class rated each instructor. There were 159 Advanced school in- 
structors and 122 transition school instructors in the group on which 
the class-to-class reliability of tho scale was computed. Tha total 
scores on the scalo wero first normalized and converted into standard 
scores ranging from 1-9. Using these standard scores, the class-lo- 
class reliability of the scalo was then computed. The reliability of 
the scale computed in this manner was 0.30. 

Comparison oj two types of reliability.—\u order to determine tho 
amount of shrinkage in class-to-class reliability, tho percentago of tho 
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277 instructors coining from each school was computed and the intra- 
cluss reliability of that school was converted to a z-transformation. 
It was necessary to drop 4 of the original 281 instructors since they 
were from schools which had not provided sufTicient material upon 
which to calculate intraclass reliabilities. The intiaclass reliabilities 
of all schools were then combined on the basis of having the percentage 
of instructors from each school the same as in the sample of 277 on 
which the class-to-class reliability was computed. This gave an 
intraclass reliability of 0.49 when the rating of an instructor was made 
by two students and the rating of one student was correlated with 
that of the other. Use of the Spearman-Brown formida for predicting 
the reliability of the scale when an average of 3.25 students rate the 
same instructor (as in the class-to-class study) raises the intraclass 
reliability to 0.75. The comparative shrinkage from intraclass to 
interclass reliability is, then, from 0.75 to 0.36. Two factors are 
probably responsible for this shrinkage in reliability when the more 
rigorous test of class-to-class reliability is applied: (1) The students 
do not have a chance to influence each other in the rating of an in- 
structor and (2) the instructor may himself change in his teaching 
from class to class. 

The class-to-class reliability of the over-all item of the student's 
rating scale, "EfTectiveness in putting flying training across," was 0.23. 
Since the clnss-to-class reliability of total scores on the scale was 0.36, 
the total score has a significantly higher reliability (1 percent level or 
better) than the over-all item alone. Furthermore, the over-all item 
probably had a higher reliability in this study where the instructor 
was rated on it after he had been rated on the other 17 items of the 
scale ihnn it would have had if it had been the only item on which the 
instructors were evaluated. 

Intercorrclation Among Items on Student's Scale 

Using students' ratings secured on 1,141 advanced and transition 
school instructors, the intercorrelations of the items of the scale were 
computed. An average of 3.12 students rated each instructor, and 
the average rating of each instructor on each item was used in calcu- 
lating the item intercorrelations. The total scores were normalized 
and converted into standard scores ranging from 1 to 9 before the 
intercorrelations were run. The intercorrclation of each item with 
every other item and with total score, supervisor's rating of flying 
ability, and supervisor's rating of instructor proficiency are presented 
in table M.G. It will be seen that the intercorrelations among items 
range from 0.12 to 0.70 which indicates that although the different 
qualities being rated in the instructor ore related to each other, many 
of them make separate contributions to the total evaluation of an 
instructor. 
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In general, the items which one would logically expect to bo related 
had the highest intercorrelations and those which one would expect 
to be unrelated gave low intercorrelations. For example, "uso of 
'chewing,' swearing, ridicule, etc., in teaching" correlated 0.67 with 
"patii-nce and self-control" and 0.46 with "ability to understand the 
problems of the individual student" but only 0.15 with "confidence 
in this airplane." Since the signs of nil coefficients have been adjusted 
so that a positive one means a positive relationship between good 
qualities, this means that the instructors who did not swear at their 
students were considered to bo the most patient. Fortunately, a 
strong "halo" effect, causing the students to give indiscriminately 
higher ratings on all items to the instructors they liked, did not seem 
to be present. This is shown by the fact that the instructors who were 
rated highest on not swearing were not necessarily given a higher 
rating on their confidence in the airplane. 

In order to secure a rough estimate of which items of the rating 
scale were related to each other and what more generalized factors the 
rating scale measured, profiles presenting graphically the correlation 
of each item with every other item of the rating scale were constructed. 
An inspection of these graphs showed that the items could be sorted 
into the following groups on the basis of similarity of their profiles. 

Group I 
Patience and self-control. 
Ability to understand the problems of the individual student and 

adapt teaching methods to him. 
Use of "chewing," swearing, ridicule, or sarcasm in teaching. 
Riding the controls. 

Group II 

Interest in job of instructing. 
Encouragement to study (lying outside the airplane (use of flight 

manuals, tech orders, etc.). 
Emphasizes an understanding of the airplane, flying safety, and flying 

regulations. 
Uso of flight time. 

Group III 
Ability to express himself. 
Analysis of errors. 
Encourages students to ask questions. 
Ability to demonstrate maneuvers in the air. 

The general factor underlying the items in group I might bo con- 
sidered as a personality factor involving patience and social adapta- 
bility. The general factor underlying the items in group II might 
be described as enthusiasm for and a systematic approach to the job 
of instructing.    The general factor which best describes the items in 
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group III i3 nnnlylic and verbal ability. The other items of the scale 
did not definitely f.t into any of the above groupings. The profiles 
of the items in the three groups are presented in figures 14.1 through 
14.3. 

Correlation Between Student's and Supervisor's Ratings 

A study was made of the relationship of the three measures later 
used in validating the battery of instructor selection tests adminis- 
tered to roturncd combat pilots at redistribution stations. Thoso 
three measures were: (1) Student's average total rating of the in- 
structor on the 18-item student's rating scale. There was an average 
of 3.12 students rating each instructor; (2) supervisor's over-all 
rating of the flying ability of the instructor; (3) supervisor's over-all 
rating of the instructing proficiency of the instructor. The two latter 
ratings were on a 3-point scale (in upper 25 percent of instructors, in 
middle 50 percent of instructors, or in lower 25 percent of instructors 
in the school). 

Intorcorrclations computed between these three types of measures 
showed that there was little relationship between supervisors' and 
students' ratings of instructor proficiency (r=:0.08). There was also 
little relationship between supervisors' ratings of flying ability and 
students' ratings of instructor proficiency (r=0.0G). There was, on 
the other hand, a close correspondence between supervisors' ratings 
of flying ability and their ratings of instructor proficiency (r=0.70). 
These correlations are all based on 1,141 cases. Similar high correla- 
tions between supervisors' ratings of an instructor's flying ability 
and instructing proficiency have been reported at Primary Hying 
schools by Psychological Research Unit No. 2. It is evident that 
supervisors, who often have little opportunity to observe the instructor 
while he is instructing in the air, base their estimate of his instruc- 
tional ability almost solely upon what they can observe, namely, 
bis flying proficiency. Students and supervisors dilfered markedly 
in their appraisal of an instructor. 

ANALYSIS OF RACKGROUND FACTORS RELATED TO 
INSTRUCTOR SUCCESS 

In connection with the collection of criterion data for the validation 
of instructor selection tests, personal data items were secured on 
instructors who were subsequently rated by their students for instructor 
proficiency on the 18-item scale and by supervisory personnel on their 
over-all flying ability ond over-all instructor proficiency. This was 
done for two reasons: (1) It was necessary to study the elfect of 
these factors on the ratings in order to know whether or not they 
must bo controlled in validating the tests. For example, if the men 
who had had only a smaU amount of instructing experience were 
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found to get markedly lower ratings, this group would have to be 
treated separately in validating the testa; (2) the data in thomsolvo* 
were valuable information. In addition to being necessary for decid- 
ing which groups may bo considered homogeneous enough to bo 
combined in the validation ctudy, it was believed that the determi- 
nation of the relationship of these factors to the proficiency of an 
instructor would be of considerable value to the Training Command. 
For example, it should reveal whether or not the common supposition 
is true that instructors improve with experience at first, and then go 
stale and get poorer the longer the period of instructing. 

In addition to identifying data such as name, army serial number, 
etc., pertinent information of a biographical, or personal, nature 
were secured on a total of 1,284 Advanced single-engine. Advanced 
two-engine and Transition school instructors. Of this number, 404 
were returned combat pilots and tbo remaining 880 had had no 
combat experience. 

Method Used in Analysis of Data 
The three measures described in pago 14-30, i. e., students' ratings 

of teaching ability, supervisors' rating of teaching ability and super- 
visors' rating of flying proficiency, were used as criteria in evaluating 
the personal data items. The distributions of responses on the per- 
sonal data items were studied in relation to the scores made on these 
measures. 

The average total scores on the 18-itom student rating scale wero 
first normalized and converted into standard scores ranging from 1 to 
9. The instructors were grouped according to the various categories 
of each personal data item, for example, according to the number of 
months instructing experience they had had at the school. For each 
of the groups the mean of the converted standard scores on the 18- 
item student's rating scale was computed. The means of the super- 
visors' ratings of teaching and of Hying ability were also computed for 
each group. Graphs were then constructed showing the relationship 
between these mean scores and the various divisions of each biograph- 
ical item. 

A study of the graphs and of the means for the various divisions of 
the personal data items showed that there was no significant trend in 
the relationship of students' or supervisors' ratings to the following 
ones: 

1. Previous experience os (lying instructor: 
a. Type of school. 
h. Type of plane. 

2. Logged hours of flying—nonmilitary. 
3. Typo of instructing being dono at present. 
4. Number of combat hours. 
5. Typo of plane flown in combat. 
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6. Kcdistri ution station to which returned from combat. 
7. Dato of  nival at redistribution station. 

Thcso items w «ro therefore not further analyzed.   The data on the 
remaining biogn phical items gave promise of showing significant 
differences between the means of the various subgroups and therefore 
were tested by .he analysis of variance technique. The instructors 
were divided or tho basis of their scores on each biographical item 
into two or time groups with approximately an equal number of 
cases in each group. These groupings were then treated by the 
analysis of variance technique to determine whether there was any 
relationship between the biographical item and tho rating. The 
F-ratio test was used to determine the probability of obtaining, by 
chance, differences among the groups as large as those observed. Two 
of the items thus tested failed to differentiate between the subgroups 
at the 5 percent level of significance on either students' ratings, 
supervisors' ratings of teaching ability or supervisors' ratings of flying 
proficiency. These items were: training at a central instructors 
school and experience as a nonflying instructor. All other items 
tested showed a reliable difference on one or more of the three criteria. 

After the relationship between the personal data items and the total 
score on the student's rating scale had been determined, the relation- 
ship between certain selected personal data items and each of tiie IS 
items of the scale was computed. This more detailed analysis was 
done on those personal data items which had been found to be signifi- 
cantly related to the total score on the student's rating scale. To 
these were added a few personal data items which seemed likely to 
yield significant relationships with the individual items on the stu- 
dent's scale even though they were not related to the total score. 

Results of Analysis of Biographical Factors 

The results on those personal data items which were selected for the 
more detailed analysis are presented in table 14.7. The results for 
the other personal data items which were analyzed in Ipss detail are 
presented in table 14.8. The relationships of the most significant 
personal data items to the total score on the student's seale and to 
the two supervisors' ratings are presented graphically in figures 14.4 
to 14.12. 

The main findings on each of the personal data items which yielded 
significant results were as follows: 

Ltnylh of time as flying instructor.—All of the items of the student's 
rating scale on which the instructors with more months of teaching at 
tho same station were rated as significantly better than those with 
less months, were items which dealt with the technicnl aspects of 
instructing. They were: confidence in this airplane; ability to 
demonstrate maneuvers; analysis of errors; ability to express himself; 
on-the-ground teaching effectiveness; use of flight time; emphasis on 
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an understnmling of tho airplane, etc.; en co urn gem en t to study 
flying outside the airplane; and the over-all item, effectiveness in 
putting flying training across. All of the items on which the instruc- 
tors with more teaching experience were rated as significantly poorer 
than those with less experience, were items dcnling with the personal 
aspects of instructing. They were: use of "chewing," sarcasm, 
swearing, etc.; patience and self-control; reaction to improvement in 
flying; and personal interest in tho student. 

AGE VS  RATINGS Of FLYING INSTRUCTORS 
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It would seem that as ho spends more time tenching flyinp. the 
instructor improves in the technical aspects of instructing but at the 
samo time tends to becomo more irritable and impatient. On the 
other hand, it is possible, of courso, that the instructors find this 
"hard-boiled" attitude moro clTectivo in turning out good student«. 
It would be interesting to have a group of experienced instructors 
rated on these two types of items, techncal and personality, before 
and after being given n rest from teaching flying by temporary rotation 
to some other assignment. 

The total score on the student's rating scale did not show any 
difTcrcnco between the instructors with moro and with tas months of 
cxperienco at that station. This is accounted for by tho fact that 
the instructors with moro experienco were rated as reliably bettor on 
some items of tho scale and r-liably poorer on others. 

In generol, supervisors rated the instructors with a greater number 
of months instructing at that station as both better teachers and 
better flyers than thoso with fewer months. This seems reasonable, 
sinco in making his judgment, tho supervisor would naturally bo 
guided more by fnctors of technique and less by tho student-instructor 
relationship which ho would have little opportunity to observe. 

Tho preceding analysis has been based on number of months 
instructing at tho same station. Similar results on .ho student's 
total score and on tho supervisors' two rating» were also obtained for 
tho total number of months instiucling experienco at all stations. 
These results aro presented grophically in figure 14.6. In this figure 
it can bo seen that although, in general, tho instructors with more 
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experience are given the higher ratings by the supervisors, there is 
Boino tendency for those who have been instructing moro than two 
years to be given lower ratings on teaching ability than those who 
have been instructing from 20 months to 2 years. This tendency for 
a reversal at the far end of tho curve was found to be reliable at the 
1 percent level. This appears to confirm tho widespread opinion that 
flying instructors tend to go "stale" after teaching flying too long. 
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Convincing proof would  rcquiro a  contrast  of possible solcctivo 
factors difTcrcntiating tho groups with difbring cxpcricnco. 

Combat «emc«.—-Eleven of the items of tho student's rating scale on 
which the instructors with combat service were rated as significantly 
better than those without combat service were ones dealing with 
patience and self-control and tho student-instructor relationship. 
They were: uso of "(hewing," sarcasm, swearing, etc.; patience and 
self-control; reaction '.*» improvement in flying; and personal interest 
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in tho student. All d tho items on which the instructors with combat 
experience wore ratet os significantly lower than those without combat 
experience were items dealing with the technical aspects of instructing. 
They were: ability to express himself; on-thc-ground teaching efTectivo- 
ness; and use of fligh. time. 

It will bt noticed that the difhrenco between combat returnees and 
nonrcturnees issimilnr to thconcbctwecn tho less and more experienced 
instructors, except that in tho latter case, statistically reliable difTcr- 
ences were secured for more of tho items in tho student's scale. Tho 
similarity of the results for these variables is not surprising sine, iu 
general, the combat returnees had less teaching experience than tho 
nonretumees. 

The total score on tho student's rating scale gavo tho instructors 
with combat service a reliably higher rating than those without 
combat service. Supervisors, on tho other hand, rated nonrcturnees 
as both better teachers and better flyers. This seems logical since 
the nonrcturnees appeared to bo better in aspects of instructing such 
as use of flight timo and ability to express themselves, wl.ich aro 
easier for the supervisor to observe. 

TABLK 14.8.—Rflnlionnhip of aiMitionnl ilrma of personal data to Mat score on 
.limit nt'* rating scale of teaching proficiency and to supervisor's ratings 
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MUUnry rank of Instructor.—Tho items of tho student's rating scale 
on which tho instructors with higher military rank were rated as 
reliably hotter than those with lower rank were once dealing with 
patience and self-control  and  the student-instructor relationship, 
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They were: uso of 'Vhcwinj,'," sarenstn, BUTarin^f etc.; reaction to 
improvoment in flying; personal interrst in the stinlmt; ami conduct 
as an ofTicer. Thoro were only tuo items on whirli the higher ranking 
odiccrs wcro rated as rcliahly pooler than the lower ranking ones. 
These were: oncourngeinent of student to ask questions; and use of 
flight tiniu. 

The total score on the student's rating scale gave the instructors 
with higher militaiy rank a reiiahly better rating than the lower 
ranking ones. Supervisors, on the other hand, tended to rate tho 
higher ranking instructors as inferior to the lower ranking ones in 
both teaching and flying proficiency. The differences were, however, 
not statistically reliable. 

Age nj iustruclor.— Ot the three items on the student's fating scale 
on which the older instructors were reliuhly rated better than tho 
younger MW, two deolt with patience and self-control and the student- 
instructor relationship while the third was the over-all item. They 
were: use of "chewin*-," sarcasm, swearing, etc.; encouragement to 
study flying outside of the airplane; and elfecliveness in putting flying 
training across. One of the items on which the older instructors wero 
rated reliably better coincided wiMi one on which the higher ranking 
instructors were also rated as reliably better. The younger instruc- 
tors were not rated reliably better than the older ones on any of tho 
items. 

The total score on the student's rating scale gave tho older instruc- 
tors a reliably bitter rating than the younger ones. Supervisors also 
reliably rated the older instructors as better than the younger ones in 
their instructing ability, but did not rate the older group reliably as 
better flyers. This would indicate that maturity is a decided asset to 
a flying instructor but does not increase his flying proficiency. 

ICdncational hnl oj instructor.—The inslruclors with some college 
education were rated reliably higher than those .vho had not gono 
beyond high school on two items of the student's rating scale. Ono 
of these item», "conduct as an oi'Rcer," coincided with ono on which 
the higher ranking oflicers were also rated reliably as better. Tho 
other item, "ability to express himself," is one which would logically 
be expected to be highly correlated with educational level. Thero 
were no items on which tho instructors who had not gono beyond high 
school were rated reliably as better than those who had. 

The total score on the student's rating scale govo tho instructors 
with more than a high school education a reliably better rating than 
those who had not gono beyond high school. Thero was no reliable 
relationship, however, between tho education of tho instructor and 
supervisors' ratings of his teaching or flying proficiency. 

Liking of inntructor /or Ml joft.—The instructors who liked their 
assignment as instructors were rated reliably as belter than those who 
dislTkcd their assignment on two items on tho student's rating scale. 
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scorn that tho typo of behavior which leads students to believe t!iat 
the instructor is interested in his job, irrespective of wbether lie really 
is interested or not, causes the students to give him a higher rating in 
teaching proficiency. 

CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION OF BATTERIES OF 
PILOT INSTRUCTOR SELECTION TESTS 

The Battery Developed tor Selecting Primary Civilian Instructors M 

Tho Civilian Flying Instructor Test (CFI Test) developed by 
Psychological Research Unit No. 2 was designed as a teaching apti- 
tude test for civilian flying instructors. The final form of this test 
(Form B) consisted of nino subtcsts. These are described briefly 
below. 

Test 1: CFI Test, Part I, Angular Judgment (OPS 17A).—Since field 
trips to primary flying schools had disclosed that both instructors and 
cadets were frequently called upon to make judgments of the magni- 
tudes of angles, it was decided to include a test of angular judgment 
in the Civilian Flying Instructor Battery. It was a speed test in- 
volving perception and judgment of the magnitude in degree of a 
visually presented angle.    Tho test consisted of 45 items, requiring 

W 
8 minutes for administration.    It wos scored R—r-    A sample item 
is given below: 

Item 5 

(«) (6) (c) (d) («) 
170°       180°        100°       200°       210° 

Test 2: CFI Test, Part II, Aviation Information.—This is a power 
test mensuring knowledge of specific aviation information, similar to 
the pilot items of General Information, CE505E, used in the aircrew 
classificatiun battery.    Tho test consisted of 30 items, requiring 15 

. . W 
minutes for administration.    It was scored Ä—-7-'   A sample item is: 

Lt. Col. Buzz Wngner was 3 famous American 
a. fighter pilot. 
b. bomber pilot. 
e. speed and stunt pilot. 
d. test pilot. 
e. bombardier. 

M r»|>u. John T. DilVy, Olrnn L. Vlnch. »n.l Richard P. Youti«nprlmwfly mponsibblbr th«wl«ctiaa 
ui'J dtvf lopmrnl of IM» h«llrrjr of IMU. 
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Test 3: CFI Test, Part III, Complex Mechanical Comprehension.— 
This was a power test consisting of items selected from scvernl arms 
of the Aviation Cadet Qunlifying Exnminntion, in which a me- 
chanical drawing of some mechanism was presented and questions 
were asked about the functional relation of parts. Tho test con- 
sisted of 15 items, requiring 20 minutes for administration.   It was 

scored R—T" 

Test 4: CFI Test, Part IV, Aviation Vocabulary,—This was a power 
test consisting of original items on vocabulary terms fouud to bo fre- 
quently used in describing, explaining, or teaching elementary flight 
maneuvers.   Tho test consisted of 30 items, requiring 20 minutes 

W 
for odministration.   It was scored R—T'   A samplo item is given 

below: 
"Motion of an aircraft relative to the air, in which tho lateral axis 

is inclined and tho oirplone has a velocity component along tho lateral 
axis" is known as 

a. stalling. 
b. rolling. 
e. sideslipping. 
d. pitching. 
«. ya-ving. 

Test 5: CFI Test, Part V, Heading Comprehension on Aviation 
Topics.—This was a power test consisting of items selected from 
various forms of tho Aviation Cadet Qualifying Examination on the 
basis of apparent face validity. A paragraph of technical mate- 
rial was presented, followed by a series of questions which could 
bo answered from information presented in tho paragraph. The test 
consisted of 15 items, requiring 15 minutes for administration.   It 

was scored R—'j" 

Test 6: CFI Test, Part VI, Pedagogical Judgment.—This was a 
power test constructed especinlly for this battery. Tho items are 
based on an outline of the course on the Psychology ond Technique 
of Instruction which had been given at tho Central Instructors School 
(Primary Pilot) at Randolph Field. Each item involved on act of 
judgment in selecting one of five alternate responses to a situation 
commonly encountered in primary flight instruction. Tho test con- 
sisted of 15 items, requiring 15 minutes for administration.   It was 

W 
scored R-'-T'   A sample item is given below: 

Informing a student how well ho is doing 
a. is practically always a useful technique for keeping up 

motivation. 
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6. is useful only with tho poorest students, if over. 
c. is poor because it makes satisfactory students overcon- 

fident. 
d. is bad because it is not in accord with Air Corps tradition. 
e. will cause poor students to become nervous and good 

students to let down. 

Test 7: CFI Test, Part VII, Biographical Inventory.—This consisted 
of biographical items in a format somewhat similar to Biographical 
Data, CE602D, used in the aircrew classification battery. Tho test 
consisted of 45 items, requiring 20 minutes for administration. It 
was scored R-\V.   A sample item is given below: 

What is the extent of your nonflying teaching experience before 
your present position? 

a. Public or private academic teaching. 
6. Teaching in a trade or vocational school. 
e. Teacbing or coaching athletics, sports, gym, etc. 
d. Teaching use of machines, etc., in industry or teaching sales- 

men, clerks, etc., in business. 
e. No teaching experience. 

Test 8: Aircrajt Control /.nalysis, Form A, (CI628AX1) and Form 
B (C/^£il^).—This test was developed by T/Sgt. Iaul McReynolds. 
It measured the ability to analyze rapidly and accurately the effect 
of aircraft control movements on the actions of the piano. The task 
was to decide whether each control position is correct for a given 

maneuver.   Both forms were scored Ä—j- 

Test 9: Otis Gamma Test, Form AM {CI623A).—A standard intelli- 
gence test which was added to the buttery as a possible source of 
additional validity and for purposes of intercorrolation with the other 
sub-tests.   It was scored Rights only. 

Reliabilities oj tests of the battery.—The Otis Test, the Mechanical 
Comprehension section of the CFI Test, and tho Reading Compre- 
hension section of the CFI Test were fully developed tests adopted 
without change and it was, therefore, deemed unnecessary to com- 
pute reliabilities for these tests. Tho investigators believed that the 
various items in tho Biographical Inventory were aimed at such 
difTcrent things that a conventional statement of tho reliability of 
this inventory would not bo relevant. ReHability data for tho other 
five tests aro given in table 14.10. It can bo seen that all of the tests, 
with tho exception of Pcdogogical Judgment, have satisfactorily high 
reliabilities. 

Criteria used in validating tests.—After an investigation of all avail- 
able typos of criterion data at Primary schools, tho three following 
measures wero used in validating tho battery of tests. 
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1. Over-nil ratings of instructor's teaching ability by flight super- 
visors and squadron supervisors. Each instructor was rated by his 
flight supervisor and his squadron supervisor. In validating the tests 
the ratings of the two supervisors on each instructor were avernged. 

2. Over-all ratings of instructor's flying ability by flight supervisors 
and squadron supervisors. Each instructor wns rated by his two 
supervisors and the two ratings wero avernged for vnlidnMon purposes. 

TAIL! 14.10.—MtoMMM of Ifuta mlminii-tcrrd to cifilian flying instruelort 
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> üddHJVi-n ri'linbility corrrcloil by S|>. iirnmii Hro» n prophi-cy furnuil» for unrla.vsinr«! »v iMloa student*. 

3. Ratings of instructors by supervisors on ft 16-item descriptivo 
rating scale developed by Psychological Research Unit No. 2. This 
rating scale has already been described on pages 307 to 309 of 
this chapter. For validation purposes each scale item was weighted 
1, 2, or 3 according to its median rank of importanco assigned by 
supervisors at the schools where the rating scale was administered. 

Correlation oj tests with criteria.—The product-moment correlations 
of tho 9 tests and over-all teaching rating, over-all flying rating, and 
tho 16 items of the descriptive rating scale arc given in table 14.11. 

In addition, tetrachoric correlations were calculated between each 
of the 16 items on the descriptive rating scale and each of tho 9 test« 
in the instructor selection battery. Some items wero found to cor- 
relate relatively highly with the tests. The multiple correlation of 
tho 9 tests was 0.46 with pilot ability, 0.44 with ability to analyzo 
errors, and 0.43 with ability to express oneself. The nine tests h'/id 
very low multiple correlations with other items, such as interest and 
conscientiousness. The multiple correlation of tho aggregate weighted 
score of the descriptivo rating scale with all 9 tests was 0.35. Since 
these multiple correlations were based on weightings derived from tho 
same sample, they would bo expected to shrink upon repetition and, 
in general, the higher ones would be expected to shrink tho most. 

Flying ability was slightly better predicted by tho battery of 
instructor selection tests used than was tearhing proficiency. Whilo 
certain elements in teaching proficiency seemed to be measured by 
tho nino tests used in the instructor selection battery, other important 
elements wero left almost complet .'ly untouched by these tests. 
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TABI.K 14.11.—Summary of validitiet of the te»l$for civilian flying inttrueton again» 
items tn tkt deicriptiv« rating tcale 
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the multlplr rorrplntlnns will ht >u\ Jcrt to shrlnkacr upon repetition of the validation, and In general, tha 
higher currvlatlun« will b« expected to shrink more tbao the lower ones. 

The Battery of Instructor Selection Tests Administered at Redistribution 
Station« to Returr cd Combat Personnel 

Six of the battery of instructor selection tests administered at re- 
distrib'Tt^oa stations to returned combat personnel were weighted for 
pilot inUructing and were known as the Pilot Instructor Selection 
Bau 'ry. These testa were developed by the Psychological Research 
Projcus and other psychological agencies in the Air Forces. They 
wore ail tried out experimentally and refined before the final battery 
was constructed. The Pilot Instructor Selection Battery was given 
to nil returned combat pilots passing through redistribution stations 
during tfia period 10 November 1944 through 21 June 1945. The 
individual! tests in this battery are described briefly below. 

1. Mechanical Comprehension Test, DS201A.—Tlüs was a test of 
the officer's knowledge of mechanical relationships. It was similar 
to the mcclmnicnl comprehension test which had been one of the most 
promising of tho tests administered to civilian flying instructors. 
Mcclinnical drawings were presented and questions were asked, the 
correct nns'vcr to which presupposed a knowledge of the functional 
relations of the parts.   Tho test consisted of 40 items.   The nd- 

W ministration time was 15 minutes.   Tho scoring formula was R • 

2. Aircrew Oßcer Blank, DEROSA.—This was a survey of experience 
and attitudes which available evidence indicated should affect success 
as nn instructor.   Some questions called for statements of attitudes; 
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others required factual information nbout past oxperienco.    The teat 
consisted of 90 items.    The administration time was 30 minutes. 
The scoring formula was R.   Two sample items are given below. 

My preference regarding return to combat duty is 
a. I want to return soon. 
b. I hope to return sometime. 
e. I don't care whether I return or not. 
d. I'd somewhat prefer not to return. 
e. I'd strongly prefer not to return. 

How easy do you find it to meet and get acquainted with strangers 
when there is no one present to introduce you and get the conversation 
going? 

a. Very easy to get acquainted; nothing to it. 
b. Usually no difficulty making acquaintance. 
e. About the average hesitancy and slowness. 
d. Slower and less successful than the average. 
e. Very much slower and harder than for the average. 

3. Reasoning Test, DG601B.—This was a lest of the ability to solve 
arithmetical problems involving reasoning.   The test consisted of 
30 items,  requiring 20 minutes for administration.   The scoring 

W formula was R •   A sample item is given below. 

A pilot has flown 120 hours in 70 days. How many hours will he 
have to fly in the next ten days in order to average 2 hours of flying 
tune per day for the entire period? 

a. 20 hours. 
6. 40 hours. 
e. 70 hours. 
d. 90 hours. 
e. 120 hours. 

4. Verbal Comprehension Test, DOWIB.—Th'is was a test of the 
ability to comprehend written material of a rather complex nature. A 
technically written paragraph on some subject was presented and a 
scries of questions were asked on it. Answering the questions cor- 
rectly presupposed a complete understanding of the verbally presented 
material. The test consisted of a totol of 30 questions on 0 para- 
graphs of material, requiring 20 minutes for administration.    The 

W 
scoring formula was R • 

4 
5. Personal Inventory, DFJ01C.—This was an in\ r:»tory of informa- 

tion concerning factors such as the officer's interests, f. in», ami social 
adjustment. It was aimed at predicting a number of qualities con- 
sidered to be desirable in an instructor and believed to bo related to 
such factors.   The inventory consisted of 15 items, requiring 10 min« 
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utcs for mlrninistrntion. The scoring formula was li. Two simiplo 
itmis ire given Ixlow, In each question a forced choico was required 
between two answers—the one on the left side of the page and the one 
on the right. 

a. I like working by myself. b. I like working with others. 
tt. I wMi I wouldn't feel so tired.   6. I wish I could have a more 

responsible job. 
6, An^lfftit oj Maneuvers, DS/fOlB.—This was a tost of an under- 

1 i ling of mnneuvers which an instructor must be able to explain 
t» !. students. It was based on the assumption that pilots who 
underhand the fundunicntal principles of flying and are able to apply 
them to the analysis of mnneuvers will be more likely to be able to 
explain flying to the student and to analyze his errors. The test 
consisted of CO fnie-falsc items, requiring 20 minutes for administra- 
tion. The seoring formula was R-W. Two sample items are given 
Lelow. 

(Fal-.) If ih< nose of the airplane moves to the right of the intended 
fll^hl patli in executing a loop, there was probably insuffi- 
cicnt eorrectioQ of torque. 

(Tale)  With akitudo held constant, the angle of attack would bo 
greater in a steep mm at 120 m. p. h than in level flight at 120 
in. p.h. 

UiJ'hihUlfy of Usts oj battery.—The reliabilities of the six tests of the 
Pilot Instructor Selection Battery are presented in table 14.12.    It 
can b<' Been that the reliabilities of all of the tests were satisfactorily 

;h, with the exception of Analysis of Maneuvers which wns consid- 
rrnbly lower than (ho others.    The reliabilities ranged from 0.42 to 
0.S3." 

TABU   14.11.—Ttflinbililicit and intrrcorrrlalions of tesl$ and invenlorie» in tht 
]iili>l iutlruclor selection battery administered at redistribution »tation* 

Ar=400 1 

N'lUllO of tMt 1 a 3 4 1 « 7 flß Means a.D. 

i. HMHMK« Do.vin  
X Vi rl'>l (''>rii|>ri'hrti ion, hiiimil 
3. Anal)  I> of MI uinivtn, DSIOIII ... 
i. Air r'n w «illuvr M ink, DK-liiJA.... 
A. IVr ^.inl liivnilnry, DK.lilC..    .. 
6. M .cluiiicnl  ruiniiri'liriislon, 

DSJUA  
7. Imlniriarpnfrrmwb 1)K,'«»IC  

o.w 
.00 
.08 

.u 

.00 

o.so 

".3* 
-.OS 

.07 

.*i 
-.0» 

0.29 
.34 

.01 
04 

.43 
-.01 

0.00 
-.04 

.01 

'.OT 

.0« 

.*il 

0.M 
.07 
.04 
.0» 

.04 

.08 

CM 
.45 
.43 
.00 
.04 

lot 

o.oo 

-.01 
.61 
.08 

.03 

0.84 
.78 
.42 
.71 
.81 

.83 

14.17 
14.31 
30.78 
34.41 
14.47 

18.10 
4M 
4 13 

S.« 
4 00 
7.94 
4.93 
3.37 

6 14 
240 

». iMlniftflf >iiiiiiii»  .18 1.90 

i Th< .• NMI MM Irvlnl nl AAK Itr<ll.«lribullon Slotlon Xo. 2, Miami Dfath, Fls., from »January to 1 
Mnv MH1 

> i(< li •Mllly <i>ni|<u(<'<l l>y Iluyl method. 

InttrcornlUxon» of tests of battery.—Intercorrelations between the 
six tests ufled in the Pilot Instructor Selection Battery were computed 
for a population of «lOO pilots tested between 15 January and 1 May 
1915 at Kedistrihution Station No. 2, Miami Bench, Fla.    These are 
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also presented in tnble 14.12. It will bo seen that tho testa wcro 
satisfactorily independent with intercorrelationa ranging from —0.05 
to 0.50. 

Criteria used in validating the tests.—As already discussed on pages 
302 through 30G of this chapter, no suitable "in training" criteria 
could bo found for validating tho Pilot Instructor Selection Battery of 
tests. Tho thrco following on-thc-job criteria wcro employed in tho 
validating study: 

1. Students' ratings of instructors secured on tho 18-itcm Students* 
Rating Scalo developed by tho Pilot Project. Tho average total 
score of all students rating the same instructor was used in tho vali- 
dation study.   An average of 3.12 students rated each instructor, 

2. Supervisor's over-all rating of tho instructing proficiency of 
tho instructor. 

3. Supervisor's over-all rating of the flying ability of the instructor. 
The two latter ratings were on a 3-point scalo (in upper 25 percent 

of instructors, in middle 50 percent of instructors, or in lower 25 per- 
cent of instructors in each school.) 

As already reported on pages 317 and 319 of this chapter, correla- 
tions between these three types of criterion data showed that there was 
little relationship between supervisors' and students' ratings of instruc- 
tor proficiency (r=0.08), or between supervisors' ratings of flying 
ability and students' ratings of instructor proficiency (r=0.06). 
There was, on tho other hand, a close correspondence between super- 
visors' ratings of flying ability and their ratings of instructor pro- 
ficiency (r=0.70). 

Validation results.—Tho validation results were based on a popu- 
lation of 215 returned combat pilots on whom validation data had 
been seemed and on whom test scores were available.*1 Each test 
of tho Pilot Instructor Selection Battery, the instructor stanino, an 
aggregate score based on tho weighted averages of all tho tests, and 
the instructor preforenco were validated against each of tho threo 
criteria mentioned above. Before computing tho correlations, tho 
students' rating scalo scores and the scores on each of tho instructor 
selection tests wero normalized and converted into standard scores 
ranging from 1 to 0. Tho correlations obtained aro presented in 
table 14.13. 

It will bo seen that the correlations range from —0.19 to 0.01 and 
that tho majority of them aro negative. The conclusion must bo 
drawn that there is no positive relationship between the scores mado 
on ihe Pilot Instructor Selection Tests and tho ratings which a 
returned combat pilot will receive from his students and supervisors 
on his instructing proficiency and flying ability while actually teaching 
students in the field.    This lack of relationship may bo due to either 

" IUUIIRJ wrrf swurcil on • total of UM InMrwrlon of »hoin 40S wrr« n>mlMt rrlurnr«-«, \ ut oiljr Jll 
of IhcM wer« In Ihe trutip ut pllou who luok tho liutmctor v-l<vUvo lr»U at Ih« rr<ll*trl>>uiUi tjuiluo«. 
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TAULK 14,13.— ValuUtic» of pilot tnnlruelor »election testa adminittered at rediitri- 
bulion itationt 

Stu'Itr i's 

N-215 

Supervisor* ) mt'nn 

N-17» 
Flyln« 
N-17» ^fe«n S.U. 

»fiih.inlcdlcntiin , DSaDIA      a 02 
.00 

-.05 
-.1» 
-.07 
M 

-.0* 
-.04 

-^.17 
-.10 
-.12 
-.1« 
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~.m 
-.18 
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'.08 

-a 10 
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-.01 
-.10 

.07 

.02 
-.07 
-.08 
i.M 
1.70 

5 12 
i.ni 
4.«} 
S.11 
5.05 
501 
Hi 
i.09 
im 
1.83 
1.83 

1  81 
.  .  . ' (Ho r liliink, 1 >1 III^A  i.es 

'.i.ir.k'lo'.l, ixiauii            Z02 
:l «•■iiii[in hi ii'lnii, DOIOID  1.87 

iliiiMiil.iry. DICaniC  
\'   '■   jiof MurK'uvcrs, US401B   

101 
1.00 

I    ■-• tnrsinning    1.89 
I         ftofprHfffMS ^.. .--. 2 40 
d        nt'i riilintt    ,  L9I 

i.«8 
no« 

.82 
£u|' rvLor'» rnllnK of Ilyln^  •.70 .00 

' Pa«'! iiimn pfijuitmlon of 1,141 nonrrturncc ami conih.it rctumo« Instrurton. 

(1) nn innhilily of the tests to separate the men who will make good 
instrurfors from the men who will not, or (2) the inadequacy of 
ratingi of itudeoti nnd supervisors to determine the ability of an 
instiMffor. ft ennnot be snid with any degree of certainty which one 
<J thesfl Bftemctivcfl may have produced these low validities. The 
reli I/ility of each of the tests of the instructor selection battery is 
rclalively high. Five of the 6 tests havo a reliability above 0,70, 
the other one a rolinbility of 0.42. The more rigorous test of the 
reliability of the student's rating scale (i. o., correlation between 
ratings made by two di/Tcrent classes) yields a coefficient of 0.36. 
The reliability of both the tests and the student's rating scale is 
therefore high enough to allow a significant correlation to bo obtained 
if a relationship existed. Furthermore, the scores on both the 
■iudrnt'l ond the supervisor's rating scales do correlate significantly 
vith : ueh factors as oge and educational background of the instructor 
which would logically bo expected to be associated with his ability 
as a teacher. 

Attempt to explain negative correlations.—In general, tho correlations 
between the Pilot Instructor Selection Tests and both types of ratings 
wore negative; the correlation between instructor stanino and super- 
visors' ratings was —0.18, a correlation of a size which would bo 
expeeted to occur by chance only 2 times in 100. Since it seemed 
extremely unlikely that tho true relationship between tho super- 
visors' ratings and general intelligence and the other factors measured 
by the instructor selection tests would actually be negative, an attempt 
was made to locate sources of constant error whirh might havo biased 
tho eorrelation in a nogr.tivc direction and obscured a positive relation- 
ship, if one existed. 

Tho most reasonable hypotheses which could be made concerning 
such factors wore as follows: (a) That the first returnees selected as 
instruotore at tho redistribution stations wero not selected on the 
basis of their test scores but that tho later ones wero somewhat 
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selected for instructor JO'.H on this basis. This would mean that tho 
average instructor stanina of the later group would ho somewhat 
higher than that of the earlier one; (b) that tho first returnees sent 
out by redistribution stations were given teaching assignments sooner 
than the later ones. This would mean that tho later group would 
have been instructing for a shorter period than tho earlier one; (c) 
that the returnees who had been instructing for a shorter period wero 
given lower ratings by their supervisors. Since they would also bo 
the ones who were selected on tho basis of their instructor stanines, 
such a factor would tend to produce a negative correlation between 
supervisors' ratings and instructor stanincs. 

In order to test these hypotheses, correlations wero computed be- 
tween the following: (1) Instructor stanine and date of arrival at 
redistribution station; (2) instructor stanino and total months of 
instructing; (3) supervisors' ratings of teaching proficiency and dato 
of arrival at redistribution stations; (4) supervisors' rating of teaching 
proficiency and total months instructing; (5) date of arrival at redis- 
tribution stations and total months instructing. These correlations 
arc presented in table 14.14. 

TABLK 14.14.—Intercorrrlaliom among instrurlor stnnine, tupervisors' rating, tlat* 
of arrival at redistribution ttation, and total number of monlh$ inslrueting 

1 3 3* 4 

1. Instructor stanlnc -  /   -0.11 
\      (IT») 

o m 
Wi) 
0.14 
(179) 

0.01 

2. Supervisors* rating—teaching  /   -0.1« 
(«/») 
0.01 
(Hi) 
Ml 
(2IS) 

(JI5) 
0.01 

1   DAtit nf AiTl-'*1 ikt rii I Utrlhnt Inn «tnllntl  (U4 
(179) 
0 at 
«7») 

(179) 
-0 31 

(3 IS) 
4. Totnl number of months Instructlni  -0 21 

> I.Alrr nrrlvnl at re<ll.stribiition stntlon glwn high welght, 
The Ogurrs In porvulhms LntJIcato tbo numlxr of cases Involved In rach oorreUtlon. 

Partial (ornlatlon bated en aboH malrtt 
fill--0.1» 
fin"-0.18 

Semlpartlal corrthnon Ni •<• / on atar« m-Jrli 
r<ij).(i.i)--O.IS 

On the basis of these correlations it was possible to partial out the 
cITect of date of arrival of tho returnees at tho redistribution stations 
from the correlation between supervisors' ratings and instructor 
stanino: It was also possible to partial out the effect of tho total 
number of months of instructor experience. Finally a seinipartial 
correlation was calculated to eliminate tho effect of date of arrival 
at the redistribution stations from the instructor stanine, and number 
of months of instructor experience from the supervisors' ratings of 
instructor proficiency. None of these procedures affected tho correla- 
tion between instructor stanine and supervisors' ratings. Therefore, 
tho factors which were outlined above could not have produced this 
negative correlation or have obscured a positive relationship, if one 
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oxistofl. All of the other variables on which data were available wero 
consulorod, but it did not seem likely that any of them could have 
pr. duced a spurious negative relationship. 

PoshiMe Reasons for Different Validities of Selection Batteries Adminis- 
tered to Civilian and Pilot Kcturnee Instructors 

fletlar validity was secured on the tests administered to civilian 
i. ng instructors than those administered to pilot returnees at redis- 
;. I tion stations. Since some of the tests in the two batteries (par- 
Uc ! rly the ones involving mechanical and verbal comprehension) 
wci. highly similor and since the batteries wero valid for one popula- 
tion and not for the other, it seemed desirable to look for factors 
which might orcount for these different results. Some of the more 
lik( ly possibilities are listed below: 

1, üfvdi wider range of ability in civilian instructor population.— 
The civilii.n flying instructors were tested immediately after the 
rapid e\p:.nsion of the flying training program. At the beginning 
of the exptnsion, it was possible for the contractors to secure a group 
of (i ilinn in In. fors with very high professional standards. Toward 
the end of the (/pansion, the need was so great and the supply so 
limited that the contractors wero forced to employ a considerable 
number of instructors who barely met the lowest standards of flying 
ability, educational background, and general intelligence. At the 
time the civilian instructors wero tested, there was a very wide range 
in their ability.•, 

Tl.o pilot returneo population, on the other hand, represented a 
highly selected, homogeneous group. Those with the lower intelli- 
gence nrul poorer educational background had been weeded out by 
the Army Air Forces qualifying examination. A further selection, 
cmphnslzing factors related to pilot ability, was efTccted by the 
rlnssifinition tests aid by elimination in training. Those who sur- 
vived these hurdles wero highly selected and made up a relatively 
homogeneous group. It would, therefore, be easier for the tests to 
difTerentiato among the civilian instructors with a wide range of 
ability tlinn among the more highly selected returnee group. 

2. Conditions in the schools at the time validating data were collected.— 
The date for validating the battery of civilian flying instmctor tests 
were collected during late 1943 and 1944 when the schools Wi ;*o run- 
ning nt full capacity and when the instmctor and supervisory per- 
soi'uel nt the schools were relatively stable. Data for validating 
tho pilot instructor selection battery ndministcred at redistribution 
stations was collected in the fall of 1945 when ninny of the schools 
were being closed and when there was a constant turnovei'in instmctor 
and supervisory personnel.   One would expect that more valid ratings 

■ Wn'i UM trilrilng of inoro lii<p<ytor< It wm fijh^.jiiontly povUble toollmlnato the poor OHM nod rrgivia 
Ih*   »rU-ln?!!)- Wther stAniliiMi. 
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would be obtnincd in tho former ensc wl»ere supervisors observed 
the pcrformnncc of their instructors for longer periods of timo under 
moro stable conditions. 

3. Motivational /actors—The civilinn flying instructors to whom 
the buttery of tests was given were on the whole highly motivated. 
The jobs for which they were held were interesting and well paid 
and,   in   addition,   guaranteed   temporary   protection against   their 
induction into the armed forces.    Since they were nil probably highly 
motivated, any differences in performance were Imgely dependent 
upon differences in ability.   Interviews indicated that many of the 
returned combat pilots were, on the otaer hand, not interested in 
an instructor assignment.   Since the returnee pilots varied consid- 
erably in their motivation and were all of relatively good aptitude, 
it seems likely  that differences in motivation were an important 
factor in producing differences in performance.    But it is difficult 
to measure differences in motivation by a battery of instructor selec- 
tion tests.    Furthermore, the returnees were tested at tho redistri- 
bution station ami, as has already been shown, their interest in the 
job of instructing changed quite a bit by the time they had arrived 
at the flying schools and found out more about their assignment. 
Since the civilian instructors were given the tests after they had been 
teaching at the schools, these tests w«re more likely to reflect their 
motivation at that time.   Thus, differences in motivation would be 
moro of a disturbing factor in the validation of tests on returnees 
than in the validation of tests on civilian instructore. 

Discussion of Validation Results Secured on Bombardier, Navigator, and 
Pilot Populations 

Psychological Research Project (Navigator) has reported that 
none of the Navigator Instructor Selection Tests investigated had 
more than a chance relationship with on-the-job criteria of instrutor 
proficiency.'1 The tests investigated were Survey of Attitudes and 
Scientific Background, and the weighted combined-score on these 
two tests. The on-the-job criteria used were ratings by students, 
fellow instructors, flight commanders, supervisors, and by the 
instructor himself. The correlation between the tests and the 
criterion data ranged from —0.18 to 0.11, with the majority of them 
being positive but very low. 

Psychological Research Project (Bombardier) used supervisors' 
and students' ratings of instructor proficiency as on-the-job criteria 

"In ail lltlon to Mcurtnc ontht-Job rrllcrl» of Instnutor pruflrlcncy, the N'tvlgstor kn<l DonibwtUrr 
Projccls »bo raUrctcd COIUMITAI '.o criterion <!»(» on rrlumr« Imlrurton while Ihry «ere rwvlvlnt Ihrlr 
training at the Irumirtor tralnlnc schools. In the bombardier schools the Instructor sckrtloii test* wen 
valldntrU against criterion (bin which »rrrfalrlr heavily »il.l.u-il »l'hKrv<>n<l-fth(olrr»l4's> V"!uu wrltM« 
tests, nattier bkh correlations were found In the bombardier schools between such criteria and th« 
liutnicloi stanlne and some of the Individual Instructor selection tests. The I'llot i'rulwt did not altem^l 
to validate the tosU against criteria secured at the IMIot Central Instructors Schools time both ellralnatka 
policy and proficiency records at these schooU were for the roost part baind solely on the student's flying 
ability and did not reflect his Uutructlng proficiency. 
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for vnlidftting tho Bombardier Instructor Selection Testa. The 
correlations between the individual tnsta and tho criterion data 
ranged from Oil to 0.43. In general, tho correlations were fairly 
substantial, the students' ratings tending to correlato moro highly 
with the tosts than the supervisors' ratings. 

Some of the faetorrs which arc thought to bo responsible for the defi- 
nitely better validation results secured on tho Bombardier and the 
po inly bettor results secured on tho Navigator battery of instructor 
sei«- tion tests in comparison with those secured on tho Pilot battery 
nre dl cussed briefly below: 

1. Instructor tasks may be different /or the different types of instruc- 
tors.—Since four of the tests (Arithmetic Reasoning, Mechanical Com- 
prehension, Personal Inventory, and Verbal Comprehension) were 
identical for the Bombardier and Pilot batteries and since statistically 
significant validities were obtained for these testa on a bombardier 
returnee population and not on a pilot returnee population, tho differ- 
ences in validation results could not have been produced by diifcrencea 
in the tests. They must have resulted cither from the fact that the 
abilities measured by the testa were important in the instructor pcr- 
fonnnnre of bombardiers but not important in tho instructor perform- 
ance of pilots, or from other factors. 

2. Criterion ratings way har* leen better for bombardiers and naviga- 
tors than for pilots.—The same two types of ratings (ratings by stu- 
dents and ratings by supervisory personnel) were used in validating 
the tests on all three types of instructors. These two types of ratings 
correlated highest for bombardier instructors (r=0.57), next for navi- 
gator instructors (r—0.27) and lowest for pilot instructors (r=0.08). 
This may be partly due to tho fact that supervisors have more oppor- 
tunity to ob. ;'rve tho performance of bombardier and navigator 
instructors since their instruction always takes place in multiengine 
planes where there is spr.co for an observer. Furthermore, the unit 
commander in navigator schools was much better able to observe the 
instructors under him because so much instructing was done on the 
ground. It may also be partly due to the fact that it is easier for 
supervisors to observe the typo of teaching procedure which charac- 
terizes good and poor bombardier and navigator instructors. Due 
to tho fact that supervisors do not have much opportunity to observe 
pilot instructors in a teaching situation, and the difficulty of making 
valid observations as to what constitutes good and poor techniques 
of instructing, supervisors base their estimate of the teaching profi- 
ciency of the pilot instructor almost entirely on v hat they can easily 
observe, namely, his flying ability. A correlation of 0.70 was found 
between these two ratings by tho Pilot Project. No single factor 
seems to havo such influence in determining tho ratings of teaching 
proficiency given to bombardier and navigator instructors by their 
supervisors. 
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3. hange of ahilUy probably more restricted in pilot and navigator 
returnee populations—DuTwg the first part of the war, the ofTect of 
the classification procedures was to send the student with lower 
general aptitudes to bombardier training. Two factors (ended to 
lower the quality of the bombardier students: the elimination policies, 
and the preference, of most cadets, for pilot training. Therefore, 
the pilots and navigators would be expected to be the most select 
groups, while the bombardiers should contain numbers of men with 
considerably lower ability. This possibly wider range of ability 
among bombardiers, particularly at the low end of the distribution, 
may havo been one of the reasons why the bombardier ir-.-'tructor 
selection tests proved to bo the most effective. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RKCOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE WORK 

Main Areas of Work and Chief Result« 

Since the flying instructor occupied a key position in tho pilot- 
training program, a considerable amount of work was devoted to tho 
development of procedures for evaluating and selecting flying in- 
structors. The areas which this research covered and tho chief results 
may bo summarized as follows: 

Job analysis.—Studies in this area delineated five attributes which 
supervisors, instructors, and students at all levels of training con- 
sidered most important for the fjood flying instructor. Thcso were: 
patience and self-control, ability to adapt teaching methods to indi- 
vidual students, flying ability, analysii of errors, and ability to 
express himself. 

Development oj supervisor's and student's rating sales.—Two rating 
scales, based on tho qualities which tho job am lysis studies had 
shown were important, were constructed and refinod. Ono of these 
was a 16-item scale for the rating of flying instructOiS by supervisors. 
The correlation between ratings by supervisors and assistant super- 
visors was 0.C5. This is an estimate of maximum reliability since 
these two raters had probably influenced each other s opinion of tho 
instructor. The intcrcorrolations of the items of the scale ranged 
from 0.26 to 0.90, with tho majority of them rather high. This 
indicated tho presence of a "halo" effect in tho ratings as well as a 
possibly close relationship among the factors measured by tho items. 

Tho other scale consisted of 18 items and was for the rating of 
flying instructors by their students. When each instructor's students 
in a given class were divided into two halves and the ratings of these 
two groups were correlated with each other, tho cstimato of split- 
group reliability corrected for full number was 0.75. Correlating tho 
average of the ratings by students in one class with that of students 
in a different class at least 5 weeks later, yielded a test-rel"st reliability 
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of 0.30. Both of those figures arc based on an average of 3.25 students 
per clti?s for each instructor. The marked reduction in the size of the 
corrcl.itlon when the students came from two different classes was 
probably caused by removing the opportunity for the students in the 
difTcnnt groups to influence each other. It is also possible that the 
instructors changed somewhat during the period of five or more weeks 
between the two ratings. 

One of the 13 items on the scale was an over-all rating. On dif- 
fer lit classes the tcst-retest reliability of this item was 0.23. The 
faci 'hat the rcliiibility of the total score was definitely higher (r=0.36, 
difference significant above the 1 percent level) than the single over-all 
item, indicated the value of rating different aspects of performance 
sepnrately and then totaling these ratings. 

These results were secured at Advanced and Transition schools. 
The split-group reliability at the basic level of training was approxi- 
mately the same, but the reliability of mting.j at the primary level, 
whore the students were relatively inexperienced, was lower. 

The inteicorrelations among the items of the scale ranged from 0.12 
to 0.7G, with the majority of them below 0.40. This indicates that, in 
spite of "hhlo" effects and similarities among the different attributes 
rated, the various items in the scale arc independent enough to be 
useful. 

Dndopment and validation of i istructor selection tests.—On the basis 
of interviews, check lists, students' and supervisors' opinions, and 
other information gained in the job analysis studies of the factors 
related to instructor success, experimental instructor selection tests 
were constructed. One battery of these tests was administered to 
civilian primary flying instruetors while instructing at a primary 
flying school subsequent to their instructor training. This battery 
was validated against the 16-item supervisor's rating scale. The 
multiple correlation of the aggregate weighted score of the 16-item 
scale with the battery of 9 tests was 0.35. Flying ability was slightly 
better predicted by the tests than was instructing proficiency. Vali- 
dation against the separate items of the rating scale showed that some 
of them were measured by this battery of instructor selection tests 
while others were not. 

The other battery of tests was administered at redistribution sta- 
tions to returned combat pilots, some of whom later became instruc- 
tors. This battery was validated against the 18-item student's rating 
scale and against supervisor's over-all rating of instructing proficiency 
and flying ability. There was no significant relationship between 
performance on any of the instructor selection tests in this battery 
and sub?equent ratings which the flying instructor received from his 
students or his supervisors while teaching at Advanced and Transition 
schools. 

Relationship of biographical factors to successful teaching.—Items of 
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biogmphicnl mul pcrsonnl <) .ta wore secured on 1,384 flying instruc- 
«ors and related to the average rating which these instnulor* received 
from students and supervisors. 

It was found that preference expressed at a redistribution station 
did not predict how well an instructor would like instructing after 
ho arrived at a pilot school and started to teach. Onco ho was on 
the job, however, the instructor's like or dislike for his assignment 
was quite stable from class to class. 

The older flying instructors received reliably higher ratings as 
teachers than the younger ones from both their students and their 
supervisors. The instructors with more education and those with a 
higher military rank were also rated as reliably better by their stu- 
dents, but were not rated as better instructors by their supervisors. 
Students gave combat returnees better ratings as instructors than 
nonreturnees, but supervisors gave the noureturneo the better rating 
in both teaching and flying. Instructors who liked their as>ignment 
were rated as better instructors by their supervisors but not by their 
students. 

The relationship of length of experience as a flying instructor to 
supervisors' ratings of teaching was curvilinear; the ratings becamo 
higher with more experience up to two years but were somewhat 
lower beyond that point. The total score on the student's rating 
scale showed no statistically reliable difTerenco for instructors with 
different amounts of experience. However, an analysis for each of 
the items of this scale showed that tho instructors who had taught 
flying for longer periods of time received reliably higher ratings on 
technical aspects of teaching ability, such as analysis of errors and 
ability to express themselves, and reliably lower ratings on personality 
items, such as interest in the student and patience and self-control. 
Apparently, longer periods of teaching flying improved the instruc- 
tor's technical ability but spoiled his patience and personality. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

Introduction of practice teaching in central instructors schools.— 
Teaching cannot bo learned by lectures and «lemonst rat ions alone, 
without supervised practice, any more than flying can. If Central 
Instructors Schools are going to emphasi/.o teacher training in addi- 
tion to standardized flying, it will bo neccs*nry for them to have an 
experimental school in which tho student-instructor can praclico 
teaching cadets under expert supervision. Such a procedure will bo 
less unfair to tho cadets involved than it would bo for them to bo in 
tho first class taught by the same instructor in an ordinary school 
without special supervision. In two-engine planes tho supervisor 
can ride from time to time with tho instructor and his student; in 
single-engine planes magnetic wire sound-recorders and air-to-ground 
radios may bo used to sample tho performanco.   Lectures and dis- 
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cussiona will bo much moro meaningful to student-instructors after 
they have had some experience in practice teaching. The practioe- 
teadi ^g school will also tend to keep the staff instiuctors in closer 
touch with the problems of cadet training. 

Utseanh should be devoted to developing special techniques for 
grading the student on his practice teaching so that eliminations from 
cent ml instructois schools may be based on teaching as well as flying 
ability, drades on teaching ability at the Central Instructors School 
sboul:. he validated against subsequent performance in the pilot train- 
ing sei.  ols to which the instructors are assigned. 

MriiU'tremint oj teaching proficiency at pilot schools.—The 18-item 
student rating scale should be refined and shortened somewhat. On 
the basis of data collected as part of the validation of instructor selec- 
tion tests, the test-retest reliability of each item, when the same 
instructors are rated by difTerent classes, should be determined. In 
the light of these reliabilities and the intercorrelations presented in 
this chapter, the items which arc least reliable and least independent 
should be eliminated. 

The IG-item descriptive scale developed for supervisois to rate 
civilian instructors liould also be refined and adapted for use at all 
levels of military flying instruction. In order to make any funda- 
mental improvements in the supervisors' ratings of instructor profi- 
ciency, however, it will probably be necessary to make systematic 
attempts to sec that lu gets a better opportunity to observe his instruc- 
tors in the actual teaching situation. In the reduced peacetime train- 
ing program, it should bo possible for two-engine supervisors to ride 
with their instructors and students more frequently and for single- 
engine supervisors to sample instruction by techniques such as air-to- 
ground radio o* magnetic wire recorders. 

Both the student and the supervisor rating scales should be used to 
allow the instructors to see themselves as others see them. It is 
believed that it would be highly desirable to try using the present 
form of the student rating scale for this purpose. 

Since the ultimate test of the instructor is the quality of the stu- 
dents which he produces, it would bo highly desirable to validate and 
item-analyze both the student and the supervisor rating scales against 
the quality of students produced by the instructor under controlled 
conditions. The flying aptitude of students assigned to different 
instructors should bo equalized on the basis of pilot stanincs in pri- 
mary schools ond on the basis of stanines and preceding flying grades 
in other schools. Transfer of students from one instructor to another 
should be minimized, and where transfer is absolutely necessary, the 
student should be dropped from the study. Special attention should 
bo pi.id to securing the best possible measure of the student's profi- 
ciency. In addition to providing a basis for improving the scales, 
determining the items which best discriminate between instructors 
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producing good and poor studpnt.s would be a fundamental contribu- 
tion to the job analysis of the qualities most important for the good 
flying instructor. 

Improved student and supervisor rating scales would bo usiful: (1) 
In improving instructors on the job by letting them know their weak 
points; (2) in validating instructor selection tests, and Central In- 
structors School grades; (3) in studying the way in which factors, 
such as length c' signment as an instructor and other biographical 
data, are related ..> teaching proficiency; and (4) in measuiing tho 
results of training experiments conducted to cvalualo tho effect of 
procedures, such as adding variety to the life of the flying instructor 
by temporarily rotating him to other assigmm-nts. 

Attempt to predict teaching success.—Further effort should bo devoted 
to the difficult problem of trying to develop and validate a battery of 
tests and inventories for selecting those pilots who arc most likely to 
become successful flying instructors. Such tests should bo developed, 
not only for their possible usefulness in tho peacetime program, but 
also as an important technique to have in reserve to deal with any 
future need for rapid emergency expansion. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN. 

Summary of Main Results and 
Recommendations for 

Future Work 
Maj. Ncal E. Miller 

This chapter summarizes the main results of psychological research 
on pilot training during the second World War and presents the chief 
recommendations for further work. More detailed summaries and 
recommendations have already been presented at the end of each of 
the preceding chapters. 

The opportunity for psychological research on pilot training de- 
veloped gradually out of the original work on pilot aptitude testa by 
aviation psychologists. On 1 February 1944 an organization re- 
sponsible for research on pilot training, the Psychological Research 
Project (Pilot), was established at Randolph Field, Tex. The work 
started slowly, but as the psychologists learned more about flying 
and the pilots responsible for training discovered the usefulness of the 
scientific techniques employed by the psychologists, research continued 
to develop at an accelerated pace. 

The areas of research were determined by directives from higher 
headquarters. The two main areas were: To develop objective 
measures of flying skill, and to develop techniques for the evaluation 
and selection of flying instructors. Certain other types of work were 
also carried forward. An analysis of the job of the student pilot was 
made in order to provide a basis for developing objective measures of 
flying skill and for improving pilot aptitude tests. Subjective meas- 
ures of flying skill and fixed gunnery scores were evaluated a.s possible 
criteria for validating the pilot aptitude tests and as supplements to 
the objective measures of flying skill. Since the combat pilot had 
to possess factual information as well as flying skill, printed tests of 
flying information were developed to test types of knowledge which 
could be measured more efficiently on the ground than in the air. 
The pressure of work which was directed by higher headquartrrs and 
was more closely related to the classification program, prevented the 
amount of attention being devoted to training experiments which 
this type of work is believed to merit. Two minor studies were con- 
ducted which illustrate the types of issues that can profitably be 
decided by the experimental method. 
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Tin' following MeUoM present the main results and the suggestions 

for future work in euch of these areas. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PILOT'S TASK 

Military flying training is diiTcrent from civilian in that it is con- 
duci 1 under greater pressure and requires more precision, but the 
ba ;   principles, are much the same. 

C rtnin characteristics which make the task of flying more difficult 
than iut of driving a car are determined by ways in which the air 
.1 ilfcrs from the ground. A car is steered to the left or right on the 
.surface of the ground. An airplane is steered in two additional 
ways, besides steering to the left or right in the air, the pilot must 
raise and lower the nose of his airplane and control the tilt of its 
wings. Because of the various ways in which these three types of 
movement interact, they more than triple the complexity of the task. 
For example, in making turns »ho stick and rudder must be used 
together properly. If too great pressure is applied to the stick, the 
airplane will tend to slip; if too much is applied to the rudder it will 
tend to skid. lUcausc the lift of tho wings is reduced when they 
arc banked in a turn, the back pressure on the stick must also bo 
increased. To cite another example, whenever the nose of a single- 
engine airplane is pointed up, a tendency for it to swerve to tho left 
must be corrected by pressure on the right rudder, and if air speed 
is to be maintained, the throttle must also be advanced to increase 
the power. 

Th' control movements for these three typos of steering are rela- 
tively pimple, much like those of driving a car. A large part of the 
incrcascd complexity is perceptual, keeping track of tho course of 
the airplane over the ground, of the attitude of tho nose and wings, 
and sensing a lack of balance, or tendency for the body to sway to 
one side, if stick and rudder are not properly coordinated when rolling 
into turns. 

Tho fact that the air is transparent and is without any reference 
points makes difficult the planning of a three-dimensional course 
through it and places a premium on visualization of spatial relation- 
ships. For example, in a forced landing the student must allow for 
the amount of altitude which will be lost on each turn and leg, plan- 
ning a course down through space which will bring him to tho ground 
headed upwind in the middle of a suitable field. At high altitudes, 
the earth appears to be moving very slowly and the pilot must respond 
to relatively slight changes in the movement of a distant terrain which 
is usually not dearly marked off for him like the sides and center of 
a highway. On Ike other hand, when the pilot is close to tho ground 
in lauding, »peed blurs nearby reference points and he must respond 
to the position and movement of objects farther away. 
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A number of ndditionnl consequences flow from the fact tlmt the 
air is n fluid, elastic medium. Crosswinds may produce drift. In 
landing, it is especially important for the pilot to correct for drift 
by pointing the nose slightly upwind and then straightening his oir- 
plunc out just before it touches the ground. If he does not do this, 
there will be a sideward component to his landing which will strain 
the landing gear and may throw him into a ground loop. Discrimi- 
nating the differences between the typo of relative movement of the 
foreground produced by slight tendencies to drift and that produced 
by slight tendencies to turn presents the student with a new ami 
difficult proble .i, especially since this discrimination must be made 
against on unsteady background of wavering movement produced 
by slight turbulence. Furthermore, the student must bo doing a 
number of other things at the snmo time and constantly be alert to 
compensate for the effects of sudden gusta. 

At high air speeds a slight movement of the controls will produce 
a considerable effect; wl en the air speed is lower, as in landing, much 
more extensive movements arc required to produce the same results. 
Though the extent of movement differs greatly, the amount of pressure 
exerted on the controls in produtlMg these movements remains 
approximately the same. The student, therefore, must learn to 
control his aircraft in terms of pressures instead of movements. 

Since the airplane will stall and fall unless its speed is maintained, 
flying is paced. The student pilot cannot slow down or si op as an 
inexperienced driver can, whenever the task gets beyond him' Before 
ho has had sufficient practice to enable him to make qui kly and 
automatically the various types of perception and response, the new 
student is likely to be continually falling behind the pace of the task. 
As his skill increases, the student becomes better able to keep up, but 
before one maneuver becomes thoroughly learned, the fost-moving 
military curriculum is likely to confront him with a new ami more 
complex task. 

Closely allied to the paced nature of the task, is the problom of 
division of attention. Much of the difficulty of flying is derived not 
so much from the demands of each of the separate tasks as from the 
fact that the pilot has to keep track of a number of different things 
simultaneously. For example, in landing he must watch for other 
planes, plan to land in the first third of the field, correct for drift, 
keep his wings level, maintain the propt-r gliding air speed, judge his 
height above the ground, and finally, achieve a three-point attitude 
just before the airplane touches the ground. Ilis attention must bo 
shifted rapidly among all of these different factors. Furthermore, 
correcting any given error, for example, too much air speed, may 
require a little time. During this time the pilot must shift his atten- 
tion to check other things, finally coming back to see, for example, 
whether he has slowed down to the proper air speed,    liefore the 
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propor reactions to various stimuli have become more or loss auto- 
matic, the need for keeping track of h large number of difTcrcnt 
factors places a severe strain on the student pilot. 

In addition to the special demands placed upon a pilot by the 
characteristics of the new medium through which ho travels, it is 
necessary for him to be well motivated in order to survive the rigorous 
course of training and to be adjusted emotionally to the unfamiliar 
an i somewhat dangerous cc litions of flying. He must also under- 
: liu l the design and function ot his equipment in order to get maxi- 
motn performance under tho crucrgency conditions of combat and 
have a knowledge of weather and unvigation in order to plan flights 
properly. 

Flying is a complex task requiring many different abilities. Tho 
fact that tho bast printed tests in tho classification battery used during 
the war wero foi.nd to predict flying ability at least as well as tho boat 
apparatus tests, confirms tho observation that perception, visualiza- 
tion of spatial relationships, knowledge of aechanical principles, and 
motivation aro important factors in learning to fly. Tho fact that tho 
addition of apparatus tests to this battery improved its ability to 
predict, suggests that motor skill and ability to perform a complex 
paced task are also important factors. 

The Hying experienco of members of the Pilot Project ha? empha- 
sized tho difficulty of making exact statements a'Mut tho relative im- 
portance of different abilities. The ta&lr of flying is complex and 
requires a largo number of abilities. In many instances a given error 
or deficiency in performance may bo produced by any ono of a large 
number of causes. For exnmplo, tho student may become tense and 
emotionally upset because he has difficulty in dividing his attention 
or he may have difficulty in dividing his attention because he is tense 
or emotionally upset. Furthermore, difficulty in dividing attention 
may arise because of poor native ability to discriminate some of the 
cues, because the student has not yet learned to respond automatic- 
ally to the cues and hence must pay special attention to them, or 
simply becauso the student has not been told how most jfficicntly to 
shift his attention from ono cue to another. Finally, ono may put 
forward the hypothesis that some students cannot keep track of every- 
thing becauso they have narrow spans of attention. 

It may bo that attempts to make a more penetrating analysis of 
flying skill will not be very profitable until knowledge of simpler 
psycho-motor skills, in situations which are easier to control, has been 
innvnsed and a clearer idea is developed of tho general structure of 
human perceptual, motor and intellectual abilities. Until knowledge 
is greatly increased so that it is easier to put an analysis of tho pilot's 
task into words, it will be desirable for psychologists working on pilot 
uptitude tests or training research to securo the necessary information 
abort flying by taking a certain amount of systematic pilot training. 
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SUBJECTIVE MEASURES OF FLYING I'KOFICIKNCY 

One of the most important uses of mensuros of flying proficiency was 
to separate tho stiulents into two groups: Those who shoulil continue 
ami those who should be ehminateil from further Hying training. 
Because of its great practical importance, more caro was Uevotctl to 
deciding who should bo failed than to assigning other Hying grades. 
Usually the check rider examined tho student's previotM grades and 
discussed them with the instructor before the flight in order to know 
what weaknesses to look for. After tho check ride, he almost invari- 
ably took into account the opinion of the instructor which was based 
on much more extensive contact with the student. Students were 
given an avcrugc of four check rides during primary training. The 
clear-cut cases (jbttl and poorest students) received fewer than four 
while doubtful cases were given as many as a dozen cheek rides. Tho 
system of grading these rides was entirely subjective in terms of cate- 
gories such as A, B, 0, D, E, and F, with a great concentration of 
grades in the category of C. 

As with all systems of subjective grading, there were considerable 
dilTerchccs in the standards of dilferent cheek pilots in the same 
school and of difTerent groups of the cheek pilots at various schools. 
These were rellectcd in the wartime elimination rates of different 
classes from difTerent schools which ranged from a low of 10 percent 
to a high of 60 percent. Tho difTcrenccs between schools and classi s 
were much greater than would be expected by chance. They could 
not be accounted for by diiTerences in the average level of aptitude 
of the students as measured by the pilot staninc. Such dilferences 
arc of course iiufRcient because they mean that whether or not tho 
student is eluninated may depend as much on whether he happens 
to be sent to an easy or a dilTicult school as upon his flying ability. 

When flying grades are used as a basis for elimination, they are 
really predictions of what the student will do in subseciuent training. 
A grade of "B" should mean that the student will have a good chance 
to succeed in subsequent training while a grade of "V" should mean 
that the student will be dangerous to himself and others if he is allowed 
to continue. 

The correlation between difTerent grades given at the same school 
was not a very useful index of their true validity in pr dieting flying 
ability because the two grades were never independent judgments. 
As has already been pointed out, the check riders and instructors 
always discussed the student in order lo secure the best possible 
picture of his total performance. When grades at one school are 
compared with those at the next, for example Primary compared 
with Basic, this error does not occur because the instructors in the 
more Advanced school do not pay much attention to the grades' 
which have been given at the more elementary level. 
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Whcnrvor tho grndos nt one level of training were compared with 
those at the next, the correlations were invarin'oly quite low, ranging 
between 0.20 and 0.35. In a typical study on 2,905 students, tho 
correlations between grades in Primary and Basic was 0.27. Even 
when nllowanees arc made for the fact that the range has been 
restricted by elimination of the poor students at tho Primary level, 
these eorreliitions indieate poor prediction. In fact, the pilot stanino, 
based on objective tests administered on the ground to tho students 
bef u. they entered preflight school, seemed to predict tho flying 
grndes in Basic school as well as did Primary grade:» which were based 
on subjective observation of ten weeks of flying tr. ining in tho air. 

Like most subjective judgments, the flying grades appear to involve 
a strong bnlo effect. The intercorrelations among grades for diiferent 
maneuvers nnd diflerent aspects of flying were quite high, suggesting 
that tho instructor was influenced by his general opinion of tho 
student and tended to minimize the weak points of good students 
or the strong points of poor ones. These high intercorrelations 
reduced tho possibility of using grades on different aspects of flying 
performnneo to diagnose specific weaknesses for corrective training, 
to validate specific aptitude tests, or to select students for diflerent 
kinds of specialized training. 

Scores derived from tho comments which tho instructors wrote on 
the students' errors had lower intercorrelations and showed more 
promise of possible usefulness as differential criteria. A factor analy- 
sis of these scores yielded several independent factors some of which 
were predicted by tho pilot aptitude teats and others of which wore not. 
Tims it supgested areas in which noM tests should bo developed. A 
check list derived from an analysis of tho instructor's comments would 
probably bo a useful addition to tho present grade slip. 

OHjrCTIVE MEASURES OF FLYING SKILL 

In objective mensurement absolute (in addition to relative) agree- 
ment tmong observers is achieved by using a permanent independent 
slandnrd. Instead of using subjective standards such as "poor" or 
"too slow" whieh are dependent upon the individual making the 
judgment, the performnnce is defined in terms of a permanent Stand- 
ard, such ns a reference point on the plane or an instrument reading, 
which is,relatively independent of the specific observer^ To the 
extent that sue)» standards can be clearly defined, different observers 
«riN ghr« the same absolute grade to the performance. It is obvious 
that if tins type of standard con be achieved, it will tend to reduce tho 
diirerenees among the elimination rates at different schools. 

IT addition to achieving absolute ngroement among observers by 
the use of a permanent independent standard, tho task must be 
eh arly defined to tho student und administered under controlled con- 
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(litions. In tho Hrst plncc, tho student must know exactly wlmt ho is 
oxpectod to do; ho must be told how tho various mcasutvs of a tfivon 
mnncuvcr will bo scored nod weighted. This is cspecmlly necessary 
in flying becnusc it is a complex tnsk in which the student can improvo 
one part of his Performance at tho expense of another by shift lug his 
attention. If tho task is not clearly defined, two students with tho 
same ability may get difTerent scores because thoy have difierent 
opinions concerning what they aro supposed to do. Similarly, unless 
conditions aro standard, tho scores will reflect variations in theso con- 
ditions as well as in the skill of tho student. Tho airplane is a com- 
plex and variable piece of equipment and tho air is an unstnblo labor- 
atory with changes in wind, turbulenco and density. For theso 
reasons control of tho conditions of testing is an especially diflicult 
problem in securing standardized, objective measures of flying skill. 

Most 01 tho work of tho Psychological Research Project (Pilot) 
in this now area was concentrated on developing methods for enabling 
tho check pilot or instructor to sccuro objective scores using the 
equipment available on tho average army airplane. This approach 
made it possible to secure a broader view of the relatively unexplored 
area of research than would bo possible if work had been concentrated 
on the much slower process of developing recording instrument« 
and analyzing their records. Furthermore, since no new equipment 
is required, it is much easier to put tho measures developed into 
Immediate practical use. After the area is thoroughly explored, a 
better basis will bo available for tho logical development of recording 
devices for situations in which more accurate measurements are 
needed. The general soundness of this approach was indicated by 
the fact that in many instances it has been possible to make the 
measures objective enough so that observers agree, only to find that 
tho chief source of difficulty was not in errors of measurement but 
in erratic day-to-day fluctuations of performance. 

Sources of Unreliability 

In order to be useful, a measuro must bo reliable. If one adminis- 
tration of a measuro docs not predict a second administration of tho 
same measure, it cannot bo expected to predict anything else. 

Lower reliability when test and retest are administered on different 
days.—One general finding, in tho research of tho Pilot Project at 
all levels of training, is that tho agreement between repetitions of 
tho same objective 'iieasuro on difierent days is in. ch lower than 
that between repetitions on tho same day. At the Primary level of 
training, tho reliability of objective measures on 310 pairs of accuracy 
landings with test and relest in immediato succession was 0.12 for 
zono of landing, 0.32 for landing attitude, and 0.32 for whether tho 
airplane was dropped in or bounced more than 3 feet. When a 
test and retest were on different days, in different airplanes with 
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different check riders, those reliabilities were reduced to 0.02, 0.04, 
and 0.00 respectively. In a sunilnr comparison on a representative 
high altitude iiianeuvor, the reliability of altitude deviation in a 
stoop turn was found to be 0.38 when the turns were given in immediate 
sucoossion and 0.17 when they were on different days and in different 
airpluno.s by difforont check riders. Similarly, for instrument flying 
at the Basic level of training, the reliability of altitude deviation in 
Rtiti! ht-and-levcl flight was 0.59 when test and retest were given 
in iii:niodiate succession and 0.21 when they were administered on 
difforont days. For altitude deviation in instrument steep turns, 
the correlation was 0.55 for immediate succession and 0.24 for dif- 
ferent days. Finally, the same type of difference was observed 
for the total score on the check ride to measure instrument flying 
in the AT-G. The correlation between the odd and even items of 
this ride (corrected for double length) was 0.91 on the first day and 
0.89 on the second day, but the correlation between the total scores 
on those two days was only 0.46. 

The large drop in reliability when test and retest are administered 
on difforont days does not seem to be limited to objective measures of 
flying skill; it is also found in other measures of complex types of 
performance in the air. In measuring "distance off," the ultimate 
criterion of successful navigation, the Psychological Research Project 
(Navigator) found that the reliability of different legs of the same 
mission was 0.44. When the repults of missions on different days 
were compared, however, the reliability dropped to —0.07. Similar 
results were found for the computations of air speed drift, and other 
specific aspects of the task which contributed to the final result of 
"distance off." •♦ 

Flexible gunnery scores present a similar picture. In one of the 
best controlled studios using the gun camera and B-29 sighting equip- 
ment, the reliability of attacks within a mission was 0.72 while the 
correlation between missions flown on different days in different air- 
planes dropped to 0.27 M Finally, in a study of bombing accuracy 
the correlation between measures of circular error was found to bo 
0.50 for odd-even releases and 0.03 for odd-even missions.9* 

Implications oj drop in correlation when test and retest are given on 
different days.—The drop in the reliability of objective measures of 
flying skill when test and retest were given on different days in 
different airplanes by different check riders has three important im- 
plications: (1) Any estimates of reliability which are based on the 
comparison of odd and even items or test and retest within the same 

M IN eluptrr A of I(r{)ort N'o. 10 o( this .«<<rlr.<, rnyiholotlcnl Retfirrh on XiiilgiUlcr TtaMnf. 
••An iiii|>iiMi>tii-<l tliMy liy (ho Ocirutiiicnt u( ISycliuli>try, Sdiuul of Avhtiuu NtalldiK*. fVe also 

rh't|il<T 0 it N'u. II, /''».A N'.-;!".' Hiitiirtk on Hriiblt Ounurf Training, |ire|iiiro«l by rsycholotfcal He- 
furili ('nil, Nu. II. 

••^•-(hvillicii^lon of IsMe 3.11 In Chapl 3 of Report No. 9, Ptt(holt>tical Rinttch o> liombatäift 
TVilnln«. 
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(light will greatly ovorcslimnto tho typo of rclmhility which Ima 
significaiKo in tho prncticnl situation, namely tho ability of the 
mcasuro to give consistent results over a period of time; (2) in any 
check ride used to measure tho results of trnining experiments, it is 
important to control the effects of conditions of testing by measuring 
matched pairs of experimental and control subjects as nearly in 
succession as possible in tho samo airplane and by tho samo check 
rider; (3) if a relinblo mensuro of the individual student is desired, 
check rides must bo repeated on a sufRcient number of days in dif- 
ferent airplanes by different check riders so that it will bo possiblo to 
average out tho effects of variations in conditions of testing and of 
fluctuations in tho individual's ability to perform. 

Relatively good agreement between independent observers.~T\\o fact 
that tho measures aro considerably more reliable «hen test and retwrt 
are given in tho samo (light suggests that a considerable part of the 
low reliability when test and retest aro given on different days is 
caused by variations in tho Performance measured rather than by 
errors in measuring that performance. This conclusion is further 
confirmed by tho fact that there is fairly good agreement between 
measurements of different observers scoring tho samo thing at tho 
same time. For accuracy landings at the primary level of training, 
tho scores by observers in the airplane and on tho ground correlated 
with each other 0.83 for zone of landing, 0.79 for landing attitude, and 
0.88 for dropped or bounced more than 3 feet. On a preliminary form 
of an advanced two-engino check ride, 16 out of tho 24 scores had 
observer reliabilities of 0.80 or above." While these observer relia- 
bilities aro not perfect, they are considerably higher than the tcst- 
retest reliabilities. This further confirms the conclusion that tho low 
reliability of test and retest on different days is to bo attributed to 
erratic changes in performance rather than to errors in measuring that 
performance. 

Suggestions jor Jurther trorJ:.—The results which have just been 
presented suggest that future research should bo concentrated on try- 
ing to standardize conditions of testing and to minimizo tho effects 
of day-to-day variability in performance. There is a need for a more 
exact and detailed analysis of tho causes of the day-to-day variability. 
A study should bo directed toward determining the relative amounU 
of variance introduced by the observer, by the airplane, by weather, 
and by changes in tho level of the performance of tho individual. A 
more exact knowledge of tho causes of variability should provide a 
better rational basis for devising means to cope with the problem. 

The problem of variability in performance is, of course, a general 
problem which is not limited to performance in tho ai •.   There is 

* Each o( Ihn« 5lu<1l,-s In votrol • number of dilTrrrnt ^»ln of oWrv««. Sine» no rorrrctlom wn» m » !• 
for any dlffmnfM Ix-t» r»n the Jlffertnt [«IM of oKv rvrri, the currcUtlon ew fflclmU rri-rrseol ahiulul« tf 
■»ell M reUllr» agreement. 
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some suggestion in tho work of the Department of Psyehology at the 
School of Aviation Medicine that as psychomotor tests aro made more 
complex, the reliability of measurements based on a given length of 
performance tends to be reduced. It seems possible that tho moro 
readily controlled apparatus test situation could bo used to discover 
certain fundamental principles which, in turn, might help to guide 
TC\ ardb on the development of objective measures of flying skill. It 
wo Id be insteresting to use this kind of test to study problems such 
AS (1) Tho effect of tho complexity of a task upon its reliability, 
(2) the effect of tho interval between test and rctcst upon thoir cor- 
relation, (3) how this effect varies with the complexity of tho task, 
(4) tho effect of different methods of scoring upon reliability, and (5) 
the effect of having the subject know exactly how he is scored upon tho 
reliability of tho score. 

One of the ways to deal with variability of performance is to average 
it out by repeating the measurements on a sulficient number of flights. 
This suggests the desirability of further work on objective measures 
for the daily grade slip. 

Kclntionships Among Different Indices Used to Evaluate Measures 

Each of tho objective measures of flying skill developed by the 
Pilot Project was evaluated in a number of different ways. It was 
possible to gather a certain amount of data on the relationships 
among various criteria for the goodness of each measure. 

Relationship between, reliability and validity.—For the 81 items on 
a scale of instrument flying at the Basic level of training, the validity 
of each measure was determined by its correlation with instructors' 
ratings. The correlation between this index of validity and the 
tcst-rotest reliability of each of the 81 measures was 0.34. At the 
Primary level of training comparable data were available for 63 
measures. For these measures, the correlation between test-retest 
reliability and validity as measured by ability to predict pass-fail 
was substantially zero. The correlation between the reliability of 
a measure and its ability to discriminate between students with dif- 
ferent amounts of training was also zero. Another study on 26 
measures at this same lovel of training also showed no relationship 
between reliability and validity. The lack of relationship between 
reliability and validity for the Primary measures was produced in 
pan', by a number of measures in which tho time for the pilot to exe- 
cute various maneuvers such as turns was recorded. These measures 
of time had very high reliabilities, indicating that the pilot's per- 
formance was consistent in this respect from day to day. They 
had, however, a very low validity, indicating that this aspect of his 
performance, though consistent, was not relevant to his skill. 

Ixehillonxhip between ability to discriminate between different amounts 
oj tniininy and ability to predict pass-fail.—At the Primary level of 
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Uraining two different criteria wcro used to cvnlimto meaiuni of 
Hying skill: ability to discrirninnte nmonj? students \vi«l» difToront 
nmounts of training, and ability to predict whether tho student 
would pesa or fail. Each student was tested on two successive days. 
Tho first criterion was deterniined separately on each of tho days; 
the second was determined for the average of tho two days' perform- 
ance. The correlation between the ability of n measure to discrimi- 
nate between students with difTerent amounts of training on the first 
day and this same ability on the second day was O.-fl for tho (W 
measures on which complete data were available. This correlation 
is significant at tho 0.1 percent level and indicates that tho groups 
used in this study were large enough to determine with somo relia- 
bility tho rank order of tho measures in respect to this criterion. 

The correlation between the ability of each measure to discriminnto 
between students with different nmounts of training and its ability to 
predict pass-fail was, however, substantially zero. If this lack of 
relationship is found in other studies, it will mean that these two 
types of criteria are quite difTerent and that tho errors characterizing 
the students who aro deficient in experience are difTerent from those 
characterizing students deficient in aptitude. If tho relationship 
between these two criteria is low, two difTerent scales will have to bo 
developed: One for diagnosing weaknesses in training, graduating 
students on a proficiency basis and measuring tho results of training 
experiments, and another for deciding which student.* should be 
eliminated and validating aptitude testa. 

Types of Measures Developed and Evaluated 

Tho largest part of tho work of tho Pilot Project on developing 
objective measures of flying skill was devoted to devising, trying out, 
and evaluating different measures. A considerable portion of this 
work was concentrated on developing measures relevant to tho 
earliest stages of training in primary flying schools. Since this was 
tho period when tho greatest number of eliminations occurred, it was 
believed that more nccurato methods of measurement would bo of 
greatest practical value during this stage of training. Most of the 
remainder of tho work was concentrated on objectivo measures of 
instrument flying skill, because of tho extreme importance of instru- 
ment flying in combat and transport, and because this type of flying 
seemed to lend itself to objective measurement. 

Tho number of measures on which empirical data have been 
gathered at each level of training is summarized in table 15.1. In 
mtking this table minor variations of a measure were not counted. 
Thus, altitude raugo in steep turns to tho right and steep turns to 
tho left was considered as ono measure. However, altitude range in 
turns, altitude range in straight-nnd-level flight, and altitude with 
instruments covered and instruments visible were considered separate 
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TADLE  15.1.—Numbtr of objective tneaaurea of flying skill experimentally tested at 
each level of training 

Priman j>hiw of conuct flying  
IJnvic pmM "f lirtnitnrnt rfylnn  
AdvaneH iwinfm;lni' Cl'll-i.'') phaM of Instnitnont flying. . 
.VU.md'l : liielo- Mi twu-cnRinc cuntnrt, basic conttct, et al 

TolM   

Number of 
convlationj 
calculated 

1,178 
179 
181 
609 

2,044 

nunsurcs. In order to give a bird's-eye view of the amount of data 
gntliorod, the tnblo also reports the number of correlations which 
have been cnlculnted for the measures in each category. When the 
nicnsnrcs for each level of training are summed, tt can be seen Ihal a 
totnl of 523 (lifTercnt measures were tried out and that in evaluating 
these a totnl of 2,044 correlation coefTicients were calculated. 

Difforcnt Methods of Scoring 

Throe difToront inothodi of scoring instrument flying were compared: 
(1) The time-sample method in which the check rider read the devia- 
tions from tho correct altitude, heading, etc. at specified intervals 
throughout tho mancuvct; (2) the range method in which he scored 
the dilTorenco between the highest and tho lowest reading on an 
instrument during a maneuver; and (3) tho limits method in which he 
scored tho single largest deviation (in cither direction) from the cor- 
rect reading. In all three methods tho observations were recorded 
by marking on dingrammatic representations of tho instrument, i. e., 
nltinu'tor or directional gyro. It was found that, although the timo- 
snmplc method had a higher observer reliability, it did not have a 
higher te3t-rete3t reliability or higher correlation with instructore' 
grndor. than tho range method. Furtheimoro, the time-sample method 
was harder to administer. In one study tho range method seemed to 
have higher tost-retest reliabilities and higher correlations with in- 
structors' grades than the limits method; in another, the differences 
were quite inconsistent though tending to bo in the same direction. 

Combining Measures into a Total Score 

In connection with the measures of instrument flying skill for the 
basic level of training, a little work was done on investigating the 
most clToctivo ways of combining separate measures into total scores. 
In representative maneuvers, diderent measures (for example, alti- 
tude, air spied, and heading) were combined in throe diflcrcnt ways. 
In one of thopo methods of combination tho difTerent measures were 
nddod up with equal weights. In another method the amount of 
weight given to each measure was determined by regression equations 
to compute beta-weights maximizing tho validity of the combined 
score.    In tho third method tho weights were determined by tho 
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export Judgment of pilots. The wcighU which tho pilots recom- 
incmlod amounted to a modified typo of cut-off seoro in which tho 
student wns penalized more for a single bud error in any ono mcasuro 
than for moderate errors in a number of measures. These thrco 
methods weio tried out in getting total scores for measures on each of 
two rcpre.M-ulativo maneuvers: Level out, and instrument turns. 
Whan allowance was made for tho moderate amount of shrinkage 
which would be expected when the beta weights were cross-validated, 
these three different methods yielded approximately equal results. 

In selecting and combining objective measures of Hying skill, a 
special problem has been encountered. Sometimes it is necessary to 
include a measure which in itself is not reliable or valid in order to 
make sure that the student adheres to the conditions which make 
another, more important measure valid. For example, tho amount 
of altitude lost or gained in a steep turn is a relatively good measure. 
In order to make sure that the student performs a stoep turn, however, 
it is necessary to have some measure of his angle of bank. If the 
student is not penalized in some way for failing to maintain a proper 
angle of bank, there is nothing to prevent him from making a shallower 
turn in which it is easier to hold altitude. If he is simply required to 
repeat turns on which his bank is not satisfactory, there is nothing 
to prevent him from shallowing out the bank and hence getting 
another chance at the turn as soon as ho sees that his altitude control 
is not going to be very good. Thus, this measure which is not very 
good on its own merits must be included and given a weight in order 
to establish a condition for administering a better measure, altitude 
deviation. This illustrates one of the difficulties inherent in trying 
to measure a complex skill like piloting an airplane. 

Scales Composed of Selected Measures 

Tho best of the measures devised and evaluated at each level of 
training were selected for further study. Tho tentative scales com- 
posed of these measures are described in tho chapters dealing with 
the different aspects of this work. Only one of these scales had boon 
tried out, before the end of the war disrupted training to tho extent 
that further research had to bo suspended temporarily. This scale 
was composed of 81 measures of instrument flying skill for the basic 
level of training. The odd-even reliability "of this scale (corrected 
for double length) was 0.91 for the first day of testing and 0.89 for 
tho second. Tho reliability of test and retest on different days in 
different airplanes was 0.46. From this it can bo estimated that tho 
reliability of the sum of the scores for two check rides on different 
days would bo 0.G3. The sum of the scores for two check rides on 
different days correlated 0.51 with instructors' ratings. Tho check 
rides were given at the end of training, tho instructors' ratings wero 
made before those check rides on the basis of observations throughout 
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trnuiinfj, and tlio check pilots who administered the check rides 
were unaware of these ratings. 

Suggestions Jor Jurther work.—One of the next steps in evaluating 
such a check ride is to detennino its ability to predict pcrformanco 
in the following, or advanced, stage of training. Another step is to 
determine the reliability and validity of a check rido composed of 
the best items selected from this scale. 

Tho ability of the items in this scale to discriminato between stu- 
dcntl with different amounts of training should also bo determined. 
In addition to supplying an index of tho usefulness of these measures 
in evaluating the results of training experiments, such a study would 
yield further evidence on tho fundamental question of whether or not 
the measures which ore best able to discriminate between students 
with different amounts of training are also best able to discriminate 
between students with the same training but different aptitude. 

At the same time that further data were being gathered from a 
larger number of cases on tho reliability and validity of the items and 
of the total score, a study should be made of tho intercorrclations of 
the different items. This might throw light on tho structure of 
flying skill and would indicate any duplication which should be 
eliminated. 

Similar studies should, of course, bo carried out on tho scales de- 
veloped for dilTerent types of flying at other levels of training. A 
suggested experiment is described in more detail at the end of Chap- 
tor 6. 

USE OF OBJECTIVE MEASURES IN A LARGE-SCALE STUDY 
OF THE EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING ON FLYING 
SKILL 

While it was still in tho early stages of developing objective meas- 
ures of flying skill, the Pilot Project was asked by the Chief of Staff 
of tho Training Command to use the opportunity afforded by some 
temporary training freezes to develop objective measures for all levels 
of training and to measure tho effects of additional training at each 
level. 

The objective check rides developed for each level of training were 
designed to sample difTercnces between groups; they were not designed 
to bo reliable enough to discriminato between individuals. Those 
objective measures were administered at 36 difTerent schools during a 
single week to test tho flying skill of over 8,000 students in four 
different types of training. 

In the primary, basic, and advanced single-engine schools, students 
who had received tho normal 10 weeks of training and those who had 
received an additional 5 weeks during the freeze (making a total of 15 
weeks) were tested at tho same time under comparable conditions. 
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The results showed that at ouch of those three levels of singlc-cngino 
training, adding an additional 5 weeks produced an improvement in 
the performance of the students. At none of these levels had the 
students reached their limit of improvement within the normal period 
of training. 

The fact that the students improved with additional training at 
a given level does not mean, however, that they would necessarily 
benefit more from that training than from being movod on to a more 
advanced typo of airplane. The question is, to what extent arc the 
effects of additional training on a lighter phvno transferred to pcr- 
formanco in flying a heavier one? It was possible to secure some 
evidence on this question in the measures at advanced two-engino 
schools because the training freeze happened to coincide with a 
change to a different kind of airplane. One group of students was 
available which had received 10 weeks of normal advanced two- 
engine training on the lower powered AT-17 or AT-10 followed by 
5 weeks on tue faster and heavier TB-25 (Mitchell bomber), making 
a total of 15 weeks. Another group of students had received 10 
weeks of advanced two-engine training, all on the TB-25. The 
results showed that, in general, 10 weeks of training, all on tho TB-25 
was better than 15 weeks of training, 10 of which was on a lower- 
powered two-engine airplane and oidy 5 on tho TB-25. Apparently, 
tho transfer of training was imperfect enough so that 5 weeks on tho 
larger airplane was of more value in learning to fly it than 10 on tho 
smaller one. 

Another group of students had 15 weeks of training, all on the 
TB-25. In general, these students were tho best of all, but the 
additional training did not help all aspects of their performance. 
During the additional training, there was a tendency to forget those 
aspects of procedure which were emphasized during the first weeks 
and relatively neglected later on. 

Finally, single-engine students who had had enough civilian flying 
to polo before entering primary were compared with those who had 
not. It was found that during the earlier phases of military training, 
the students who had soloed before primary were definitely superior 
to those who had not. The difTerencc between theso two groups, 
however, did not seem to persist beyond the basic level of flying 
training. These results are in lino with what is known about the 
effects of previous civilian flying upon the likelihood that the student 
would be eliminated at tho different levels of training. Tho results 
of investigations on fixed gunnery also indicated that by the time tho 
students had reached that advanced stage of training, there was no 
difference between those who had soloed before entering primary 
and those who had not. 

Tho fact that it was possible to achieve theso results when the 
measures were administered to over 8,000 students in a single wook 
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indicates that it is practicable to employ objective measures of flying 
nkill in evaluating the results of a large-scale pilot-training program. 

GKISKRAL RFCOMMENDATICNS FOR DEVELOPING OBJEC- 
T1VK AND SUBJECTIVE MEASURES OF FLYING 

A scientifically constructed grade slip.—Day-to-day fluctuations in 
performance appear to bo one of the greatest sources of difficulty in 
scouring good measures of flying proficiency. One way of dealing 
with these is to average them out by measuring performance on a 
sufliricnt number of days. The difficulty in administering a large 
number of special check rides suggests that it would be desirable to 
investigate the possibility of improving the daily grade slip which is 
filled out by the instructor on each dual ride. Various experimental 
forms of grade slips should be tried out and scientifically evaluated. 
Objective measures, relevant to the particular stage of training, 
should be included in the grade slips. Such measures will serve as 
useful points of reference and it is believed that they will tend to 
exert a standardizing influence upon the entire grade slip. 

A check list should be devised for recording the most frequent and 
important typos of errors as determined by analyses of instructors' 
comments similar to the ones reported in chapter 5. Such a check list 
will tend to standardize the comments and make it much easier to 
determine, for example, which kinds of errors in Primary are most 
predictive of poor performance at Basic. A blank space should be 
provided for writing in comments not adequately covered by the 
check list. 

Finally, this grade slip should contain such subjective grades as 
may be necessary to deal with aspects of performance which cannot 
easily be covered by the objective measures or the check list. 

Some simple system should be worked out for sumrr 'izing the 
facts on the grade slip into total scores on over-all pcrf'. ance, and 
possibly on a few dilTerent relatively independent aspects of perform- 
ance. There should also be a simple system for summarizing the 
daily grades on each subphasc of training at a school. It is believed 
that if sufficient ingenuity is devoted to the problem, a grade slip 
can be designed which will contain more valuable information in a 
more utablo form, and yet be easier to fill out than it is to write in 
comments conscientiously on the present type of grade slip. 

Each item on this grade slip should be scientifically evaluated; the 
predictive powers of the objective items, the check list and subjective 
items should bo compared. It would also bo desirable to compare 
tho predictive power of the instructor's over-all subjective evaluation 
with that of a total of tho scores on each of the items. In making his 
over-idl subjective evaluation of the check ride, tho instructor should 
bo allowed to know tho results of studios showing tho correlation of 
each type of error with failure in subsequent training. 
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The results of a study, reported in clmptcr 8, in which studenta 
were graded on each dual instrument ride, appears to indicate that 
this more rigorous typo of grading does not interfere with training, 
hut if anything, produces students who can fly with ptftltff precision. 

Mechanical recording.—As relevant aspects of performance aro 
located by thorough exploratory work, it may be worth while to try to 
develop mechanical aids to simplify the check pilot's task. In some 
cases it may be necessary to make a detailed record of performance in 
order to decide which aspect should be measured. In general, how- 
ever, it is believed that the recording devices should be designed to yield 
total scores which can be immediately read from a dial for each 
aspect of behavior sampled. For example, a work adder or a move- 
ment-counter typo of device might be attached to the throttle, stick 
or rwddcr. It might bo desirable to have the device record changen 
in pressure on the stick and rudder rather than mo\ cments. A simple 
photo-electric recorder might be designed to integrate the total 
amount of movement of the needles on the altimeter, directional gyro, 
etc. All of these devices should be designed so that the check pilot 
could start them at the beginning of a maneuver and stop them at the 
end, or so that they could be set to run for a given period of time. 
Then the check pilot could read the dials and zeroize them at leisure 
after each exercise was completed. It might be possible to design for 
each instrument a pair of exceedingly light auxiliary hands which 
could be zeroized at the beginning of a maneuver and would record the 
maximum deviation in cither direction on that instrument during the 
maneuver. 

FIXED GUNNKRY 

Flying the airplane in such a way that the bullets from the guns 
fixed to it would hit a target was a relevant part of the fighter pilot's 
task, required considerable skill, ami yielded an objective score. A 
number of studies of fixed gunnery were made. First, the dilTcrences 
between classes and schools were studied and found to bo important. 
It was found difficult to control these dilTcrences or to develop correc- 
tions for the underlying factors such as geographical and seasonal 
variations in turbulence and visibility. The best way to secure the 
most relevant scores, therefore, seemed to be to normalize the data, or 
analyze them separately, for each class and school. 

Although the results of a single day's firing were comparatively 
unreliable, the results for the entire pciud of training yielded rela- 
tively reliable scores. For 1,004 students the odd-even i?liobilitj 
(corrected for double length) of 1,200 rounds of air-to-air firing .vas 
0.C3. Similarly, for 932 students the reliability of 400 rounds of air- 
to-ground firing was 0.59. Although the students were learning 
throughout this performance, an empirical check demonstrated that 
the reliability varied with the number of rounds sampled in approxi- 
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matcly Uio way wl«ich would bo predicted from the Spearman-Brown 
formula. That somewhat difTerent skills 'ere involved in air-to-air 
and air-to-{jround firing was indicated by the fact that for 1,175 
students the correlation between these two types of scores was 
only 0.22. 

The equally-weighted sum of air-to-air and air-to-ground fixed 
gunnery scores in the Training Command correlated 0.38 with a similar 
seore in the First Fighter Command. The fact that the correlation is 
no liiglier than this suggests that the task of fixed gunnery in the 
taetical airplanes m the First Fighter Command is considerably 
dÜFereiit from that in the lighter airplanes in the Training Command. 
In view of this difference and the fact that the learning curves were still 
going up steeply at the end of the amount of practice given in the 
Training Command, it would seem highly desirable to conduct an 
experiment to see how much difTerent amounts of training in fixed 
gunnery in the Training Command would transfer to performance in 
the First Fighter Command. 

Finally, on a sample of 1,000 students, the pilot stanino was found 
to cor.elate 0.19 with an equally weighted combination of air-to-air 
and air-to-ground fixed gunnery scores. Those tests in the classifi- 
cation battery which had the highest correlations with the criterion of 
pass-fail in primary training also tended to have the highest correla- 
tions with fixed gunnery scores in transition training. * 

PHINTKD TESTS OF FLYING INFORMATION 

Need and Method 

Reports from combat theateis stressed the fact that, in addition 
to flying skill, the «.ombat pilot had to have good judgment, based on a 
thorough knowledge of practical aerodynamics, engines and equip- 
ment, navigation, weather, and principles of instrument flying. In 
order to get maximum performance, the pilot had to have a knowledge 
of tho flying characteristics of his airplane. Since enemy fire created 
sudden emergencies in the air, ho had to have a comprehensive under- 
standing of what his plane and its equipment were designed to do and 
how it was afTected by unusual conditions. To cite one more example, 
the pilot sometimes had to balance the probabilities of icing or head 
winds at certain altitudes against the true air bpeed and rate of fuel 
consumption. Though ho received advice from his crew members, the 
final decisions rested with him. Having tho proper knowledge did 
not insure sound judgment, but without a certain minimum of 
knowledge, good judgment was impossible. 

In constructing printed tests to measure flying informatioi, the 
goal of tho Pilot Project was to measure the types of information 
needed by combat pilots, irrespective of whether or not this information 
was covered in the present curriculum.   Test items were constructed 
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with the nid of experts in onch of the rolovnnt nrens of informntion. 
The items were given a trial administration, dislrihulions of responses 
to each alternative and the internal consistency of these responses 
were determined. These data were discussed with the experts and tho 
items were revised. Finnlly, tho roliahility of the total test and tho 
reliability and intcrcorrclations of each of its subsections wcro 
determined. 

Tests Constructed 

Two main tests were developed. One of these, Pilot Information 
Test, Form 3, contnined subsections dealing with flying, navigation, 
acrocquipment, instrument flying, weather, and personal equipment 
(covering the use of oxygen, etc.). This test required approximately 
3 hours total administration time and had a satisfactorily high re- 
liability of 0.85, determined by the Iloyt method. The score on this 
test, along with other variables such as flying grades, was used in 
selecting the best pilots to bo grouped with the best navigators, 
bombardiers, and flight engineers, for training as potential lead 
crews. 

Two alternato 150-item forms of a Pilot Instrument Flying In- 
formation Test wore also developed. This test was developed to 
supplement tho oral examination which had been used along with tho 
flight check to determine whether the pilot should bo given an instru- 
ment card allowing him to fly in instrv..nent weather. The AAF 
Instrument Flying Stfindardization Poard at Bryan recommended 
these forms for this use throughout tho Army Air Forces, and at tho 
time this report was written, they had been adopted for standard uso 
throughout tho Training Command. 

A löO-itcm Pilot Information Test was also developed for experi- 
mental use in the battery of instructor selection tosta which were 
administered to combat returnees at redistribution stations. 

Recommendations 

As a result of the experience gained in developing and ndministcr- 
ing these tests, tho Pilot Project recommended that a central testing 
agency be established for the Army Air Forces. This agency should 
have a staff of expert!» on tests and measurement. It should be 
charged with tho responsibility of supervising all printed tests used 
in tho Army Air Forces and of using such tests to ovnluato and 
standardi/.o tho cfüciency at nil levels. Members cf this agency 
should visit stations to give them technical advico on test construc- 
tion and to inspect their testing programs. Whenever thero is a 
need to test a largo number of students on the same subjects at dif- 
ferent stations, it should consult relevant experts and uso its superior 
central facilities for tho construction of tho tests to distribute to tho 
stations.   It should conduct research studies, involving item- analyz- 
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ing, intcrcorrclnting, nrul determining tho reliability of its tests. It 
should also bo rcsponsiblo for constructing tests to measure the 
lenrning ntul retention of subject material considered to bo especially 
important for safe flying. Reports of periodic surveys on the pro- 
ficiency of students, of instructors and of operational pilots should be 
presented to the Ofllec of Flying Safety and to Headquarters AAF. 
In time of war, this agency should have experts in the field to assist 
the various combat air forces in making check-out tests especially 
tdaptc ! to the latest conditions in each theater of operation. 

EVALUATION AND SKLECTION OF FLYING INSTRUCTORS 

OualiticH of the Good Instructor 

Supervisors, instructors, and students all agreed that tho following 
qualities wore most important for the good flying instructor: patience 
and self control; ability to adopt teaching methods to individual 
students; flying ability; ability to analyze errors; and ability to express 
himself. 

Work on Civilian Flying Instructors 

On tho basis of tho qualities which job analysis studies had shown 
were most important, a 16-itcm scale was developed for supervisors 
to use in rating the civilian flying instructors at primary schools. 
Tho correlation betv/ecn the total scores of ratings by supervisors 
and assistant supervisors was 0.G5, a figure which is too high as an 
estimate of K liability since these two raters had probably influenced 
each other's opinion of the instructor. The intcrcorrclations of the 
items in tho scale ranged from 0.2G to 0.90, indicating a considerable 
halo effect among some items and a fair amount of independence for 
others. 

This scale was used to validate the scores on a battery of nine 
instructor selection tests and inventories which had been constructed 
on tho basis of tho job analysis studies. The multiple correlation 
between the score on the IG-item scale and the battery of nine tests 
wos 0.35 for a sample of 433 instructors. The correlation of tho tests 
with a single over-all rating of teaching proficiency was in the same 
rongc as the correlation with tho total score based on the 16 separate 
ratings. The value of securing ratings on separate items, however, 
is shown by the fact that the battery of tests correlated with the 
teaching qualities indicated by some items on the scale, while it left 
those indicated by other items completely unmeasured. Thus the 
use of the separate items suggested areas in which further test develop- 
ment is particularly needed. Although these tests were designed to 
predict teaching ability, it is interesting to note that their correlation 
with tho rating on pilot ability was higher (0.46) than their correla- 
tion with any other item or with tho total score on teacliing proficiency. 
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Evaluation and Selection of Military Flying Instructors 

Student rating scale.—An 18-itcm scale was also developed in order 
to secure ratings on advanced and transition school instructors by 
their students. When each instructor's students in a given class 
were divided into equal groups and the ratings of these groups were 
correlated with each other, the estimate of split-group reliability 
(corrected for the full number of students) was 0.75 for a, sample of 
1,395 instructors. Correlating the average of the ratings by students 
in one class with that of students in a dilferent class at least 5 weeks 
later, yielded a test-rctest reliability of 0.36 on a comparable, but 
smaller sample of 277 instructors. Both of these figures are based 
on an average of 3.25 students per class for each instructor. The 
marked reduction of the size of the correlation when the students 
came from the different classes was probably caused by removing 
the opportunity for the students in the difTercnt groups to influence 
each other. It is also possible that the instructors changed somewhat 
during the period of five or more weeks between the two ratings. 

One of the 18 items on the scale was an over-all rating. For 
different classes the tcst-retest reliability of this item was 0.23. The 
fact that the reliability of the total score was definitely higher than 
that of the single over-all rating, indicated the value of rating difTercnt 
aspects of performance separately and then adding up these ratings. 

The intercorrelations among the items of the scale ranged from 
0.12 to 0.76, with the majority of them below 0.40, indicating that 
the different items were reasonably independent. 

The correlation between the total score on the student scale and 
the supervisor's over-all rating of instructor proficiency was only 0.08 
on a sample of 1,141 instructors in advanced and transition schools. 
The Navy also found a similar lack of relationship between students' 
and supervisors* ratings of flying instructors. 

Tests failed to validate.—A. battery of 6 instructor selection ttits 
and inventories, some of them quite similar to those which seemed to 
be best in the battery administered to civilian instructors, was vali- 
dated against the total score on the student rating scale for a sample 
of 215 instructors, and against supervisor's ratings for a sample of 
179. None of the tests in this battery, nor the weighted score based 
on all of the tests, showed any appreciable positive correlation with 
cither of these two criteria. The fact that those tests showed no 
ability whatsoever to predict the teaching success of combat returnees, 
while similar tests administered to the civilian flying instructors had 
shown at least a slight relationship to their teaching ability, indicates 
that the problems involved in devising and validating a satisfactory 
battery of tests to select flying instructors are still far from solved. 

Tests devised by the Navigator Troject also showed no ability to 
predict on-the-job measures of the teaching performance of combat 
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returnees assigned to tench navigation. Tho Bombardier Project, 
however, found that similar tests had an appreciable ability to predict 
teaching Performance of bombardier retumce8.•• 

The Pilot Project found also that preference expressed at a Redis- 
tribution station did not predict how well a pilot returnee would like 
instructing after he arrived at a pilot school and started to teach 
flying. Once he was on the job, however, the flying instructor's liko 
or dislike for his assignment was quite stable. The correlation be- 
tween Uvo ratings of liking for the job made at least 5 weeks apart 
was 0.82 for a sample of 277 instructors. 

Relationship of Riograpliical Factors to Good Flying Instruction 

Although no relationship was found between the test battery and 
ratings of teaching proficiency, interesting relationships were found 
between certain items of biographical and personal data and the 
students' and supervisors' ratings of teaching proficiency. Data were 
secured on 1,281 instructors. It was found that the older flying 
instructors received reliably higher ratings as teachers than the 
younger ones from both their students and their supervisors. The 
instructors with more education and those with a higher military 
rank were also rated as reliably better by their students, but net by 
their supervisors. Students gave combat returnees better ratings 
as instructors than nonrcturnees but supervisors gave the nonre- 
turnees a better rating in both teaching and flying. Instructors who 
liked their assignments were rated as better by the supervisors but 
not reliably so by their students. 

The relationship between length of experience as a flying instructor 
and the supervisor's rating on teaching contained a reversal; the ratings 
became highor with more experience up to 2 years, but were somewhat 
lower beyond that point. The reversal was statistically reliable. 
The total score on the Student Rating Scale showed no statistically 
reliable difTeronco for instructors with different amounts of experience. 
An analysis of each item of this scale, however, showed that 
the instructors who had taught flying for a longer period of time 
received reliably higher ratings on technical aspects of teaching ability, 
such as analysis of errors and ability to express themselves, and 
reliably lower ratings on personality items, such as interest in the 
student, patience and self control. Apparently, lon| periods of 
teaching flying improved the instructor's technical ability but spoiled 
his patience and personality. 

Recommendations 

On the basis of the experience gained in this research, a number of 
recommendations are made.    It is believed that teaching cannot be 

» Re« Rpporti No. S and 10 In this wlr-s. Psychological Itawwh on Dombardler Tnlnlnf and Piycho- 
logical i'..March on Navigator Tralnlnf, rospoctlrclj. 
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learned by lectures and demonstnitions alone, without supervised 
practice, any more than flying can. Therefore, if Central Instructors 
Schools are going to emphasize teacher training in addition to stand- 
ardized flying, it is believed that it will bo necessary for them to 
contain an experimental school in which the student instructor can 
practice teaching cadets under expert supervision. Research should 
be devoted to developing special techniques for grading tho student 
instructor on his practice teaching so that elimination from Central 
Instructors School may be based on teaching as well as flying ability. 
Grade; on teaching ability at the Central Instructors School should 
be validated against subsequent performance in tho pilot-training 
school to which tho instructor is assigned. 

It is beliored that it would be iseful to use the Student (and perhaps 
also the Supervisor) Rating Scalo to allow the instructors to sco them- 
selves as others see them. 

In order to make any fundamental unprovements in the supervisor's 
rating of instructor proficiency, it will probably bo necessnry to make 
systematic attempts to sec that he gets a better opportunity to observe 
his instructors in the actual teaching situation. In tho reduced peace- 
time training program, it should be possible for two-engine supervisors 
to ride with their instructors and students more frequently and for 
single-engine supervisors to sample instruction through use of air-to- 
ground radio or m.ignctic wire recorders. 

Since the ultimate test of tho instructor is the quality of the students 
ho produces, it will be highly desirable to validate and item analyze 
both the Student and the Supervisor Rating Scales against the quality 
of students produced under controlled conditions. It is believed that 
improved Student ond Supervisor Rating Scales will have the following 
useful functions: (1) To improve instructors on tho job by letting them 
know their weak points; (2) to validate instructor selection tests anH 
Central Instructors School grades; (3) to study the way in which fac- 
tors, such as length of assignment as instructor and other biographical 
data, are related to teaching proficiency; and (4) to measure the results 
of training experiments conducted to evaluate the effects of procedures, 
such as adding variety to the life of the flying instructor by temporarily 
rotating him to other assignments. 

TRAINING EXPERIMENTS 

Planning the best program of pilot training involves many problems 
which can bo solved conclusively only by training experiments. The 
more scientifically these experiments arc designed, the easier it is to get 
accurate, decisive results. 

While tho essential idea behind the experimental approach is trying 
something out to see how it works, n truly scientific experiment in- 
volves far more than this. Its great power lies in the fact that condi- 
tions are arranged so that the effects of disturbing factors are controlled 
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or cancelled out nml the results are decisive and unambiguous. It is 
also necessary to devise some way to measure these results so that they 
can be stated <:!rnrly and interpreted in the same way by everyone. 

It is believed that one of the more useful functions of psychologically 
trained personnel working with the Army Air Forces should ultimately 
be to serve as consultants on the scientific design of experiments for 
evaluating training methods and devices. This was not possible dur- 
ing the war because of the concentration of psychological personnel on 
tasks more immediately related to the original classification testing 
program« Two minor experiments, however, and one semiexperi- 
uuntal study, were undertaken in the area of pilot training. These 
are briefly described to illustrate the experimental approach to train- 
ing problems even though, because of their incidental nature, it was 
not possible to control conditions in such a way as to secure ideal ex- 
perimental design. 

One of these experiments indicated that students who had received 
part of their basic flying training on a two-engine airplane performed 
better in advaru ed two-engine training than those who had received 
all of their basic training on a single-engine airplane. 

The other experiment compared the value of skeet shooting as a 
training aid under two conditions: when the conventional shotgun 
sight was used, and when a new optical sight was used. The optical 
sight had the advantage of simulating the sight pictures which the 
students would later employ in fixed gunnery missions. It was found 
that thp students trained on a skeet gun equipped with an optical 
sight made reliably better scores in subsequent air-to-air firing than 
those who received their skeet training with the conventional type 
of shotgun. 

The fact that the objective measures of advanced two-engine 
flying taken during a temporary trailing freeze happened to coincide 
with a change of airplanes in some schools enabled a scmicxperimcntal 
comparison to be made. Because the difTcrcnt types of training com- 
pared were ones which happened to occur for other reasons instead of 
being deliberately designed for an experimental purpose, all of the 
conditions were not controlled and the results must be accepted with 
reservation. It was found that the students with a total of 10 hours 
of two-engine training, all of which was in the higher-powered TB-25, 
performed better on that airplane than students with a total of 15 
hours of two-engine training, 10 of which was on the lower-powered 
AT-10 or UC-78. 

The results of the three studies which have just been described 
deal with the problem of transfer of training. They all follow the 
well-known principle that more tranefer occurs when the two situa- 
tions are more similar. 

The problem of transfer of training is involved throughout the 
pilot training program.   Whenever a student is trained in one situa- 
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tion with the hope that it will hasten his learning in another, there 
are three possibilities: (1) The two situations may be so difTerent that 
little or no transfer occurs; (2) the habits learned in the first situation 
may be sufhciently difTerent from those acquired in the second so 
that they will interfere with learning and cause negative transfer;- 
(3) the habits learned in the first situation may be useful in the second 
and produce positive transfer. Whether positive or negative transfer 
will occur may depend on the amount of training give') in the first 
situation; one amount of training may be beneficial, another amount 
may be wasted or even harmful. Wiilc the results of experiments 
which have been performed in psychological laboratories on other 
types of learning cannot predict exactly what will happen in a complex 
situation like that found in flying training, they can suggest what to 
look for and how to design u series of training experiments for deciding 
what kinds and amounts of training at each level will be most efficient 
in the long run. 

The factor of transfer of training is only one example of the var- 
iables which need investigation by the experimental method. Some 
other examples are determining the most efTicient distribution of 
practice (or in other words, just how much material may bo concen- 
trated in a short period of time without defeating the purpose of 
troining), and finding the optimum spacing of review to counteract 
forgetting. Training aids and equipment, such as training films and 
the Link Trainer, also should bo evaluated by the experimental 
method. As the Training Command changes over to a peacetime 
status, one of its important functions should be research to assure 
this nation leadership in training methods and equipment. 

. CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR EFFECTIVE RESEARCH 

On the basis of their army and civilian research experience, the 
members of the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) have outlined 
the following conditions as essential to efficient research. Though 
many of these conditions are quite apparent, they are all listed because 
experience has shown that creative scientific work becomes inefficient 
whenever any one of them is not fulfilled.** 

Personnel.—Scientific p'scorch requires specially trained, expe- 
rienced personnel. It demands originality and intelligence in addition 
to approximately 3 years of postgraduate training in scientific prin- 
ciples and techniques öfter th completion of the ordinary 4-ycor 
college course. After this trail xp. skill in planning and supervising 
research is acquired through expc - nee. Furthermore, in working in 
an area such as pilot training \N «ach lias its own complex technical 
aspects, the investigator needs a thorough understanding of the field 
to which he is applying his scientific techniques.   It is highly desirablo, 

•• 8«« also the «tcllon on "Condlllons of RMcarch" In ctuptrr I ol thU nport. 
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therefore, that psychologists working on problems of pilot training 
receive systemnlic flying trnining, or that cnrefully selected pilots who 
arc interested in trnining research bo sent to universities for enough 
graduate training to receive the Ph. D. degree in psychology. 

Since scientists receive stimulation from the discussions and criti- 
cisms of their colleagues, it is desiroblo to have a number of them 
working at the same place and to bring larger groups together for 
periodic conferences. In order to allow them to keep up with the 
latest technical developments in their field, attendance at scientific 
meeting ? and visits to various universities should bo facilitated. 

As increasing numbers of highly trained specialists are employed 
by the army, each typo of specifically military training and duty 
should be examined to determine whether or not it is efficient to 
have the specialized personnel spend their time on it. 

Since the Military Occupationol Specialty number (MOS) plays 
such an important role in the administration of army personnel 
policies, research workers should have different MOS numbers ade- 
quately reflecting their specialization, oven though the number of 
individuals involved may bo relatively small in comparison with the 
rest of the army categories. 

Chain of command.—Since research is such a highly technical spe- 
cialty, it is just as necessary to have the chain of command for 
research filled by officers with rigorous training and experience in 
this specialty as it is to have a pilot as the Director of Training of a 
flying school. The technical direction of research, and also control 
over tho assignment, transfer, and promotion of the personnel, should 
be exercised by men with the special training and experience neces- 
sary to understand tho technical details of research operations. 

Procurement.—Research frequently has sudden requirements for 
unusual supplies or services which cannot be procured by routine 
army procedures. For example, in designing and constructing an 
apparatus to accomplish something which has never been done be- 
fore, tho scientist may find that certain parts do not work satisfac- 
torily so that they have to bo unexpectedly redesigned. Ho cannot 
anticipate his exact needs months in advance in the same way that 
a mess officer can count on a special dinner for Thanksgiving Day. 
When he is making arrangements for a firm to develop something 
completely new, ho cannot always submit complete plans in advance 
to three bidders. He needs special procurement authorities which 
are far more flexible than those required for routine army operations. 
In time of war, ho needs high priorities in order quickly to procure 
special equipment. Expediting the procurement of a relatively small 
amount of crucial research equipment may pay big dividends in the 
long run. 

Authority to establish experimental condition*.—In order to deter- 
mine tho most efficient method of training, it is frequently necessoiy 
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to introduce controlled clinngcs into training or to be able to procure 
subjects to serve in special experiments. The investigator must be 
able to secure authority to establish experimental groups. Although 
setting up a scientific experiment with the proper controls may some- 
times be a temporary inconvenience, it is much more edicient in the 
long run than just trying something out to see what happens. 

Liaison.—A research program needs representatives at all echelons. 
Representation at the highest level is especially important to keep the 
program informed of problems that arc relevant in the light of the 
planning which is being conducted there, and to have its results 
presented where they can be most useful in determining matters of 
general policy. Most of the actual research, however, must bo con- 
ducted in direct contact with the practical situation at the lower 
operational levels. In order to secure the rapid exchange of informa- 
tion which is frequently essential to efficient research, direct com- 
munication on technical matters is needed between representatives at 
different levels and in different commands. Since many types of 
information can only be secured first-hand, arrangements must be made 
to facilitate the travel of research personnel to the sources of this 
information. 

Relationship to operations.—The mission of a resenrch organization 
should be to gather facts and to develop and evaluate new procedures. 
It should present recommendations and evidence to those responsible 
for determining policies and procedures but should not have any direct 
command responsibility for operations. It may bo desirable for 
research personrel to assist in training operational personnel in new 
procedures and to monitor these new procedures for a period of time, 
but they should not be directly responsible for the operations. A 
separation of function is desirable in order to help the research person- 
nel to preserve their independence and objectivity, and to allow each 
typo of personnel (research and operating) to perform the functions 
for which they have special training and experience. 

Another reason for keeping the two functions administratively 
separate (although the two types of personnel should work closely 
together) is to prevent the natural tendency for operations to swallow 
research. If the two are together, there is a natural tendency to meet 
various emergencies by cutting back research in order to maintain 
operations, since the effects of reducing operations are so immediately 
apparent while the more serious consequences of reducing research 
(like those of grinding up seed corn to make bread) do not show up 
till later. 

A Research Corps.—li is believed that the special conditions essen- 
tial to efficient research con be achieved most economically by bringing 
all different types of research personnel together in a Research Corps. 
This should result in economy of administration, making it easier to 
establish a chain of command with specially trained research personnel 
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at all echelons. It should also effect a desirable coordination of the 
work of different specialists. For example, in developing a new piece 
of equipment, the question of whether its design is well adapted to 
human perceptual and motor abilities should be investigated at the 
same time that the engineering aspects of its development are being 
considered. Furthermore, those who will have to work on the special 
problems of selectihg and training the personnel to operate it should 
be kept informed on the significant details of its development. It is 
believed that psychological research on pilot training can operate 
mos I efTicicntly if it is a pari, of a Research Corps. 

• 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FIVE. 

Studies of Subjective Measures 
of Flying Proficiency 
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TABLE A5.1.—Correlation of categorized comments frotr the daily grade tlip with 
primary pass-fail 

Class 44- K, Jones Field (N, = 59, /V, = 33, P,«^!) 

C«t«iofy« *f. Ar. S.D.i rki. 

Motor technique •  0.15 
.30 
.10 
.43 

1.10 
1.65 
.01 

1.31 

a «3 
.03 
.44 
.04 

aw 
Head work.........    .04 
PerceptioD   .., .73 
Kinutlonsl (Jltncultles , .50 

> For this preliminary sample comment j were RTOUP<MI flrst Into 81 submterorles. Since only (hose sub- 
cateRorlcs were used here which were po^itlTely rcbted to pfiss-bul (I. e., eliiiiinco croup received more corn- 
menu than praduntes) the absolute site o( these correlations Is spuriously hleh, but the relative oomparlsnnt 
among cnteRurles are probably meanlnirful. 

> Correlation oocfllclents have been changed In sign to Indicate positive association of good performance. 

TABLE A5.2.—Jntereorrelation» of categorized comments from the daily grade slip 

Based on 92 Students in Class 44-K, Jones Field 

Category M S.D., 1 1 s 4 

I. Motor tcchnloue '        0.5« 
.40 

1.03 
.00 

a «3 
.44 
.03 
.84 

..VI 

.04 

a 48 
....... 

.3« 

0.50 
.47 

"".'is' 

a «4 
1 Perceotloa    .30 
3. Head wort  .49 
4. Emotional dlfllcultlee  

> Correlation ooefUclcnts have been changed In sign to Indicate association of good performance positively. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER SIX. 

Objective Measures of Flying Skill 
For the Primary Level 

of Pilot Training 

For the item-nnalysis studies, I, IT, III, IV, and V, ench of tho tables 
of results (tables A6.1 through AC. 13) is divulcd into sections A, B, 
and C. Section A shows the summary data and contains tho biserial 
correlations of tho measure scores with graduation elimination from 
primary school; tho point-biscrial correlation with scores of tho upper 
group (more hours of flying training) and tho lower group (fewer hours 
of flying training) on tho first day of testing; similar point-biserial 
correlations for tho same groups on the second day of testing; and tho 
test-retcst reliability, which is a combination of tcst-retest reliabili- 
ties for the upper and lower groups by tho z-transformation technique. 

Section B shows tho basic data for tho biserial correlations with 
graduation and elimination from Primary. Section C shows tho basio 
data for the point-biscrial correlations on tho two days of testing and 
for the test-retcst reliabilities of upper and lower groups. 

Begirding with table AG.14, tho necessary data for studies VI ond 
VII are shown. 

In all of the tables the sign of the cocfTicicnts has been adjusted so 
that goodness of performance in both variables is indicated by a posi- 
tive sign. 

Tho asterisk on the cocfTicicnts in the summary data tables indicate 
tho chances in 100 of obtaining positive cocflicients as largo as these, 
if there were no relationship between the variables. This is done ac- 
cording to tho following system: 

No &stirlsk- More than 10 percent. 
•■10 percent. 

•••7 5 percent. 
•••"0.5 percent. 

The footnotes for oil of the tables are as follows: 
• Lower score Is better score. 
• Corrected for broswl catoKorlcs U50<1 In the WKC-sral« study of the effect» of »Mltloiu) trnlnlnj on Ojrlnf 

•kill, the complete report of which U In chapter 10. 
• Tetrschorle correUtloa. 
■ CodCil »core. 
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TABLE A6.1—Take-off, climb, and first turn 

Section A: Summary data 

Code (Study, maneuver and oicasure) 

VI-AI. Pmoolh fM>| llniilon of throltle In take-off  
III K -■ ))round control iturlnx 4S m. p. h. tall high run; 

k(t>t lint un<lrr left wlni uniil take-off  
III-SI2 Oroiimt control diirlnK acceleration to &S ro. p. h. 

Hü! .l.rvi,-ration to full itop: kept Una under wing 
lliroii^huiii   

VI-A2. Deviation of piano from straight path during take- 
off roll  

II AI A/S when pl.me leave« ground; corrected for butm- 
ment error (Instrument» covered)  

II1-A1. A/S when plane leaves ground; corrected (or Instru- 
ment error  

IV A3. A/S resiling when plane leaves ground  
VI-A4. Instructor's rating of plane lljr off  
I-A2. A/S raupe in climb to flrtt tum  
II-A2. A/S rungo In climb to fir: t tum (Instruments cov- 

ered)  
III-A3. A/S rarpe In climb to Prst tum  
VI-AS. A/S ranrc In climb to first tum , 
VI-A8. Hr.ne drift during c.lmh  
II A3. Altitude range liuring flnt turn (instruments OOT- 

ered)  
III A3. Altitude ranreduring first turn   
VI-A7. Altitude deviation from 300 feet during flnt turn.. 
III-A4. Iloll.bank deviation during first turn  

Validity 

rkii 
grad.— 
elim. 

•• •O.M 

•••.31 

-.IT 

•".48 

.01 

.01 

.7» 

.18 

tea 
• •• 

.20 

.77 

.09 

r»ku U. 
versus L 

first 
day 

0.13 

.03 

.13 

•".30 

.01 

•••,»1 
.03 

.27 

.17 

M« 

rpbi. U. 
versus L 

second 
day 

-an 

.00 

-.0» 

•.u 

-.08 

.04 
-.02 

.01 
••».3« 

.03 

Reliability 

rn first 
versus 
second 

day 

•••0.45 

•••.37 

M« 

.1} 

••.23 
••• M 
•".83 

.IS 

.07 
-.01 

•••.so 
•••.M 

.09 
M« 

•••.«• 
-.13 

Section R: Data for rbi, grAduatlon-ctimination 

Coda N> Pi M, M, SD, rn. 

VI-AI   n 
43 
42 
73 
43 
71 
73 ■ 
43 
73 
73 
43 
71 
43 

n 
«9 
0» 
73 
«9 
73 
73 ■ 
69 
73 
73 
r.9 
73 
«9 

1.74 
1 38 
3.14 
3 52 

k 11.03 
397 
l.«l 

» II.tM 
» 17. S9 

8.10 
2.09 

k$8.A3 
«2J 
8.31 

1.44 
.93 

154 
1.91 

11.15 
293 
1.17 

13 33 
14.23 
4.27 
1.51 

72 31 
4. 48 
5 23 

033 
.09 

1.38 
.75 

5.73 
.58 
.1» 

4.(19 
7,20 
.75 
.71 

41.03 
1 35 
.85 

055 
lllirs   .31 
IIIMl  —.17 
VI-A3  .48 
Ill Al    .01 
VIA3   .09 
VIA4   .75 
IA3  .18 
1IIA2 ,  —.29 
VIA»  .64 
VIA« , .48 
III Al  .30 
VIA7  .77 
inA4 , .05 

b Lower 300. e Is better score. 
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TABLE M.l—Take-off, climb, and first «urn—Continued 

Section Cl Daia for rpbi, and for rclifthility rn 

Ccxle 

IIIK2 

IIIM2 

I1A1.. 

IIIA1. 

IA1... 

IIA3.. 

IIIA3. 

IIA3.. 

IIIA3. 

IIIA4. 

Upper or lower 

Upper. 
l.owor. 
Upper. 
Ijovter. 
Upper. 
Lower. 
Upper, 
l/ower. 
Upi>er. 
lower. 
Upper, 
lower. 
Upper. 
I/ower. 
Upper, 
lower. 
Upper, 
lower. 
Upper. 

.Lower. 

First 4hj 

r»ku 

0.12 

.02 

d .0 

.3 

d 
H 

N .\f. 

46 
4i 
V, 
U 
411 
43 
40 
45 
41 
;is 
40 
42 
40 
4.i 
44 
4•.• 
40 
4,'. 
40 

\« 

0 M 
.47 

1.07 
I.C4 

M.24 
& » 

k3.M) tn 
*».?.' 

«.32 
k&.22 

7.74 
kH.15 

ft. 44 
k20» 

30 0 
»23 91 

32. iS 
2 NO 
ZG4 

SD 

0 «i 
.SO 
.hi 
.92 

4.17 
131 
3.?J 
3.07 
3.0.1 
3. !W 
3.12 
4M 
4.K2 
ill 

22.3 
30.» 
72. 70 
2&. S.I 

.43 

."1 

Pecon<l d»f 

r»ku 

-0 11 

.00 

-.09 

.14 

-.08 

.01 

-.02 

.01 

.33 

.03, 

N Ar. 

o w 
.CO 

1.13 
1.13 

»4.87 
ft. 12 

»3.70 
4.7» 

»0.71 
0.18 

»6 20 
8.43 

»8 2ft 
8.11 

»21.8 
214 

»1S.6A 
29.33 
2.70 
173 

SD 

U 40 
.40 
.00 
.01 

4.02 
181 
100 
1.-0 
181 
133 
103 
131 
4.33 
4.7J 

20.4 
23.2 
14.0* 
23 70 

.42 

.49 

ru 

a 44 
.09 
.11 
.21 
.00 
.31 
.40 
.02 
.24 

-.02 
.10 

-.03 
-.14 

.14 

.13 

.07 
-.03 

.31 
-.01 
-.22 

iV 

ncll»- 
bllltr 

rn 
tm- 
relest 

»-ojmb. 

0.7t 

.16 

.IS 

.11 

.07 

-.01 

.0» 

.1« 

1-" 
» Lower score la better More. 

TABLE A0.2.—Low-altitude maneuvers: (S-turna: Rectangular count; altitude, A/3, 
RPM estimation) 

Section A: Summary data 

Code (Study, maneuver, and measun) 

Ill-Ql. 8-tums; Altitude ronr^ In 4 loops  
111-02. Slums: Drift corrections; sum of time for 2 down- 

wind loops (1-3), minus sum of tlm« fur 3 upwind loops 
(2+4)  

111-03. S-turns; Dank changed through level over road at 
end of first loop  

111-04. S-tums: Ilmik changed through level over road at 
end of second loop  

HI (15. S-tums: Uonk changed through level over road at 
end of third loop.  

111-09. 8-turns: Bank changed through level over road at 
eml of fourth loon  

Ill Ml. KectniiRuIikr cuuno: Altitude range on 4 legs of 
reclangular cours«  

111-113. Uectangutor oours«: Drift correction; turn onto 
first leg correct or projier correct Ion made   

III-113. RecinnKiilnr cutirsc: Drift currecllon; turn onto 
second leg correct or proper correction mmle  

Ill Hi. Hniuiipiliu course: Drift correction; turn onto 
third Ice correct or p(a|Mf correction made  

111-115. Uectangular course- Drift correction: turn onto 
fourth Irtt correct or pro|)er correction made (rtu for sum 
of all 4 drift correction mensurct)  

II-F1. InstruJiunts covered: VUnti plane at WVfoot alti- 
tude 

11-12 InMrumenta cuvrnM: Set plane at orul-lng A/S; 
deviation from cruising A/8  

II-K3. InslrumenL« covered: Set plane at -niNng r. p. in : 
deviation from :. p. m  

1114. Instniii.ents covere<l: Altitude range during 30 sec- 
onds straight and level at 400-fout altitude  

Validity 

rn. 
grad.- 
ellm. 

•0.34 

•••.41 

•.28 

.IS 

.09 

.11 

•33 

.10 

r.ki. O] 
versus L 

first 
day 

••a 23 

-.09 

.09 

-.04 

.0« 

.03 

•".31 

-.19 

-.03 

.04 

-.00 

.07 

.0« 

.04 

-.07 

r,ku U. 
versus L. 

second 
day 

••a2J 

.02 

.11 

.03 

Ml 
M« 

M« 

.12 

•.14 

.01 

•".» 
.OS 

-w 
-.04 

.10 

KellabUlty 

first 
versus 
cecond 

«lay 

•••014» 

•••.39 

.00 

-.09 

.01 

-.1» 

.10 

-.09 

M9 

.07 

•••.so 
Ml 

-.0» 

MS 

.OS 
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TAIIIK A6.2.—Lotß-allitude maneuver»: (S-turni: Rectangular course; allilude, A/S, 
lil'M eatimalion—Continued 

Section D:  Data for rbi,( graduation-cliraination 

Cod« AT. Pi M, A/. SD, fkU 

IIIOl  41 
43 
41 
41 ■ 
37 
38 
41 

U 
w 
71 
71 
71 
70 
M 
71 

^ 208. 43 
k 14.07 

1.38 
1.31 
1.37 
1.4« 

k 24160 
12 21 

209.4« 
lb. 03 
1.17 
1.23 
1.27 
1.30 

341.34 
11.00 

lei.oo 
8.83 
.70 
.6« 
.«3 
.CO 

167.23 
4.63 

0 S4 
inri2  .41 
III03                          .38 mo«                              .11 
ino»                       .09 
mo« .11 
HI Ml...  
111112,3,4.»  

.35 

.16 

^ Lower score Is Ix-ttrr soon. 

Section C: Data for rpbi. and for reliability ru 

:o.)<. 

mni. 
11103. 

mni. 
11104. 

mos 
mo« 
111111. 

1IIII3 

111113 

111114 

II1II5 

II Kl . 

un 
IlKS . 

un.. 

Vpperor 
lower 

Upper. 
I/uwcr. 
llp|)er. 
!.(!«(r 
UpiK-r. 
I^)wcr. 

i Upper. 
I/ower. 
Upper, 
l-owcr 
Upper 
Ix)wer. 
Upper 
lower 
Upper. 
MWtf. 

/Upper 
\l.i>wcr 

Upper 
Lower 
Upper. 
I/ower, 
Upix-r. 
I^iwer 
Up|)er, 
Ixiwer, 

(i;p[H-r 
l lower, 
fUppir. 
\l<ower. 

First day Second d»y 

ru 
r»ku AT Jir. SO rpbi. N Af. SD 

0.22 /     40 kSS.OO 39 43 U 25 f      40 »84.60 36.74 -0.00 
44 113.41 80.60 44 119.77 88.8« .72 

.09 40 7.4H 4.38 .02 46 7.80 3.34 .32 
,     <5 8.33 6.42 1     43 7.00 in .2.1 

.08 4« .67 .47 .11 46 .78 .41 •-.04 
1     44 .69 .49 44 .68 .47 •.05 

-.W 45 .73 .44 .02 43 .30 .8C •.00 
1     «3 .77 .42 43 .63 .80 »-.12 

.   .M 40 .74 .44 j   .1« 4< .78 .4! «.30 
1     41 .n .47 41 .63 .4« •-.32 

I   .03 42 .83 .37 
|   .16 43 .7« .41 -   «.13 

30 .82 .04 39 .64 ,fl •-.42 
1   .31 '     43 »01.03 60.34 

>   .14 
43 »106.91* 83.33 -.07 

41 I»0.70 114.03 41 127.8C 87.8« .27 
-.19 4< 1.11 .01 .12 4« 1.67 .08 -.11 

,     45 1.44 .78 4J 1.47 .78 -.06 
-.03 4(1 1.22 l.OO .14 

1     4« 1.67 .08 .18 
|     44 i.27 .00 44 1.41 .8« .17 

■   .01 
1      40 l.4h \.w .01 

1     46 1.87 1.01 .13 
44 i.y> 1.1s 41 l.bl 1.0c .00 

■-.00 '     4*1 I.3C .93 .28 
1     40 XI3 .91 30 

1     44 1.4C 1.10 44 1.3» .ec .33 
.07 

1     41. * 13.30 14.8)4 .06 4« »10 48 0.07 .38 
43 13.61 16.11 43 11.74 11.41 -.05 

■ .on '     40 »3.01 3 GO -.07 40 »4.78 4.34 .OT 
43 4.4] 4.97 43 4.10 3.40 -.« 

.01 '     40 »8.74 4.8fl 
-.04 40 »6.09 8.33 .11 

1      W «.16 6.36 38 3.06 4.38 .11 
[-.07 1     40 »3.91 7.16 .10 /     40 

I     43 
4.2» 3.40 .04 I     « 8.14 3.09 3.03 4.00 .07 

Hell«- 
blllty 
test- 

re :est 
t-comb. 

0.43 

.29 

•.00 

•-.OB 

•.01 

«-.IS 

.10 

-.08 

.18 

.07 

.30 

.17 

-.05 

.13 

.05 

» Tower »"»re k heller score. 
• Trtrnchorlc currelntloD. 
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TADLE A6.3.—/Iccwracy landing: traffic ■paHttn and approach 

Section A:  Sumnmrv data 

Ccxlo (Study, mnneuvcr tnd measure) 

VI-BI. Truffle pattern: Enten downwind leg In middle 
third "  

I-Ul. Trafflc pattern: Altitude range from pattern entry 
until throttle Is cut  

II Ml. Trafflc pattern: Altitude range from pattern entry 
until throttle Iscut ....r  

II1-X1. Troffle pattern: Altitude range from pattern entry 
until throttle Is cut  

VI It;'. Trnfflc pattern: Maximum dcvliitlon from altitude 
of SOD feet in pattern from entry until throttle Is cut . 

VI-B4. Trafflc pattern: Turn onto approach leg started 
300 feet or abov«  

VI HV Final approach: After throttle closed, moro power 
not necessary, or added as required  

I-02. Final approach: A/8 range from completion of last 
turn until student begins to break glide  

II-M2. Final approach: A/S rnngo from beginning of last 
turn until student begins to break glide  

Il-Xt. Filial opnrouch: A/3 range from beginning of last 
turn until stuuent begins to break glide   

III-.s2   | mal aiiproach: A/S ranK« from beginning of last 
lara until stuuent begins to break glide  

VI -113. Final approach: AS range from beginning of last 
t im until student brcins to break glide  

11-Ml. Final   approach: Changed  approach   oourse  or 
fed to bit correct landing are«  

II-NT2. Final   approach: Changed   approach   course   or 
S'ed to hit correct landing area  

III-N'3. Final  approach: Changed  approach   course  or 
S'ed to hit corn'ct landing area    

VI-DO. Final   approach: Maintain  glide  track   parallel 
wlth'"!"'  

I 

Hi. i. 
grad.— 
«Inn. 

•••0.43 

.IS 

.» 
•••.00 

•••.07 

••.33 

•.28 

.18 

.2i 

•••.3« 

Validity 

> a     j 
1  r.M. U. 
{versus 1. 

!     lint 
1   '>«y 

versus  L. 
second 

day     j 

•••0.42 •••an 
1     ••• 2» .07 

|     "• » .OS 

1            0t .10 

1         • 30 .02 

10 •30 

OS .03 

03 ••.» 
20 •".33 

|     ,•, » ".23 

Reliability 

ru first 
versus 
second 

day 

•••0.48 

.03 

.01 

-.10 

•••.M 

"•.23 

•••.20 

•••.31 

.03 

-.08 

.10 

•••.77 

•••».31 

«.08 

»-.08 

1 Tctracboric o«rrelation. 

Section D: Data for rbi, grndualion-cliinlnatioa 

Cod« AT, Pi M, M SD rti. 

vim          70 
3J 
41 
71 
73 
73 
38 
30 
73 
38 
73 

74 
M ■ 
73 
73 
73 ■ 
67 
73 
71 
73 

1.K0 
»3.01 

»13». 71 
0.20 
l.M 
2 »5 

»3 G8 
»17 13 

8.13 
08 

1 CO 

1 47 
< » 

1U38 
4 10 
' 7« 
11« 
4 37 

11M 
4 41 

«4 
1 40 

0.31 
1.38 

80.8« 
1.3« 
.18 
.80 

1 M 
17« 
.7« 
.77 
.33 

o.ts 
IOI  
IIINI  
VIB2                

.18 

.30 

.00 
vin4 .         .«7 
VI 1)8                .33 
I03                                              .28 
IIIN3   . .11 
VI 1)3            .88 
IIINJ             .28 
VIB0 .3« 

» Lower score is better «cere. 
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TAIILE Aß.3.—Accuracy landing: Irajjie pattern and approach—Continued 

Section C: Data for r,^., and for Reliability ru 

Unprr or 
lower 

IM dmr Second daj 

ru 

Rrlia. 
blllty 

^o»l« 
r,i\. AT M SD raM N Sf .SO 

test- 
re test 

t-comb. 

101  I'pper  0.42 

.29 

.33 

.01 

.20 

.10 

.0« 

.05 

.20 

41 
38 
46 
43 
46 
43 
41 
38 
42 
41 
43 
42 
45 
42 
41 
39 
43 

| 
\     41 

»44.02 
78.03 

»81.30 
87.67 

»55.70 
83.30 
»7.44 

8.29 
»6.7« 

8.54 
»7.33 

8.10 
»7.89 

8.57 
.06 
.62 
.7» 
.81 
.74 
.41 

24.77 
46.02 
34.17 
£0.87 
34.40 
45.20 
4.15 

0.33 

.07 

.05 

.10 

/     41 
38 

B 

39 

41 

»40.88 
71.32 

»51.70 
68.37 

»66.60 
60.90 
»& 46 

7.24 
»7. SO 

7.88 
»6 51 

8 10 
»8.67 

8.03 
.83 
.59 
.88 
.61 
.57 
44 

23.70 
39.08 
30.60 
41.03 
3&90 
49.30 
4.03 
3.03 
2.94 
4.95 
3.33 
4.38 
3.8« 
4.44 
.38 
.40 
.33 
.40 
.45 
.50 

0.23 
-.20 

.08 

.03 
-.01 
-.10 

.33 

.38 
-.07 

.13 

.04 
-.14 

.34 
-.05 

.40 

.14 
-.02 

.13 
-.35 

.34 

0.03 

IIM1  Upper  
I/>wer  .03 

/Upper  MINI  

m  
1-owcr  
Upper  

-.10 

.31 

IIMJ  Upper  tS        02 

iH      -03 

l<ower   . .01 

IINI  

IIIN2  

l/'pper  
l/ower  
UpPe'  
l/ower  

—.0» 

.10 

IIMJ  Upper  .47 
.49 
.41 
.49 
.44 
.49 

M 
.33 

}   ■'a 

Lower  
nN2  Upper  

lower  .06 

inN3  UPIT  
Lower  -.06 

» Lower score Is better score. 

TABLE A6.4.—Accuracy landing: Place and manner of ground contact 

Section A: Sutnmarv data 

Validity Rellahlllty 

Code (Sludjr, nmncurer »nd measure) 
1 

ru. 
grad.— 
ellm. 

3 

r,ti. V. 
»•ersus L. 

first 
day 

t 
r.ki. U. 

versus L. 
second 

day 

4 

r,i flret 
versus 
second 

day 

Vl-n7. Orottnd contact: landed In rrnb  •0.2» 
•••. 44 
-.19 

•••a 43 
VI-ll(*. Oround conliwt: Landed drlfllni  
I-Ort. I'l.w cf cuni 1.1   QML first ti ol (IcM  ""'ail 

M» 

.10 

•.30 

.01 

.09 

'"•'•6.33" 

•.24 

.15 

.13 

•••.S3 
-.10 

II-MS. rlicoofconlvt: (loal, niid.llooliono300fw* wide, 
600 feet lonj  —.06 

II N^. I'liicn of contact: flool, mlddk of cone 200 feet wide, 
COO feet long  •.30 

1II'\4. I'l.io-of contact: Qoal, middle of ton« 300 feet wide, 
f4IO (ret Ion»  .. "•.43 .07 

VII-K1. Wm ofronlact:apul,mlddleof(oo)t200rectwlde, 
ua fift Ion«  •.03 

VII li. I'licv of contact: Goal, middle of tone 200fcetwkl«, 
fO0f<-cl Ion«  •.01 

VI-1M1. I'luv of contact: Goal, first H of field  -.23 •".37 
II-N.V I'I.KM of roiitmt on second succe^lvo landing: Cor- 

n rled (or prevloin over- or under-shootlnf  -.01 

".38 

M7 

".23 

.03 

.04 

--.05 

.00 

.10 

.09 

.00 
II-.Mn. Lamllnfiittilildf: SIIUH.III 3 point, I ill nrst.whrelt 

flr^l, 3.|Miliit 1 ui ilrupjMHl In 3 hH or more  .01 
II-N6. Lainllii! itdlltidiv Smooth Spulnt, lull first, wheels 

(lrvl. 3 i«ilnt 1'iit dropix-d In 3 fivt or more   —.01 
III-N'S. I,;wi<linKaltlliiile. Smooth3|M)lnt.tallnrst,«heeU 

Biff 3poliit Imt dr«>p|>od In 3 tni or more  •••.56 .11 
VII-K2. I.aii.llnR nltlliide: 3-|K>lnt or sIlRhtly tnll first, 

win• Is ru t with tail '.>. 1;. v horUontuI, tall horltonul or 
lil.'li.r  • -.09 

VII-K2. I.andlne nttltndo: 3l>olnt or nllcMly tall first. 
Wim li llr -t with tail bxlow horliontal, tail horliontnl or 
hlchcr    •• • 30 

VI  li)   I^mdliiKnttllude: Smooth 3 (Mint, tall first, wheol* 
fir t, 3*|M»lnt I nt dri>p|>ed In 3 feet or more ....... •-.33 

-.13 
*•• 41 

I-OS. I'l mo boitnciNl  •".34 
.11 

-.05 
".21 

.00 

.01 

•.31 
-.06 
-.10 

.01 

.00 
II-M7. I'l in«" bonturd  -.13 
II-N7. I'lino bouncwl  -.09 
lll-Nrt. I'l ino IwnnnHl ,  •".fl» -.00 
VII-KJ. rim.' iHMincvd or dro|>pe<l ID ..•...••... •-.01 
VII-K.1. IMano bounciMl or dropped In...................... •-.01 
Vi-IIIO. I'laiie bounrrd     . .           •••.60 *•• 46 
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TABLE A6.4—Accuracy landing: Place and manner 0/eon/act—Continued 

Section B: DaU forfbi,, grAdiiAtion-eliininntion 

Cod« AT. Pt M, u. SD, rkh 

vin7  72 
71 ■ 
37 
73 
33 
73 
U 
31 
73 

72 
7.' 
on 
(A 
73 
M 
73 
M 
;i 
n 

1   M 
1   W 

»Ml 
1 OH 
2 71 
3 <S 
2 A7 

» t H 
2>2 
2.32 

1 ') 
1 M 
4 M 

.31 
2M 
2 OS 
2 21 
4 IM 
1 7» 
17» 

0 2S 
32 

1 ll 
I. 14 
.31 

1 S3 
.«7 

1/7 
.VI 
.SI 

0 29 
.41 

-It 
.41 

- a 

Vina  
10«  
IIIK4 .... 
vinn ..  
1IIN5  
vm»  Jl 
IOS , - 11 
IHN«  ,8 
vinio  CO 

' Lower score Is bcllrr toort. 

Section C: Data for fpbu and for reliability rn 

Cod« 

109  

MMS  

IIN4  

mN4  

VIIE1...   

VIIFI  

UN'S  

IIM6  

UN«  

IIIN6  

VUEl  

VIIFI  

105....  

IIIN7...  

IIN7  

HIN«  

VIIE3  

VIIF3  

Brcond d«7 

Upper or lower 

I 

Upper 
MWVf 
Up|>cr 
Lower 
Upper 
Lower 
Uppi-r 
I/ower 
84hrs 
fiOhrt 
HShn 
fOhrs 
Upper 
liOwer 
Upper 
Lower 
Upper 
Lower 
Upper 
bower 
84 hn 
AOhrs 
Mhrs 
nohrs 
Upper 
Lower 
Upper 
l-ower 
Upper 
Lower 
Upper 
Lower 
KShn 
iiOhn 
«ihr» 
OOhrs 

ru 
SD 

0.\i aoJ 
.46 

-■7\ .70 -.IW 
.71 -.0 
.(•'} . 1. 

:•> .3 
.73 -.04 
.i« .»1 
(M/if-170) 

(M»-I7t» 

iV 

.b* .44! 

.&) -•4 
IW -•1 
1.11; •i 
1.0' -.0»] 
1.1' .0 
Lll .24 
1.2s -.021 

22 
22 
31 
r 
3« 
Id 
4>'> 
44 

(r,|j,-l70) 

(f.lw-ITO) 

.71 
1.07 
.«7 

07 
M 
II 
13 
10 
II 
01 
•a 

(MAT-170) 

(MAT-170) 

neit*. 
biiiir 
test- 

re lest 
i-comb. 

-a 10 

-.0» 

.30 

.07 

•.01 

•01 

.00 

.01 

.01 

.It 

•-.01 

•30 

.00 

-.13 

i:: 
•-.01 

•.01 
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TABLE A6.5.—fUcovery landing ßfUr bounce or zoom 

Sect.on A: Summary daU 

Validity nclUbUlty 

Crxle (Simly, mancimr tod meMura) 
1 

fkit 
fr»d.- 
cllra. 

a 

versus  L. 
first 
d«r 

a 

versus L. 
second 

day 

4 

rn first 
versus 
second 

day 

III i!  Drenvrry nftor hounoe, stii'lcni'i Inndlnr •ttliud«. 
Srii'Kiih .l-iKiint. lull first, whccH first, 3-polnt but dropped 
In 1 fcrl (* rnur«  0.04 

•.JO 

-08 

-.03 

••0.JS 

•IT 

.13 

.10 

0 03 

.0» 

.07 

.0« 

a to 
Ill Jl. Ilocnvrr)' nflcr bounr«, studrnt's Undlnf bounoH' 

N''>1 lit -ill nii'lcr 3 fret, more thiin 3 fwt                  ........ .10 
IM   11    Ji.Mnlry nflcr triom, xlinlrnt'» 1 inllin nttltudr: 

Sni'Kith .1 ii.ilni,  till  first, whrvls   first,   3-polnt   but 
.04 

III l-i   Ki'i'ovcry nflcr toom, stu<lrnt'« lan<l>n( bounced: 
Not at all, iiii<lrr .1 fcot, more than 3 feet................. .00 

Section B: Data for rbi,, graduation-elimination 

rod« v. 

41 
41 
41 
41 

Pi M, M, SD, rwu 

nuj  71 
08 
OS 
09 

9.4S 
3.07 
1.03 
1.73 

133 
1.38 
3.18 
I.8S 

3.07 
1.37 
1.83 
1.88 

0.04 
urn  .                              .30 
tllM  -.08 
I1IU  -.08 

Section C: Data for rpti. and for reliability rn      ^ 

Cod« 

III«  

nm  
HIM  
mu  

Upper or 
lower 

/Upper 
\l/o»cr 
! Upper 

L-jwer 
Upiier 
Lower 

llJpiier 
\ Lower 

First day 

r»ku N 

0.23 

.17 

.13 

.10 

4A 
44 
40 
44 
40 
4» 
4r. 
4J 

M, 

1.70 
1.11 
1.34 

.OS 
1.3» 
1.04 
1.07 
.89 

SD 

1.30 
1.30 
.81 
.83 

1.31 
1.32 
.79 
.90 

Second day 

r,ki. 

0.03 

.08 

.07 

• CO1 

N 

4« 
44 
4« 
44 
4« 
43 
48 
48 

Af. 

ISO 
1.45 
1.13 
1.03 
I. IS 
.98 

1.04 
.03 

SD 

•1.34 
.78 
.89 

1.3S 
1.18 
.83 
.88 

ru 

171 -0. 
.34 

-.09 
.30 

-.08 
.14 

-.04 
.18 

Relia- 
bility 
test- 

re test 
i-cbmb. 

0.03 

.10 

.0« 

.00 

TABLK  Afi.fi.—SImtito/etl forcfA landing 

Section A: Summary data 

Validity Reliability 

1 

rkto 
frtd.- 
cllrn. 

a 

r»kuU. 
versus L. 

tint 
day 

a 

r,ku U. 
versus L. 

second 
day 

4 

ru flrat 
versus 
second 

day 

II-I.1.   A/8 innre in rlM«  •••a 39 
••.33 
MS 
.04 

••.07 
.04 
.08 

•.39 J 

&08 
.OS 
.C4 
.13 

0.07 
IIIK3. A/Srnnrolnclld«..  •••a 88 .00 

•—.00 
Ill- K2. Hlmulnlri lu-o loj and HO* nppronrh  •••.83 ♦.IT 
Vil-I)l. lüiiiiiliilcs li.v;e K'K' and UU* approach  *.ao 
It-1.4. Cotnn In upwind, cro^swlnil, downwind   .07 

•.30 
.13 

-.08 

.07 
Ill  Kt   Conns In upwind, rroMwInd, downwind  •••.48 ••.33 
Il-I.l. WonM hmchnded In first Hot field  •.10 
Ill  Kl   Wonl.l Imieinndeii In first «i of field  .» .01 
VII-U3. Would lisve landed In tint H of field  •■07 
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TABLE A6.6.—Simulated forced landing—Continued 
Section B: Data for ri,,,, gradtintion-elimination 

Codt M Pi ^f. Ar, SD, >li 

urn  43 
40 
42 
41 

60 
72 
0« 
71 

»21 03 
1.41 
3.7S 
121 

30.00 
.A4 

3 OS 
l.M 

•.II 
.7» 
.03 

1.10 

Of» 
.01 .a 
.20 

inn , , 
II1K4  
HIKI  

k Lower soure Is b«t(er MOT«. 

tScction C: Data for rpbi. and for rcliahillty r» 

Cod« 

IIU... 

IIIP3.. 

IIL2... 

IIIF2.. 

VIID1 

IIU... 

IIIF4.. 

IIL1... 

IIIP1.. 

VIID2 

XJiiper or 
lower 

Upper... 
Lower... 
Upper... 
Lower... 

'Uprer... 
Ix)wer... 
Upper.. 
1.0wer.. 
Uhra... 

lOOhri... 
Upper.. 
Lower.. 
Upper.. 
Ix)wer.. 
Upper .. 
Lower.. 
Upper... 
Lower... 
Mhr«... 
60 hr»... 

Flnt day 

r^ku AT 

0.3«, | 

■ «J 
.15 

-.04 

.07 

.04 

.00 

.20 

.04 

4A 
42 
40 
45 
4« 
38 
40 
43 

053 
211 

44 
40 
44 
45 
45 
42 
4G 
44 

053 
311 

Ar. 

»«.«7 
10.71 

»10.72 
13. W 

.67 

.53 

.52 

.56 
176 
104 
1.77 
1.73 
1.80 
1.73 
1.27 
.01 

1.00 
.80 

140 
131 

SD 

4.33 
S.18 
5.51 
7.27 
.46 
.42 
.50 
.50 
.65 
.77 
.56 
.50 
.4«: 
.M 
.80' 
.•5. 
.01 
.87 
.02 
.05 

8i ron.' day 

r»vu 

0.00 

.05 

.04 

.13 

S 

.07 

.30 

.0.1 

Ar, 

»7.33 
7. VI 

»10.00 
10.56 

.85 

.82 

.72 

.«0 

I 86 
I HO 
1.03 
1.76 
1.38 
1.14 
1.00 
1.23 

SD 

180 
4.77 
6.21 
IM 
.37 
.66 
.45 
.40 

.46 

.46 

.25 

.CO 

.82 

.VI 

.80 

.W 

ru 

-003 
.18 

-.13 
-.04 
-.07 
-.00 

.13 

.33/ 

Rell»> 
bUUf 
lert- 
rrlrit 

t-comb. 

.34 

.11 

.08 

.15 
-.15 

.51 

•MB 

007 

-00 

-.00 

.17 

•.01 

.or 

.a 

.it 

.01 

•.07 

TABLE A6.7.~Four 180° climbing turn» t. Lffi t. Right S. Left 4. Right 
Section A: Summary data   

Code (Studjr. maneuver and measure) 

II-BI. R. p. m. In straight climb (lustrumenli covered), 
deviadon from correct  

11-112. M. p. h. in stra<ghl climb (tnstrumcnti covered). 
deviation from correct  

1-1)1. Four 180* cllmhinK turns: Sum of lime (In second*) 
dilTerence between tums I and 2 and 3 and 4, disregarding 
•if X II-QI. Sum of time (In seconds) diirrrenc« between tums 
1 and 3 and 3 and 4, dlsreKnnllngslcn  

Ill-Ill. Sum ot time (in seconds) dlidrenoe between tun» 
1 and 3 and 3 and 4, dbityordlng sign  

11-113. Sum of time (in seconds) dlircrence between turn* 
1 and 3 aud 3 and 4, disregarding •ign (InstnimenU 
covered)  

I-li2. Four ISO* climbing tums; A/3 range, sum of all 4 
turns  

II-()2. A/S range, sum of all 4 tums  
111-112. A/3 range, sum of all 4 tums  
II-D4. A/3  range,  sum  of all 4  turns.   (InstnimenU 

covered) -—•■• 
111-113. First 1&0* climtfii« turn, lift; Coordln&llon, In 

terms of di-ncclion of ball In ball-bnnk  
111-1)4. Second 1-0° climbing turn, riidit: Coordination, la 

terms of di'lU-cliim of bull In ball-baiik  
111-1)5. Third IM)* cliniMiiK turn, kfi:   Coordination, la 

terms of deilcctionof ball In ball-bank  
IIl-ltt>  Kourth ISO* climbing turn, right: Coordination, In 

terms of deflection of boil In ball-bank  

Validity 

rku 
grad.— 
clim. 

r»i.u U 
veiMis ' 

first 
day 

-.17 

'.43 

-.33 

L. 

cos 
-.05 

.03 

.04 

•IT 

*.!• 
.11 

•".37 
••.25 

.04 

••.35 

.11 

.1« 

•••.38 

r^i, V. 
venus L. 

st-cond 
day 

tt 04 

-.10 

.04 

.11 

••Ml 

**.3l 

**.3l 
.11 

*.ao 
-.07 

**.3I 

.10 

.05 

.0« 

RelUbUlty 

ru flrsl 
versus 
second 

day 

••aa 

•••.a 
•-.a 
•••.a 

••.a 
:u 

••Ml 
-.» 
-.07 

••.31 

.01 

.a 

.a 
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TABLB Ad.l.—Four 180* climbing tunu t. Left 9. Right S. Left 4. Right—Con. 

Section D: Data for rbu graduation-ollmlnatlon. 

Cod« ff, ft Af, V. SO, rti« 

IBI  SS 
41 
SS 
40 
40 

M 
OS 
M 
07 
07 

»47. a 

MM 
»«3.04 
»iaoo 

41.41 
73.00 
S.00 

tAM 
0.S1 

21. SS 
27.90 

1.SS 
lass 

1.0s 

-017 
IIIIII  ,4S 
mi  .IS 
IIIMl    . .  .17 
Ulli]  -.12 

t Lower score It bettor MM«. 

Section C: Data for rpbi« and for reliability m 

Cod« 

urn 

IIDl... 

IDI..... 

ML.. 
IIIDl.. 

IIDS... 

IBI... 

IIOl... 

MIDI.. 

1104.. 

IIIDS.. 

IIIB4.. 

IIIDS.. 

IIIDS.. 

Unprror 
lower 

f Upper 
IXJWIT 
Upper. 
I^wer. 

/Uppw. 
I Lower 

Upper. 
I^wer. 
Upper, 

il^iwcr. 
/Upper, 
ll/ower. 
Vp\Kt. 
Ix)wer. 
Upper. 
l/ower. 
Up|>er. 
lA>wer. 
Upper. 
l/ower. 
Upper. 
l/ower. 
UPIHT. 
liower. 
Upper. 

Upper. 
Lower. 

First d«y 

r»ku 

aw 
.0i 

.03 

.01 

.17 

.15 

.13 

.37 

.V, 

.04 

.25 

.13 

.It 

.28 

N 

I 

\   a 

M, 

7O.0J 
M. 78 
4.30 

►22 «7 
n.on 

»•.ii ir, 
27.52 

►21.50 
3i.a5 
►22.11 
20,h.t 

►10. IS 
21.18 

►1107 
IS. 02 

►21. Of, 
27.7» 

► in.gr. 
17.07 
►I  II 
1.31 

►1.13 
1.23 

►1.07 
1.10 

► 1.02 
1.22 

SD 

45.37 
03.81 
4.77 
3. no 

13 88 
15 75 
18.83 
10. C8 
17.13 
IS. »7 
15.30 
15.53 
7.06 
8.1.') 
8.3V 
8.43 
0.86 

12.64 
7.n 
ass 
.31 
.4« 
.34 
.42 
.33 
.37 
.IS 
.47 

Second dsy 

r^ku 

004 

.10 

.04 

.13 

.SI 

.21 

.21 

.13 

.20 

.07 

.21 

10 

.05 

.08 

AT 

48 
37 
40 
41 
30 
38 
44 
42 
4« 
44 
4« 
42 
41 
3H 
40 
43 
4C 
4.1 
40 
43 
40 
45 
40 
44 
48 
43 
46 
45 

M. 

►87.03 
71.62 
►4.63 
180 

►30.03 
31.87 

►23.80 
27.62 

►21. IS 
»30 
►19.30 
:vM 

»1123 
30 00 

►14.13 
IS. 51 

►sots 
25,35 

►IH.9I 
17.01 
►1.11 
1.30 

►1.11 
1.1« 

►1.11 
1.14 

►1.00 
I. IS 

SD 

3« 58 
S3. OS 
4.83 
154 

11.74 
11.87 
13.00 
1121 
11.10 
14.10 
1120 
II 
0.16 
ass 

10 2» 
7.12 

1070 
10 01 
178 
102 
.31 
.SO 
.SI 
.39| 
.SI 
.35 
.30 
.34 

rfl 

ft IS 
.27 
.20 
.07 
.40 
.11 
.35 
.37 
.30 
.31 
.04 
.40 
.16 
.19 
.18 
.44 

-.OS 
-.07 
-.32 
-.01 

.33 

.00 
-.14 

.17 
-.07 

.37 
-.OS 

• 23j 

RrlU- 
bllltr 
test- 

re test 
»-comb. 

0 23 

.30 

.36 

M 
.» 
.a 
.u 
.31 

-.OS 

-.07 

.« 

.01 

.11 

.00 

► Lowe? »core Is bolter teora. 

■ 

■ 
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TABLE A6.8.—Pour /SO0 gliding (urn« /. Left t. Right S. Left 4. Right 

Section A: Summary data 

Code (Study, maneuver, and measure) 

II-E1. A/S In itralght normal elide, deviation from cor- 
rect A/3 (Instruments rovered). 

I-FI. Four ISO* ftlldinf turns: Sum of time (In seconds) dif- 
ference between turn», (1-2) plus (3-4),dlsreeardingsign... 

II-KI. Sum of time (In seconds) dilTercnce between turn«, 
(1-2) plus (3-4), dlsreRardlnit sign  

II-E2. Bum of time (In seconds) dilferenc« between lums, 
(1-2) plus (3-4). dlsregnrdlnit slirn, instruments covered .. 

III-KI. Sum of time (in seconds) dlü'ereiicc between turn«, 
(1-2) »Ins (3-4). dlsrexarding sign  

I-K2. 1 jur 180* Eliding turns: A/8 rar.ge, sum of all 4 turns... 
II-K2. A/S range, sum of all 4 urns  
11- K.3. A/S range, sum of all 41 urns, Instruments covered  
III-K2. A/S rang«, sum of all 4 turns  
III-K3, First IfMJ* gliding turn, left: Coordination, In terms 

of deflect ion ol ball in ball-bank  
III-K4. Second Ibti* gliding turn, right: Coordination, In 

terms of deflection of bail In ball-bank  
IM KV Third 180* gliding turn, left: Coordination, In terms 

of deflection of ball In ball-bank  
Ill K0. Fourth ISO* .-liding turn, right: Cnordinatlon, In 

terms of di'fl'.'ctionm .>alllnbc:i-Dank (fku fur 4 turns com- 
bined)  

Validltf 

rki. 
grad.— 
elim. 

•0M 

- 23 

-.M 

r»ku IT. 
versus L. 

flul 
uijr 

0.O4 

.01 

.04 

.14 

-.10 
•".30 

MT 
"•W 
"•.45 

-.OS 

-.05 

.01 

.01 

r,kii V. 
versus L 

second 
day 

-0.02 

M« 

.0« 

.04 

-.09 
•••.3« ••.a 

•30 
•".34 

.01 

-.02 

-.01 

.07 

Reliability 

rn lint 
versus 
Kcond 

day 

ail 

•••.as 
Ml 

••.a 
MT 
.00 •• a 

.u 

.00 

.a 

Section R: Data for rb|,, grndtialion-climination 

Cod« ATi Pi M. Ar. 

29 25 
io. in 
4M 

51. M 
22.00 

sn, tm 

IFI  39 
41 
35 
40 
40 

M 
71 ■ 
73 
72 

»21.30 
Wg.03 

• k 4.51 
k60.fi« 

21.83 

13. M 
4.» 
1.4« 

31.07 
171 

0 35 
1IIK1 ,  .a 
1K2            .13 
HIE!                     -.a 
IIIK3, 4. 5, 0  -.0» 

k Ix)wer score Is better score. 
• Coded soon. 
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TADLE A6.8.—ftmr 180° gUding turn» i. Left ». Right 5. Left 4. lilght—Con. 

Section C: Data for rPbi« and for reliability fn 

Cod« 

in ... 
IIKI. 

DP:]... 

IIIKI. 

IIKI.. 

I« .. 

IIKI.. 

URS . 

1IIKJ 

IIIK3 

IIIF.4. 

HIES, 

HIES 

Unpffor 
lo».?r 

fUppir 
\l^)»'<-f 
il'lllMT 

l.dwcr 
t'pfxr 
l^mrr 

It'l.pcr 
I MVff 
IL'pjMf 
I MI wir 
/' PPT 
\ I -mir 
/I'PIMT 
II ii« i r 
fUpprf 
11 im.r 
/Upper 
l Ixiwcr 
Upi^r 
lx)wpr 
Up|>cr 
Ltvw 
Up|)cr 
l/owpr 
Upprr 
Lower 

First <1»y 

r»»w 

.01 

.04 

.14 

.10 

.04 

.30 

.17 

.» 

.45 

.OH 

.05 

.01 

.09 

N M 

40 
3H 
4C 
43 
4A 
43 
4)1 
44 
44 
41 
41 
3.H 
4« 
41 
4f. 
43 
to 
43 
40 
44 
46| 
44 
45 
43 
4r, 
44 

Ml  10 
II.» 

»3.52 
3.72 

►3.70 
4.48 

»4.37 
3. SI 

»3.811 
4.15 

»21.34 
20.58 

»12.3« 
KV.63 

» 14.13 
IU.07 

»3ni 65 
31.10 
2.A5 
2. r.i 
Z«7 
2.73 
2.M) 
X77 
I 
Z79| 

8D 

B«con4d«f 

r»ku 

7« 
7.77 
114 
X37 
101 
135 
2 06 
131 
151 
1» 
7.57| 
9.11 
632 
1»! 
7.40 
171 
157 

11.65 
.52 
.45 
M 
.4« 
.45 
.47 
.41 
.55 

11» 

.06 

.04 

-.0» 

-.02 

.30 

.21 

.70 

.35 

.00 

-.02 

-.02 

.07 

If 

i ■ m 
4« 
43 
46 
43 
40 
44 
41 
41 
40 
38 
46 
43 
M 
43 
40 
43 
46 
44 
46 
44 
45 
43 
46 
44 

M 

»143 
II PI 

»165 
195 

»150 
162 

»130 
4.77 

»152 
141 

» 17.13 
24.8/ 

»1150 
16.28 

»14.51 
1149 

»19.35 
27.91 
180 
in 
173 
173 
100 
170 
174 
166 

SD 

125 
7.47 
173 
1G2 
110 
109 
167 
127 
147 
139 
9.01 

11.21 
7.64 
122 
7.58 

11.61 
182 

1153 
.45 
.47 
.M 
.54 
.85 
.67 
.87 

ru 

.61 

.21 

.32 

.31 

.06 

.29 

.16 

.04 

.18 

.20 

.14 

.10 

.08 

.18 

.30 

.14 

.39 

.06 

.14 

.12 

.00 

.38 

.07 

.13 

.35 

RHU- 
bUlly 
tcn- 
mrst 

»-comb. 

151 

.18 

.14 

.21 

.II 

.IT 

.0» 

.31 

.36 

.II 

.0» 

.31 

.19 

>• home* «core U better »eon. 

TABLE A6.9.—360° tteep turnt at cruising throttU 

Section A: Summary data 

Code (»ludy, maneuver and measure) 

Validity 

imd.- 
ellm. 

r^auU. 
vemu L, 

first 
day 

r»ku U. 
versus L. 

second 
day 

Reliability 

4 

ru first 

second 
day 

I-Cl.   Time In serorxlt to romplctc turns: Left and rijiht 
steep lurna  

II-CI.   Time In iteeondtlocoinpli-tclurn: Lett steep turn, 
InMruments covered  

11-114.   Time in «ecimds to tompk'te turn: Right sleep 
turn, Instnimrnt» rovered    

II III. 1'lme In M't-onds torotrplrte turn: U(i «Ircp lum 
11-C4.   Time I i MTUIHI.« to cunii-lctc turn: Right Mcep 

turn, InMmmrnt» rovered  
l-C'3.   Ixwk^ around 20 |>. rmil of the time: U'fl and rl;ht 

sleep turn« , 
11-112. Looks armmd 50 percent of the lime: Left strep 

turn. 

-161 

11-115.   Looks aroend 50 percent of the time: Right steep 
tum  

lI-('2.   I.ook« fl'fMind M percent of the lime: Left steep 
turn, Instrumrnl» roxrred.  

IICS    l.ooks around M ivrrrnl of the lime: Right «teep 
turn, iiislruimnu IMMM , 

I-('l.   Altltiile ranpr: l^ll an<l HnM strep turn»  
11-113.   AM ^»le ranee: l*fl »inp turn  
II-II6.   Altitude raiifr: Kiirhl Mrep turn , 
ll-i'J.   Altitude range:  UC stivp turn, tnstnimenia cov- 

ered , 
II CO    Altitude range: Rli;ht strep tum, bistrumrntsoov» 

ered  

n 

•0.14 

•16 

.02 

.04 

.13 

•••.2« 

•".30 

•.19 

.04 

-co 
••*. 62 
•".36 
•••.38 

•••.37 

•••.33 

•018 

.10 

.07 

.13 

.10 

•••.43 

.00 

-OS 

.13 

.01 
••.33 

II 
••.32 

-.08 

M8 

•••171 

•••.SI 

•".36 
•".43 

•".M 

•".SB 

•«.27 

"•».49 

♦.« 

•.04 
•.18 

".JO 
•".41 

•".a 
.u 
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TABLE AP.9.—SOO" «(rep (urn* at cruiiing (Aroide—Continued 

Section D: Data for r^i,, graduation-elimination 

1 

Cod« N, p. M, St. 80, 'M. 

1CI  ■ ■ ■ 
H 
M 
m 

: » «. 21 baa 
■.»3 03 

6.17 
4M 
143 

J.» 

in 
— 01 ica  Oh 

ICI  || 

k Loiter »core ti bctltr toon. 
• Code«! »«re. 

Section C: Data for r,^ ftnd for roliahility r« 

Cod« 

ICI  

IICI  

IIII4  

TIHI  

IIC«  

1C»  

nut  
mis  
nca  
tic»  
ici  
nui  
no«  
nci  
nc«  

/ippcr 
\l-o»ir 
I'm-« 
IA»»« 

f 

Upper or 
lower 

/' 

pper. 
i «wer.. 
I|iper . 
Ixjwer 
I'piwr.. 

,t>o»er.. 
ffpp».. 
Lower.. 

.Upper 
\lx>«ir 
Mpper 
iWüti 
Tppcr. 
\jO*rt 
lpi»r. 
lx)wer. 
fppi>r. 
Lower. 

M-pper. 
'Uwvr. 
(pper. 
I^wer. 
ipper. 
I^)wer. 
Upper. 
Lower. 

First i%f 

r»kb 

0 14 

.»« 

.02 

.04 

.13 

.» 

.30 

.19 

.04 

-.09 

.«2 

.36 

.35 

.« 

N 

I 

41 
.■w 
4« 
42 

4S 
41 

44 

I 41 

JS 
41 

'A 43 
37 
41 
3.S 

fl 
4* 
4:i 
4« 
43 

M 

* to. 4« 

k H 37 
2». 40 

k27.30 
27.73 

k2«.ld 
27. M 

k 27.18 
29.81 
i.-u 
2 2.1 
.n 
.40 
.7« 
.Kl 
.T 
.74 
.n 
.M 

k 137. «1 
273.03 

k 45.87 
»7.e; 

k41.Ml 
M.37| 

kn).2 
114.9 

k&5.9 
IDS.« 

SD 

Serood d«y 

15 81 
27.84 

«.7<i 
II. «C 

7.44« 
10. »If 
7.1« 
EM 
7.31 

12.21 
.a 
.w. 
.42 
.50 
.** 
.41" 
.43 
.44 
.42 
.37 

107. 47 
218.11 
44.3« 
Ml.« 
ML 21 
hi .1 
51.4 
81.3 
45.0 
97.4 

f»ku 

a 15 

.10 

.07 

.12 

.10 

.43 

.00 

-.05 

.13 

.04 

.»! 

.11 

.33 

-.05 

.15 

N 

41 
3* 
V 
42 

45 
41 
4.1 
43 
4« 
43 
411 
3« 
44 
41 
421 
41 
44 
38 
43 
37 
41 
IS) 

43 
4 
43 
if. 
43 
if. 
43 

A/ 

k 58. 10 
81 ti 

k25Mi 
27.48 

k38 91 
28.001 

»a. 8 
27.21' 

k2ri.7u| 
28.3 
18.1 
1UB 
.M 
.00 
.r.'J 
.73 
.82 
.71 

kHIlM 

k 54.13 
W IÜ 

k47.ll 
SH.3; 

k7l.l 
r-H.« 

k.V».l 
77.0 

k Lower »core Is better «cor«. 

• 
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TABLE A0.10.—500° steep turn» at full throltU 

Section A: Summary daU 

Code (itudy, maneuver, »nd mtMura) 

Validity 

I-C4.   Time In seconds to oompteU turn«: Left and right 
sleep turni  

11)17.   lime in seconds tocomplcte turn: Left steep turn. 
II-HIO.   Tim* In seconds to complete turn: Hlght steep 

turn. 
II-C7. Tlnte In seconds to odmplete turn: Left steep turn. 

Instruments covered , 
II-ClO. Time in seconds to complete turn: Right sleep 

turn. Instruments covered «.  
Ill Dl.   Time in seouuds to complete turn: Left »toep 

turn. 
IM-DS. Time In seconds to complete turn: Right steap 

turn  
I-CS. Looks around SO percent of the time: Left and right 

iteep turns  
IMi».   Looks around 60 percent of the time: Left steep 

turn. 
Il-li 11. Looks around t/O percent of the time: Right steep 

turn... ---.- •  
II-CN. Looks around SO percent of Uie time: Left steep 

turn. Instruments covered  
Il-Cll. Looks around SO percent of the time: Right steep 

turn. Inslmnienl« covered  
111-1)2.   Looks around SO percent of tir:«.   Left steep turn 
III-D«.   Looks around SO pcruuit of the tune: Right steep 

turn. 
I-CA.   Altitude ranee: Left and I'.IK..« Steep turns .... 
11-119. Altitude ranRer Left steep turn  
11-1113.   Altitude rnnee: Ultcht steep turn  
II-C9.  Altitude range: Left steep turn, Instruments cov- 

ered  
U-CI3. Altitude range. Right steep turn. Instruments eov- 

III-U3.   Altitude rante: Ixft steep turn  
111-1)7.   Altitude rnnpo: Itlcht steep turn  
VII-CI.   Maiimuro deviation from starting altitude: Left 

and right steep turns  
Vll-('2    Miilntalned bank ofCO* or greater: Left and right 

steep turns  
Vll-O.   Finnl roll-out within .43* of sUrtlng heading: 

Left and rieht steep turns  
111-1)4.   Coonllnution, In terms of deflection of bell-buik: 

LOT »terp turn  
It   IM.   ( oonlinatlon, in terms of deflection of hall-bank: 

Right steep turn  

fkl. 
grad.— 

0.08 

.09 

.09 

.00 

-.01 

.30 

.13 

-.13 

.07 

r»ku U. 
versus L. 

first 

r,n. Ü. 
versus L. 

second 
day 

Rellab2ltjr 

« 
rr first 

••0.H 
-.06 

-04 

M» 

Mt 

-.0« 

.00 

Ml 

Ml 
•.17 

.14 

-.08 
.07 

.10 
•".31 
•••.31 
••.27 

••.27 

•••.44 
•••.38 
••.38 

•••.18 

•.0» 

.01 

.04 

•.30 

•a 30 
.13 

.12 

.18 

.10 

-.03 

•".34 

-.0« 

.00 

.11 

.11 
••.23 

*** S3 
•••'.34 

.07 

.03 

.11 

.14 

•••.37 

•.18 

•.06 

Section B: Date for fbu graduation-elimination 

400 

«uy 

•••41 

•••.81 

••••81 

•••.88 

•••.48 

•••.83 

•••.43 

•••.88 

•••.81 

*.08 

•-.18 
• -.II 

•-.30 
•.30 

•••.38 
•.17 

•••.18 

•ill 
.04 

•••.37 

••• «.83 

»•.it 

•.01 

••.33 

Km 

Cod« N, P» */. M, SD, r»* 

IC4    35 
43 
3« 
35 
43 
36 
35 
43 
40 
40 
41 

66 
60 
60 ■ 
00 
71 
66 
00 
70 
70 
68 

»«80 
»43 00 
»44 33 

4.47 
07 
89 

»161 
»392.41 
»30131 

525 
4.96 

6.74 
41 63 
42.64 
4 47 

85 
.91 

1«3 
37a 69 
30A.33 

5 42 
4.85 

1 WO 
9.16 

11.93 
1.73 
.63 
.68 

1.78 
334.23 
191.58 

.87 
1.22 

a 08 
iiiiii      —.08 
IIID8  -.08 
1C8           .00 
IIID3  .13 
ii|na            —.01 IcT:;:::::::::™:::::::::::::::::.::. 
IIIDJ  
IIID7    

.30 

.18 
III 1)4  —.18 inuo   .07 

■ 



TABLE A6.10.—350° $Utp turn» at full (Är-oH/e—Continued 

Section C: Dat« for r, .1,; and for rcU»biIlty m 

Cod« 

IC4... 

um. 
mm. 
nc7... 
IICIO.. 

IIID1. 

IIID8. 

IC». 

uns. 
IIIUll. 

ucs. 
neu.. 
niD2. 

HID«. 

IC«..., 

nnfl. 
IIHI9). 

nc«  
new  
IIID3  

IIID7. 

V1IC1. 

IIID4.. 

1IIDS. 

vuca.. 

Unp* r or 
lower 

IS51 

bllliy 
Uit- 

rrtr«» 
Koutb. 

fUpper  
lLowcr  
/Upper  
lLowcr  
Upper  
Lower  
'ipper  
Lower  

/Upper  
\Lower  
I Upper  
\Lower  
/Uopcr  
ILower  
/Upper  
ILower  
(Upper  

/Upper  
\Ix)wcr  
/Upper  
ILower  
/Upper  
ILower...—... 
(Uptw  
ILower  
/Upper  
ILower  
/Upper  
II.OWV7  
Upper  
ILower  
Upper  
Lower  

/Upper  
\Ix>wer  
/Upper  
\I.owcr  

Upper  
ILjwcr  
/Upper  
ILower........ 
HShrs  
OOhrs  
Upper  
liOwrr  
Upper  
I/.«, r  
hShrs  

VCOhrs  

vncs iKiS:::::::: 

k Lower More b the better icore. 

TABLE MM.—Maintaining altitude vhile reducing AfS 

Section A: Summary data 

Cod« (Study, miuieuvcr, end mcMure) 

l-DI   AlUlude ronite, surn of two triali.  
1-1)2,   Alllludo rnnpe, »mn of first «lay"» trUll.... 
l-h*.  Altitude ranye, f urn of lecond d«) 't trteto. 

Vallilty 

cllm. 

.10 

r.w.lT 
venus L. 

first 
u«y 

•**aJ4 

r,tu V. 
venus L. 

sct-md 
dey 

aoi 

nclUbUlty 

rn first 
versus 
«rcond 

d»y 

•••aw 

401 
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TABLE A6.ll.—Afainiining aliitud/, u\ü« reducing Ä/S—Continued 

Section B: Data for rtu, gradu^tlon-climinaüon 

Cod« *ri p$ **, Ml SD, '»<•   . 

ID»     H 
M u 

88 
88 
88 

kiflO 
^1.87 
»1.82 

4.43 
X4J 
1.W 

l.TI 
1.1» 

0.28 
IDJ M <t»X  .30 
IDS 2nd diijr  .10 

» Lower soors Is bsltor i 

Section C; Data for %kl. and for reliability, nt 

Upper or 
lower 

First d«jr 8«oondd«r 

rn 

Relta- 
blllty 

Cod« 

%Mi AT M SD hm If A/ SO 
test- 

re test 
i-oomb. 

IDS  /upper  IAH f    i 
\    38 

k I0,V 37 
2M.M 

80.34 
1.18.54 }   0.01 1 Si »210.73 

213.18 
117.88 
104.38 

a 18 
.38 |    0.27 \Lower  

» Lower score is better soor«. 

TABLE A6.12.—Rudder-ttereiu and power-on »taU» 

Section A: Summary dato 

• Validity Rellabaity 

Cod« (Studr, mancurcr, «nl mcMUf«) 
1- 

ffci. 
frad.— 
ellm. 

t 

versus L. 
flrat 
day 

8 

f»»-r. 
versus L. 

second 
day 

4 

ni link 
vena« 
second 

d«y 

tl-Dt.   Ruddrreirrdse stall: Time to lose 800 feet  a oo 
•••.a» 
•••.40 

M« 

••.a» 
M0 

•.» 

••aas 
••.a 
••.a4 

.03 

M8 

MT 

••.a 

0.13 
11-1)2.   KudUrr-eirrrise stall: Maximum angle of wlnp 

wllh borlton  ••.34 
11-1)3.   Kuddor-Mfrct* stall: Maximum dlroctlonal chanie. ••.a 
Ill-Ol.   I'owrr-on stall recovery: Stnllrd ailorons  
III-C2.   Powrr-on stall recovery: Time from forward «tick 

to level (licht.   Bhort lime Is be«t  

•a 38 

.10 

.94 

••.43 

n 
Ml 

111(3.   Powrr-on stall recovery: Throttle forward with 
slick In recovery  

•••. 41 
III-C4.   Powrr-on stall recovery: Maiiraura A/3 In re- 

covery.   Lo«" Ay8 Is best  

Section B: Data for rkl(l graduation-elimination 

Cod« N, 9, M, M, SD. tb 

mci  43 
42 
43 
43 

8» 
80 
80 
60 

1.82 
MS. 45 

I.7S 
k173.10 

1.23 
18.14 
1.84 

im. n 

0.63 
188 
.M 

24.55 

0.38 
IIIC2  .10 
IIICJ  .34 
IIIC4  .41 

» Lower score Is belter scor«. 
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TABLE M.l2.—Rud(ler-titrei$e and power-on «rollt—Continued 

Section C: Data for r,k,t, and for reiiabllity, r„ 

Cod« 

IIDi  

nna  
IIW  
mci  
flic«  

nies  
IIIC4..... 

Ui.p« or 
(own 

Uoper  
Lower  
Upjw  
lA>wcf..:..., 
Upper  
Lower  
Upper  
Lower  
Upper  
Lower  
J-PPer  
lower  

.j^PM  
iLoww  

Flntd«? 

f»kU 

0.0» 

.3A 

.40 

.18 

.25 

.19 

.20 

N 

43 
29 
4S 
43 
«S 
43 
46 
45 
48 
45 
4« 
44 
4« 
45 

M 

19.23 
18.07 
1.73 
.7» 

3.04 
.88 
.S3 
.67 

k7.l7 
8.04 
.96 
.84 

»84.35 
88.33 

SD 

A. 47 
7.14 
1.25 
1.37 
1.32 
1.35 
.38 
.47 

1.43 
1.93 
.» 
.37 

8.NN 
10.59 

Si-eond d»jr 

f»wu 

0.M 

.23 

.34 

.03 

.16 

.17 

.32 

tf 

2« 
if, 
4:i 
4A 
43 
46 
45 
46 
45 
46 
44 
41 
45 

If 

19.72 
It 7« 
Ln 
1.21 
1.96 
1.33 
.87 
.84 

»7.17 
7.73 
.96 
.86 

»84.57 
90.4« 

SD 

5.59 
4.87 
Ln 
1.3) 
I ?* 
1.32 
.34 
.36 

1.3« 
-?.0» 

.3D 

.34 
6.3.1 

17.85 

fil 

RrlU- 
bimr 
test. 

relr«» 
Koab. 

0.13 
.13 
.U 
.18 
.SI 
.30 

0) 
.16 
.35 
.07 

.37 

.30 

* Not calculated because of natur« of dlsirlbutloii. 
» Lower «core U bettor icon. 

0.1t 

M 
.a 

0) 
.u 

m 
.41 

TABLE A0.13.—5pin recovery 

Section A: Summary data 

Validity RciUbUity 

Code (Study, maneurer aad measure) 
I 

Mi 
imd.» 
film. 

9 

r>kb V. 
verms L. 

lint 
day 

t 
r»kU V. 

venm L. 
second 

day 

4 

rnSnt 
versus 
second 

day 

I-El.   Did student apply opposite rudder at 3 turns £45*7. 
il-JI.   Did student apply opposite rudder at Hi turns 

wtibln ±23*. ±45*, or tnors*  

*0.28 •••0.JJ 

••*.« 

.IS 

.11 

.08 

.11 

•a IT 

.11 

••■'.S3 

.08 

.08 

-.01 

0.01 

.11 
I-E3.   Time in seconds f'-om opposite rudder till not« cuts 

horizon.   Short time Is ocst  •.»3 •••.ST 
II-J3.   Time In seconds from opposite rudder t 111 ncso cuts 

horizon    Short time is best            ,..•.......••.,•...... -.10 
I-K3.   Maximum A/S in dive, corrrrlcd lor Indicator error 

by subtraction of cruisliif Indicated A/8.   Low A/S Is 
best,   (See test) •.30 ••.84 

IW3.   Maximum A/3 in dive, onrrcctrd for indicator error 
by subtraction of cruising Indicated A/S.   Low A/S Is 
bat    (See text)                                                  •••.SO 

Section B: Data for f%t,t graduation-elimination 

Cod« m Pi M, M, SD, n* 

IBl               3S 
35 ■ ■ • »«.86 

»8.59 
»88.4» 

T.3S 
9.33 

95.45 

1.74 
1.3« 

14.10 

a 28 
lEa  .33 
IBS  .SO 

» Lower score Is better soon. 
• Coded soof«. 
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TABLE A8.13.—5pm recovery—Continued 

Section C: Dat* for rpbi«. and for reliability, r%t 

Upper o. 
lower 

First da/ Second day 

ru 

Rell». 
bllltjr 

Cod« 
r»»!* N M SO r»»u N M SD 

teu- 
re test 

s-oomb. 

IE!  /UPP*r  a 33 

.31 

.13 

.11 

.08 

.11 

{    " 
37 
46 
43 
40 
33 
40 
42 
41 
37 
4A 
42 

1.95 
1.70 
1.87 
I.JO 

»S.40 
0.09 

»8. IS 
8.78 

46.69 
48.00 

»2S.44 
27.80 

0.22 
.40 
.34 
.73 

260 
163 
X87 
178 
0.72 

10.40 
8.29 

10.37 

a 17 

.13 

.33 

.06 

.06 

-.01 

I    <> 
37 
46 
42 
36 
83 
46 
42 
41 
37 
48 
42 

1.00 
1.78 
1.80 
1.7« 

»7.28 
8.31 

»8.22 
8.80 

48.59 
48.41 

* 17.72 
27.02 

0 30 
.41 
.38 
.87 

1.41 
1.81 
106 
147 

11.81 
9.33 
8.84 
0.13 

-«.07 
.00 
.23 
.00 
.81 
.16 

-.23 
.04 
.46 

-.09 
.36 
.26 

001 

n«  /upper.;:::::: .IS 

IE*  /Upper  .17 

n«  
iLower ..... 
/upp*r  -.1« 

IE3  
ilxiwer  
/Upper  
Ibömr  
/Upr»r  

.24 

Ilil .80 \Lower  

» Lower soor« Is bettar »oora. 

TABLE A6.14. —Validity and reliability coefficient of objective item* uted in primary 
check ride adminittered in study IV 

Section A: Summary data 

MIDIOM TURN«: 
a. Agroement on coordination  

MM 
6. Acreement on direction  
c. AcrKiiiriit mi number of turn«... 
4. Aermnrnt on «ppllcalioa of «tick 

FORWAMO Siirs. 
#. Airspeed rant«._  
/. Score on hlKhcxtalr speed  
i. I'art of plane over MMtd  
t. Slipped 4 ball  
I. laslructor took over  

BumNo TURN«: 
J. Alrspccl ranit«  
It. Sore on hirhest air speed  
I. I'lane stalled  
m. Rctnolncd In slip  
n. Itrcovery inadoat ±5* from 90*-. 
«. Instructor took over  

Powia l.ANDi.sr.s: 
p. Approach pattern  
ff. I'locoof laiKlInc  
r. Air speed miipe J  
«. Score on hi-'...'. air «peed.—  
I. LAI id In n- a  
«. Lmid drlfllnc  
». Typ« of landing  
«9. I'tan« bounced.  
t. Landing roll  

Caoss-wiND LANOINO«; 
t. Varlnllon 'rom 800 foet In trafTle. 
(. Ball deviation on approach turn. 

1 S 8 

Vslldlty Valldltr Reliability 

M r*ai* M 
PossfoU Upper-lower Test-re t««t 

-a 07 au -a u 
.00 ••.28 -.06 

•.30 .1« •.17 
-.M .02 .10 

•.27 ••.27 .10 
••.3» .14 ••.28 

.03 •.21 •.23 
•.34 •.28 •••.38 

-.17 .00 .00 

-.08 •••23 ••.2» 
.07 •.22 •••.81 

-.17 .14 •••.4« 
•.30 ••.28 •••.40 
•.30 •••.48 ••.27 
.30 ••.27 -.01 

.11 ••.3« •••.M 

.00 .14 ••.19 

.00 .11 -.02 
-.01 •.21 -.01 

.17 •.17 -.18 
•••.48 ••.26 .00 

•.27 ••.27 •.17 
-.04 .02 .19 

•••.48 •.* •-.IT 

.12 •••.a -.« 

.28 •••.38 -.01 

•Corrrlallon «Irninmnt at 30-prrccnt level or above. 
•H'orrelutlnn siKnincant at O-iwrccnt level or above. 
•••Comlalkin slKniflrant at 1-percent level or «bov«. 
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TABLE A6.I4.—V<i/i<fiVy and rcliahiUhj cnfßcifnl» ofohjrrtive itemi uttd in primary 
check ride adminitttred in »tudy 1V—Continued 

Section B: Data for biscrinl oorrclntlon with grftduntion-diminfition 

n P* Af, -u. SO, fkl* 

«  SI 
39 
SO 
48 
49 
£0 
81 
81 
SI 
48 a 
49 
61 
SI 
SI 
43 
4S 
SO 
SO 
so 
48 
SI 
SI 
81 
48 
48 

M 
82 ■ 
79 
M 
m 
«0 ■ 
80 
79 
79 
84 
M 
Ü 
80 
79 
78 
H 
HO 
80 
79 
80 
80 
80 
81 
81 

7 M 
II.HI 
21.73 
8 33 

2H. 23 
13. M 
8.M 

10 iJt 
II. 8A 
n.$t 
IS 31 
11.71 
9.M 
9 WS 

11 K'. 
(MO 

11.40 
2iiro 
10.83 
10. M 
10.79 
9.39 
«41 
8.78 

21.59 
1150 

8 30 
11.71 
23. ;o 
9 30 

11.10 
840 
0.40 

UOO 
2H.70 
14. M) 
IZOO 
8.30 
8 80 

II.CO 
t.M 

11.40 
2(VC0 
10.90 
10.00 
9 30 
830 
8. CO 
7 00 

30.78 
14 4* 

1.80 
.01 

1.91 
2 ID 
3.01 
3M 
J M 
ZU 
.47 

187 
3.19 
.90 

279 
117 
.71 

119 
.OS 

1GS 
IIS 
1.89 
101 
14S 
110 
118 
178 
3.00 

-a 07 
.00 

•.30 
-.34 
•.27 

".30 
.03 

• 34 

t>  
t  
4 , 
i  
/.  
#  L.:.::....:::::..::::::..:::::::::::::::; 
i  -!l7 — n t  
4 :.::::::...:::::::::::::::::::::: 07 
i  — 17 
m  • 30 
II  •.30 
•„..  .30 
p  .11 
#..„     .  .   .00 
f....................................... .00 
i  —.01 
I  .17 
« ,  •** 41 
i  •.27 
w ,,  -.01 
X  •••.40 
t  .IS 
f  .a 

Section C: Data for point-biscrinl correlation with upper nnd lower groups chosen 
by instructon 

AT, AT. SD. M ML SOt UMi 

■  30 
34 
28 
2« 
37 
38 
39 
39 
39 
38 
38 
30 
39 
39 
30 
34 
34 
30 
30 
38 
37 
30 
30 
39 
27 
27 

8.34 
11.93 
34.04 

H 4(1 
38.87 
13.54 
9.03 

11.(,3 
11.93 
39.04 
15.7S 
II.M 
10.00 
in M 
UOO 
9.54 

11  40 
sn.« 
11.31 
10.04 
11.04 
0.7« 
817 
197 

21 15 
1166 

113 
.40 

I.S4 
117 
153 
3.22 
ISO 
1.71 
.30 

158 
ISO 
.51 

1H8 
1.73 
.00 

158 
.9« 
I« 
193 
1.8« 
1.87 
170 
113 
3.39 
3.00 
X77 

27 
18 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
25 
15 
25 
27 
27 
27 
23 
25 
2« ■ 
2-1 
25 
24 
24 ■ 
24 
2« 

7.70 
11.SA 
21 00 
8.37 

27.04 
1148 
8.00 

10 (10 
11.85 
27. M 
14.3« 
ii. no 
8.07 
8 59 

II.A3 
H 39 

II. 1« 
2>V04 
9.U« 

10 00 
10.00 
8.43 
181 
7.93 

19 Gi 
11.43 

1.81 
.M 

104 
111 
3.21 
4.01 
137 
124 
.53 

177 
.160 
1.3« 
131 
11« 
.95 

1.53 
1 13 
2 90 
3.33 
1.81 
119 
1.05 
1.91 
I.M) 
3.34 
134 

a 14 
6  ••.» 
(............................... .1« 
4  .09 
(  ••.37 
/  .14 
•  Ml 
1                     ,  I  ••.as 
|  .00 
1  ••.31 
r::":;::::::::::"::::""i:ii •.2» 

i  .14 
M.  ••.a» 
R............................... •••.41 
#............................... ••.37 
a   ••.30 
t ... .............. .14 
r............................... .11 
(............................-.. •.31 
1  •.17 
•.. .                  .................. ••.a« 
*.*,    .......................... ••.37 
u.............................. .01 
t............................... •.34 
m ........ .. •••. 41 

t...........................  •••.W 
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TABLE A6.14.— Validity and reliability coejficienl» of objective item» used in primary 
check rid« adminiitered in study I V—Continued 

Section D: Data for tcst-retcst reliabilities 

Pint rid« Second rid« 

N M SD AT M SD 
rii 

•„........  M ■ ■ 
63 
M 
63 ■ 
M 
6« 
63 
63 
M 
M 
6« ■ 
17 
4» 
66 
66 
M 
63 
63 
66 
63 
63 
63 

3.88 
6.86 

ItlS 
4.34 

13.69 
6.24 
4.31 
6.07 
6.00 

13.83 
7.16 
6.83 
4.33 
4.80 
6.93 
130 
369 

13.47 
389 
333 
6.3! 
4.43 
4.16 
4.39 

10.43 
7.43 

1.44 
.33 

1.19 
1.64 
128 
139 
1.30 
1.41 
.00 

1.94 
110 
.66 

1.80 
1.23 
.37 

1.40 
.38 

1.88 
142 
1.33 
1.33 
1.81 
1» 
1.64 
187 
1.88 

3« 
42 
66 
63 
64 
63 
3« 
M ■ 
33 
33 
64 
86 
30 
36 
47 
49 
63 
63 
64 
62 
63 
63 
33 
33 
63 

in 
6.90 

111« 
4. OS 

14.30 
6.78 
4.33 
8.40 
6.89 

14.63 
7.04 
6.89 
Ä.C1 
4.73 
3 89 
4.68 
3.01 

1189 
4.7S 
3.00 
6.23 
4.71 
4.33 
4.18 

la OB 
100 

1.44 
.43 

1.37 
L34 
1.77 
119 
1.68 
1.03 
.43 

1.49 
1.68 
.46 

L41 
1.49 
.39 

1.30 
.71 

104 
111 
1.63 
LSI 
1.71 
1.49 
1.70 
143 
107 

—4L II 
»..,          — 00 
«  M7 
4  .lb 
«...  .10 
/.  ••.as 
# .._ . -  •.a i:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: •*• 39 
i  .00 
i  •• 29 v.:: :  •••. It 
i  •••.44 
IB..  ••• 40 
•  ••.» 
  -.04 
■  •••.44 
f  MO 
f............................... -.09 
f.......  -.01 
f  -.10 
«...  ....... .00 
ff  •.17 
Iff  .19 
M.  •-.IT 
f  -.07 
t,  -.01 

TABLE A0.15.—In study IV, correlation betxeeen instructor's ratings and gradua- 
tion-elimination 

ff, /v. JVJ *■/-. P/J. 9m 

Orailu»tlon-f!lmln»tloa   ff.   Instnictor'l 
ratlnp..  61 63 38 .03 17 •••a?» 

TABLE A6.ie.—Data for study 

Graduation—Elimination 

rt, P. M, M, SD, rv» 

Tim«"  » 79 »66.87 74.23 0.20 HQL4t 

Upper» . Lower 

S, P, V. Afe SD, fkh 

Ttrnti  40 33 »0*30 71.10 187 •0 30 

Test-retest reliability 

Flr»l<Uy Sceooddsy 

If M SD N U SD 
'a 

TllM>  40 3307 113 40 U41 114 110 

i 'n minute« -»urn ot two eh«ck ridffff. 
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TABLE A6.17,—-Smi-parM'al reliabilily correlation» in Study VI 
Formula: 

»"o-iui.« —»"n — ruru — IIJ^MJI^I &*<?*} 
Vl-r»« VI-HM 

Variable i «= Odd score. 
Variable |e=Evcn score. 

Vnrinblc i=Odd hour«. 
Variable 4 = Even hours. 

Coda (Study, muwiiTrr, 
and mi'asure) rn ru ru rn TH ru rti.n (i •) •f»„.i, a.« 

V-AI  0.M 
.83 
.76 
.73 
.72 
.77 
.8» 
.71 
.8« 
.8« 
.47 
.51 
.87 
.67 
.80 
.64 
.7» 
.60 

a 43 
.62 
.01 
.43 
.43 
.44 
.87 
.4« 
.60 
.34 
.33 
.81 
M 
.35 
.M 
.43 
.70 

-.25 

0.48 
.62 
.07 
.49 
.54 
.48 
.50 
.5« 
.69 
.41 
.48 
.69 
.61 
.44 
.60 
.47 
.73 

-.11 

a 47 
.63 
.13 
.51 
.45 
.51 
.65 
.53 
.74 
.33 
.39 
.40 
.50 
.23 
.3.H 
.60 
.63 

0.M 
.66 
.18 
.57 
.53 
.54 
.68 
.60 
.75 
.37 
.49 
.44 
.65 
.35 
.44 
.56 
.64 
.00 

a« 
.95 
.«5 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.96 
.95 
.95 
.95 
.«5 
.95 
.95 

.75 

.76 

.61 

.60 

.68 

.75 

.55 

.64 

.83 

.30 

.34 

.4« 

.53 

.61 

.53 

.56 

.47 

an 
.8« 
.80 
.78 

78 

V-AI  
V-AJ  
V-A4  
V-A8  
V-A»  .81 

M V-A7  
V-BI  .71 
V.B3  .7* 
V-B«  .91 
V-B4  .40 
V-B$.. .51 
V-Bfl  .01 
V-B7  .68 
V-B8  .70 
V-B» , .00 
V-BIO  .Ti 
V-BU  .04 

*'• (in (io Is the Kml-putlal odd-cvcn reliability oorrclatlon corrected by the Spearman-Brown (orinuU 
to 13 admlnutraUoo*. 

TADLE A6.18.—Dato/or ttudy VI 

2. Check ride by regular instructor. 
3. Check ride by different instructor (,,8\vitch"-rlde). 
4. Check ride by regular instructor. 

Cod«   (Study, tnaneuTer and measure) ru ru 
Combliw 

Ikm'o» 
f u and r«« 

P|>ca rtn an- 
il ruwn »or 11 
Umc* IcnfU» 

V-A»   0.20 
.03 
.49 
.15 
.13 

-.00 
.Ü 

-.06 
.01 
.05 

-.03 
.28 
.18 
.22 
.10 
.01 

-.13 
-.14 

Of« 
-.08 

.19 

.23 

.24 
-.18 

.28 
-.14 

.07 

.2« 
-.1. 

.13 
-.03 

.01 

.07 

.13 

.11 
-.10 

a 45 
-.03 

.34 

.10 

.19 
-.13 

.34 
-.10 

.04 

.17 
-.07 

.30 

.08 

.13 

.09 

.07 
-.01 
-.13 

t« 
V-A3  -.2? 
V-A3  .8« 
V-A4                           .7« 
V-A8... .7« 
V-A0  -.M 
V-A7  
V-Bl  

.7» 
-.8» 

v-Ba..         .31 
V-B3  • TI 
V-B4                                   -.41 
V-B5  •7! 
V-B6  51 
V-B7  ,M 
V-B8                      .M 
V-B9                    .47 
V-B10 .            -.11 
V-BU           -.a 

•Comblotd by the ftransfonnttlon technique. 
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TADI.B A6.10.—Datajrom ttudy VII for tesl-retesl reliabilititt 

Osrncr, N-70 ChlckMh«,N-100 

r t»mk Cod« Te«t nctMt 
r 

Test RetMt M 

M so M SD M SD M SO 

VII-AI  2 M 
114 
1.81 
177 
1»! 
ZV7 
184 
1.89 
167 
131 
1.83 
1C9 
141 

.M 

.«2 

.48 

.41 

.24 

.S2 

.78 

.Ci 

.74 

.7« 

.62 

.82 

ISO 
2.31 
1.97 
17« 
180 
194 
174 
1.77 
1U 
13« 
1.77 
IM 
137 

0.76 
.89 
.76 
.83 
.83 
.33 
.67 
.81 
.71 
.83 
.81 
.63 
.83 

a 07 
.00 
.30 
.01 
.00 
.03 
.00 

-.03 
-.23 
-.04 

.05 

.34 

.11 

133 
l.M 
1.47 
1G3 
3.00 
178 
16« 
1.N 
110 
114 
1.50 
13« 
130 

a 93 
.M 
.68 
.64 
.00 
.63 
.75 
.7« 
.01 
.92 
.75 
.85 
.88 

139 
118 
1.4« 
160 
106 
186 
140 
1.45 
135 
113 
1.58 
154 
137 

0.89 
.97 
.61 
.63 
.38 
.51 
.93 
.74 
.00 
.91 
.78 
.77 
.81 

a 18 
.34 
.35 
.31 
.00 
.03 
.05 
.04 
.05 
.01 

-.03 
.08 

-.0« 

a 14 
.30 
.33 
.18 
.03 
.03 
.05 
.03 

-.07 
-.01 

.01 

.14 

.01 

a 18 
vii-m  .38 
VII-C'I   .33 
vii-o , .17 
vii^ci .08 
VIM)I .08 
VII-I)2  .07 
VII-KI  
vn-K2  

.OS 
-.08 

VII-KI  -.01 vn-n  
Vn-F2  

.01 

.30 
vn-ra  .01 

The rorfTlclrnts for the two do mrntsry schools were combined bj the t-tramformst Ion techalqu« knd UMO 
corrected (or broad categories used In this Frees« Study. 

TABLE   A6.20.—Landings  in itudy   VII.    Test-relett   reliahilititi  Garner  and 
Chicka$ha data combined iV=» 170 

ru 
First day Second day 

X Af SD U M SD 

Zone plsnc Unds: 
Ui Umtin(, 1st dny f. 2d landinit, 3d day. 
M landing. 1st day ». Ist landiuf, 2d day. 

LanilinK atlltude: 
1st landinr, 1st dsy f, 2d !andlnit, 2d day. 
2dlar.iUn(;, it tiay - Vt landing, 2d day. 

Plane bounwd >' ürut>i :*t: 
lit Undiny. i-»t df.y ». 2d tändln». 2d day. 
:a londuit, ist day ». Isl laudinft. 3d day. 

0.00 
M0 

-.03 
-.04 

.07 
•-.13 

170 
170 

170 
170 

170 
170 

1.71 
1.60 

188 
144 

131 
129 

a 79 
.77 

.85 

.n 

.85 

.84 

170 
170 

170 
170 

170 
170 

1.6« 
1.58 

150 
148 

188 
138 

a so 
.7» 

.71 

.83 

.84 

.88 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER SEVEN. 

Measures of Two-Engine Flying 
Skill (Contact) 

TABLE A7.1.—Summary 

Xtatuuttr 

Formation straiglit and level. 

Formation cross under  (and  re- 
turn). 

Formation turns (two ISO's). 

Formation let-down and climb. 

Steep turns to right and left. 

Slow flj'ing—straight and level. 

Slow flying turns (right and left). 

Single-engine out of slow flying. 

Power off stall (gear and flaps up). 

Power  off stall  (gear  and  flaps 
down). 

of Tli-25 contact objective flying icalt 

Varltblet mtaiurtd 

Manifold prc.-surc dcviatioDS. 
Manifold pressure differences in two engines. 
Climb above load plane or drop below. 
Lag. 
Crowd up. 
Total time. 
Maximum lag. 
Maximum lateral overshoot. 
Over-run or crowd up. 
I-ag. 
Climb above lead plane. 
Lateral error. 
Manifold pressure deviations. 
Over-run. 

Ci.mb. 
Drop, 
Altitude. 
Air fi>eed. 
Dank. 
Heading deviation«. 
Altitude changes. 
Time to reach 100 m. p. h. 
Air sjK-ed variation!«. 
Air speed deviations. 
Dank. 
Altitude changes. 
Cylindei l:ead temperatures. 
Power control and attitude. 
Hai.-e gear and flaps. 
Air speed control. 
Heading deviations. 
Altitude control. 
Altitude control. 
Heading deviations. 
Hate of climb. 
Secondary stall. 
Heading deviations. 
Altitude cuiKrol at break and rccoverj, 
»Bnk. 
Gear and flaps up during recovery. 
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TABLE A7.1.—.Summary 0/ TB-tS contact objective flying ical«—Continued 

Short field landings (two). Air speed during approach. 
Air speed at initial contact. 
Landing tone. 
Addition of power. 
"Drop In." 
Where cut power. 

TABLE A7.2.—Sample contact menumr 

Formation—Straight and Level 

Lead plane climbs to 5,000 feet above the ground and flies a straight 
and level course. Student flies normal position off right wing. Lead 
plane should fly at 180 m. p. h. with 1,900 r. p. m. Allow the first 30 
seconds for student to adjust his position and speed. Make test 
observations during the next 4 minutes. 
A. Manifold pressure left engine during: 

Minute?: 
1st 2d 3d 

Score: 

Student 

Deviation 
2 inches 
3 inches 
4 inches 
6 inches 

Over 6 inches 

• »core 

Points 
(6) 
(4) 
(3) 
(3) 
(1) 

B. During the 4 minuteo, the maximum difference in manifold pressure 
between the two engines was: 

2 inches or less (5) 
3 or 4 inches  (3) 
Over 4 inches (1) 

1 
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TABLE A7.2.—Sample contact maneuver—Continued 

C. How many times did student climb nbovo and/or drop below lead 
plane by 10 feet or more (approximate thickness of fuselage): 

0 tiroes (5)       3 times (2) 
1 time  (4)       4 times or more (I) 
2 times (3) 

D. Maximum lag at any time was: 

Within M plane length  (5) 
Within full plane length (3) 
More than one plane length  (1) 

E. How many times did student crowd up so check pilot could see 
leading edge of left vertical stabilizer of lead plane: 

0 times (5)       3 times (2) 
1 time (4)       4 times or more (1) 
2 times  (3) 
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TABLE A7.4.—Intercorrelalions   of   iingle-enyine   lamling,   Mro-rnjm«    Advance 
training, firtl training fretze 

Lined up with runway , 
A/3 on appro.ich  , 
\\ M gear checkcdT  
NVhcro power VM cut  
Lanilinx rone , 
Lauded In skid , 

• Tetrachorlc correlations. 

Item 

N 
0 
I' 

3 
s 

N 

0. 13 
•.05 
M 

-.02 
♦13 

0 ■.' 

".01 
.27 
.07 
.oc 

Oi 
•01 

/• Q 

• 0 73 0.M 
.45 .0) 

.53 
.OS 

.13 
-.02 

R • 

OM •0.7» 
.M .»1 
.«i ».74 
.64 .S3 

.»4 
.(M 

Note on tables A7.3 and A74. These tables give the intcrcorrcla- 
tions of the 19 measures and the pilot stanino. In table A7.4 arc tho 
intercorrelations for tho six measures in the single-engino landing 
maneuver. None of tho C9e(ricients in these two tables was eorrcctcd 
for tho efTcet of scoring in broad categories. 

The upper right-hand half of the matrix in table A7.4 is based on 
all cases of class 44-J, a total of 725 cases. The lower left-hand half 
of tho matrix is based on the same group after removing 214 cases 
who all received the same score of "l" on all G measures in this maneu- 
ver since they failed to make a satisfactory landing and had to "go 
around." It was necessary to make this correction since giving these 
students tho lowest score on all of tho measures will, of course, increase 
tho intcrcorrelation among them and would thus give a false picturo 
of the relations between tho measures of the single-cngino landing. 
The uncorrectcd values arc shown in the upper right-hand half of tho 
matrix. 

TABLE A7.5. •Meant and vlnndard Jnialions for the 19 objretive tneasurei prt- 
»ented in tablet A7.3 and A7.4 

AT» 725 

Item Mean 

2.47 
2 12 
2. II 
2.72 
2.10 
1.75 
2 0* 
2 05 
IM 
2.14 
102 
2 'VO 
3.40 
1 77 
3 30 
l.»5 
SKI 
3 40 
2.13 

MM litrd 
deviation 

Mean» and  stiuid- 
anl deklalluiu al- 
ter remuvliiK 214 
MM »Ith »nirrt 
ol  "I."     (Tnl.U. 
A7.4,  lower   Utl' 
haivi t, \lf of ma- 
in» ) .V-5II 

.MM« SO 

j                                                                     OLMI 
.f.V» 
.Tyi 
.f-s» 
,m 
. VA 
.V>7 
.V* 
.731 
.Wl 
.7»5 
.577 
.ill 
.7»5 
.?>") 

i         >«> 
.457 

.7.V 

K                                                                      
1                                                                      
Af                                                                     s  IM 

XW 
2 54 
2.47 
2 33 
2.« 

OH« 
0  .704 
p      .»14 
o                                                          .77» 
A :::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:::.::  .4^J 
8  r  u                                            

.TUT 

y 
w 
y 
V 
9 

AA  
BB  

703322—4T- -28 413 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER EICBT. 

Objective Measures of 
Multiengine Flying Skill 

TABLE A8.1.—Hfean$ and »igmat of »core» hy check pilot» and ucond obterver» 
during the straight and level course with changing air »peed 

Supplement to table 8.1 

Altitude 

Cbeck pilot «Wocid observer 

S M 50 If M 00 

Time sample   «0 
CO 
00 

FtH 
3.V, M 
8S.75 
51183 

FtH 
219.00 
4A.(n 
3140 

M 
to 
to 

FtH 
404.45 
100.75 
68.75 

FtH 
S013f 

Ranfre......  41M 
UmiU  2», It 

neadbif 

Check pilot Second obeerver 

tf M SO tf M «O 

Time sample  GO 
00 
00 

DtfTttl 
13.57 
4.03 
178 

DtfTttl 
113« 
147 
1.M 

to 
00 
m 

Dttttti 
km 
4.10 
107 

Dtptt» 
11.40 

Ranee  120 
Limits  1.3» 

TABLE A8.2.—Menn» and SD'» of test and rettet 

Supplement to table 8.3 

Altitude la itoep turn 

Pint turn 8cconJ turn 

N If 50 tf M 50 

Tim* sum Die........................ •.•... 00 ■ 
00 

Fttt 
ton 

131.25 
10175 

FtH 
4117 
77.18 
6134 

00 ■ 
CO 

FtH 
3N.7I 
tw.so 
70. M 

FtH 
27. tf 

Knnpe  
LlmlU  

5161 
UM 

Heftdln« In slrsltht and level coarse 

Mlegs MlV 

tf M 50 *r M SO 

Tim* sample    ..... •......•■..•••-■••- to 
to 
00 

Dtfrtts 
7. ni 
140 
135 

Dttrtti 
7 10 
138 
1.45 

00 
CO 
CO 

Dtrtti 
(123 
»S7 
1,0 

^r- \.n 
Limits      L35 
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TABLK A8.2.—.Vwiiii and SD'$ of teil and rete$t—Continued 

Supplement to table 8.2 
Alt '.wit in tlrklgbt m-l levd conn* 

Mkp Mkp 

ft A/ SD s i/ SO 

Tlmf t'.mplr  CO 
CO 1 

/-Mt 
22J 83 

M) 83 
«2.73 

Fttt 
133 21 
35 65 
36 21 

M 
00 ■ 

/•««I 
178 S3 
74 78 
53 00 

Fti 
V) 07 

Kmu'  37 «3 
Llmiti  3141 

TABLE A8.3.—Mtant and SD's of the objective meaiure» for the two criterion group» 

Supplement to table 8.3 
Low Group 

Rut« Limil Time tamp«« 

A' .V SD A* M SD N M SD 

Allitu'lr deviation In rlrrp turn 
(infwi)   

AU.iD'ir drxiatlon Mrai{bl Mid 
hv«-I (infM-t)    

IlwlitiK strmUbl md Irvrl (in <!o- 
fTM«)  

30 

30 

30 

258 00 

121.83 

4.80 

12148 

38.01 

140 

30 

30 

311.83 

7150 

187 

107 31 

20 » 

1.31 

30 

30 

so 

1117« 

437.00 

17.47 

64 li 

189.13 

111» 

Illfh Group 

Allilu.Ir In st<-<i)|vn fin f«t) . . 
Alntixlp In (traigM EII! Irvrl (in 

Iwl»  
Urtxlmr In •trhlgbt and Uni (In 

drgni«)  

30 

30 

30 

181 SO 

»7.«7 

140 

8147 

ltd 
I »1 

30 154.83 7111 30 84.17 

30 83 00 SI 83 30 S71.M 

10 147 1.34 30 10 60 

48.84 

30181 

17» 

TABLE A8.4.—Comparison of the total of four part »core* vith the ilngle score based 
on the largest deviation during the straight and level course vith changing air 
speeds 

A. Observer reliability (X = 60) 

■Mfi Umlu 

fecond ob- 
»rrvcr Check pilot 

f 

8f rond ob- 
»erver Check pilot 

r 

M SD M SO .V SO M SO 

OMdint: 
Total frort ............ 

(Dcjrrcei 
drviatiun) 
7.7 1       4.0 
11 I       13 

(Feet 
dr v in ion) 
220 |         81 
110              «3 

7.« 
10 

IS8 
87 

3.4 
13 

88 a 

a 43 
.36 

.45 

.68 

3.4 
17 

147 
08 

13 
1.4 

39 
28 

16 
18 

114 
39 

10 

S3 

a si 
.54 

71 

Sin{U score........ 

Altitude: 
Total scori* ......... 

7f 
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TAFI B AS.I.—ronr<>n.«,vi ,>/ Ihf Mal of f,>ur p.i'f uo-f$ irM t\t ri*;'t IMff Sj#r. 
en /'.< /or;«! rfmatJM Jt.riri,; HJ ttroijht and l<r<l eour$t uiiH cKa'.{ir.j ai 
#;.   ij—ConUnucd 

B. To^t-rvt Ml reliAbilit y 

1-IlfS» $-4 ion 
r 

1-3 W* 1-4 W> 

M |   50 M SD M 50 M SD 
r 

Tilt1, HSM  
Sir^-'.e sv."»  

4.} 
11 

»1 

10 
14 

M 
M 

17 
19 

« 
1 « 

IS 
1 s .so 

10 
14 

«1 
63 

LI 
1.} 

40 

10 
It 

71 

10 
II 

ss 
a» 

am 
Altitude tfwn: 

Tct-al xvrt  47 .87 M 
^ICgl* KW  tl 

C. ValkUtv coclftcienU 

Low croup Hifl: cruup 

r»i. 

Low croup IIi{b croup 

.V -30 M -30 X -30 .V -30 rkk 

M 50 M 50 M SO .\r 50 

Tctal tcort   
IS 

M 
122 

11 
14 

72 
U 

ft.4 
14 

190 
»9 

15 
Li 
$4 
44 

a» 
.31 

.» 

.Si 

10 
19 

IM 
73 

10 
13 

11 
31 

4.« 
13 

»7 
6J 

IS 
I.S 

U 
33 

ai« 
Sir.fl* 5«ir» . .. M 

Altitude (feel): 
Total mit .u 
Siogle xon.............. .30 

TABLE \S.5.— TB-SS Intlrument flight chtck 

(For rrsMrcb purpom only) 

Date     Time of flight  
Name of student    

(Last DUD« flnt) 

Name of instructor  
Class     Squadron     Flight  
Total TB-25 Time    Inst. dual     Inst. solo.... 
A. INSTRUMENT TAKE-OFF: 

1. Did instructor help to keep aircraft on runway 
H     duringroll?    Yes    No 
2. After take-off did aircraft 
 lose altitude 
 level out    climb too steeply 
 maintain steady climb 

3. A/S range (grade from time 105 m. p. h. reached 
to 4,000 ft.   Place mark at lowest and highest 
A/S): 

.JU 
JLJ 

_JL.H 
-JL7 

-JL.M 
-JUO 

_JLJ» 
«JL.« 
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TADLB AS.5.—TB-85 inttrument flight check—Continued 

B. CLIMB: 
During climb to 7,000 ft. mark lowest and highest 

A/S and levels of turbulenco: 

MUJW 
US 

\b0 160 

I J. 

170 160 ABOVE 

3.     CLIMB 
During climb to 7000 ft.  nark lowest AQ& highest 
A/S and  levels of turbulence: 

A/S Turbulence 
4000 to 
5000 ft. 

6000 to 
6000 ft. 

150       160        170       180 

1  i  1  t  1  . 1 

Lt. Mod. SOT. 

ISO       160        170       180 
ITI1.1 

Lt. Mod. 8e». 

6000 to 
7000 ft. 

150       160       170      160 
i i r, i . i 

U. Mod.    SOT. 

JL.» 
II      36 

JL_» 
II  »I 

II 41 

II A 

II * 

II IS 

II 44 

I« 

If 

I» 

JL 
-JL_» 

-JL_« 
-JL." 
.Jl_* 

II   a 
.JL.» 
.JL.« 
_JL.» 
-JL.» 

-JU« 

■ 

C. LEVEL OUT: 
"Level out at ft.   Maintain rollout heading and 

altitude."—Student deviated from "level out" heading and 
altitude by: (mark lowest and highest deviations). For one 
minuto. 

Beading 

30   20   IO    *?     10   20   30 

J-LI ! I J i L 111 

_JI_« 
_II_* 
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TABLE A8.5,~r/J-»5 7n«/ru»icn/ flight cAffIt -Continued 

D. 180° TURN: 

"Now do a 180° full panel standard rate turn to thp 
(left) (right). Set D/G on 0°. Start with clock 
on any cardinal heading. Calibrate needle during 
this turn."—Mark deviations from start of turn 
to level flight: 

level flight< 
During turn: 

Time error 
from start 
of turn to 
•tart of 
rollout. 
  sec. 

i 

Beading at 

_JL_» 
_JL_»* 
_JL_»« 

rollout 

RT 

LT 

23     U     25     26      27      a     29     30      31 
I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I    i    I   I   »   »   »   ■   i    ■ 

S     6      7      8       9       10      il      It      13 

iiJ. PARTIAL PANEL TURN: 

" Cage artificial horizon and D/G. Start on 0°. Now 
do a standard rate time turn to (right) (left) of 
270°. Start time on any cardinal heading of the 
clock."—Mark deviations from start of turn to 
level flight: 

During turn: 

Tina error 
from start 
of turn to 
start of 
rollout. 
  sec. 

II ß 
II « 
II « 
II * 

BMdtag at 
rollout 

150    160   170   180   190   200   210 

1   .   1   1   1  1  1   .   1   .   1   .   1 

419 
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TABLE AS.5.— T3-25 FnttrumetU flight cheek—Continued 

F. POWEH LET-DOWN (BASIC) (RADIO): 
"Fly at 180 m. p. h., 1,800 r. p. m., set D/G on 0°. 

Prcpnro for power letdown, GUMP, using 2200 
r. p. m., gear down, 15° flaps and 160 m. p. h. 
Hold beading and altitude." 

1. During change of A/S: 
a. Heading and altitude deviations: 

Head lac 

540 

1        1 
350     0 

1   1        1 
10 

1 
20 

1   1 1 

JL.» 

b. Did student complete GUMP check? 
 Yea    No 

"Let down 500 feet from starting altitude and then 
level out. Hold heading and 160 m. p. h. after 
level out." 

. Level  out   (from  first  application  of  power): 
Heading, altitude and A/S deviations during the 

next minute: 

Bonding 

M0 35QO 10 IQ 
il l hi t I i I i 

A/» 

JL.« 

JL.« 
140 ISO 160 170 180 
I. I ■Til i I I 
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TAMI A8.5.—TII-SJ Instrument ßtghl cAffJt—Continued 

G. SiNcr.E-E.VGiN'K OPEUATION: 

"Fly at 1,800 r. p. m., 180 m. p. h. normal cruiso. 
Set D/G on 0°. I am going to cut a throttlo and 
you arc to set up a single-engine proccduro holding 
heading and altitude. Maintain safe single-engine 
A/S."—(Take all readings from throttlo cut to I 
minute after). 

Heading 

340  550  0    10   20 
it'll I  I  i I  I 

_IL_u 
_JL_« 

Lowest A/S reached: m. p. h. 

H. RADIO PROCUDURS: 
Did student: 
o. Tune in and identify proper station? 
 Yes    No 

b. Check d/g against magnetic compass and reset? 
 Yes    No 

During 1st minute, deviations while tuning radio 
equipment: 

II « 

II (A 

II ß 
II a 
II (9 

Beading 

Z0   10 0  10   IQ 

J III ll il iLi 

A/S 

IGO r/0 180 190 200 

i hhlilili 

I.  QUADRANT IDENTIFICATION: 
Did student recognize fade or build correctly? 
 Yes    No 

J.    BEAM CROSSING: 
After crossing through beam, did student start his 

turn in: 
 4 signals or less 
 8 signals or less 
 12 signals or less 
 more than 12 signals 

JL^ 
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TADLE AS.ä.—TD-S6 Imlrument ßight cAec*—Continued 

K. STATION IDENTIFICATION : 
Position when student signaled he passed station: 

■MMif TO 

71 

L. LET-DOWN AND LOW APPROACH: 
a. Posi' 'in when student signaled "over field": 

.- within field boundary 
 within 1 mile of field 
 within 2 miles of field 
 over 2 miles from field 

b. Time error from low cone to field  boundary; 
 , sec. 

M. VOICE PROCEDURE:    . 
Did student use voice procedure correctly? 
 Yes    No 

_JLJ* JL.« 

TABLE A8.6.—Mean, sigma and rcliahility of each objective measure in th4 TB-U 
daily check rid* 

(Dascd oa Bcorcs of average odd and average even trials for double length) 

A. iNSTiumiMT T*irt orr: 
I. Instructor tirtp keppon runway  
I. Attitude In Initial climb  
3. Air spi-il rnngc in climb to 4,000 feel  

D. bfiKAL runs: 
4. Air S|H<-<I In climb 4,000-5,(100 feet  
5. Air HNVd In climb S^OOAIWO feel.  
A. Air MH'>^ in climb 6,000-7,000 feet  

0. LIVKL OUT. 
7. Jl. vllngdurlnd level out...  
8. Altitii'le during level out  

D. IHPTI'KN: 
9. Tlmoerrorln ISO* turn  

10. Altilnde range In llsO* turn  
II. lli-admgnt rull-outof IM)* turn  

E. PARTIAL I'ANIL TURN: 
12. Time error In imrtiat panel turn..  
13. AltiMde rantie In partial panel turn  
U. Ilradingnt rcll-out In partial panel turn 

F. I'ow^B l.iiT DOWN: 
IS. Ilr.vling ranee during A/3 changa  
IA, Altitude ruiiKo during A/8 ehanea  
17. I>id vtudrnt complete UUMP cbeckT... 
14. Heading raiiRO at level out  
19. Alt in.K> rant;» at level out  
30. A/d rang« at level out  

8c« foot not en at end of tabU. 

Mean* Standard nellobnitr 
coofflclent 

N 
deviation 

P* 
Odd Even Odd Even Uncor- 

rccted' 
Comet- 

«d> 

öS ZOO 1.87 0.82 0.84 0.03 0.06 0.4( 
ro 3.19 3.23 1.39 1.34 .15 .38 .11 
72 3.29 3.27 .93 .86 .17 .39 .08 

74 3.50 3 35 .71 .70 -.13 -.21 
75 3.60 3.66 .71 .71 - 01 -.03 
73 3.75 X91 .70 .63 .09 .17 M 
7« 4.03 4.01 .71 .70 .34 .39 .03 
7« 3.57 3.63 .73 .78 .33 .48 .01 

77 244 153 .50 .4« .09 .17 .31 
77 3.09 3.13 .77 .85 .47 .64 .01 
77 4.23 4.40 .77 .ft -.05 -.10 

77 Z79 175 .38 .33 .08 .18 .38 
75 2.64 184 .93 .80 .*) .56 .01 
77 2.63 16« 1.13 1.04 .08 .15 .35 

71 3.41 3.50 1.00 .83 .18 .31 .07 
7« Z69 177 .88 .97 .14 .35 .13 
76 2M 139 .56 .73 .1» .26 .11 
71 4.05 IM .73 .63 M .36 .01 
70 3.S4 3.88 .73 .80 .33 .48 .01 
76 lia 3.69 .75 .60 .13 .33 .1« 
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TABLE A8.6.—.V«in, sigma atul rfliabilily of each ohjtdive mtanure in the TD-t5 
daily check ride—Continued 

0. PINOLE-KNUIXE OFEBATION: 
21. Heading range during 8. E. oporallon... 
?.'. Allitudc range during S. E. OIMTBIIOII..., 
23. Lowest A/S reached during a. E. oporm- 

lion   
H. RADIO TROCEDrRB: 

24. Tune In and Identify propfr station  
25  Check directional eyro   , 
2Ä. Heading range while tuning radio , 
27. Altitude range while tuning radio  
28. A/S range wnilo tuning rodio  

1. QUADRANT iDENTiriTATtox: 
2». RemgnUe fade or build  

J. BEAM CROSSINO: 
30. When started turn after crossing beam.. 

K. STATON RECOGNITION: 
31. IKrror In seconds when croswd cone  

L. LET-DOWN AND LOW APFROACR: 
32. Position when «Ignalcd over field In let* 

down  
33. Time error of let-down from cone to field 

M. VOICE PROTEDVRB: 
M. Use p'oper voice procedure  

N 

7J 
75 

VJ 

67 
CC 
«I 
ft5 
GO 

61 

M 

57 

Means 

Odd 

J.0I 
2 .'-0 

2.3« 

TVS 
X'J» 
3.W 
3.45 
3.89 

175 

3.61 

4.01 

4.85 
2.10 

Z3I 

Even 

2.05 
2.43 

134 

201 
2 2« 
3.09 
3.72 
101 

181 

3.02 

3.01 

4.48 
1.84 

131 

Standard 
devlttlun 

Odd 

.00 
1.08 

.78 

.27 

.73 

.74 

.07 

.03 

.68 

.50 

1.(1 

.52 

.59 

.02 

Even 

.87 
1.04 

.71 

.2« 

.81 

.72 

.93 

.88 

.4« 

.56 

1.34 

.32 

.93 

RrlUhlllty 
One flic 

«Mlitf 
Iclent 

Uncor«' 
reeled' 

Contct' 
•di 

.13 

.» 

.18 

.03 

.39 

.03 

.21 

.09 

.33 

.15 

.33 

.17 

.00 

.11 

.31 

.U 

.31 

-.06 
.56 

-.06 
.35 
.17 

.80 

-.28 

.37 

-.2» 
.11 

.13 

P* 

.1« 

.0» 

.07 

.01 

.'os 

.25 

.01 

.3a 

.31 

' Uneorrected reliability ooelTlclenls are calrtil.ited from the avenije of odd-day ride scom and the aver» 
age of even-dny ride scores. The actual test was a romhinallun of txtth, or twice as king as the trots mir* 
sonted by each of these averrges. The corrrcted reliability eoelHrii nts allow for the liirmu'ed rrllablllly 
of the full-length test, as comjared with the half-length let from which the uncurtectcd onrtncleois wtn 
derived. 

' The probability of obtaining by chance positive, unoorrvcted cumlatluns of the ilu observed. 

TABLE A8.7.—Semi-parlial correlation» to comet for difference» in amount of Mai 
TB-25 flying time on the odd 9. the even day» 

Measure 

9. Time error In ISO^ turn , 
13. Altitude ranse in partial pnnel turn 
15. Heading raneo during letnlown  

Uneorrected 
odd-even- 
n-llabillty 

a oi 

Seml-psrtlal 
rurreiatioa 

0 13 
.» 
.1« 

r(l-3)«2-4): 
>'i2~r;i>'t4~r:irii't~,'ur?4r34 

Vl-HuVi-r»;« 

rja=odd score, even score. 
ru=odd score, even hours. 
r24=cvcn score, even hours. 
rI,=odd score, odd hours. 
r3l=cvcn score, odd hours. 
rl4=odd hours, even hours. 

»Ouflfonl, I. P.. P«rc*om/fr»f MttkoJt, p. 401, McOraw-DIII Duok Co , In«, S. Y., IM«, 
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TABLB AS.S.—TB-iS Imtrument flight cheek (AAF 50-5) » 

Squadron   Flight  Date  
Name of student... 
Name of check pilot  
Total TB-25 time     Instrument dual 
Instrument solo   

INSTRUCTIONS: Score each measure as it occurs. If the student fails 
any one or more maneuvers, ho has not passed this 50-3 check ride. 
Appropriate remarks will be made in these cases. Determine the total 
ecoro for those students that pass all maneuvers in the check ride. 

SUMMARY OF STUDENT'S RIDE: The numerical score is the sum of all 
measures. The radio range scores are added together and multiplied 
by two thus giving the basic and radio phases approximately equal 
weight in the total score. The check pilot should write a short 
descriptive statement pointing out the strong and the weak aspects of 
the student's instrument flying skill as demonstrated on this ride. 
Frequent reference can be made to the maneuvers (indicated by letters 
A through S). 

SUM or SCORES 

Basic Instrument«: 
Page 2  
Pago 3  
Pftg«4  
Pago 6  

Total  

Radio instruments: 

Page« 
Page 7 

Total X2- 
G rand total     Letter grade 

A 
Superior 

(over 500) 

Comments: 

B   . 
Excellent 
(400-5OO) 

Very satisfactory 
(300-399) 

D 
Satisfactory 
(200-299) 

E 
Fail 

(below 200 
or fail one 
or more 

maneuvers) 

A. COCKPIT  CHECK:   3.   complete. 
1.   omitted. 

B. INSTRUMENT TAKE-OFF: 
Directional control during roll: 

5. Satisfactory. 
3. Needed a little help. 
1. Instructor took over. 

2.   incomplete. 

Takc-ofT attitude: 
3. Normal. 
1. Nose high. 
1. Nose low. 

• The spccine oondltloni tued In lh« check rtprtMOt •boM tucd kt on« Advanced two-ensla«Hbool (Bold 
Army Air Field, Enid. Okta). 
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TABLE \8.S.—TD-!*5 Imlmmtnt flight cheek (AAF JO-5^Continued 

Deviations after 160 miles per hour first reached and until start of 
spiral climb: 

Heading Air Bpcod 
10 10 

I 
150            1G0             170 

1        1        1        !        1  PtUf. 

1       3       5       5       3       1 .... Full. 13       5       5      3       1 

C. SPIRAL CLIMD: Reverse direction of turn every 500 feet during tho 
first 2,000 feet of climb. 

First 1,000 feet of climb: 
A!r speed Turbulcnco 

150 1C0 170 
I        )       I 

13      5       5       3      1 
Second 1,000 feet of climb: 

Air speed 
150 160 170 

I I 

U,         Mod.        Sov. 

Turbulcnc« 

1 
1 

Lt. Mod. Scv. 13      5      5      3      1 
During entire climb to level out: 

Trim control : 3. Satisfactory.    1. Unsatisfactory. 
Control of power : 3. Satisfactory.    1. Unsatisfactoiy. 
Teclmiquo at tho controls: 

5. Generally smooth. 
3. Sometimes smooth, sometimes rough. 
1. Generally rough.  Pass, 

....Foil. 
Sum of scores on this page (2)  
Comments: - 

D. LEVEL OUT: "Level out at feet.   Maintain level out altitude 
and heading of 0".   Grade for 2 minutes after start of level out. 

HeAding 
10 

I I 
10 

13      5      5     3      1 

E. PATTERN A (restricted panel): 

First turn and leg: 

,/lOO KXA, 
' Alt. ' 

Trim control: 
3. Sntiüfnctorjr. 
1. UiLiiitisfaclory. 

Pass. 
FalU 

Heading 
10 

I I I 
10 

± 
13     5     5     3     1 

Time error: 3       1 

Aoo ioo\, 

Roll out error: 5 

Boor« UmiU: 
Time error In turn: 

3 for: WUMn 3 «econda. 
I fur: OVM 3 tccooda. 

Roll out h.fvllni: 
A for: WlUiln »♦. 
3 for: WUMn 10*. 
I for: 0»rf 10*. 

1 
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TABL« A.8.8.—Tß-W InBtrument ßiuht ehtek (A AF SOS)—Continued 

Second leg and turn: 

^y^       ««a, 
Aoo IOA, 

Heading 
10             0 

1  1  1  1 
10 

1 
13     5      5 3      1 

Time error: 3 1 

Third leg and turn: 
Heading 

10            0 
1      .      1      1 

10 
1 

13     5     6 3     1 

Time error: 3 1 

Fourth leg and turn: 
IIoAriing 

10    .     0 

111! 
10 

1 

' Alt. ' 

150 
1    r     I 

160 170 
I 

Heading o* roll out: 5 

5 

3 
5     3 

1 

Air apeed 
170 180 100 

Roll out heading error: 5       3       1 

13     5     5 

Time error: 3 

tnoo IOOV, 

Air speed 
150 

I 
160 170 

I 
13      5     5     3     1 

1 Roll out heading error: 5       3       1 

Throughout pattern: Technique Cross-checking: 
3. Satisfactory. 3. Satisfactory. 
1. Unsatisfactory.        1. T nsatisfactory 

Sum of scores on this page (3)   Pass.   Fail  

F. PATTERN B: 

ITcnding  
Altitude  
Airspeed  

Time error  

First leg:       Heading 
5 3 1 

First turn:    Altitude 
5 3 1 

Second leg:   Heading 
5 3 1 

Second turn: Altitude 
5 3 1 

Third leg:      Heading 
5 3 1 

Third turn:   Altitude 
5   3    1 
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Score» 
3 

5°. 10°. Over 10°. 
50 feet. 100 feet. Over 100 feet. 

5 miles per 10 miles per Over 10 miles 
hour. hour. per hour. 

I Hcconds. 10 seconds. Over 10 seconds. 

Altitude 
5    3    1 
Air speed 
5   3    1 
Altitude 
5   3    1 
Air speed 
5   3    1 
Altitude 
5    3    1 
Air speed 
5    3    1 

Air speed 
5   3    1 
Roll out 
5   3    1 
Air speed 
5   3    1 
Roll out 
5   3    1 
Air speed 
5   3    1 
Roll out 
5   3    1 

Time error 
5   3    1 

Time error 
5   3   1 

Time error 
5   3   1 



- 

TAHLE AS.8.—TB 25 Inslnimcnl flight check M-lf Ä0-5>—Continued 

Fourth leg:   Heading       Altitude Airspeed 
5    3    1        5    3    1 5   3    1 

Fourth turn: Altitude       Air speed        Koll out Time error 
'31        531 531 531 

Control technique: 
3, Genenilly smooth. 
2, Sometimes smooth, sometimes rough.  Pass. 
1. Generally rough.  ffrfl 

G. SINGLK-ENGINE OPERATION: 

  HoadiiiR 
-10 

i_J__L 
o + 10 

>   I   I 
12       3       5       5       3       2       1 

Maintain safe single-engine air speed: 5. Yes.    1. No. 
Procedure: 

5. Correct and safe. 
3. Correct but hesitant. 
2. Incorrect but safe. 
1. Incorrect and possibly dangerous. 

Sum of scores on this page (4)  
... Pass. 
..Fail. 

H. STEEP TURNS: 

Maintained constant 
angle of bank : 3. Yes. 1. No. 

Held ball in center : 2. Yc». 1. No. 
Control technique : 3. Smooth, I. Hough. 

Restricted panel: 
Maintained constant 

angle of bank : 3. Yes. I. No. 
Held ball in center...: 3. Yen. 1. No. 
Control technique : 3. Smooth.    1. Ilongh. 

.... IV«. 

. Kail. 

I, STALLS (write in typo of stall ): 
Maintained constant approach..: 3. Yes. 1. No. 
RocogniEcd stall comlition : 3. Satisfactory.    I. Poor. 

RECOVERT: 
Initial recovery attitude..: 3. Normal.    1. Xosc low.    I.  Nose high. 
Applied power : 3. At alwut right time. I. Too soon. 
Amount of altitude lost...: 3. Normal.    1. Kxcesdve. 
Control of piano was : 3. Smooth.    I. Rough. 

 Fail. 
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TAIIIB AS.8.—TD-25 Inatrument flight check M^P 50-3/—Continued 

J. UNUSUAL POSITIO.V RECOVERY: 

Start of recovery was : 3. Immediate.    1. Hesitant. 
First recovery action was..: 3. Correct. 1. Incorrect. 
In general, recovery was : 

3. Smooth and safe. 
2. Rough but safe. 
1. Dangerous but recovered without help. 
1. Instructor had to assist recovery. 

Sum of scores on this page (5) 
Comments:   

.. Pass. 

.. Fafl. 

Radio check 
PROCEDUKES; 
Properly tuned in desired station : 5. Yea.    1. No. 
Check D/G against magnetic and reset ..: 5. Yea.    1. No. 
Turn to correct bisector heading (10°)  : 6. fi*. 

K. 

Recognize fade or build: 
5. Within 5 minutes. 
3. Within 10 minutes. 
1. Over 10 minutes or done Incorrectly. 

Call for orientation elenrauco, weather, and a'tim- 
oter setting: 

5. Yea.    1. No. 

I. 10°. 
. Over 10*. 

Control of altitude 

/Too IO^, 

' Alt. • 

Remarks: , Paa«. 
 Fail. 

L. ORIENTATION: 
Recognized change of signal  : 5. Satisfactory. 

1. Unsatisfactory. 
Procedure: 

5. Selected best system and did It correctly. 
3. Selected less desirable system but did it correctly. 
1. Failed to properly orient himself. 

Komi rks: Pass. 
Fail. 

M. BEAM FOLLOWING: 
Check D/G and reset..^ : 5. Ye«.   1. No. 
Make necessary corrections to 

follow beam : 5. Yes.    1. No. 
Station recognition  : 5. Satisfactory. 

1. Unsatisfactory. 
 Signal interference. 

Remarks: Paaa. 
 FaiL 

Control of altitude: 

.Aoo io5\, 
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TABLE \8.8.—TD-25 tmtrumtnl flight check (AAF 50-S)—ConiinMtd 

N. HOLDINO: 

Make necessary corrections to follow beam..: 5. Yes.    1. No. 
Direction of procedure lum : 5. Correct. 

<-,.... *• Incorrect. Control of altitude: 

Remarks: 

Sum of scores on this page (6) . 

C. LET-DOWN: During change of nir speed, did student 
Chanßo props to 2,200 r. p. m   ..: 3. YM. 1. No. 
Lower Rear (under 170 m. p. h.) | 3. Yon. I. No! 
Complete GUMP check : 3. Yen! I. No! 
Make radio call  : 3, Yes. 1. No! 

Altitude 

Pan. 
Fall, 

Heading 
10 10 

I       I       I 

Air 8|)cod 
i:.o       loo 

I     I     I 
170 

J 
3     5     5     3     1 

U 
Remarks: 

P. PROCEDURE TURN: 

Time from station: 5. Correct.    1. Incorrect. 
Was procedure turn done properly: 5. Yc».    I. No. 

Air speed 

Taw. 
Fail. 

1Ö0 
I 

160 170 

I       \      I 
5 1 

Remarks: PaM. 
Fail. 

Q. INBOUND TO LOW CONE: 

       Air speed 

Altitude 

I     1     I ! LJ ,AOO IO^\, 
13     6     5     3     1        / A(| \ 

RocoRnize d low cone 

\      20 10               0 0                10 20 

1 1 1        1        1 i 1   1 1 1 
Se«. 

12345 54321 
Remarks: P***. 
 Fail. 
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TABLB AS.S.—TB-iS Inttrument flight cA«db (AAF £0-4j—Continued 

R. Low APPROACH: 

Time error: 
5. Within 6 seconds. 
3. Within 10 seconds. 
1. Over 10 second». 

Altitude when signaled over the field: 

Air speed 
-10 

1 
+ 10 
J_ 

1     3 1 

Position over tho field: 
5. Very accurate approach. 
3. Safe distance. 
1. Too far for safety. 

fttt* 
IJ 
poo IOOX, 
' All. ' 

Remarks: Pass. 
 FalL 

S. EMERGENCY PüLL-UP: 

Add power  : 5. Yes.    1. No. 
Retract gear : 6. Yes.    1. No. 
Heading and A/S deviations for 1 minute after adding power: 

Heading Air speed 

10 
I 1 

10 

_L 
150 

I 
160 

I 
170 
_L 

13       6       6       3 

Sum of scores on this pago (7) .. 

1      3 3      1 

TABLE A8.0.—Inventory of objective measure» of TB-i4 inatrumenl flying »kill 

Inventory: TD-24 tnstrutnrnt seal« 
Number 
of meas- 

ures 
Inventory: TD-24 Instrument leal« 

Number 
of meas- 

ures 

A. Instrument lake-ofi................. 5 
e 
3 
4 

10 
ID 
12 
10 
14 
4 
3 
4 

M. Rmllo  compass   (position  report, 
tracklnR,    boxlnf.    Interscctlnf 
bearing, time check)  

D. Spiral climb  
O.  Ixvrl nut on crui.'liiK nltitude.. .... u 
P. BtralKlit nntl lovrl, partinl land  
K.   Knüincout, purtlal land  

N. Close In procetlui«  
O. Outbound on flnal npproacb  
P.  I'roeodurc turn..  ¥.  Tlmn turns: 3<iU0.. 

O. FUrp turns: 300#  Q. Inbuiiml to low con«  
II.  Purtliil Pin»! turn.' 270*..... K. liowapproach...................... 
I.    Hlow llylnrt  8.   KmerRencjr pull-up  
J,   Power on »t'tll  T. Unknown beam brocketlni  
K.  DIvluK M)lrnl 

Total  L.  Truofude...     ..................... 119 
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TABU A8.IO.—TVO sample instrumrnt muntuttrtjor tht TÜ-U 

H. PARTIAL PANEL TURN: 270°: 
"Cage both gyros. Do a partial panel standard rato time turn of 

270° to the (right) (left). Start the turn from any cardinal heading of 
the magnetic compass, and the time on any cardinal heading of the 
clock." 

1. Altitude deviations: Grade from start oi turn to level flight. 

a b 

2. Ileadiig deviation: At roll out. 

i Over 
20 I 

10 
I 

10 

± 1 
Over 

20 

3. Did student: Use correct calibrated tiiw for this amount of turn? 
Yes ....(3).   No.... (I). 

M. RADIO COMPASS: 

4. Time check: (Complete instructions before reaching wing tip 
position or R/C) "As soon as the R/C is exactly on wing tip position, 
turn inbound on the bearing of (33°) (123°) (213°) (303°). 

a. Did student signal time within ±15 seconds of instructor's time? 
Yes.... (3).    No-...(l). 

6. Instructor's time to station: minutes seconds. 
5. Heading and RjC deviations: Grade after in-bound turn is 

completed. 

Over 
20 

10 

JL-L 
10 

J- 

Ovcr I 
_20j 

lU-ading 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER NINE. 

Objective Measures of Single- 
Engine Instrument Flying 
Skill at tlie Basic Level of 
Flying Training 

BASIC INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CHECK (AT-6) 
For Research Purposes Only 

(Form 12) 

Date     Takc-OfTTimo    
Student     ASN    
Class    Squadron     Group   
Total AT-6 Time lust. Dual Inst. Solo  
Regular Instr. Instructor   
Check Pilot  
Stanines:B-... N BP ....  FP .... FE ....   
Quartilo Rating     Rank Order   

A »o.D 
.4 

A« 
.7.« 
$ 
.10. II 

Mk i* 
.»« 
.!• 
.1« 
.IT 

M 
.•• 
jo 

This test is being administered for research purposes 
only. Scores on this booklet will not affect tho final 
instrument grade nor will it Influenee future assign- 
ments. All test scores will be handled as a group and no 
comparisons will be made between individual students or 
individual instructors. 

To THE STUDENT: YOU arc familiar with all of the maneuvers in this 
booklet. Your score will depend upon how well you control heading, 
altitude, air speed, and time during each maneuver. 

Point score  5 
Heading range - 5° 
A/S range   - 5 in.p.h 
Altitnlc range  50ft 
Time range  3 sco 

Your point scores for altitude, heaivng, etc., in each maneuver will be 
combined as shown in the following table to give you a sinj.'lo score for 
each maneuver. In order to make your be st score, you must carefully 
control all parts of each maneuver, as a single low score will give you 
a low score for the maneuver. 
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4 3 3 1 
10 15 20 Over 20. 

10 15 20 Over 20. 
100 150 200 Over 200 

6 0 12 Over 12. 



. . mm 

Heading 

6 4 5 f i 
5 5 4 3 2 
6 4 3 3 2 Afaneutxr 
4 3 3 2 1 Score« 
3 3 2 2 1 
2 2 i 1 1 

/l/MW« 

To THE CHECK PILOT: Tho success of the experiment will depend upon 
how carefully tho booklets aro scored. Mark tho student's deviations 
as carefully and immediately as you can. If you miss a measure, do 
not guess.    Cross it out and go on to the next. 

KEEP A SIIAHP LOOKOUT FOR OTHER AIRCRAFT! 

A. INSTRUMENT TAKE-OFP: (Grade from start of roll  to  700 feet 
indicated). 

1.    PefMr« PevtftUgP Plirtng Rtll. 
UtAOlNb 

WE« 
-ie 

-10     0    no 

Mil 
OVCK 

♦lb 

2.    k/S R/mge.    (Grade  f^om tine  110 mph first 
reached to 700 ft.) 

A/s 

.1 

.4 

-S 

OVfcR 
IZS 

120    ItO      lOO 

I i I ■ II 
UNO» 
«JO 

D. 
3. Did student make take-off without ANY help from instructor? 

(3) yes (1) no. 

(At 700 feet have student break traffic and climb to 2,500 feet before 
continuing check.) 
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B. Oumnra TDHNS: (At 2,500 feet read:) "Climb straight ahead and 
set tho D/G on 0°. At 3,000 feet begin a climbing turn to tho 
right holding 15° of bank and 110 m. p. h. Roll out on a heading 
of 180° and continue climb straight ahead for ono minute." 

o 
A/S 

wta. 
I2S 

120     110    K» 

Mil 
UNOCR] 9* i 

A/!) MtADWC- 
OVCR \t0    IIO    too 

r.i.i UNOEKI 
95 

OVER 
«90 

19 

_LL -L_L 
UNOU 

105 

"NOW BEGIN A CLnBElG TURN TO THE LEFT HOLDINO 
15° OP BANK AND 110 ITH.     ROLLOUT ON A HEADING 
OP 0° AND CONTINUE CLira STRAIGHT AHEAD FOR 
ONE MINUTE. •* 

3.    L*ft Clirbln* Turn. 

A/4 r^»0L6_o£_ß5*^ 

129 
I2U>   »10    100 UWtA 

05 

4. 

ovta 
125 

Strnifirht Climh Por One Ml nut« 
A/S 

Du 
 ft 

D» 

 10 

 il 

a« 
MO 

± 
M    WO 

95 

(continue climb as desired to working alt.) 

Q 
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I 
C. LEVEL OUT: "Level out at ft.   Establish 130 m. p. h. at 

1,800 r. p. ra."     (Grade from start of level out for one minute.) 

ULADINO 

[ovta 
-14 

-io   o  »to 

lil.l »is 1 a 
D. STEEP TURNS: "Set D/G on 0°. Now do a steep turn to the right 

with 45° of bank. Roll out on a heading of 180°. Use power if 
needed to hold your air speed." (Grade from start of turn to 
level flight.) 

1. Jtight Steep Turn. 

A/*V  » 
[ovcR 
ins 

i*>   1*0  iro 

111 il no 4 
iHti*  •>' «A» 

>7 4£ a, 

"Turn to a heading of 180°.   Now do a steep turn to the left with 45° 
of bank.   Roll out on a heading of 0°." 

2. Left Steep Turn. 

A/S 
OVCK 

MS 
140   110   lli> 

JJLLLI 
***** 

Age tt o» ***y 
4S   ^~ 

.20 

M 

Q, 
E. PATTEnN B: "Set D/G on 0°. Now do a pattern B. Shako the 

stick when you start." (Grade each leg and turn, separately. 
Where change of air speed is required, continue grading altitude 
and heading, but allow 30 seconds before grading air speed. If 
student turns in wrong direction or fails to complete pattern, 
stop grading, and X out remaining measures.) 
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Ist Leg 
PATTESN   «B1 

A/i 

14^ 
Itü      ISO      IJO 

i_L X 
ÜNPH 

»KADlNb 
[(MR l        Ü       ü 

1 il>l Vi5 D <* 

1st Turn 

A/S 
0V(R 
:25 

120     MO     100 

LLüJ 
UNMS 

95 

ROLLOUT HEA01N0 
ovte 
IM 

10      9 

I   I    I 

e won 
75 □ 

.AS 

.20 

2nd Leg 

A/5 
(Mft. 
155 

OVCB 
105 

150    140     IJOlÜNd«! 

.ULIEJ 
HtADINO 

IC     9      8~fÜNÖlT| □> 

2nd Turn 

A/S 
ovti 120    HO     100 

1J_U L 
UNMe i E 

WLLOUT   MfADINü 

195 
19     IÖ     I 

_LüJ_ 
/" Iu^Ö€31 

n 

«7 



3rd  Leg 

3rd Turn 

4th Leg 

4th Turn 

438 

A/S 
ovte 
125 

120   1(0    M) 

-LLLUL 
0V 

HtADiNO 

UHKBl 

OVEfl 
1% 

•9     18      17 

Jihl. 
UNKfi] 
I6S D« 

A/J» 
OVIQ 
14b 

540   130   I2ÖIÜ 

'■»■' 

«Ott 
II»   

ROLLOUT H[i\DlMö 

^ i. I.I I'* a 

J7 

» 

5» 

ovik] izo  no   K» lüHdcfl 

2 

fODIMO 
MR   Ä    27   «, 

•*   I.I.I 
UNKB 
2« a 

40 

.41 

41 

»5 

A/«, 
0V(R 
US 

no no  KX) 

LiXü 
.4» 

9!» 

ROLLOUT MUDmh 
ewe 
»5 

•      O     35 

LLLL 

•4% 

UN0(B 
345 a. 



F. PATTERN A: "Olffl both your gyros. Now do pattern A. Mako 
tho first two turns to tho right and the next two turns to tho left. 
Fly ono minute legs.   Signal when you start." 

rsr x<v. 

A/b 
(NEP   140    1*0   WO 

l^i   i   t   I  I  I IIS 

MfADING 
ovuTT-io    o  oo 

Ulli i h 
luve« 
H6 

.44. 

-4t 

.4« 

□• 

Ist Turn 

2oa Leg 

A/b 
ovte 140   150   120 

I 111 
UNOCH 

COILOUJ^ILAOIHU 
lowie   -To" G ~«K) 

•^ I I I I I 
ovio 
»is 

AKW-t Of B^Vf 

.4f 

-JO 

-M 

n« 

A/S 

Mb 
UH)   IW   wo 

■hill IIS .>4 

D. 
2n<J Turn A/*> 

UVVB 

I4S 
MO      IM    I/O 

lli.l 
ufcaa 
IIS 

-151111111"* 

15 

^OLLOFft^^ 

.» 

»7 

■91 

o 
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■ -—   -  _. 

3rd La« 

[OVER 
A/J» 

-LLLü  •• 
-0» 

□. 
3rJ Tura 

4tb Lag 

A/6 
\OVlti 

»40 
MO    ISO ISO    l^OhMOff 

ROLLOUT  MEADlMto 
lovue 

■10 a p   o   MOKü 

01 

W 

es 
64 

f\N«jLfc or 

NTT.TI?!   - 
 05 

00 

□.. 
4th Turn 

440 

Ays 
ovt«   \4o iw S EMM 
i4» { | , | | | | m 

gQllOÜl WAOli^ 
K)    O  ♦|0" 

hill 
OVii/j 
MO 

.of 

.oft 

.09 

 70 
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0. UNUSUAL POSITION RKCOVKIUKS: "I im ^oin^ to give you umisunl 
position recoveries. You aro to take over ntul recover to 
straight and level flight when I shake the stick. (Oivo the 
following in any order.) 

Grade  by   Lrller 

1. Top of wiiiK over     a. Smooth nnd safe. 
2. Powcr-on stall_      b. Hough but safe. D« 
3. I'owcr-ofI stall     r. Dangerous, bul recovered  witli- 

out help. 
4. Diving spiral     d. In.-lnictor had to take over. 

II. ICING STALL: "I will reduce power and simulate an icing stall. 
Hold your altitude and heading until the stall and then make a 
normal recovery." 

MiADIMC 
OVLK 

-15 
10      O    MO 

III      1 »19 •;» 

ftML U Of BA^ 

7^ 

_      7> 

in n coverv   

J-^7 
74 

1. Highest aii speed in recovery 

I. POWER LET-DOWN: "Uncage the D/G only and set it on 0°.    Kstah- 
lish a power let-down.   Hold your altitude and heading until you 
lower the gear.    Then set up 500 feet/.ninute descent." 

1. U'Aif« tslablishing let-down. 

Mt^DWC- 

-w    0   »to 

Mil 
OvCftl .70 

Q. 
J. DESCKNDINO TUHNS: "NTow do a ISO0 leUlown turn to the riyht. 

Upon completion of turn do a ISO0 turn to the left." 

1.    Rl^ht. 2.   kili. 
A/* 

.77 

120    IK)    tOO 

I,hi 
120   1)0     tOO 

i.l.l 
iMCtt 

9$ 
Q 

-^ 
15 

/SNCH Or n/^tt 

a 
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TAHLH A9.1.—Reliabilities of coded item »core» in AT-6 instrument scale 

Based on teat and rctcst administered to CO studenta on successive days in 
different planes by difTcrent instructors 

It«m ru Mi Mi SDI SDI 

INSTntlMKNT TAKE-OFF: 
Ilendlnif control during roll  a is 

.11 
•-.03 

.23 

.03 

1.20 
i.31 

«.38 
.04 

1.25 
.00 

1.25 
.10 

.23 

.06 

.00 

>.28 
.00 

i.fl 

.24 
-.05 

.10 

.15 
«.27 

.22 
1.20 

>.33 
.20 

'.38 
.03 

-.07 
.01 

«.34 
.09 

-.10 
-.03 

.10 

.09 

.07 

.14 

.09 

.22 
-.06 

.07 

•.34 
•.40 

-.05 

-.09 
•-.32 

.20 

.05 

.05 
•.25 

.13 
«.27 
«.31 

3.91 
3 97 

103 
188 

a DO 
Li 

a 06 
.03 A/S conlrol Initlnl climb  

lost, bclpdurtaf take-off  
RIOII 1' CI.IMUINO TURN: 

Air fiK-cd control  3.49 
3.56 

3.87 
117 

3.92 
103 

123 
161 

3.91 
3.00 

3.33 
3. 71 
3.80 

3.73 
3.56 
3.03 

3.07 
118 
3 U 

3.75 
3.03 

8.47 
3.67 

144 
3.76 

8.48 
3.74 
3.31 
3.02 

3.31 
3.78 
3.20 
3.86 

3.35 
3.80 
3.11 
3.72 

3.35 
3.70 
3.03 
161 

123 
131 
163 

363 
im 
150 

3.88 
110 
123 

3.30 
3.87 
3.80 

117 
143 

140 
133 

140 
140 

144 
140 

3.01 
113 

143 
103 
143 

163 
164 
120 

138 
165 
»01 

130 
141 

13 
143 

111 
133 

100 
131 
140 
118 

103 
123 
161 
123 

113 
133 
133 
116 

114 
125 
147 
117 

4 73 
161 
176 

183 
110 
138 

118 
105 
133 

177 
101 
107 

L10 
.93 

.67 

.83 

.78 

.84 

.63 

.65 

.95 

.92 

1.08 
.98 
.94 

.87 

.85 
1.04 

.08 

.88 
1.28 

1.17 
1.0} 

1.33 
1.34 

1.36 
1.23 

1.13 
1.17 
1.58 
1.23 

1.33 
1.26 
1.14 
1.87 

1.36 
1.16 
1.63 
1.20 

1.33 
1.36 
1.67 
1.24 

.78 

.87 

.79 

.95 

.92 

.58 

1.04 
.93 

1.01 

1.32 
1.21 
1.19 

.73 

.70 

74 

Anrl'' 'if bnnk conlrol  
STHAUJIITCUMB: 

Air ■ i«!"! control ,  
HcailinR control  73 

LKlTtM.IMIlINO fURM: 
Air spied control  ... .  61 
AnKlc of bunk control  .64 

8TKAIOHT CLIMB: 
Air apeedcontrol     .60 
I IcndlnR control  .68 

LEVK1.0UT: 
A It it nein control  .84 
ll( wlliil' nintrol  ............. ........ .07 

RIOHT8'l'EKPTUBN: 
A Hit lido control  1.10 
Air sliced control  .80 
Ant'le of bnnk control.....  

LEFT STKEI« TURN: 
Altltudo control................................. 

I?? 
.83 

Air sjn id control ........ .............. .03 
Angl« of bnnk control ......................... .80 

PATTERN "A" 
First lee: 

Altitude  .67 
Air speed  .68 
Head n|.................................... .. 117 

Socond leg: 
A It It lid«  .83 
Air speed  .65 

Tblrd lei: 
Altitude  .80 
Air speed  .87 

Fourth leg: 
Altitude  .01 
Air speed  .03 

First turn: 
Altitude  .80 
Air speed  .78 
I leading  163 
Aiit:lc of bank................................... .01 

Second turn: 
Altitude  .08 
Air sliced.......................... .......... .74 
lleadlng  ......................... L41 
Anrlouf bank  .01 

Tblrd turn: 
Altitude  .80 
Air sliced .................................... .78 
Ilcadmg  ........................ L40 
AiiKie of bank.................... ............ .80 

Fourth turn: 
Altitude  .01 
AL* sreed....................................... .01 
llerullnft . . ...•,..•.....•••........•.......•... 1.43 
Anglo of bank............................ ... .03 

PATTERN "flM 

First ley: 
Altitude  .49 
Air six'ed........... .................... .. .40 
llfv lug  .. .47 

ßccor.d log: 
Altitude  .00 

.80 
Il( KIIMK  .70 

Third leg: 
Alllcide     .03 
Air Mx'i'd .. .................................... .08 
lll'lKllllg     . .................................... .80 

Fourth leg: 
Altitude     1.00 
Air siM-ed........................   1.13 
11« »ding 4  LOS 

ü oe footnote« at end o( tabU. 
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TABLK AO.l.—lieliahilities oj coiled item »core» in AT-4 instrument »rule—Con. 

Based on tcata and retest n^nunistpre«! to CO studonts on BUCCCüIVO days la 
different planes by different instructora 

Hem N Afi A/i SDI SDi 

PATTKRN "B"-Continued 
First turn: 

Altitude  0.13 
.13 
.05 

•.31 
'.29 
.0» 

.07 

.01 

.1« 

.1« 

.31 

.10 

.29 
-.06 
».n 
-.13 

.03 

.1» 

.00 

-.24 
.01 

.14 

.03 

».34 
.13 

3 3» 
3 74 
4.U 

3.19 
3..M 
4.49 

3.33 
3.ni 
Cfi 
3.S7 
3.74 
4.27 

3.14 
xy\ 
3.;)7 
a.M 

2.70 
2. »7 
3.16 

3. ■ in 
3.3.H 
3.na 

3M 
147 

1.M 
3 VI 
ill 
3 30 
3.7S 
4.23 

3.49 
3.V2 
4.26 

3 R.1 tn 
4.36 

3.3. 
3.42 
XVt 
3.0* 

3 17 
3.34 
3.24 

4.11 
3 M 

4.06 
3 S3 

3.93 
3.74 

0 w 
.09 
M 

1.10 
.00 
.73 

1 no 
1.11 
1.37 

1.07 
1. II 
1.16 

.02 

.77 

.72 

.73 

1.30 
1.40 
1.34 

1 24 
1.19 

119 
1.19 

t.l« 
1.04 

a n 
Air sncc<l _ '. 
Hi ii'linR   ,  M 

.30 
Second turn: 

Altitude  .04 
Air sppod..    .87 
lirodlng    La 

Third turn: 
Altitude  1.19 
Air snood   1.16 

1 14 
Fourth turn: 

Altitude  1.04 
Air snood     1.03 
IlondinK  

DNVBUAL POSITION nLCOVERIES: 
Wing over  

CM 
.71 

PowiT-on Mnll....   .70 
Towor-olT stnll  .Ü 
Diving fnlral .     .71 

1C1NO STALL: 
Ailltu<1o             1.29 
Hrndlng                    L. 1. 4M 
Anglcofhnnlc . ,.  1.23 

Altitude           M 
1 04 

niOUT UKSCKNDINO TURK: 
Air jpood _  

LM 
LKKT UKSCENOINO TLRN: 

Ancle of hfvnk             ............................ 
1.« 
1.4. 

• & or loss chnncos In 100 of oMnlnlng ft jiosltlvo oürrilutlim of tlili sire t>y chixnoo nloM. 
• 1 or loss tlinnrt'S in 100 of obtainliii: ft i-o ilUc comlntiun of this size by clmncv »Ion«. 
• Tctrachoric r. 

TADLE A9.2.—Validities of coded item scores in AT-6 instrument seal« 
Prised on score» for .second day 

Iiom 

INSTUl'MKNT TAKK-OFF: 
IIi'.idliiK control during roll  
Air spivd contiul Initutl climb.. 
InMriutor brlp durinr tnUo-ort., 

PIOliT CLIMHINU TURN: 
Air speed control  
Ancle (if hiuik  

STltAKiHT (MM 11: 
Air speed control   
I leading contml.  

LEFT CLIMUINO TURN: 
Air Mtecd control  
Amile of br»iiW control  

STR.VIOHT CL1MU: 
Air need control ■  
IIO:UIIMI! ounlrul  

LBVKL OUT: 
Alt itiiilc control  
Ilemlinc control  

RIOHT BTKKP TURN: 
All itude control • 
Air »pivd control   
Allste «I li.-xnk oontroL  

LKFT ITRKP TURN: 
Altitude control.  
Air s>ced ci.ntrol  
Angle of bunk control  

PATTKRN "A" 
First log: 

AUltude  
Air sliced ~  
1 le.nl lug  

See fuotnutc-i at end of tnblo. 

1   ^ /*. st. Ar. so,   \ 

l.'J* 1 
1.13 
.00 

01 
!            03 

0 .M2 

.521 

4.1» 

2.07 

3.73 
3 II 
i.M 

i            07 
i            W 

..M6 

.W6 
3.00 
4.12 

3 r.2 .97 
1.14 

!           97 M6 
.Ml 

4.29 
4.37 

4.00 
4.33 

.04 

.72 

i           06 
1           W . M 

.M6 
4.29 
4.27 

4.20 
4.27 

.73 

.79 

04 
!            »4 

.532 

. M 
4.4« 
4.5» 

4.32 
4.JU 

.61 

!            07 
|            97 

.5M 

.5.6 
4.16 
4 M 

3.70 
s.74 .05 

|            W 
07 
97 

.Ml 

. .v.M 

.5.-6 

IS2 
3 KH 
ill 

2.06 
3.7U 
4.30 

.30 

.06 
M 

\            OH 

|             07 

.Ml 

.542 

.1J6 

3 iM 
.i. <.7 
4.1» 

S..VJ 
3.M 
4.27 

M 
.v» 1 

on 
OS 

1             0J 

.Ml 
. M 

4.31 
4.'4 
3.74 

4.0« 
I   11 
.Ol i..it 

,'»<• 

'P. 29 
.20 

•.33 

.14 

.00 

.19 

.01 

.0* 
M 
.is 

•.M 

»16 
•.«I 

».29 
.10 
.09 

.04 

.04 
-.04 

.16 

.19 

.11 

113 

A  rf»..M. 



TABLE A9.2.—ValiJitie* of coded item score» in AT-6 instrument scale—Continued 
Bftscd on Rcores for 8Ccond day 

Item N, P. Hf. ^fl 8D, rife 

PATTERN "A"-CoiUlnucd 
Ücconfl leg: 

AltltU'le   08 
00 

08 
08 

07 
04 

08 
06 
08 
00 

00 
07 
04 
00 

07 
07 
03 
00 

07 
07 
07 
0« 

08 
07 
07 

08 
OS 
OS 

08 
07 
00 

0« 
03 
00 

08 
00 
OS 

08 
07 
OS 

08 
07 
00 

07 
00 
00 

OS 
04 
03 
OS 

05 
04 
87 

PS 
07 

07 
07 

00 
00 

0.531 
.531 

,m 
.531 

.530 

.521 

.511 

.511 

.Ml 

.Ml 

.Ml 

.526 

.543 

.Ml 

.516 

.536 

.527 

.521 

..M6 

.M 

.M6 

.Ml 

.Ml 

.526 

.520 

.Ml 

.547 

.537 

.Ml 

.536 

.521 

.621 

.511 

.521 

.Ml 

.542 

.M7 

.All 

.526 

.510 

.Ml 

.526 

.621 

.626 

.Ml 

.623 

.M7 

.543 

.543 

.M7 

.520 

.M2 

.540 

.526 

.536 

.526 

.520 

.621 

.521 

4.38 
4.37 

4.00 
4.43 

4.31 
4.37 

3.06 
4.13 
3.46 
4.13 

4.13 
4.27 
3.69 
4.08 

4.21 
4.35 
3.43 
4.30 

4.13 
4.33 
3.38 
4.20 

4.73 
4.U 
178 

3.03 
3.08 
4.41 

4.35 
4.24 
CM 
3.74 
4.15 
4.13 

3.07 
4.04 
4.57 

3.03 
3.04 
4.41 

3.71 
4.04 
4. 3S 

3.08 
4.13 
4.47 

3.18 
3.31 
3.33 
KM 
3.00 
3.14 
3.11 

3.00 
3.00 

4.14 
3.00 

4.10 
IN 

3.87 
3.00 

3.80 
4.04 

3 87 
3.93 

3.50 
4.04 
3.30 
4.04 

3.49 
4.00 
3.28 
4.24 

3.80 
3.89 
3.34 
3.89 

3.82 
3.93 
309 
3.91 

4.41 
4.33 
130 

3.70 
3.91 
110 

3.80 
3.91 
4.09 

3.50 
3.64 
3.87 

3.50 
3.70 
4.10 

3.15 
3.57 
100 

3.17 
3.59 
113 

164 
3.60 
3.98 

3.39 
3.60 
3.36 
191 

3.20 
3.09 
105 

3.08 
161 

173 
148 

173 
153 

0.80 
.80 

.00 

.88 

I. OS 
1.03 

1.08 
.87 

l.M 
.01 

1.03 
.70 

1.30 
.M 

1.00 
.05 

1.61 
.00 

1.00 
.01 

1.54 
.0« 

.07 

.70 

.80 
1.00 
.84 

.03 

.00 
1.09 

1.13 
1.14 
X.21 

.83 

.80 
l.OS 

1.07 
.07 

1.23 

1.21 
1.15 
1.2S 

1.14 
1.13 
1.35 

.73 

.04 

.03 

.78 

1.30 
1.3« 
1.33 

.00 
1.01 

.OS 

.05 

1.03 
1.08 

'0 30 
Airspwd...  •.31 

Thlr.l leg: 
AliitiKle   .07 
Air sliced  «.27 

Fourlli lc>r 

Allitii'la   .31 
Air üfKKHl  •.27 

First turn.- 
AltillKt«   •.37 
Air si,*,<,*l    .05 
HrivlhiK  .00 
Anclo of bank  .06 

Scoornl turn: 
AltitiKle      •.30 
Air »pc«!  .33 
Itrrvlinx  .19 
Apple of bank  -.13 

Third turn: 
Altitude     •.20 
Air srxvd  >.30 
IIr;i'!lnff                         .-..*...-, .04 
Anpio of bank  '.30 

Fourth turn: 
Altitude  .18 

<.27 
lion'linn  .13 
AnRle of bank  .18 

PATTERN "BH 

Flnt lot: 
Altitude  •.30 
Air »prod   
Hin« Ing  

.1» 
Km 

Second lo«: 
Attitude     .it 
Air Mxcd  .C4 
Urn«: Ing   .1» 

Third Un: 
Altitude     »..17 
Alrsiw^od  .33 
Ilrftflinr  .17 

Fourth log: 
Allftiiflc   .13 
Air J»|NM*<J    , -.   (.28 
Hen'lint    .13 

Flmt turn: 
Altitude                .13 
Air »pood   .34 
llrAdlng   ............................ .34 

Bccond tum: 
Altitude          •.27 
Air siv*od         . ....................... .34 
Jloftcflng ,  .1» 

Third tum: 
Altitude       KM 

I.3S 
IlrnJlMg'                ........................ .07 

Fourth mm: 
Allltthlc    .24 
Air firx^orf              ...................... •.31 
I lr i'Hi iff  •.25 

UNUSUAL TOSITION HECOVEIUE8: 
-.18 

Powor-on 5fftll       .................... -.34 
I'nwrr-ofT ßiAÜ        ........•.•.•.•••... .00 

.04 
IClNtl HTAIX: 

Altitude •  -.IS 
Ilrmflriff                    .03 
AllL•lt, of h ink         .  .   .03 

POWKK LETDOWN: 
Altitude      .01 
Il« liiil'f                                 ........•••■••■ .18 

Rlliin  DKsrENDINO TURN: 
•.28 
•.3» 

LEFT DKSCKXDIXO tl'RN: •37 
Anrlonf hnnk       .23 

• 5 or It s.i i li.'.nr. > In 100 of obtnliiin* a positive 
• 1 or MM i-tioiufj In l(X) of ubtainlng a positive 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TEN. 

Copies of the Check Ride Book- 
Jets for Objective Measures of 
Flying Skill During Tempo- 
rary Training Freezes 

PRIMARY 

A. 

C. 
(Last) (FIM) (MM.llo) 

B.   . 

Class. 
(Avn. C».ht ASN) Name: 

Date:  
Dny Month Yt-ar 

School     Don't  write here: Strretnry 
Place         «ill   supp'y   pilot   stnnino 

(w ith cretlit added). 
P+Cr:   

D. Did you have any flying experfenee, handling the controls of a 
plane in the nir, before entering primnnj flying schoolt   (Circle 
the number following the answer that applies to you.) 

Soloed before ciitoritiK primary school       ' 
More than 4 hours stick time hut never solood      2 
Less than 1 hottrs of stick time -      3 

E. Circle the appropriate mnnher to indicate the kind of piano or 
planes on which you had the 10 weeks of primary training 
bejore tt  freeze. 

Faircliihl followed by Stearnmn       * 
Only Stearman      ■ 
Only Fairchild      3 

Other      4 

F. Circle tho appropriate number to indicate the number of classes 
von have been held over ajler gnuhuülmj Jrom prefl'ujht. 

G. 

None  
One«  
Twice  
Three or more. 
RKJECT: 

0 
l 
3 
3 

No. 
Yes.... 

CHECK PIL 
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H.   XuMHER OF HOURS STUDENT HAS HAD ON STEARMAN PLANE. 

Circle proper number below: 
0-10 hours...-  1 

n-20houra 1 2 
21-30 hours  3 
31-40 hours  4 
41-50 hours  6 
51-60 hours  6 
61-70 hours  7 
71-80 hours  8 
81 or more hours  9 

Inunclmann 

I, Check pilot lines plane up with road. He says, "Do an Immel- 
iimnn. Start with an air speed no greater than 160 m. p. h. Use 
throttle any way you want to. You will get a good score if 
your starting speed is not above 150 m. p. h. and if you come 
out lined up within 45 degrees of the rond without stalling." 

Circle proper number below: 

COME3 OUT WITIIIW ±45° Or ROAD WmiOUT 8TALUMO        3 
COWK!» OUT BEYOND ±45° OF ROAD WITHOUT PTALLINO        2 
STALKS (OR STA UTS FASTER THAN IJ0 M. P. H.)..-         1 

Loop 

J. Check pilot lines plane up with road. Ho says, "Do a loop. 
Start with an air speed no greater than 110 m. p. h. Use throttle 
any way you want to. You will get a good score if your 
starting speed is not above 110 in. p. h. and if you come out lined 
up within 45 degrees of the road without stalling." 

COME3 OUT WITHIN ±45° OF ROAD WITHOUT RTALLINd         8 
COMES OUT REYOND ±45° OF ROAD WITHOUT BTALLINO          2 
STALLS (OR STAItTS FASTER THAN 110 U. P. H.)          1 

Two 360° Turns (Left and Right) 

Check pilot linos plane up with road or section lino at safe altitude. 
Ho says, "Do a 300° turn to the left with a bank of at least 60°, 
When the bank is CO0, the cabano strut will be parallel with the 
hori/on. Innnediately after the 300° turn to the left, do a 360° turn 
to tho right with a bank of at least 60°. You will get a good score if 
your altitude varies no more than 20 feet above or below your starting 
altitude, if your bunk stays above CO0 after you roll into a turn, and 
if you roll out of tho second turn lined up within 45° of your 
starting heading." 
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Sconixo DIRECTIONS: C/rr/« propor number below: 
K.    Note   tbo   starting   nltitndo K. ALTITUDK DEVIATION: 

and record tbo mnximum 0to±20ft      3 
deviation, eitber nbovo or ±21 to ±GOft     3 
below, from tins starting ±ül ft. and over      I 
altitude. 

L.     Record if student falls be- L. Maintained    00°   bank   or 
low 00° bank between roll- more: 
in  and   roll-out  on   eacb In each turn     3 
turn. In one turn only      3 

In neither turn       1 
M.   Record if student rolls out If.   Final roll-out: 

of second turn within 45° Within 45°     3 
of beading at beginning of Outside 45*     1 
first turn. 

Simulated Forced Landing 

Cbcck pilot chooses a field about three-quarters of ft mile square, 
disregarding suitability of terrain for actual landing. Ho says, "See 
that field? (Describes field and makes sure student identifies it.) 
When wo are directly over that field flying downwind at 1,200 jeet 
above the ground, I'll cut the throttle. You will simulato a forced 
landing in tbo first two-thirds of that field. You will get a good score 
if you make a base leg which would get into the first two-thirds of the 
field without slipping." 

Circle proper number below: 
N.   STUDENT SIMULATES A BASE K« Yes  3 

LEO: NO  l 

O.    STUDENT      WOULD      HAVE 0. In nr^t 2/3  3 
LANDED: Ouuido f.rbt 2/3  1 

Two Accuracy Landings 

Check pilot puts plane on 45° entry to rectangular pattern. lie 
says, "Mako a three-point landing in the middlo zone marked off by 
tho lines (flags). Aßer culling the throttle at the key position, do not use 
any throttle unless you are going to miss thefuld entinly. Don't nmko a 
wheel landing. Mako a three-point landing. You will bo graded 
on whero you land. A landing with tail as high as horizontal or a 
bounce of more than 3 feet will givo you the lowest score. After you 
finish tho first landing, toko off and do apotlur ono just the same. 

"You will get only ono try at each lai :ng. If you misa tho field 
and have to go around for safety reasons, {hat counts as one landing."* 

•It b»d landini nccc sllat« (o-uoun<1. clrcl« th« No. 1 for P. Q. and Rot for 8, T, wi<J U, u tb« 
CMamtr bfc 
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SCORING DIRKCVIONS: 

P and S.    Rcco.'d in which zone P. 
the  wheels  of   the   piano ^r^ 
touched    the   ground.    (Plane 
must land; no second try or go- 
around allowed.) 

Q and T.    Record if tnil in hori- Q. 
zontal   position   or   higher   on 
landing. 

Circle proper number below: 
Area where plnne first touches: 

l 
2 

LANDING POSITION: 

3-point or slightly tail firut.. 
Wheels first—tail below hori- 

zontal  
Tail horizontal or higher... 

2 
I 

RondU.   Record if plnne bounced R. BOUNCED OR DROPPED IN: 

3 feet or more. Neither      3 
L^sa than 3 feet      2 
More than 3 feet       1 

Area where plnne first touches: 
1 
2 

2] 
1 

T. LANDING POSITION: 

3-point or slightly tail first.. 
Wheels first—tail below hori- 

zontal   
Tail horizontal or higher  

U. BOUNCED OR DROPPED IN: 

Neither  
Less than 3 feet  
More than 3 feet  

2 
1 

3 
2 
I 

A. 

C. 

BASIC 

... B. 
Nam«:     (I-i^O       (FirM)       (Ml.Mlc) 

Date:  Class. 
Day Month Yrar 

School  
Place , 

(Avn. Cadet ASN) 

Don't write here: Secretary will 
supply pilot stnnino (with credit 
added) 

P+Cr:  
D. Did you have any flying experience, handling the controls of a 

plane in the air, he/or* entering primary Jlying school? {Circle 
the number Jollowiug the answer that applies to you.) 
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Soloed before entering primary school       1 
More than 4 hours stick time but never soloed       2 
Less than 4 hours of stick time      3 

E. Circle the number indicating Fairchiiti, then Stearnu.n      1 
the kind of plane or plnnca JJyan. U.en Stennnan      3 
on which you hnd your 
primary training. 

F. Circle the number to indicate 
what plane or planes you 
used during the 10 weeks of 
basic training before the freeze. 

Only  Stearmnn       3 
Only Fairchild       4 
Only Ilyan       5 

BT (13, 11, 10) and 8 or +hn». 
AT-6  I 

BT (13, 11,  l.r>) ami 8 or +!>«. 
AT-17 or UC-78  2 

BT (13, 14, 15) and 8 or +hr». 
AT-10  3 

•Only BT 13, 14, or 15 , 4 
»Only AT«  5 
♦Only AT-17 or L'C-W  8 
♦Only AT-10  7 
Other  8 
If other, specify  

*LMS than A hn. on other pUn«. 

G. Circle the appropriate number Xonc     0 

to indicate  the number of ^n^0     j 
classes you have been held j^'Z'^iy^V^.'.'.V.V.l    3 
over in all phases of training 
after  graduating from  pre- 
flight. 

H. REJECT: NO      ' 
YM     2 

CHECK PILOT: Contact   Instrument. 

Two 180° Steep Turns (Left and Right) 

DlEBOnOXlTO STUDKNT: "You are lined up with ■ road (or section 
line). I want you to do a 180° steep turn to me lejl and immediately 
roll from that into a 180° steep turn to the right. You must reach 
a bank of at least 00° in each turn. You will be graded on your 
greatest deviation from the starting altitude and on whether or not 
you reach a 00° bank in each turn." 
SCORING DIRKCTIONS: Circle proper nuinbor below: 
I. Note the starting altitmlo ami I. Maximum   deviation   in   feot 

record the maximum devia- from stalling oltitutlo. 
tion, either above or below, 0 to i :>ofeet     3 
from this starting altitude. * f« •• ± ,,,<)

l
fof,l      } 

±  101 feet and over       I 

J. Record whether or not student J. Reached 00° Imnk: 
reaches a 00° bank at least in each turn  3 
onc*'meach 180° turn. In ..„e turn ..nly  3 

In nrttnrf turn  1 
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Accuracy Landing (Throttle and Flaps A« Desired) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "I'll put the piano on 45° entry to rec- 
tangular pattern. I want you to make a three-point landing in the 
middle zone marked off by tho lines (flags). Use throttle and flaps 
as you desire. 

"Don't make a wheel landing. Make a three-point landing. You 
will bo graded on where you land. A landing with tail as high as 
tho horizontal position or bounce of more than 3 feet will give tho 
lowest score. Do not go around unless you have to for safety 
reasons."* 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: 

K. Record in which zone 
wheels of the plane 
touched tho ground. 

tho K. Area   where 
first touches. 

plane   first 

2^ 
3 

L. Record attitude on landing. L. LANDING POSITION: 
Three-point or slightly tail 

first       3 
Wheels   first—tail   below 

horizontal       2 
Tail horizontal or higher..      1 

M. Record whether plane bounced M. BOUNCED OR DROPPED IN: 
or dropped in. Neither  3 

Less than 3 feet  2 
More than 3 feet  1 

•U bad Unding MoesslUtaa go-iround, elrcie lb« No. 1 for K, L, and M. 

Accuracy Landings (Flaps As Desired) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "Continue in traffic pattern. Make a 
three-point landing in the middle zone marked off by the lines (flags). 
After cutting the throttle at the key position, do not use any throttle 
unless you are going to miss the field entirely.    Use flaps as desired. 

"Don't mako a wheel landing. Make a three-point landing. You 
will bo graded on where you land. A landing with tail as high as the 
horizontal position or a bounce of more than 3 feet will give you the 
lowest score.   Do not go around unless you have to for safety reasons".* 

* If bad Itndlni noco-dtatcs go-around, rlrtt« tbc No. I for N, 0, sod P. 
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SCORI.VO DIRECTIONS: 

N. Record in \\\\\c]\ zono tho 
wheels of tho piano jint 
touched tho ground. 

O. Record  if  tnil   in  horizontal 
position or higher on landing. 

Circle proper nuniber below: 

P. Record if piano bounced 3 feet 
or more. 

Straight And Level Flight (Instrument) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "Signal when you aro flying level at 00° 
(or 270°) heading at 120 m. p. h. at feet altitude.    (Select altitude 
for smoothest air possible.) (Wait for signal.) Cago tho directional 
gyro and artificial horizon. Indicate when this has been done. 
(Wait for caging of instruments.) Now fly straight and level at 120 
m. p. h. for 3 minutes. You will be graded on variations in heading, 
air speed, and altitude." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: 

Q. Note   starting   heading   and Q. 
record maximum deviation, 
plus or minus. 

R. Note starting air speed and R. 
record maximum deviations, 
plus or minus. 

S.   Note   starting   altitude   and S. 
record maximum deviation, 
plus or minus. 

HEADING DEVIATION: 

o^to ±b*  
±G0 to ±10*  
± II* and over  

AIR SPEED DEVIATION: 

0 to ±5 in. p. h  
±5 to ±10 m. p. h  
±11 m. p. h. and over. 

ALTITUDE DEVIATION: 

0 to ±50 feet  
±51 to ±100 feet  
±101 feet and over  

3 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 

IN. Area where plane first 
touches 

1 
2 
3 
2 
1 

O. LANDING POSITION: 

Tliree-polnt or slightly tail 
first...        3 

WlieeU fir»t—tail below 
horizontal       J 

Tail horizontal or higher..      1 

1 

1 

P. BOUNCED OR DROPPED IN: 

Neither      ! 
Le:* than 3 feet       2 

1 
t 

More than 3 foct       1 
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360° Steep Right Turn (Insfrument) 

DIHKCTIONS To STLDKNT: "Make a 360° right turn with a bank of 
over 30° at an air speed of 120 m. p. h. and come out on a heading. 
Use full instrument panel. You will be graded on variations in altitude 
during turn and deviation from rorrcct heading at end of turn. If 
your bank Jails to 30° or below during turn, you will receive the lowest 
score." 

SCOHING DIRECTIONS: Circle proper number below: 
T.    Note  heading  at   beginning T. HEADING DEVIATION: 

and end of turn.    Record 0° to ±6° 3 
difference, plus or minus. ±6° to ±10° 2 

±11° and over  1 

U.   Note   starting   altitude  and U. ALTITUDE DEVIATION: 

record maximum deviation, oto ±50 feet 3 
plus or minus. ±51 to ±100 feet 3 

± 101 feet and over  1 

V.    Note bank on artificial hori- V. OVER 30° BANK: 

zon and record if bank falls Maintained.. 3 
to 30° or below at any time NOT maintained  1 
during turn except on roll- 
in and roll-out. 

Constant Speed Climb and Descent (Instrument) 

DIIU:CIIONS To STUDENT: "Fly straight and level at a 90° or 
(270°) heading at 110 m, p. k., repeat 110 m. p. h. (Wait) Now climb 
1,000 feet at 500 feet per minute and immediately start descent. 
Level off at starting altitude, holding 110 m. p. h. During this nup- 
nenver hold the heading and air speed constant. You will bo graded on 
variations in heading and air speed during maneuver and on deviations 
from correct altitude at top and bottom." 

SCOKING DIRECTIONS: 

W.  Note  starting   heading   and W. HEADING DEVIATION: 

record mayimum deviation, o8 to ±5° 3 
plus or minus. ±6° to ±10° 3 

±11° and over 1 

X.   Note starting air speed  and X. AIR SPEED DEVIATION: 

record maximum deviation, oto ±5m.p.h 3 
plus or minus. ±6 to ±10m.p.h 3 

±11 m.p.h. and over  1 

Y.   Note deviations from the cor- Y. ALTITUDE DEVIATION: 

rect   altitudes   at   top   of 0to±50fcet 3 
climb and at end of descent ±51 to ±100 feet 3 
and   check   the   deviation ± 101 feet and over  I 
that was greatest. 
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ADVANCED S1NCLE ENGINE 

  B  
(Am ('.i'ltl ASN) 

A  
Name:      (UM] (Flnt)      (MUMIr) 

C. Date:   dnss  
Day Month Yw 

School   Don't write lioro: Secretary will 
supply pilot ütanino (with credit 
added). 

Place  P-fO:  

D. Did you have any flying experience, handling the controls of a 
piano in the air, before entering primary flying schoolt    (Circle 
the number Jollowing the answer that appliis to you). 

Soloed before entering prinmry school       1 
More than 4 hours' htick time but never soloed       2 
Less than 1 hoilM of stick time       3 

Circle the number indicating the kind of plane or planes on which 
you had your primary and basic training. 

E. AT PKIMARY: 

Foirchild and Stearman. 
Ryan and Stearman  
Only Stearman  
Only Fairchild..  
Only Ryan  
Other  

F. AT BASIC: 

DT (13. 14, 15) and 8 or 
+ hour» AT-fl  1 

DT (13, 14, 15) and 8 or 
+ hours AT-17 or UO- 
78  3 

BT (13, 14, 15) and 8 or 
+ hours AT-IO  3 

•Only UT 13, 14, or 15.. 4 
♦Only AT-6  6 
•Only AT-17 or UG-?».. 6 
•OnlyAT-10  7 
•Other  8 

*lA-si than 8 tioiin on oth<f |ihn««. 

G Circle the number to indicate AT-6  
what plane you used during ^ZTI  
the    10    weeks    of    AD- ^7i'^ÜS! 
VANCED training before the ji_2.r  
freeze. Other  

H. Circle the appropriate number None  
to indicate  tae numher of ^n<:0  
classes you have heen held -^^'oVu^n.'.'. 
over in all phases of training 
after  graduating from  pre- 
flight. 

l 
I 
3 
4 
6 
0 

0 
1 
3 
3 

I. Reject:   . 

CHECK PILOT: Contact 

N'o ....     1 
Yes ....      3 

. Instrument  
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Two Maximum Performance Loops 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "DO two separate maximum performauce 
loops with a starting A/S no greater than 160 m. p. h., tachometer 
reading of 1,926 r. p. m., and manifold pressure of 25" Ilg. Do each 
loop without using more throttle. After finishing the first loop, clear 
yourself and then do tho second. Do each loop without stalling out or 
letting tho piano shudder." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS:  For each Circle proper number below: 
looP: J. FIRST LOOP: 

Circle 3.—If tho plane docs not No stall or shudder      3 
shudder even slightly or stall or Shudder      a 
fall out. Stalled, fell out, used throt- 

Circle 2.—If tho piano shudders tle,oroverl60m.p.h...     1 
oven slightly but docs not stall K. SECOND LOOP: 
or fall out. No stall or shudder      3 

Circle 1.—If starting A/S is more Shudder      2 
than 160 m. p. h., if throttle is Stft,,cd'feH out' *** t5rot' 

i  •     • 't    ^ 4  ii tic. or over 160 m. p. h...      1 used in loop, or if plane stalls r 

or falls out. 

Two 180° Steep Turns (Left and Right) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "You are lined up with a road (or section 
line). I want you to do a 180° steep turn to tho left and immediately 
roll from that into a 180° steep turn to tho right. You must reach a 
bank of at least 60° in each turn. You will bo graded on your greatest 
deviation from tho starting altitude on whether or not you reach a 60° 
bank in each turn." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS:       ^ Circle proper number below: 
L. Note tho starting altitude and L. Maximum   deviation  in  feet 

record tho maximum devia- from stai ting altitude: 
tion, either above or below, oto ±50feet      3 
from this starting altitude. ±51 to ±i00fcet v.    3 

±101 feet and over.....     1 

M. Record whether or not student M. Reached 60° bank: 
reaches a 60° bank at least             In each turn  3 
once in each 180° turn.                        In one turn only  2 

In neither turn... .. 1 

Accuracy Landing (Throttle and Flaps as Desired) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "I'll put the plane on 45° entry to 
rectangular pattern. I want you to make a 3-point landing in the 
middle zone marked off by tho lines (flags). Use throttle and flaps at 
you desire. 
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"Don't mnko a wheel landing. Main a 3-point Inmling. You will 
be graded on where you land. A landing with tail as high as tho hori- 
zontal position or bounce of more than 3 feet will give the lowest score. 
Do not go around unless you have to for safety reasons."• 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: Circte proper number below: 
N.    Record   in   which  zone   the K.  Area whero piano  firat I 

wheels  of  tho plane ßrst 
touched the ground. 

touches. 

O.    Record attitude on landing.     O. 

P.   Record  whether plane 
bounced or dropped in. 

1 
LANDING POSITION: 

3-pt. or slightly tail first. 8 
Wheels  first—-Uil  below 

horizontal  2 
Tail horizontal or higher. 1 

BOUXCKD OR DROPPKD IN: 

Neither       3 
Less than 3 feet       3 
More tlian 3 feet       1 

Straight and Level Flight (Instrument) 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "Signal when you are flying level ut 00° 
(or 270°) heading at 130 m. p. h. at feet altitude.    (Select oltitudo 
for smoothest air possible.) (Wait for signal.) Cage the directional 
gyro and artificial horizon. Indicate when this has been done. (Wait 
for caging of instruments.) Now fly straight and level at 130 m. 
p. h. for 3 minutes. You will be graded on variations in heading, 
air speed, and altitude." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: 

Q.   Note   starting  heading  and Q.   HKADING DEVIATION: 

record maximum deviation, 0'to ±6°     3 

plus or minus. *Tt?2!l     ? r ±11° and over -     I 

R.    Note starting air speed and R. 
record maximum deviation, 
plus or minus. 

S.   Note   starting   altitude   and S. 
record maximum deviation, 
plus or minus. 

AIR SPEED DEVIATION: 

0 to ±5 m. p. h  
±0to ±10 in. p. h - 
±11 m. p. h., and over.... 

ALTITUDE DEVIATION: 

0to ±60 feet  
±51 to ±100 feet  
±101 feet and over  

3 
3 
1 

3 
a 
i 

•jr bad IsDdtiu nec«5jlUtcj go oround, clreU tb« No. I for N, O, tod P. 
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360° Steep Right Turn (Instrument) 

DIRKCTIONS TO STUDENT: "Make a 300° right turn with a bank of 
over 30° at nn air speed of 130 m. p. h. and come out on a heading. Uso 
full instrument panel. You will bo graded on variations in altitude 
during turn and deviation from correct heading at end of turn. If 
your bank Jails to SO* or below during turn, you will receive the lowest 
score." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: 

T. Note hooding at begining and 
end of turn. Record differ- 
ence, plus or minus. 

U. Note starting altitude and 
record maximum devia- 
tion, plus or minus. 

V. Note bank on artificial hori- 
zon and record if bank falls 
to 30° or below at any time 
during turn except on roll- 
in and roll-out. 

Circle proper number below: 

T.   HEADING DEVIATION: 

0eto±6o  3 
±6° to ±10*  2 
±11° and over  1 

U.   ALTITUDE DEVIATION: 

0 to ±50 feet  3 
±51 to ±100 feet  2 
± 101 feet and over  1 

V.   OVER 30° BANK: 

Maintained  8 
NOT maintained  1 

Instrument Let-Down and Low Approach 

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT: "Make a regular let-down and low ap- 
proach according to the instructions for this test. Shake the stick at 
the proper number of seconds after the low cone. When you shake 
the stick, you will be graded on whether you are on the beam, at the 
correct altitude, at the correct time after the low cone.   Reset your 
altimeter to feet.   You are now on the beam at proper altitude 
about one minute before the high cone and headed toward it." 

SCORING DIRECTIONS: 

WHEN STUDENT SHAKES 
STICK, CHECK PILOT 
RECORDS: 

W.   POSITION.—Piano's track in W.   POSITION: 

relation to ground mnrkers. Inside center markers...     3 
Outside center markers 

but inside outer mark- 
ers      2 

Outside outer markers...      1 

X.   TIME.—Difference    between X.   TIME DIFFERENCE: 

prescribed   ip(crval   (  0-5 second*   8 
seconds) an! student's 0-15seconds  3 
elapsed time past low cone. lOormore  I 
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Y. ALTITUDE.—Number of feet 
difference between pro- 
scribed indicated altitude 
(  ft.) and student's in- 
dicated altitude. 

ALTITUDE DIFFEUKNXE: 

0-20 foot  
21-G0fcpt  
ÜI or more feet  

3 
3 
I 

ADVANCED TWO-ENGINE 

A "  B  
Nome. (Last) (First) (Middle) 

C.   Date:  Class 
Yc»r 

(\vo. Cadet ASM) 

Doy Month rear       Don,t  ^^  j^. Sccrctary   wiU 

School       supply pilot stanino (with credit 

Place 
added). 

P+Cr: 
D. Did 3 ^»u have any flying experience, handling the controls of a 

plane in the air, hejore entering primary flying schooll   {Circle 
the number Jollowing the answer that applies to you.) 

Soloed before entering primary Bchool        I 
More tlmn l hours slick timo but never soloed       2 
Less than 4 hours of stick timo  •      3 

Circle the number indicating the kind of piano or planes on which 
you had your primary and 6a«uj training. 

E. AT PRIMARY: F.    AT BASIC: 
FairchildnndStoarman..      I BT (13, 11, 15) and 8 or 
Ryan and Steftrman       2 4-hoiire AT-6       1 
Only Stcarman      3 BT (13, It, 15) and 8 or 
Only Fairchild       4 + hours AT-17 or UC- 
Only Ryan       I 78      2 
Other       6 BT (13, 11, 15) and 8 or 

+hours AT-10      Z 
•Only BT 13, H, or 15...     4 
♦Only AT-6       6 
♦Only AT-l7orUC-78.-     8 
♦Only AT-10      7 
Other      8 

•LA-M thuo 8 huun on otlu-t (ilanM. 

Q, Circle the number to indicate 
what piano you used during 
the 10 weeks of AD- 
VANCED training before 
the freeze. 

AT-C  
AT-9  
AT-10  
AT-17 or UC-78 ?. 
D-25  
Other  

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
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II.   Circle tho appropriate num- None  o 
ber to iiulicata tho number ^nC6  l 

of  classes you have been «,      "  ! ... •      11     i * Three or more  3 
held over in all phases of 
training   after   graduating 
Jrom preflight. 

I.    REJECT: NO  1 
Yes  2 

CHECK PILOT: Contact         Instrument. 

Single-Engine Procedure 
(At 2,000 ft. or more above ground) 

Check pilot sets up the following conditions: 
1. Wheels down. 
2. Cardinal heading. 
3. A/S exactly 160 m. p. h. 
4. 2,200 r. p. m. and enough manifold pressure to maintain 

»30 ra. p. h. 
"I've set up the plane for single-engine procedure.   You will be 

graded on how well you maintain hcodinf», air speed, and altitude." 
When airplane and student ore ready, write down tho following 

before cutting engine: 
A/S m. p. h.   Altitude ft.   Heading .• 
Now, CHECK PILOT CUTS EITHER TiinorrLB COMPLETELY 

During the next 2-minute period, circle tho following deviations: 

J. HEADING (maximum deviation): 
Stayed within ±6° Hmit«   3 
Stayed within ± 10° limits  2 
Exceeded ± 10° limit«  1 

K. Am SPEED (minimum A/S): 
150 m. p. h. and over  3 
140 in. p. h. and over  2 
Below 110 in. p. h  1 

L. ALTITUDE (maximum lost): 
Lc** than 100 feet      3 
1A:M than 200 feet       2 
More than 200 feet        1 

« 
M. Procedure check list: Did studentdo ALLof tho following correctly? 

Add power immediately....  ........^ 
Retard prop control ...... I Yes ......     3 
Retard correct prop  — [ No...........      1 
Raise wheels —J 
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Single-Engine Landing 

On the downwind leg »iftor completion of the QUMP eheck, the 
chock pilot will cut the inside engine, c. g., right engine for fight- 
Land trafRc. 

"Fly the approach at 110 m. p. b. and make your first contact in the 
second zone." 

CHECK EACH ITKM AS IT Occuns: 

N. Turn onto approach:                 Ym  3 
Lined up with runway.       "•  l 

0. Aß on approach: (Maximum ±5m. p. h  3 
deviation from 140 m.p.h.)     ± 10 m. p. h  2 

Over 10 m. p. h  1 

P. Was gear checked after lower- Yes  3 
ing on approach?                   ■'•  * 

Q. Wliero  was  power cut com- Roll onto npproach  1 
pletcly?   (Check nearest an- "ilf-woy down  I 

x                                                 Ju.-f prior to roimil-out  3 
swer.)                                      A. i    i- o '                                               At lancltng  2 

R. "Where   was   landing   contact Zone 1 (firet 500 ft. of nmuny).. 2 
first made?    (Goal is Zone Zone 2 («mmd 500 ft.)  3 
„v                                                      Zone 3 (thint 500 ft.)  2 

*'                                                      Ovcrbliol or went around  1 

S. Londcd in skid:                        Yc«  I 
No  3 

Straight and Level Flight (Instnnnent) 

"Select a cardinal heading and set up a straight ami level course at 
normal cruising A/S.   When you are all set, cage the directional gyro 
and artificial horizon and continue on course for 3 minutea.   To get 
the highest score, slay within tho usual 5-5-50 Umit3." 

T. IIEADINO DEVIATIONS:             Stayed within iö»  3 
Stayed within ±10*  2 
Went l)eyond 10°  I 

U. A/S VARIATIONS:                      Stayed within ±5 m. p. h  3 
Stayed within ± 10 in. p. h  2 
Went beyond 10 rn. p. h  I 

V. ALTITUDE VARIATIONS:            Stayed within ±50 feet  3 
Stayed within ± 100 feet  3 
Went beyond 100 feet  I 
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Infltrunicnt Let-Down and Low Approach 

"Make a regular let-down and low approach according to the 
instructions for this test. Give me a signal at the proper number of 
seconds after the low cone. When you give mc the signal you will be 
graded on whether you are on the beam, at the correct altitude, at 
the correct time after the low cone. . . . You are now on the beam 
at proper altitude about one minute before the high cone and headed 
toward it." 

WHEN STUDENT GIVES THE SIGNAL, CHECK  PILOT Rüconos: 

W. POSITION.—Plane's track in relation to ground markers: 
Inmric center  . 3 
Outside center nmrkcrs but inside outer markers  2 
Outside outer markers   I 

X. TIME.—Difference between prescribed time ( seconds) and 
student's elapsed time past low cone: 

0-5 Beconds            3 
(M5 seconds..         3 
lö or more       1 

Y. ALTITUDE.—Number of feet difference between prescribed indi- 
cated altitude ( ft.) and student's indicated altitude: 

0-20 feet       3 
21-40 feet       3 
Over 40 feet       1 

Powcr-OfT Approach and Landing 

"Make a power-off approach and landing. Cut the power com- 
pletely at traffic altitude when you think you can land in zone 2 with 
power off all the way down." 

Z. Altitude at roll into the approach varied above or below the 
altitude ( ft.) by: 

Less than 100 feet       3 
Between 100 and 150 feet       3 
More than 150 feet       1 

AA.^Was  power   added   on   ap- Ye«      1 
preach? 

BB. When was contact first made? 

No  3 
Zone 1   8 
Zone3  3 
Zone3  3 
Over shot or went around  1 

THE RELIABILITY OF THE OBJECTIVE MEASURES USED1 

The fact that a fair proportion of the measures used in this study 
show reliable differences between the 10 and 15 week groups, the 
purpose for which they were designed, shows that they are reliable 

■ Tbc ilnlgn »ml lUIUtlcal •mtlysls of IhU study were tupcrvlscU by Lt. /. K. Hcmpblll and T/8(t. W. O. 
Matben^ 
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enough for measuring group dUTerenccs. In experimonta which wcro 
auxiliary to tho main study it was possible to investigate further some 
of the measures in order to determine whether or not they wcro 
reliable enough for use in measuring difTercnces between individuals. 

Obacrver Reliability 

Several of these studies have already been described in chapters 0 
and 7 of this report. They deal with the ability of tho check rider to 
mako an accurate observation of the performance being measured. In 
theso experiments tho scores of two observers meusuriiig tho same 
thing at tho same time were compared. In general, fairly high 
correlations were found between tho scores recorded by tho two 
independent observers. This means that each one of them is able to 
observe accurately enough so that his scores agreo with those of tho 
other observer. Since a number of difTerent random pairings of 
observers were involved in each of theso studies, tho fairly high 
correlation indicates absolute as well as relative agreement. 

Tcst-Retfst Reliabilities 

Studies of test-retest reliability give an cstiraato of tho sum of tho 
errors introduced by (1) tho observer and (2) tho variability of tho 
performance itself, for example, tho day-to-day difTerenccs caused by 
changes in conditions such as tho weather. 

Studies dealing with test-retest reliability of objecti. a measures of 
flying skill at the primary level and in the basic pbaso of instrument 
flying have already been described in chapters 0 and 9 of this volume. 

Tho test-retest reliability of each of the measures in the check rido 
administered to basic students during tho training freezes was deter- 
mined by administering two independent check rides to each student. 
Tho two check ridea were given by difTerent check riders, in difTerent 
days, and in difTerent planes. A tot.il of 102 basic students were used 
in this study. They wcro tested at Goodfellow Field, San Angelo, 
Tex., with a 2-day interval between test and retest. Thirty-sovcn of 
theso students were tested in the middle of November lCi4 after 
having had 10 weeks of training at the basic level and 05 in the middlo 
of December after having had 15 weeks of training at the ba^ic level. 

The test-retest reliability of tho measures administered on difTerent 
days was detennmed by computing product-moment correlation 
coefBcients between tho scores on the first and second administration. 
In order to get a more stable figure, the two difTerent sampler were 
combined by use of tho Fisher z-transfonnation. 

Since tho measures were scored in three broad catt;;orie3, a correc- 
tion for the effect of this grouping was calculated. This correction is 
an estimate of tho coefUcient of the reliability which would bo obtained 
if tho measures were scored in tho finer categories of feet of altitude, 
miles per hour, etc.   Tho uncorrccted coeflicients give the bedt eßti- 
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mate of tho reliability of the scale scored in the three broad categories 
used in this study. The corrected coefficients must bo used in com- 
paring tho results of this study with those of others, such as the one 
in chapter 8 of this volume on the comparison of three differeDt 
methods of scoring instrument measures, in which the measures wore 
not grouped in broad categories. 

Tho reliabilities of the measures in the basic check rido when test 
and rctest wore given on different days, with different check riders, 
and in different planes, are presented in table A10.1. 

TABLR A10.1—Tesl-retest reliability of objective measure« offiying »kill in the basic 
check rid« 

Ooodrellow-lOwk (N-37) Ooodfellow-18 wk (N- •05) (N-103) 

Item .-noasure Teat Rctest Test Retest 
r r comb. 

r* 
corr. 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

/ Altitude deviation 180* Z03 a 68 137 a 72 130 1.00 104 1.77 170 107 114 119 
itcop turns. 

J Reached CO* bank 180* 173 .64 178 .47 .08 186 .40 188 .44 .13 .12 .17 
■tocp turns. 

K Zone nlano lands—accu- 
racv landing, training 
and flaps. 

L   Landing    attltudo— 

L7« .78 1.85 .73 .12 100 .80 108 .80 .08 .08 .U 

103 .03 170 .40 -.03 176 .80 100 .08 -.38 -.18 -.34 
urciii ncy landing, train- 
ing and flap«. 

M Uounccd or dropped— 111 .OS 141 .08 -.10 138 .70 138 .77 .13 .02 .01 
accuracy landing, train* 
Ine and flops. 

N Zone piano lands—nc- 
curacy lundinR, flaps. 

L70 .77 1.81 .73 .00 LOS .78 1.78 .73 .03 .01 .08 

0 Landing attitude—ao- 108 .62 106 .07 -.17 174 .00 108 .01 .13 .02 .08 
curacy landing, flaps. 

P Uuunccd or dropped— 127 .08 in .70 .33 133 .71 131 .80 -.08 .03 .04 
accuracy landlnR, flaps. 

Q Hond   deviation- 1.92 .78 118 .00 .18 114 .00 100 .78 .18 .10 .39 
ttrnli-ht mid lovel flight 
—Instrument. 

R Alrfpcod (IcTlatJon— 1S1 .08 166 .03 -.(T 166 .63 138 .08 .01 .00 .00 
itralrht and lovel flight 
—instrument. 

8 Altitude   deviation— 143 .04 ZS6 .07 .16 I'S .00 130 .00 -.08 .01 -.01 
ttrnlr:ht and lovel flight 
—Instrument, 

T nc.-.dliig dcvl.«lon-3C0* K0 .04 132 .87 .01 174 .81 100 .68 -.17 -.11 -.11 
11. turn—Instrument. 

V Altitude   deviation— 1.70 .07 1.70 .71 .10 137 .06 123 .73 .38 .34 .39 
SCO*   R.   turn—instru- 
ment. 

VOver30*banV-orJ0*R. 178 .03 2.86 .33 -.00 188 .48 178 .03 -.08 -.00 -.11 
turn—liustrument. 

IVllcdln^ deviation—c»n- 137 .72 138 .83 .11 146 .08 138 .07 .10 .18 .33 
slants|Kod, instrument. 

X Alrsi'Md «lovlr.tlon— 114 .02 114 .47 -.00 130 .06 1.07 .68 -.03 -.03 -.00 
constant speed, luitru- 
Dient. 

Y Altlludu   deviation— 1S1 .60 181 .68 .37 176 .47 108 .47 .00 .14 .19 
conjtont   speed  climb 
and     «IcsovDt—liulru- 
BMlt. 

■ Combined r by Fisher's i transformatlon. Tho two (troups being combined (10 and 18 week) are known 
to he dUfeftot but tho comblneii r Is presented as a convenient summary on the assumption that tb« trua 
correlations in tho two nrouns nro not markedly dlllercDt. 

• Corrected fur rroupin? In broad categories; rotors and Van Voorhls, Stathtlcal Prouiuru and T%tir 
Uathtmalkal Uuti, p. S'Ji, Formula 211. 

It can bo seen that the tcst-retest reliabilities of most of the 
measures in this check ride were low. The two measures showing 
the best reliability coeflicionts were: (1) Altitude deviation in the 
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instrument turn, nnd (2) hending deviation in the instrument constAnt 
speed climb and descent. The reliabilities computed from data 
grouped into three broad categories arc 0.21 and 0.1S, respectively, 
for these measures. Corrected for grouping into broad categories, 
tbese reliabilities become 0.33 and 0.25. 

These results were in lino with those which have been reported in 
chapter 6 of this volunic for reliabilities of the measures administered 
to primary students during the training freezes. 

When a single test and retest was given on different dtjl in different 
planes and by different check riders, the reliability of most of the 
measures administered to primary and basic students was relatively 
low. A few of the measures were reliable enough so that, if they were 
combined with other good ones, the total score of a single check rido 
might show some promise of being stable enough for use in measuring 
differences bclueen individuals. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER ELEVEN. 

Fixed Gunnery as an Objective 
Measure of Flying Skill 

Variation in Training Procedures 

During iho Advanced training period the studenta received ap- 
proximately the following prcgunnery instruction in the Eastern, 
Central, and Western Flying Training Commands for Classes 44-1-0 
and 44-1-E. 

Eutem Central Weitem 

l/tetum on gunnery principle*  4-5 hoiin  8-10 houn  10 hour*. 
Annamrnt  4 hours  10 hours............... 
KBDRO rstlmntlon tmlncr  ?-3 boitn  l-a hours  
Qunalntructor   Hhour , H hour  Nona. 
BBIlnk  onoroundfi  

10O-300 rounds •  
None  

»«■NOrwinil»'  
JW-MO round* •  
M-2 hours  

Nona. 
8k«et  Nona. 
Deflrctlon mining  Nona. 
Üround and arrlol camera mlssloni  NOD«  3 hours  None 

i Round* Bred. 

After classes 44-1-0 and 44-1-H, the DB Link was discarded as a 
training aid. The Central Flying Training Command substituted a 
hand-held flexible gun in its place. In addition, one school in this 
same command added an optical sight to the skect gun used to teach 
the concept of leading the target. 

In the transition phase each class was divided into two groups: 
one was sent directly to the gunnery training while the other took 
P-40 transition training. After the completion of these phases the 
two sections reversed the type of training. 

The ground school instruction given at the gunnery schools may be 
summarized as follows: 

Lecture* on gunnery principle* 
Armament  
Ilarmonlr.atloa  
Film ftssc&slng methods  

Rastern 

12 houn  
10 hours  
1-2 hours.... 
t-2 hours— 

Waum 

None  
• hours  
8 hours.  
Nona  

Central 

12 hours. 
12 hours. 
Prmuiutratloa only. 
NOD«. 

During classes 44-1-0 and 44-1-H, the average student in Enstcra 
fired 1100 rounds in air-to-ground gunnery, while the average student 
in Central fired 800 rounds and the average student in Western firod 
1300 rounds.   The ranges, targets, and flight patterns used in the 
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thrco commands wcro essentially the same. Tho gun was mounted 
in tho wing in Contml, while both Eastern and Western had the gun 
installed in the engine cowl. Later the cowl gun was introduced in 
Central. 

A "foul" in air-to-ground gunnery was declared when the student 
continued to fire after crossing the foul line, 600 feet from the target. 
In Eastern one "free" foul was allowed in each practice mission. 
Otherwise, the rule was a penalty of 5 percent of the score for each of 
the first three fouls and a zero for the mission for the fourth foul. 
In Western, fouls were charged and penalized in exactly the same 
way. In Central, lack of supervisory personnel made the charging 
of fouls impossible. 

Lack of assessing equipment resulted in Eastern students flying 
only one-half of their air-to-ground missions with a camera. In 
Central, no cameras were used in connection with air-to-ground gun- 
nery.   In Western, every mission was a camera mission. 

The average student in Eastern flew 15 air-to-air missions, firing 
2,100 rounds. The average student in Central and Western flew 24 
air-to-air missions and fired 2,300 and 2,000 rounds, respectively. 

The standard number of rounds loaded for a mission in Central 
and Western was 100. In Eastern, however, the first mission was 
100 rounds and all succeeding missions were 200 rounds. 

The standard flag-type target was used in all three commands; 
however, the size and design varied to some extent. 

The student usually flew the same plane on all missions in Central 
and Western. Tho opposite held true in Eastern, where the students 
generally flew difTerent planes on successive missions. 

"Fouls" in air-to-air gunnery consisted of (1) exceeding the allowed 
number of passes at the target and (2) firing with less than a 30° 
angle between the bullets' path and the target path. The same penal- 
tics were called for each foul in air-to-air gunnery as in air-to-ground 
fixed gunnery. Fouls were regularly charged in Western. In East- 
ern, fouls were rarely charged and in Central were never charged. 

Generally, weather conditions were similar at the gunnery ranges 
in Central and Eastern. Both were located in sea-level country 
near the Gulf of Mexico. There was considerable haze, frequent fog 
and rain during some period of the year. In contrast, weather con- 
ditions throughout the year were nearly ideal at the gunnery range 
in Western which was located in semi-arid land. Visibility was 
excellent and there wos very little rain at any time of the year. Only 
from two to seven days per year were lost from gunnery firing due to 
weather conditions. 
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Effect of Ten Hour» P-40 Training 

TABLE All.l Means, sigmns and critical ratios of sections vith and irilhout prior 
P-40 training in air-to-ground futd gunnery «core« 

Transition ichool Prior r-40 tninlni * ! 
M D SD Ci» Lavdof 

•ll. 

WUllwn« ' Without  u 
60 
45 
64 
47 
90 

101 
55 

1 
53 
M 
53 

55.94 
91.67 
»7.67 
t>X 61 

127.63 
97.00 
M.03 
04.15 

|     1M.03 
131.1« 

\    121. M 
|     13S.23 

121 IS 
14113 

+163 3X05 
30.00 
20.13 
2160 
41.49 
3137 
3u.»4 
M.03 
413B 

1      60.55 
1       "O* 47.01 

4X53 
4109 

160 
P*unl 

to 

Crmlf  
With  
Without  -5.0« "L« 31 

Speno»  
With  
Without  -29.83 

"+iiä 
■"+l"ü* 
r+iiii' 

183 
  

N»pl«r  
With  
Without  1    1M 

,..,   <4 

Foster..  Without  .13 '"H 
AJo*  

With  
Without  XW |        • 
With  
Without  X9i j <l 
With  

TlBLB All.2.—Mean$, sigmas, and critical ratios, with and xcithoul prior P-40 
training secliois in air'lo-air fixed gunnery ecore» 

Transition school 

Williams. 

Cralf  

SpeoM... 

Napier... 

Foster... 

Prior P-40 trelnln« 

Aloe. 

Moon. 

Without  
With  
Without  
With  
Without  
With  
Without  
With  
Without  
With  
Without  
With  
Without  
With  

87 
68 
09 
60 
08 
47 
03 

101 
65 
90 
85 
80 
81 
8« 

1GA.93 
117.45 
14105 
104.58 
ML 73 
105.77 
107.90 
13170 
121.43 
110. &S 
111.03 
ir-.3« 
12a il 
110.00 

-29.48 

-3147 

-3105 

+1180 

■■-i.'i« 

SD 

4 1143 

-.83 

57.05 
6115 
«X95 
3173 
«1.7S 
4128 
44.38 
0115 
49.38 
47.19 
61.30 
6X47 
6100 
«130 

CR 

117 

121 

190 

134 

Level of 
sK. 

I'rrctnl 

L39 

.11 

71 

Turbulence as Measured by Instructor Ratings 
TABLE All.3.—N't, meant, sigtnas, and critical ratiot by mistiont and total for 

instructor rating» of turbulenco 

Mission Turbuleaoi      i N M D so CA Level gf 

Smooth  300 1138 1147 
Areral 

FlntpncUc« ! Hough 1 
Smooth  17b 

34 
161 

54 
123 
4« 

151 
M 

!      ICH 
35 

2» 

13.00 
2a 70 
10.11 
2170 
21M 
20.M 

j      211« 
|      31.31 

33.MI 
SJ-37 

3X49 

-t-13A 

■"+i.w 
14.01 
11.85 
1X21 
14.35 
1137 
1114 
15. W 
17. r« 
1171 
15.92 
1145 
1101 

XM 1 
Kough  
Pmooth  

.n 40 

KoiiRh  
Fmooth  +.1» 

"■+160 

|"-XM 

■"■+:M 

.05 M 
Uounh  
Smooth  

1.31 » 
KoiiRh  

1 Smooth  1    •M 3» 

ToUI  

- 8 '"* 

!      .7» |             4d 
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Relation Between Time of Day and Air-to-Alr and Air-to-Ground Fixed 
Gunnery Score« 

Mean scores by timo of day were computed using the time of take- 
off as the timo of the mission and the percent hits on a single mission 
for an individual student as tho unit datum for both air-to-ground 
and air-to-air gunnery. For tabulation purposes tho time of day was 
divided into six periods of two hours each. 

There was one factor which might have given a falso appearance 
to such data. There was the tendency of the schools to fly the later 
missions in each student's series at the time of day judged to bo most 
favorable for obtaining high scores. This tendency was particularly 
prevalent for the record missions which were the last two flown. It 
was evident from the learning curve that if the later missions in the 
practice series were flow a predominantly at one period of tho day, 
that timo of day would bo expected to yield higher mean scores. There 
was evidence that this sort of scheduling did sometimes occur. There- 
fore, the percent hits for each time of day was corrected for learning. 

This was accomplished in tho following manner: Each student's 
missions were numbered consecutively. The numbers of all missions 
flown in each two-hour period were tallied and the mean mission 
number determined. Tho mean percent hits to be normally expected 
for each mission was determined from the combined learning curves 
(see figures 11.1 and 11.2). Tho difference between this figure and 
the percent hits expected for tho mission was then added to (or sub- 
tracted from) the actual percent hits. That yielded the mean percent 
hits corrected for learning. 

Tables Al 1.4 and Al 1.5 present the mean scores by timo of day for 
both raw scores and scores corrected for learning. It must bo re- 
membered that the times of day Eastern and Central aro not directly 
comparable since the gunnery school in Eastern was in the extreme 
eastern portion of tho Central War Timo zone and the school in Cen- 
tral was in tho western portion of tho same zone. The difference in 
solar timo between tho two places was approximately 44 minutes. 

TADLB A11.4.—/IIV- to-ground fixed-gunnery «core« a« a function of lime of day and 
mean mission by Itm« of day 

TIlllÄAf.UT  6-7 M 10-11 13-13 1«-U 16-17 

ff M If it tr M N Af N M *r M 

ClafKI-J-O (EWO): 
Rawicorc«  130 

130 

61» 
(3d 

33.53 
34.78 

33.68 

ICO 
IU 

6C0 
600 

441 
441 

20.07 
3a 67 

aa 75 
29.36 

25.70 
3180 

ICO 
1G0 

371 
871 

370 
370 

saTo 
37.61 

3181 
3131 

2115 
3106 

73 
72 

250 
3J0 

873 
373 

3126 
37.05 

2183 
2102 

3X03 
3173 

116 
no 
440 
440 

43« 
430 

3100 
39.30 

3134 
3174 

34.34 
21 »4 

232 
333 

404 
464 

180 
ISO 

J104 
Corroct'''(l trarrs1................. 3114 

HMJIlVif (tlffDi 
3177 
3». 87 

Ch 141-i-J (IMOITTO): 
ll«w (cotta  3189 
Corrcctul aooroi •  3131 

_ i 

• Comctod to 1«T«1 o( UM tblrU mlsiloa. 
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TABLE Al 1.5.—Mean leorti by tim« of day for air •to-air fit «I gunnery 

Time o( d»f........ .... M M 10- t ■ j IM! 16-17 

s M S M S tt N M s M tt Si 

Class 44-1-0 (EFTC): 
R«w «cores  in 

178 

MO 
MO 

10 0 
10.7 

13.2 
US 

«7 
217 

TM 

11.1 
11.7 

US 
14.2 

m 

m 
mi 

us 
11.2 

14.0 
i   14.1 

«47 
211 

m 
m 

11.9 
11» 

11} 
lit 

210 
2M 

«31 
Wl 

HI 
13.1 

14.« 
Ift.1 

333 
233 

U9 

iai 
Corrected »corn .................. !&• 

CUU44-1-II(EFTC): 
114 
14.1 

—. 
* Corrected to flfth mission lerel. 
* Corrected to ilxth mluloo lev«. 

Effect of Wind Direction and Velocity on Air-to-Ground Fixed Gunnery 
Scors. 

A record of velocity and direction of the surface wind for each 
mission was entered on each student's individual rcco.d sheet along 
with the percent hits obtained for the mission. Sinco the wind data 
was obtained from instruments located in the gunnery field control 
♦jwer, the system assumed that the tower wind was the same as 
that over a gunnery range several miles distant and at altitudes from 
200 to 800 feet. Without doubt there was some error in that as- 
sumption; however, the wind conditions in the two locations should 
have been sufficiently similar to justify the study. No method of 
determining tho surface winds was available at the ranges themselves. 

Wind direction relative to tho direction of dive on the target was 
divided into head, tail, right cross, and left cross wind. It was de- 
termined that a 30° variation in wind direction from the central lino 
of each direction would not greatly affect tho wind vector acting on 
tho plane. This division of wind directions accounted for four arcs 
of 60° each, and left four intermediate arcs of 30° each for which the 
wind direction was judged to be ambiguous and so was not considered 
in this analysis. ,..,.•.    Ä 

After inspection of the dato, wind velocities were divided into 0 
categories of miles per hour: 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 10-20, 21-25, 2(^30. 
Left and right cross winds were combined after a preliminary analysis 
showed no difference in their effect. Tho mean percent hits for each 
velocity of each wind direction was then determined. Since somo 
wind directions and/or velocities might have been more prevalent at 
one stage of training than at another, the scores were corrected for 
learning. This correction was a linear one since the assumption .of 
a linear learning relationship was tho only one which did not reduce 
the reliability of tho corrected score. 

Table A11.6 presents the mean percent hits by wind direction and 
velocity for the Pre and Post P-40 sections, separately and combined, 
for Class 44-1-J in tho Central Flying Training Command. 
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TABI.B AI 1.6.—Mean percent hit» by wind direction and velocity for two »tction» 
with and without prior P-40 training, »eparaUly and combined for elate 44-1-J 
in CFTC 

Wind dlroctlon Without P-<0 
training With P-40 tnlnlag Combined 

Vtloaltf AT 
Uncor- 
roctod 

M 

Cor. 
recttd 
An 

N 
Unoor- Cor- 

rtctod 
Mi 

N 
Onoor- 
noted 

AT 

Oor. 
roctod 

Jtf> 

Rieht »nd left crowwlnd: 
134 
180 
11 
7 

30 

29.0 
38.8 
37.« 
30.4 
31.3 

33.8 
34.« 
33.3 
33.5 
18.3 

134 
373 
333 
314 
150 a 
104 
33« 

83 
130 

41 
300 
37 

101 
3« 

3310 
31.« 
35.3 
317 
18.8 
IX« 

41« 
4X3 
38.3 
3X3 

91.0 
31« 
3X3 

B 

«X« 
30.« 0-10  107 

901 
307 
134 
43 

23.5 
23.8 
3X5 
15.7 
111 

3i9 
M.3 
30.0 
11« 
11.7 

11-lf  38.« 
lo-ao  a 4 
21-25  14.3 
30-30  11.7 

Bead Wind: 
0-10  104 

374 
44.8 43.7 

43.5 
4X7 

11-15...  03 
51 

114 

41.5 
M.I 
30.0 

43.0 
MO 
3a4 

41.9 
10-30  84.9 
11-35  • 

41 
137 

31.1 

21.0 
28.3 

23.0 

37.9 
20.0 

sao 
ToO Wind: 

1-5  37.9 
0-10  tot 

37 
101 

25.5 
33.3 
18.7 

3a« 
28.3 
18.0 

38.« 11-15  
10-30  1X0 
21-25....  28 30. S 19.0 1X0 

1 Oometod far iMraln«. 

Correction of Air-to-Ground Fixed-Gunnery Scores for Variation in 
Wind Direction and Velocity 

Tho data used were those introduced in the preceding section, i. e.» 
Class 44-1-J in Central. Using the data for the Pre P-40 section of 
that class, a set of curves of moan scores for wind direction and 
velocity wore made. It was assumed from inspection of the data 
that cross and tail winds (as defined in the preceding section) had the 
same not effect on gunnery scores. Therefore, the two curves were 
combined to determine a new curve, which was projected to zero wind 
velocity. 

Since no missions wore flown in head winds of loss than 11-15 miles 
per hour, it was necessary to estimate part of the head wind curve. 

Two conversion tables were made on the basis of the above curves to 
correct individual scores obtained: (1) while flying in any given cross 
wind or tail wind and (2) while flying in any given head wind, to those 
that would bo expected had tho mission been flown in the optimum 
head wind. These conversions were equal to the actual difference in 
percent hits between the expected score for any given velocity and 
direction of wind and tho optimum head wind. The assumption of a 
linear-typo relationship was based on experimentation with soverol 
methods of correction. The assumption of linear relationship was 
tho only one which kept converted scores within possible limits, i. e., 
did not predict scores of over 100 percent hits. 

With these two conversion tables, the individual scores obtained by 
tho students in the Post P-40 section of class 44-1-J were corrected 
for the wind direction and velocity in which they were flown. The 
odd-oven reliability of these converted scores and also of the raw 
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scores on which they were based was determined.   Table Al 1.7 
presents these data. 

TABLE Al 1.7.—Mm.$, Mtandard deviniinn», and rtUab>litie$ for lA« raw $c<nt», 
«ore« corrected for wind direclion and velocity, for post P-40 action, lati 44-t-J, 
CrTU 

TyptMon N M SO f« ru 

RawtcoreK 
Odd  Mi 0.22 

«a 33 

7ft. Jl 
»8.31 

SI. 14 
31. W 

»33 

ass ass 
Ewn  

Corrected ■Mtw. 
Odd  2M .47 • M 
Even...  

TADLB Al 1.8.—Correlation of instructor rating» of pilot proficiency and fized-gunnery 
«core« 

Typ« o( gunntry 
Ousoery Motw Instructor ntlng« Corrn!*- 

Ilon 

N A/ SO M SD 
with 
mint 

Alr-to-cround ................... ■ 31.07 It 30 
4.70 

l.ftl 
1.61 

a«7 
.07 

• ass 
Alr-to-olr  i.3S 

1 BIgn c'uanged to ludlcoU usocUt: >n ot "good" performaoeo. 
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Glossaryl 

SYMBOLS 
Btum • • • ■ »Beta weight. 

C ■■ Coefficient of contingency. 
CR —Critical ratio. 

F-raMo »Ratio of the larger varianco to th« smaller variance.   Se« 
Analysis of Variance. 

i •■Class interval. 
M ■■Mean (average). 
N -»Number of cases. 

N» »dumber of casca eliminated. 
N, -«Number of cases graduated. 
Ni ■■Number of cases In lower group. 
Nm »Number of cases In upper group. 
P ■> Significance level. 

P« «= Percentage eliminated. 
0 »Phi coefficient (Pearson r from a 2 z 2 table). 

Pf »Percentage graduated, 
ß » Multiple correlation coefficient, also number of right answers In a 

scoring formula, 
r »Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation. 

fbi. »Biscrial correlation coefficient. 
«r »Correlation coefficient corrected for restriction of range. 

r,m »Point biscrial correlation coefficient. 
rul »Tetrachoric correlation coefficient. 

r, »Correlations combined by Fisher's i-tran; formatiou which is the 
correct method for averaging correlations. 

r»if »Correlation between odd and oven scores or two halves of a test 
without Spearman-Brown correction for full length, 

rn »Reliability coefficient with Spearman-Brown correction or where 
correction Is not necessary. 

SD »Standard deviation. 
» »Standard deviation. 

SB »Standard error. 
W »Number of wrong answers In a scoring formula. 
X »Raw score. 

TERMS 

AAF REGULATION 50-3.—An AAF regulation which governs the Issuance of 
instrument certificates to rated pilots. It specifics the requirements of the 
written and flight checks which all pilots arc required to pa«s annually to 
maintain the instrument ratings which allow them to fly in bad weather. 

AEROBATICS.—Maneuver» such as loop«, rolls, spins, etc. 
ADVANCED THAININQ.—The final 10-weck phase of pilot training before the 

student receives his wings and commission. Ho rcctlveä Instruction in heavier 
and more powerful aircraft and completes the formation, navigation. Instru- 
ment, etc, phases which he began in basic training.   (See Primary, basle.) 

• Cspt. WiUlam V. ÜHln vu P'lmwUr respoulbtt lor ihl» ftoMsry. 
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AiLr.noN.—A control surface, a hinged segment of the trailing edge of the wing, 
which maintains the lateral stability of the aircraft.    Moving the control stick 
raises one aileron and lowers the other, thus banking the plane to right or left. 

AIR SPEKD.—The velocity of an aircraft through the air mass. 
AiR-SfEED IKDICATOR.—An instrument which measures the speed of an aircraft 

through the air mass. 
ALTIMETERS.—Instruments which can be set to indicate the altitude, in feet, 

above sea level or specified ground cheek points. 
ANALYSIS or VARIANCE.—Statistical methods for segregating from comparable 

groups of data the variance in the dependent variable traceable to specified 
sources. 

ANOLE or ATTACK.—The angle at which the wing meets the air.   Increasing the 
angle of attack, up to the stalling point, increases the lift produced by the wing. 

ANOLE or BANK.—The angle between the horizon and a line passing through the 
wing tips.   In level flight it is 0°, in a gentle bank it is approximately 16°, and 
in a vertical bank it is 90*. 

APPROACH, INSTRUMENT.—An instrument flight procedure for descending through 
an overcast in order to make visual contact with the ground over a specified 
location. 

APPROACH, LANDING.—A straight glide toward the near end of the landing field 
or runway. 

ARTIKICIAL HORIZON.—A gyroscopic instrument which shows the position of 
the aircraft with relation to the horison. 

A/8.—An abbreviation for air speed. 
AT-6.—A single-engine, low-wing monoplane with tandem dual controls, retract» 

able landing gear, power-operated flaps, and constant-speed propeller.   Cruis- 
ing speed 150-160 m. p. h.   Used extensively as an advanced and basic trainer. 

AT-9, AT-10, AT-17.—Two-engine, low-wing monoplanes with side-by-side dual 
controls, retractable landing gear, power-operated flaps, and constant-speed 
propellers.   Cruising speed approximately 150-160 m.  p. h.    Used as two- 
engine advanced trainers until replaced by the TB-25. 

ATTENUATION, CORRECTION FOR.—A correction applied to estimate what the 
correlation between two variables would be if chance errors in the measurement 
of the two variables could be eliminated. 

ATTITUDE, FLIGHT.—Tho position of the aircraft in relation to the horizon or 
ground.   For example, when the nose of an aircraft is well above the horizon, 
it is said to be in a nose-high attitude. 

BALL-DANK INDICATOR.—A dual-purpose instrument which has a free-moving 
ball for indicating slipping or skidding and a needle which shows rate of turn. 

BANK, OF A PLANE.—See A-RIO of bank. 
BABE LEO.—See Pattern, traffie. 
BASIC INSTRUMENTS.—Those instruments which are fundamental to maintaining 

tafe flight when reference to tho horizon and other normal cues is prevented by 
clouds, darkness, or tho cloth hood. 

BASIC—Tho intermediate 10-weck phase of flying training which induces transi- 
tion to heavier aircraft (BT-13, AT-6) beginning instrument flying, formation, 
and crOFs-country navigation.    (See Primary, advanced.) 

BATTERY, TEST.—A group of tests covering a variety of subjects, or aspects, of * 
given field. 

BtTA WEIGHT.—A numerical value indicating the relative importance of a single 
variable with rci-pect to other variables when the several variables are combined 
to predict a criterion most effectively. 

BT-13, BT-15.—Single-engine, low-wing monoplanes with tandem-dual controls, 
fixed landing gear, manually operated flaps, and two-speed propellers.    Cruising 
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CADETS, AviATioN.-Studenls in prefliRht or actual flying training leading to com- 

miss.on as rated air-ercw officers. Commissioned officers taking the same train, 
ing are designated "Student officers." 

CENTRAL FLTINO TRAINING COMMAND.—A regional branch of the AAF Training 
Command.    (See chap. 2.) 

CENTRAL INSTRUCTORS SCHOOLS (C. I. S.).—Schools which trained inslmctort 
for all the schools in a command and thus helped to achieve standardization of 
procedures and methods of instruction.    Contrasted   with  local  instructor 
squadrons which trained instructors only for their own school. 

CHANDELLE.—A climbing turn in which tho student was required to gain the 
most altitude possible without stalling while turning 180°. 

CHECK LIST, PBOCEDURE.—A list of specific operating procedures, carried In 
every plane, to be uscd by the pilot (1) before starting tho engine«, (2) during 
warm-up, (3) before take-off, (4) during flight, (5) before landing, and (C) afUjr 
landing. All pilots were required to use the check list, regardles« of how 
familiar they were with the equipment, to avoid errors of omission. 

CLASS INTERVAL.—One of the groups into which the individuals measured on a 
given variable may be divided for convenience of tabulation and analysis. For 
example, in tabulating the height« of pilot« in a school, they might be grouped 
in class interval« of H inch. 

CLASSIFICATION TESTING PROGRAM.-The AAF aptitude testing rr'>gnun In 
which potential air-crew members were tested and ranked in nine categoric«, 
«tanincs, on their aptitude for pilot, bombardier, and navigator training. 

COEFFICIENT OF CONTINGENCT, MEAN SQUARE.—A measure of degree of associa« 
tion between two variables, when each I« expressed in several categoric«. 

CONFIDENCE LEVEL.—See Significance IcveL 
COMPASS, GTRO.—A gyroscope-stabilized compas« which, when act with tho 

magnetic compass, gives an accurate reading of heading which is not subject to 
the acceleration and turning errors of the magnetic compass. 

COMPASS, MAGNETIC.—An instrument which indicates magnetic direction, or 
bearing. 

CONTACT FLIGHT.—Flight conducted In such a manner that ground and water can 
at all times be uscd for visual reference. 

COORDINATION.—The correct, simultaneous operation of the flight control«. The 
term is most often applied to the proper use of the aileron and rudder In rolling 
into or out of turns without slipping or skidding. It may, however, include tho 
simultaneous use of additional controls such as throttle and elevator. 

Co-PiLOT.—The pilot, usually seated on the right side near the engine Inntru- 
ment«, whose chief responsibility Is serving as an assistant to the first pilot. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (r).—A numrrical index of the degrro of rvlatiunship 
between two variables. The correlation coefficient may vary from 0.00, in« 
dicating no relationship, to +1.00, indi'-rtting perfect agreement, and —1.00, 
indicating perfect inverse agreement. The t«rm "correlation" or "correlation 
coefneient," used without qualification. Implies the Pearson product-moment 
cocflicient. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, BISERIAL (r».,).—An expression of relationship be- 
tween two variables, one of which is measured on a continuum (e. g. tett scores) 
while the other is a dichotomy (e. g. «uccess or failure on a tank). If tho distrl« 
butions of scores arc normal, the biscrial coefficient is equivalent to tho product- 
moment. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, MULTIPLE (ß).—An cxpre^ion of the relationship 
between one variable and the combined cfTect of several other« to weighted as 
to maximize tho resulting coefficient. 
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ConnELATioN CoEmciENT, PEARSONT \N OB PRODUCT-MOUENT (r).—An expros- 
Bion of relationship between two vi ables which arc expressed in quantitative 
terms, 1. o., a set of continuous measurements of the function or attribute 
concerned. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, PHI (♦).—An expression of relationship between 
two variables, neither of which are assumed to be continuous and both of which 
are expressed In dichotomies. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, POINT-BISERIAL (r^,).—An expression of the rela- 
tionship between two variables, one of which is continuous and the other of 
which is expressed as a dichotomy and is not assumed to be continuous. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, TETRACHOBIC (fm).—An expression of relationship 
between two continuous and normally distributed variables which are expressed 
in dichotomies. If the distributions are normal, the tetrachorio is equivalent to 
the product-moment. 

CORRELATION MATRIX.—A tabular arrangement of correlations of several varia- 
bles with each other. 

CRAB.—See Drift Correction. 
CRITERION.—The standard by which tests or measures are evaluated. 
CRITICAL RATIO.—The difference between two comparable statistics (correlation 

coefficients, means, etc.) divided by the standard error of that difference. An 
index of the reliability of the different. 

Cnoss WIND LANDING.—Landing of an aircraft other than directly into the wind. 
The drift caused by the side wind necessitates corrective action by the pilot in 
order to maintain a straight-in approach. 

CURVE or PURSUIT.—The flight path of an aircraft attacking an aerial target 
which enables the attacking airplane to keep the target constantly under fire. 

DiBEcnoNAL GYRO (D/G).—See Compass, gyro. 
DIBECTOB OP FLTINO.—The officer responsible for station flying training activi- 

ties. 
DIRECTOR OP TRAINING.—The officer responsible for station training activities, 

including both ground school and flying training. 
DISTRIBUTION.—A systematic arrangement or tally of the range of scores based 

on magnitude. For example, a disiribution of height measures on a population 
would show the number of cases falling in each unit interval ranging from the 
lowest to the highest. 

DOWNWIND.—Flight of an aircraft in the same dircctioi. as that of the wind. 
DRIFT.—The angular difference between the aircraft heading, or direction it is 

pointing, and its track, or the path it is traveling over the earth's surface. 
This difference is due to the effect of the wind and its magnitude depends upon 
the direction and force of the wind. 

DRIFT CORRECTION.—To counteract the efi'cct of wind drift (see Drift) the air« 
craft must be turned Into the wind a sufficient number of degrees so that it will 
follow the desired path over the earth's surface. The number of degrees 
turned is called the drift correction, or crab. 

DUAL FLIGHT.—Flight by a sti'dont pilot and instructor in aircraft equipped 
with dual controls. 

EASTERN FLYING TRAJNINO COMMAND.—A regional branch of the AAF Training 
Command.   (See chap. 3.) 

ELEVATOR.—The hinged portion of the horizontal stabilizer which controls climb 
or dive of the aircraft. 

ELIMINATION.—As used in this volume, relief from flying training for flying 
deficiency.   Generally used to include relief from training for any cause. 

FACTOR.—A basic trait or ability, the prcfionco of which in combination with other 
traits or abilities, accounts for the relationship between two variables. 
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FACTOR ANALYSIS—A statistical technique which resolves a net of descriptive 
variables into a smaller number of fundamental categories or factor* by an 
algebraic analysis of the intcrcorrelations of tac variables. 

FEEL.—Sec Sustentallon. 
FmsT PiLQT.-Thc pilot, usually seated on the left side of the aircraft near the 

flight instruments, who is in command of and chiefly responsible for the opera- 
tlon of the aircraft. .    i „. •«„.„«wi 

FLAPS.-A section of the trailing edge of the wing wluch may be ra.se«! or lowered 
to decrease or increase the lift of the airfoil.    Haps are most frequently «sedto 
assist in take-off. steepen the glide angle during landing, lower the landing speed 
of the aircraft, and reduce length of roll after landing. 

FoncED LANDINO.-AH emergency landing caused by engine or structural failure. 

wSLm* FLT.No.-The (lying of two or more aircraft in close P~*innty w 
Tat thcT^ral aircraft are flown, in effect, as a single ^'J0™*^ 
serves to concentrate offensive and defensive firepower.    (See fig». 3.3, 3.4. 

and 3.6.) ,_   . 
FREQUENCY DISTBIBUTION.—Sec Distribution. - -   > 
PnmiND LOOP-An aircraft with convcntionul landing gear is in relatively 
Gr8rableenuilibri:m while traveling along the ground.    Once it start, swerving 

to cither sUlo it tends to continue turning in an increasingly tight turn called a 
ground Up!' The ZS* side thrust developed often cause, the Unding gear 

Gu^NERn'ixED.-The firing of machine guns or cannon. ^ ^tened to 
Zo™g or airframe. at air or ground targets. Thus, the aircraft must be aimed 

to *»*»"*     ._Thc firing of m0vftl,,c machine guns or cannon at air or 
^^nTtar^r Thergunrs may be aimed independently of the duectiou of 

„---    The ^cy o- ~^jtfJSXT£ 
SSKSri CtÄÄ 3 iobits .d people one dislike. 

,^JrJ!g!!!3^5yjS!iri> cocKpit instrument using .doth hood 
. "äES; fo tz tue ^tÄiÄSsrÄ. »^ ^ 

the inverted position back to level flight. reference to the 

instruments and other aids. 

KSSS ÄÄÄÄÄ ÄÄ HM -* -*• - - 
tho flight and engine InstrumcnU. 

ITEM.-Individual tost question or measure. individual questlena 
TBM ANALr».fl.-The»tMisticalex^ina ionof re^^^ ^ or 

to determine their difficulty,   hdr J**™* ^J» 8Cürc on the t«t. 

Ä.R.CONV^AL.^^ 

the rear. 
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LANDING GEAR, TBICTCLE.—The typo of landing wheel arrangement found on 
most large aircraft.   The two main wheels are behind the center of gravity and 
the third, or noso-whcel, is ahead of the center of gravity. 

LANDING, 3-POINT.—A landing in which ail three wheels touch the ground approxl» 
mately simultaneously. 

LANDING, WHEEL.—A landing in which the two main wheels touch the ground 
before the noce or tail wheel. 

LAST EIGHTS.—A training maneuver in which the nose of the aircraft traces a 
horizontal figure eight, half of which is above the horizon, and the other half 
below. 

LEVEL or SIGNIFICANCE.—See Significance level. 
LINK TRAINER.—A training apparatus which consists of a mock-up aircraft 

equipped with a complete set of operating flight controls and instruments. 
Thus it is possible to simulate some of the conditions of instrument flight 
without leaving the ground. 

MANEUVER.—A finite unit, or portion, of the pilot's task such as a steep turn, a 
lazy eight, a loop, etc 

MEAN.—The arithmetic average of a set of values. 
NEEDLE BALL.—See Ball-bank Indicator. 
NORMALIZATION.—The fitting of a given group of scores to a normal distribution. 
OBJECTIVE MEASURES.—Measures which are defined in terms of a permanent 

standard, such as a reference point on the airplane or an instrument reading, 
which is the same for everyone and thus produces absolute (in addition to 
relative) agreement among observers.   (See chap. 4.) 

OBERATIONAL TRAINING.—The pro-combat training given assembled air craws 
after graduation from the Training Command. 

PARTIAL PANEL.—Instrument flight In which the flight indicator and directional 
gyro, or other instnunents are covered so that they cannot be used for reference. 
It Is more difficult than "full panel" because the InstrumenU remaining do not 
give the instantaneous picture of flight attitude that Is given by the gyro 
instruments. 

PATTERN, TRArnc.—A rectangular pattern flown by aircraft landing or taking off 
from an airport.   It is composed of four legs: take-off leg, cross-wind, down- 
wind, base leg, and final approach (both take-off and final approach are up-wind 
legit).   The pattern is used to obtain uniformity of flight path and to alleviate 
traffic congestion.    (See fig. 8.1, chap. 8.) 

P. I. F.—PILOT'S INFORMATION FILE.—A manual of general Instructions and 
information for all pilots kept up to date by periodio revisions. 

PBIUART TRAINING.—The first 10-week phase of military flight training.   Em- 
phasis was placed on elementary flying abilities and Judgment. 

PBOCEDURE CHECKLIST.—See Checklist. 
PT-13, PT-17.—Single-engine   biplane   with   tandem  dual   controls.   Fixed 

landing gear, no flaps, and fixed-pitch propeller.   Cruising speed approximately 
90 m. p. h.   Used extensively as primary trainers. 

PT-10.—A single-engine low-wing monoplane with tandem dual controls, fixed 
landing gear, and fixed pitch propeller.   Cruising speed approximately 90 
m. p. h.   Used as primary trainer. 

RANDOM SAMPLE.—Sampling of a population on a chance basis as in Selective 
Service drawing for draft numbers. 

RANGE.—The difference between the highest and lowest score for a group. 
RATED WORK SAMPLE.—The performance is divided into a number of specifie 

aspects or subtaaks, each one of which is rated separately, for example, the 
student might be rated Excellent, Good, or Fair, on his use of throttle-to-check 
approaching stall in slow flying.    (See chap. 4.) 
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RAW SCORES.—The score as originally obtained from the test or other measuring 
dovico. 

RELIABUS DIFFERENCE.—A difference of «uch a magnltudo that It i« unlikely 
that It could have been produced by chance. 

RELIABILITY (r,i).—The conslätency of a measure JW determined in one of the 
following ways: 

TEST-RETEST,—determined by correlating two administrations of the test. 
ODD-EVEN,—determined by correlating the averngo of the odd-numbcrcd 

Items, trials, or measures with the average of the cven-numborrd ones. 
SPLIT-HALF.—determined by correlating first half of test with eccond half 

of test. 
SPLIT-GROUP.— obtained by correlating ratings on the same Individual made 

by two Independent groups of raters. 
HOYT METHOD.—determined by analysis of variance; docs  not require 

Spearman-Brown correction. 
RELIABILITT, CORRECTION FOR DOUBLE LENOTD.—The Spearman-Drown correo- 

tlon to estimate tho reliability of the total group of items or Judges from the 
correlation between two equal subdivisions of tho group. 

RESTRICTION OF RANGE, CORRECTION FOR.—When tho range of a population la 
restricted by selection, the correlation between two variables may bo corrected 
for restriction of range In order to estimate what tho correlation would have 
been if the range bad not been restricted. 

RUDDER.—Tho hinged portion of tho vertical stabilizer which maintains directional 
control of the aircraft. 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL.—A statement of the stat i.-ticnl reliability of a finding.  For 
example, tho 5 percent significance level means that the result obtained would 
bo expected to occur by chance only 5 (or fewer) times in 100; tho I percent level 
means that result would be expected by chance not moro than 1 time In 100. 

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE.—A difhrenco which Is of such magnitude that it la 
unlikely that it could have been pveduced by chance. 

SINGLE-ENGINE OPERATION (Z-ENOINE AIRCRAFT).—Tho emergency operation 
of two-engine aircraft on only one of tho engines. 

SLOW FLTING.—A condition of flight In which tho aircraft Is flown between the 
power-on and tho power-off stalling speed by tho use of flaps and power. Useful 
In short-field landings, etc., where a slow-speed ground contact fa desired. 

SOLO.—Flight by a student or students not accompanied by an instructor. 
SPIN.—A ••top-like" rotation of an aircraft about its vertical axis which occur« 

when one wing is stalled and tho other only partially stalled.   Tho drag on the 
stalled wing is greater than that on tho other, creating a strung turning tendency. 

STALL.—A condition in which tho smooth flow of air over tho wing fa disrupted so 
that tho lift of the wing is decreased and ita drag increased.   Stall» are caused 
by too low an air speed in relation to the wing loading. 

STANDARD DEVIATION (8. D.).—A measure of the degree of dispersion of a group 
of measures around tho mean.   One S. D. In both directions from tho mean 
Includes approximately 68 percent of tho population In a normal distribution. 

STANDARD SCORE.—A raw tcoro converted to units of ono standard deviation or 
some constant fraction of a standard deviation.   By using standard scores, 
measures of dissimilar characteristics such as height and weight may be 
compared. 

STANDARDIZATION EOARO.—A Board of ofnecra tho purpose of which fa to maintain 
standardized training methods. 

STANINB.—Standard scores on a normalized 0-polnt scale.   Tho highest 4 percent 
of the scores receive a stanlne of 0, the next highest 7 percent a «tanlne of 8, 
etc., down through 12 percent.. 17 percent, 20 percent, 17 percent, 12 percent. 
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7 percent, to the lowest 4 percent which receive a stanlno of 1.    Two of the 
common forms of stanine are: 

PILOT.—A 0-point scale (based on the weighted scores of a battery of per- 
formanco testa) for predicting the aptitude of students for pilot training. 

INSTRUCTOB.—A score to predict aptitude for teaching flying. 
STEABMAN.—See PT-13, PT-17. 
STICK.—The cockpit control lever which operates the ailerons and elevators. 
SUBJECTIVE MEASUBES.—Measures which are made in terms of Judgments such 

as "poor" or "too slow" which are dependent on the standards of the individual 
making the Judgments.    (See chap. 4.) 

SUSTBNTATION.—A feeling of support such as that experienced when seated in a 
chair.   This feeling, although not reliable, helps the pilot maintain flight 
attitudes since changes in attitude are indicated by changes in feeling on the 
"scat of the pants."   For example, in entering a climb, the pilot feels pushed 
down in the scat, while In leveling out or in beginning a dive, he feels lighter. 

TACHOHETEB.—An instrument which Indicates the speed In r. p. m.   Since 
engine power is a function of r. p. m. (with fixed-pitch propellers), the tachom- 
eter aluo indicates power output of the engine. 

TAXI; TAXIINO.—Ground operation of an aircraft as In going from the parking 
mat to take-off position. 

TB-25.—The trainer version of the B-25 (Mitchell) Bomber.   Lightened by 
being stripped of all combat equipment, the TB-25 was used as tho standard 
2-engine Advanced trainer during the last yean of the war. 

TEST BATTEBT.—See Battery. 
TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY.—Tho correlation between one administration and 

a second administration of the same test. 
TOBQUB.—To the pilot, the sum-total of all forces which tend to make the aircraft 

yaw to the right or left.   These forces are of concern to the pilot because he 
must apply corrective rudder pressures In order to maintain desired flight 
attitudes. 

TBAININO COMMAND.—An Air Forces Unit responsible for all Army Air Forces 
Training activities.    (See chap. 2.) 

TBAININO FBEEZE.—In this report, the term "Training Freeze" refers to an 
occasion on which students were held at a given level for 5 additional weeks of 
training.   (See chap. 10.) 

TUBBULENCE.—Roughness in the air due to vertical currents.   Severe turbulence 
Is found In thunderstorms and is frequently violent enough to damage aircraft. 

UC-78.—Synonymous with AT-17. 
UP WIND.—Into or against the wind. 
VALIDITY.—The extent to which a test measures what it purports to measure. 
VALIDITY COEKKICIENT.—A correlation coefficient (q. v.) which indicates how 

successfully a test or other selection device will predict performance with respect 
to a criterion.   For example, the correlation of a score on a measure of flying 
proficiency with whether or not a student graduates from flying training will 
give a validity coefficient Indicating how well that measure will predict gradua* 
tion-olimlnation. 

VEBTIOO.—A "dizziness" or disoricntatlon experier jed by pilots flying at night or 
on Instruments which causes them to feel that they are still turning after they 
have returned to straight and level flight. 

WEIGHT.—The relative importance or value of Items entering Into statistical 
computations.   (See Weighting.) 

WEiaiiTiNO.—Tho multiplying of different scores or measures by different con- 
stants so that tho contribution of each measure to the total score will be proper* 
tional to its Importance and the total score will have maximum predictive power. 
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WESTERN FLTINQ TRAININO COMMAND.—A regional branch of the Training 
Command.    (See chap. 2.) 

WIND SOCK.—A cloth bag mounted so as always to be free to swing with the wind 
and Indicate the direction from which III« wind ta coming. 

WIND TEE.—A T-shaped marker at airfields which indicates the direction of 
landing traffic.    Landings are made parallel to the leg and toward the arms of 
theT. 

WINO LOADINO.—A measure of the amount of weight supported by each square 
foot of the wing's surface.    For example, a wing of 100 square feet on an airplane 
grossing 1,000 pounds would have a wing loading of 10 pounds.    For a given 
design of wing, the higher the loading, the faster the stalling (and hence landing) 
speed. 

WORK ADDER.—A mechanical device for smntnating the number or cxtcnslvencsa 
of movements of a control such as throttle, stick, or rudder. 
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Attributes of a good incasuro 79-82 
Basic level of training 228 
Combination of items into total score 3G1-305 

Comparison of three methods 213-216 
Roliiibility and validity of, in Basic instrument flying 2i.V-2l6 
Beliability and validity at Primary 153-157 

Compared with rated work-samplo 106-172 
Conditions necessary for good measurement 77-79 
Daily administration of 146-151; 196-197 
Definition of objective and subjective 74-79 
DifTercnt techniques of measurement 74--79 
Effect of additional training 127; 191-195; 219-235 

Check rides for training freeze studios 415-460 
Effect of civilian flying training 229-230; 258-259 
On single-engine proficiency 224-236 
On two-engine proficiency 230-234 
Summary 234-235 

Effect of daily «curing on final proficiency 198-199 
Errors in air speed indicators 122 
Fixed gunnery: Sec FIXED C-INNBRY 
Four-engine planes 201-204 
Functions of flying grades 73-74 
Instrument flying 

Basic level of training 209-218; 433-465 
Summary 217-:* 18 

Effect of additional training on 228-230; 233 
Multicngine 181-207; 415-431 

Summary 205-207 
Intercorrclations among 151-154; 172-174; 412 
Inventory of measures devised 364 

Primary level 120 
Items tested at Primary level 387-405 
Large-scale study of effect of additional training 219-235; 3C6-368 
Mechanical recording 369 

Radio beam tracker 205 
Vs. objective olxscrvatlon 77; 358-359 
Work-adder 204-205 

Primary level of training 111-163; 227; 387-408 
Description and evaluation of specific measures 128-142 
Item-analysis studies 121-142 

General results 125-128 
Purpose and procedure 121-125 
Results on specific measures 128-142 
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OB/KCTIVE MEASURES or FLYING SKULL—Continued 
Primary level of training—Continued 

Recommended check ride 167-161 
Relation to curriculum 111-113 
Summary 161-163 

Recommendations for further work 154-161; 366; 368-360 
Recommended procedures for developing 180-100 
Relationship among different indices for goodness of 362-363 

Ability to discriminate amount of training and ability to predict pass- 
fail 126-128; 363 

Reliability and validity 126-128; 313; 363 
Reliability of 

Affected by heterogeneity of items 173-174 
Analysis of factors reducing 142-146; 360-363 
Applicability of Spearman-Brown formula 173-174; 243-245; 300 
AT-6 instrument items 442-443 
AT-6 instrument scale 213; 216-317 
Items tested at Primary level 387-408 
Measures used in training freeze studies 460-463 
Method of measuring at Primary 121-133 
Observers 142-144; 174-178; 186-187; 361 
Odd v. even days 146-151; 103-104 
Primary level of training 125-126; 142-151; 156 
Recommendations for further work 361-363 
Split-half 216-217 
Relationship to validity (6) 20-21; (15) 10 (6) 126-128; 213; 363 
TB-25 measure« i «7-180 
Test-retest 

Assumptions may not apply 145 
Compared with split-half 216-317 
On same compared with different days 142-145; 215-217; 350-360 
Two-engine flying 186-187 

Scales composed of selected measures 365-366 
Basic level of Instrument training 333-341 
For Primary level of training 157-161 
For TB-25 201; 424-431 
Used during training freezes 445-460 

Scoring 
Comparison of different methods 184-180; 107-108; 364 
Reliability of: See Reliability of, obsewer 

Sources of variability 122-125; 250-255; 350-363 
Stages in development of 114-120 

Primary level of training 113-120 
Summary 358-370 
Two-engine 165-170; 181-207; 400-413; 415-431 

TB-25 scale 400-411 
Types of measures developed and evaluated 363-364 • 
Validity 

AT-6 instrument scale 213; 216-217; 443-444 
Discrimination of groups differing In ability t. discrimination of group« 

differing in training 81; 126-127; 362-363 
Items tested at Primary level 125-126; 150-151; 156; 387-407 
Methods of measuring at Primary 121-123 
Relallonship between different indices of 126-127; 362-363 
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OBJECTIVE MEASURES or FLTINO SEILIT—Continued 
Validity—Continued 

Relationship to reliability 120-127; 213; 362 
Two-engine instrument 187-188; 195-190 

PILOT TRAINING 
Description of 9-24 
Instrument flying 181-182 
Scheduling 16-17 
Schools, number and distribution of 13-15 
Standardization, problem of 17-22 
Student population 15-16 

PREFXIGHT 9 
PRIMARY FLYINO SCHOOL 

General description of 9-10 
See OBJECTIVE MEASURES OF FLTINQ SKILL, Pr'mary level of training 

PRINTED TESTS OV FLTINO INFORMATION 263-275; 370-372 
Comparison of combat returnees with transition school pilota 272 
Expert« consulted 264-265 
General approach and techniques 204-267 
Instrument Flying Information Tents 272-275 

Correlation with ground jchool grades and pilot stanino 273-275 
Reliability of 273 

P. D. C. Pilot Information Test, Form 1 270-272 
Reliability of 271-272 

Pilot Information Test, Form 3 207-270 
Comparison of pilots, copilot«, instructors, and noninstructors 269-270 
Correlation with education, flying grades, and pilot stanino 270 
Intercorrclation of subsections 208-269 
Reliability of 269 

Purposes 203-264 
Rccommcndadons for further work (15) 371-372 
Summary (12) 275 
Validation of 267 

PROFICIENCY MEASURES 
SEE INSTRUCTTOR SELECTION, FIXED GUNNERY, OIUECTIVB MEABURBS or 

FLYINO SKILL, SUBJECTIVE  MEASURES OF FLYINO  PROFICIENCY, AND 
PRINTED TESTS OF FLYINO INFORMATION 

RECOMMENDATION, GENERAL 377-380 
RESEARCH 

Conditions needed for 377-380 
Conditions of, in Army 5-7 
Corps 379-380 

SEMI-PARTIAL CORRELATION 148-149; 194; 423 
STANINB, PILOT 

Correlation with 
Fixed gunnery 257-259 
Flying information tests 270-271; 272-275 

Factor loading in grade-slip comments 103 
Prediction of success by, compared with that of flying grades 88; 105; 358 
Reliability of 86 
Validity of 86 

SUDJECTIVB MEASURES OF FLYINO PROFICIENCY 83 109; 157-358; 581-386 
Chcck-rlde grade« 

Prediction of subsequent success by 88-89 
Reliability of 88-90 
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SUBJECTIVE MEASURES OF FLTINQ PRonciBNCT—Continued 
Comments appearing on daily grade-slip« 09-104 
Correlation between difTcrent levels of training 88-89; 91-02; 104-105; 3S7 
Correlation with fixed gunnery scores 265-256 
Criterion, graduation-elimination 84-87 
Daily grades (5) 94-104 

Factor analysis of 98-104 
Instructors' comments 90-104 

Intercorrelations among 95-98; 383-384 
Definitions of objective and subjective 74-77 
DifTcrcnces between schools 84-86; 867 
Elimination rate, variability of 84-86; 357 
Factor analysis of instructors' comment« 98-104; 358-359 
Functions of flying grades 73-74 
Graduation-elimination 84-87 
Halo effect 358 
Pilot Rating Scale, Forms A and C 104-106 

Intercorrclation of items 385 
Prediction of subsequent success by 104-105 

Pilot Transition Training Record 100-108 > 
Proficiency card 90-92 

Prediction of subsequent success by 01-02 
Sample of 381-382 

Progress check ride 87-00 
Rated work-sample 75-76; 166-169 
Recommendations for further work 368-360 
Reliability of 357-358 

Pass-fail criterion 86-87 
Rated work-sample 166-160 

Stage grade 03-94 
Summary 108-109 
Two-engine 166-172 
Validity of 73; 88-89; 91-92; 104-105; 255-256; 357-358 

TESTS 
See PHINTED TESTS or FLYING .IsronuATioN and INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION 

AND SELECTION, Printed tests for selection 
TRAINING COMMAND 

General description of 12-16 
TRAINING EXPERIMENTS 277-288; 375-377 

Effect of type of airplane 231-234; 278-285 
Evaluation of optical skeet sight 286-287 
Recommendations for further work 260; 376-877 
Summary 287-288 
Value of scientific design 277 

TRAINING FREEZE STUDIES 219-235 
TRANSITION TRAINING 

General description of 12 
Sec OnjEcTtvB MEASURES or FLYING SKILL, Multiengine, Instrument 

WING, FLYING TRAINING 13 
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